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A FRAGMENT OF A GREEK ILLUSTRATED
PAPYRUS FROM ANTIKOE

By S. J. G4SIOEOWSKI

With Plate i.

I am deeply indebted to Dr. John Johnson of Oxford, who, acting on the suggestion

of Professor Beazley, has sent me a facsimile of his papyrus-fragment and asked me to

describe it for the Journal.

This fragment was discovered by Dr. Johnson in 191J among a number of late papyri

in a mound at Antinoe. He tells me that the material which came out of this rubbish

mound ran from late fourth century onwards to sixth. None of it has been published.

The fragment (c. 12 .. 7’5 cm.) is undoubtedly part of a leaf of a papyrus-book.

The upper part contains on its left side traces of three lines of text, apparently the last

letters of the column. Of the letter in the top line there remains just a part of a stroke;

of the visible letters of the second line the last may be a Sigma, the first perhaps an

Alpha; the only remaining letter of the third line may be a Tau. On the right of the

upper part of the fragment, at about the level of the second line of the text, there is still

visible some sort of sign, possibly a letter representing the number of the page. The form
of the letters appears to indicate a date about a.d. 500 for the text.

Nearly three-quarters of the whole fragment are occupied by part of a coloured

illustration, representing a group of charioteers. The size of the whole leaf cannot be

determined with any certainty, but may well have been rather considerable, judging, c.g.,

by the analogy of the illustrations in the Alexandrian Chronicled Nor can the relation

of the illustration to the column of the text (gra])hically speaking) be established. The
illustration is not a miniature in the true sense of the word, as it is not bordered.

The fibres of the papyrus-plant here run horizontally, consequently I take it for

granted that we have before us the recto of a papyrus-leaf The verso of the fragment

does not contain any visible matter, either written or painted.

The illustration represents a group of six charioteers visible almost to their knees,

three of them standing in the front line; each is slightly further back than his companion
to the left. A part of the body of another charioteer is seen to the left of the picture,

and on the second plane are to be seen the heads and parts of the bodies of two more
charioteers. The charioteers on the right appear to be standing under, or rather before,

an arcade.

Four principal colours were used by the painter, viz. a light yellow, a kind of middle
green, a blue which now appears rather dirty, and a red

;
white is to be noticed too, but

only in almost imperceptible strokes or points for details. I think we may assume that
the artist first laid on the colours thickly with his brush and then drew the contours in

1 Bauer-Strzygow.ski, Euh ^Vfttrhri)fiik\ Vienna, 190n, plates.

- r>y analogy with the Alexamlrian Climniele and other reiiiiiants of illustrated papyri.

Jourii. of Egy[»t. Arch. xvn. 1
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a strong, sometimes broad, black line. I am led to believe this was so by the absence

of traces of a preliminary sketching of contours in places where the colours have fallen

away, as for instance on the left sleeve of the charioteer with the whip, as well as by the

vivsibly not coloured yellow fleck on the cap of the charioteer to the right.

The charioteers clearly belong to different The first on the left in the front

line wears a short red tunic with broad yellow bands diagonally crossed and black and

blue bindings, blue sleeves, and a yellow cap with a narrow blue band below. He is un-

doubtedly standing at attention, his left hand on his thigh, his right hand and forearm

raided in the (known) attitude of speaking or of attention. He may well be the central

figure of the composition. The next to the right is seen in the attitude of the born jockey;

his tunic is blue, with red sleeves and undergarment (?), and he wears a yellow cap. His

left hand is on his thigh and in his slightly raised right hand he holds a whip. His head

is turned slightly to his right. These two charioteers appear to be more important than

the others, not only by their position in the front line of the group, but also by their

gestures.

To the right of these two and just a little behind them stands a man dressed in

a green tunic with yellow bands, vertical and horizontal, and a yellow cap, with a narrow

blue border. His head is turned more to one side than that of any other man in the

whole group. He has no bindings on his tunic, and may be either no charioteer at all

or a charioteer not yet ready for the games. His cap is in any case that characteristic

this profession.

Behind the central group of charioteers we see the head and the bust of one more
man, dressed in a green tunic (with bindings) with red sleeves and in a yellow cap with

the usual blue edging. His head is also turned to the left. Close to him are visible the

head and the shoulders of another man also in a yellow cap; the colours of his garment
arc not discernible. He appears to be standing on a still higher level. The left part of

the body of a sixth man, apparently a charioteer, is seen on the left si<le of the illustra-

tion. His tunic and trousers are green, the sleeves are red; his head is lost.

We thus seem to have here a picture representing charioteers belonging to three

fart green (three men), red (one man), ])lue (one man); it may be surmised that

thcr(‘ were also represented jockeys belonging to the fourth the white.

The artistic merits of the picture are obvious. The whole group, even in its present

mutilated state, is excellently composed. The drawing shows a bold and very sure hand;

all the movements are natural and vivid; this is not a lifeless, hieratic group of the kind

which we are accustomed to see in early mediaeval Coptic works of art. The whole group

is drawn in a free Hellenistic style and possesses a charm of its own. Masses are

carefully balanced on each side of the apparently central group of charioteers. Space

is indicated in the indirect manner of Early Christian paintings, mosaics, miniatures, and

r»‘liefs. ij'.. by intersection. Only one man, he with the raised hand, is in full view;

the men to the right are shown slightly one behind the other by the intersection of parts

of their bodies. The men whose heads and busts alone are visible have an independent

movement of their own. There is of course no perspective, not even in the manner of

Hellenistic })aintiiigs, and no landscape or architectural details are indicated which would
help the rendering of the third dimension. The group is seen standing freely, yet we are

not shown whether it is standing in an open or enclosed space. The attitudes of the

charioteers show the predilection of the painter for placing human bodies en face, but
they are poised in a way that shows that he has mastered the art of rendering the freely

standing human figure; the movements and inclinations of the heads and arms and hands
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add to the charm of the picturesque group-composition. Of the band or arch which

appears in the background I shall speak later. I must draw attention to the fact that

the charioteers do not all look in one direction; we see them looking partly to the left,

partly to the right: their pupils are shown in .such a position that they seem to be looking

at angles of 45" or even more apart. The painter understood very well how to show the

pupils of men standing on a higher level but looking at more or less the same point or

action as the men below them. It would seem that they are looking at two objects or

actions placed respectively to their left and right.

Points of comparison for various stylistic details such as the treatment of heads,

movements, poses, etc. may be found in diherent classes of works of art of the Late

Hellenistic, Roman and Early Christian periods.

The facial type of the charioteers is clearly < Ireek, and not Semitic or Coptic. The

characteristic inclination to the left of the heads of four of theiii may be compared with

the positions of heads on textiles of the Graeco-Ruman period in Egypt, as for instance

to the portrait-busts on two panels^ of the 4th-5th centuries from Akhmim. The same

mannerism of putting the pupils light in the corner of the eye or just above the lower

lid is seen on other textiles of the same period, i\g., on a panel with a half-length figure of

Hermes, or another with that of Apollo, also from Akhmim-. The way of drawing the

nose by making an almost straight black stroke, or two at a slight angle, fur the nostrils,

adding one long vertical stroke on that side of the nose which is in shade, and lighting

up the other side, appears on different portraits from the Fayyum^. Of course, it is much

more developed and pictorial there. We see the same proceeding in the Ambrosian Iliad

{e.g,, on folio 33 verso). For the treatment of the hair we may again find parallels in

Fayyum portraits^: locks are sometimes shown falling over a narrow forehead.

The Iliad in the Ambrosiana gives us several hints as to difierent points in our com-

position. In its miniatures muvsses are generally more stiffly distributed than in our

papyrus. This is seen in the groups illustrated by Ceriani-Ratti in Pis. v, xii, xiv, xxv, Iv.

Consequently perspective by intersection in our illustration is nearer modern perspective

than in the Iliad. The method of grouping figures by intersection as seen in our papyrus

is not very similar to that of the Iliad; the only analogy would be folio 22 verso

(Ceriani-Ratti, PI. xxv), a group of Trojan women. I think that the groups of kings ^ on

folios IV verso and v verso of the Alexandrian Chronicle do rather remind us of our group,

which, however, is much weaker in execution, and stiffer and more naive in composition.

None of these various analogies seems to me suliicicnt to indicate clearly the origin of the

treatment of the foims seen in our picture, but they all tend to show that all its forms

were current in the Late Roman epoch.

The iconography of the scene is not clear at first sight, though it is certain we have

here a group of charioteers or, more generally speaking, of members of three facttones.

There has not yet been written an exhaustive iconographical study of ancient chariot-

races or circus games as represented in monuments of art. The chapter on this subject

in FriedlandePs Sittengeschichte is antiquated, and so are the articles in Daremberg-Saglio's

Dictionnaire (s.v. Circus, Ludi). Both these studies are more occupied in dealing with

1 Kendrick, Catalogua of O'j'tih'sfrom hnrgirg-gron tuts m i, Xos. 58, .>1), Plate xiv.

2 Kendrick, op. rit„ Xos. 52, 53, Plate xiv.

^ AVasmutb, Kousthefie, l, Plate 4, and many other exaiji[)le>'. Pluhl, ioal Zoich nung tlrr Grierhea.,

Ill, tig. 680.

^ AVatemuth, op. cit., Plate 4.

^ Bauer-Strzvg“W«ki, ((t(\r<iifiIrnu!<cJi<' W GU'linnHk, PLitos iv Ci rso lUid v err^oj,

1—2
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the historical development of chariot-racing in Eome and Byzantium than with analysing

works of art, and the latter are only used to illustrate the institution and procedure of

the races. The article in Cabrol-Leclerq has the same defects. In going through the long

series of ancient monuments which represent scenes from the circus I do not find any
close analogies to our composition. It is true that many objects are not adequately pub-

lished, and that there are many more published from Eome and the western provinces,

including North Africa (mosaics) and Byzantium (diptychs, the monument of Porphyrios,

etc.), than from Egypt. On the basis of the material hitherto published it is difficult to

discern any strong or characteristic differences between the rendering of circus scenes in

the capitals, Eome and Byzantium, and in the provinces. I am inclined to assume
a certain uniformity of representation. The differences observable arise rather out of the

differences between the various classes of monuments which portray such scenes. Mosaics,

for example, give the artist a free hand and thus provide the largest and most detailed

scenes. The same is true of reliefs, under which head Alexandrian terracottas may be
included. Textiles, diptychs, gems, lamps, and golden cups (fondi d'oro) usually give

a shortened rendering, a simplified version, so to say, and this also applies to Byzantine
coffTets of a later period, etc. The well-known Vatican statue illustrates excellently

the dress of a charioteer^ The miniature on folio 49 recto of the Ambrosian Iliad re-

produces clearly a different tradition, as various moments of the games in honour of

Patroclus are figured in the same painting; it is the continuous or cyclic style, which
does not appear to be employed on the papyrus.

The composition of our illustration is far removed from these representations. I con-

sider it to be unique in its scheme, and therefore its importance rises accordingly. Two
questions arise in regard to it ; first, Why are representatives of different factiones shown
together in one picture ? and secondly, What is the meaning of the kind of arch in the back-

ground? In order to solve these we must determine what moment of the pompa, or

immediate preparations for the races, or what act during or after the races, the illustrator

meant to portray.

In relation to the first question we must remember that it is quite probable that the

monument of Porphyrios^ in Constantinople was erected by all the fonv factiones

^

and
not only by the Greens to whom he belonged^. It would follow that in some cases

a famous and victorious charioteer might have been honoured not only by his friends but
also by his antagonists. If so, then there is no reason why members of different factiones

should have not been represented standing together, though it was unusual.

The arch in the background may, and probably does, represent simply an arcade of

the circus, though it is true that such arcades are usually more carefully drawn, as for

instance on the mosaic from Dougga in Tunisia^. Other possibilities are that it

represents the ropes by which the gate of the circus was closed^, or the barrier between
the spectators and the arena or perhaps the gates'^. Of these various suggestions I in-

cline towards that of the arch, as our scene could be easily imagined with such a back-

ground.

Assuming these two difficulties to be removed let us try to find what moment of action

is represented. The monuments are totally silent, for there is no close analogy to our

composition. But from descriptions in ancient authors, and from our general knowledge

’ J.I) A /., llMja, os tv. ^ Rn\ idxh,, 1011, XI, 7GfV.

Mni-athhoiii, Ath. Mitt., 18SO, 30S. ^ Rev. areh., 1902, ii, 398, PI. xx, 1.

•’
1 s.v. Co'iyfs, IISO, 1519. Hell)ig-Ariicluiig, Fahrei\ i, 217 ff.

• Virtus, 1101, lI^^ 1521.
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of these things, we may draw some inferences. The proceedings and apparatus of a pompa

cireensis and chariot-races as depicted on the monuments consist of the pompa itself, the

procession of the tensae and of the carpentum, the chaiiot-races in the circus, the circuses

and their parts (the stables), the magistrate's lodge, the hoises in their stables, the

charioteers (separately as a rule), the victors, the giving of the prize to a charioteer, the

drawing of lots. There may also be represented other special moments such as accidents

in the arena.

In our group the charioteers are clearly represented as standing, not walking. If this

is so, then all moments of the pompa itself are to be excluded. We must take into account

only those in which the charioteers assembled and formed one group, and that a standing

group. This, excluding such moments as would require some characteristic trait, would

leave only a few. It might be the drawing of lots. This was performed in the presence

of magistrates and representatives of parties; that would explain why some men have

no bindings in our picture. A sacrifice before the magistrate's lodge could not have been

meant if our illustration is really an original work later than the second half of the fourth

century, and not a copy of an earlier picture, for this custom was abolished by Constantine

the Great. It cannot be the giving of the prize, as in that case probably only one

charioteer would be represented. In any case we must have here a representation of

a moment just before the races began; to decide exactly what moment is in my opinion

not possible in the present state of our knowledge. The drawing of lots was done in the

circus itself, and therefore an arcade would be quite in place. Such would be the solution

if our composition is not a free invention, independent of any known iconographical

tradition. That such free scenes may occur, despite the tendency to types which was

characteristic of ancient art, is proved by various scenes in the Ambrosian Iliad. The

same document also proves that a Greek mythological scene may often be clothed in

Roman forms, for charioteers in the scenes of games after Patroclus' death are dressed

in the colours of Roman Such monuments are not rare of course, but usually,

though not in the Iliad, they rely on an old Greek iconographical cycle.

We do not know to what kind of literature our fragment belonged. It may or may
not have been a fragment of Homer, or of some other poetical or literary work, or a remnant

of an unknown descriptive book. Neither text nor representation enables us to solve this

problem.

It may be useful to look through the historical material relating to chariot-races,

circuses and charioteers in Roman and Byzantine Egypt with a view to testing the

possibility that papyrus-books in Egypt in these epochs were illustrated by artists who

had actually witnessed scenes in the circus, and to whom such scenes were living matter

and not a dead past. If this were the case it would explain to some extent the vividness

of our picture.

It is well known that we have good authorities on chariot-races, etc. in Rome and

Byzantium. Constantinus Porphyrogenneta {De cerhn, aidae hyzantinae) may be quoted

as an invaluable source for Byzantium, and many others, such as Tertullian, De spect.,

for general information. For these two capitals the literary material is very extensive

and has been used at least to some extent by modern writers- (Friedliiiider, Pascal in

Daremberg-Saglio, and many others who repeat more or less the same facts). For the

provinces of the Empire in both the Roman and Byzantine periods the available material

1 Fol. 40 rt’cfo.

- The work of M. PigAiuol, llechcrches s/u* 1023, is known tu me only through the

.synopsis in 1922, 295.
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has not been exhaustively published. Little beyond a few well-known facts, based on

passages in Dio of Prusa and others, has been said about chariot-races and circuses in

Egypt. I therefore give some details taken from ancient authors, papyri and inscriptions.

The vividness, splendour and importance of chariot-races in the circus of Alexandria

have been touched upon by several modern authors^. We possess several ancient passages

on the subject, e.g., on the Alexandrian circus in the times of Trajan by Dio of Prusa in

his speech Ujxx \\\eSai>optU. It is not to be doubted that circus-games of all kinds,

including chariot -races, were an important factor in Eoman Alexandria. We have also

explicit testimony to the existence of circus-parties in that town, for John of Nikiou,

119, says that while the Eomans were shut up in iVlexandria by Amr, there were open

battle-^^ in the streets between the Blues, led by Domentianus, prefect of the Fayyum,

and the Greens, led by Menas the dicc'^. Thus not only is the existence of parties in

Alexandria conclusively proved, but also the strength of the tradition of public amusements

and their political importance even in moments of danger are demonstrated for as late

as the seventh century a.d.

The same or a similar state of things prevailed in provincial towns. I do not intend

to deal exhaustively with this subject, which lies beyond my scope, but I note several

interesting facts. There exist not a few papyri which illustrate the importance of chariot-

races and prove the existence of parties in the towns of Egypt. This has been noted by

A. S. Hunt^, who speaks of ‘'repeated allusions to horse-racing, which became quite

a rage in the Byzantine period. ’ This was undoubtedly true of the Eoman period too.

We are fairly well informed about chariot-racing, etc. in Oxyrhynchus from papyri found

in that town. I may perhaps be allowed to quote some of various dates:

Oxyrh. Pap. cxl, a.d. 550: Contract in which Aurelius Serenus undertakes the

superintendence of the racing stable belonging to Flavins Serenus, a comes, for one year.

The terms of the agreement are

Oxyrh. Pap. cxlv, a.d. 552: Eeceipt showing that the banker Anastasius had paid

one solidus less 1 carats "for an embrocation needed by the horses of the public circus

(tov hi]iJiO(TL[ov^ KLpKov) ou the sldo of the Greens Upacr/rri)?'),’’ and ^ solidus less

11 carats for expenses.

Oxyrh. Pap. 922, late 6th or early 7th century: Account for horses and other

Their use is not stated but perhaps some of them may well have been employed in the

dfcs" 8pd/ro9 or perhaps the cyjpLocno^ KtpKos.

Oxyrh. Pap. cxxxviii, a.d. 610-611: Contract between Flavius Apion the younger

and John, “contractor of the race-house" belonging to Flavius Apion, by which John

undertakes for a year the charge of Apion’s stable in addition to the racecourse, and to

provide him with animals whenever they were required, in return for the payment of one

pound of gold (72 solidi).

Oxyrh. Pap. (ujt, a.d. 618: Eeceipt showing that Georgius, a secretary, had paid

10,^ carats on the Alexandrian standard to two starters employed at the hippodrome

on the side of the Blues (Veneti) {tov i'tt'jvlkov /;tep[oL»s'] Bepercop) as their wages for a

month.

^ SGiuljjirt, lif'Hin, V.)’22, IS:), 141; WeuL^or, Vn//: p/hI Sf<iat in Agi/pka, 27, and others.

Rostovt/.otr in las Econonilc Uistvrp of ike Romnn Etaplre is Mient on this rather important

social p' >irit.

- iSEilm*, HiMorp of Epyid, LonduHj ISiJS, 101.

Jo'li'intf I, '.in.
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Thus papyri from Osyrh}Tichus prove the existence of stables, races, circuses, and

parties in that town in the sixth and seventh centuries a.d. I do not doubt that in

earlier times the same state of things prevailed. At any rate, other papyri prove the

existence there of all sorts of public games and amusements, if not of races themselves.

Oxyrh. Pap. No. 519, second century a.d. : Account for public games at Oxyrhynchus;

list of payments for a theatrical entertainment, etc.

Oxyrh. Pap. No. 1050, 2nd or 5rd century a.d.: Account for games: a fragment of

an account of expenditure for the purposes of the public games at Oxyrhynchus (pan-

cratiasts, boxers, conjurers, flute players, etc.).

Oxyrh. Pap. No. 1025, late 3rd century: An order from the municipal officials of

Euergetius to an actor and a Homeric reciter to come and perform on the occasion of

a festival.

These testimonies tend to show that all kinds of performances were in vogue in

Oxyrhynchus in the Koman period, and circus amusements were probably among them.

Various kinds of agones took place in other Greek towns of Egypt. A letter of the

emperor Gallienus to the procurator Plution (a.d. 2G7) gives privileges (freedom from

‘Titurgies'’) to a young man for the merits of his ancestors in athletic games^. A papyrus

written under the same emperor gives a notice by Antimachos, president of the college

of judges of agones, to the authorities and the people of Hermoupolis Magna, to the effect

that Horion was an Olympic victor in the agones of trumpeters Allusions to circuses

ov factiones are found in inscriptions too. One may be (j^uoted: rtfca i) rvxo PYre/ctoa

fcai l^ei'ercoi' fcal rov ypd'y^ai’To[^\^

.

It follows then tliat the provincials were as

passionate for games of the circus as the inhabitants of the capitals Pome and Byzantium.

This is attested also for small provincial towns of Syria and Asia Minor by inscriptions'*,

for North Africa by mosaics, and so on.

It is to be surmised that in Antinoe too there was a circus, where artists could see

all kinds of games, and among them chariot-races. If then our papyrus is a work executed

at Antinoe, which is possible, we can easily understand how such a vivid and pictorial

scene could arise. A circus would there have ]:>e<m an actual thing, and chariot-races and

charioteers would have been things seen many tinu'S over in everybody s life. If the

papyrus was executed in another town in Egy[)t the same would still be true.

On the other side* there is some discrepancy between our illustration, which, as we

know, was found among papyri of the late fourth to the sixth century, and the general

state of the plastic arts in Late Poman and Byzantine times in Egypt. The illustrated

papyrus-book which contained this illustration tnay of course have been a copy of some

older work, but judging by its excellent execution and vividness I should rather call it

an original production.

Let us look shortly at the state of things in Egypt in those times. The Alexandrian

library almost ceased to exist after the third century a.d., and was certainly completely

non-existent after the fourth^. On the other hand, grammatical and philosophical schools

(and museums) did certainly exist in Alexandria up to the end of the fifth century a.d.®

A large number of papyri of earlier or later times show literary tastes being steadily

1 We^'^clv, Coi’infs IPthi >>p>ihtii i\.^ ll‘) 3 = U iIckf'D, (^hrc^toniiitlae^ 158.

- Fifpjirv'^ Erzhflt'iiuj llitiner Av iifjs ^ 1^04, 84, 283.

"
(4. Lefchvre, Jes in.^rr. fjrcc^iffes <‘hrA. 1008, No. 37.

^ Cahrol, Hippodrunoj.

Breccia, Ahwandretf </d ^Egppfiui), Bergamo, 1022, 50. cit., 51.
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cultivated in provincial towns as well^, and artistic activity was probably rather strong

in the 5th or even the 0th century. I am not speaking here of Coptic works of art; one

must remember that there was in some classes of objects a fairly steady production of works

of a decidedly Greek character. The manufacture of textiles in Late Hellenistic style still

flourished in Alexandria and many other centres. Thus textiles of the 5th-6th centuries,

and ivories, may be (j^iioted as examples. Above all, it must not be forgotten that the

decoration of papyri had gone on without interruption since the Ptolemaic epoch, though

we have a limited number of examples of that art. We possess also literary evidence on

painters or painters' works in this period (portraits)-. We may leave out of con-

sideration Christian illustrations on papyri, such as the Alexandrian Chronicle, the

illustration to Math. 8, 23-26 with Christ on Lake Tiberias^, or the pen-and-ink drawing

with Christ praying^, and so on. Generally speaking these fragments are artistically very

poor.

Much more important for our aim are illustrated fragments of Greek works. First,

there exists a series of scientific illustrations to mathematical, botanical and astronomical

works. Secondly, we possess many pen-and-ink drawings of a very inferior quality, such

as Pap. Rainer Inv. No. 1673, and a Graeco-Roman medallion, which is in so far interesting

as it is analogous to textiles or mosaics. The third and most important series is formed by

pictures, some of which are of high artistic merit while others are historically interesting.

Of the latter the most important is the fragment of a roll (Paris, SuppL gr. 1294) of the

1st or 2nd century a.d., still showing the Ptolemaic (and Pharaonic) method of dividing

the text into columns. To this series would belong the coloured illustration with Eros

and Psyche in Florence^ of the 2nd century a.d., which is quite Greek in character. But

there are Greek illustrations of a much later date, even of the 5th century a.d., such as

the drawings in Vienna and Berlin : the latter contain interesting and very vivid sketches

on papyrus. In quoting these fragments I aim at showing that the art of decorating

papyri in Greek style livec through the vicissitudes of Roman rule in Egypt, and perhaps

still flourished after the definitive establishment of Christianity. This art was certainly

a descendant of the system of decorating papyri in Pharaonic times; an indebtedness on

the part of the Greeks to the Egyptians must once more be acknowledged—the Paris roll

is a definitive proof of that. This tradition passed apparently rather quickly from the

stage of rolls to that of books.

The new fragment should be considered an excellent example of the latter class of

illustrated Greek works; it is unique among the remnants of that art. It may be regarded

as the best link in the Hellenistic tradition of decorated papyri. It is far superior to the

Florence fragment, indeed I do not think it is possible to find parallels to it among
papyri. I should rather point out as analogous to it in style and technical excellence

certain textiles of the 4th-5th centuries, e.g,, those from Akhmim®, composed in

a true Hellenistic spirit, and with a similar freedom to ours though evidently based on

earlier designs. An exact dating of our fragment is in my opinion not possible, as there

are no very close stylistic parallels : besides, the painter was indubitably of the first order,

1 Ch. H. OLlf.itlier, The Greek Lherorg Ttjrts from 0rueeo-lloraaa Egi/pt, Madison, 1923.

- Not in papyri: in ri letter of Theopliilos to Zeuon, the first, who was a painter, tells Zenon that he

h.is tinished his work'^ and asks him et kiu coy TronjTeoi (tol ^luiv rLV€<s r^v HtvuKwv, This was during the

Ptoh‘rii;u< poi'iod. Kroni tiio hum. in period oninos aiiutluT ducument, <ai ordiw of p<iyment to a painter for

a purtr.iit he hn^ exc, uti*d- (jr. e hft., viir, 1927, note to Nos. 919, 920.

’ <fr. e hit.^ viii, 97, No. 920. ^ Pa[>. llainer, Inv. No. 8760.

’ gr. e l<ft
,
viii, P.<rt I, No. 1>19. ^ Kendrick, op. cit.^ PI. xvii.
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and individual ability must be taken into account. The lettering appears to indicate

a date of about a.d. 500. This would be too late a dating on stylistic grounds, for

I pointed out that not a few of its details are to be found in Late Hellenistic works. The

comparison with textiles is also very useful, and still other minor points may be added.

The hanging locks of the charioteers may be compared to those of some figures of the

Ambrosian Iliad which is probably a work of the Ith century a.d., though perhaps

a copy from an earlier cycle of pictures; and the outlines of the locks have a parallel in

the hair-dressing of some figures in a wall-painting from Wadi Sarga^ of the 6th century.

Taking into account what has been previously said, these details, and at the same

time the rapid decay of Hellenistic style and subjects in Egypt in the 5th-6th centuries,

and the excellence of our painter, I should propose as date for this fragment the 5th

century a.d., and even its first half.

Its importance lies in the fact that as a fragment of a papyrus-book it is one more

proof, and this time a strong one, if not the strongest hitherto known, that ancient, Le.,

Greek and Roman, illustrative art had its origin in Egypt, and probably especially in

Alexandria. It is to be deplored that no other fragments of the same book were found.

An iconographic cycle might perhaps have been re-established, possibly by means of

parallels to mosaics and textiles, and an important tradition traced back to Alexandria,

though the technical excellence of the painter would oblige us to consider the fragment

as an original work. At any rate, a first-class Late Hellenistic papyrus-book illustration

of Roman life has been recovered from the soil of Egypt.

1 Fol. 40 recto^ 22 I'er^o. - Brit. Mu.^eiinx to Eorlj Christian tig. 70.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. •7
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threp: royal shabtis in the British mfseum

By H. R. hall

With Plates ii and iii.

The three royal shah t is described below have already been published by Sir Ernest

Budge, but in view of their great interest, I reproduce them again here with new and

hue photographs which bring out their details fully. At the same time the inscriptions

are given to make the publication complete; that of 21922 has not been published before.

1. The shabti of Ahmbse (Amosis) I, No. 32191, PL ii, is not only one of the finest

known but also one of the oldest, and is of special interest as being that of a king. It is of

a verv fine cream-coloured limestone. The body is in mummy form with the arms crossed

under the bandages, from which the hands emerge; they carry nothing. Probably it was

originally intended to paint the usual hoes on the surface of the shoulders, but there are

no traces of paint. The head wears the /^e^^CrS'-headdress, not ribbed or banded. The
pigtail is rather long and thick. The shoulder-flaps follow slightly the curvature of the

shoulders. The top-fold has a little of the curvature, giving a slightly horn-like appear-

ance to the corners above the ears, which Evers notes as a characteristic of the later

Middle Kingdom [Staat aus dem Stem, ii, 14). There is a band round the forehead.

The uraeus (head broken off) has a triple convolution (Fig. Ic). A shortish, square-cut

beard is worn. The face has distinct character, especially about the eyes and the cheeks

above the corners of the mouth. Unluckily the face is slightly injured, the nose specially

being damaged. The beard and one of the lapels of the headdress are also chipped, and
the forepart of the feet is missing; there are also some chips out of the back. The
inscription, containing the YIth chapter of the Book of the Dead, is shown in Fig. 2.

The signs are finely cut, in a style recalling that of the Middle Kingdom. Note such

contrasts in size as the p and i in the second line; the p is six times the size of the t.

Ht. 11 j ins. (28*5 cm.). Published: photograph only. Budge, Hist. Eg. (1901), iii, 185;

The Munmy (1925), PL xx: inscription only, id., The Mummy, 252.

2. The shabti of Amenophis II, No. 35365, PL iii, figs. 1 and 4, is of a soft grey

serpentine, but has not the great artistic and historic interest of 32191. The body is in
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mummy form with the arms and hands as in 32191, the latter holding each an anlJi

upright. The nmes-headdress is banded with simple striations. The pigtail is of the

usual Eighteenth Dynasty type, rather short and ribbed. The shoulder-flaps are straight.

There is still a little of the horn-like curvature at the upper corners of the folds. The

uraeus (damaged) came down lower over the forehead band than that of 32191; it has

only a double twist (Fig. la). The beard is rounded and long, and the end is broken ofi.

We know what Amenophis was like, and there is no visible resemblance in the face of

this shabti, though an attempt has perhaps been made to make it like by giving the

nose an exaggeratedly high bridge with the effect that, now that its end has been broken ofl,

it looks like a particularly aggressive snub. No doubt the high nose of the Tuthmosids

was intended, but the face is roughly cut, like the rest of the figure, and is otherwise

entirely conventional and without character. The figure is slightly damaged by chips

on the back, the right side of the headdress, the beard and the uraeus. The feet are

intact but for unimportant chips.

The inscription is shown in Fig. 3. It is roughly and carelessly cut. Ht. 11^ ins.

(28*8 cm.). Published: photograph only, Budge, Hist, Eg., iv, 71; Guide to 4th-6(Ji Eg.

Rooms, 5; inscription only, id., The Mummg, 253;

3. The shabti of Psamatik I or II (the throne-name is not given), No. 21922,

PI. iii, figs. 2 and 3. is interesting for its portrait. It is of glaze-ware, originally pale blue,

now discoloured. Like the others, it is in mummy form, wearing the nemes, which is

plain. The flaps follow the curve of the shoulders. The pigtail is shortened by the

square-topped plinth | in. (2 cm.), wide at the back. There is no beard. The head is

perfect except for some damage to the uraeus, which has two convolutions (Fig. 16).

The lower part of the figure is broken off. The hands hold, the right a hoe the

other a hoe and the rope of a basket which hangs by a loop over the left shoulder.

The portrait is strongly characterized with thick lips and heavy nose of Ethiopic
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cast. It is not like the portrait of Psamatik I on the intercolumnar slab from a Delta-

temple in the British Museum (No. 20), published Cambridge Anc. Hist., Plates, i,

271(6), II, 15(a), which is thin-lipped with a long upper lip and a flat bulbous-ended

nose, and is obviously a careful portrait. It is therefore probably a portrait of Psamatik II,

to whom the shabti should thus be assigned. It is not like the face of the supposed

colossal head of Psamatik II in the Museum (No. 1238), found near the southern end of

the Suez Canal in 1906; but this was probably a conventional oSicial portrait without

character, which the shabti obviously has.

The inscription, of the usual Twenty-sixth Dynasty type, is shown in Fig. 4. Note

Fig. 4

the error of making the shabti carry sand from ^vest to east {sic). Ht. 5|- ins. (14*6 cm.).

Published: photograph only, Budge, Hist. Eg., vi, 205.
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“OEDAR'-TREE PRODXWS EMPLOYED TN
MU^rMIFICATION

By a. LUCAS

The principal references in the works of the Greek and Latin writers to the materials

employed by the ancient Egyptians for mummification, taking them in chronological

order, are by Herodotus (fifth century b.c.), Diodorus (first century b.c.), Strabo (first

century b.c. to first century a.d.) and Pliny (first century a.d.).

Herodotus (ii, 86-88) mentions a number of different substances, of which it is pro-

posed to consider one only^; Diodorus (i, 7; xix, 6) also mentions a number, of which
again only one will be considered Strabo (xvi. 2, 45) refers to one, bitumen, which it

is not proposed to consider; and Pliny (NJL, xvi, 21; xxiv, 11; xxxi, 46) refers to three,

two of which will be dealt with The materials chosen for consideration are those derived

from the ‘'cedar'’ tree.

Herodotus states (ii, 87) that in a particular method of mummification a material

he terms both to cWo fce^pov aXeKpap yivopLsi’ov and also /ceSplr] was injected into the

intestines. Both these expressions are usually translated as “oil of cedar,’’ but literally

they mean a substance of an oily or fatty nature derived from the “cedar” tree and a

“cedar”-tree product respectively. Diodorus (i, 7) says that during the process of

mummification the body was anointed with fceBpia, usually also translated as “oil of

cedar,” but meaning merely a “cedar ’’-tree product.

Pliny {NM., xvi, 21) states that a material he terms cedrium (“cedar” material) was
used by the Egyptians for preserving their dead and also (xxiv, 11) that cedri succiis

(“cedar” juice) was used for preserving dead bodies.

The “Cedar” Tree.

The first step in the identification of the materials referred to is manifestly to
ascertain, if possible, whether the tree in question was indeed a cedar and, if not, what
kind of tree it was. Almost certainly, however, it was a conifer, since although the term
“cedar” has been, and still is, applied to many trees other than the true cedar, so far
as is known to the writer the word was never used anciently for any tree that was not
coniferous.

Two writers who help in this matter are Theophrastus and Pliny, since they not
only mention the “cedar,” but describe it; and these descriptions may now be considered.
Before doing so, however, the true cedars, of which there are three kinds, may usefully
be enumerated; they are respectively (a) the cedar of Lebanon {Cedrus Libani)\ (6) the
Atlas cedar (Cedrus atlantica) and (c) the Indian cedar (Cedrus deodara).

1 The others are paha wine, spices myrrh, ca^sia and natron.
“ The others are palm wine, spices, ointments, myrrh, cinnamon and hitumcn.

* I he third is natron. The TJlJer oe K. (’. Tlailey (19^9) i 53
172-173 .

—
’ ^ ^ ,
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Theophrastus distinguishes three kinds of “ cedars” (/ceSpo?)—namely, prickly cedar

Syrian “cedar-” and Phoenician '“’cedar^”—all of which have been identified as junipers^,

namely Juniperus oxycedras, Jmiiperus excelsa and Juniperus pJioenicea respectively.

Pliny (xTti, 11) describes two ''cedars ” {cednis). one of which he calls the small

“cedar" and the other the large “cedar,” of each of which he states there were two

kinds. One of the small “cedars” he says grew in Lycia and the other in Phoenicia;

the second of these is described as being very like a junijjer and probably was a juniper,

namely Jn)ii2)erus phoenicea. One of the small “cedars,” too, though which is not

stated, is described as being prickly and is termed oxycedros, and was, therefore, almost

certainly not a cedar, but Juvipcrys oxycedrus. The large “cedars” are not described in

sufiicient detail to allow of positive identification, but they, too, may have been junipers.

The fruit and berries of the “cedar” mentioned (xiii, 11; xv, 7; xxiv, 11, 12) suggest

juniper berries and not cedar cones, and the medicinal properties ascribed to “cedar”

fruit are practically identical with those given for juniper berries (xxiv, 36).

Since by the word cedar both Theophrastus and Pliny almost certainly meant, not

the true cedar, but a juniper, it is probable, therefore, that other classical writers,

Herodotus and Diodorus for instance, may have used the term cedar in the same sense.

Even at the present day a similar confusion exists, and the fragrant red wood called

cedar employed for making pencils, cigar boxes and other objects, is usually that of the

American cedar, which is not a cedar, but a juniper {Juniperus virginiana)

.

The modern

oil of cedar, too, is generally a product of this same tree, though a volatile oil from the

Atlas cedar is also known and is used as a medicament.

At this stage the subject may be approached from an entirely different aspect, by

examining the materials yielded by coniferous trees, especially the cedar and the juniper,

and asking whether any of them are oils or of an oily nature. With regard to this last

point, however, it may be mentioned that the terms oily and fatty were sometimes

employed by the classical writers to describe materials that are not oily or fatty in the

modern sense, but which are better described as unctuous or soapy. Thus, Theophrastus

(v, ix, 8; IX, i, 3) states that certain wood sap was of an oily character and that certain

plant juices were fatty, and Pliny {N.H., xxxi, 46) refers to natron as being of an oily

nature. The fact, therefore, that the material mentioned by Herodotus is termed oily

does not necessarily mean that it was an oil in the strict sense of the word.

In order to make the matter perfectly clear, it becomes necessary, before dealing

with the specific points mentioned, to consider briefly oils in general, including their

mode of production. Oils are obtained from three fundamentally different sources,

namely, animal, mineral and vegetable, but in connexion with the present enquiry the

two former may be omitted. For the present purpose vegetable oils may be divided

into three classes: (a) Fixed Oils, (6) Volatile or Essential Oils and (c) Oil of Turpentine.

Fixed Oils.

These include such oils as olive oil, linseed oil and a very large number of others

that are obtained from fruits and seeds, at the present time chiefly by pressure, though

anciently sometimes by the more primitive practice of boiling the material in water and

^ Kiuixli'ii into Plants^ Ed. A. Hurt, l^oeb Classical Library, r, v, 3; i, x, G; III, vi, 5; in, x, 2; III,

xii, .3 : in, xiii, 7 ;
iv, iii, :3; iv, v, 2; iv, xvi, 1 ;

v, iii, 7 ;
v, iv, 2 ;

V, vii, 4; v, ix, S; ix, i, 2.

OiJ. clt.^ Ill, li. 6; IV, V, 5 ;
v, vii, 1 : v, viii, 1.

• 0/,>. ru., nr, vi, .j ; ni, xii, 3: v, vii, 4 : rx, i, 2 ;
ix, ii, 3.

^ Iiidvx, 455 450.
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skimming off the oil that rose to the surface. Pliny xv, 7) refers to this latter

method having been employed in his day for the production of castor oil, though for

most oils pressure was used.

The only fixed oil from coniferous trees is that yielded by the seeds, which, although

obtained from several kinds of conifers (cypress, fir, pine and spruce), is termed ‘’fir-seed

oiP.” This oil is not a regular commercial product, but has been produced experi-

mentally, and there is no evidence and little probability that it was known anciently;

and, although Pliny (xiii, 11 ;
xv, 9 : xxiv, 10, 36) mentions the seeds of various

conifers (“cedar,” pine, cypress and juniper), he makes no reference to oil having been
extracted from them. It is practically certain, therefore, that, whatever the cedar”
product of Herodotus and Diodorus may have been, it was not a fixed oil of any
coniferous tree.

Volatile or Essential Oils.

These are volatile, odoriferous bodies of an oily nature, such as oil of roses, oil of

lavender, oil of juniper, oil of pine, oil of fir, oil of cedar, and numerous others, which
are employed principally as perfumes and flavouring agents, though sometimes as

medicaments. They are extracted at the present day from various plant products (bark,

flowers, fruit, leaves, root and stem), either by distillation with steam or by means of

solid fat or oil, the odoriferous principles in the latter case being removed from the fat

or oil by alcohol, the final product being not the pure volatile oil but an alcoholic

solution of it.

Many volatile oils were known anciently, including oil of roses, oil of narcissus, oil

of cinnamon and others; they were extracted by steeping the odoriferous material in

fixed oil or by boiling it in oil, the result being a perfumed oil that was used as a

cosmetic^. The oil of cypress mentioned by Pliny (lY.//., xv, 7; xxiii, 45)—which
unfortunately is not dcvscribed, but merely referred to as a medicament—was probably

of this type, since, as already shown, it is most improbable that a fixed oil of any conifer

was made at that period, and since, also, a volatile oil of cypress does exist and is

prepared at the present time by the steam distillation of the leaves.

In addition to oil of cypress, Pliny also mentions oil of "cedar,” but his account of

this is very confused; thus in NJL, xv, 7 he says that it was obtained from the fruit

and in xxiv, 11 from the pitch, and he calls both these products pitch oil (pisselaeon).

As already stated, Pliny’s “cedar” was probably a juniper, and a volatile oil of juniper

is prepared at the present day, under the name of oil of cedar, by the steam distillation

of the wood of the American juniper; but this was certainly not known anciently. Pliny

appears to have confused two different juniper oils, one from the berries—and therefore

volatile, since these do not contain a fixed oil—and the other, also volatile, though of a

different kind, prepared from the resinous exudation (“pitch”) of the tree, which latter

will be dealt with in connexion with oil of turpentine.

Since a volatile oil of juniper, prepared from the berries, was possibly known in

Pliny’s time, it becomes necessary to enquire whether the cedar product mentioned by
Herodotus and Diodorus (which has been shown to have been probably from the juniper)

may have been this oil. Herodotus states that the material was injected into the

intestines, where it remained during the period that the body was in the natron bath,

1 J. Lewkowitsch, CJiCndml T<>c}uujlogii oad of Oils, F^fts ai>J (1914), ii, 140-141.
- Theophrastus, op. cit.^ Con<er/da<j Odoiu-i<^ l4-:2o. Pliny, op. c(t.^ Xlii, 2; xv, 7.
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after which it was allowed to escape, carrying with it the inner parts and intestines in

a liquid condition. That any such action could have been brought about by the agency

of an oil like that now being considered is impossible; it might, however, have been

caused by the natural "processes of decomposition, acting during the time that the

body was in the bath, aided possibly by the natron of the bath, if this could have

gained access to the abdominal cavity, and might have been wrongly ascribed to the

injection. The uselessness and unsuitability, however, of an odoriferous volatile oil

dissolved in a fixed oil (which any ancient oil of juniper berries must have been) for

injecting into the body makes it improbable that this was the material employed, and

this and all other oils of the same kind may reasonably be dismissed from the enquiry.

Diodorus states that the material he refers to was used for anointing the body after

the abdominal contents had been removed. An oil of juniper of the kind described

would have been very suitable for this purpose, the fixed oil that served as a vehicle for

the volatile oil being well fitted for anointing purposes, while the dissolved volatile oil

would have imparted to it a pleasant fragrance. But, in view of the difference of opinion

between this writer and Herodotus as to the method of use of the cedar product, and

hence of its nature, it is by no means certain that such an oil was ever used.

Oil of Turpentine.

A special volatile oil known as oil of turpentine, spirits of turpentine, or simply

turpentine, is obtained from the resinous exudation (turpentine)^ of various conifers and

also from resinous wood, in both cases by means of steam distillation, the product from

the wood, however, being termed wood-turpentine oil. The solid residue remaining after

the oil of turpentine has been removed is called rosin and will be dealt with later.

Since the resinous exudation (oleo-resin) of certain coniferous trees was well known
anciently and is described by both Theophrastus and Pliny, the former terming it

moisture (t'ypor?;?, ix, 1.2); juice (otto^, ix, LI); resin (p-qTivr), ix, 1.6 ; 2.1; 3.4), or

pitch (TTtTTa, IX, 2.3 and 6, 3.1, 2 and 4), and the latter juice (^wccws, xiv, 25; xvi, 19);

resin {resiaa, xiv, 25; xvi, 16-19), or pitch (_pu^ xiv, 25), and since crude methods of

distillation were known as early as the fourth century it is not surprising to find

that, certainly in Pliny’s time if not earlier, oil of turpentine was known. Thus, this

writer states {N.H., xv, 7) that an oil which he terms fissinum (pitch material) was

prepared from ‘‘pitch’’ (one of the names he gives to the resinous exudation of the

conifers), and he describes the process, namely, by boiling the “pitch” (manifestly,

therefore, a liquid or semi-liquid), catching the volatile matter in fleeces spread over the

vessels and recovering a yellow oil by wringing out the fleeces. Such a product could

only have been an impure oil of turpentine. The oil, too, called jpisselaeon (pitch oil),

mentioned by this same writer (A.H., xxiv, 11) as obtained from “cedar pitch,” must
have been a similar impure oil of turpentine, and its Greek, instead of Latin, name
indicates a Greek origin and a correspondingly early date.

To judge by the uses of the “cedar” products referred to by Herodotus and
Diodorus, the former might possibly have been oil of turpentine, but not the latter, since

this would have been most unsuitable for anointing purposes.

^ The ore^inal tiatne iif tlic natural t\\U( lata at w.t.s turpeittine, aii<l it is oitly comparatively I'ccently

th.it the nauie of the nil pre]>are(l fi'om it hi'caine '^ll(>rtotled from oil of turpentine to tur2)entinc. Even
yet the natuml prudui t is tonued turpentine scieiititically, and certain kinds are still known as tur2)eiitine

commercially, for exrimple, Venice Turpentine.

- ArLtutle, ii, 2.
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:

Other materials besides fixed and volatile oils and oil of turpentine that may be

obtained from coniferous trees are (a) rosin and (b) the products of the destructive

distillation of the wood, which may now be considered.

Rosin.

The residue left when the more volatile portion of the semi-liquid resinous exuda-

tion of certain coniferous trees is removed by slow evaporation or by quick distillation

is called rosin. This is a solid, translucent, brittle mass, of a yellow, reddish-brown or

sometimes almost black colour, belonging to a class of bodies termed scientifically

colophony and commercially rosin. From theoretical considerations alone, it would

appear highly probable that rosin was familiar to both Greeks and Romans, since, as

already shown, the resinous exudation from coniferous trees was well known, and if this

is merely stored in a warm place for a considerable time, the greater part of the oil of

turpentine evaporates and rosin is left. But that it was well known can be proved.

Thus, although Theophrastus does not specifically mention rosin, he refers (ix, 2, 5) to

the boiling of the ''pitch'’ (resinous exudation) of certain coniferous trees, a process that

must have produced rosin. Pliny, too xiv, 2o; xvi, 22, 23; xxiv, 22), mentions

the boiling of resin and “pitch,’* in both cases meaning the resinous exudation of certain

trees: he also states (xiv, 25) that the juice (resinous exudation) of the "cedar” was of

the proper consistency for making “pitch” (rosin), and that the “pitch" (rosin) used for

preparing vessels for storing wine was made from the resin (resinous exudation) of the

"pitch ’’tree. He also xeiexs {ibid
.)
to ''pitch’* (rosin) being over- burnt, being broken in pieces

and being tested by biting, in ail three cases a solid material being manifestly indicated.

The rosin prepared by the crude method employed would have been dark coloured and

probably often black, even when not over-burnt, an accident that evidently sometijnes

happened.

From the references given above, it may be seen with what very difierent meanings

both Theophrastus and Pliny employed the terms resin and pitch; and, as will be shown

later, another material, tar, was also called pitch. This looseness of expression, however,

is not peculiar to the classical writers, but is common even at the present day. Thus

the word resin may be used to designate not only the natural resinous exudation from

certain trees, whether this be an oleo-resin, a gum resin, a balsam or a true resin, but

also the product (rosin) obtained when oil of turpentine is removed by heat from an

oleo-resin. Similarly, the word pitch may be used to mean the natural resinous exuda-

tion of coniferous trees (oleo-resin)^, rosin, wood tar, or a solid product obtained from

these two latter. A further confusion is caused by the use of the words pitch and tar for

certain materials (bitumen and asphalt) which originate in petroleum and are found

naturally^.

Reverting to rosin, this, when iieated in a closed retort, yields various bodies, the

principal of 'which are rosin spirit (a substance very like oil of turpentine) and rosin oil,

with, as a residue, pitch (rosin pitch). If, during the crude process of preparing oil of

turpentine described by Pliny, the oleo-resin was accidently heated too strongly, as did

^ Burgundy Pitch is the modern e<iinmereial n.ime f(U' the oleo-resin of the common spruce, and the

very name of the spruces (Picoaei means Pitch Trees: certain very re'^inou'' wood, too, is called Pitch

Pine, generally that of Pooon* p»ftcn termed the Pit( h Pino\ tlnnigli occ-i'^ionallv that of Pi,, its

- Also at the present time for other materials obtained artilicially from co<il, which wore not known
auciotitly.

Joiirn. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 3
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occasionally happen xiv, 25), some of the rosin formed would have been partly

decomposed, with the production of a small proportion of both rosin spirit and rosin oil,

which would have contaminated the oil of turpentine, Eosin spirit and rosin oil, too,

would also have been unintentionally formed in small amount during the destructive

distillation of coniferous wood (about to be described), since the oleo-resin present in the

wood would have been decomposed, yielding at first oil of turpentine and rosin, which

latter would then also have been broken up, forming rosin spirit and rosin oil. With

these exceptions, it is most unlikely that rosin spirit and rosin oil were prepared

anciently and very improbable that they were known as separate substances and hence

improbable that either of these was the ’‘cedar’’ product mentioned by Herodotus or

Diodorus. Eosin pitch, being a solid body, is excluded on that account.

Coniferous Wood.

When coniferous wood is heated out of contact with the air, it is decomposed, pro-

ducing various gaseous, liquid and solid bodies. In the crude methods of destructive

distillation^ (as the operation is termed) employed anciently, the gases formed escaped

and so need not be considered: the solid residue (charcoal) does not concern the present

enquiry and only the liquids will be described.

As coniferous (and other) wood, even though appearing to be dry, contains moisture,

this is driven off when the wood is heated, and one of the products consists of an

impure watery liquid of an acid character, termed pyroligneous acid, the other liquid

products being an oil, of the nature of wood-turpentine oil, and tar, which latter is a

black, viscous liquid of complex composition resembling coal tar very much in appear-

ance. Either pyroligneous acid or wood-turpentine oil might well have been the liquid

(and from the manner of its use it must have been a liquid) said by Herodotus to have

been injected into the body, but neither is suitable for the anointing mentioned by

Diodorus. Tar would not have been adapted for either purpose.

Wood tar was known to Theophrastus and Pliny, who both call it '‘pitch,” a term

also applied, as already shown by both writers, to the resinous exudation of coniferous

trees, and by Pliny also to rosin. Both, too, give a description of the method of obtain-

ing tar from resinous wood by means of a primitive form of destructive distillation.

Theophrastus states (ix, 3, 1-3) that the operation was carried out by making a

large pile of logs, covering them with earth and firing them, after having made provision

for the escape of the tar, which was collected in a hole in the ground. Pliny, who calls

tar both ’‘pitch” (pe>) and “liquid pitch” {pix liquidci). states (xvi, 21) that in Europe
it was extracted from the torch tree (Teda, i.e., Finns taeda) by means of fire, that it

was employed for coating ships, and that it was used as a medicament (xxiv, 24) and
"for many other useful purposes.” He also describes three ways in which it was made,
namely, first, by heating billets of resinous wood in a furnace; second, by heating the

wood by means of red hot stones in a trough made of strong oak: and third, in a similar

manner to that described by Theophrastus (xvi, 22).

*
i.', the of heating, (uit of contact with the air, a solid Uiatcrial in such a

manner that its orimnal composition is destroyed and new Ixulies are formed, some of which are volatile

and are eon<luctcd away, the nna'o li<im‘Hahle portions being caaulensiMl hy cooling. This is the opj>osite of

tho more usual method of distillation, in which care is taken to a\oid vlecomposition and only the separa-

tion of pre-existing bodies occurs.
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According to the method of Theophrastus^ the various liquid products were

apparently collected together, and the distillate, therefore, would have consisted of an

aqueous acid liquid containing oil of turpentine and tar, both of which would largely

have settled out on standing, the oil rising to the top and the tar sinking to the bottom.

As it would have been difficult to obtain this liquid for use except by baling it out of

the hole in the ground in which it was collected, and as the several layers were of such

different natures and were probably required for different purposes, the various portions

may have been separated; but, if so, any separation made could only have been very

imperfect.

Pliny states definitely (xvi, 21-22) that in the operation as conducted in his time

the distillate was collected in two fractions, the first being a thin, watery liquid (which

must have been pyroligneous acid with a certain pro})ortion of admixed oil of turpentine

and tar) and the second tar. The former, he says, was known in Syria as ccdrium and
was employed by the Egyptians for preserving their dead. Since in xxiv, 11 he states

that ‘‘ cedar juice preserved dead bodies, it becomes necessary to enquire whether
cedrium and “cedar'’ juice were the same or different materials. The former has already

been described and the identification of the latter mav now be attempted.

“Cedar” Juice.

Immediately before mentioning “cedar" juice and describing its properties, Pliny
refers to a substance he terms cedria and the identification of “cedar" juice depends
upon whether it and cedria were the same or two different materials. In the writer’s

opinion the former is the more probable. About cedria there can be little doubt: it is

described as ‘'pitch” from the ‘“cedar," and was, therefore, almost certainly the natural
resinous exudation of the ‘“cedar” (juniper). After mentioning the use of cedria for

toothache, he refers to “cedar” juice as though the same substance was still being dis-

cussed, which is believed to be the case. This is rendered still more probable by the
fact that juice is one of the names, and not an inappropriate one, employed by Pliny
for the resinous exudation of the conifers (xiv, 25; xvi, 19). The matter then becomes
very involved, and, although cedria has previously been recommended as a remedy for

toothache, the writer now states that he would greatly dread to use ‘“cedar” juice for

that purpose. One of the properties, too, of “‘cedar” juice is said to be that it preserved
books, and it is difficult to believe that this can refer to cedria, a thick, sticky, resinous
material that would have ruined any books on which it had been used. On this point
fortunately a helpful sidelight is provided by Vitruvius (writing shortly before Pliny’s
time), who states that a certain oil [oleum) from the '‘cedar" rubbed on books protected
them from insects (ii, 9). An oily material from the “cedar” that could be rubbed on
books without damaging them and that protected them from the attacks of insects could
certainly not have been cedria, but might have been oil of turpentine derived from it.

At the end of the chapter, however, Pliny again definitely refers to cedria, since lie says
that jpisselaeon (pitch oil, i.e., oil of turpentine) was produced from the material he was
discussing, which, therefore, must have been a natural oleo-resin, that is to say cedria.

Hence it is believed that cedria and “cedar” juice were the same material, which Pliny
occasionally confused with one of its products, namely, oil of turpentine. But, if this
explanation be accepted, then cedrium and “cedar" juice must have been different, and
both were employed for preserving the bodies of the dead, the former being specifically
stated to have been used hy the Egyptians.
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Summary.

As the matter under consideration is complex, it may be better at this stage to

summarize the conclusions that so far have been reached; they are as follows:

1. The tree termed cedar by Herodotus, Diodorus and Pliny in their references to

the material employed by the Egyptians in mummification was certainly a conifer,

probably never the true cedar and often the juniper.

2. From a consideration of all the possible coniferous-tree products and by the

elimination of those not suitable and those unknown at the time, it has been shown
that the material mentioned by Herodotus and Diodorus was not a fixed oil of any
conifer, nor rosin spirit nor rosin oil, and that the material of Herodotus was also not

volatile (essential) oil of any conifer, but that it might have been impure oil of

turpentine or pyroligneous acid, while the material of Diodorus might have been volatile

(essential) oil of a conifer dissolved in a fixed oil, but not oil of turpentine nor
pyroligneous acid, both of Avhich are most unsuitable for anointing purposes.

3. The materials mentioned by Pliny as used for mummification were cedri siiccus,

the natural resinous exudation of a coniferous tree, probably generally juniper, and
cedrium, which was pyroligneous acid containing a certain proportion of admixed oil of

turpentine and wood tar.

Egyptian Evidence.

The evidence from the Egyptian side is as follows:

1. A product of a tree whose name is always translated as cedar is mentioned in at

least two papyri of the older period of Egyptian literature, in connexion with mummi-
fication, though the authorities differ ^ as to whether this material was an oil or a resin.

From the present writer’s point of view resin seems more probable.

2. A very large proportion of Egyptian mummies has been treated with resin and,

as this, in many instances at least, has manifestly been applied in a liquid or semi-

liquid condition, it seems highly probable that it was originally in the form of a natural

viscous oleo-resin (possibly sometimes heated to render it more fluid) that has gradually

hardened, owing to the loss of oil of turpentine by evaporation, that is to say it has

become converted into rosin. Such a material, on account of its nature, cannot have
been that referred to by either Herodotus or Diodorus, but it corresponds to Pliny’s

O’dri succH.^, which, as shown, was the natural resinous exudation of some coniferous

tree, probably often the juniper. Specimens of this resinous material have been

examined chemically by the writer^ and by others, but the botanical source has not yet

luMUi established, though some of it at least might well be coniferous.

3. A black preservative material from three mummies of Ptolemaic date (in two
cases from the skull) has been identified by the writer as wood tar^. This is closely

related to Pliny's cedrium, since it was produced during the same process and to some
extent must have been present in cedrium and it is possible that Pliny may have been
misinformed as to which of the two portions of the distillate was employed in mummi-
fication.

1 A. U. ( TJ»> Aihuointion^ of an Erfjtptinn Sncf<> (1900), 32, 33; xV. Erman, The Liteixttnre of
fht Ami.iff Eani't'o Tr.-ius. A. lUackiuau (1027), 23, 90.

- xV. Lium^, AfateriaU used hp the Ancient E<Ji/ptians in Emhahning (1911).
' t^iK r,t

,
3S. 10.
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4. In addition to the resin employed during the actual process of mummification,

a black material containing resin and possibly wood tar was sometimes used, probably

as a libation, by being poured over the mummy in the coffin and over the viscera in

the canopic box^.

Conclusions.

The conclusions of the whole matter are as follows:

1. The cedar of the classical writers, though always a coniferous tree, was not the

true cedar, but often the juniper.

2. Since Herodotus and Diodorus are at variance with respect to the method of

use of the materials they mention (one being injected and the other employed for

anointing), either they refer to two different substances, or one or other was mistaken.

Since we cannot be sure how the material was used (each method requiring a different

material), it is impossible to be certain of its nature. If injected, it was probably either

impure oil of turpentine or pyroligneous acid containing admixed oil of turpentine and

wood tar; if employed for anointing, it was probably volatile oil of juniper dissolved in

whatever fixed oil was used to extract it. No Egyptian evidence, however, has been

found for the use of any of these materials. In neither case was it a fixed oil of any

coniferous tree, since no such oil was then known.

3. The “cedar’’ juice of Pliny was the natural resinous exudation of some coniferous

tree, though not of the true cedar, but probably often of the juniper. For the extensive

use of some such material by the Egyptians in connexion with mummification there is

ample evidence.

4. Gedrium as defined by Pliny was pyroligneous acid containing admixed oil of

turpentine and wood tar, for the use of which no Egyptian evidence has been found.

The term cedrium, however, might not unreasonably have been used to mean wood tar

alone, which was certainly sometimes employed by the Egyptians for mummification.

1 W. M. F. Petrie, Deshashrh (iSOS), 31 : A. (A Maee and II. K. Wiiilock, Tomb of Stou'htin at

Lisht (1916), 17, 18; G. Elliot Smith. Notes un the Plummy, in Tlut Tomb of SeiK^btisi at Lisht, Mace and

AVinlock, Appen<lix, 120; Howard (Virter, Th>‘ Tonih af TiLt~<n\Lh-Ami!i\ ii (1927), 79, 81, S:3, 85, 87;

A. J^iicas, in The Tomb of Txt-aakh-Auien, Howard (Airter, A[)tH‘ndix ii, 177 ;
H. J. Plenderleith, in The

Torah of Tot-ankh-Amea, Howard Carter, Appendix v, 215-216; an api)arently similar material may be

seen on the inside of the eanopic box of Ameaiophis II, now in the Cairo Museum.



A “BEAKER” POT IN THE STOCKHOLM
EGYPTIAN MUSEUM

By PEHE LUGN

With Plate iv, fig. 1.

In consideration of the rarity of ‘^beaker" pots in Egypt readers of the Journal will

no doubt be interested to learn that the Stockholm Egyptian Museum possesses one such
vessel. It was recently presented to the 3Iuseum by Major Gayer Anderson, who acquired
it at Edfu.

As the photograph shows, the pot has lost the upper part of its rim. When unbroken
it must have had a flared mouth, and it consequently belongs to the same type as the
vases in Petrie, Prehistoric Pottery Corpus, xxvii, 58 and G, Brunton, The Badarian
Civilisation, PL xvi, 2d. At Tasa two more or less whole vessels of this type as well

as many fragments have recently been found L Major Gayer Anderson tells me that
Mr. Brunton, who has seen the pot, attributes it to the newly discovered Tasian
civilization. Except for the loss of the rim the vessel is very well preserved. The walls
are very thick—0*7 cm. at the fracture. The present greatest height is 15*5 cm., and
the diameter at the break is 8 cm. The colour of the clay as seen in the fracture is

uneven, the outer part of the wall being grey, the inner brownish. The outside of the
pot is polished and is of a very uneven dark greyish-brown colour with black patches.

Judging from the remainder, the inside of the mouth seems not to have been polished,

only smoothed. The interior of the pot has a rather lighter grey-brown tint
; at the

bottom there are some remains of the original contents. The vessel is incised with an
irregular ribbon pattern, that closely resembles the decoration of the bag-shaped pot
from the von Bissing collection published in this Journal by Professor Scharfi ^ Jn the
Stockholm pot however the pattern is not filled with punctured dots but with incised

lines filled in with white. The inside of the mouth has also been decorated, remains of

the same angular ribbon pattern being distinguishable in two places. At one side there
is a hole bored close under the mouth

; the corresponding part at the other side being
lost, it is impossible to say if there has been a second hole.

1 G. Brunton, Antiq^ilUj, 1929, 496. Related in form to these prehistoric “beaker^' pots, though wider
anil lower, are the hag-sliaped pan-grave pots with Hared mouths in black-toiiped red ware found by Petrie

at ‘Abadiyah {Dlospolis Parca, PI. xxxviii, second row to the right). A})pearing among this backward
ptfotde that had kept so many other prehistoric traits these vessels may well be regarded as a late variety

of the prelil.-^toric pots in question, though made in a different ware.

- XIV, PI. xxvii, 1.
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I. Tasian pot, now in Stockholm. Scale 1.

2 and 4. Marriage scarab of Amenophis III. Scale of Jig. 4, j.

3 and s. Historical scarab of Tuthmosis IV. Scale of fig.
3’ T
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HISTORICAL SCARABS OF TUTHMOSIS IV
AND AMENOPIIIS III

By ALAN W. SHORTER

With Plate iv, figs. 2-5.

The two scarabs reproduced in PI. iv, figs. 2-5 are in the possession of the Rev. G. D. Nash

of Cliftonville, Thanet, and I am greatly indebted to him for his permission to publish

them. I have also to thank Dr. Hall, Mr. Glanville and Dr. De Buck for various

suggestions for the interpretation of the text here discussed.

The smaller scarab is of steatite, not very well carved (PI. iv, figs. 3, 5), and measures

2 X 1*48 ins. (51 :< 38 mm.). All glaze has perished. On the base are incised with con-

siderable skill eight lines of inscription, a hand-copy of which appears in Fig. 1.

Translation.

The, princes of ISahann bearing their gifts behold iMen-kheperu-Re^' as he conies forth^

/ro/w(?) his palace, they hear his voice like (that of) the son of IS (it, his bow in his hand
like the son of the successor of Shu^. If he arouses himself^' to fight, with Aten before him^,

he destroys the ynountams, trampling doivn the foreign lands, treading unto Kaharin ayid

unto Karoy, in order to bring the inhabitants' of foreign lands like subjects to the rule^

o/(?) Aten for ever.

Textual Notes.

{a) These two signs are doubtful.

(6) jp. The feather is made wrong way round. r| is a short writing of (Wb. d.

acg. Spr., iv, 8) “successor.” The successor of Shu was Geb, and so the Pharaoh is being
spoken of as the son of Geb and Nut, in accordance with traditional ideas.

(^) is certain and we thus seem to have a hitherto unknown reflexive use of the
verb sw. “If he extends himself to fight” must mean “if he arouses himself to fight.”
The form with double w is strange.
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{d) itn r liH-f, subordinate clause with adverbial predicate. In itn the sign ^ apparently

stands where ^ is expected, sw shsl, pseiidoverbal construction after pronominal com-

pound (Gardiner, Eg. Grmmn., §330), the preposition hr (or else r with future meaning)

being omitted.

(e) trn/iw '’’inhabitants'' followed, apparently, by genitival 7i. The reading of the

last word in the line presents considerable difficulty, but it seems fairly certain that

the sign i^h/zO is intended, as some word with this meaning is almost demanded by

the sense. The Ihrd's wing, as may be seen from the photograph, is represented merely

by a tick. The interpretation given of 11. 7-8 does not seem wholly satisfactory, but

I cannot think of anything better. Professor Peet suggests that in 1. 7 we might read

r rdd iv)) n h^sivt '’to cause that these countries should be...,” wn being sclm^f after

rdit. It is. however, difficult to fit the last line on so as to make any sense.

(/) The first sign is undoubtedly <==>. The long sign after itn is puzzling; it might

possibly be a meaningless

General Commentary.

It will at once be seen that the inscription on this scarab is of the first historical

importance. Already students have suggested that the religious and artistic revolution

of Akhenaten had its roots in the reign of Tuthmosis IV. For this theory there exist

several pieces of evidence, all of a rather uncertain nature. They are:

1. Akhenaten seems to refer to Tuthmosis IV in a much damaged passage of the

boundary stelae^.

2. A fragment from -El-'Amarnah shows Akhenaten offering to Aten, the god being

described as dwelling in the house of King Menkheperure*' in the house of Aten in

Akhetaten-.

3. The ushabti-figures of Tuthmosis IV alone resemble those of Akhenaten in

bearing merely the king's name and no magical text.

4. The art of Tuthmosis' reign shows the appearance of new realistic forms, etc.^

5. Objects bearing the name of Tuthmosis IV have been found at Ei-’'Amarnah‘*.

Now, however, we have in this scarab definite proof, not only that the Aten was
already regarded as a separate and distinct form of the sun-god by Tuthmosis IV, but

that he was actually worshipped as a god of battles who gave victory to Pharaoh and
ensured his pre-eminence over the rest of the world, making all mankind the subjects

of the Disk.

What then is this scarab designed to commemorate? Perhaps a campaign in

Syria-Palestine, probably that which we know him to have conducted early in his reign

or else a visit of Syrian princes with tribute. In any case the text is strangely vague,

lacking the formal beginning usual on the Amenophis scarabs, and also reference to any
special incident, so that we are quite unable to come to a decision on this point. But
that the object and its inscription are genuine there is no doubt whatever.

^ IriMe", Kl A 111*1 rmi

^

\, 31.

- 'Irniii Wilkinson) by Scliat'er in A.Z,^ j.v, 33.

• Vi'AK M<ti\ JA/v V.}'., xviiE, Dec. Wyi'i, ii, 4n ff, and Frankfort, The Mural Pou/thaj oj

FJ \\,mjrm‘h, -r.S,

^ Frankfort. 'ilAil.

Ik’eiLsted, in Ca iithndge A/k'Ii i>t llistorg^ II, !)1; Hall, Aurlen.t JIiMur*f of the Near Fast, 2~)o.
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On the great subject of the origins of Atenism which this document brings once

more before Egyptologists I prefer not to enter now, but will content myself with simply

presenting this new fact for the study of that ill-fated movement.
The second scarab (PL iv, figs. 2, d) is a marriage-scarab of Aiiienophis III, which

must be added to the list of his historical scaiabs existing in various collections

throughout the world. It measures 3*4 2‘3 ins. (87:^59 mm.), and is in a very fair state

of preservation; the blue or green glaze has fadt‘d to a rich red-brown. The text does

not diverge from that found on the other marriage-scarabs. Note, however, the full

spelling '|-g in the last two lines.

Note, The scarab of Tuthmosis IV is said to have been formerly in the possession

of Grebaut.

Jouru. of Egy2)t. Arch. xvii. 4



KEFTIU

By G. a. WAINWPJGHT

With Plate V.

It is now many years since I published an analysis of the Egyptian frescoes showing

the arriyal in Thebes of the embassies from the land of Keftiu^. The Keftiuans appear in

the three tomb-chapels of Menkheperre^'senb, Amenemheb, and Rekhmire*'. In the first

they come with the chiefs of the Hittites and of Tunip, a city not far from Aleppo^: in the

second they again come with Syrians, who on this occasion are the people of Upper and

Lower Retenu: in the third they come with the people "of the Isles in the midst of the Sea.

The result of this original enquiry was to show^ that Keftiu was situated in Cilicia, and,

as seemed probable then, especially East Cilicia: Keftiuan dress was similar to that of the

Philistines, and also had resemblances to the Syrian and, so far as the boots and the curls

are concerned, to the Cretan also; Caphtor was not Crete, but more probably some coimtry

in Asia Minor; the embassy of mixed Keftiuans and Islanders (Cretans) depicted on the

walls of Rekhmire^' represents essentially the same combination as the Cherethites (Cretans)

and Pelethites that we know in the (Jld Testament record.

Since the original article was written a great deal more information has been made

public. In the first place Mr. Dayies has published the fresco in the tomb of Useramun^.

Here people appear who are yisibly the same as tliose in >Senmut, and this time they are

fortunately named. They are not called Keftiuans, but people “of the Isles in the midst

of the Sea/’ the name that I originally yentured to ascribe to the unnamed people of the

Senmut fresco/ Still more recently Mr. Dayies has published the new picture of the

Keftiuan/ Then, Peet has worked oyer in great detail the famous hieratic writing-board

giying instructions how "to make names of Keftiu'.*’ This has enabled him to give an

improved reading in one case (Bmlbr) which turns out to be of the utmost importance.

During the same period Dr. Hall has made a suggestion as to the dividing of the syllables

in the spell '*in the speech of Keftiu,*’ which is productive of much. Finally Dr. Sundwall

has published his great collection of material bearing on the names of southern and western

Asia i\linor®. The time therefore seemed ripe to return to the study of Keftiu.

* Luripool VI, :24-s:5 and PL. ix-xvii.

J;rea>ted, iii, ,^310. Fur a village called Duuiiilie about 30 kilometres south-east

ct ll.tiua, '><'(' It I)us-><tud, phir Sj/ri*' KM), and viii.

liivurpool Vl, 7“).

^ B>ilL of th> Abiropol. of Art, March 1920, The Evpc<Ution 1924-1925, 44-46,

and fig>. 1 ,

C( A, K.

'* Livrqtuol Atmofit, VI, p. F),
;; 19, p. To.

'• Fig. 23 of my couipanion article in 1931 — Davies, oji. cF., Xov. 1929, The Egyptian Expedition

I‘)2s-I92!t n, h- 5, and rf, hg> 1, 2.

' E^otip in A»'ij*‘on Ar<‘h(t<‘oJoiiy prrs^nfijd to Sir ArtJtur Ero,/^, ‘90-99.

' Dn rivk*'! inKrhnn Affnie/i (]> r Lykier w h-st rineie Verzeieheiue JSrittasiotischer Narnfiistanime^ pubh&hed

cl'' the lull Keihoft of A7/o, 1913, quoted hereinafter as ‘’Sundwall."
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This study is divided into two parts, tlie present article, and one which is appearing in

the June number of the Journal of Hellenic Studies^. The present article is taken up with a
discussion of the two pieces of literary evidence, the spell ‘‘in the speech of Keftiu*’ and
the instructions “to make names of Keftin.’' Its companion contains a great deal of in-

formation about the civilization and dress of the Keftiuans and their relationship to the
riiilistines, for these are all subjects upon which attempts have been made to establish the
identity of Keftiu with Crete. This thesis has been elaborated by students of Cretan
archaeology, and the discussion of it deals primarily with material collected from outside

mostly from Asia ilmor and the neighbouring countx*ies. Hence the refutation of
these ideas concerning Keftiu and Crete finds its natural home in a journal devoted to the
archaeology of Crreek lands. Last year Hr. P(mdlo]>urv, another student of [Minoan things,
published in this Jounud, xvi, if., a long atta(‘k on my position that Keftiu was Cilicia,

and reaffirmed the Cretan theory. My reply thereto falls into its place ill the other
article, and there I deal with iMr. Peiidlebury s statements along with those of the other
adherents to this school of thought.

Let us begin with the spell “in the speech of Keltiii/' It occurs among many others
in the London Medical Papyrus, which was written about the year 1200 me.-, and the
following is the translation of the heading and Mreszinski s hieroglvphic transcription
from the original hieratic: ^‘Spell for ( illness) in the speech of KeftiiC'; o,,

,

I i^‘l 1 ^ i Q )

* This may be transcribed as sxtkppwymxtrkkr.
Dr. Hall has already suggested wfitli much reason that tlie last letters trl'Jc{r) mav re-

present the name of the god Tarkir^, wdiich he (piite rightly says '‘often occurs in such
Cilician names as Tarkondemos and Trokombigremis, and is pmulleled in the Etruscan
Tarquinius.’’ To these might be added Tarhundaraba the name of the king of Arzawa to
whom one of the Tell ePLVmarnali letters was writtenh The other Widence that
Arzaw^a was Cilicia has been conveniently collected in Mayer and Clarstang’s w^ork on the
Hittite geographical names h There is, however, anotlnn* god besides Tarku wdio is
peculiarly identified with Cdlicia, and he is Sandas or Sandon. In fact he is a god of
exceptionally limited range, and, except for a secondary focus in Lydia ^ and a curious
group of Persian names’^ wdiicli art‘ outside our purviewg he is to be found only in
Cilicia, but there he appears quite commonly. Moreover, he is now^ knowm to have been

^ Quoted here us 1031.

resziiiski, Der Londu/ier uujdirJni^che

p. xiv.

^ Aegean Archaeology^ 230.
^

J. A. Knudtzon, Die el-AiUar,\a-Tafela, iio. 31.

Mayer and Ganstaiig, Icdcc: of Hittite S'ainc<^ 7,

the British School of x\rt'haeol(>gv iii «Teru'?aleiii\

® Ihcre was a little group of plates <»n the coa.'.t just out^ide the Lydian Border, which includes names
suggestive of his. At Prieiio 'S.avlhna is named; at .My us near by there was a 2(h'dto? In the
Milesian colony of Lampsacus Sande.s i.s known as a i>ersonal name. In Lydia itself there is the personalname S.indanis, and Its capitalSardes, and the coloured garments ealloil tTaidvK€i ov aav^oves. See Koschor
Lejd‘OH, KV. i<andtfs, coL. 32G, 327, 330. The Troad and its neighbourhood is another such centre. Kot
only IS there the name Saiides at Lampsacus, but the name Aiichises was a famous one in Dardaiiia and
this as will be .seen (p. 37)), seems to be the same as a name from Lsauna, and a Keftiuaii name and a
IhilisUiiian one alsie That there were -Cilieians” in the Troad is well established by the passage in theIliad (m, 11. 39<, 415), Andromache herself being one of them.

^

' Roscher, Lexikoa^ s.v. H<inda^, ool. 321).

Spoil 32, p[). l."d, 152 ami 192. For tiic d<ite see

S ([)ublished as ScpjiJ,jtaeiWf ry Papers^ 192:^ of
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there in Hittite times, for some of the Boghaz-Keui tablets are found to contain incanta-

tions addressed to him. In these he occurs almost entirely in the passages in the Luvian

language^, wliich will be seen to have been that of Arzawa, which is Cilicia. He appears

in a classical list of the Cllician gods, and yet again as fouiuhn* of Tarsus-. Strabo's legend

of the founder of Anchiale and Tarsus is attached to a personage named by him Sardana-

paliis’\. which probable contains a corruption of the god's name. A figure which has always

been identified as his was so persistent on the coins of Tarsus as to suggest that it repre-

sented the founder"^. Further, as a personal name the simple 'Hdvooiv, itself is very

common in Cilicia, while it enters into the composition of yet others from this country

^

The appearance, then, of the name Sandas would be a remarkably good guide to the origin

of its bearer, or the land to which an inscription containing it would refer. It would point

very clearlv to C'ilicia, especially eastern Cilicia.

Xow, along with 8andas himself there was another form of the god, who was even more

limited in his range. This was 8andokos*k While Sandas founded Tarsus in eastern Cilicia,

Sandokos was liis other self who on arrival from Syria landed farther to the west, and

founded the city of Kelenderis in western Cilicia, or Cilicia Tracheia as it is often called.

The coins of this citv bear the letters SA or SAX clearly representing the name of the

founder. Sandokos seems to have been entirely local to Kelenderis, and at present his

worship does not seem to have spread at all outside its immediate neighbourhood. The

little tliat is told of him is that he was the husband of Pharnake and father of Kinyras'^,

the priest-king of Paphos and Amathus in Cyprus. Kinyras we know reached Cyprus from

]Ad)los on the Syrian coast so it may be that Sandokos himself is idtimately to be

referred to that city also. The statement that he was ‘Father*’ of KimTas probably

moans that having established themselves at Kelenderis influences from that port began to

radiate outward and afiect Cyprus. Indeed, Tacitus tells us that the science and practice

of haruspicy was actually brought to Paphos by a Ciliciaii^. That there was a special

connexion between Kelenderis and C}^rus in early times is probable for several reasons.

In tlte first place there is the geographical fact that Cyprus masks the whole of this part

of the Cilician coast. Secondly, under its modern name of Chelindreh, Kelenderis was still

tlu‘ port at which the Sultan’s couriers from Constantinople used to embark for that

island!^. In the same way it was here that the traveller Leake himself, coming from

Laranda (Karaman) in Lycaonia, reached the coast and took ship for Cyprus This is the

more remarkable since it might have seemed more natural to have followed the valley of

the Calycadmis River to its mouth and to have embarked there.

Armed with this information about Saiidas and Sandokos we are now in a position to

follow up Dr. Hall’s happy guess and to see whether the rest of the spell will divide into

^ y. Ilro/iiy, Koj)i(jp ,[n ITeft Tj, 37, -'>0; E. Forror, Sltzunqi^her.

dcr AL.d. 1040. a tiMiislitinii <>f nnc of the spelk see E. Forrei-, Zeitschr. d. uiorgea-

hnxliArh.a LXWI lilV.

- lut'-chfi’, >.v. coh. 320, 323. ' Strabo, ( 072.

* (b F. Ilill, .lI of tJid (j C<yfiis tii the British Altfseiiui Isf'fiirio and Cilicia^

](. ]\\x\ i.

' bohcber, «.v. SatKlds^ C’<>L 324.

*' I}>id, ami aKo Paiily-Wi^'^ow.i, Ih'nl-Eiicijdopadie^ s.v. Baiidon^ cols. 22G5-G. " Tloschcr, ibid.
' Tor a colloL'linu of r.-fereiiLCs see lloscher, s.v. Kinyms^ cols. U8IJ-91. Strabo, (J. 755, says that there

'.M-ro K\n}r.m kiii'is at Lyblos.

T-u itim, //bv., n, 3. Loaufort, Kara ,nn nt>f^ ISIS, 209.

W . 51. L^^ake, .Joiii'ind of a Tovr ir .bs’a/ J/oiO/’, 1824, 118.
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anything intelligible. On looking at it in this way, we at once see that, if the spell ends

with the name of one Gilician god, it certainly begins with that of another. If the last

is Tarkii, the first is either Sandas or, perhaps more probably, Sandokos. Sandokos is the

more probable, for the first letters are stdlc. or, if any vocalization be allowe<l, perhaps

This must be an almost perfect reproduction of the Gilician word which gave the

Greeks their form Sandokos. The doubt as to whether the name represented is Sandas or

Sandokos is of course due to our ignorance as to how the following words are to be read.

The k that follows the snt may belong to this group and form a word bntk, Sandokos, or else

it may belong to the next, when it would leave us with ,<nt or Sandas. Actually for our

present purposes it makes very little difference which it is, for both Sandas and Sandokos

are endemic in Cilicia. However, until we have more accurate information as to how the

spell is to be read, it would seem reasonable to suppose that the k belongs to the .snt, and

that the word should be read sntk = Sandokos. If, therefore, it be admitted that one of

these two names appears in the Egyptian spell “in the speech of Keftiu,” then in it we

have a guide of exceptional value. While Tarku at the end of the spell points the way to

Cilicia in general, Sandas at the beginning would also lead us to Cilicia in general and

Tarsus in particular. But if, as is more probable at present, the name with which the spell

begins is Sandokos, then we are led once more to Cilicia in general, though to another city.

The centre of that god's worship is very accurately defined, for he belonged to one city,

and to one city only, and that is Kelenderis.

This becomes of signal importance when taken with the facts about the personal names

that will be considered in the following sections. With the exception of a single one which

cannot at present be well matched there or anywhere else, these all point to Cilicia and its

immediate neighbourhood as the centre whence they spread over the rest of the country.

Not only do they point to Cilicia in general but more especially to Cilicia Tracheia, in

which Kelenderis is situated.

It has akeady been pointed out that Sandas occurs on some of the tablets discovered at

Boghaz Keui. AVhat is even more important is the translator’s statement that it is almost

only in Luvian passages that he and Tarhuii (Tarku) are mentioned^. Sandas and

Tarhun, therefore, are even at this comparatively early date peculiarly identified with

Luia. And now more Links in a chain that is extraordinarily complete are supplied by the

facts—which are practically certain—that Liiia was Arzawa or a part of it; and that, while

Luia was eastern Cilicia, Arzawa was the southern coastland of Asia Minor including

Cilicia, Lycaonia and Pisidia, and at one time was sufficiently extended even to cover

Lycia^. Geographically, then, Luia and Arzawa are the same as is Keftiu on my thesis.

Moreover, the Hittite tablets show the Gilician gods Tarhun and Sandas to have been

Luvian ones, and if they have been correctly identified there, the Egyptian writing-tablet

would show them to have been Keftiuan ones also. Hence all these details indicate that

Keftiu was Cilicia, and perhaps the neighbouring coastland of southern Asia Minor.

Even these points do not exhaust the satisfaction offered by the identification of Sandas

and CiUcia in the new Hittite tablets, for they supply yet a third and completing link.

This is the fact that, besides its being almost only in Lu\fian passages that Sandas and
Tarhun are mentioned, the texts themselves in which these Luvian or Cikcian passages

1 Hrozny, Hethitische Konige, 5G; Forrer, Sitz^Liigsher. der prenss. ^-1/*. d. 11755,, 1919, 1040.

- Hrozny, Uher dio Volktr mid Sprncheii des alten Cloitti-La tides fin Boghazhoi-Studieti, Heft 5, 1920),

40. See further in Mayer and Garstang, op. eit., s.v. Arzaiac and Luia, where full references to the litera-

ture aru given, and in ^till greater detail, Garstang, Liverpool .ln/a75, x, 21 ff.
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occur are almost entirely incantations^. This ancient importance of Cilicia in the realm of

my>tt‘rv and magic finds at least one echo in the classical tradition that it was a Cilician

who hrouuht the art of divination to Paphos in Cyprus‘S. Another is to he found in the

closeness of the relationship winch the Greeks discovered between a immber of cities in

eastern Pilicia and a famous stan* of the Trojan AVar. This was AIopsus. His skill in his

art was so great that he overcame in contest another seer, Calchas, who died of grief at his

di^comtitiire’^ AIopsus gave his name to Mopsucrene, founded Alopsuestia, and along with

Amphilochus. yet another famous soothsayer, was said to have founded Mallos. This is

probably only a transference ])y the Greeks of the original story to a suitable personage

out of their own sagas. For if Hallos be the M)nncs of the Egyptian monuments, as is

probable, tlie city must have been in existence at least two hundred and fifty years before

AI^)})^us could liave arrivtal tlier(‘ after the fall of Trov^.

It must, then, surt'Iy be of the highest signihcance that, like the Liivian passages of

the Hittite tablets, our Egyptian text ‘An the speech of Keftiu*' is also an incantation.

Furthermore this fact about the Egyptian incantation now becomes verv strong evidence that

tlie two nani(‘s of 8andas or Sandokos and Tarku have been rightly identified in it. It is

also a most remarkable fact that the very little that is known of the Luvian speech and the only
scrap that is known of tlie Keftiuan language show both of them to have ]>een important in

sp*‘llsand incantations, and nioreov('r in s])ells (‘ontaining tlu^ names of these two gods who are

characteristic loth of spells and of Cilicia, whether called Luia or Keftiu. This chain of

evidence is very remarkable and may be said to prove two things that are valuable for the

present argunuait. Tliese are: first tliat the Keitiiian language was Luvian, and secondly

that the land of Keltiu, which was Luia, was our very district of Cilicia with a possible

extension to Lycaonia and Pisidia.

AAh must now a])proach the otlier hieratic writing-board, that containing instructions

how ‘*to make names of Keftiu, and look round the Levant for a district which produces
a similar group of names. AA e soon find that no such group exists except in the great

col hug ion made ]jy Dr. >Sundwall of southern and western Asianic names bearing on the
question of Lycian names"’. He has brought them together from verv many sources, but
those that prove to be of interest for this article are found to come from Phrvgia, Lydia,
Caria, Lycia, Pamphylia, Pisidia, Isauria, Lycaonia and Cilicia. It is among these that
sevim out of our eight ”nam(‘S of Kidtiu’’ are to b(‘ found, and even if the eighth cannot be
really well matched like the others, yet names can be found that are fairlv comparable to
it, and which are helpful in another line of our research. This fact of the solidarity of the

1 FoiTor, I)i<‘ la^chriftf’n >Litd Spr<irJu:ti des d, Mnrgptihi nd.

100, ’JlfJ. i[r\ Forrer. der prea^^s. Ak\ d, 1019, 1030.

- r<i( itu-, [{i'sf.^ II, 3. tie ijalls him Tamira^ which rhymes witli Kinyras the name of the king of
Faeho.--. I’rohahly we have here a more detailed version of the .story that Sandokos was father of
lvm \ ra->.

•' Str.iho, C. 075 and 041.

^ (.urs HI a li^tof Amenophi^ ir.s(L., D, iii, Ph Ixiii). Here iti^ put next to Keftiu, and the two
eaptive.-i smiimuntni- tlio names resemble each other, and ditler from all the roNt except Libya, in the
manner ot their hair dressing. i Mallo-^ and Keftiu iCiheia^i thu^ seem to he connected as early
as 1450 B.c, Fur the whole question of Mallos, see Max Muller, Aslen vad Earopa, 344, 345.

tv ith ot coui'ie the exception of the names of A an aiM Pliih^tia. Put the ex<imples provided by tlie^e

e<*unti ies are ^o^^‘w and un'^ut4 >orted by others, that by tliis vary fact they prove themselves to be nothing
but outhe'iN haluni^iiig to the main hieu^.
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group is very remarkable, but, besides that, most of them occur, not in a rare and isolated

manner, but in considerable numbers, and moreover fortified by yet others of similar con-

struction. As the names on the Egyptian writing-board are all personal, Feet quite rightly

insists that names of persons alone should be studied and that they should all belong

to one period. This is a counsel of ptudection; }'et we are actually able to comply with it

in the following pages. We are able to find our naiiU's all in one period, although it is as

late as Greek times. Admittedly that is a long time after 15d0 b.c., which is about the

date in the Eighteenth Dynasty^ at which our hieratic list of names was made, but

still we are at least able to bridge over the lapse of time with the Vannic and Philistine

names. Similarly we are able to confine our study to personal names. Xaturally, however,

we shall not refuse to call on the supplementary evidence provided by tribal and place-

names. This concentration of the enquiry proves to be of the utmost value to the search,

for the personal names congregate round one centre in a most remarkable way. Xot only

is this observable in the classes of names themselves, but, wherever the class is big enough

to supply such evidence, the numbers in each class are seim to be greater round one and

the same centre. This is western Cilicia, or Cilicia Tracheia as it is sometimes called, and

Isauria. From here they spread away to the east through eastern Cilicia up into the

mountainous country of Mara’sh, Malatia, and even Urartu on the vshores of Lake Van.

To the north of Cilicia Tracheia it is remarkable how they hug the slopes of Taurus; what

gets beyond that is almost negligible. To the north-west there are one or two outliers in

Pisidia, and similarly one in Lycia to tlu^ west. The compactness of the group is thus remark-

able. It may be said that the Calycadnus Kiv(‘r system is the caaitre of it, and just as this

trends away to the east so does the group of names. Thre(‘ things will be remarked about

this district in which the names of Keftiu’’ are to be found. In the first place it is

Cilicia, which the archaeological evidence of my previous article showed to be the position

of Keftiu; secondly, it also covers the area alnaidy marked out as the Ar/awa and Luia

of the Hittite texts, and these are countries which themselves show signs of being Keftiu;

and thirdly, it includes the country of the Cilician gods Tarku and Sandas or Sandokos

who seem to appear in the incantation ‘dn tlu' speivh of Keftiu.”

The names of K(‘ltiu given on tln^ writing-board an* /Cs au<l hbi, Fart,

Rs, and Bndbr; in discussing them we will take them in their ord<‘r of significance.

1. Bndbr. This is the strangest of them all, and a collection of consonants so peculiar

as this is not likely to be found in many parts of the world. When, therefore, it is possible

to point to a number of place-names containing thi.s element, ail of which occur in one

tract of land, and, as it might be said, up and down a single river, then indeed we have a

very strong presumption that this is the home of the name. The country wh(‘re they are

recorded is Cilicia Tracheia and the river is the Calycadnus. Here are found names actually

composed of the letters ndbr in exactly the order that they occur in the name on the

writing-board. It is this district again that produces other names compounded with the

letters tbr, and yet others with the not dissimilar groups of 7idrb and ndb. In their Greek

forms the ndbr names are PcovB/S^ppa^ (M) and TapKwSB^ppa^^ (M); the first occurs at the

Corycian Cave - on the shore not very far cast of the mouth of the Calycadnus River, and

the second is recorded from Palaia Isaura^in the mountains fringing the upper reaches of the

^ Bssaj/s ifi Aepemt Archcfeofogi/^ 00 .

2 Heberdey and tVillielin, ReU»sa in KiUkujn.^ 76-77, 11. GO, lUO (in Denksrhriften der kuis. Ak\ d. in‘d'5 .

Fkdl.'hist. Cbf'<se., Yieiiii.i, ISOG;.

Sterrett, The HW/7 Expedition to A'<io Minor, Xo. iSL (Vol. iii of tlio Poprrs of the American School

of Classical Studies at Athens).
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same river. These Greek transcriptions and vocalizations of the native names show identically

the same consonants as does the Egyptian one of a much earlier date. The only variation

is in the first part, the place of the Egyptian B being taken by Bo and Tarlu in the two
names of this class that happen to have come down to us from the homeland.

As if tiie^e two names were not sufficient of themselves, cliaiice has been kind for once

and has given us yet another pair of the same type including the group tbr, T/Sepa-

crrjra^ (M) and (M). where the n is missing. They show that tbr is the essential

part of this grou[) of names and that we are here dealing with reproductions of the native

tbam^. Of this second pair of names the first comes from the Corycian Cave^ like one of

the others, and the second from the site now called Uzunja-Burdj, an hour's journey west of

the famous city of Olba^, which lies in the hill country above Corvcus on the one side and

the Calycadnus River on the other. Olba is the city whei'e priest-kings ruled who were

descended from Teucer and, indeed, often bore that name^. Now, the name Teucer is

commonly thought to be the same as Zakkal, the name of one of tliose tribes who ac-

companied the Philistines on their raid into Egypt and may perhaps have left a relic of

themselves in the name of the Philistine city of Ziklag in Palestine. This is important seeing

how closely interwoven the Philistines are with the question of Keftiu^.

As a background for these names and to show that this combination of consonants was

well known in Cilicia Tracheia we may quote two more names both of which begin with

the same syllable Fo)r- that we have already had. The first is FcovSepBepic^ (M), where

again we have the consonants 7idbr but with the 6 and the r transposed, coming as they

do from the native trhbe^. Getting further away from the original but still beginning with

we get the name (M), where the n is once more followed by the d and the b,

but without the r. This might evezi perhaps prove to have been a variety of Vo)vh^eppa<^,

for it represented the native word th{a)iiia’^, where the r is exchanged for a y. The softening

away of an r is a not uncommon occurrence in the history of language. Both these come
from the Corycian Cave®,

These names are undoul)tedly ancient in this district, for a name of this sort is known
elsewhere to go back to about the year 9U0 B.c. This is Lutipris, the name of the father of

the man who founded the citadel on the shores of Lake Vbin. It will be noticed that

the name includes the same group of consonants, tpr, as Bndbr and Pwvh^eppa^;, and like

them prefixes a monosyllable to these consonants. Lutipris is not isolated in Van, for

later on another of the kings bore the name Uedipris which is of the same construction.

The Vannic kings and their names will be discussed in detail further on in this article^. It

will there be seen that distant though they may appear at first sight they have important

contributions to make to our knowledge of Keftiu. Indeed there is much evidence to show
that this dynasty originated in some such country as the hinterland to the north-west of

Cilicia Tracheia.

There can be no doubt, then, that Bndbr belongs to a type of name that was well

established and widely spread in Cilicia Tracheia, at least in classical times. Indeed it can

be traced back to within some six hundred years of the date of its appearance in Egypt as

^ Suiidwall, stj irjs, 11)9. -! Ileberdey and Wilhelm, Rrisen^ 76, 77, 11. 68, 102.

•’ Oft. t'it
^
SS. ^ Straho, 672.

’ See 3a, 37, and f^till more, c^peeialiy concerning the costume, will be found in my companion
.irticlo in ,/. If. ,V., ] 9Si.

Simd wall, 84.

^ llehorde\ <uid Wilhelm, 76, 11. 50, 83.

' IhkL

See pp. 38 If,
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a ‘‘name of Keftiu” and still at that date, though in a very different part of the world, is

not without relationship with the neighbourhood of Cilicia Tracheia.

2. Nsfj. In this name we have an element which is well known to every schoolboy in

the name the king of Cilicia who came out to meet Cyrus the Younger and

Xenophon and to conduct them through his dominions. As a matter of fact

^\as more than a mere personal name, for it was actually the royal title of the kings of

Cilicia, a number of them being known to have borne it. The Egyptian Ns?/, which

corresponds to the native nezi^, from which was derived the Greek veai^;, is, therefore, very

peculiarly identified with Cilicia. Xot only is it used as an element in the composition of

longer names, ])ut the simple name (M) itself is found. It has been reported from

above Antiocheia on the coast of Cilicia Tracheia between Anemurium and Selinus-. In the

slightly different form of N7]aio<; (M) it crossed the mountains and penetrated Lycaonia as

far as Iconium^ and as Neiaicov (M?) it is found nearer home at Kassaba^ at the foot of the

mountains dividing Lycaonia from Cilicia.

As an element in the formation of Cilician names it occurs in others than

From the Corycian Cave the name PMvr)cri<; (M) is recorded^. In the upper reaches of the

Calycadnus River we know of two names containing it; OvaySavr)ai^ (M) at Artanada^,

and XirivTiai^ (M) from Eshenler Baghlari on the ridge of the mountains which overlook

this river C As an element in compound names Nsy is by no means confined to Cilicia

but is far flung, occurring as it does in Pisidia and Lycia on the west and the neighbourhood

of Malatia on the east. It thus stretches even farther east than Rs and Pnrt, which will

be studied in sections 3 and 6. In the west we get the two names yioXaveiaa (F) and

^loXaveLcna (F) both from Termessus in Pisidia^, and IlevLva(To<^ (M) from Lim}Tis in

Lycia Away to the east at Malatia out beyond the headwaters of the river Pyramus
there reigned a prince with the Cilician-sounding name of Tarkhmiazi^^. This, dating as it

does from the year 717 n.c., carries the form a long way back from the usual classical times

towards the sixteenth century n.c. when our scribe wrote his list of “names of Keftiu’’ on
the Egyptian board. This name becomes important for it fits on to a quantity of evidence

supplied by Tarkhimazi's neighbours still farther to the east, the Yannic kings of Urartu.

Two of them have already been noted, but they and their names will be discussed in detail

later It will then be seen that the evidence they provide points towards Pisidia as their

homeland. The name Nsy, then, was very well known both in Cilicia itself and in its

immediate neighbourhood as well as farther afield. It was moreover identified in an
exceptional manner with Cilicia in that it formed part of the title of the Cilician kings

themselves.

3. Rs. This again is a name which is well known in a variety of combinations in the

same area of Cilicia Tracheia, though it penetrates much farther over the mountains into

the interior than the others. On the east, however, it does not go so far afield as did Nsy
at Malatia, though in the name Rhesus it is to be found at the extreme eastern end of

1 Suiidwall, 168, 160. . - llc^fn’dey and Wilhehn, IXUen, Ml.
RcUusay, iii Bulh.’tn) de coi'i\i>pondo ncc hdltiivpi^

,

vii, 31').

Sterrott, op, cit,, no. 17. llebordey and Wilholiii, op. cli., 76, 1, 7!t

Sterrett, op. cit., no. 112.

' Ramsay, Studies in the Roiaon Eosteni Prochu'os,^ 170, ii<>. a 1.

^ C.IM., Ill, no. 4366, t. LanckoroiUki, Stu<tte F<f niphjflietis u,i\d Pisidien^, ii, 207, no. 87,
^ C.I.iJ., Ill, add. 1315, h (not n a^ Sundwall give.s). Abo tlie name is with a tt as here, not with

Sundwallb r.

H. Winekler, Die Kedsehrifite.cte Sonjons, 31, 1, 17S; 33, 1. ISo; 113, 1. 78. n See p. 38.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xvii 5
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Plain Pilicia. This is a corner where a number of names of the Pnrt group are found congre-

gated together^

The native hilician word of wliicli rs is the Egyptian rendering is clearly }iru-{a)za'^.

xVs the simple name it does not seem to have been recorded hitherto from Cilicia itself, but

from Lycaonia there come the forms l^ovawv (M) and Po)ac<; (E). They have been copied

at two sites a little to the west of Laodicea Combusta^. Though the simple name may not

yet liave been found in Cilicia Tracheia itself, yet this country provides a profusion of names
compounded with this element. They come mostly from the coast where are situated the

(’orycian Cave and the city of Kanytelideis. From inland there comes another, which

probably originated from Zenonopolis. The first name is (M), which occurs twice,

once in the Corycian Cave itself and once in another cave in the neighbourhood h From the

('orvciaii Cave again come a pair of names Poy^apfxa^ (M)^ and 'Appiapcov^a^ (M)^ the

latter of which is found once more at the neighbouring city of Kanytelideis^. Yet again

from the Corycian Cave come the pair Pco^pypuepi^ (M) and Pcov^pupiepi^ (M)^. It might
have been supposed that the introduction of the u altered the word, but in his study of the

names )Sinidwall considers them to be variations of the one^. In PovaoupL^XaSeayrT^^i we
have the element rs once more. This rather terrific name was that of the father of the

Emperor Zeno the Isaurian, and is an ethnic formed from a place-name which would be

Povaovp/3\aSa. This again can be resolved into its component parts of Poacr- and
-ovpif3\aha, which latter is of the same class of name as Amblada, a city not far over the

mountains from Cilicia Tracheia. Unfortunately the situation of the city Povaovp^XaSa
is not yet known, but it can be placed with reasonable certainty, for there is a well known
city that was called Zenonopolis. Seeing that this was called after the emperor Zeno, it is

not an unreasonable guess that its original native name was as above This was one of

the cities of the Decapolis Isaurica, and wus situated on the river Ermenek Su, the main
tributary of the Chiycadnus. So in this case we should get the element Pov<; right in the

heart of Cilicia Tracheia. Sundwall quotes a name Po)L^i<i (M) as coming from the neigh-

bouring Pisidia^C but as a protracted search has not enabled me to recognize the reference

given, I am not able to insert it in my map.
As a place-name the syllable turns up again in the name Pweros^ This is the name of

the last city in eastern Cilicia towards Syria, on the coast, only just within the Amanus
Mountains, It is, thus, quite close to the Pinarus River on the one hand and on the other

to the city of Pinara and the people called the Pinaritae. These are names of the same type
as Pnrt, which like Rs figures as Keftiuan on the Egyptian writing-board of 1500 b.c.

Like the Bi)dbr family Rs is also represented at Van, where three kings are called Rusas^^.

In the case of Rs, then, it is clear that one more of the Egyptian scribe’s “names of

Keftiu” was well known in the (ilieia of classical days and was especially at home in that

part called Cilicia Tracheia. The kings of Van carry the name back as far as the middle
of the eighth century b.c.

1 S«'o 3f). Suiidwall, 84.

•’ Kkuiyn Klum (R.iin^yv, At/o’nisc/w Mitth., xiir, 267), diel KiukIuimz ('Hogarth, J.II.S., xi, 16“),

lin. I.

^ IIotL’nley nml Wilhohii, Rijiseo, 70, 76, '' Op, cit., 76. Op. dt., 77, 1. 141.

Op. df, .52, no. 119. « Op, df., 76, 11 39, 51.
' SniiiUvall, 270 . The whot* ([uo-^tion of nasaliAition is stiKlied here and on the previous page.

U.uiisriy, Ifisftu'irnl phy of Adtt Miaor, 365 note, 366, 370.

Sundwall, 8 4, where he quotes as hi .'5 reference, Ditt
,
0.1.0,, 86. See p. 38.
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4. The latter is a name ending in t, and therefore to an Egyptian might

appear as a feminine word. It is a curious coincidence, though perhaps no more, that the

only name from the Cilician area that will fit this at all is actually a feminine one. This is

[AJ/cATfcrt? (F), which has been copied at Siristat^ a site both near Isaura and in the

mountains round about the headwaters of the Calycadnus Eiver. There was a masculine

form of il'st which the Egyptian scribe gives as but this has not yet been found in its

homeland. It has, however, been recognized, and no doubt correctly, in the names of two

kings of the Philistines*^. One was Ikausu, king of Ekron in the time of Esarhaddon and

AsshurbanipaF, and the other was Achish, king of Gath and Ziklag in David’s time"*.

Ikausu would, therefore, have been living between 680 and 626 b.c., while the date of

Achish would have been some three hundred and fifty years earlier, round about 1000 b.c. Both

these are far earlier than the classical times from which we have to collect our names in

Cilicia and Isauria, and Achish takes us back even a little earlier than the Vannic kings

and to a date not so very far removed from that of the Egyptian list of names of Keftin.”

Now, in my original article I have already brought a great deal of evidence'*, and in the

companion article to the present one I have brought a great deal more, as to the homeland

whence the Philistines and the Sea Eaiders came^. I have shown that they came not so

much from Crete, as has often been supposed, but from somewhere on the southern or

south-western coasts of Asia Minor. Achish himself adds a little more to this probability.

He ruled over Ziklag’, a city whose name probably contains that of the Zakkal, one of the

tribes who raided Egypt with the Philistines. The Zakkal are probably the Teukroi, who
are peculiarly identified with Cilicia Tracheia®, where so many other Keftiuan names are

to be found. It is in the hinterland of this district that [A]«:/c£crts', the feminine form of

/M, Achish, Ikausu, turns up near Isaura^. It is thus possible to identify the Keftiuan

ihst with [Aj/c/ctcTf? with a very considerable degree of certainty, and to anticipate that

its masculine counterpart, will be found there also in due time.

We have already seen how the masculine form yA-s-, Achish, refers us back to Cilicia

Tracheia. There is, however, yet another and rather astonishing way in which once more
it brings us near to ‘‘Cilicians,’' and on this occasion at a date earlier than any of those

we have yet met. It is through the form which the Septuagint gives to the name in trans-

literating it into Greek. The form is ’A7;y;o5s' or This is of course reminiscent of

the name borne l)y the father of Aeneas, who was ruling in the Troad at the

^ Storrett, op. ciL, IU.j.

“ Max }^lu\\er, Ze it far Asspriologie, 1H!J4, and ztir rortltu' hen (.n‘,-<chichU\ U.

(Heft 1 of the Mitth. der rorderaaidtii^cheit (deiced l‘)00.')

^ £. Schrader, Krtlin^ehriftliolte Dihliothtd'^ ii, 14U, 2 41.

^ 1 Samuel, chs. xxvii ff. Liver[M)ol Aamd'f, vi, C4 note 4, and 71^73.
^ See J.H.S.., 1931. ^ 1 Samuel xxvii, 6.

Strabo, C. (572, and 1031.

Tlie name Shekelesh, ^shich is that of another tribe who act'ornpanied the Phdi^tines to E*4ypt, i.s

often com[)ared to that of Sagalassus, a city variously ascribed to Pisidia or Isauria. Although I may not
yet have definitely found the name Philistine, Pelishti, Pelethi, Prkl or PlUt in the country umler cim-
.sideration, y<‘t it might ea.sily occur there. There is .ictually such a form as Prastte (Sundwall, 187) which
contains all the necessary consonants, and looks .sa.'>[)iciously like the original wo are in search of. More-
over, on finding that the analogous form Craatti also occurs t^Suntlw.dl, 1 101 one thinks involuntarilv of the
famous pair of the O.T., the Pelothim and Oherethim. Or again the word Philistine” might quite easilv
be built up of the components pele- and aMte- or which are quite common in Asianic names.
(Sundw'all, 55, 50, 177, 178, 23(11
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timr of tho Trojan War. It lias already been pointed out^ that there were not only

* A'iliciaiis** dwelling in the Troad at that time-, but that the Cilician '"Sandes” was used

as a personal name at Lampsaeus in the same part of the world. Hence through Achish

we seem to get a connexion with ( ^ilicians as early as and this is only three

hundred years after the Egyptian scribe had included the names /AA among his

nam<‘S of Krdtiii.’'

The native Asianic word which the Egyptian scribe reproduced by /tv? is

aki-{(i)za‘^,

b. hhi. him, or possibly /d?. In view of what follows there can be little doubt but that

/d// is the correct reading. There seems to be nothing in the lists of names of southern

Asia Elinor tluit at all corresponds to either the second or third possible readings, but idn

linds ])lenty of parallels. At Termessus in Pisidia a maids name been

twice recorded b Another variety of it Oraveio^ (M) also comes from this same city*",

(.'oming farther east we have the place-name OravahaL at Uziinja-Burdj near Olba in

Cilicia Tracheiab Farther east again we have the city Adana in eastern Cilicia and its

eponvmous founder AdanosC This city takes us back into ancient times, for not only was

Adanos, its founder, said to have been the son of Uranos and Ge (Heaven and Earth) and

therefore autochthonous, but under the form Adania it is mentioned in the Hittite

texts. Here it appears along vdth Arzawa, which is the southern coastland of Asia Minor

from Lycia to Cilicia‘S. The native word from which these names are derived is utdna^.

hhi. which was a "name of Keftiu/’ is, therefore, very well matched by a personal name

in Pisidia and by a mythological one in eastern Cilicia, while place-names of the same form

are to be found not only in eastern Cilicia but also in Cilicia Tracheia.

0. Pnrt, Like Nsy. Part stretches over the border of the Pisidian-Lycaonian-Cilician

area. Moreover, it is very common as a tribal and geographical name near the city of

Rhosus on the Gulf of Issus, which has just been cited in connexion with another ''name

of Keftiu,’’ Ps. Pliny speaks of a people who lived between Pagrae and >Seleucia and were

called the Pinaritae^‘\ a name which is exactly reproduced by the Egyptian Part. It was

no doubt the capital city of these people which Ptolemy names as Piiiara, and which along

with Pagrae and the Syrian Gates are the only names known to him in the Syrian district

of Pieria^b Pieria is the mountainous country to the north of Seleucia and Antioch just

on the outer side of the mountains which separate Syria from Cilicia. While it was thus

beyond the Cilician border, it surrounded the exit from the mountain pass which is famous

in historv as the Svrian Gates. As this was the only road out from Cilicia into Syria, it

seems probable that the Pinaritae were immigrants into Pieria and had pushed through

from Cilicia. Near the inner end of the pass, and so at the extreme end of Cilicia itself,

then? was also tlu‘ well-known river Pinarus at Issus ^‘b Hence even if we have not yet

beeri able to find a j^ersonal name here, the names Pinarus, Piiiara, Pinaritae are very well

established at the eastern end of Cilicia and just over the border. However, Pinara as a

1 Se(‘ 1^7, 0, ^ Pi<j(k VI, 11- tlT). " Suiidwall, 47.

^ O'., HI. p, 1U55, Addenda, no. 4306, i, 2; Lanckoroiiski, op. cft.j ii, 201, no. 49.

'

Ill, no, 43r*0 b, not f, as Snndwall i^ivcs,

' Hobonloy .uid W’ilbi’hn, Zo'/Vc//, SO, no. 168.

Ko-cher, PjxikotK col. 06. Mayer and Garstang, op. 3, 7 f.

' Sundw-dl, 23C».

limy, O'. //., V, oh. 23 (10 ,
s2, where the text lbllo\v(‘d by Teubner gives Peaeleultas, but see p. lx

h>r the re-idin.'j,

Miill(‘r,r/ I Ooixjrd V, ch, 14, 0. Strabo, G. 670.
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place-name is not only confined to this corner of Cilicia, but another city of this name is

listed by Pliny between Cibyra and Selinus^, which, while still within Cilicia, would be

situated at the other end of the territory. As in th(‘ east so in the west the name gets

beyoml the frontier of our district, for we find in Lycia tin* city of Piiiara, and the personal

name Pinalos, which was that of its founder

From this we may turn to the only personal nanu^ that might suit the Egy]:)tian Pnrt,

This reads Ilivarpa in its C4reek form and is the name of a Avoman'^ The fact that this is

feminine might haA^e induced the Egyptian scribe to transpose the t and the r and so more

or less unconsciously to approximate the name to something tliat might appeal to him as

feminine. If so, he Avould have done what he pretty clearly did with the name discussed

in the last section but one. There he seems to have given a ^ to and to have made it

represent a feminine name^. The name ll/zarpa was found in the environs of Isaura’’,

that is to say within two miles of the ^ite at which was found the name Tap/cucS^cppa? of

an earlier section. At Isaura the name Ylivarpa was thoroughly at home, for it was right

in the centre of the country over which we have seen the comparable names Pinarus,

Pinalos, Pinara and Pinaritae to have been spread.

In the Egyptian word Fnrt it is clear that we have to do with a name that contains

the native Asianic word pina^, Fnrt, therefore, takes its place along with the others as an

Egyptian rendering of the sixteenth century b.c. of a class of name which in classical

times was very common at the eastern end of Cilicia and beyond it, and was to be found

also at the western end of Cilicia and beyond it. Moreover what is perhaps a related form

was used as a personal name in Isauria.

7. This name has been left to the last, seeing that it is the only one that is

unsatisfactory. Among the names at our disposal the only ones that would be at all

likely to represent it seem to be those mentioned below. The difficulty, however, is that

the place of the Egyptian h is taken by C, a change that perhaps seems hardly likely. But

still, seeing that they aie the nearest that can be found and that they belong to the fringes

of our district, they are included for what they are worth. 8uiidwall’s list only contains

one of these personal names, and that is (M), which comes from Karamanlu in

PisidiaC Tliere is also the name Askara, that of a place somewhere in Pisidia, though its

exact situation is unknown^. From Cundani in Pisidia-Isauria there comes an ethnic

name Aa/capr)L>o^^.

Although these names are not very good parallels to the Egyptian ^shr, they do

suggest a new Philistine comparison, and this is of interest to us. As we have already

encountered connexions with the Philistines in this part of the world, a comparison of

these names with that of Ashkelon, the famous city of the Philistines, will not be out of

place. At first sight the presence of the I in the Asianic names might seem to present a

difficulty, for the Hebrew writes Ashkelon with a q. AVheii, however, we consider this

name through the same medium as the Asianic this difficulty disappears. The Asianic

names come to us in a Graecized form, and so they should be compared not with th(‘ Hebrew,

^ Pliny, A,//., v, cli. 27 i22). The list, however, does not ran stmight along hnt dodges about.

“ Ro.sL'hor, s.v. Piaah))^, ^ Sterrett, op, cit., n(». 207.

It is, however, to be observed that he docs not use the same ^>ign for tho'^e two
^ Actually at a site called Ha<ljiLir. Sterrett, op, cit., no. 207. ^ Sundwall, ISO.
" Sterrett, An Epiprnphicnl Joartvp in Minor, 45. The position of Karamanlu ma\ be deduced

from the particulars given by Collignon in BidUttn dc rorrei<pond>ni(,e hdPni<^tu\ 1S7S, 53.

^ Ramsay, op. cit., 412. Storrett, op. no. 300, 11. 30, 00.
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but with the Greek form of Ashkelon. This is \crKa\(ov, Here, then, the Hebrew q has

been transformed into the Greek k, which is the same as is used in the Greek rendering of

the names in Pisidia and Isauria, and so makes them very comparable to the name of the

Philistine city.

So far all our names have been found in the one tract of country, Cilicia and the

neighbouring mountain area of Isauria, Lycaonia and Pisidia. There is, however, another

land where several of them can be matdied, and the names to be found here clearly belong

to the same family. This is in the kingdom of Urartu, which flourished in Armenia round

the shores of Lake Van during the ninth, eighth and seventh centuries Here we find one

of the kings called Lutipris-, and another Uedipris. Uedipris took the name of Eusas^, a

nann* also borne ])y two others of his line'^.

In the two first of these, Lutipris and Uedipris, we have the consonants dpr or tpr

which represent the hiBp of PcocS/:?eppa 9 in Cilicia and the dbr of the Keftiuan Bndbr in

Egypt. As in these, the j^art of the Vannic names composed of these consonants is preceded

by a single syllabhy so that not only is the main root the same as in the Cilician and

Egyptian examples, but also the build of the word itself. In Rasas, the third name, we
clearly have one more of the names in Poi;^, Pw?, which we have already found in the

simple forms Povacov, Pcoai^ in Lycaonia and Rs in the Keftiuan names from Egypt. These

Vannic names are considerably earlier than the specimens we have been able to collect in

tlu‘ homeland of C'ilicia and its neighbourhood. Uedipris-Eusas was the contemporary of

Sargon of Assyria, who writes his name Ursa. He committed suicide by falling on his

own iron sw^ord in 714 b.c., heartbroken at Assyrian atrocities culminating in the sack and

ruin of his important city of Musasir^. Lutipris is considerably earlier than this, for he was

the father of Sarduris I, the builder of the citadel and founder of the kingdom of Van^ As
Sarduris I was fighting with Shalmaneser III in 831 b.c., the name of Lutipris is carried

back to about the year 900 b.c. Yet even at this comparatively early date it does not stand

alone, for w^e have already had another of the Keftiuan names in Achish, the Philistine

king of (lath and Ziklag in David's time, a hundred years or more before this. Lutipris,

then, is th(‘ second name that has been found to be Keftiuan in form, to occur only five

or six hundred years after the -writing of the list in Egypt, and also to be Cilician in form

of the classical period. Achish and Lutipris, therefore, at about 1000 b.c. provide a link in

time between the early Eighteenth Dynasty in Egypt at one end and the Graeco-Eoman
period in (Jilicia at the other. Uedipris at about 733 b.c. continues the chain over the

centuries. His other name was Eusas, and this is one of the “names of Keftiii." Eusas
supplies several more links in the chain of time, for three kings of this name are known.
Eusas 1 came to the throne in 733 b.c., Eusas II in about 680 b.c., and Eusas III

in 605 B.c."

We may (‘onclude, then, that the Vannic names Lutipris, Uedipris, and Eusas are not

only Keftiuan in construction but also Cilician. It is satisfactory, therefore, that there is

^ Tho third king succeodeil to the throne in G05 b.c., and Urartu earae to an end in 585 b.c.,

SIM- tin* Synchroin^tio Li^t ot* King>, no. v, at the end of the Camhrulqc AjuJU'/it Hiaton/, in.

- Say« r, Th<‘ CitnihriAyi' Aarient IliMory, lU, 173 . Op. cit., 177 .

‘ Op. ctt., and the .^ynehronistic Iii-5t of King.s, no. v at the (md of the voliinie,

Winekler, D ’oi S</ryons, 113, 11. 76,77, and >Sayce, VauihriAye An.jieni History, iii, 181.

S.iyce, op. rit.., Ill, 173.

' C.A.IL, [II, Synchronistic of Kings, no. v at the end of the huok.
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vet another Vannic name which has not yet boon discussed which supports the belief that

this group is Ciliciaii. Unfortunately wo cannot claim it as ‘‘Keftiuan,” lor it does not

happen to occur among the eight ‘‘names of Keftiu'’ on the Egyptian writing-board.

This name is Sarduris, and it was borne })y no fewer than four kings of Vanb It is con-

structed with the syllable Hard-, which occurs again in Sardes, Sardanapalus and other

names. Now, there is reason to believe that Hard- is only a variety of the syllable Hand-

which is to be found in the name of the Cilieian god Sandas^, and so this common Vannic

name would be very like that of the Cilician king Sanduarri'k

But the reader will have been thinking that it is a far cry from Lycaonia-Isauria-t'ilicia

to Lake Van. So it is. But the Keftiuans were far travellers. In Tuthmosis IIFs reign

they had sent embassies as far as Egypt and by the Nineteenth Dynasty, when the great

migrations were beginning, a man called “The Keftiuan” was actually living in Egypt*".

To such travellers Van would not have been too distant, or tlie road thither too difficult.

Once the Anti-Taurus has been negotiated, the valley of the Tokhma-Su leads away due

east past Malatia. On leaving this river the traveller finds before him the Murad-Su flowing

in exactly the opposite direction, and this valley carries him along on the same line of

march until at last he debouches on the great plain of Mush on the western side of Lake

Van itself. In fact the emperor Komanus used this very route in his campaign of A.o. 1069

when he marched on Akhlat on Lake Van^. In any case, after having established them-

selves, these kings of Van kept up friendly relations witli the far west. The king of Iconium

called Rusas of Urartu to his aid against the Assyrians, wlien a battle was fought in 716

or 715 B.c. on the Calycadnus River". These two kings formed the l)ackbone of a con-

federacy against the Assyrians which lasted for some years Moreover, we have definite

evidence that the Vannic empire did stretch a long way back to the west along this very

line. We have records of the conquest of Malatia^, and one of the kings set up his in-

scription at Palu on the Miirad-Su^^^. Yet again, it was to the west, up the valley of the

Tokhma-Su, that one of Van’s allies fled from before the Assyrians. This was Tarkhunazi,

who was captured in his fortress of Tulgarimmu at or near the modern Giirun^^. Hence

there is no difficulty in supposing that the people^ of Van did come from the far west, or,

to put it in other words, that the Keftiuans did travel as far east as Van and settle

there.

In fact even in our present state of almost unrelieved ignorance of these countries

there is an amoimt of evidence that is truly surprising to show that the rulers at Van had

come from the far west, and from some such area as that in which their names find such

numerous relations. As long ago as 1907 Lehmann Haupt had shown that there were in-

surmoimtable difficulties in the way of thinking that they had reached Van either from

1 S.iyce, ill C.A.H., ill, 173-18^.

- Of. Ro^-cher, 327, 32s.

^ He w<is king of Kundu ainl Si/u in 07S b.c, Kuntki i,'^ the country round the (hilf of and
Sizu is the modern Sis in Cilicia to the north-east of Tarsus and Adana, C. .1. //., ill, 83.

^ See the frescoes of Rcklimire^, Menkheperrersenb and Amcncinheh.

^ Max iMiiller, 0,L.Z, ii,col. 38, and ^yain\vnght, Liverj[)ool Aan^ds, vi, 82, no, 18.

^ Anderson in //".A., XVII, 38. On [>. 20 he says that in general the western stretch of this roail formed

the great and direct line of coinnuinicatiou hot ween tln^ ca^t an<l wc^t.

^ Olmstead, Western in the D^tys fit'Ac/v/o/i if A'^syrix^ H^.

^ Op. cit., 90 ft'. Cf. O.A.H., HI, 55. ^ Sayce, in O.A.U., iii, 174, 176.

Op, cit., Ill, 174. Olmstead, op, cit., 92, and note 40.
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tho oast or from th(‘ norths At tlio same time he also showed that many of the

characteristics of their civilization found counterparts in western Asia Minor and the

Aegean, and even at j\Iycenae“. The pottery is hurnished either red or Idack and agrees

])est with Korte's finds at Gor(.[ion in Phrygia Lehmann Haupt sums up the situation:

we see the oldest non-Indo-European population of western Asia Minor engaged in a move-

ment dirt'cted towards tlu‘ east. This was taking place certainly in the eleventh and probably

alrt'adv at the beginning of the thirteenth centurv b.c.^ With this introduction taken from

Lehmann Haupt we may note that tho relics of the Vannic civilization include a pot

decorated in a fashion that is not without some sort of ridationship to Philistine work^

On its shoulder is a series of birds between horizontal stripes, and painted in a dark red

brown with a violet tinge. Pots with a similar design in the same position and in much the

same colour are W(dl known from Philistine sites. Xaturally there are differences; the

Philistine birds are outlined in black and the band of decoration is divided into panels,

neither of which details is to be seen on the Vannic pot; and again the Vannic stripes

have a fiinge of little dabs of colour which is lacking in the Philistine ware. Though as

a rule the Philistine birds are in a very distinctive attitude which is not that of the Ahmnic

birds, yet some do occur which are rather more like them®. But these are only differences

of detail. The important facts to be noted are that the resemblances are generic, being

those of position and paint used. To them may be added a third
;
that the birds all have

long necks and also prominent breasts which droop in a curious manner, Myres has

shown'^ that this use of violet or purple paint spreads out widely from a centre in Cappadocia.

This pot therefore forms yet one more connexion between Van and the AVest, and adds

its weight to the arguments already adduced for seeing in the Annnic invaders yet another

part of the great “Philistine” migration.

In view of the relationship thus made probable between the Philistines and the A^annic

kings, it is not surprising to find names that can ])e allotted to each of them grouped

together in a list of a much earlier date—our Egyptian writing-board of about 1500 b.c.®

Among those “nanu'S of Keftiu” we have found on the one hand a pair that probably

r(‘pr(‘s<‘nt the Philistine Achish and the feminine counterpart of it. On the other hand we
liavi' lirre found one name that is parallel in construction to the A^amiic Lutipris and

lA'dipris, another that is identical with the A^annic Husas, and yet another that enters into

the formation of Tarkhunazi, the name of one of the neighbours and allies of the A^annic

kings. The only possible conclusion to be drawn from this is that both the Philistines and

the people of Ahxn had migrated from one and the same land, where they had been living

at an earlier period of their history. Now it was during this earlier period that the Egyptian

list was written, and fortunately it supplies the name of this land that was common to

both of them. It calls it Keftin.

Wdiere was this land of Keftiu I Lehmann Haupt ^ indicates western Asia Minor, drawing

archaeological parallels from Phrygia, Caria, and Lycia, and these betoken a culture area

* MiflentfliLti i>fr n/fr/'fj/t tniA 07, 123 (Ahhu adl. d. k(jl. Ucsellsch.

d, ]r/x,5. (Jotti/Kjt'if
^
1007;.

- Op. c/V., OS, OD, 120 ff. - i}p. at., 110, 120. ^ ciL, 124.
•'* Op, vit,, PL viii, tig i, and p. 1 10.

' Ph^s, A A[on,,(l ofAfuity 02. tig 100. For the inure usual bird decoration of the Philistinian

pottoiu >eo M.icaliNter, Th^i E.rat cutlo,* uf G>‘Zf‘r, iir, PL cLxiii, 1, 3, 7; PL clxv, tigs. 9, 11; PL clxvi,

tig. <i; PL elw 111, tig'^ 9.

* dnxnt. Aittfn'opnI. XXXIII, es[)eeuilly 3!)0-394.

See PeetS roiiutrk,^ in Esstuj^ in Ae<jran ArchaeoJogp, 99, Op. cit., 121 tf.
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that had extensions to Crete and Mycenae. As already stated, the best parallels to the

Vannic pottery, which was burnished, are to be found in one of the very few places that

have been excavated in Asia Minor except on the western coast, i.e,, at Gordion in Phrygia.

I have myself pointed out that the Philistinian panoply, dress and methods of fighting as

shown on the Egyptian monuments were not Cretan but Asianic, and the parallels I was

able to draw came from Ionia, Caria and Lycia^, for at present we know nothing of such

things in the lands of Pisidia, Lycaonia, Isauria and Cilicia. I also pointed to indications

that the land of Caphtor, whence the Philistines came, was not Crete, as has been too

easily supposed, but was to be found somewhere in Asia Minor-. Mr. Woolley has recently

carried the subject much further. He shows that the ‘‘sub-Mycenaean” civilization which

flowed out over the Levant at the time of the great migrations is widely spread over south-

western Asia Minor, and as far inland as Phrygia, Galatia and Cappadocia. In Pisidia the

well-known pottery of this class, often described as “red Cypriote” ware of the Early Iron

Age and often decorated with concentric circles, was so common as to be the most usual

sort found in the old mounds^. While at present there is no indication of its precise date

in Pisidia, in Cappadocia at any rate this pottery is early, the example we have of it being

hand-made. In the finds, then, in these countries we undoubtedly have the precursor of

the Iron Age pottery known throughout the Levant after the great migrations *.

The other characteristic featui*e of tlie thirteenth century migrations was the intro-

duction of iron as the usual metal for tools and weapons. Metallurgy, especially the

winning and preparation of iron, also characterized the civilization which the Vannic kings

brought with them^ In this connexion there are three facts which are no doubt significant.

They are: first that it was over the western border of Cilicia in Pisidia that the city was

situated which was surnamed atSijpd^; secondly that it was to Eetion king of the

“Cilicians” in the Troad that the famous lump of “self-cast” iron had belonged'; and

thirdly, that it was at the eastern extremity of Cilicia, in Cataonia, that we have the

famous smiths of Tabal. These are the people who were described in the old Testament as

Tubal-Cain “an instructer of every artificer in brass and iron^,” and from whom no doubt

Tarsus (Tarshish) got its iron for export to Tyre^C Unfortunately it is not yet certain

whether Cataonia be the same land as the Kizzuwadna^^ which was already famous for its

iron industry in Hittite times. So, through the iron we once again get a suggestion that

the peoples involved in the great migrations are to be referred to southern or south-

western Asia Minor in general, and on this occasion probably to Pisidia in particular. Of

these peoples one was clearly the tribe which invaded Van, and they perhaps left Tubal-

^ Liverpool Annal% vi, 04, note 4.

- Op. cit.y 71, 72. See aUo J.JI.S., 1031.

- XVI, TOO.

^ Liverpool AnnalSy ix, o2, 53, where once more the inference i> dnuMi tint it wus from thi>, part of

the world that the great migrations originated.

^ Lehmann Haupt, op. cit., 124.

® W. Smith, Dictionari/ of Greek' aad Rotami Geoijntpjnj, ii, s.v. S^'ke^teojy 1)54; Tlamsay, op. eit.y 400.

^ Ikicody XXIII, 820, 827. For Cilicians see vr, :100, 31)7, 415, 410.

^ Genesis iv, 22. Garstang reports th.it there are important iron mines in the neighhourhood of Sis

The Hittite Empirey 194, note 3.

^ Ezekiel xxvii, 12.

JournaJy vnr, 45 ft*; x, 104 ft*.
;
xi, 19-35. That Kizzuwculna should h.ivc spoken Luvian (F(HTer,

Sitzuagsber. preuss. Ak, 1919, 1040; which was the language of Cilicia seems a priori to be a strong

argument in favour of its identity with Cataonia.

Jouni. of Egypt. Arch. xvir. 6
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Cain behind in Cataonia on their march to the east^. The most famous, however, were the

Jdiilistines, and another tribe was the Shekelesh, and yet another was the Zakkal. It was

near Isaura on the eastern Pisidian l)order that the Philistine name of Achish, Ikaiisu, has

already found a parallel in the woman's name Akkicxi^. It was in Pisidia-Isauria that

Sagalassus was situated, a city whose name is often compared to that of the Shekelesh.

If the other companions of the Idiilistines, the Zakkal, be the Teukroi, then they woxdd be

peculiarly connected with Cilicia Tracheia, which was next door neighbour to Isauria and

I'isidia. Similarly several of the Tannic names have been found in this neighbourhood,

either actually as they stand or else conforming to a type which was characteristic of

(’ilicia Tracheia, the country on the southern border of Isauria and on the south-eastern

border of Pisidia, There is probably, then, good reason in the comparison that was made
long ago - between the name of the district Gurgume^ of the Assyrian chronicles and that

of the classical Gorgorome, a city on the Pisidian border near Cilicia Tracheia, Lycaonia,

and the city of Isaura b Gurgume was the kingdom of a certain Tarkhulara one of the

allies of Kusas of Van in his stand against Sargon^. Another of them, the Tarkhunazi who
has been mentioned several times already, was captured in his fortress of Tulgarimmu®,

which seems to be just such another name. Moreover, it will not have escaped notice that

these two kings, of Mar'ash and Malatia respectively, themselves bear names reminiscent

of the coastlands of southern Asia Minor and its hinterland. Not only are both their names
compounded with Tarku, the god specially venerated in Cilicia, but in the case of

Tarkhunazi we have before us once more the form which was both Keftiuan and
peculiarly Cilician.

We have been led off on to the question of the homeland whence the users of iron

poured out over the Levant, and have found it to have been situated within the area which

is shown to have been Keftin. It is perhaps significant, therefore, that the only country

which sent Tuthmosis III a tribute of ‘‘vessels of iron also sent ‘'a silver shaivabty-

vessel of the work of Keftiu^.”

Thus our area in general, and perhaps Pisidia in particular, proves to be an extremely

likely situation for the land, or at least an important part of the land, whence originated

the great migrations which brought the Philistines into Palestine and the kings of Urartu

to the shores of Lake Tan. This, then, is the reason why some of these Vaiinic names
^how formations identical with those of the Cilician-Isaurian-Lycaonian-Pisidian area.

Xow this is the area to which we had already been led by quite other arguments in our

search for the land of Keftiii. The evidence, therefore, of this apparently isolated group

of Tannic names points to the same conclusion as that already adduced. As it comes
from such a very unexpected quarter, it lends all the more powerful support to the belief

that Keftiu was the country comprised within the bounds of Cilicia, Isauria, Lycaonia
and Pisidia.

1 Note liow the ii.uae of the tribe Tiibcal, rus Herodotus has it Tihireiii (in, 04; vii, 78;, contain^ the

^aiiie foriu tbura^ whieli is to be seen in the Yannic names Lutipris and Uedipris, and in the
( ’ih<'i<in Vo)vbi'i^i)^)a'£ and in tlie Keftiuan Bt>dhr.

- Olni^tOiid, WrAft'/'n u) tJo! of Suryt) a of Assyrto

^

Oo, note 47.

^ Vov the eorrectness of the reading Gurgume as opt^nsed to the older Gamgumc see E. W. Eoger&,

.1 History of Ijohyloida oitd Assyria^ ii, 334, note 4.

‘ Ramsay, oi>. ciV., 335.

Wimkler, l)i>> KriUrhrifttej.'te 35, 1. 200; 37, h 213; 83, 1 11; 113, 1. 83; 149, 1. 30.
*’ N\ inckk'r, od , 33, 11. 184^ 1<S7; 113^ II. 81, 82. Tulgarimuiu was at or near the modern Guriin

awa\ to the wot up the Tokhma-Su. For a discussion of the evidence see Olmstead, op. cit.^ 92, note 40.
' Breasted, Anound Rceords^ II, 1^537.
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In conclusion let us note that tli<^ E^^yptian evidence dates from before the great re-

shufiling of peoples and states whieh occurred in the thirt(‘euth and twelfth eeiituries BX’.

It thus provides some inten^sting information on the history of Asia Minor itsidf and the

permanence of conditions there. The date should also be considmMl in order to complete

the value of the evi<lence we liave been studying. Tlie reader may liav(^ hecm tli inking that

it was the great migrations of the aljove-named centuries which had brought our Ktd'tiiian

names to the situations in which we find them in i.Jrt^ek times. It is true that these move-
ments caused a great displacement of peoples, among others the transference of the Philistines

to Palestine, and of the Vannic peoples to Armenia, and the hurling of the Sea Raiders
against Egypt. Serious, however, as the drain on the liomelaiid undoubtedly was, tlic

country was not emptied completely. In his alliance with the king of Iconium the Vannic
king shows that wherever practicable the paiticipants in tlie great migrations kept up
relations witli the old country. Indeed tluu-e is much to show that there was no violent

))reak between the period before the thirtoiuith C(uiturv an<l that after it. i\[ost important
for this is the history of our colleetion of names, for these not oidv made a group in the
sixteeiitli century but still did so in classuad times. Again, Mninrs, if it be Mallos, is

classed with Keftin in 1 bio b.c. before tin* migrations, just as long after tlnun in classical

tiiiK's Mallos is still a city of ('ilieia, Thc‘ Hittit(i tablets semi to tell thr same tale,

recording as they do place-names that can hardly Ije otluu- than the well-known ones of

the later age. Also in them Sandas appears as a Luvian (Cilician) god just as in Greek
times he appears as a C'iiician one. In the midst of the migrations thems(dves, by about
1200 B.C., he or Sandokos seems to have ])een brought to Egypt as a Keftiuan deity.

Finally, Keftiu is brought into connexion with iron in the early fiftecmth century, before
the migrations, just as succeeding ages knew of famous iron-working centres at the eastern
and western ends of the Cilician territory.

After all that has been set out in the foregoing pages there can hardly be any further
question as to where we are to look for Keftiu. It is to be found somc^where within the
limits of Pisidia-LycaoniaMsauria Cilicia. Tlu' “names of Kidtiu " (M*ntn' on ( 'ilieia Tracheia.
The spell ‘‘in the speech of Keftiu'* also indicates Cilicia Traclnua, or else ('ilieia in general,
both by the gods it seems to name and by the fact of its b(ung an incantation. The only
country that sent to Egypt “a vessel of the work of Kcdtiii" also sent “vesstfis of iron
(6^/).” Within the general area that is indicatt'd for K(*ftiu there was situated at one end
the city surnamed i) aiSi^pd, and at the otluT the land of tlu^ famous smith Tubal-('ain.
Tht‘re is also much evidence that the bringrrs of the iron ag(‘ poured forth from the
western end of this same country. Round this general area of Pisidia Lycaonia-Isauria -Cilicia

there are a few outlying places wh(xe names of the Keftiuan class ar^^ to Ijc found. The
farthest of them are the kingdom of Urartu on Lak(' Van ami ITiilistia in southern
Palestine. The position here indicated for the land of Keftiu thus fits in perfectlv with
that demanded by the archaeological evidenc(‘ that is studied <dsew]iere.

0—2
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A GREEK PAPYRUS CONCERNING THE SALE
OF A SLAVE
By S. EITEEM

With Plate vi.

In mv isniall collection of Greek papyri and ostraca (acquired during a stay in Egypt

sonae twenty years ago) is the papyrus here published (no. 7 ;
cf. Klio^ xxii, 225), dealing

with a sale of a male slave h Evidently it is an extract from the original, probably preserved

in an Alexandrian BibliotJicl'e. At any rate it is not a copy, but, as already said, a very much

abbreviated ejctract, which only gives the most essential data of the transaction. So, e.g.,

the dKoinago^ of the slave is written in full
(
1 . 12

: fieXiXpo) gaKpoTTpocrcoirov evOvpeiva,

etc.). I have here to thank Professor Wilcken, Professor Sehiibart, Mr. Bell, also Mr. Leiv

Amundsen and Dr. Holst for kindly helping me in the decipherment. There still remain

some obscurities, ])oth in reading and in interpretation, which well deserve the attention of

pajATologists (Plate vi).

The ligure at the top of the document may indicate the number of the creXt? in the

tLpujieva of the BibliotheJie (as elsewhere in the rogo^ avyfcoW}]aiijLo^ of the agomnomeion

or grapheion).

. r
\[vr]o/cpaTopo^ K[ai](7apo9 Ttrov A(X[tou

' Aopiai>\_ov] W.vTa)i>eLy[ov^ Eucre^ouf k.e/i[acrTo£)

^Papp[o]uOi l3,
Ap/'il A.D. lo4.

5 TifBepio^ KXauSto? 'HpKXavo^

(4)^ erwr) piao^ p€\L{xpco^) paK{p07rp6a(O7ro^) ev6(vpii>)

(}{v\})) o(l>p{vi) ?e^i(n) ^l7(utd^) Wpaiv6r](^) ip/opaae iTg{pa)

Tijroi; AiXlov Xeppvov icai &)9 ^p7;(gaTt^ei) tmv

iY/opavopi][K(jT(jdv) (cov^ eroiv) \8 pe{crov) pe\i{')(^pw)

TO paKf^oTTpocrocurov) ev6(vpLV0^) acn]{pov) ay[viaY) " Apaiv6r]{<;) Net(/C7/9)

^ ApTTOKpaTLCova oLfc{oy€i/y}) (co? irajp)

peXi^p^ pcL/cpoTTpocrcoTTOv

evOvpeiva o(yX 7
;) 6(f)p{vL) apyvpL[ov)

p[pci^x{po)v) MW. rvoyarpp o aiTohi)p{evos:)

15 t)v ^b^^aro 0 irpidpevo^i.

'Hp(oby}{^) o • (T

k€/57}l'09 0 ^
SepaTTf? 0 . .

. [

1. AnuuiiPcii iVfuE 7rS~. 2. bcliubart. 7. oiJ(X?y) ocpij^vi.) Sehiibart. 10. o7i;(ias)

Aixnvoti', \€r Kt]g) WiIek(M\. 14. 'Bw ({(‘ciphered Ijy AiuuiKkeu. 14/15 deciphered by
\\'ilik»‘ii, b<‘ll, Aiiimid^ist.

’ Cf, S.lk no. (JolO, s,de of ,t '-live at Ah*xandria— T cannot say for certain if the two iiapyri were
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5. "\\pK\avo^ for ^ \^pfcov\avo<;^ P. Oxy. 1670, 1 sqq.
;
P. Soc. Ft. 730; see Mayser, i,

146 [e'Tr'y]fc\ov97]Ka for e'7n)K:o\ov6pKa, sim., Allegroform”).

7. a'y{vLa'^) ^ApaLv6r}{^) and 1. 10 dy[vta<;) Wpaip67]{<;) are the correct readings,

due to Professor Wilcken; the abbreviations cannot lie resolved into (rrop) d( 7ro) y{vftva-

aLou) \\paiv67)<; nor is the formula tv uyvta here admissible. The gen. of the nom. propr.

here denotes the region of tin? city (or town) iiiha])ited by the person in question

{= dvaypa(j)6fi€voi; eV’ dfnpoSov, sim.); the following citations will fully illustrate this

usage.

The dyvLal we know from Alexandria. P. Oxy, 1628, 8; 1629, 7 ; 1644, 8 gave us the

name of dyvia KXeoTrdrpa? for Oxyrhynchos, and P. Petrie, iii, 4 (1), 9 men-

tioned an dyvia k\[pcriP07/? w^hich probably belonged to Crocodilopolis-Arsinoe—the former

document dating from 73 B.e., the latter from 238-7 b.c. The London papyrus, published

by Bell in Arcltiv, vii, 19 (Iiiv. No. 2213) and dating from 252 1 b.c., mentions “streets”

named with the cult-names of Arsinoe Philadelphus, and no doubt the editor \vas quite

right in assigning the papyrus to Alexandria though this city was not expressly mentioned

(the name had disappeared, 1. 3). Our papjTus dates from a.d. 154, and it is not very

probable that street-names like “Arsinoe” and “Arsinoe Nike'" still existed in Crocodilo-

polis-Arsinoe or Memphis or in other tow- ns in the 2nd cent. a.d. {cf. BelLs discussion of

the evidence, ibicl,)\ Oxyrhynchos with its streets and quarters we now know’ too well

to attribute to it an dyvid in this epoch. The name may here have disappeared with the

temple and the cult of Cleopatra Aphrodite.

On the other hand a Berlin papyrus (B.G.U. 1084. 22= Wilcken, Chrest., no. 146)

mentions an Alexandrian citizen and his wdfe wdth her fcvpio^ as belonging to the dyvtd

\\paLv6r]<; NeiV?;?—the document dates from a.d. 149 and refers to an extract from the

records concerned wdth the ephebeia of a.d. 136. Even if the temple and the cult of

Arsinoe did not exist in Alexandria at this time (c/, how’ever Wilcken’ s note in the Cliresto-

the name of the queen so highly venerated in Ptolemaic times had not been

abolished. Probably the street wms rather important and w’ell populated and the

Alexandrians were always proud of their city’s old tradition as capital of an independent

kingdom. From the London papyrus w’e know four Alexandrian street-names connected

with the cult of Arsinoe Philadelphus: Bao-iXem, 'VeXela, 'llXeppMv and XaXKioiKo^; we
may add the Nikt] (of the Berlin and our present papyrus) and, probably, also the single

name Wpaivoi) from our owm document^. The street-name Wpatvop may of course in our

very abridged extract be taken for Arsinoe

a

cult-name (e.g,, BaalXeia, the “Arsinoe”

being identical with “ Queen Arsinoe ”), but alongside the 'A pa. N [fcrj to be mentioned directly

it appears to be the full name of a street Like the others.

We may here refer to P. Cair. Zenon 59169 where, according to the probable hypothesis

of Edgar, Apollonios is speaking of a projected temple or temenos of the “king and the

Philadelphos” to be built at Philadelphia; and, according to Wilcken (Archiv, viii, 280),

there also existed an 'Apatvoeiov at Philadelphia, connected with the corresponding temple
of the Philadelphoi by means of a bp6fjio<^. In Hermonthis exactly the same arrangement
occurs (see the London papyrus, quoted by Grenfell in P. Grenf. i, p. 24 : ol lepelU] rov
iv 'FilpgcovOei] rrj^; 07/(/3ai'So9) i€p[ov] rov ]v Kal ' Apaltvor]*^^ K[al ffeco'^v

[dSeX(f)d)]v, etc.). Consequently we may conjecture that in Alexandria too a temple was
built for “Arsinoe” alone, with an dyvid named after the Arsinoe, and also temples or

^ [Of. al«o the dyiia \\i)(Tivdtjs of tho p;q)yrus (a.d. 140 I ptildishod in Journal
XII, 245-7 = S.B. (11. I. L.}.]
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chapels for '‘Arsinoo WaalXeia^^ ''Arsinoe Nike/’ etc., Aivith corresponding ayvial. More-

over we probably have to add the ayvia WpaivoTj^ Kap7ro0opou (P. Tebt. iii, 883,

mentioned in P. Oxv. xiv, 7, see Bell, ibid., p. 22 note).

Thus we have at least eight street-names in Alexandria which are to be referred to

the cult of the old Ptolemaic queen. Several of them seem decidedly to point to an

amalgamatioji of the Isis-eult and the Arsinoe-cult, BacriXeia, Kap7ro(f)6po^ and TeXe/a

might go well with an Isis-cult. But XaX/cLOLKo<^ is the Athena of the Spartans, and

Wpaivorj Xifcrj may also be combined with an Athena. As to the 'BXei]poyv it most

prol)ably points to the cult of an Arsinoe xVj^hrodite (see Bell, ibid., 23, who refers to the

gloss in Hesychius. s.i\ iv KvTrpcp /cal XaXK7]B6iu Wc^poStr?/), but no doubt iXe/jpboyi’ is a

very appropriate epithet of Isis too (propitia, xipul., Met. xi, ch. 6, and elsewhere). Isis

was the Panthea, the pvpicoj'vp.o^. whoso cult was, as we know, a receptacle of nearly all

female cults which favoured the welfare and salvation of humanity. Evidently Ptolemy

Phihulelphus wanted to impress on his capital, its new streets and new-built quarters, the

stamp of Ureco-Egyptian religion under the patronage of the defunct queen conceived as

a new Panthea'’; the later cult of Queen and King was really got up as a parallel to

Isis-Serapis (even locally, as in Philadelphia).

11. The letters XELV, following on the statement of the age of the slave, are an

unsolved enigma. Perhaps X is to be expanded as ^^{dpayfia) and the following three

letters (^ta or ai^) indicate the owncT* of the slave or a branding mark? Mr. Bell also

favours ^dpaypa, ''either as an entry in a register or as a branding mark.” As to the

following letters Mr. Bell suggests explaining them as "'roll 60, col. 11”; the first number

seems high, ‘'but possibly if the rolls were numbered consecutively for a period of years

(the 14-year census period?) they might number even higher than that.” As for the sitg-

gestion of a branding mark, I do not believe that slaves were marked in this way, like, e.g.,

camels (or like the mystae in Bacchic mysteries), perhaps with the owner's name in the

genitive
;
on the other hand a branding mark is a proof of very severe punishment, and

therefore no recommendation for a slave offered for sale (and our slave has fetched a very

high price too). But here, certainly, before the eUoviago^ of the slave, a reference to the

rolls or records (apographai) where he is entered and his identity may be established is not

out of place. Mr. Amundsen thinks that ^ta may be an abbreviation for (3e)fm, and for

this abbreviation refers to 1. 7 and 1. 13, but the abbreviations are not identical, so far as

I can see. We have still to look out for a parallel (c/. P. Oxy. 1680, 12).

14. b[pa]x{pd)r) 'B«. The price is certainly very high, but slaves seem to have been

rather dear at this epoch; e.g., in P. Oxy. 95 (a.d. 129) a slave 25 years old is sold for

1200 drachms and B.G.U. 887 (a.d. 151) a female slave for 1400 dr. (see Segre, Circ, mon.,

124). Our slave is a verna (ot/coyeioysQ, a fact which raises the price.

yiffjoarrjp o d7ro8o/x(ez^o9) oi^ iSe^aro 6 irpidfievo^. The formula is no doubt a con-

ventional one, but until now we have not heard of the yi/ayarjjp as necessarily officiating at

the sale of a slave—and as being identical with the seller. We meet with the yvcoar/jp in

contracts of manumission and of marriage (see Mitteis, Gnuidz., 51, c/. "'Xachtr.” p. x;

Partsch in his commentary on P. Freib. 10, ii, =S. Ber. Heid. 1916, no. 10, 38), and at

the Epikrisis of the ephebi (Wilcken, Chr., no. 145, 13, note). Finally he is mentioned in

a declaration of surety, B.G.U. 581 (a.d. 133): rov he TTpoyeypa/ipbivov rdlov Aoyylvov

UpttaKov yvwpl^ei Aovklo^ A67709—Priscus is himself the surety for a certain

Socrates^. Partsch (Bilrgsch., 38), when summing up his view, states his opinion thus:

^ [yv(ji)(TT^i)€s aKo regularly occur in the (unpubli.slied) certificates of birth at Antiiioopolis in the

Ilriti.-^h Museum (H. 1. D
]
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“Der hellcnistische Gnoster ist nur vorstelloiidor Identitatszeiige oder cognltor fiir die

Zahliingsfahigkeit eines Blirgen {cf. the liturgies), Geschaftszeuge (at the manumission)

oder Personenstandzeuge’h At least in the marriage-contract P. Oxy. 49), IG (a.d. 127)

he may be only the “certifier of both parties,” yvcoargp dfx(^oTep(ov (cf. Mitteis in his

Chrestom., 324), i.e., a witness of their identity, daTL<^ ypcopi^ei d/ji(f)OT€pov<; or qui

utrumqiie cognoscit (cf. C.J., vi, 30, 22, 2b). But in P. Oxy. 722 (a.u. 91 or 107) he is

ypay<JTr)p Tf]<i iXevOepcocreriXi, witness of the identity of the persons in question and,

simultaneously, of the act of manumission itself now fulfilled. In a contract of sale like

ours the yucoarrjphas first of all to testify the identity of the parties—most of all of course

of the slave whose eiKoviapio^ is fully written out (without abbreviations)—but at the

same time he has to guarantee that the slave really possesses all the qualities mentioned

in the document, and principally that he is free from all hidden faults of body and mind
(as these ordinarily are registered in such documents). In our papyrus, which only gives a

very much abbreviated extract of the original document, the formula runs: yroyar^p 6

(i7rohup,evo^ ov ehe^aro 6 irputpiei'a^. The names of the persons are left out, and the seller

is himself his own “'witness.' The nearest parallel is the formula used in so many docu-

ments of sale: tcai TOiV Kara t7]p covijp ravri^p X o dirohopiepo'^ op

eSe^aro X 6 7rptdp,€Po<; (cf., e.g., B.G.U. 998 = P. M. Meyer, Jur. Pap., no. 3g; P. 8oc.

Ft. 1018, 1022, 1024 '5 of 110 B.c.), i.e., the seller is his own ** Eviktionsgarant ” (Mitteis,

op. cit.. p. 189, but cf. Partsch, p. 354). At any rate the ypcoartjp and the Trpoir. k .

originally a third person, not interested in the sale, have ]>ecome too elaborate and
inconvenient in an everyday judicial affair, and the whole formula has been simplified and
often left out. It is not due to mere chance that the 7P&)crT);p-formula now for the first

time emerges from the papyri.

IG. The names written below the body of our document are somewhat enigmatic.

Mr. Bell is inclined to think that they are no part of the docunnnt but a short account of

corn: M{p6o8();<?) (dpr.) /c, etc. But they are written by the same hand as the sale of the

slave, the extract from which is before us. Have we to (uxplaiii the nanu^s subscribed as

the witnesses of the transaction, the whole document as a t^apupTvpop I So i\Ir. Amiindstm
proposes, and consequently writes 1. IG: 'HpcoS?]^' (B)

,

a-

.

. ., 1. 17 ^epgpos'
( ), X .

.

. (1. 18
the Gth name has vanished). In view of the P. Gat. Rain. IG (a.d. 193) and
B.G.U. 989 (a.d. 22G)—both styled e^apdprvpup—further of B.G.U. 2G0 (a.d. 90),

1. 6 oTTore edp aipg, e/cSojcrco aov e^apdprvpop d7ro)^jjp, we may think this a probable
hypothesis until better evidence comes to light. The sum in question may have made this

more elaborate and old-fashioned way of settling the transaction desirable (cf. Wilcken
in ArcJiiv, v, 205 sq.). The abbreviations following on the names remain difficult to solve;

we expect some indication of their eiKopiapo^ or of their witnessing the transaction as

pdprvp€<;.

Additional note. For the stigmata on the wrists of slav(*s cf. moreov(‘r San Nicolo in

CJiaristeria Alois RzacJi, 1930, 163 sqq. = Contenau, Contrats nco-hahgl., ii. 248—from 328
or 323 B.C.; P. Par. 10 ^ AVileken, U.P.Z.. i, 121, pp. 5GG ff. (the runaway slave is a Syrian
from Bambyke, ianypepo^ top Se^ibp Kapirov ypdppaai j3apAapiKot^ hvaip] see Wilcken’s

note and his commentary on Lucian, c, 59 in Festgabe Deisstnann, p. 7).
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OBJECTS BELONGINC TO THE MEMPHITE
HIGH-PRIEST PTAHMASE

By H. E. hall

With PL vii.

The British Museum possesses five objects belonging to Ptahmase, iver-hherp-hem

or High-priest of Ptah at Memphis in the reign of Amenophis III (see Newberry, Proc,

Soc, BibL Arch., xxi (1899), 306).

1. No. 4640 (PI. vii, fig. 2), an alabaster vase with horizontal inscription on the front

of the bulge ° ^ j ''Osiris, scm and iver-hherp-liem, Ptahmase’’; of jug

form, with handle prolonged in a double-ribbed band round the upper part of the neck
immediately beneath the lip

;
the handle is broken away but leaves enough to show that

it was ornamented with three parallel vertical incised lines and ended in a double-ribbed

‘'turn-up.” Originally it had a splayed foot in a separate piece of stone with a hole

into which fitted the peg in the bottom of the vase as it now is. It is 7^ ins. (19 cm.)

high, and belonged to the Anastasi Collection, acquired in 1839.

2. No. 54989, the vase-shaped head of a full-size model of a ritual or ceremonial

stafi, in alabaster (PI. vii, fig. 4) with rather roughly cut inscription sm wr hrp hm Pth-mL
The iiraeus in front has lost its head. The object fitted into the stafi by means of a

peg which is in one piece with the object, like that at the base of the vase. Ht. 3| ins.

(8*2 cm.). Nash Collection, 1920. Newberry, P.S.B.A., xxi (1899), 305, PI. ii.

3. No. 5683 (PL vii, fig. 1). Pestle and mortar, of a hard brown breccia, of the

colour and appearance of maple-sugar. The pestle is roughly inscribed vertically sm wr
hm ms, with the Ptah omitted by mistake; the mortar is similarly inscribed (but with
Ptah not omitted), also vertically across the convex nether-side. The pestle is of bulbous
form, the mortar is simply a heavy saucer with broad rim. The former is 3| ins. (8’8 cm.)

high, the latter 4| ins. (11*5 cm.) in diameter. This interesting set of objects, belonging

together, was for many years in the collection of the Societe Jersiaise, at St. Helier’s,

whence they were transferred to the British Museum in 1925. They were published by
Mr. A. E. P. AVeigall in P.S.B.A., xxm (1901), 12, with a line drawing. I republish

both them and the staff-head (2) here to record their transference to the British

Museum.

4. No. 5472 (PL vii, fig. 1). Model knife, of ordinary limestone {dahsh), blackened.
On one side very roughly inscribed sm tor hm Pth' ms. The handle is broken off,

Lth. 4 ins. (10*2 cm.). Old Collection; unknown provenance.

5. No, 2930 (PL vii, fig. 3). Scarab, of white jasper (?), set in a plain gold ring of

round section. Anastasi Collection, 1839. Mentioned, but not illustrated, by Newberry,
ibid.
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Newberry mentions other objects of Ptahmase elsewhere^, viz. his statue and stela

at Florence, his fine scribe’s palette of basalt in the Louvre, and his kohl-pot and

kohl-stick at Leyden. Dr. van Wijngaarden tells me that among other objects with his

name at Leyden are five vases of alabaster and two cubit-measures of stone; I find

three of the vases figured by Leemans, Monuments egyptiens.,,a Leide, ii (1846), Pis. lx,

Ixi, Nos. 299, 305, 309.

1 Other objects are mentioned by Petrie, Hist. ii, 200. Leyden possesses the upper part of a

gilt stela of Ptahmase and his brother (?j Mcriptah
;
Poescr, Beiickreihinuj^ xV./O, in, 205.

Jourii. of Egypt. Arch. xvii.



3I0.SC0AY MATHEMATICAL PAPYRUS, No. 14

By W. E. THOMAS

In tlicir article Fo}(r ikometrical Problems from the Mosco^v Mathematical Pajpyrus

published in this Journal, xv (1929), 167-185, Gunn and Peet, in their attempt to re-

construct the process by which Egyptian mathematicians (Moscow Papyrus, 14) obtained

the formula ^ (u- + ah v h-) for the volume of a truncated pyramid, start with the frustum

as an entity which, Muthout retracing the process of truncation by completing the missing

part, they dissect into various geometrical components that regrouped yield the result

k' ^ ^
^ This they transform into [3a6 + (a — 6)-| and finally, by a further

o o
[a ’h)h

h
process of geometrical regrouping, reach the desired («^ + ab + 6“) - . It will probably be

o

admitted that the whole process is ingenious but not convincing.

In this Journal, xvi, 245, Vogel points out that Heron in Metrica, ii, 7, enounced the

general method of determining the volume of a truncated solid as the difference of two

complete solids, and this seems to be a natural process. Vogel does not carry his explana-

tion further, but proceeds (p. 249) to the alternative suggestion that the formula for the

truncated pyramid should be written
^

_ former factor should be
o

taken as the average of three areal approximations.

It seems however that his earlier suggestion is capable of further development, and that

the mysterious a^+ ab +6" may have been reached by various arithmetical manifestations of

the truth that it is
^ ,

and that indeed, if a and b are any two consecutive integers,

a- V ah A a'^ — b^. The following is an attempt to reconstruct such a mental process.

A truncated pyramid was a familiar sight to the mathematician when the Pyramids

W(u’e being built, and the question of the amount of material and labour (as well as time)

required to complete the task must often have engaged his attention. He knew, or

discovered from a mud model, that he was half-way up when his base edge had shrunk to

half its original size, and it is at this stage (with edges 4 and 2) that the truncated pyramid

is presented in the Moscow papyrus. Suppose that he took a pyramid of mud on a square

base, cut the top off half-way down, and compared it with the original. The larger pyramid

is twice as long, twdee as broad, and twice as high, as the smaller one: it is therefore

2 X 2 X 2 times its content or volume. The Egyptian must often have noticed that any

cluuige in the length, breadth, or height of a surface or solid produces a directly propor-

tional change in the area or volume. Thus he could conclude that one pyramid was eight

times the other even without the formula hB h (although his knowledge of this formula is

suggested by his use of the factor
^

in the problem under consideration). The pyramids

being S and 1, the truncated part is 7. This number has at all times attracted attention,
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and its most striking property, especially to the Eg}3)tian with his process of multiplica-

tion by continued doubling, is that it equals 1 + 2 +
His next step was to attach to the figure some convenient linear dimensions, and the

drawing in the papyrus shows that he decid(Hl on a pyramid of a semi-vertical angle

cot“^6, i.e., he made his height three times his base edge. He thus obtained unit volume

as well as unit base, and showed per accident Ids knowledge of \ B h.

The thought-diagram can now be built up and carried on ad lib.

It is probable that the thought-process passed from BDEC to DUKE, by the usual

doubling method: indeed the latter frustum is precisely that given in the papyrus, the

dimensions being those best suited for mnemonic generalization (on Gunn and PeePs
principle of utmost simplicity without the ambiguity inseparable from the number unity).

It is possible that at this point the investigator made his happy guess of or + ah He
may indeed have spent some time over the confusing thought that 5G = 7 x 8 = (1 + 2 -f 4) 8,

before he realized, as the papyrus shows he did, that 56 also

= (4 + 8 -f 16) X 2 - (22 + 2 . 4 -h 42) ^

.

With regard to the generality of the result two questions arise: (i) did the enquirer

limit himself to frusta with one edge double the other, (ii) did he confine himself to faces

of slope tan"^ 6? To both questions negative answers can be returned, (i) If he had worked
merely by bisection or duplication, he would not have broken up his initial 7 into (1 -f 2 + 4),

but would have remained content with some such formula as 7a2-^, which is true of

^ Indeed in Rliind, 79, he seems to know that 1 +7 -f 7-4'7" + 7* = L . Here tlic number 7 is a mere
t
—

1

coincidence : the essential is that he knew the simph'r fict th.it, for values of up to 5, 1 -f ii .. to

n terms 1.
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course for the series of frusta BDEC, DHKE, etc., but is negatived by the other frusta

in the diagram, (ii) A slope of tan-^ 6 is of little practical use: the Old Kingdom pyramids

vary from 43 to 55 . Once the correct formula was obtained it could easily be extended,

in the first instance to fundamental cases such as frusta of slope 45"':

The argument for the reconstruction here attempted may now be briefly summed up.

The Egyptian, according to the two papyri, had explored nearly the whole field of men-

suration, and had arrived in every case at correct results of general application. The

wliole .system of deductive mathematical “analysis,’’ as the word is understood to-day,

appears to have been outside his ken, both in its geometrical and its algebraical form: at

all events there is no indication of such a method in the papyri, and we must still be

content to assign its discovery to the Greeks and the Arabs. There remains only, according

to logicians, the inductive method of trial, hypothesis, falsification, and verification, used

alike by the modern scientist and prehistoric man. This inductive method, as applied

above to the truncated pyramid, requires a knowledge of the Theory of Numbers which is

a])undantly illustrated in the Rhind papyrus, especially in the section which deals with the

expression of fractions as aliquot parts.

It may be added that the compilers of the two papyri, as well as the subsequent

scribes, show little knowledge of the mind of the original investigator. It is possible that,

like many writers of European arithmetic text-books two centuries back, they were ignorant

alike of the reasons for the rules laid down and of the methods by which they had been

obtained. The concluding sentence in the 3Ioscow problem you will find it right ”) may
howevtu’ indicate that the writer knew his rule to be of universal application.
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KEED-FLOATS IN MODERN EGYPT

By G. D. HORNBLOWEE

The survival to our days of the reed-float has been demonstrated by Professor
Breasted for Nubia and by Mr. Milne’s photograph for the Bahr Yusef in Middle Egypt
{Journal, iv, 174-6 and 255), but its use on the Nile about Cairo in the middle of

last century has been hardly noticed. Evidence for it is seen in an illustration of Nile
boats forming the subject of PL 65 of the description of Modern Egypt published in

serial parts by Firmin-Didot, Paris, 1877, in the series UUnivers ; histoire et description

de tons les peuples, A line-drawing of the relevant portion of that plate, for which I am
indebted to the kindness of Miss M. F. Broome, is here reproduced. It shows a nearly

naked man astride a bundle of reeds, legs dangling in the water, paddling himself along,
with his clothes piled up behind him on the float. The bundle of reeds is single, not
double as in the cases previously recorded, including the ancient Egyptian one which
necessitated the use of the dual form shnwi^.

We need not conclude from the plate that the float survived as late as the date of
publication of the book, for the plate is some thirty years earlier. The book is generally
known as Marcel’s and is composed of three parts, of which he wrote only the first, on
Egypt under Islam till the French occupation, while the two others treat respectively
of that occupation and of the reign of Mohammed A\i, founder of the present dynasty.
The last part is dated to 1847 by a passage in the text, and the map of Cairo is dated

Tn the Pp\ Textii, Spell 303, par. 464, the g(^d.s of the four cardinal points are invoked to provide the
king with the four shn that had been given to Osiris that he might sail to paradise (kbfi ) ;

it would seem
that in this case the boat supplied was composed of four bundles of reeds, a safer couvevance than those
recorded by Professor Bieasted.
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1845, thoiigli it is only a reproduction of the map drawn up by the savants of Napoleon’s

expedition and cannot be correct since the Nile at this point changed its course very

rapidly during the nineteenth century. The plates themselves, engraved on copper,

display personages and costumes of the time of Mohammed Ali, and we may conclude

that this form of l>oat was observed on the Nile about the year 1845.

It is perhaps worth recording that, frequently as I used to ride by the Bahr Yusef
or ferried across it, not seldom by Behnesah, I never saw, or even heard of these

fishermen’s floats : their fishing may have been seasonal, but in any case this provides

another material warning against the acceptance of ‘‘negative evidence.”
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THE STELE OF THETHI, BEIT. MUS. No. G14

By AYLWARD M. BLACKMAN

With Plate viii.

This important stele was first published by Mr. G. C. Pier in the American Journal

of Semitic Languages and Literatures, xxi, 1905, 159 fi. As it was in the hands of a dealer

at the time when Mr. Pier came across it, he was only able to make a hasty copy of it, and
the text accordingly was in places uncertain. Along with Mr. Pier’s article was published

one by Professor Breasted, entitled New Light on the History of the Eleventh Dynasty,

163 fi., and containing a translation of Thethi’s biography. This translation Professor

Breasted republished in his Ancient Records of Egypt, §§ 423 B~G. Since that date the

stele, which was acquired by the British Museum and now bears the registration

number 614, has been published by Mr. P. D. Scott-Moncriefl in Hieroglyphic Texts from
Egyptian Stelae &c,, in the British Aliiseum, i (1911), Pis. 49 f,, and by Sir E. A. Wallis

Budge in Egyptian Sculptures iyi the British Museum (1914), PI. viii.

Mr. Scott-Moncriefi’s version of the inscriptions, though not altogether satisfactory,

shows Some improvement on the hasty, yet in view of the circumstances in which it was
made, admirable copy of Mr. Pier. Finally, Sir E. A. Wallis Budge’s splendid photo-
graphic plate completely established the text, except in one or two places where the
signs have been damaged. These few remaining obscurities have been removed by a careful

examination of the original.

As no translation of Thethi’s biography has appeared since that of Professor Breasted,
I venture to offer to readers of this Journal a rendering by myself both of the biography
and of the other inscriptions. This is the fruit of lengthy discussions with pupils at

Oxford with whom I have often read these texts. I have also had the great advantage of

discussing certain obscure points with Professor A. H. Gardiner.

By the courtesy of the Keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British

Museum I am able to reproduce here the photograph from which Sir E. A. Wallis Budge’s
plate was made, PL viii.

The stele, which was found, according to Pier, op. cit., p. 159, at Dira' Abu ’n-Naga,
according to Budge, op. cit., p. 9, at Kurnah, and according to Scott-Moncrieff, op. cit.,

at Karnak^, is of fine white limestone and measures five feet in height and three feet

seven inches in width. It shows no traces of having been painted. It dates from the
earlier part of the Eleventh Dynasty, having been executed in the reign of Intef II, the
second monarch of that line^.

The upper portion of the stele is occupied by fourteen horizontal lines of text in sunk
relief—the biographical inscription. Most of the lower portion is given up to a scene

^ Mr. H. E. Wiiilock has good grounds fur believing that it came from the Intef cemetery which lies in
tlio plains north and e<ist of the mouth of the Valley of the Kings, Af/u^r. Aixn’n. Semltk Lang., xxxii
1 1015), 14 and 17, note 1.

See J. Polotsky, Zu den lasehriften der 11, Dgnastie in Setlie, Utdersnrhnnyen, xi, 0.
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depicting Tliethi, accompanied by two attendants, standing before a great array of

funerary offerings. The scene together with the explanatory legends—but not the names
and titles of Thethi and his two followers, which are in sunk relief—is in low relief of

admirable quality, indeed of a quality almost comparable with that of the reliefs on the
sarcophagus of Princess Kawit, which dates from the latter half of the dynasty. The
remaining .space in the lower portion, the right side, is filled with five lines of text in

sunk relief. The signs both in this and in the biographical text are well cut but some
times unusually formed. These peculiarities will be duly pointed out in the notes.

Translation.

Lines 1-14, horizontal.

(1) Horns, Long-Living, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Son-of-EeC-lntef, Who created^
Beauty—may he live Iihe Rec for ever! His true servant^ of his affection^, advanced of
place in his lord's house, an exceeding wise magistrate‘s, that knoweth his lord’s will, that

followeth him in all his goings, that alone is the heart (2) of his Majesty^ in very truth, the

foremost of the great ones of the palace, that presideth over's the precious things in the
inaccessible place which his lord hid from the great ones"^

,
that diverteth the heart of Horns

with what he wishetJU, in the confidence of his lord, his beloved, the superintendent of the
precious things that are in (3) the inaccessible place which his lord loveth, superintendent of
precious things, liegeman's of the King, the honoured one, Thethi"s, saitlU' : 1 was one beloved

of his lord, praised of him all day and every day. I spent a long period of years^'s under
the Majesty of my lord, Horus, Long-Living, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, (4) Son-of-
Rec-Intef,when this land was under his supervision's^ southward to Elephant ines*, ending at
ThisS° of the Thinite nome, the while I was his body-servant, his liegeman in very truth. He
made me great, he advanced my station, he took me into (5) his confidences^ in his palace of
privacy sf precious things being in my charge under my seaU^, even the choicest of every good
thing that was ever being brought to the Majesty of my lord from Upper Egypt and from
Lower Egypt, consisting of every thing that giveth pleasures^, and of the produce of this
entire land, because of the fear of him throughout (6) this lamU's, and that was ever being
brought to the Majesty of my lord by the hand of the chieftains that ride over'^s the Red Land,
because of the fear of him throughout the hill-countries. Noiv he entrusted these things to me
having ascertained how very diligent I ivas--, and I made report thereon unto him. Never
uas there any shortcoming (7) tJiereirU's worthy of punishment, inasmuch as I was prudent.
I was indeed one who is truly in his lord’s confidence, an exceeding wise magistrate, of quiet
disposition-^ in his lord’s house, bending the arm-° amid the great ones. I used not to strain
after^ (8)eri7-“ on account of which men arc hated-’’. I am one that loveth good and hateth
ciil

,
a character that is loved' in his lords house, one that used to execute every duty accord-

ing to-" the will of my master. Now as for any business to which he ordered me to attend^'*,

(9) such as directing''^ a matter for a petitioner, attending to the plea of one in need^, I used
to do it aright. I used not to transgress the instruction'''^ that he enjoined upon me, I used
not to put one thing in the place of another. I was not blustering''^ in proportion to (10) my
wealth'^ I did not toLe anything wrongfully'^ in order to transact any business. Now as for
every royal apartment which the Majesty of my lord committed unto me and for which he
caused me to carry out a commission, even whatsoever his soul desired, I did it for him'’’

;

I completed all that was laid down with regard to them". Never (11) was there any short-
coming therein, inasmuch as I was prudent. 1 fashioned a mhi-harge for the City, a
shyt-boat for accompanying my lord when reckoning was made" with the great ones, any
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occasion of convoying or despatching. So I was ivealthy, I teas great, for I furnished

myself (12) with mine own property, ivJiich the Majesty of my lord gave unto me, inasmuch

as he loved me alway,—Horns, Long-Lived, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Son-of-

ReC-Intef, may he live like ReC for ever!—until he went i)t jwace unto his Horkon'^^. Noiv

when his son succeeded in his roont^^, (13) Har-nakht-neb-tep-nofer, King of Upper and

Lower Egypt, Son-of-ReC-Intef, who created Beauty ,-—may he live like RU for ever!—

1

followed him- to all his^- goodly pdaces of diversion. Never did he in any tvise reproach me^^,

inasmuch as 1 was prudent. He assigned unto me every function (14) that teas mine in

the time of his father ,
continuing itM under his Majesty. There ivas no shortcoming therein.

1 passed all 7ny times upon earth as liegeman of the King attached to his person. 1 was

u'calthy, 1 tvas great under his Majesty. I was one ivho made his re])utatio}N^
,
who^n his

lord praised all day and every day.

Lines 15-19, vertical,

(15) May the Kmg be gracious and grant [and) Osiris Khentamenthes in all his places

a coming-forth-U7ito~the-voice, to wit a thousand of bread and beer, a thousand of bulls and

birds^^, a thousand of alabasters and clothing, a thousand of every good a)id jnire thing,

when the ineal has been laid^^; the require^nents of the offering-table^^, (16) the victuals of the

lord of Ahydos, the pure bread of the house of Menthu'^^, libations, food, victuals, that whereof

the spirits ever desire to eaU'^, unto the superintendent of precious things, liegeman of the

King, the honoured one, Thethi

;

(17) and that he traverse the firmament, cross the sky '^'^,

draw 7iigh unto the Great God, and land^^ in peace at the beauteous West; that the Desert

open for him her am (sic), ayul the West hold out to him her hands; that he attam (18) unto

the Conclave of God, that welcome^^ be said unto him by the great ones of Abydos, lumds be

held out to him m the ^smt-boat upon the qmthways of the West, and he go ha'ppily, in

peace, unto the Horizon, (19) to where Osiris is, and ojwn the paths that he willeth unto the

portals that are in the High Land^^; that They- who-are-in-Abundance inay give to him their\^...^

upon the ivaste place^; and that food be given, his ka being with hhn,—the lionoiired one,

Th\ethi\

Notes.

1. Polotsky, op. cit., 11, quotes many examples of this peculiar form of the sign
|]]

.

2. Polotsky, 10, points out that the sign hi on these Eleventh Dynasty stelae

always lacks the breast-feather; he also draws attention to the unusual shape of the

sign here and in line 4.

3. See Gardiner, Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., xxxiv, 261, note 14.

4. See Polotsky, 35, who quotes Cairo 20543, 16, a reference which definitely fixes

the meaning ry n ibf. Cf. Copt. netouT, pmuokt.

5. An examination of the original showed that the damaged sign preceding the
stroke i is |. For the construction 7V<’ ibhmff see imvk u'C ki n Mntw,l was the only one
that %vas (i.e., that could be 7iamed) Bull of Menthu, Piehl, Inscriptions hieroglyphiques, i,

PI. i, 1. 3, = Sethe, Aegyptische Lesestilcke, 81, 19; inwk wc nht n ti pn, I was the only one that

ivas the hero of this land, Piehl, ibid., 1. 7, = Sethe, op. cit., 82, 5; cf. also xvc ptv mnh n
smnh sw. He was uniquely useful to him who made him useful, Newberry, Rekhnara,
PL vii, 2; imvk snmw kn m qw nswt, I was second (beside the King) as a man of valour
in the palace, Eansom, The Stela of Menthmveser, 5.

6. Clearly the nisbe-form of hnty is to be understood here.

Juiirn. of Egypt. Arch. xvn. 8
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7. Tliis pas.^age has been completely misunderstood by Breasted, who translates:

in c/nayc nf the seal in the privy office, one whom his lord trusted more than the grandees,

S. See Oardiner, Eg. Gramm., §389, 3.

9. As the writing r shows, the title must be read hry-tp nsivt and translated

sabiH'dinate or liege/nan (lit. ivho 2 S under the head) of the King, and not first under the

King as e.g., Blackman, Rock Tombs of Meir, iv, 3,

10. The name is written ; in lines 3 and 16 and above the list of oils, but “ in

front of his portrait figure and above the food offerings. The name is recorded as

occurring four times in Old, and nine times in Middle Kingdom inscriptions by Lieblein

in his Xamenivorferhueh, In all examples save one of the Middle Kingdom, when it is

written ^ , the writing is “ i

.

11. In view of the example quoted by Polotsky, op, cit., 56, of iw NN. dd, (Id is

possiblv to be regarded as being Old Perfect 3rd pers. singA, rather than an iinperf.

act. partic., for which see Gardiner, Eg, Granim., § -150, 1; Gardiner-Sethe, Letters to the

Dead, 13.

Ilk Polotsky, Ilk points out that the combination g is found as a determinative of

a number of words denoting time (of which he gives a list with references) from the

beginning of the Eleventh Dynasty to the reign of Amenemmes II. He also notes,

op. cit., 22, that the cliche, / spent a long j^ei'iod of 2jears under King NN., is a favourite

on(‘ in Eleventh Dynasty inscriptions.

13. See Gardiner, Proc. Soc, Bibl. Arch., xxxiv, 261, n. Id.

14. tentatively read Thes by Breasted, was recognized by Scott-Moncrieff, op. at.,

16, as a writing of ^hiv. Elephantine, in view of the fuller spelling
jJ^ Cairo 20543, 10.

Polotsky, 15, cites another exam
2
)le of

| J 5 ^
Cairo 20512, cc, and another of Lutz,

University of California Steles, 66, 9.

15. For hntl~r pht-r see Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., § 179.

16. Lit. put me in the place of his will. Gardiner, op. cit., 138, translates jnit me in

a posit io)i of his favour. I prefer the rendering given here, for the meaning of hrt-lb is

"will,’’ "’desires,” ‘'mind,” e.g., the example above in line 1; Sinuhe, B 125; Urkunden,

IV. 363, 15.

17. The ‘'palace of privacy” (or "‘solitude”) must have been some apartment in

which the King discussed matters of a particularly confidential nature with some single,

trusted individual. Note the unusual form of the sign ^h'i.

18. Note the peculiar form of the sign 8-

19. ssr nb n shmh ib, lit. "‘everything of diverting the heart.” This form of the

sign is common in inscriptions of the earlier portion of the Eleventh Dynasty (Intef I

to Mentuhotep III): Polotsky, op. cit., 13; Gardiner, Bull, de Vlnst., xxx, 170.

20. Cf. Cairo 20512, 4.

21. "That rule over" rather than “who are upon”; so Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., §139.

22. Lit. that my activity 2vas excellent.

23. 8o rightly Gardiner, op. cit., § 456, and Polotsky, 24. The latter points out

that Gunn's {Syntax, 95) rendering Nothing has ever come against me, i.e., 1 have never been

in fault, is impossible in view of the variant example in 1. 14, where hn^s occurs instead

of im.

21. Or ‘'unassuming,” lit. “cool of temperature”; cf. Av srf “blustering,” or perhaps

"arrogant,” lit. "'high of temperature” in 1. 9.

^ Cf. yj-l' "'"l O.il'iliiier, Eg. (jruiinn., 312.
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25. Perhaps rather “folding the arin(s).'‘ See my remarks on him m hihf
{Shtptvreclied Sailor, 86-88) in Journal, xvi, TO.

26. See Gardiner, op, cit., § 511, 3.

27. Op. cit,, §369, 3; §361, p, 279 with n. 19.

28. Op. cit,, § 197.

29. So Wb. cl, aeg, Spr., ii, 192.

30. That the noun cliciv means “service,” “attendance” was pointed out some
years ago by Dr. Gardiner in his Note on the Storg of Sinuhc, 110. That rJic hr means
to attend to’ {cf, our “wait upon”) has apparently escaped the notice of scholars.

That such is the meaning of the words this and the following passages conclusively show:
(1) Lo, I have endowed thee with land .,..n mrivt ir-k ni iht ib^k ih

^
in order that thou mayest perform the liturgy for me. thine heart being serviceable, and
mayest attend to all my propeity, Siut, i, 271.

(2) im ^m(w) 6y- Let not my soul depart, let him attend to it for

me, Lebensmude, 7.

(3) V One to whose burial a survivor attended, o/u cit.,

42-43.
“

(4) I am a king who speaks and executes L 1; ,
~

i' V
thinks of those with a claim (upon him), who attends to [i.e., has regard to) mercy,
Berlin, 1157, 7-8.

Note, however, that in j\lcutliuv'€S€T, 12 f. — ^ j

— means / was iwt

indulgent to -presumption, lit. 1 was not waiting (nr beeping still) as to face.
31. Or perhaps rather ‘‘setting straight. ’ The ordinary meanings of mir used

transitively seem to be (1) ‘‘direct,” “guide,” ‘‘lead,” e.g., Ihliernnjret, ID; Uni, 21 and
27 f.j Urkunden, vi,^^ll, 11; cf. "'the van (of an army),” Urkunden,
iv,G55, 8; (2) “send,” “despatch” (on a voyage), e.g., wW hn n ntj pn si]nvtg...r bii pn.
The majesty of this god despatched the treasurer of the god to this Sinai, Gardiner-Peet,
Sinai, 90, 1 f.; (3) “throw out” a rope from the ship, Sethe, Sitzunnsber. Berl. Ahul., 1928,
279.

32. See note 30. Mdw hero and in Sethe, Einsdzung des Yeziers, 11 = Newberry,
Rekhmara, Pis. ix and x, 16, is used with the same meaning as -mdt in Peasant, B 1 234
i.e., “plea.”

33. See Polotsky, 42.

34. See note 21.

35. Lit. In proportion as I tvas rich; see Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., § 169, 6.

36. It is fairly clear in the photograph, but obvious* in the original, that the signs ^
after are a correction. r ir smt nbt is, I would suggest, a mistake for
T irt smt nbt, m hv{g)t, meaning ‘’wrongfully’'

;
cf. m nf, Admonitions, 5, 12 ; 11, 5^\3, 5 ;

Rekhmara, 10, 18; Shipwrecked Sailor, 149; Urkunden, vi, 7, 22.

37. This passage has been translated by Gardiner, A.Z., xlv, 127. I merely differ
from him in my rendering of the verb ivc], for which see Wb. d. aeg. Spr., i, 395/Bii.

38. Ssm here, as so often, means “procedure,” ’’guiding principle.”
39. I.e., when what they and their tenants had to pay in taxes was determined.

On the other hand ip m-r means to “claim from’’ a person, e.g., ir ip4 m n debt rn-egn
in hitg~r imy-hiwf, if the charcoal is claimed from you by any governor in his time,
Sint, i, 294 f.; see also Alcnthiiwescr, 7 f.

40. Cf. Sinuhe, B 36. For the character and probable location of the tomb of
Intef I, see Winlock, Amcr. Journ. Semit. Lang., xxxii, 20 ff’., and fig. 1.
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41. Lit. iccnt down into his place,

42. The .sign under i i i is without horns, like the lower of the two ’^^-signs early

in line 14. The tail is lost in a crack that has been filled with plaster in modern times.

12. For the meaning of ts m see Gardiner, Sinuhe, pp. 57, 159.

44. A careful examination of the original convinced me that ^ P il:\
is to he read. The sign after .sv/y is clearly a damaged |i

. I had thought that | might

bo road instead of
j

,
as in 1. 10, towards end, but a final examination of the original

showed that the remaining portion of the [. in 1. 14 is larger than the corresponding part

of the
,

in 1. 10. I do not think that there is quite enough space available for the

reading
^

^
.

Continuing it, lit. causing it to 'pwcccd (i.e., Intef II retained Thethi in the positions

he had held in the previous reign), must surely be the meaning of hr sd^^s.

45. To the examples of this expression quoted by Polotsky, 30, add 1^. ^

.

ni ^}n<‘ p??, I filled a term of office udiich 7nade nig reputation in this Upper
Egapt. Uni, 3G f.; iroifi) hni nirt rmtt ^ what

people would like in the knowledge of the magistrates, in service ivhich 7nade 7ng reputation,

Brit, Mus, Stelae, i, 54, bottom.

4G. The biid-sign “J is turned in the opposite direction to the rest of the signs,

a Common feature, so Polotsky, 10, points out, in texts of this period,

47. For the unusual form of the ';:-sign (ssr), here used for ,j {ss), see note 19.

48. Cf. d/cqy he grant a coniing-forth-unto-thc-voice .... ivhat is 2wesented upon the

groiOid and vimn the great offering-table hinC iht 71 Id-ntr when the 7neal has been spread

for the tentple, Sethe, Aeg. Lesestilcke, 73, 16; see also Piehl, Inscr. hierogh, i, 82 A. For
this rendering of [uni see Sethe, Erldutenaigen zu den aegifptischen Lescstiieken, 110.

49. See Engelbach-Gunn, Harageh, 21, n. 1.

50. For other examples of this and the preceding phrase see Lange, Sitzungsber , Berl.

Akad,, 1914, 99Gf., 999; Polotsky, Gl.

51. See Polotsky, ibid,

52. The determ. of hrl ^'road” has been wrongly substituted for the correct

53. For two other examples of smpt^ determined by see Polotsky, 15. An
examination of the original shows that the determinative here, as in the Moscow stele,

is -JT and not ^ as Polotsky thought.

54. See Ember, A.Z., li, 120, no. 99.

55. See Gardiner, Sinuhe, p. 30.

The relief and the accompanying legends.

Thethi is designated: The supermtendent of jwceious things, the honoured 07ie, Theth(i),

the one attendant: His treasurer of his affection, Megegi^, and the other: His hencJmian,

There,

Above eight (there ought only to be seven) jars of unguent labelled festival perfume,

^ IlhK p.i^dve iiihu-f in P^fp. ^V€i^tc,, 10, 11-1:2 (:^ee Gardiner, A.Z,, LXvi, 71); m) also icpp

'7' ' - 7 i 1-13, li In n<A, as 1 propiiNcd in Jo>0'n<d, xvi, 0-3, perf. pass, partic.

1 ho ^tr-lo '*t fin' bating from the reign of Intef II, and so pos.'^iLly the Megegi of
niir^toh*. m 111 the .Metrotmlitaii Museum of An, ^^o^v York (^ee Polotsky, p. vii). The name, written

'dM> ooeur- in Liebloiii, op. 174^.

W h.it itos-^ilily the ''..ime ii-ano written found on a Middle Kingdom stole at Leyden
Noe Li.-Imoih. Op rit

, 431''.
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hknw, oil of cedar'^, nhiim, Uv;t, forehead unguent'^ of cedar and of the Tlinw, is written:

Opening the iinguent in the presence of the Ica of Thethi^. This action is perhaps expressed

by the sculptor having represented five of the eight jars as opened and three as still tied

up and sealed. Below each jar is a kneeling figure presenting a \;7 -shaped basket. Such a

kneeling figure, usually carrying a basket as here, but in certain cases holding some

other object connected with the funerary liturgy, is the regular accompaniment of each

entry in the more elaborately drawn-up versions of the so-called List of Offerings

The following legend refers probably not only to the offerings just beneath it, which

are evidently supposed to be lying on the ground^, but also to the six jars of drink on

a low table, the duck on the brazier, the burning incense, the basket®, or bowl, with a

cover, and the table of offerings with the slices of bread ^ laid upon it and with the two

ewers beneath it:

Mag the voice come forth for him, and mag there he given unto him the requirements

^f table (fullg) furnished, at the festival of the month, at the festival

of the half-month, and at all festivals, for the ha 0/ the K{ng\s liegeman, ivho is in his

lord’s confidence, Thefki.

In front of the brazier with the duck kneels a man named '^Vnkhi holding a pottery

censer®, the flame rising from which he is feeding with a pastille of incense. The legend

below him describes his action as applging the hand to the great censer (?)® for the ha of

the honoured one, Thethi.

Nothing need be said here about the historical importance of the biography of

Thethi; that has been adequately discussed by Breasted^® and Scott-Moncrieff, the

latter, as already stated in note 14 on p. 58, having rightly read ^ as ^biv, Elephantine.

On the other hand a most interesting point overlooked by Breasted (see p. 58, n. 7)

and, to the best of my knowledge, not hitherto commented upon in writing by any
scholar, is that Intef I possessed a secret treasure-cham])er which he ‘^hid from the

great ones,” and of which Thethi was the keeper.

Secret strong rooms like the crypts at Denderah, or less inaccessible treasure-

chambers like those at Medinet Habu, were doubtless a feature of all Egyptian temples.

However, so far as I know, the biography of Thethi is the only existing ancient

Egyptian document that makes any mention of the secret treasury of a king. Thethfls

statement promptly calls to our minds Herodotus’ story of the secret treasury of

Rhampsinitus
;
but to suggest that that story preserves a tradition about an obscure

monarch of the Eleventh Dynasty, or that there could be any connexion between
Si-Rc-lntf and Rhampsinitus, is to exceed the bounds of probability.

^ See Gardiner, Adnionitioas^ :53. - See Bliekinan, Joenicd, vi, 5Sff.

It will be observed that Thethi i's represented ab(»ut to di[> the tip of his lingers in an open jar of

unguent.

^ Xewberry, Beni Hasan, ii, PL xv
;
Pliekuian, Borl’ Tumta nf ill, PK. xxi f. and xxv f.

;

Xavillc, Temple of Deir el-Bah>a'l, PP. cxii f.
;

Mariotte, i, PI* 3)5; Buniidien, nfhpcdast des

Petaa>nenap, i, Pis. vi If.

" For <»biatious laid (ui the ground as well as upon the otltring-table itself see the passage quoted
above, p. f)(), 11 . 48 ; aPo Piehl, hmer, hd.rofl., i, Ixxxii, A : l^-nige, ngd» r, B> rl, Aead., 1014, 999.

See Jequier, Frise^ dohjets des .^arcophages dn Mugei> Eiapire, 292.

‘ See Pl.iekman, Lhndc Toiahs of Heir, ni, 'S'S, n. 5. Cf .lepuii'r, op. eit,, 321, tig. 82b.

^ pQ is almost certainly the reading, and the word must be identical with which according

to 116. d. (/eg. Epr., iv, 333, means ‘Tamp'' and occurs only in Late 1‘igyptian. That in Late Egyptian stB
should primarily mean ‘Tamp’’ is of no Ci>nse(pience, for the pottery vessel de[)icted here could apparently
1)0 employed for P»th illumination and fuung.ition. On this s(‘e X. d(‘ ( tarP Davies, Jounod, x, 9 ff

.

A/Kicnt /ucooP*, I, ^ 42:k
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A NOTE ON EOYPTIAN LAW-COURTS

By I. LOUEIE

Among the many terms signifying “court" in Egyptian texts of the New Kingdom
is the term 1;^ -'A-X 1 i

^ sthnlw. For a long time this term was misunderstood.

It will be siifHcient to point out that even such an authority on Egyptian law as

\\ . Spiegelberg at one time translated it incorrectly^. It was only several years later

that he gave the correct rendering of it in a special article devoted to this term. Here
he established that sdmiw was a partic. iinperf. active, and that the complete expression

should be translated as “the court of hearers/* and pointed out that the addition of

bdtf}ur to the term hih-t indicates the high position of the members of the court

(^uite recently J. Cerny has put forward a fresh point of view regarding Ipih-t sdmiw.
He considers that it is “probablement une institution devant laquelle on ne faisait que
porter plainte et qui faisait des enquetes^.”

S. Gabra, the author of the most recent work to deal with this term, while unable
to accept Cerny's point of view in its entirety, nevertheless considers that hib^t sdmiw
was some kind of local court with powers inferior to those of the hib^t of the town^

—

knb't lit nwt.

The existence of conflicting opinions on this subject urges us to reconsider it and to

attempt to clear it up. In the records of legal proceedings which have come down to

us, hnh'f sdmiw appears as a body for dealing with the following cases: disputes con-

cerning proprietary rights over land^. disputes concerning proprietary rights over graves®,

and matters relating to temple taxes”. Documentary evidence was received by this

courtt. Some of these cases, e.g,^ those concerning proprietary rights over land (Inscrip-

tion of '\[es) or matters relating to temple taxes (Pap. Mook), are very important.
Therefore in spite of the paucity of the documents that have survived we may assert

that there is no difference in the degree of importance between matters dealt with by
the knb't Mmiw and matters dealt with by other courts. The personnel of the knb^t
sdmiw also gives no indication that Ave have here a legal institution higher or lower. Its

members are:

Inscription of Mes (S. 7-8): the overseer of the town and vizier, the (overseer?) of

1 Studn'o. //. Matt, rod It ,} zvhi Rcrhtsii't‘'>rn PJofraoiwnrt?tclo‘^^ -15: d<l tMptht sdmyir ^‘Es spriclit der
,iiid

“ fr>n\, \\ \ III, 170 H’.

' XXVII, 204. Cf. Bidl Lr^t. fr. arrh, or,, xxvii, mi.
' AfS' < th’ tout i/'cs dniiA ] K'jgptr phar<wni(jih\ 32.

A U.mlini'F, Liai Iiirmptoi) oj J/fx; A. Eriiian, Bniragt' \y,' Kenotuiss fhjs t.lcricJttsvrr’-

odti'Lii ' A ,Z., XVII, Tiff.'.

Ill

A, hnn.ui, Zii'n AlhoMfoluj (], tJadjan/srlityii Cruherstadt ('Sitzuniisltoi. der l^rouss. Akad., phiL-
u. rias.<‘, min, :l3o ffj.

\V. Spuiveliier-j, A.Z., rxiii, 105 IK rkap. MoolU.
Itip. (lUiitl) II. 1 ,nul Itip. (Turol) II, 2; A.Z,^ XLiii, 27 IT.
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the cavalry, the overseer of infantry, the chief of auxiliaries, the royal messengers and

two scribes.

Pap. Mook (6-7): the two viziers, two lieutenant-generals {klniv), a chief (hrij

and two standard-bearers.

Pap. Berk 3047 (4-7): the chief priest of Amuii, two prophets of Amun, a prophet

of the temple of Mut, a prophet of the temph^ of Khons, the of the temple of Amun,

two w<'b- and lector-priests of Amun, a ^/X^-priest of the temple of Amun, and a scribe

of accounts of the court of No.

Pap. Gurob ii, 1 : two prophets and three priests.

Pax^. Gurob ii, 2: two jnox)hets, two irr^-xuiests and a of the troops.

Pap. Moscow 5657, 10-12 (unpuldished): three prox>hets, six ?X^~jjriests and a chief

of guards.

Pap. Berk 10496, vs. 8-10; two chiefs of workmen, a scribe of the vizier, a workman

and a lieutenant (khnv).

It clearly follows from the examxiles cited that the members of the hih-t

do not come from a single social group; both the vizier and the worker in the

Necropolis^ might be members of it. It depends entirely on the nature of the court

with which we are dealing, whether it is tne central court, a local court or a temple

court. And if we compare the personnel of the Mmiiv in the Inscripition of Mes

and in Paj). Mook with that of the court in the capital Pap.

Abbott-; the personnel of the hhb't ,kl}niw in Pa}). Berk 10496 with that of the court

of the Necropolis (^.^^ of the Cairo Ostracon No. 7^, we find no difference

between them.

Thus neither in the importance of the matters dealt with nor in personnel have

we found any features peculiar to this type of court. Indeed, if we turn to the texts

which we have been using up to the x)resent we shall find that in some of them the

court is variously named.

In Pap. Berk 10496, vs. 8, it is called ~ A >
where the oath

administered to the accuser is referred to, the same court is termed nuu'ely Ipih-t. In

the Inscription of Mes, after the enumeration of the members of the Jenb-t klndw we

find (S. 8): ‘‘before the court (‘^^|) this day.” In Paj^. Berk 3047, 4 the court is

also spoken of as ‘‘the hibd of this day,”

All this, as well as the fact that the temxfie court‘d also was called hih-t Mmhv,

shows that no special category of court is indicated by this term.

Such an interpretation, however, does not explain the meaning of the word sdniiio.

It becomes fully comprehensible only when we take into consideration the character of

the knbd itself. The generally accepted translation which we have given of knbd,

‘‘court,” “Gericht,” although agreeing with its use in juridical texts, is not really

accurate; it involuntarily gives the impression that the knb^t is an institution similar to

those which exist at the j^resent day, whose sole concern is legal proceedings. Out of

this false impression created by an inaccurate translation has sx)rung the misconception

^ The usual rendering of the word as ^‘workers’' in no w<iy correspuiid'' to the social position

occupied by this group of peo^de. The position of these peo[ile c.ui in many respects be coiiit*ared to that

occupied by the guild master in Feudal Europe. ILaving found no IxVter equivalent for it, I have left the

old term.

vir, 2-0. " (l.'dira, op. dt,, :?2.

E.g., Eerl. Pap. 3047; Pap. Guroh it, 1 and Pap. Gurob n, 2; Pap. Moscow o057.
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with regard to the word sdnihv. In actual fact the role of the knb^t was by no means
confined to judicial functions^. Members of the hib^t acted as courtiers. In Pap.

Leningi-ad 1116 b, ro. 2-3 we read that '‘they
(
2 .C., members of the went out when

they had enquired after the health (of Pharaoh) according to their daily custom.” They
also su])ervised the collection of taxes and their delivery to the proper quarter

Thus the function of a hib^t was considerably wider than that of a law-court^. On
this account the word must not be translated by “court”; the correct translation will

be “chamber” or *’ council.” Probably the Egyptian scribes understood the word hnb-t

in precisely this way and added the expresion sdmhv^^ to emphasize the fact that the

chamber in question was not an ordinary "chamber” but was acting as a court.

On this account only hib*t sdniitv can be translated as "court.”

1 This had already heen remarked 011 ly Spic^^elberi^, op. 59.

- rrltn>de,t tl Will Di/n., imr>, 7; 1125, 15; 112G, 14, etc.

" The fanetioii and cliaracter i>f the kah-t I hope to ex.uninc in a s})ecial work.
^ Fur idiiitu: with tlie meaning of jiidgc.s'’ see R^c. trac.^ xxviii, 171-173.
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AN ARCHAIC STATUETTE FROM ABYDOS

By S. R. K. GLANVILLE

With Plate ix.

The well-known archaic ivory figure of a king^, B.M. 37996, has recently been cleaned

and repaired by Dr. H. J. Plenderleith, of the British Museum Laboratory, and the great

improvement that has resulted in the appearance of the figure demands the publication

of new photographs and a word of comment (PL ix).

The dislocated left shoulder has been replaced
;
the design of the woven robe can be

traced over almost its entire surface^, and even round to the inside of the hem in front

where it falls from the right arm—the design here is a kind of cross-stitch (Fig. 1); and

ornaments (?) having the appearance of epaulettes are discovered to be superimposed on

the robe at the shoulders, but rather more to the back than to the front (Fig. 2). These

Fig. 2

are plain, but the lower edge of the better preserved one (on the left shoulder) looks as

if it were fringed—though this is perhaps due to the generally fissured condition of the

ivory; and they were apparently kept in position by a knob or button at the top (Fig. 3).

Finally the excellent modelling of the figure inside its close-fitting, but thick, woollen

garment can now be appreciated, and the elderly look of the face vanishes with the sand

which largely concealed it.

1 Petrie, Ah/dos^ ii, 24, and Pis. ii, xiii
; ct\ Schaefer-Andrae, Die Kunst des ADe/i Orient.^ 177 ; Curtius,

Ayitii’e Kumt^ 64. Height ins. (8’8 cms.).

2 It must of course be compared with the typical woven hangings used as decoration for houses in the

Old Kingdom.
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That look was enhanced by the apparently bowed shoulders—an effect which was

exaggerated by the dislocated shoulder and by the dirt adhering to the back of the

figure, and which is still slightly exaggerated by the ridge which marks the thick edge

of the garment along the line of the shoulders. The real explanation of the position of

the head (no longer stooping, but still a little thrust forward) is to be sought in the

action expressed by the figure. The stumps which remain show that the legs were set

well apart, not as in the conventional Egyptian standing figure of later times—^that

type, so far as we can tell from existing material, was not yet evolved in plastic art

—

but rather as in a man striding forward; and the slope of the legs from the thigh to the

knee, clearly indicated beneath the garment, bears out this interpretation. The head,

then, is thrown forward as in the stride of a man hastening, or approaching with some

deliberateness a known objective.

And now the cope-like effect of the ridge across the shoulders gives the clue to the

purpose of this striding king, for it recalls the peculiar dress worn by the pharaoh at the

>SefZ-festival and particularly the figure of a king (of the archaic period) in the same

attitude as the B.3I. ivory on a limestone relief at Cairo, published by Borchardt^. Here,

as in the Sahurec relief and the ivory, the king wears the heavy, sleeveless cloak, the

edge of which falls in a straight line from the wrists, where the hands emerge to hold

the /v. and
]

(not yet
J)^.

Before cleaning it was impossible to say what exactly was

the position of the arms of the ivory figure. Xow the line of the right fore-arm can be

clearly seen to cross the body at a higher point than does the left, and the almost

entirely destroyed hands to have been placed, closely shut as if grasping two small

objects, the right above the left. That is precisely the position of the hands in each of

the reliefs C[iK)ted'i. There can be little doubt that the ivory figure also grasped the

/h and 1—^probably made of metal. Again, the white crown of the ivory is matched in

the Cairo relief (the uraeus absent in both cases as is to be expected at this period^),

although Sahure<" wears the red. So far as one can see the ivory king never had a beard,

unless that too was of metal. The omission may be excused on account of the material

of which he is made. There seems reason to believe therefore that we may recognize in

the Abydos figure the model of a First or Second Dynasty pharaoh, not necessarily aged,

and certainly not decrepit, striding forward in the act of officiating at his &d-festival®.

1 Borcli^irdt, ih‘^ Snhvre^ ii, P). 45.

- A/rn. xxviTi. 43 ft', with Bl. i.

• In S.iliureC the cio(»k is lost.

‘ A pMNitif.ii ili'>tinct from that of the onliiiarv roy.il or Osiride ti^nire holding these insignia close to

tlie cheNt, wlicre the' hands, wicther crossed or not, are at an equal height from tlie grouii<l.

' Borchardt, in A/n), yVr., ibid. \ ft>r the evidence for contiiiiiig the date of the ivory to the First and
Sc- olid Dynasties, Petrie, cit., 23.

' On couimoiuorative ftgures of the king performing rites at various festivals see Matthiew in Jonnial.,

XVI, 32.
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NAR-BA-THAI

By VLADIMIR VIKENTIEV

1. Nar-Mertha or Nar-Ba-Thai?

The name of the king who was probably the founder of the Egyptian monarchy is

usually pronounced Ndr-Mer
;
it was generally written by two signs, those of the fish

and the chisel The first sign represents a variety of the species Sihirus^ either

Heterobranchus longifilis or bidorsalis, as on the palette and the mace-head from Hiera-

conpolis^, or Clarias anguillaris Linne, as on the cylinder-seal from Hieraconpolis These

two varieties seem to have been confused in ancient days and known under the common
name of or which properly belongs to the second variety (Clarias), the

karmut. It has been suggested, indeed, that the first element of the king’s name
represents a Sgnodonthis SchalP

;
but I can find in no instance the narrow prickly fins

and forked tail which are characteristic of that variety and explain (the fins) its name
‘^the prickly fish^.” The suggested reading whr for the first element of our

king's name is therefore to be rejected, and we must keep to the reading n^'r or ncnv.

The second sign ^ is usually read mr. This reading requires revision. The sign is

known in many variants (Fig. 1), all representing

an asymmetrical chisel more or less simplified and

sometimes looking like \j

.

From these variants

must be distinguished the sign of the wedge

properly so-called, used either alone or as the

blade of the chisel. The wedge ^ is a stake or a

pointed stick of length varying from a few inches to several feet, and made of wood,

bone, ivory or flint. Its technical uses were numerous
;

it was used as an implement of

husbandry and handicraft, as a weapon of attack and destruction, as a mooring-pole, etc.

Even on the most archaic monuments we find no representation of a pointed stick

used for ploughing, but it is obvious that in the beginning the ground must have been

tilled with it. It was used likewise for ploughing furrows during the foundation ceremony.

Later it was attached to a handle, and thus arose the hand-hoe of shape . For tech-

nical reasons the pointed stick was now curved, and, in order to fasten it more firmly to

the handle, it was attached not only at the end but also in the middle. Thus was

obtained the implement

A similar development was undergone by the pointed stick used as an instrument of

handicraft. The simplest chisel was a wedge without any handle, made, according to the

use for which it was intended, of wood, bone or flint. In the tomb of King Zer was found

^ Gaillard, Reche/r/tes Si/r Ics poii<so/f.s\ etc., 57 -GO; cf. V. Moiitct, e)nplog»'i< ih(ns Vecritfire

kieroglgphique, Ball, lubt, fr, Atxh. Or., xi, 44-5.

2 Gaillard, op.cit,, .50-0. " Guillard, vp, (vV., 07 70; vf\ Montet, op. dt., 45.

^ This variety was confounded, too, with Clarins, Honee tlio writing with the ^"Sg/iodonlh/s

as determinative
(
Wh. d. lojg, Bpr,, ii, 20y).

9—*2
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a wedge of ivory (Fig. 2) which bears its narae^ written simply with the figure of the

wedge itself
\j

,

thus proving the use of the wedge alone without any handle. It shows,

too, that it was sometimes four-sided.

The wedge used as a tool was, however, more efficacious when joined to a handle.

At first, when the wedge was made of bone, ivory or flint, its blunt end was fitted into

a lateral groove in the lower part of the piece of wood intended for the handle, and

further secured by a binding of string. The instrument made in this way was the

characteristic asymmetrical chisel of the beginning of the First Dynasty (Fig. 3).

With the appearance of the copper blade the form of the tool changed. The blade

was now forced into the centre of the handle, and the binding became unnecessary.

From the time of Semerkhet we have a symmetrical form (Fig. 4) differing in no

essential from those found later-.

Fig. 4

In one case (Tarkhan) the chisel-sign is replaced in the king’s name by a hoe

Both signs have the phonetic value ?nr. But is it their only common spelling? The

sign has many pronunciations, which can be divided into two groups, one giving its

name {Jinn, ‘'hand-hoe'’) and the other its function. We are concerned here only with

the second group : these are sJci, hbs, hb^, bi. The last deserves our special attention.

Besides meaning ‘‘to break into pieces” or “to make light the ground” the verb

also signifies “to lay the foundation,” and this because during the ceremony

furrows were made in the ground. We find the same verb used as a military term for

‘‘to destroy'’ or “to waste” a country^, or “to demolish” a fortress. This use differs in

no way from the agricultural, except that it is metaphorical.

The hoe held by the Scorpion king on the great mace-head from Hieraconpolis^ is

being used to lay a foundation. Its destructive use is seen on a slate palette® where it

is employed by various totemic animals to demolish fortresses. Its meaning on the

Palermo Stone is doubtfuD.

We noted above that, on a clay jar from Tarkhan, the sign replaces in the name

of our king the usual sign of the chisel How is it to be pronounced here? As we

have seen, the value mr is far from being its only one, and although it is consecrated by

tradition we must confess that it is the least suitable for an epithet of a king known to

have been an indefatigable conqueror and builder. Can we not find another phonetic

value for which would also fit the sign ^ with which the second element of the name

is generally written?

1 Petrie, Roi/al Touths, II, extra plates, Y A, 14.

- Petrie, in Sinfti, PI. xlvii. ^ Petrie, TarJcfidn, IT, PI. vi, N 3.

^ E.g., Inscription of Una, 1. 23. Quibell, Hierakonpolis, i, PI. xxvi c, 4.

^ De Morgan, Iiechf.>rchns svr Ins ongines de VEgypte, ii, PI. iii.

" Ptdnruio Stoitn, recto, 1. 4, No. 8 ; of, Sethe, Beitrage, 63.
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May not the required value be 6/? This is known to be a possible pronunciation of

;
let us see if it can also be applied to ^

.

The asymmetrical chisel, as we saw above, has a sharp blade and a broad handle.

The former, which is really a wedge or a pointed stick of small size, is the essential

element. We know that it was at first used without a handle, and that its use was not

limited to the crafts. A large stake served in archaic Egypt for military purposes and

during the foundation ceremony, and thus often replaces in the inscriptions of the

First Dynasty^. Used not for cutting or piercing, but for striking, we find the stake in

the hands (sic) of the i^^'r-fish which personifies our king upon an ivory cylinder-seal from

Hieraconpolis^ (Fig. 5, p. 74).

Thus the functions of and
^ were in many cases identical, and it seems reasonable

to ascribe to the latter, by analogy with the former, the ‘^function ’’-value 6/. This can

be corroborated by philological evidence.

The sign of the wedge or chisel was read in later days as y6. The reason for this is

still unknown^. I suggest that we have here a phonetic metathesis and that the original

value was 6/. A similar change happened in the case of the word "leopard” or “panther,”

anciently pronounced 6/ and later or This metathesis must have happened at the

very beginning of the dynastic period, and therefore we cannot expect to find the archaic

value 6/ phonetically written. As was usual at that time we always find the second

element in the king’s name written by a single word-sign ^ ;
so too when the chisel ^

and the wedge
\j

are to be pronounced wir, either in a royal name {Semerl'het I' V) or in

a title (py smr)^. The need of a phonetic complement began to be felt only when the

spelling 6/ was changed into whence the writing J^.
The verb in the sense of “to break” or “to make light the ground’' is, of

course, unknown, for the stake ^ very early ceased to be used as an instrument of

husbandry, being replaced by the hand-hoe We know only the verb /6, “to brand,”

determined by the sign of fire or by a flint knife an object recalling the point of the

archaic chisel. The same word designates the instrument for branding, made, of

course, originally of flint.

Besides being used for breaking, etc., the wedge, either alone or fastened to a handle,

was employed in the archaic epoch for boring holes, an action expressed by the kindred

word wb/. But with the appearance of metal the wedge ceased to be used for this pur-

pose, which was accomplished by a special instrument j.

The root 6/ is not preserved in the name of the pointed stick (stake, blade, etc.),

used in handicraft, but we find it in a few kindred words. Sticks are made from shrubs,

and these are called The pole used during the foundation ceremony was called n-bs't,

a word which seems to be a derivative from the verb 6y, “to lay the foundation.'’ There

are also many words denoting the result of the action 6y, “to destroy,” “to make a hole,”

such as “bald place,” 6y/, '‘serpent hole,” 6/6y, “hollow,” etc.

It thus seems to me that the second element of our royal name, represented either

by an archaic chisel ^ or by a flint wedge y, is to be read 6y. The name usually read

1 Palenno Stone^ recto, 1. 3, No. 10; Petrie, Royol Tomhsj ii, PI. xi, 1. In R,T.^ ii, PI. v, 2 the sign

certainly means either “fonndatioii or ''destruction" of the fortress Cf. Sethe, Untersuchinigen^ ill, 63.

The reading proposed by Petrie, ‘‘the commander of Zer's palace" (R.T„ ii, 22), is to be rejected for

palaeogi-aphical reasons.

2 Quibell, Hierak’onpoUs, i, PI. xv, 7.

^ Petrie, Royal Toiahs, i, Pis. xxxi, 43, xxxii, 6.

" (lardiner, Eg, Gramm., r)03, U 23.
’ Petrie, op. nt..^ i, PL xxxi, 41.
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Nar-Mer is therefore rather to be pronounced Nar-Ba. Thanks to a happy chance we

know that this was not its full form, and that a third element, represented by the sign

td, is to be added Thus the full name of the founder of the Egyptian monarchy

was Nar-Ba-Thai.

We may regard it as certain that the Horus-name of our king consisted only of the

first element Nar. The two other elements, Ba and Thai, seem to be personal names or

epithets, but from no monument do we learn whether they were the n-sivt-hit^ or nhty-

names. They may have had a double meaning
;

in reference to his enemies the king

was characterized as a “destroyer” (6y) and “capturer” {td) \
for his subjects he was

“founder” (6y) and “male” {td)‘^.

So far as we can judge from his monuments, the name of our king consisted usually

of the single element Ba. As in the case of other archaic kings (Sekhemab, Khasekhemui),

this is to be found sometimes within the serehh and sometimes without. On several

sealings we find the sign ^ (or repeated many times under the serekh, or rather a row

of serekhs, as if with the desire of giving it an emphatic sense

When the power of Nar-Ba-Thai was firmly established, and when in times of

peaceful leisure a taste for speculation arose, it may have become customary in palace

circles to pronounce the second element as mni
;
the tendency of the sign ^ towards

simplification, and its confusion, especially on sealings, with the sign y, standing for

mni, “a stake,” would favour the change. In a few cases it seems to be written

phonetically Petrie is quite definite when he says: “The men sign accompanying

the name Nar on sealings 93, R.T,, ii, xiii suggests, what the position of the name in

the succession shows, that Nar-mertha was Mena^.” I do not, however, consider this

identification as firmly established, and accept it only as a suggestion.

The title ”Mena,” meaning “pilot” (of the state ship)®, if it was applied to our king,

was too scholastic to enter into general use and to be preserved by popular memory
;

it

passed into the ofihcial annals of later kings, who considered themselves his successors.

The imagination of the common people was certainly much more impressed by the double

name Ba-Thai, “ Destroyer-Capturer.” Such an eminent figure as that of the founder of

the United Kingdom could not vanish without leaving traces in Egyptian folklore,

Ba-Thai must surely have place among other legendary heroes, such as Cheops, Sesostris,

Sekenenrer and Petubastis.

A 'priori it is reasonable to look for a story or legend dealing Avitb our king in an

epoch when there was a revival of interest in the memory of the First Dynasty kings.

We know from the layers of potsherds at Umm el-Ka‘ab that this happened in the

Nineteenth Dynasty
;
during the same period Seti I composed the Abydos list of his

predecessors headed by Menes.

Among the tales and legends of that period are two compositions which possibly

contain popular versions of the career of our king, Papyrus d’Orbiney, with the “Tale of

the Two Brothers” and the Edinburgh Ostracon with a fragment of a “Hymn to the

Chariot of Pharaoh.”

Papyrus d’Orbiney has been fully studied, and practically all its salient features have

been thoroughly analysed. We now realize its ancient and very primitive basis, as well

1 Petrie, Tarklain, i, PI. ii, 2 and p. - T. infra, p. 73.

' Petrie, Royal Tonihs, ii, PL xiii, 91-2.
^ Petrie, vit., II, PL xiii, 93 and pp. 51-2. » Petrie, Tarkhan, i, 21.

Ermaii {A.Z., xxx, 46) considers nin, mai to be 3rd niasc. sing, pseudo-participle, and translates it

:

the one remaining,” l.e., “ permanent ruler,” a title no le.ss artificial than The Pilot.”
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as the Late Egyptian stratum, cultural and linguistic, which has accumulated over it, and

the numerous mythological allusions, true and imaginary, which even induced Virey to

consider it to be a purely mythological story

Of the results of previous research work I here insist on two points only : first,

Lyenyen and other folklorists have proved that the tale combines several independent

motifs ;
secondly, it has a compositional unity obvious, among other things, from the

regular scheme of its refrains. This has been established by myself^ and can be expressed

by the formula

baaba-bbhb-baaba-hhbhbb^

simplified in its turn into the sequence

m-n - m - n.

These two points clearly show that the tale is not a purely popular composition, but

a collection of several popular subjects worked through and skilfully amalgamated by an

able scribe, Ennana or another. They admirably prove what Erman has said about

Egyptian tales in general : ‘^die ja, wie iiberall, auf den Anschauungen der unteren Stande

beruhen werden, wenn es auch gebildete Leute sind, die sie uns iiberliefert haben^.’’

Although the mythological view of our tale prevails, few scholars have failed to

recognize in it the presence of an undeniably historical element. Gardiner writes : ‘"The

story ends with the accession of Bata to the throne of Egypt. It is hardly likely that

an Egyptian storyteller would thus add a new king to the crowded ranks of the Pharaohs

without some warrant from legendary history^.” I would go further, and say that the

hero of our tale is not the imaginary Lybian king Bates, or a legendary king Bytis, or

the first king of the Second Dynasty, Buzau, as suggested by different scholars, but the

very founder of the Egyptian monarchy.

The fundamental historical element in the tale has been rendered almost unintelligible

by other subjects. Moreover, it came to the compiler in a popular and fantastic version;

it would therefore be highly imprudent to regard the story of Ba-Ta as a more or less

true account of the career of King Ba-Thai. We must not forget that as presented to

us by Ennana it is a real fairy tale, where it is extremely difficult to discern legendary

history from pure fiction. All I venture to do is to draw attention to a few points in

the tale which seem to cast a dim light on certain periods of the life of our king, other-

wise completely unknown.

II. The hero of Papyrus d’Orbiney and his relation to the «r/ -fish.

The name Ba-Ta, is known only from Papyrus d’Orbiney and the Edinburgh

Ostracon. In both cases it shows a late writing®. We have here certainly to deal with

a popular etymology : and it would not be difficult to suggest words with which this

^ Viroy, Religion^ 103 sqq.

“ A" Vikentiev, ShnJca o dvnh hrfftjak (The Tale of tlie Two Brotliers\ with translation, commentaries

and folkloristic parallels, Moscow, 1917, pp. 13-14. The letters a and h denote the two principal refrains

of the tale: “Xow, when the earth became bright and a now d.iy came,’' and “Now, when many days
had passed.” There is a mistake in 12. 7, where a is to be replaced by b,

3 To be found in the lines : 1. 4 (6), 1. 8 {a\ 2. o, 6 (n\ 2. 7, 8 (4), 7. 2 (a), 8, 8, j) i s. 9 to 9. 1 (/>),

10. 4 (6), 11. 7, 8 (h), 12. 7 (b\ 13. 6 (n), 14. 9 to lo. 1 0i\ 15. 7 (b\ 16. 6 {a\ 17. 3 (b\ 17. 8 (b\ 18. 2 (6),

18. 6 (b\ 19. 1 (5), 19. 2
^ Erman, Die aegi/ptiscke Religion^ 80-1.

° (xardiner, The hero of the Papyrus cVOrhiney^ P.S.B.A.^ XXVir, 185-6.

® Erman, Die Literatur der Aegypter^ 197, n. 3.
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writing might be brought into connexion. Such are, for instance, hit (176. d, aeg, Spr,,

I, 416), a word which occurs in the offering-lists among various tree-products; hiti and

biitij (i, 417-8), epithets of Osiris and Amun respectively; hit (i, 416), a shrub” or

‘'bush*'; and lastly bid, a part of a carriage, with which the name Ba-Ta is brought into

relation in the hymn on the Edinburgh Ostracon^.

It is equally possible, however, to see in the name a corrupt writing of the ancient

This becomes more certain when we take into consideration the relation of its

owner to the >iC;--fish.

It has already been pointed out that the name Mena was too scholastic and aristo-

cratic to pass into popular tradition. For a similar reason the name Nar had little chance

of being faithfully preserved by popular memory
;

it was a clerical invention and of

purely local importance (Mendes). But owing to the fact that, as totem of the king, the

72 fish played a prominent part in his glorious career, it is to be found in our tale, pre-

sented, of course, in a somewhat fantastic way. Side by side with it we find another

natural object of the same name, the /^^'r-tree, obscured, however, by the fact that the

scribe replaced it by the ^/-tree.

In the story Ba-Ta mutilates himself by cutting off his phallus and throwing it into

the water. After this he becomes weak, and his elder brother cries aloud and deplores

his inability to cross the water full of crocodiles in order to help him. .A.11 this corre-

sponds well with the very rough and realistic style of the story, and is a proof of its

popular origin. Ennana transmitted the scene to posterity as it was handed to him by

the ignorant ridgus, guided rather by the Osirian legend than by the faint historical

tradition concerning our king. The scene, as related in Ennana’s version, is nothing other

than a mythological interpolation. The statement that Ba-Ta “became weak” after the

mutilation, unless the fit was of short duration, is clearly untrue, for what follows proves

the contrary.

After one “mutilation” immediately follows another and more serious one. Ba-Ta
takes his heart out of his breast and puts it on a tree-. Yet the two operations, which

I consider to be of a similar nature, result not in decreasing his energy but in redoubling

it. Despite his loss he hunts daily from morn till eve, he annihilates alone a whole army,

and he assumes the shape of the very personification of virile power, the bull. Is all this

compatible with the powers of a castrato'l Further, were the gods cruel enough to create

for Ba-Ta a perpetual reminder of his infirmity in the person of the “daughter of Re^'”?

And how could he love his wife “exceedingly”? All doubts disappear when we study

the episode of the fecundation of the “favourite.” This passage has not yet been

correctly explained, and I take the opportunity of making a new suggestion concerning it.

What happens is as follows. From two drops of blood which fall from the neck of

the slaughtered bull grow during the night two wonderful persea-trees. They are con-

sidered to be sacred and receive offerings from the people. One day the favourite learns

that they are but a new transformation of her husband, whom she has tried repeatedly to

annihilate, and she orders them to be cut down in her presence. This is done, but while

she stands close by a idi {wf’ n idi) flies off and enters into her mouth, and she at once

conceives.

^ See too Xaville, Le dipv But, in A.Z., XLirr, 77-^3.

- Tlie folklorists consider tlii> topic as their incontostalde })roperty. Ba-Ta is a very extraordinary

specimen of the “body without heart.” In any case other conjectures concerning this episode of his life

are not excluded.
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The unknown word ydy is generally translated ''shaving” or "chip.” This is a mere
supposition and not a happy one. Shavings are to be found in a carpenter’s shop, but

not in a place where trees are being cut down. As for the translation "chip,” the

difficulty is that the princess swallows the object, and apparently without any effort. It

must therefore be soft and small.

I believe we shall find a solution if we eliminate the word /dy as non-existent and
suppose that we have here a lapsus calami, as happens so often in Papyrus d’Orbiney.

I suggest that the archetype read

erroneously copied as

^ i ’
and that this was

,
the group m< being mistaken for

the very similar ligatured form of and the n then detached to act as genitival

exponent to an assumed noun ydy. If my explanation is correct, the object which the

princess swallows is not ydy but This I regard as a phonetic variant of

the word "genital organ.” This is supported by the fact that these two
words yield by metathesis and two variant forms of a root meaning "to

copulate,” "to fecundate.” Compare, too, dimw, "generations.” Thus it appears that

the noun mdy has something to do with procreation.

Now, what was the object in the mind of the compiler, or rather of the popular

author who introduced the fecundation motif, when he used the word yndil Clearly a part

of the tree itself. If it were a modern text it would be almost obvious that its author had
in his mind the pollen, or a stamen of the persea-ir^Q But this is an ancient text and

the acceptance of my suggestion requires the introduction of a new botanical term into

the Egyptian vocabulary and the recognition of the fact that common people in ancient

Egypt—unless the incident was a later interpolation—understood the role played by the

stamens or the pollen in the life of plants. The question is of considerable interest and
I hope our botanists will decide it.

For the present the episode may be conceived thus. The two pcrsea-trees, sprung up in

a night from the blood of the bull, appear in all their glory covered with blossoms. The
perseas are violently shaken while being cut down, and a stamen flies away. The princess

stands by, so absorbed in watching the chastisement inflicted by her upon her husband
that she opens her mouth and the fertilizing particle enters it. To swallow a stamen
was easy.

The vision of two splendid persea-trees covered with innumerable stamens, one of

which could produce instantaneous pregnancy, is sufficient by itself alone to prove that

neither the first nor the second "mutilation” of Ba-Ta diminished his forces. But if so,

how can his cutting off his phallus be considered as a proof of his innocence? This is a

pointless question, for the episode of the genital organ of Ba-Ta must be considered in

a new light
;
there is nothing moral in it. Under the degenerate and gross form given

to it by its popular author lies a faint reminiscence of an ancient totemic ceremony. By
presenting symbolically his phallus to a tribal or personal totem—in this case the

war-fish—a man increased his virihty and preserved it from his enemies. By his action

Ba-Ta ensured that he would never become impotent, and would thus remain a fit

candidate for the king's throne. He thus became an ideal Ui, "male^.
”

^ The word ‘‘pollen” would have been determined hy rather than by
2 See above, p. 70.

Joum, of Egypt, Arch, xvii. 10
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The sacred fish of Mendes was the personification of power. By the assistance of the

ndr-fish. King Ba-Thai triumphed over his enemies. Note, for example, the scenes where
the fish personifying the king smites the Lybians with a club

(Fig. 5)\: this is parallel to the annihilation of a whole army
by the hero of Papyrus d’Orbiney in his valley.

Ba-Ta’s dedication of his heart to the ndr-tiee^ and his

phallus to the ;?ur-fish are to be compared with the well-known

presentation of their names by the kings to their patron

gods^; surely nobody will affirm that in consequence they
became nameless.

In conclusion, let us observe that in our tale the issue is somewhat confused by the
fact that Ba-Ta implores his wife not to approach the stream, because, he says, ‘‘I shall

not be able to save thee from it, for I am a woman like thee.” Sethe has explained long
ago that the strange assertion of our hero is due to a mistake quite natural in hieratic,

and that the whole sentence is to be referred not to the man, but to the woman. It will

run thus : ‘‘Thou wilt not be able to escape from it, because thou art but a woman

III. The Valley and the Tree of Ba-Ta.

The rule of the totemic object ndr in our tale is not confined to the Mendesian sacred
fish. In order to prove this it is necessary to study anew the passage dealing with the
valley and the tree of Ba-Ta.

The story does not say exactly in what part of the country the two brothers lived,

but thanks to the Edinburgh Ostracon we know that their village or city (dmi) was
situated in Middle Egypt. The elder brother is called Anubis, and all Egyptologists agree
that his prototype was the jackal-god of the nome of Cynopolis. Its capital, Saka, had
another lord, Bata by name. And this is the yormger brother of our tale. Thus it is

clear that the starting point of the two brothers was in the 17th Upper Egyptian nome.
Prom the events of the story we can guess that this was not their natal home, and

that husbandry was perhaps not their original occupation. They were both acquainted
with a region called ‘‘The Valley of the Ash-tree,” and the younger brother at least was
a hunter rather than a husbandman. At any rate, in the Cynopolite village he was
known chiefly as a skilful herdsman.

Vhere is the valley in which Ba-Ta takes refuge to be located? Lefebure^ and
others place it to the north, in S}T*ia. The northern direction appears to be the right
one, but it is unnecessary to leave the country. Maspero suggested Elephantine®; he was
mistaken as to the direction, but right when he said that the valley must have been
situated on the Nile, or, as I should prefer to say, on a piece of water connected with
the Nile.

If the valley lies to the north, the pursuit of Ba-Ta by Anubis takes place in the
Cynopolite nome and perhaps continues in the next, that of Oxyrhynchus. These two
provinces formed in ancient days a single region, controlled by the god Seth. It was the

1 fi)uibell, Hiend'unpoJis, i, PI. xv, 7. Our figure is taken from A. Moret—G. Oavy, Des dans au.v
trill

1
.

\K <0. 3 §00 Joardal^ xvr, 31-2.
^ Sethe, A.Z., xxix, 124.
'' Lefohure, CEnrres dinars, I, 163.

Maspero, Contes popnhjires (iv M.), 9, n. 1.
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scene of the decisive battle fought by the god of light with the Typhonic god of dark-

ness^. It is possible to find in our story a few parallels to this famous struggle; but even

if they are true and not accidental, like the pseudo-Osirian aspect of the episode of the

phallus of Ba-Ta, they are later mythological additions and need not detain us.

The name of the valley is associated with a certain tree called Ash. What is this?

A cedar, or another coniferous tree, a pine, a fir? Or an acacia, an oleander, a pome-

granate? All these and still more have been proposed, and to this day there is no general

agreement as to what tree gave its name to the valley of Ba-Ta.

When we try to define the word ^^^0 it is necessary to remember that under this

name was known not a special kind of tree, but many^ which had only one characteristic

in common, that of providing more or less good timber. For that reason the cedar was

the a^A-tree par excellence, and as such it was called ‘‘true ash.'' An dsh-tv^e

determined by the sign of a pod
J)
was probably the African acacia {Acacia Seyal )

;

but it was sometimes confused with other kinds ^ of a5^-tree. The determinative

given to the name of our tree in the Papyrus d’Orbiney and replaced in certain texts by

the sign of the leg-bone can be taken only as an indication that the corresponding

tree had fragrant flowers or fruits.

Concerning the valley and the tree of Ba-Ta we know the following facts:

() The valley is well known to the two brothers. The journey thither needs no

special preparation and can be done on foot. Life in the valley does not differ essentially

from that in Egypt.

() Access to the valley is hindered by a “great water,” which may be a lake,

a river, or a canal.

(c) The tree of Ba-Ta has large flowers, or at least one large flower, in which it is

possible to hide a human heart. Concealment would be most efficacious if the flower

were of a pink colour. Neither the cedar nor the pine of Lebanon nor the acacia fulfils

these conditions.

On the other hand, all the conditions are perfectly fulfilled by the Heracleopolitan

nome and its sacred tree.

{a) This nome is situated immediately to the north of the region of Cynopolis and

Oxyrhynchus.

{h) It is separated from the latter by a Nile-branch, and was known until Roman
days under the name of “The Island.” The Heracleopolitan nome included the Fayyum
with its great lake, represented upon old sealings as full of crocodiles, like the “great

water” in our story

(c) The sacred tree of the Heracleopolitan nome was represented with a flower or

fruit on its side or top^. On archaic monuments the flower or fruit has the form later

that of O. During the Fifth Dynasty we again find the shape
,
and the flower-stalk is

replaced by an arm. In the Eighteenth Dynasty the hand was separated from the tree

and holds the sign Q^. The change from o to (later Cl) is not purely graphic but has

also a phonetic ground, for the fruit of the Heracleopolite tree was called prt sn, i.e.,

“hairy fruit.”

^ Naville, Le ynythe dHorns. ~ H. Ducros in Adu. l^Crr., xiv, 12.

^ See below, pp. 76-7.

^ Petrie, Tifri'hd/i, i, 21-2 and PI. ii, 4. ’ Frazer in xinu. Scrr., iir, 76.

® P. Newberry in Liverpool Annals^ v, 138-141. ‘ P. Newberry m A. Z., l
,
78-9.

10—2
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In religious texts the Heracleopolitan sacred tree was called It was thought that

it came into existence in order to lift up the soul of Osiris. We find in one text the

following description of the god: “the soul of Rer, his very body, residing in Henensu

(Ahnas, Heracleopolis), whose praise is excellent in the ?^^r^tree which came into being

in order to lift up his soul^.”

We have here a good parallel to our story, with only one difference: it is the heart

and not the soul of the hero which is placed upon the tree. The reason for that is easy

to understand. The heart for a living man is the same as the soul for a dead person, the

centre of his vital forces. I cannot agree that the valley is to be looked for in the other

world-. Ba-Ta enjoys perfect health, and what happens to him when his heart falls to

the ground is a temporary coma rather than real death.

The /nfr-tree had industrial uses. As such it was considered to be a kind of ash and

was called cs n ncy, ''ash of the kind or, with the omission of the determining

word, ash simply. This abbreviated name for our tree occurs in Papyrus d’Orbiney,

where it has been the source of sad misunderstanding concerning the valley and the tree

of Ba-Ta.

Prom the ?nrr-tree a fragrant oil was obtained, called mrht-ncr. It is sometimes

determined by the sign of the fish, here a purely phonetic determinative, due to the fact

that the i^ar-fish had exactly the same spelling as the ?^ar-tree^ The oil was used for

the preparation of Kyjphi^. The fruit prt sn^ from which it was extracted, was used in

gynaecology®.

That at least one kind of as^-tree, precisely the one which interests us here, the

fS n ncr^ grew in Egypt itself is proved by Papyrus Harris

^

30. 5, where it is said that

a sacred boat was built from rs n ncr tp hits, “usA-tree of the kind ndr, the best of the

royal domain.” In another text we read that a certain door in a temple was made of

n h^sivt Imntt nti rn^f prt-sn, “usA-tree of the western deserts, which is called ^the

hairy fruit'".” The last example is doubly instructive, proving first that there existed an

a5^-tree brought not from Syria but from Lybia, and secondly that the ndr^ otherwise

called prt-sn, was sometimes known by the name rg, without the determining words n ncr.

We can thus conclude that the Heracleopolitan sacred tree, the full name of which

was dsh-yi-ndr, with abbreviated forms ndr and ash simply, was of Lybian origin. It was

cultivated, too, in the country itself, probably on the western border of the Nile vaUey.

It may be that its last halting place before it penetrated into Egypt proper was the

Fayyum, originally a Lybian oasis.

The Lybian origin of the Heracleopolitan sacred tree once being proved, we may
deduce that its early worshippers were also possibly Lybians, and that Ba-Ta himself,

who, seeking near it a refuge from the persecutions of his relatives, settled at Saka, may
well have been of the same stock. This would explain why, having returned to his native

valley, he immediately changes from a temporary herdsman and occasional land-tiller

into an inveterate hunter.

1 Joifrnal, iv, PI, xsvii and p. 127.

2 Virey, Religion, 194; cf. Maspero, Contes pop., 9, n. 1.

^ Wb. d. aeg. ^pr., ii, = Harris, 30. 5.

^ Op. cit., II, 209.

V. Loret in Journ. cisiat., x, 95.

^ F. Griffith, Kahvn Papyri, PI. v, 11. 31, 41-2, 53.

' H. Brugsch in A.Z., xiii, 123.
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V. Loret once proposed to identify the /^ar-tree with Nerium Oleandrum L.^ This has

large pink flowers and a hairy fruit. It is to be found wild in North Africa, where it

reaches a height of sixteen feet. The oil of a kindred tree, the Laurus, was believed by

the ancient Greeks to give second sight If we take into consideration the hairy aspect

of oleander seeds, we shall perhaps understand how the tree could throw into the stream

a tuft of hair after the wife of Ba-Ta had returned to her house. The possessive pronoun

M following the word sn in this passage would then refer not to the woman, but to the

ndr^tree, written sometimes as a feminine with the ending f. The penetrating odour of

the oleander blossoms and not the perfume of the wife of Ba-Ta would then explain the

episode of the clothes of the pharaoh and, if the Greeks got their belief from the

Egyptians, the clairvoyance of the royal seers.

There are various objections to the identification with the oleander tree. Perhaps the

most serious is that this cannot be considered good timber. But it may be that the use

of the oleander for building purposes, in any case of rare occurrence, was due not to its

industrial value, but to the mythological conception attached to it. A boat made of

oleander wood was probably unfit for real navigation, and a door of the same wood
would certainly not resist a serious attack, like one made of “true dsh/^ cedar or pine.

Yet the essential was not this, but the fact that the soul of Osiris-Rer once resided in it.

Those who favour a native equivalent of the a5^-tree generally take it to be the

acacia. Brugsch notes: “Cedars do not grow in the Lybian desert, but acacia-trees do^.”

Loret, who supposed the a^A-tree to be an oleander, also admitted that it might be a kind

of acacia called Mimosa^, The same identification (acacia) we find in the recent transla-

tion of our tale by A. Erman.
Of course, the acacia is indigenous everywhere in the western oasis, as well as in the

Nile valley, and it is sufficiently good timber. But all the other particularities of the

acacia tell against its identification with the ?iar-tree. A heart cannot be concealed in

its flowers; their yellow colour would at once betray its presence. It is impossible to

identify the acacia with the Heracleopolitan tree. Its seeds cannot be called “hairy’’;

Loret, it is true, compares the wisps of the Mimosa with “silky locks of hair^.” But

this is certainly a mere poetical comparison.

The identification of the tree of Ba-Ta with the sacred tree of the 20th and 21st

Upper Egyptian nomes completely changes the aspect of the Tale of the Two Brothers,

which must now be considered as of purely native origin. The principal episode of the

heart put upon the nar-tree was conceived in all probability in the Heracleopolitan

nome
; the kindred motive of the phallus given to the ;iar-fish seems to be of Mendesian

origin. The curious presence in our tale of two sacred objects of the same name and the

equally important role played by both in the life of its hero may be no accidents, but

may point to the existence of a certain syncretism of cult between the 20th and 21st

Upper Egyptian and the 16th Lower Egyptian nomes.

As I have suggested, the valley of the dsh-n-yidr-tx^Q is to be looked for in the

Fayyum. This oasis, belonging to the Heracleopolitan nome, may well have had among
other names that of int py cs n or in current speech int simply. For the neigh-

bouring people this was really “The Valley” far excellence, and a man intending to go
there could say “I go to the Valley,” just as the Egyptian of the Empire said “I go

^ V. Loret, Sii?^ I’arhre yarou, Rec. trac., xv, 102
;

cf, L. Keimer, G<frtenpjlanzen, i, 27-8, 91-2, 142, 186.
^ Nouveau Larousse, v, 601 c.

^ A,Z., XIII, 123. ^ y, Loret, op, cit., 123-4. ^ Ibid.
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to the City/’ i.e., Thebes. A large valley leading to the Fayyum from the south-west is

now called Raijan, a name which may be derived from the old Egyptian

"‘Entrance to the Valley.” A locality in the ancient Fayyum was called f ‘"The

Beginning of the Valley^.” Further investigations will show whether my suggestion is

right and whether it is possible to consider ^ which tried to take possession

of the wife of Ba-Ta as a local name (Coptic Fayyum).

Assuming this change in the locality of our story and the existence in it of a certain

Heracleopolitan element, it would be interesting to study to what extent the tale had

been influenced by local cults. The feast of the god Harsaphes used to be inaugurated

by the ceremony of ploughing. Is this the basis of the first episode of the Papyrus

d’Orbiney ? It was Khnum of Heracleopolis and not the chief god of Elephantine who
created a wife for Ba-Ta, It is obvious from the tale that the Fayyum was supposed by
the Heracleopolitan people to be the starting point of the Ennead’s tour of inspection in

the Nile valley. And there are many similar questions to be studied by those concerned

with Egyptian religion and mythology.

Conclusions.

I hazard in conclusion a sketch of the data regarding the career of Nar-Ba-Thai

presented to us by the historical documents on the one hand and by folklore and legend

on the other. They cannot, of course, be regarded as worthy of full credit; but so little

is known of the founder of the Egyptian monarchy that any new fact concerning him,

even if it cannot be established beyond all possible doubt, is worthy of record.

1. Papyrus d'Orbiney depicts the future king Nar-Ba-Thai as a modest farm-boy.

The story of a humble man ascending the throne is a very common topic. It acquires a

certain historical probability because side by side with Ba-Ta is mentioned his elder

brother Anubis. who rather ought to be called his father. And as such, indeed, Ba-Ta
himself treats him. That the jackal-god played an important role in the early dynastic

epoch is well known. There was a special feast of his birth His emblem accompanied

the archaic kings, and Nar-Ba-Thai in particular^. King Aha was called “the son {msy)

of Anubis (Upuat, Amiut)^.” We may then admit with a certain degree of probability

that our king began his career under the authority of Anubis, god of Cynopolis, and in

a modest role. Of course, his name was not yet Ba-Thai (Ba-Ta); this he acquired later

by his arms.

2. The legend preserved on the Edinburgh Ostracon calls him^ “lord of

Saka^.” We may then suppose that Nar-Ba-Thai passed his youth in the 17th Upper
Egyptian nome and was there deified later on, side by side with the chief local god
Anubis, his patron deity. The Cynopolite Ba-Ta was a purely local and popular deity.

3. The material afforded by the ostracon may be of great historical importance, and
we must regret that its laconism, its lexicographical ambiguities and the inaccuracies of

the scribe prevent us from using it more freely. The passage referring to Ba-Ta runs as

follows: From this only one fact can

be deduced with certainty, namely that Ba-Ta was specially connected with the goddess

1 Brugseli, j.Z., XXX, 75.

- P verj^o, 1. 1, Xo. 1. Qiiibell, Illeral’onpolis^ I, Pis. xxvi B, xxix.

pL'trie, ItoyuJ I'oinbs^ il, PL iii, 2 — xi, 1. Gardiner, op, cit.^ ^ 186.

Grirdiner {ibid

)

ntitos ‘‘A single sign lost, possibly an
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Bast. The word >1^1 is rare {Wb. d. aeg. Spr., ii, 28), and we may suppose that it

is here really to be written means ''the marking of the rhythm by the

hands. It may be an allusion to the processions going to Bubastis, about which we read

in Herodotus, ii, 60. The end of the sentence may contain an allusion to the campaigns

of Ba-Tha ;
in any case there is a reference to foreign countries.

4. Thus we obtain a glimpse into the relation of Ba-Ta to the goddess Bast, to her

feasts and sacred city. The presumed connexion of Nar-Ba-Thai with the 18th Lower

Egyptian nome seems to be indirectly corroborated by the fact that close to the nome of

Bubastis on the north was that of Mendes with the cult of the ?zar-fish, which plays such

a prominent part in the life of our king.

5. Before reaching Bubastis and Mendes the king Nar-Ba-Thai seems to have spent

a certain time (at least 7 years) in the Heracleopolitan nome, perhaps in the Valley of

the Fayyum, which belonged to it. There, near the sacred ndr-tiee, he annihilated the

expeditionary force of an unknown Lower Egyptian (?) king. Later on he himself

sustained a severe defeat, from which he recovered after a few years of inactivity,

thanks to the help of the Cynopolite Anubis^.

6. From archaeological evidence it is known that the temporary capital of Nar-Ba-

Thai, before the foundation of Memphis, was situated at Tarkhan, not far north of the

Fayyum. Among the objects found there by Petrie were two jars, similar in material,

form and workmanship. Upon the one we read the name Nar-Ba
;
upon the other

is the name The extremely archaic style of the serekh which contains the first

sign, with its exceptionally curved upper lines, is exactly the same on both jars, and

they seem to have been made almost simultaneously. It may be then that at a certain

moment when our king resided at Tarkhan he was not yet called Nar-Ba(-Thai), but

Hati-sek or Hati-liez, meaning "The chief who annihilates, or injures (his enemies).” This

must have been at the beginning of the Tarkhan period, when our king had not yet

secured for himself the help of Mendes and its sacred fish.

7. The scenes carved upon the mace-head from Hieraconpolis seem to commemorate

the victorious advance of Nar-Ba-Thai to the north-west of the Mendesian nome, the

control of which he must have gained previously. We see there the representation of a

ceremony which looks like a heb-sed. The king is sitting in a high pavilion with the

crown of Lower Egypt upon his head, while the protecting vulture-goddess of Upper

Egypt, Nekhbet, is hovering over him. Before him we see a woman seated in a palanquin

and above it an ox and a calf enclosed in the sign j^. A similar representation of an ox

and a calf can be seen below, but there it is followed by figures and certainly refers to

numbers of captured cattle. The figure of the ox and the calf above the woman may be

the designation of the nome of Sebennytus. The sign ^ which encloses it is to be found

in a somewhat similar connexion in the name of a fortress (?) of King Aha and seems

to indicate a capture^. The seated woman may be then the captured royal princess of

the I2th Lower Egyptian nome, the marriage with whom gave Nar-Ba-Thai legal right

to this territory, which he must have taken previously by force.

^ Mythological texts mention a certain locality, or city of the ?^^?/’-trcc; >Sharp, Eg. Liscript., First

Series, 97, 1. 8; London MpAical PopgruA^ xii, 8. Cf. Sorin', Urgpiiphichie^ 49-o0. A repre.sont<iti<)n of the

sacred yidr-tree, closely as^-^ociated with the name of the king Nar-Baf-Thai i, is perhaps to be found on a

sealing from Tarkhan {TarJchhiy i, PI. ii, 11 supposed by Petrie to represent the name of a garden or

plantation.

2 Petrie, Tarkhan, ii, PI. vi, 2, 3 = PL xx, 1, 2. ^ Petrie, Royal Tombs, ii, PL xi, 1.
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8. The great slate palette seems to commemorate a still further advance of our king

in a north-westerly direction and the capture of the very important centre of sea- and
Nile-trade, the Harpoon Nome^.

9. The conqueror now stood on the very border of Lybia, which he did not fail to

invade. This seems to be proved by another slate palette in the Cairo Museum which, we
have strong reason for attributing to our king. On one side we see the wooded Lybia
and its captured cattle, and on the other the destruction of several Lybian fortresses^.

Such are the presumed stages of the rise and victories of a humble youth, whose
original name is lost, and who, after he became king of Upper and Lower Egypt, assumed
the glorious name of Nar-Ba-Thai-Mena, who advanced from the city of Saka, where he
was settled, through the Delta into the territory of Lybia, which he conquered, although
it may actually have been his native country.

1 Newberry in Liverpool An?ials, i, 17-22; of. Journal, xvi, 11. See, however, Sethe, Urgeschichte, 32,
11 . 3 ciud G3, where a dift’erent interpretation of the noine-sign is given.

- See p. 68, n. 6.
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A SMALL TEMPLE IN THE WESTERN DESERT

By G. W. MURRAY

With Plate x.

A hundred and forty kilometres west of Alexandria, in the ancient district of

Marmarica, is the hamlet of El-Dab^a, with a good well of fresh water and a railway

station. The present-day cultivation, a winter crop of barley, does not extend much to

the south of the railway line, here about ten kilometres from the Mediterranean coast.

Beyond the barley, a tree-less limestone plateau extends southwards for about sixty

kilometres till it falls away in the cliffs bordering the northern edge of the great Kattara

depression. After the capricious winter rainfall, there is sometimes grazing for the camels

and goats of the Arabs on this limestone plateau
;

in summer, it is deserted. Southwards

from the Kattara cliffs there is nothing but the pitiless waste of the Sahara.

The flat expanse of the plateau is broken here and there by shallow depressions,

called deir by the Arabs, and half-way across there is a definite step or escarpment

facing north, whose summit corresponds roughly to the 100-metre contour above sea-

level. On a spur of this escarpment, thirty-five kilometres due south of El-Dab‘a, and
twenty from the nearest permanent water-supply, El-Sawani el-Samalus, stands the ruin

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 11
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of a little temple, three views of which are shown in PL x. The escarpment is bedded
on clays, and at its foot the scanty rainfall of the higher district to the south escapes

here and there in a series of tiny springs at about the 90-metre level. The yield from
the springs is to-day infinitesimal, and only after rain do the Arabs resort to them, but
in a period of greater or more even rainfall, they may have been of economic importance.

The presence of the temple in itself implies the previous occurrence of such a period,

and the excavation of its door yielded objects which permitted its identification with the

initial centuries of the Christian era. The site is called El-Kuser, the ‘Tittle castle,’’ by
the local Aulad Ali bedouin L

The temple consisted of a single room 8 m. 5 m. with doors to the east and west,

and ten niches (for statuettes?) in the western half of the building.

Below the temple at the foot of the hill lie the capital and the drum of a column,
but no evidence was foiind of columns having existed in the interior of the temple. The
columns may have formed a portico.

The walls at the west end remain standing to a maximum height of 2T3 m. (that is

the course above the niches) above the original floor of rough limestone slabs. Elsewhere
the walls are about 1 metre high.

The walls of the temple had been plastered at two separate times in a design of red
and black spaces surmounted by an ornamental design in green or black. The second
plastering was a practical repetition of the first. A third plastering without ornament
had been added later.

Among the objects found were the following : the lower half and the shoulder of

a draped figure in Greek marble, about half life-size, and numerous portions of other
figures

;
two heads of marble statuettes, one very battered and the other broken in half,

and the fragments of a plaster ram, the emblem of Jupiter Ammon
;
the foot of a lime-

stone statue with the inscription

ICIAi AMMWNIOC ABi TOC MAN E0HKE
These were dated approximately as of the second century a.d. by Prof. E. Breccia of

Alexandria. Also two lamps, and an Alexandrian copper coin of Livia, wife of Augustus,
dated M or MA (JO or 41— a.d. 10-12)^.

Much decayed wood was found, several acorns, and two small tree-trunks of cedar-
wood^. These latter could hardly have grown there, since neither the Algerian cedar
nor the cedar of Lebanon occurs naturally below 4000 feet, but the acorns seem to prove
the former existence of some species of oak.

Two very faint demotic graffiti were uncovered on the plastering during the search
for the missing portions of the statues. These were most unfortunately destroyed by
the unexpectedly heavy rains of January 1930 before any exi)ert could be brought to
copy them.

During the excavations three skeletons were discovered well above the floor-level.

All faced Mecca, and one had a white cloth covering his face. Nothing else was buried

^ The wu'' di^eovured duruig the coursL* ot the topogiMphitvil Mirvey of the district. The room was
filled with earth and the dehri.s uf the walls and root to the average (h'pth of a iiietre. Fragments of fTreok

iiitirble showed the probable presence <jf statuary: to secure tlicse for the Graeco-Roman Museum at
AlfX<indri.i an<l to loiostell ])o.s-.iblo excavation hy the Redouiiis, I decided on the iinniediatc clearance of
the tlonr

identitied by ^\\\ ( j. { \ Ib'ooke of th(' Rriti^h ^ruseuni.

bieiititied b^ l)r. A. i>. Reialle of the X<itural Hi^torv ^Iuse\un,
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with them. They appeared to be recent Muslim burials, and after their skuy measure-

ments had been taken they were re-interred outside the temple.

We possess a record of Alexandrian weather early in the second century made by

Ptolemy the geographer. The exact year is unknown, but it probably falls within the

period of his astronomical observations which were made a.d. 127-15D.

Ivaiii

Jan. 4

Feb. 3

Mar. ~
Apr. 5

:\ray 3

June 1

July 2

Aiig. —
Sept. 3

Oct. 4

Xov. 3

Dec. *2

Totals 30

1

1

3

4

2

2

20

Rain at preseiit day

n
6

5

I

I

1

7

10

42

The maximum number of rainy days during the period 1889-1922 was 65, the minimum
22. It would therefore appear that the total number of rainy days in the second century

A.D. was much the same as at present, but that they were more evenly distributed

throughout the year.

Various arguments have been used to account for the desiccation of the country west

of Alexandria since the Ptolemaic-Roman period. Slight changes in level have taken

place, but these would not affect the water-supply of the district in which the temple lies,

while I attach even less weight to the theory^ that the introduction of the camel has

de-forested North Africa. The goat is a far more dangerous animal to young shoots

than the camel, and the goat has always been there. The rainfall of the district was

always scanty or the ancients would not have been obliged to construct the wonderful

system of rock-cut cisterns in which they preserved it. Incidentally there is one of these

about 200 metres south of the temple.

The more even distribution of rainfall throughout the year and the more industrious

nature of the ancients, who kept their cisterns in repair, seems to have permitted the

settlement of places a good deal farther inland than the present narrow strip along the

coast. The former prosperity is also attested by the large Christian site of Abumina,
and the church at Kasr Kitaji, all well inland in sites without permanent water-supply.

The wood and stone objects found, though battered to pieces, were all well preserved

by the fall of the roof. This suggests a violent end for the temple, and a possible date

for this is suggested by the following passage :

in the following year [a.d. IIG], while the greater part of tlie Eastern legions

were away with the emperor, engaged in the Parthian war, there was a general revolt of

the Jews in Egypt, Cyprus, and Cyrene, and to some extent also in Palestine and

' G. Ilellmanii, Cher die W(tterHi)(j;f^ii iig<ihen im Kalea&tr vnn Cht^idius Ptoleinnens

{Sitzini<j.<her. d. KgL Preuri^, Ahtd, d. 1!)I0, xiil'.

- Mahmud Hamed, The CUnvfte of Ahwaadrla i Egyptian Physical Dept., P.iper 19\ C.iiro, 1925.
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Mesopotamia. They massacred all the Greeks who fell into their power, and succeeded

in dri\dng the rest into Alexandria, while they dominated the open country. The Greeks,

besieged in Alexandria, retaliated by putting to death any Jews who had remained in

the city
;

but they were unable to raise the siege until Marcius Turbo arrived with an

army and fleet specially sent to suppress the rising in Egypt and Gyrene. Even then it

needed a number of battles to break the spirit of the Jews, and the struggle went on for

some months
; but gradually all those of them who survived were driven into the desert,

there to take up the profession of robbers^.”

All the objects found in the temple were sent to the Graeco-Roman Museum at

Alexandria.

^ J. Grafton Milne, A Ilisfon/ of Egy[A vnehn' Roman 1898, 52-53.
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AN ABBREVIATED DEMOTIC BOOK OF THE DEAD

A PALAEOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF PAPYRUS
BRITISH MUSEUM 10072

By NATHANIEL JULIUS REICH

With Plate xi.

The privilege of publishing the following valuable papyrus I owe to the goodness of

the late Dr. H. R. Hall, Keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British

Museum, who not only in this case but always has been kind enough to further my
research work as much as possible^. I also wish to express my sincere appreciation of

the kindness of his assistants, Messrs. S. R. K. Glanviile and Alan W. Shorter, who also

were very generous in facilitating in every way my work at the British Museum.

The text belongs to a class of religious literature which gradually replaces the old

Book of the Dead, especially in the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. It may have once

lain under the head of its mummy as is true of some of the other groups of the same

class of literature, namely the “Books of Breathings or the book “Que mon nom
fleurisse^.” There, in frequent instances, this request is written in Demotic upon the

reverse of the papyrus, as for instance zz-f, “his head” (Pap. Cairo 58014, vs.)^; or it

may just be expressed by the picture of the head as in Pap. Cairo 58017, vs.^. The

last-mentioned “Book” instructs sometimes that it be placed under the feet of the corpse,

as the demotic inscription rt-f, “his feet,” upon Pap. Cairo 58013, vs. shows^; and the

same indication is pictorially conveyed in Pap. Cairo 58022, vs. by a drawing of two

legsL Whether our Pap. Br. Mus. 10072 had anji^hing to do with this book “May my
Name flourish,” I am not so sure, although the groups overlap, as the prayer for the

preservation of the name^ is not mentioned at all in it.

Our papyrus, according to the ancient Egyptian belief, enabled the deceased to

travel everywhere on earth ^ and to visit every place as much as he desired, as did the

^ See Reich, Papyri Jurist, luhalts a. d. British 53 ff.

2 Cf. Paul Pierret, Etudes egyptologiq 1 873 ; ,
i, 47 ff.

^ Collected by J. Lieblein, Le Here egyptieu qi/e mua noni jieurisse (1895).

^ W. GolenischefF, Papyrus hieratiqaes, 1" fasc., C<iiro, 1027, 68.

^ Op. ciL, 74.

® Op. cit.y 65.

^ Op. cit.^ 92; see also Pap. Cairo 58018, vs., op. vit.^ PI. xviii, and ]>. 80,

® E.g.^ the inscription upon the lid of a wooden colhii in (Jairo, PI. viii, of H. Brugsch, Grammaire
demotiqif.e

\
or Pa}). Dresilen, o/?. cit.y PI. x

;
}»erh<ii>s also text iqxui the linen swaddle, Cairo 31175, PI. cxiv,

ed. S}3iegelberg, 284-5, if the reading of the damaged word as mu (1. 5; is correct; </., too, tlie texts upon
the mummy tickets, e.g., nos. 9 and 14 of the Vienna collect i(»n, the numbers 1, 3, 12, 27, 46 of Berlin, or

Forrer 2, 28, 30, 36 in Strasbourg.

^ E. V. Bergmann, votu Burchicandela der Ewigkdt (^1877) ;
H. Brugsch JSai eu sinsin., etc. (1851)

;

P. J. Horrack, Livre des *'...( 1877), etc.
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“Book of Traversing Eternity.” But one thing cannot be doubted, namely that our

papvrus was to be used by the deceased as a vade-mecum in the other life like the larger

Books of the Dead of the same period^.

The manuscript was probably not intended to serve as an identification tag, as were

the majority of the mummy tickets, although some of the formulae in it are very similar

to these-. Although the two groups^ overlap in some respects I think we should make

a distinction between them as far as is possible. No comprehensive study has yet been

made of these matters.

In spite of all that has been said above, there is, no doubt, a striking similarity

between oitr papyrus of the British Museum and the mummy tickets in the whole

make-up of the text, especially in the introduction and in the conclusion^. It may
therefore be useful to state the differences between these two groups of funerary texts.

As stated above, the main purpose of the mummy tickets was to identify the bodies in

the mortuary establishment where they were mummified. They also sometimes bore a

notice indicating the person and the place to which they were to be shipped, and other

similar notes. The pious formulae found on them give the impression of being merely

funerary by-remarks; or they form, at the best, a combination of two types, ^.e., the

relatives may have intended that the ticket, besides serving to identify the mummy,
should also be made religiously useful for the dead in the other world ;

hence the

religious formulae.

Thus the main purposes of these mummy labels apparently were to guard the dead

body from being mistaken for another mummy, and similar practical ends, namely the

care and preservation of the corpse by its relatives or their agents. In other words they

served merely the living interested parties, the mourning survivors or their mandatories

in this life, who were interested in the body of the departed: and they were not so much
intended to be used by the deceased himself in the next world.

On the other hand, our papyrus was intended solely to enable the deceased to

achieve, by its spell, the fulfilment of his wishes or desires for certain necessities or

conveniences in the after-life. What those desires and ideals of the deceased were can

be seen more clearly in our papyrus than in the larger Books of the Dead, for the

poverty of the party which caused the abbreviation of the usually very elaborate text

of the various kinds of the Book of the Dead forced the writer of our small papyrus

leaf to condense or to select those wishes which were most desirable for the departed

with respect to their supposed importance for the life to come. And this is precisely

what makes this small text more important than some of the larger ones of its kind.

The texts most nearly related to it are the following

:

1
^
tlie Papyrus Pamontlies, ed. Fr. Lexd

;
Papyrus Rliiiid in Edinburgh, ed. G. Muller; Papyrus

Porlin ed. 8piegelberg, Pis. etc.

- The fragility of the p<i[)yrus material speaks against its use as an identificcitioii tag, whereas the

ruiunmy ticket.'?, being of wc^od, c<.>uld very well l>e used for this puriiose, and they, in fact, show in many

inMances the hole through which the string was parsed, ([f, some of the pictures in G. Muller, Mmaien-

S(‘fdhk‘r
\
X. Reich, Daautiicht- if nd (frkjchisclie tfuf dfumipnkffdn (1023, 2nd edition); Spiegel-

borg, AfifjfjpK find Ekj>!nn<iia>' a ojfs M*f (1001), etc.

^ To which several more of the ^ame kind .'should be added; fur ex.nnplo, some inscriptions in tombs,

upon stelae, on s<ircuphagi, and the like.

^ 'fhe former is idmitical with some of the tickets (rf. 1. 1 of our pa[>yrus, below^;, tlie latter gives the

name of the deceased, as often occurs in these inuminy labels.
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() Pap. Cairo 31170 (11 lines)i.

() Pap. Cairo 31172 (8 lines)

(c) Cairo 31175, a linen mummy swaddle^ (does not precisely belong to our

class but has a similar text).

{d) Pap. Berlin 1522 (5 lines) h

[e) Pap. Berlin 31G9 (7 lines)

(/) Pap. Dresden (15 lines; and 1 line on the vs.)^.

{g) A text upon a wooden coffin in Cairo' (this text, too, belongs to another

class, in spite of its kindred formida).

I have omitted intentionally Pap. Berlin 835D because, not being an abbreviated ’’ Book

of the Dead, it does not come within our scope. The same holds of the '‘religious text 37,”

the Book of the Dead of the collection of papyri at Strasbourg^. The vast numbers of

mummy tickets and similar texts, also, have been ignored for the reasons given above.

Besides, a comparison of the last group will show that they do not aid us much in

interpreting the abbreviated demotic Book of the Dead in the British Museum.

The papyrus bears the number 10072 in red ink, while upon the glass is a ticket

inscribed (5.B.50) in black ink. Present height 3^ inches; present length Gi inches;

distance of the writing from the top about IJ inches, from the bottom nil, from the

right 1 inch, from the left | inch. The colour is light yellow. On the upper rim:

“Presented by Sir Gardner Wilkinson.'’ The papyrus is complete and consists of five

lines. The script, in black ink, is very cursive, with misspellings, and therefore somewhat

difficult. The ink in the third line and in a few other places is blurred, and this line is also

slightly mutilated; most unfortunately, because it contains textual difficulties which may
easily cause error and are, indeed, the reason why the text has been misinterpreted.

Judging by the ductus of the script the papyrus is probably early Roman in date.

No facsimile has been published, so far as I know, nor has the papyrus ever been

fully transcribed phonetically or palaeographically. An attempt has lately been made
to interpret^® it, but I cannot wholly agree with this, especially in the vital parts of the

1 Ed. Spiegelberg (old 18035), PI. cxii,

- Op. cit.. PI. cxii, 2^^ (old 18028)
;

^>00 also his Eigeaoamcn^ 9 ff.

^ Op. cit., PL cxiv, 281-5. Tlie idea <»f writing the text u[)nii the linen wrapping of the mummy itself

instead of upon papyrus ha.> probed )lv no reril signiheanee. A papyrus scroll which is added to the corpse

may get lost, but if it is written upon the ‘'dre^5'^" of the mummy itself, the text, so neees>.iry in the

every-day life of the deceased, is always at hand. Spiegelberg also jiublisbes, op. cit., PI. cxlii, 328

(
= Cairo 50002), a papyrus which, however, is so fragmentary that even his heading “Religioeser Text*’

is doubtful. The same seems to be the ease with the ‘^religious text'* of Cairo :5()9(;2 ip. 2o2
;
without

picture). He mentions in this edition also the numbers; Cairo 31171 (p. 281), 31170
' p. 285). Each of

the other above-mentioned pieces be calls ‘'Litiirgiscber Text.” There is still another fragment (Cairo

30957 = p. 197; without reproduction) entitled '*S[>aTer Totonbuebtext/’ ami ho quotes his Eigenname ii,

9 tf.
;
but the text there seems to be the above (piuted Cairo 31172.

Spiegelberg, Demot. Efpt/rtm... Berlin, PI. 84, p. 27.

^ Op. cit., PL 86, x>. ^8 Chdmlich wie 1522")
;
for both sce aKo his Eigennarnca, 9 ff. (the difficult lines

5 and 6, partly mutilated, being omitted;.

® Brugsch, Grammaire deniotiipje^ PL x.

" Op. dt., PL viii
;

cf. also for the two preceding, Spiegelberg, Eigen na men, 9 tf. See, too, n. 3 <ibove.

® Spiegelberg, op. cit., Pis. 83-86, pj). 26-27.

® Id., Demot. Pap. i<trashourg, Pis. xi-xiv, 39--42, and PL ii, 50 respectively.

Id., Demotica, i, 30-31. [Dr. Reich asks me to point out that this article was in print before

Spiegelberg’s lamented ileatb. Kd.]
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text. When I find that so able a scholar as Spiegelberg, dealing with a small papyrus

of five lines, gives two versions for one of the lines, and queries almost every word of them,

besides reading the name of the owner in a manner quite different from the way in

which I should read it, I feel that there is not merely justification but a scientific neces-

sity to undertake a very detailed palaeographical and orthographical study of our

document.

My reading, based upon the photograph (PI. xi, centre), was practically finished

when I arrived in London a year ago. A comparison with the original in the British

Museum merely confirmed the opinion which I had formed before. PI. xi, bottom, is a

hand-copy made in ink over a photograph in front of the original. PI. xi, top, shows

the transcription into hieroglyphs.

Phoxetic Traxscriptiox.

1 . cnh jpe-t hij rpy~f

2. rJi-f a nil z4 s-f a p
3. inc nt e Wsr n’m-f 'r~f s 'y

4 . h ]) t s<' z4 Ty-h

5. ta ^S-rs.

Traxslatiox.

1 . Thy soul livetJi, she rejiivenateth (herself),

2. she hioiveth in eternity, for ever. She goeth to the

3. place ivhere Osiris is; she goeth (and) cometh^

4 . upon the earth for ever: Tikos,

5. daughter of Eserashe.

COMMEXTARY.

Line 1.

^'nh. As for the transcription the two little strokes which, in demotic as in

hieratic^, can represent almost anything, cause just the same trouble in both^. In

our case there is not much doubt as to for the two other possibilities here,

^ and are out of the question, the former being only used in adjuration when Cnh

stands for uje, while the latter would suggest some vowel at the end, which is not the

case in our word.

With regard to ^ (the sign for the god), which occurs in our text several times,

Gardiner’s proposed based upon Schaefer’s discovery^, though excellent for hieratic

script would be out of place in demotic, because it would involve mentally transcribing

every demotic text first into hieratic and then again into hieroglyphic, a procedure which
should be avoided as far as possible. We want to reproduce®, not to tell the history,

of a sign.

* I.e., “movetli to and fro.’’

“ See Gareliiier’t5 article on the traufscription of the X'.Iv. hieratic script—which applies only to «ome
extent, miitatis mvtandh'^, to the demotic—in Journal, xv, 48 tf.

See Sethe in A,Z,, lxii, 9 ff.

^ Gardiner, vit., .“il
; if. al^so on the wuhjcct Reich, Waadernay, Rec. trav,, xxx, 90 ff.

A.Z., XL, 121 ff., and Reich, Texte a. Maimentaf, 72, note 1. ® Journal, xv, 49.



Plate XI

Demotic Papyrus B.M. 10072.

Hieroglyphic transcription, original {scale c. i), and ink tracing on photostat.
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hy. After the sign for we have again the two strokes, which are sometimes com-

bined also into one sign so as to look like the masculine definite article p (y/, j

in hieratic). Here clearly written texts always show the picture ® ^ >

hy, ‘‘soul/' where it can clearly be seen that the Egyptian intended to write the sun’s

disk with the one stroke.

rpy- The demotic sign seems to express the old n which was now no longer pro-

nounced, and I have therefore transcribed it

The following sign looks again like the two-strokes sign mentioned above, which

I first suspected to be the representative of an old ^ in rpy, “to flourish,” as can be

seen again best in the Demotic Mag. Pap. ^ ^ Demotic

Pap. Berlin 8351:

SiC

^© 1

,
rpy hy-k W (read: r for a) nli z4, “Thy soul rejuvenateth in eternity for ever.” The

only reason I have preferred the transcription is that the three strokes following it are

apparently intended for the last phonetic sign y of the word and one would naturally

expect the determinative ^ after the y. The writing of the two strokes for of

the complex r7ip would show that the scribe meant to write a p and not a py.

Line 2.

rh. Without the determinative as in the majority of cases in demotic.

a nh. Pap. Ehind writes either ]q||©, I, 8 h 5, etc., or I, 11 h 2 (read eM?),

both with omission of and the latter visibly influenced by hieroglyphic calligraphical

rules, or II, 6 h 6, e nJili (our form), A. S.B.F. eneo. The writing in our

papyrus is quite an interesting example of the history of the demotic sign for nli, in

the Ptolemaic and Eoman periods, which I outlined twenty years ago®, giving all necessary

instances.

z4. This writing, peculiar to later religious texts, replaces the usual ^ . The i'^,

therefore, to be regarded as a snake of a protecting nature. I would recall, among the

many examples, the snake protecting the box containing the book of the god Thoth, in

I Khamuas, iii, 20 ff. This fanciful belief shows itself also in the script in the form of

the serpent. A good illustration is the for ever,” of

the Demot. Pap. Berlin 8351 mentioned above. Here the snake of the word z4 has

three humps, while in the same word a few lines above (v. 2) it has only one. That this

is not a mere accident can be seen from the sign for “ beneath the snake; for this sign,

in correspondence with the three humps of the snake, is in fact written thrice. Note, too,

in the B.M. papyrus, the unusually long tail of the sign, which goes into the next line

^ Griffith and Thompson, Dnnotto Paiyinis of Loi'doa und L>^idea, 2. 20, 7. 3, etc., and
Vol. Ill, no. 249, p. 25. Coptic gloss mid ihideni,

- Op, cit., 9.24 = Vol. Ill, no. 502, p. 52; (f.
Hierat Pap. Khind, cd. MoHer, I, 4 h 12, etc.

3 Spiegelberg, Demot. Pop. Berlin, PL 86, P 8:L51 D= col v, 1. 2.

Oris
^ meant?

^ For the rea.s<>ns for expreb.sing it .soinetinies see X. Pvcicli, Ih mot. n. yriech. Terntr a, Mnmimtaf., 50,

notes 8, 9, 10.

® Op. cit

,

47-51. ~ Ed. SpiegelVierg, PI. 80, P8351 I) = col. v, 1. 18 (last line).

Joiirn. of Egypt. Arch. xvii.

~ Ed. SpiegelVierg, PI. 80, P8351 I) = col. v, 1. 18 (last line).

12
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Init one beneath, crossing various other signs, among them the end of (/) m V-/;

altogether JJ inches long. The other snake, in line 4, again in the word for z4, also

cro.sses several signs in line -5. Both tails end with a hook or curve turning slightly up.

This i.s a peculiarity of our scribe which, as will be seen below, is of importance for the

interpretation of this document. Other examples of this curve at the end of downward-

going signs are the sign for - (/) in rpn-f (h 1), in rh-f (1. 2), in n’m-f and V-/ (1. 3);

both ends of the "cross” representing (1. 4); and the long sign for t (1. o).

This mannerism is usually caused by writing rapidly, and it suggests to the reader

that this scribe did thi.s kind of work so frequently that he could do it almost

mechanically, without looking much at the papyrus. It is the flowing hand of an

experienced'scribei who, however, did not object to cacography in this case, for it was

only a short abbreviated Book of the Dead for a girl- whose relatives were unable to

alford a more elaborate vade-mecum for the world to come.

These curves at the end of a downward-written sign are caused by carelessly lifting

the hand from the papyrus when the one sign is finished in order to begin the next;

tlierefore we mav properly assume that the scribe did the same thing when he put down

his hand again to begin the next sign. And this is indeed the case. Thus the sign for n

in the word n mf (1. 3) on the top became a curve instead of a straight horizontal line as

it should have been. Similarly the two upper ends of the cross (mentioned above) repre-

senting (1. 4) where he began the strokes have the curve in the opposite direction, as

was to be expected. We shall see in 1. 5 that there is another example of these

“beginning curves’* which is of importance for our document in that it identifies for us

its owner.

s. The group is quite clear. Hieratic usually adds a complementary e.g., Pap.

Ehind (ed. Holier), I, 6 h 9, etc.

a p. Also quite clear. The form for ^ is not unusual, though written hastily. The

same holds for the two strokes forming the masc. sing, definite article.

Line 3.

Here the trouble begins. The text is not much mutilated and can be reconstructed

with certainty from the photograph alone; the comparison with the original completely

confirmed my anticipation. I give here the reconstructed text of the troublesome passage:

But before entering upon the discussion of my readings, it is my duty to show

why Spiegel})erg’s interpretations of the passage are impossible (see below) First of all,

in both his alternative versions (both qualified by him as ^'very doubtful”) the sign for

)ib appears after the article pr But I cannot find any nh at all, either at the end of 1. 2

or at the beginning of 1. 3. In fact, there is no space for it, unless Spiegelberg reads as

’ Then* ;ire no .u-tiuil mistake.-- in the manuscript, altlnaigh it iieen written so rapidly.

- If -liD h:ul b(MMi mcrried, }a’oh,il)]y the name ef her hush.ind would }mv(‘ been mentioned, as was done

in nnaiy (m>l‘S efter a fonuula like this : A daughter of } ,
wife of Z.

• Spiegelberg, Ih-niofirn^ I
,v. /> d . IL, 102o, Munich i, 30 31. Ho tran.dates (the question marks, etc.

are hi'v, .V/e nrht i>i c da,a IT< ,'ri, dar [rpye i > dar i/; with <i footnote : “Sehr zweifelhafte

TiC-ung ~

y id,' ^ uihju > 'vgl. IMp. iUiind r, 7 d 0; ITpV mdglicherweise aiich p/(?)

,d, >
' nnU) >

. l)i(> Pliotographie i-t nicht ganz klar.”
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nh the first sign of 1. 3, which is quite clearly an m. The first group in this line he

proposes to read either mhj-t, S. MJ-uje: A. B. ‘‘balance,” or ’nintj, S. 6.AinTe:

B.F. A. GMiiTG, “west’ or “netherworld.” Typical writings of mhj-t are:

(II Khamuas, ii, 5), (Eliindj 1,7 d9), f (Pap.Insinger,

r-f-
ed. Boeser, iv, 17), (Pap. Insinger, ed. Lexa, v, 7); and of 'nintj:

)

(II Khamuas, ii, 6), and (Rhind, passim). These writings, which

can easily be added to, bear very little resemblance to the group in our papyrus.
After the word for Osiris,’’ which causes no trouble, comes a word which Spiegelberg

reads rn; yet I do not know of one single example in demotic where H ^ is written

without the determinative II

Spiegelberg’s reading of this passage is thus impossible palaeographically. Gram-
matically, it would be possible, but the meaning of his translation is so unusual that he
has to refer to Pap. Rhind, ed. Moller, I, 7 d 9, for his rendering of our passage with
7ib 7nlij4 Wsjr rn~f, ‘'the lord of the balance, Osiris is his name.”

Now we always understood that it was ThotJi who in the underworld had to do with
the balance, and weighed the evil deeds against the good deeds, Thoth, the great god
writing, (and) Anubis giving word to his colleague^.” And indeed the passage of Pap.
Rhind to which Spiegelberg refers runs (in the demotic): Oi~y m-bh Thivt ss-ij t~ij ijh ht-ij

m-bh p nb n t ^nhy-t, '*I stand before Thoth, I prostrate myself (my body) before the lord
of the balance^. In other words, the very passage on which Spiegelberg relies shows
that his rendering of the phrase cannot be correct, for we cannot assume that a

Egyptian scribe was so ignorant of his own mythology as to mix up Thoth and Osiris.

Thus, on all grounds, we must reject Spiegelberg’ s rendering, and we shall now see
how I believe it must be read.

mc. The usual writing; the first sign (looking like a demotic m) is in reality the
group transcribed The second is the feather for mr^ and the third the determinative

an

‘"place,” corresponding to hieratic as in
of the house, S.B.A. .ux : .ue and F.

Pap. Rhind 5.

nt e. This (Coptic ere) introduces a relative sentence which here consists of an
adverbial nominal sentence with prepositional predicate, the relative pronoun nt e relating
to the preceding noun mr, which is determined by the article p, The subject o1
this sentence, consequently, can be nothing but Wsr, “Osiris,” S. oTcipe : B. oTcipi.

n’m-/. This group is quite common, and is only a little distorted in its top sign,
representing the n, which should be a straight horizontal line above the group; certain

^ E.g,^ II Khamu.is, oil. (h'iffith, ir, off. =p. ir)3.

- See Moller, pp. :30-:37, I, 7d JJ, and p 73, no. :r24 .

Good instances lu (driHitli’s Ryh//i(/.'< Papyri^ iir, 3o:>.

^ Spiegelberg, Kopt. Uundirh., oo. - Muller, p. 20^ no. i:30.
^ Cf, also Spiegelberg, Ik/nvt. (dr<initth, ^ .737 tf.

12—2
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scribes omit it altogether^ others write it regularly, according to the different schools and
times. Its distortion to a curve, which looks here like a circumflex, is not unusual. Its

expression in writing (it is unnecessary since it is already there) developed as soon as

its palaeographical origin (see above) had been forgotten, just as I have shown in the

groups for rn, htp, knhi, etc.^ Consequently, this usage does not begin before the second

Ptolemaic period. That our scribe should write it as a curve is quite intelligible if we
bear in mind what we stated above about his hasty and rounded handwriting.

The group consists (if we leave out the suffix /), roughly drawn, of the following

demotic signs: The top sign has already been explained. What the others

are can be easily recognised if we give examples from a few larger papyri so far

as they use the superfluous sign above: ^ ^•, I Khamuas^ (Ptolemaic);

</^, Magical Pap.^ (Roman); II Khamuas^, (Roman). We see that the group

consists of three signs: (a) The straight horizontal (or circumflex-like) line above the
group, {h) At the left end of the group a curve going in the downward direction,

(c) While (f/) and (b) are in all groups alike, the sign on the right varies. It consists

of a short slanting line, either accompanied by a dot or a small ring (it is clear that
these two are identical, the small ring having become a dot), or connected with a
horizontal line. And this last is the variation we have before us in B.M. 10072. That
the downward curve on the left has a little tail or curve is once more the now familiar

mannerism of our scribe.

So far the sentence can be read without any doubt and without any forced interpre-

tation as follows: s-f a p '{ mc nt e TTsr ^^she (the soul) goes to the place where
Osiris is ’ {verbatim: ‘"at which Osiris is there”). The troublesome passage was probably
pronounced (vocalized): p^ ma e{}i)te Vsire as we may conclude from the Coptic,

where it would be: n.ucv o-svipc .uAvoq. We find the same sentence on a wooden
cofiin in the Cairo Museum:

p mc nt e Wsr Wn-nfr p nlr to n’m-f

“the place where Usire Wennofre (Oo-jpts' the great god, is®.”

Pap. Rhind uses the same phrase in both (hierat. and demot.) versions (ed. Holier,

I, 5 d 8 = I, 5 h 10) : Demot . : e p mX nte n ntr-w nt Up n t Ty-t n'm-J, “to the place where
the gods who re.st in the nether world are,” Hierat.:

“to the place where the Qrty-gods are.”

* R(‘ifh, Tt'xte^ 41 h., 8:3 ff., etc.

" 4. Krall, Demot, Lesestffcke^ I,

' (In tilth und Thouipyon, op, cit,, in, 43, no. 428 (3).

^ (h'itlith, of the Hiyh Prlest^^ possiut.
'

r>niL:''elu ( iraiiiiion (lefi}oti<po>^ PI. 1. 4 .
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The scene in II Khamuas (ii, 9-10) which takes place in the underworld shows us

what is meant by the line of B.M. 10072. The departed one is seated near to

f mr nt e Wsr n'm-f, ‘'the place where Osiris is’'; or again (ii, 12-13), m p ntr nt sms

Skr-Wsr e-f hi r p m<‘ nt e IF^r "a man of god that follows Sokaris Osiris, he

being near to the place in which Osiris is.” This phrase is used so frequently, not only

in the religious literature, that it looks quite natural to us. Is it natural in reality? The

answer to this question we may find in the Decree of Canopus if we compare the uses of

this phrase there in the four different versions, twm demotic, one hieroglyphic, and one

Greek: a p mc nt e-f n'm-f (Tanis, 1, 47, Kom el-Hisn, 1. 13)^, (The priest who every year

came to the king) “ to the place where he (Pharaoh) was” : Hierogl.

the place where his majesty was-”: Greek: irapa ran Awhile the Egyptian text

says: (They came) “to the place where the Pharaoh was,” the Greek version expresses

it by a simple irapa tw jBao-iXet Why does the demotic so frequently use the phrase:

p mc nt e Pr-oc n'm-f, (They went) ''to the place in which Pharaoh was^,” instead of simply

saying “They went to Pharaoh”? Why does he say: a p mte-k n'm-f, (to reach) “the

place where thou arH,” instead of: (to reach) “thee”? Or p m(' mte P-yn<' n m-f, (until they

came to) “the place in which Pemu was^,” instead of: (until they came) “to Pemu”?

Or again a p mc {7n)te Pr-co n'm-f, (it was not hidden) “from the place where the king

was®,” instead of: (it was not hidden) “from the king”? And in our papyrus: s-f a p mc

nt e Wsr nmf, “she (the soul) goes to the place where Osiris is,” instead of: “she goes

to Osiris”?

It seems to me that this phrase is mostly used with persons (or things) of special

distinction, gods, kings, and things somehow connected with them. Compare also:

a p nt e py zmc n m-f

,

(to be taken) “to the place where that papyrus roll (of the god

Thoth) is’,” instead of (to be taken) “to the papyrus roll”. And yet again, s N. a p mc nt

e t the n'm-f, “N. went to the place where the box was” (which contained the magic book

of the god Thoth®), instead of “N. went to the box,” which is what, in all the cases cited

above, is really meant.

The phrase thus seems to be used to express the reverence of the speaker before the

person or thing forming the subject of the relative sentence. To this type of reverential

expression there are parallels. For instance, an Egyptian frequently says m-bJi Pr-^o,
“ before the king,” instead of “ to him.” To this category seem also to belong certain phrases

with m-s usually translated “behind,” but which must mean in the following passages some-

thing like “among the followers,” “among the retainers.” The usual translation in this con-

nexion is meaningless; see for example the Demot. Pap. Berlin 1522, 11. 2-3 (ed. Spiegelberg,

PI. 84) and (mutilated) Berlin 3169, 11. x* + 3 to a' -f 4 (Spieg., PI. 86): mte-f t mxo hr t

htp{-t) m-s Wsr p sy m-s Wn-nfr, “he (the deceased) takes water (from) upon the offering

table among the retainers of Osiris (and from) the lake among the followers of

Onnophris”; or sp-k miv n rpy m-s TDr, “thou receivest the water of rejuvenation among
the retainers of Osiris” (Berlin 8351, 1-2; ed. Spieg., PI. 84); or again, mte-f t mw [Ar]

htp't m-s Wsr, “he (the deceased) takes out water (from) upon the offering table among
the followers of Osiris®.”

^ Ed. Kruil, D>nnot, ii, loc. cit.

- Spiegelberg, Demot. Text cL Priesterdekretc roa Knaopt^s uiid Memphi'^, loe. dt,

2 Pap. Bibl. Nat. 215, ed. Spiegelberg, Denwt. Chronik, vs., eol. 1. 0, Pis. vii and viia.

Pap. Petiibastis, Vienna, ed. Krall, Deniof. Lesest., ii, col. K, 1. 10.

Op. cit., col. AV, 1. o. Op. cit., col. AV, 1. 26. - I Setna, iii, 12, cf. iii, 15. ^ Op. cit., iii, 33.

Demot. Pap. Dresden, 11. 4-5, ed. Brug^cli, (Jramniaire demotifjttp^ PL x. This pa
2)yrus badly needs a

photographic reproduction or mechanical editi<jn which could bo used f<or palaeographieal purposes.
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And there exist a few more such peculiarities of speech. But this is not the place to

go into the details of these problems, which I hope to treat elsewhere in the near future.

’r-/ s 'ij. The reading seems quite clear. Xote again the end of the / with the curve

mentioned above. While the preceding /, going parallel with it, crosses the swastika-like

determinative of the last word of 1. 4, the / in V-/ crosses with its end the long tail of

the snake of the word z4 from 1. 2, which, though interrupted by the mutilation of the

papyrus, crosses and nearly reaches 1. 4. This should be noted, for the demotic sign

for is, though well recognizable, very cursively written here, much more so than in

the second line. The determinative is a downward-going hook just like that of the

following ’//: it is certainly not an <=> as one might assume at first glance.

Here we must thank Spiegelberg^ for a very fine and ingenious suggestion with which

I fully agree, namely that the combination 6" is preserved in the Coptic'^ uje-ei, ^'to

go (walk) to and fro.’' A comparatively old idiom: “Poor men come and

go (in the great houses)^.”

Line 4.

h p t. For " P ''upon the earth.’*

A still stranger orthography of this very common expression in Egyptian is given us

by Spiegelberg, Beinotica^ 30, zinco 1. 2, h-rp-t from a copy by J. J. Hess.

However, Spiegelberg reads the middle group tp^ though the sign shown in his own
hand-copy is that which usually represents rp in demotic as used in rpy ‘“rejuvenate,”

the title ^'Orpais,'" the word “‘temple,” etc. He reads the complex It tp t, and recon-

structs a vocalization hetpeto. It is not safe to reconstruct a vocalization on the basis

of a writing, for the signs in Egyptian generally do not express the vowels. The use

(for instance) of the same ““syllable sign” does not imply anything with regard to

vocalization, because this very “syllable sign” has quite difierent vocalizations according

to the grammatical structure of the words even a reconstruction which preserves the

same grammatical form, if based upon principles contrary to the fundamental rule that

Egyptian does not in general write the vowels, will never be convincing. Moreover, the

sign in question looks quite clearly like rjj, which is more likely than tp)\ thus we have

at least all the consonants of the regular phrase hr p t
\

I am quite aware of the fact

that the r in hr was no longer pronounced.

However this may be, in our text the r certainly was not expressed, for the scribe

wrote h p t. I should prefer to reconstruct, according to the Coptic oitito
; 2.1 some-

thing like ]ypV\

>L Here again we meet the long-drawn-out snake, its tail crossing two determina-

tives of the last word of 1. 5, and causing some trouble in the interpretation; see below.

There seems to be no distinction made between sr z4 as above; rpy hy sC nh z-t,

‘“thy soul rejuvenateth in eternity for ever^”; rnh pe4 by a nh rpy-f a z*t, “thy soul

liveth unto eternity; she rejuvenateth for ever^"; and mn ni m-s-Jc hr p t nh z4, “thy

name remains behind thee upon the earth in eternity for ever'.” Be that as it may, it

is surely most interesting that nh in demotic (as in the first and third examples above)

^ S[)iogt‘ll>erg, Ikmotirn^ I, 31, note 2. - Til, llaada'}),^ 18S.

' A. H. ( l.inliiter, Adnionitinu^i of na E<jyption 0. 12, p. 51.

^ St‘o Setlie, Ui'i^pr. <L Alph<fhets, 115 ft’

' Duiiiot, P<ip. (.’airu 31172 18ij28
, 11. 7-8, ed. Spiegelberg, PL cxii.

*’ ('ciiro :3117U : cvV
,
PL e.\:n.

Deiuot. P.Lp. Pcrlin, P8;35lC\ c*)!. ni, 11. 3-4, ed. JS[)iegell)erg, p. 85.
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is rendered in Rhind by the hieratic m idr^w ntr^w, ''as long as there are gods,” used also

in other later religious texts

Ty-h. Now we have arrived again at a troublesome passage in the papyrus, the name

of the woman above and that of her mother. There is no difficulty about the phonetic

reading of her own name, though palaeographically there may be unimportant disagree-

ments. Ty-h is quite a common female name in Egyptian; still better known is its

masculine counterpart Py-T^\ both having come down to us in Greek: masc. FE/cws, var.

fern.

While the first part of the name, Ty- (fern, to Py-), is quite clear‘d there are slight

difficulties with regard to the palaeography and orthography of the second part. For

the "bull” see the name Pi-ns-¥'W^, etc.

If we study the demotic writings of the word for "bull,” whether standing alone

or in such names as Py-h Pikos, T-sr4-py~k Senpikos, Ta-t-k'iv Tatekws', we find® that

there are only two determinatives which can follow the namely ^ and the

skin and the flesh, written in that order. Among the many examples that of Demot.

Mag. Pap., 1. 13, corresponds most nearly with our text, our forms being merely

simplified in comparison with those of the always over-accurate scribe of the Magical

Papyrus. The name, therefore, is to be transcribed: ^ The last sign is

usually transcribed as t, and I have so transcribed it, for the scribe took it for the

representative of the feminine t, though, in fact, it goes back in the majority of cases

to the hieratic sign for the woman.

Line 5.

ta. The regular notation for "daughter of ” Whether there is a real difference

between ta and sy4 (the latter used in contemporary papyri), and, if so, what this

difference is, have still to be investigated.

^S-rs. The name of the mother causes most trouble of all. Spiegelberg reads it ^S-ivr,

"Esoeris,” but this cannot be correct. It assumes that the r is written before the sup-

posed "syllable sign” for ^ wr. Such a writing of the phonetic complement before the

"syllable sign” is impossible in demotic, and the reading wr is quite out of the

question.

What, then, can our group be? The first sign is surely and we see even the

small dot beneath it which usually accompanies it, and which distinguishes it from the

1 Muller, Rhind, I, 6 h 5 ;
I, 7 d “>, and p. S7.

2 PreiJsigke, Xametihuch^ col. 325, s.v., where the (piutations are given.

2 Op. 6vV., coL 436, s.v.

^ See especially Griffith, Ri/lands., iii, 349 and 420. ^ Liehlein, HkrocjL 1949.

® Old C^optic KO, which agrees with the vncalizatioii prcM_‘rved in the Greek naine> above.
" Griffith, Rifhinds, viii, 9, and Vol. iii, 396, s.v. Bnigsch, 104.7-6. Berlin, P 3116 B, col. iii,

1. 22, ed. Spiegelberg, PI. 43. Rhintl, ed. ^loller, 1, 10 d 10. Cairo 31170, 1. 11, ed. Spiegelberg, PL cxii (the

other liiie.s and dots above the n.nue belong to the upper line;. C.iiro 310^0, eol. vi, 11. 8-9
; rf. PI. ciii.

Dernot. Ostracon, no. 55, 1. 2, of Thompson, Gardiner and Milne, Thrhm Osfruna, PI. ix, 36. Op. cit.., no. 12,

1, 2, PL iii, 42. Op. c//., no. 44, 1. 1, PL iv, 48. Petubastis, ed. Spiegelberg, 4. 15; 12. 10, 12, etc. Deinot.

Mag. Pap., 1. 13, 13. 2; 10. 26, 27. 5, 7, etc. IT Khamuas, iv, 15, iv, iv, 35, etc. Leiden, i, 384; 17. 22;

4. 14; 22. 17; ed. J. Krall, i, and Spiegelberg, An*. the latter reads the second example
K'lchirtj and translates {loc. cit.) : “inannlicher >Stier,’' while it is obvious that this tautology does not give

any sense, as there do not exist any ‘Gemalo bulls"; we can <ilso see from all the examples above that the
sign in question is not intended to be a phonetic sign but another determinative, and should not be read.

s After elimination of the demotic .sign for ^ in the different names, which cannot be meant here
because it looks quite different.
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fourth sign of our name, which otherwise looks very much like it. The second sign of

the name is the ‘'long r/' ^ (with the curve at its end, as is to be expected in this

manuscript). The third sign, which Spiegelberg reads as wr, is the real trouble. It really

looks like it on a superficial glance. Now we observe that the curve at the top is very

small, especially in comparison with that at the top of the similar down-stroke of the

bull-sign in 1. 4. AVe should in fact expect something like rather than the

simple which we have. Now the bull-sign always has at the top a hook, going

either to the right or to the left; a real hook, which is part of the sign, and not the mere
"‘turn’' which we found to be a peculiarity of our scribe. To this official hook he added
his characteristic “turn’’ in writing the bull-sign, and we have a right to expect that he

would similarly have added it in the case of the ?c/*-sign, thus: The absence of

the “turn'* is an additional proof that the sign cannot be the “syllable sign” ivr assumed
by Spiegelberg. It is a simple demotic = 5

,
which our scribe as usual decorated with

a small (unreal) curve. Thus we arrive at the reading rs, or, combined with the preceding

name of the goddess, ^S-rs, “Eserashe,*’ quite a common Egyptian name^.

The verb “to enjoy” or “rejoice” is mostly written:

Coptic S. p'\ige: B. : A. pe^e, and from the Fayyum we have:

F. Aeup, “joy‘^.”

The determinatives of our name cause some difficulty. Here we have the lotus-

flower; in Middle Eg. it is usually determined with the nose

The oldest demotic writing of the word occurs, so far as I know, in a papyrus of the

second year of Darius III, i,c., 335-4 b.c., and is most happily preserved in a few different

handwritings by witnesses:

4^,*. 45i>. tss-

’S-rs, Eserashe 3.

The next in age is about 250 b.c. (the date is destroyed)

:

,
'S-rs, Eserashe^.

The vocalization of the name must be, according to Coptic, as above; this is clearly

seen, I believe, from the following^:

Sk U (year 113 b.c.),

‘ Lif-bkin, Hk^rogL Na,m>njch, 1032, 1289, 1280a, 2271, 2542.

- Demot. Chrunik^ 157, Spiegelber;^% fhnidic.^ s.v.
;
Potubastis, Vienna, W 2, ed. Krall, ii, loc. cit.

’ iJetiiot. Pap. Lniure 2430, ed. llevillout, CorpVii Papgrorum Aenypti^Vlts. ii and iii.

* Demot. Pap. Brii>',el'3, no. 3, 1. 2 ;
the <[iierie^> in the transcription are Spiegelberg’s.

'' Pap. Berlin 31 1 Gb, cnl m, 1, 18, PI. 43.
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This name was misread by Brugsch ^ as something like ctr, an error which prevented him

from seeing that our name P-rS was identical with the llpaov^ of the Greek Paris

papyrus, 5, 33, 5“, despite the fact that he had ingeniously discovered that the Greek

Paris papyrus contained the same names as the demotic Berlin manuscript. But through

this identification we gain a corroboration of the vocalization of the name suggested by

the Coptic.

The writing of the word remains at all times much the same (the scribe mostly tries

to express the end vowel e or i in the writing).

.3 :

rsy rsy t nh. “the whole land rejoices, rejoices

The sign after the = gives the impression that the Egyptian scribe wanted to write the

lotus-flower, the form of which is very similar to what we have except that the tail

of the demotic form must go under the line as in the preceding example above, while in

ours it is on the line. The scribe may have drawn it so in haste. However this may
be, the form we have must be transcribed ^ . The next two strokes may be ^ as in the

hieroglyphic example above but it is also possible that they may be ^ as a more general

substitute for # (nose).

The last three signs are almost hopelessly spoiled by the tail of the snake of z4 from

the preceding line; we know, however, that the last two must be or The

crux interpretiun is the last sign but two. The choice lies, I believe, between the flower

(for in all examples rs is written with the flower) and the “nose” ^ with which the

hieroglyphic name is sometimes written^. For the “nose ” the upper part would be partly

suitable (except for the absence of the horizontal strokes which usually accompany it),

but the lower part would be quite exceptionally formed and unusual. There is only one

sign which in my opinion would fit the requirement; it is which is used as a deter-

minative as well as phonetically, the sign with which the Delta, Ti'm]m\ is written.

The lower part of this sign could be written mechanically in this way only if the

Egyptian scribe intended to make the three feet of the sign in one stroke.

The fuller form is seen in jiio/ii A 3 ^ ^iid the more cursive in

In our name the sign seems to be a determinative
;

for if it had to be read

phonetically our scribe would have added the sign for y, according to his custom,

and this group would have been followed by the deterjuinative '5^, which would be the

more usual writing in L.E. cursive script. If, however, the name has been unusually

abbreviated and the sign for ^ is after all meant to be taken phonetically, this name
would have to be read: ’S-r^{e)-7nJi{y-t), Eserashemhi(t), a name not existing in this

form in the literature as far as I am able to recall.

^ Ijrug.sch, )Su}/unhi?iy,<.Eigeii/i(i/nc/f, 1851, 10.

3 Pap. Berlin G750 o, c<»l. 8, 1. 8, PL 81.

Leiden, i, 384, vii, 10 i Spiegelbeiv^.

^ Demot. Chronik'^ ro., in, 5.

- Pre«lo,

J jdel>lein. liiSO. •> IhaL
~

P)Ci‘liii, G750 A, 1. G.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 13
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AN UNUSUAL TYPE OF STATUETTE

By S. E. K. GLANVILLE

With Plate xii.

The British Museum recently acquired^ a small bronze (copper?) seated figure of a

boy, no. 59853 (PL xii, figs. 1-3), of the same type as the newly discovered alabaster

statuette of Pepi 11“. Whereas, however, the figure of Pepi II is inscribed on the front

edge of its base with his name, the B.M. bronze has a carefully cut spiral (scroll) pattern

together with the single hieroglyph y on the base itself (Fig. 1). The little figure is thus

in form a stamp-seal.

For over thirty years the Museum has possessed a precisely similar stamp-seal in

ivory, B.M. 30167^ (PL xii, figs. 4-6). Its base is inscribed with a spiral design (somewhat

less attractive than that of the bronze) encircling the title and name of the owner in

cursive hieroglyphs iry <‘t Hty^ (see Fig. 2, where the cutting of the inscription is slightly

accentuated).

Fi-. 1 I'i-. Fi- 3

A third figure of the same general type and of ivory, B.M. 54677, was given to the

Museutn by Mrs. Russell Rea ten years ago, and came from Professor Garstang’s

excavations at Abydos in 1907^. (It has recently been cited by Pendlebury® for com-
parison with one of the two naked ivory figures from Palaikastro"^, which he, with Hall,

claimed as Egyptian. As there exist other opinions on this point ^ the publication of

photographs of the B.M. ivory may be useful, apart from the present connexion.) The
attitude of the boy in this case differs a little from that of the three similar figures

already mentioned, in that he has one leg on the ground instead of drawn up to the

body, but in all other respects it is the same (PL xii, figs. 7-9). The base, again, is engraved
with the title and name of the owner within a spiral border, imy-r pr Nhti Imv^ (Fig. 3).

^ From the Maxwell Fnlleetion, by Lady ^[axwelt.s beque.^t. B.M. v (1930), 49, PI. xxi.

ills. 3 ems.j. I have to thank the Keeper ()f Fi^yptian and Assyrian Antiquities fur periiiisbiou

to publish them.

- duquier ill Aa/>. xxvii, 60, PI. v.

Pudj^e, iJvjih' U, the Fourth^ Fifth <oe/ Sl.i'tli E\j. 84, no. Height G ins. (3’1 eiiis.).

^ I f)we tlie reriding of the title to Dr. (dardiner.

Budge, op, cit,, no. 2o. Height. 1^- ins. (4-7 cins,^. A'?p)/ptiam, 33.
' n’E 32, PI. iii. Valentin Muller in O.L.Z., Dec. 1030, 901 f.

I read '»my-r pr hry b'-^tew.ird and overseer*’), etc., and am indebted to Professor Scharff for
''Ugge''ting th.it what looked like was really "vvw^.
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Tlie spiral decoration on all three seals makes it improbable that any one of them is

much earlier than the Eleventh Dynasty or much later than the Hyksos Period in date.

The name and treatment of the figure of 54677 suggested to me the Second Intermediate

Period; against this, as Scharfi points out in a letter, is the more definite evidence for the

First Intermediate Period in the name Hty (Akhthoes) of 30467 ;
while the ^ of 59853 is

also reminiscent of—and perhaps an abbreviation for—the name which could

hardly be later than the Eleventh Dynasty. Finally, seeing that the type of figure with

seal-base is clearly developed from the type with plain base (inscribed on the front)

represented by the Pepi statuette, it is reasonable to date all three to the early Middle

Kingdom or First Intermediate Period. 54677 is perhaps the latest, showing, with its

slight alteration in the position of the legs, a further development from the original

type^. Probably because it is the largest it is the most naturalistically—though not the

most delicately—modelled of the B.M. figures. The smaller ivory, 30467, is the finest, and

shows better workmanship than the bronze, though the engraved base of the latter out-

classes the other two.

There is some indication of the purpose of this apparently new class of object. All

four examples have two important features in common : the squatting figure touches the

lower lip with the index of the right hand
;
and the figure is that of a boy although

the person represented must have reached maturity^. Moreover three of the figures

certainly, possibly all four—if I am right in taking 7 as an abbreviation of some name

like TPy/^-Z-V—bear the name of (presumably) the owner. The explanation of the objects

should be suggested by the relative significance of these three points. (The development

into a seal, probably purely formal and due to the greater ease of engraving the under-

surface than the front or sides of the base of a small figure, is a secondary feature—

a

by-product which does not bear on the present enquiry.) Is the finger to the mouth

merely an emphasis of the youth of the figure, based on conventional hieroglyphic forms,

e.g.^ Jequier seems to think so, and assumes that the figure represents Harpocrates^

—

a possibility in the case of the king, but hardly in the case of the three private individuals.

(One would have to suppose that the names on the bases were those of dedicators
;
but

then the figure of the god should wear the uraeus, which is lacking from all except the

king, who would wear it in his own right.)

The real connexion is perhaps between the hieratic pose and the name. The Pepi

figure was found in the antechamber to the sanctuary of a mortuary temple of that

king^. It was probably used therefore in the cult of the dead king® or was an offering

to his lea. The others similarly, then, would be part of the funerary equipment of their

owners. And the object of the figures would have been magical
:
presumably to secure

the appropriation of his name by the deceased in the tomb. But why the figure in the

form of a boy and not of a grown man?

^ The field-notes on the tomh (Xo. ^4) in which this object whs found, kindly placed at my disposal by

Professor (larstang, jjoiiit to the Twelfth Dynasty as its date.

- 30467 alone has the Horusdock ([)artly broken away), but the nakedness of the others almost certainly

indicates childhood.

<77. the titles of 54677 and 30467 ; Pepi became king while still a boy, but as his statuette was found

in a funerary teitiplo it was presumably made towards the end of his long reign.

^ Ann, Seri\^ xxvii, 60. ThkL, 5t tK, 60.

^ Though appareiitl}" made during his lifetime, since his name is followed by rnk dj.

13—2
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A PROBLE3J TN EflYPTIAlS^ GEOMETRA"

By T. eric beet

AVitli Plate xiii.

In tlie SupjAcment to Professor Archibald's admirable Bibliography of Egyptian

Mathematics published in Vol. u of Dr. A. B. Chace’s Rhind Mathematical Papyrus, issued

some months ago, occurs a reference to V. V. Struve’s forthcoming edition of the Moscow
Mathematical Papyrus. It contains the following sentence: ''No. 10 seems with like

certainty to indicate that the Egyptian of 2000 B.c. knew the formula for the area of

a hemisphere.” I read these words with some surprise, for the Moscow Papyrus had
been known to me from photographs for some years, and one thing that I had decided
about No. 10, a singularly difficult problem, was that it did not deal with the area of

the curved surface of a hemisphere. I naturally looked forward with interest to the

appearance of Struve’s promised work, and in particular to his treatment of the problem
in question.

This work is now in our hands ^ and I find myself entirely unconvinced by Struve’s

translation and treatment of No. 10. The Egyptian text is shown on PL xiii.

Struve’s literal translation may be rendered in English as follows:

"Form of working out a basket. If they mention to you a basket with a mouth of

4,^ in preservation. Let me know its surface 2
. Take a ninth of 9, since the basket is half

an egg; result I. Take the remainder, namely 8. Take a ninth of 8; result % + -6' + tV
Take the remainder of these 8 after (the subtraction of) this result

Reckon with 7-^ 4^^ times; result 32. Behold, that is its surface. You have found
rightly.”

Expressed in modern words, Struve’s statement of the problem would be "Find the
area of the curved surface of a hemisphere whose diameter is 4L.” Now if Struve’s
translation be accepted then the interpretation of the problem as the determination of

the area of the curved surface of a hemisphere, even if it does not follow as a necessary
consequence, is at least extremely reasonable. And in this case we should have, as
Struve sees, to put Egyptian mathematics on a very much higher level than previously
seemed necessary. The conception of the area of a curved surface does not necessarily argue
a very high level of mathematical thought so long as that area is one which, like that
of the cylinder, can be directly translated into a plane area by rolling the object along

^ MutJu hncitisclicj' 1 n^>yrv.s dts ^toothcJteii ^Iusgvjhis der SehonBii Kiinste id Moskciu. It is reviewed in
tlii^ muiil»er.

Tlio word Used i'5

^

htercdly ‘‘land.' This is the comraon word fur area in the mathematical
pri|»\ii, and uatui‘<dl\ sug'^osts a plane area. At the same time wo must not use this as an argument against
Stiu\e> hehot that a cuiaed surface was meant, for if the Egyptians had any concej^tion of the area of a
cur\L‘d surfricc a!i<l we hnve no proof ^unless it be in this problem) that they had—^they might quite con-
cei\abl} ha\e applied the W(»rd ^lit to it by analogy, despite its etymological unsuitability. Cf. oimown word
“ area.'’
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the ground. The case is very different, however, when we come to a surface such as that

of the sphere, which cannot be directly transferred into plane area. To conceive such an

area as area at all is not an elementary process of thought. Yet, if Struve is right, we

must believe not only that the Egyptians could do this, but also that they had succeeded

in determining its value with the same close degree of approximation as the area of the

circle, for their formula 2 . . r- for the hemisphere, as used in this problem, is identical

with our own formula 27rf^ if for tt we may sul)stitiite the Egyptian value as in the

case of the circle^. It would be very flattering to the Egyptians, and very important for

the history of mathematics, if we could place this brilliant piece of work to their credit.

Unfortunately there are against Struve’s translation a number of very grave objections.

The critical words are those which describe the nbl or ‘“basket”:

nbt m tp-r r 41 m cd.

These words he translates “einen Korb mit einer Miindung zu 4l, in Erhaltung,” “a

basket with a mouth of 4^^ in preservation.” That tp-r (Coptic Txnpo) means “mouth”
seems very probable, cd Struve takes as the infinitive of the verb “to be sound” or

“unharmed,” and thinks it indicates that the mouth, Ip-r, is undamaged or complete,

i.e., that it is, in technical language, not a small circle of a sphere but a great circle, and

that consequently the nbt is a hemisphere and not a smaller segment of a sphere. To
this there are fatal objections. The words m fd cannot possibly refer to tp-r, from which

they are separated by r 4r> ;
in any case m with the infinitive cannot be attached adjectivally

to a noun. Moreover, the expression nbt m tp-r “a basket with a mouth...” is very

doubtful Egyptian; the examples quoted by Struve from Pap. Anastasi i, 14, 3 and Pap.

Harris i, 59, 2 are not parallel to this, for in both cases the dimension is followed by

a genitive giving the figure, which is missing here. But the real rock on which Struve's

rendering breaks up is the preposition r before the numeral 4,',. r is never used in the

mathematical papyri to introduce a dimension when only one dimension is given-; it is,

however, used to introduce the second of two dimensions when two are given, and it

then answers exactly to our ‘'by” in “6 feet by 3.” And this gives us the clue to the

correct interpretation of the passage. The figure 4l,, preceded as it is by r, must be the

second of two dimensions. Where then is the first ? It must be contained in the 9 which

so unexpectedly turns up without explanation in line 5, where its sudden appearance is

so disconcerting to Struve^, But why was this not mentioned in its proper place in the

setting out of the problem? The answer is that in the archetype it was, but that our

scribe has omitted it. I am convinced that no one who is conversant with the phraseology

of the mathematical papyri and with the Middle Egyptian uses of the prepositions will

question the necessity of inserting the word followed by a numeral between nbt and
m in line 2, thus restoring the reading

nbt (nt x> m tp-r r m ^d,

“a basket (?) of a; in mouth and 4j, in cd,” where <‘d, whatever it may mean, is the name
of the second dimension given, just as tp-r is of the first. The working now becomes in-

telligible. Two dimensions are given; the fi.rst is operated on in lines 5 ff., and the second,

the 4|, is only brought in near the end as a multiplier.

1 Rhiiid, 41-43, oO.

“ Struve's exanude^ (p. 101; from this papyrus, xxi, 4, T), G and xxii, 4, do not contain the
preposition / at all. See my remarks on Xo. 11 in the review of liis hook in this number.

^ On Struve’s theory the working ought to begin with the words “ Multiply 4J by ^ ; result 9.”
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But how came the scribe to omit these two words? In this papyrus, as in others of

the same period, the cursive form of is often almost indistinguishable from that of

(see, for instance, col. xxxv, 5), and the same may w^ell have been true of the original

from which it w^as copied. When the copyist, after writing nbt in line 2, brought his eye

back to the original, he may have skipped from the which followed it, which he had

already vaguely sighted, to the exactly similar a few millimetres further on, and so

omitted both nt and the numeraP.

Once the grammatical necessity for restoring these two words is perceived Struve’s

interpretation of the problem as the determination of the curved area of a hemisphere of

diameter 4^, falls under the gravest suspicion, for a hemisphere is fully determined by

a single dimension, its radius or diameter, while here we have two, a tjp-r and a ‘'d.

To this it may be replied that Struve has produced strong etymological evidence to

show that the nht is in effect a hemisphere. This evidence we must now examine. The

word
,
the reading of which as nht seems certain is doubtless in origin the well-known

word for a basket,” as Struve has pointed out, and out first instinct is naturally to see

in it the technical term for a hemisphere, or at any rate a segment of a sphere, wdiich

its shape suggests. Struve, who translates it as hemisphere, finds confirmation of this in

line fi, where he thinks that the nbt was stated to be half an inr, “ egg,” which he holds

to be the technical term for a sphere. To this there are two objections. In the first

place the reading
j

which Struve proposes seems to me palaeographically unsound.

The is certain, and the egg-determinative at the end is by no means impossible. After

the
^
comes a damaged group which Struve reads Now the top sign appears to me

too thick and too complicated for - In the case of the lower sign I seem to see on each

side of the tiny gap above it a trace of the downward right to left stroke with which it

was begun, in which case it is very short for an r and is more probably a Lastly,

Struve restores the stone-determinative ^ between his group ^ and the egg. This is

impossible for the reason that when a word has two determinatives the more generic

follows the more specific. Thus even if it were possible to have a word determined by
both and trn they would come in that order, not in the reverse.

But this is not all. Struve believes that inr, so written, is the technical term for

a sphere, and he infers this from a use of inr given in the Wb. d. aeg. Spr., i, 98, where

the word is stated to mean an ‘'egg-shell.” Now so far as I know this is based solely on

a passage in Akhenaten’s Hymn to the Disk, which runs: “When the chick in the egg

cries within the shell (iJir) thou givest him breath within it (the egg) to quicken

him.” The word used for shell is stone,” but it is used metaphorically^, and

applies only to the material of which the shell is composed; its meaning is only clear by

reason of the near presence of the word hvJit, “egg.” We cannot argue from this passage

that inr can be used alone for an “egg” or an "'egg-shell.” Surely if the egg had been

called upon to provide a technical term for a sphere hvht and not inr would have been

used.

^ If tlie numeral was 4^, a possibility which I suggest below, there i> a still nmre obvious reason for its

omission. See p. lOo.

- That tlm hieroglyph is meant and not some r.ire sign such as a semicircle is probable from the

char.ictei’iNtic short horizontal stroke within it. That the sign is somewhat differently made in xvii, 2

.'obscure in xvii, 3i, where it stands for ‘‘every, ‘ is perhaps only due to the variability of our scribe’s hand.
3 If b/r meant “an egg-shell''' ^ would be strictly speaking a word-sign rather than a determinative, but

the same order would still be rerpnred.

Note that it is nut written with the sign
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For these reasons I do not accept the reading int] and with this reading falls the

etymological argument for Struve's interpretation of the problem.

Let us now cut ourselves free from the assumption that the figure is a hemisphere

and see where the data lead us. We have a figure the name of which is written ,
and

which is defined by two measurements, of which one, tp~r, “mouth" or similar, has been

omitted by the scribe, and is therefore unknown, while the other, called is 4Y The

figure is also stated to be half of some well-known geometrical figure whose name is

unfortunately damaged. The problem is to find its area.

The figure is written with the word nbt, a word which means a “basket,” but which

in this case, where we are dealing with geometry, must not necessarily be assumed to

bear its literal meaning, though we should certainly expect it to represent some object

of which the sign itself is a not unreasonable picture.

There appear to be two possibilities, according as we take the figure to be in two

dimensions or in three. In the first case we have the semicircle^, and in the second the

half-cylinder. Let us take these in their turn.

If the figure were a semicircle the translation would run:

1. Eo:ample of working out a semicircle,

2. If tJieg sag to you, A semicircle (of 9) in diameter

3. hy 4T in height, pray

4. let me know its area. You are to

5. take a ninth of 9, since a semicircle

6. is half a [circle^ result 1.

7. Take the remainder, namely 8 .

8. You are to take a ninth of 8,

9. result r> + You arc to take

10. the remainder of the 8 after [subtracting)

11. the
§ + I + fg, result 7-^.

12. You are to take 7-^- 4rj times,

13. result 32. See, this is its area.

14. You ivill find it correct.

This reconstruction has the very great advantage of bringing in as the first datum

the figure 9 which seemed to occur so entirely without explanation in line 5. On the

other hand it has one grave disadvantage, since it requires us to suppose that the

Egyptian here gave two measurements, diameter and radius, of a semicircle, when one

would have sufiiced. For my own part I am not prepared to dismiss this possibility out

of hand. Egyptian mathematics was a very concrete and practical science, and a semi-

circle was a plane figure which might for every-day purposes be regarded as having, like

other plane figures, two measurements, length [tp-r) and breadth (<'d). Is it unthinkable

that on the basis of this popular view of the figure there should exist a practical rule

for finding the area of a semicircle which proceeded not by halving the area of the

complete circle, but by taking ^ of ^ of the diameter (length) and multiplying by the

radius (breadth)?

* Scgrnc'iit.'s uf the circle other than tlie .semicircle, and all .symmetrical segments of the ellipse including

the semi-ellipse, may he ruled out because any sueh figure \\hich has 3:^ for its area and 4^ for its breadth

(,measured from the centre of the chord to the cemtre t)f the curve) is, assuming the Egyptian value of tt,

in eftect a semicircle. In any ca>e none of these except the semi-ellipse satisfies the condition of being

half of some famili.ir figure (1. 0). My rejection of un.'^ymmetricdl segments of an ellipse will hardly be

questioned.
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Supposing for a moment that the figure really is a semicircle^ what is the force of

the words of IL 5-0: •'Take a ninth of 9, since a semicircle is half a [circle]''? The phrase

which begins with “since “ must explain either the figure 9, or the step as a whole. Now
the 9 needs no explanation, being one of the data, and the words must therefore be taken

as explaining why the procedure of taking a ninth (as a preliminary to taking |-) associated

with obtaining the area of the circle is here adopted.

It will not have escaped the reader that I have here given serious consideration

to a solution which involves the very same absurdity for which I rejected Struve’s

hemisphere, namely the existence of a superfluous datum. If two data may be admitted

in the case of the semicircle they may also be admitted in the case of the sphere, and

Struve's solution might still be correct, even in view of my emended text.

A little consideration will show that this is not the case. To get the result 32 for

the curved surface of the hemisphere Struve is bound to take 4^ as the diameter, not

the radius. Now we have in reality two data, a t'p-r or mouth and a (‘d. No one will

dispute Struve's decision that the mouth of a hemisphere can be nothing but the diameter,

and, if that is so, the which, be it remembered, is 4^, can hardly be anything but

the height" or “depth" measured vertically from the centre of the sphere downwards
to the point of contact with the ground (supposing it to lie in the position indicated by
the sign But this depth is of course a radius of the sphere, and its diameter, the

lost datum, would in this case be not 4:^ but 9, and the answer would be hopelessly

wrong. It was probably this very fact, namely that the diameter needed was 4^, that

led Struve to play havoc with Egyptian grammar in order to connect the figure 4| with

the dimension tp-r. Thus even if we could admit that a hemisphere might have been deter-

mined by two data, this hypothesis could not here be reconciled with the one dimension

which we have, namely the of 4],.

Let us now take the second possibility, namely that the nbt is a figure in three

dimensions. What solid figures could it represent? The Egyptian draughtsman was un-

acquainted with perspective in the modern sense, and when faced with a solid object

drew either a single “characteristic" view of it or a crude combination of two^. Con-

fronted with a hemispherical basket the Egyptian would draw it as seen from the side

on a level with his eyes, i.e., as a semicircle. And there is one other figure which he
might have drawn in precisely the same way, and that is the half-cylinder, i.e,, the solid

made by cutting a cylinder in two by a plane which contains its axis. If we regard

such a figure as lying on its curved surface he would choose its semicircular end as the

most ''characteristic'’ view; or, if we regard it as having stood upright, he would choose
its ground-plan, again a semicircle, just as in the illustration of Pap. Kahun PI. viii he
represents a cylindrical granary by a circle.

If our problem is to determine the area of the curved surface of a half-cylinder we
at once understand the occurrence of two measurements; if the tp-r is identified with the

diameter, i.c,, the mouth of the characteristic semicircle, the cd of 44^- will be the height^

of the cylinder, and, the area being 32, a simple calculation shows us that, taking the

^ 1 (.MU >\iiruest no ior the word in 1. (> wliieh on this hy})othe>is oitulit to ine.in rircle.*’

- See Sohiifer, Voa d'jfiptisi'her fl030;, 09 tK

3 ii, detennined by Strine with but also po.-^sible. AViiether Cd written with this deter-

minative could be connO( ted with the known wM>rd ^^^^ydiicli, according to ]Vh. d. anj. i, 2:39, is

used of “the '-trip of de.sert land hr>rdering on the cultivation," it is impossible to say. Xor is it worth
while to '-peculate a- to whether this w'ord could suitably be at)plied to the two long straight edges of half
a hollow cylinder lying on its curved face.
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value of TT as the tp^r must also have been 4Y We should then have to restore in

line 2 the words (nt 4^), and the fact that the two dimensions given were the same would

very satisfactorily account for the omission of one of them by a stupid scribe who thought

that the double occurrence of 4^ was a mistake and tried to put it right.

And here I cannot refrain from making, with great diffidence, a suggestion as to the

reading of the damaged word in line 6. A semi-cylinder is half of a cylinder, and

cylindrical were the wooden measures used for corn. If we look at the damaged word,

we see that the remnant of its determinative fits nothing better^ than /CD, and, with

an at the beginning, it is tempting to fill in
]

°
. I have already said that the lower

sign of the central group looks like ^ not and that the upper can hardly be .

Whether the flat type of o used often in this papyrus—and indeed in this very line—is

possible the original alone can decide. The long tail of /cd would admirably account for

the wide space after It is true that this word ipt is known as a measure of content

only from the Eighteenth Dynasty onward {Wb. d. aeg. Spr., i, 67), but, as weights and

measures almost invariably take their names from containers or objects which have

tended to assume a fixed shape or size, there is every reason to suppose that a cylindrical

container called ipt existed in Egypt long before the name came to be applied to a definite

measure. I do not, however, press this point because it is impossible from the photograph

alone to decide whether the reading ipt is possible.

The problem would now have to be translated as follows:

1. Example of working out a semi-cylinder.

2. If they say to you, A semi-cylmder (of 4r^) in diameter

3. by in height; pray

4. let me knotv its area. You are to

5. take a ninth of 9, since a semi-cylinder

6. is half of a [cylinder]; result 1.

7. Take the remainder, naynely 8.

8. You are to take a ninth of 8;

9. result f + ^ + You are to take

10. the remainder of the 8 after {subtraction of)

11. the + tV

’

12. You are to take 71 4^) times;

13. result 32. See, this is its area.

14. You IV ill find it correct.

We have still to explain the words “Take one ninth of 9, because a half-cylinder is

half of a cylinder.” The implication must be that if the curved surface of a whole
cylinder had to be determined the ninth (which is clearly a constant) would have been

taken not of 9 but of 18. Now our datum for the diameter was of course not 18 but 4.-,,

so thac the method prescribed for the surface of a whole cylinder must have begun “Take
a ninth of 4 times the diameter.” Here the scribe adds the explanatory sentence to

make it clear why he operates not on 4 times the diameter, i.e., on 18, but on twice the

diameter, namely 9. The only difficulty about this interpretation is that the working
ought to have begun with the multiplication of 4^ by 2 to get the 9 2

.

^ Note that the older photograph publi.shed by Struve as Fig. 12 on p. 1C4 of his book, ndiile it rules

<»nt seveiMl other possilhlities, leaves the reading /CD for the damaged determinative quite irreproaehable.
2 Note, however, that the same difficulty besets Struve s solution. See p. 101, n. 3.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 14
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Between the rival claims which I have here established for the semicircle and the half-

cylinder I am not prepared to decide. Both have advantages and disadvantages. The

semicircle accounts for the mysterious 9 in line 5, but asks us to believe that a semicircle

could, if onlv in a rule-of-thumb, be determined by two measurements when one is

enoimh. The half-cvlinder not only gives a reason for the existence of two measurements

but also explains the dropping of one of them: but that the word written is etymo-

logically as likelv to be a half-cylinder as a semicircle I am rather inclined to doubt. Our

(lata are in fact insuthcient, and the reasons which might incline us to the one solution

or to the other are psychological rather than rational.

I do not know how many mathematicians I shall convince that this problem deals

not with a hemisphere but with a semicircle or semi-cylinder. I am, however, persuaded

chat no philologist will doubt my restoration of the data of the problem^, whatever

difficulties they entail, and I am content to have insisted on a fundamental principle

in the interpretation of all mathematical papyri. Our knowledge of Middle Egyptian

grammar, syntax and palaeography is now, if far from complete, very considerable,

and if we cannot always tell what an Egyptian sentence means we can often say what
it does not mean. The first step in dealing with any problem is to satisfy ourselves,

if po>sible, that our translation of the Egyptian words is beyond criticism. Not until

this is d(jne should our view of what may be mathematically probable be allowed to

influence us^.

^ GrauHiru’ cannot, of cour>‘^, determine the actual numeral to be restored, though it can establish the

fact that a numeral ha> been Ic'jt.

- Eisenlohr, attempting to interpret the Ivhind P;ipyru> in 1^77, when the study of Egyjdian grammar
w<is still in its infancy, 'was ju'^-tihed in using the opposite process, that of guessing, from the tigures, what
the })iv»hleni inii'^'t be and then trying to force the reaguired me.uiing out of the Egyptian words.
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THE TOMB OF QUEEX INHAPl

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE EDITORS

Der el-Bahri,

IvURXAH.

Frhr^KU'i! 13, 1031.

Dear Peet,

You are quite right in the footnote on page 35 of The Great Tomh Robberies

of the Twentieth Dynasty when you correct me on the matter of the Great Place and the

tombs of Inhapi and of Amenhotpe. There is no doubt about my having been wrong

—

even more so than you seem to have realized—but once the error is corrected we can

add a small point to our knowledge of the Necropolis.

Our question is in the interpretation of the dockets on the coffins of Eamesses I,

Seti I and Eamesses II (Maspero, Moinies royales, pp. 551, 557, 558, and Daressy, Cercueils

ties cachettes royales, 61018-20). In them it is recounted how on the 17th Day of the 4th

Month of the Second Season in the 16th Year of King Siamen the bodies of the three kings

were transferred to j

^

Breasted (Ancient Records, iv, §§ 665-667) translates this phrase ''the tomb of Inhapi

which is in the 'Great Place’ wherein King Amenhotpe rests.” I took Breasted’s trans-

lation and interpreted it, as I believe he did, to mean that the tomb of Inhapi was in a

part of the Necropolis called "The Great Place,” which "Great Place” also contained the

tomb of Amenhotpe. However, to you the passage surely means that the body of

Amenhotpe lay in the tomb of Inhapi, not that his tomb lay in the "Great Place,”

although you agree with Breasted and with me that the Great Place was "the place in

which was the tomb of Queen Inhapi.”

But have any of the three of us the right to introduce that first in into the phrase?

As Hayes has just remarked to me, in all the three practically identical dockets the

scribe never once wrote hn n AnDpi nti m, etc., and now that I come to think of it,

I do not believe he intended to. In fact, I think that he is saying that they were bring-

ing the mummies "to the tomb of Inhapi which is 'the great place’ which Amenhotpe
rests in” and that the scribe was using "great place’' as a name for a royal tomb—

a

current practice, as you show in the Tomb Robberies, p. 9. All of us were wrong in

thinking that the term meant a part of the Necropolis. You were right in stating that

Amenhotpe’s body was in Inhapi’s tomb.

This last point we may take as certain, but before we go any further we must revise

Breasted’s interpretation of other dockets on the same coffins (Records, iv, §§ 690-692).

^ [Tho letter here published ib <i reply to one of iiiiue to Mr. Wiiilock iu wiiieh 1 raibod the (question

of the identification of the tomb found in 1014 by Lord Ociriuirvon and Dr. Carter on the DiiTd Abu’l-Naga
with the Eternal Horizon of Amcnui>his I referred to and shortly described in the Abbott Papyrus.

Mr. Winlock’s letter is not a direct answer to my ([lu'^tion, lnu contains matter of such interest and value

that readers of the Journal will doubtless be glad to have ricces^ t<t it. Editor
]

14—2
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These state that in some 10th Year the mummies of Seti I and Ramesses II were put into

the tomb of Amenhotpe I. The dockets this time do not name the king whose year is

given, but Breasted assumes him to have been Pesibkhenno II, the successor of Siamen,

and then concludes that this move in the 10th Year of Pesibkhenno II was the last to

which the mummies of Seti I and Rameses II were subjected. Hence follows his state-

ment that the Royal Cache in which the mummies were found in modern times was the

tomb of Amenhotpe I.

Of course, if you agree with Carter that the tomb which he found on top of the

DinV Abud-Naga was that of Amenhotpe I {Journal, in, 147), then this is impossible.

If you believe that the Abbott Papyrus contains an itinerary, as I tried to demonstrate

{Journal, X, 223, PL xiii), it is highly improbable. I cannot conceive how the investiga-

tors could have started at the Der el-Bahii Cache, have walked from there three to four

kilometres to their next tomb, and then have come all the way back to their starting-

point. Surely if the Cache were Amenhotpe’s tomb, they would have investigated

Mentuhotpe’s next (instead of last), and the itinerary would have been reversed. Again,

the description of the Amenhotpe tomb in the Abbott Papyrus, difficult as it is anyway,

is utterly unintelligible if applied to the Cache. However, in addition to these difficulties

there is a greater one right in the dockets themselves. We have seen that before the

Year 16 of Siamen, Amenhotpe’s body was in the tomb of Inhapi. The Breasted theory

would have it that at some subsequent time—presumably not later than the Year 10 of

Pesibkhenno II—his body was back in his own tomb, for there he was found in modern

times. This moving back and forth strikes me as improbable—doesn’t it strike you
so too?

The trouble lies with that nameless A^ear 10. Unfortunately, not only is the king’s

name lacking, but even from the placing of the dockets on the coffins you cannot fix the

date with absolute certainty in relation to the dates of the other dockets. Breasted

seems to have come to his conclusion about it thus : Nesikhonsu, wife of the High

Priest Paynudjem II, died in a 5th Year and was buried in the Cache by certain officials

whose chief likewise transferred Seti I and Ramesses II in a 10th Year. Paynudjem II

died in the 16th Year of Siamen. Breasted {Records, iv, § 689) assumes that Nesikhonsu

survived him and must have died in the 5th Year of Siamen’s successor, Pesibkhenno II,

and therefore that it was in the 10th Year of the same reign that the same officials

moved the mummies of Seti and Ramesses to the tomb of Amenhotpe. However, Maspero

{Mo)nies royales, pp. 710-712) makes out a very good case to prove that Nesikhonsu died

before her husband, basing his arguments on documents outside the royal mummy
series. Maspero had a really remarkable flair, and in this case, as in so many others, he

was right. Her bandages corroborate him. Nesikhonsu was wrapped in linen made by
her husband, the High Priest Paynudjem II, in the Year 3 {Momies royales, p. 579),

and this can only be the Year 3 of Siamen. If she died in the Year 5 of Siamen, nothing

is more natural than that such linen should have been used for her. Had she died sixteen

or more years later in Pesibkhenno’s reign, we should hardly expect to find her bandaged
in linen woven in Siamen’s 3rd Year—at least eighteen years earlier. And then finally,

the leather braces on her mummy bore the name of her husband {ihid .)—surely evidence

that her husband buried her,

I feel absolutely confident that Nesikhonsu died in the'A^ear 5 of Siamen. If you
agree, you will see that a perfectly consistent situation among the officials results.

Nesikhonsu was buried by the Divine Father of Amtin, and Overseer of the White House,
Djekhonsef<'ankh, accompanied by three other officials. In the Year 10—surely of Siamen
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stiU—the same DjekhonsePankh, accompanied by the Divine Father of Amun, Wennofer,

and another, moved the royal mummies into the tomb of Amenhotpe I. In the Year 16

—^this time certainly of Siamen—DjekhonsePankh, Wennofer and four others buried the

High Priest Paynudjem II. One of the officials on this last occasion was the Divine

Father of Amto, the Sciibe of the Vizier and Inspector, Nesupekshuti, and he was

probably one of the party which had transferred the mummies of the Nineteenth Dynasty

kings to the tomb of Inhapi three days before. This is a much more consistent succes-

sion of officials than you will get if you follow the Breasted theory.

I may seem to have wandered rather far afield, but really I still have the tomb of

Inhapi in mind, only I had to get rid of that troublesome Year 10 of Pesibkhenno II

and of the idea that the mummies of Seti and Eamesses were moved again after they

were once put into Inhapi’s tomb. With that out of the way, we have a very simple

and straightforward tale.

In the Year 10 of Siamen, the mummies of Seti and Eamesses were moved to the

tomb of Amenhotpe I. Doubtless his mummy was there at the time. In the Year 16

of Siamen they were moved to the tomb of Inhapi, to which Amenhotpe’s mummy had

already been transferred. There is no record of their ever having been moved again, and
I am sure they were not. Inhapi’ s tomb was the Cache. The High Priest Paynudjem II

had chosen it for the burial place of his wife. (A few years before, a daughter of King
Paynudjem had been buried in the tomb of Meryet-Amun in just the same way

—

Metroj).

Mus, of Arts Bulletin, 1929, Nov., Section ii, p. 23; 1930, Dec., Section ii, p. 19.) Eleven

years later the High Priest himself was dead, and Inhapi' s tomb was being opened up
for his burial. In the Year 16, on the 17th Day of the 4th Month of the Second Season,

the mummies of the great Pharaohs of the Nineteenth Dynasty were carried into it, and
three days later the High Priest himself was laid beside them. If only we had a decent

record of how everything lay in that tomb, we could work out the whole tale.

Admit that the tomb was Inhapi’s originally, and you will find that in location it

works in extraordinarily well with the few Eighteenth Dynasty queens’ and princesses’

tombs so far discovered:

(1) Starting at the north, behind the side wall of the Hatshepsut Temple at Der
el-Bahri we have the tomb of Meryet-Amun Bulletin, 1929, Nov., Section ii,

pp. 14 ff.).

(2) In the next hidden bay of the cliff, just 300 metres to the south-west, comes
this tomb of Inhapi. Lansing dug around there in January, 1920, and found a few scraps

of an early Eighteenth Dynasty cofiin, which may have come from it.

(3) Still to the south-west, and 450 metres distant, was the tomb of Ahmose
Tumerisi (A/. i¥. A. Bulletin, 1926, March, Section ii, p. 8). Around about it, on the site

of the unfinished S^ankhkarer Temple and in the cliffs above, there was a small early

Eighteenth Dynasty cemetery.

(4) High up in the clifi; at the head of the next small valley, 150 metres away,
there is a tomb like Hatshepsut’s early tomb (No. 6 below), called by the Arabs
El-Bab el-Mo'allak. It is surely an Eighteenth Dynasty queen’s tomb.

(5) Eoughly a kilometre further on, in the Valley of the Queens, was found
Ahmose, the daughter of Sekenenrer (Schiaparelli, Esjplorazione della Valle delle Regine
p. 13).

(6) Queen Hatshepsut’s first tomb is hidden high up in the cliff near the head of
a valley which drains the southern slope of the mountain, a kilometre and a half
north-by-west from the Valley of the Queens (Carter, Journal^ iv, 114).
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(7) Neferurer appears to have been buried about 1000 metres to the west (Carter,

Journal, iv, 109).

(8) Still further north-west was the tomb discovered by the natives in 1916 {ibid.),

(9) To the south and west of the mountain there is a group of tombs of women

of the harims of Tuthmosis IV and Amenhotpe III (Legrain, Arm. Serv., 1903, p. 138,

and 1904, p. 139; Carter, Journal, iv, 121-112).

Obviously, the prerequisite for the queen’s tomb in the Eighteenth Dynasty was a

hidden site, preferably a mountain gorge. Inhapi’s tomb was in just such a gorge, and

although it is nearer the centre of the Necropolis than those chosen for most of the

similar tombs known to us, this gorge was always a deserted one. Except for an unfinished

pit, there is not another tomb in it. Incidentally, if my identification is right, perhaps

we ought to go back again to the docket and read: ''the crag of Inhapi which is "the

great place* which Amenhotpe rests in.” With a cliff rising 70 metres almost sheer above

the tomb mouth, and the terrace above the cliff rising still a further 50 metres, perhaps

should be translated "the high rock”—which it would appear to mean,

literally.

I must admit that I am as surprised as anyone can be at having written this letter.

Up to a couple of days ago I was completely convinced that Inhapi’s tomb was on top

of the Dira" Abu‘l-Xaga, in "The Great Place” near the tomb of Amenhotpe I. Since

reading your note in the Tomb Robberies and following out its implications, I, at least,

am entirely convinced that Inhapi's tomb is the Royal Cache of Der el-Bahri.

Most sincerely yours,

H. E. WINLOCK.
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1)11. H. R. HALL

The death of Dr. Hall on 13 October 1930, sudden and wholly unexpected, cut

short in its prime a life so vigorous, with interests so many, that in a notice as brief

as the present some of its varied aspects must inevitably receive less than the

justice they deserve. His activities covered so wide a field that few of his con-

temporaries—and of those few I cannot claim to be one^—were competent to follow them

all with expert judgement: and his sturdy frame seemed to have so firm a hold of life

that his friends had not begun to look back on his career or form a considered estimate

of its achievement. Nevertheless, it is fitting that in the Journal of a Society to which

his services were great his death should not pass unrecorded: and if it is too soon to

write in detail of his work, some tribute may at least be paid to a personality which

endeared its owner to friends in every continent.

Harry Reginald Holland Hall was born in 1873 of a stock from which some of his

tastes were inherited. His grandfather, Harry Hall of Newmarket, was a popular painter

of sporting subjects in the first thirty years of the Victorian age, and his father,

Sydney Prior Hall, who also worked in oils, was a draughtsman familiar to many

generations of Oxford men as the author of the cartoons which formerly hung on the

walls of the Union Society's smoking-room, and to a wider public through his sketches for

The Graphic—a paper which he first served in France during the Franco-Prussian War

and which later made use of him as its representative on the travels of royal personages

in Canada, India and elsewhere. Though he had no pretensions as a creative artist,

H. R. Hall is said even in boyhood to have shown signs of that critical appreciation

which grew keener in the course of years. The discrimination of his judgement was not

least among the debts he owed his father; but from him too he learnt something more

—

a manly devotion to high ideals which filled him with resentment at every kind of sham,

as he was wont to show in his outspoken virulence against some of the recent vagaries

in art. But art was not his only interest. At the age of ten he started a museum of

curiosities, and at sixteen he had written a history of Ancient Persia—a work whose

completion was followed at once by the plans for a more ambitious effort to bear the

high-sounding title '^A History of Egypt from 3Ienes to Caesarion.” Even before he left

school, Hall was marked out from his fellows as one who could talk with some approach

to knowledge on a surprising variety of subjects. Besides art and architecture, and

history, ancient and modern alike, thanks to voracious reading, keen observation and a

retentive memory, he had a notable fund of information on international politics, armies

and navies of every age, railways, languages, comparative religion and even theosophy.

In fact, says Mr. Gordon of his youth, ‘'interest in life was the keynote of his character”

:

and the child was emphatically the father of the man.

1 For indispensable help in writing this brief appreciation I am indebte<l to the generosity of several

friends—Mr. Norman Baynes, ]\Ir. S. Burdett-Coutts, Sir Arthur Evans, E. Forsdyke, Mr. S. R. K.

Glanville, Mr. F. G. Gordon, Mr. C. O. Skilbeck and ^Ir, D. Skilboek—to all of wlioni my warmest thanks

are due.
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Hall entered Merchant Taylors’ School in 1886—a podgy, untidy boy whose positive,

though by no means arrogant, opinions on the most diverse matters soon gave promise

of distinction to come. With so many distractions to occupy his mind, he did not excel

in the narrow curriculum of Greek and Latin. Much of his spare time was spent in the

British Museum, and “following Hall down the banks of the Nile” was a pedagogue’s

description of ways which in prospective candidates for classical emoluments meant going

to perdition. Nevertheless, he was elected to a scholarship in history at St. John’s

College, Oxford, and in the more spacious atmosphere of a University he found himself

at once. Under the inspiring guidance of his friend and tutor, W. G. Pogson-Smith, he
threw himself with gusto into the historical side of Greats, and with the encouragement
of Professor Sayce and Sir Arthur Evans laid the foundations of his knowledge of Aegean
archaeology, Egypt now had a rival: but Egyptological pursuits were far from being

abandoned—as may still be seen from the rude hieroglyphs, burnt with a poker, which
preserve his name on the fireplace of the rooms he occupied as an undergraduate^—and
wdth the help of Professor Griffith he offered the elements of Egyptian history and
language as a special subject in his Final Examination, For his University and his

College he always had a strong affection. Loyalty was one of his outstanding qualities,

but to Oxford it was given in special measure; and in later life, when far greater dis-

tinctions were already his, no tribute to his attainments seemed to give him more
genuine pleasure than his election to an Honorary Fellowship at St. John’s.

With an ingrained enthusiasm for the records of the past and an Egyptological

equipment commendable in a youth of twenty-two, Hall was a strong competitor for a

vacancy in the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum.
He was appointed an Assistant in 1896, became Deputy Keeper in 1919, and finally

succeeded to the Keepership in 1924 on the retirement of Sir E. A. AVallis Budge. Of
his earlier work at Bloomsbury little need be said: its tangible results are to be seen in

a long series of catalogues

—

Coptic and Grech Texts of the Christian Period Scarabs

in the British Museum, i (1913), and volumes ii-vii of Hieroglyphic Texts (1912-1925),

wffiich were followed in 1927 by the definitive publication, produced with the collabora-

tion of C. L. Woolley, C. J. Gadd and Sir Arthur Keith, of the finds at Al-^Ubaid.

When, however, he became Keeper, his activities had more obvious results. It was
inevitable that so strong a personality should leave its mark on the collections. His
grasp of culture as a whole, his sense of continuous development in form and technique,

his keen appreciation of the beautiful and his sympathy with the interests of the ordinary

man combined to suggest new selections and new arrangements, the effectiveness of

which was increased by his skill in the art of window-dressing. To make the most of the

material in his charge was a duty which Hall took seriously. Not only was he generously

considerate in his treatment of learned visitors to the Department, but by ready accessi-

bility to the Press he essayed to lend his help in sustaining the interest of the general

public in the progress of near-eastern archaeology.

His catholic knowledge of the material was mainly due to persistent reading and an
intimate familiarity with museums. Of work in the field his experience was small. It is

true that he was with Naville at Der el-Bahri—where his visit during the final season,

when special leave was no longer forthcoming, was taken out of his ordinary holiday

—

and later at Abydos: but, though his discovery of Al-‘Ubaid will be remembered,
excavation was a task in which his rapid methods and impatience of delay scarcely

qualified him to excel. Yet his value was probably increased by his freedom from the

^ Staircu'^e 7, set 38.
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trammels which constrain the field-archaeologist to concentrate on the problems of his

particular site. His business was rather to place finds in their proper setting—to work

new links into the chain of evidence for the history of the ancient world. And the

ancient world for Hall was an area of wide extent.

In the days when he was an undergraduate he was already in love with Hellas. At

that time the discovery was new that classical Greece had not sprung mature out of a

world of barbarism: Schuchhardt’s ScJiUemann had been published just before he went

to Oxford, and he lived through the whole exciting period in which the beginnings of the

story were pushed back from the mainland to Crete. For Hall the Hellenist this was

interest enough, but the vital connexions of Minoan culture with Egypt moved him as an

Egyptologist as well. In 1901, almost simultaneously with the appearance of Sir Arthur

Evans’s first report on the palace at Knossos, he published his earliest book

—

The Oldest

Civilization of Greece. In it he attempted, without reproducing all the material to be

found in the works of Schliemann and Tsountas, to give as critical an account of Greek

origins as the available evidence allowed. At such a moment, when the results reached

by Evans and Ilalbherr were about to be revealed in something like their full signifi-

cance, a still-born reconstruction would have been a venial failure. Neveitheless, though

Plall’s accustomed sanity forbade him to go beyond the established facts, the book was

one of value. It approached the problems of prehistoric Greece from the solid ground

of Egypt and Mesopotamia, and on such matters as the relation of the newly-discovered

Cup-bearer fresco to the paintings at Thebes in the tombs of Rekhmirec and Men-

kheperrecsenb its pronouncements were such as to need little emendation. Even on the

central issue he went so far as to write 'dt is very possible...that Crete and the neigh-

bouring islands were the cradle of Mycenaean art” (p. 183). But the outstanding feature

of the book is perhaps to be found rather in the development of a theme to which Hall

constantly returned in later years—the cultural continuity, obscured, it is true, by the

advent of new elements and fresh traditions, between the Aegean civilization of the

Bronze Age and that of classical Greece. To the task of building up the background

against which Hellas must be set he addressed himself again in his best-known book

—

The

Ancient History of the Near East^ a comprehensive survey of the rise of culture in the

Land of the Two Rivers, Egypt, Palestine, Asia Minor and the Aegean down to the

Battle of Salamis. This work, familiar to a far wider public than the students in

the school of Literae Humaniores for whom it was originally written, was published in

1913 and reached its seventh edition in 1927. To keep it a a courant with the advance

of knowledge, so far as the exigencies of stereotype allowed, was one of its author’s

hobbies, and with the help of its copious addenda it may fairly be said still to hold the

particular field which it was designed to occupy.

From such general themes Hall was diverted shortly before the War to the more

local problems of the Aegean. In response to a publisher’s invitation he wrote Aegean

Archaeology—a concise and freely-illustrated handbook wherein accurate information is

enlivened by familiarity with the excavated sites of Crete and its surroundings. This

led in turn to his delivery of the Rhind Lectures at Edinbxirgh in 1923, lectures which

finally saw the light five years later in a volume called The Civilization of Greece in the

Bronze Age. The book achieves its aim, despite an effort at completeness which resulted

in a somewhat difficult text, documented with a miscellaneous assortment of photographs.

As usual. Hall had much to say on the connexion of Crete with neighbouring cultures

to the South and East, and his criticism of some recent speculations shows all his

characteristic width of knowledge and soundness of judgement. If he was content with

Jouru. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 15
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a more cursory treatment of developments on the Greek mainland, the reasons were

perhaps that, to one who approached from Egypt, this was the remoter side of Greece

and that, in later years, a new interest distracted him from the details of the latest work

on the soil of Greece itself—details which he could justly regard as of little relevance

to his proper studies.

As in youth he had seen the recovery of Minoan civilization, so in middle age he

lived through the years in which the extent and antiquity of the >Sumerian culture were

revealed. Before the War, in his dealings with Asiatic material, Hall had been able to

consult his friend and colleague L. W. King: but with King’s death and his own visit to

‘Iraq in 1918-19 much of his attention came inevitably to be concentrated on the results

of excavation in Babylonia. The work at Al-‘Ubaid, Ur and elsewhere opened a new
chapter in archaeology. Its subject was one which fell within HalFs official province,

and to its problems he addressed himself with an energy which grew greater when his

early conjectures about Sumerian affinities seemed to find confirmation in the discoveries

at Mohenjo Daro and Harappa. On it he lectured many times during the last ten years;

and, though in this region he was handicapped by inability to read any of the languages

written in cuneiform, he came to speak on the early history of Babylonia with an authority

approaching that which he possessed on Egypt and the Aegean. Of his activities in this

new field his contributions to the official publication of Al-‘Ubaid are a monument, and

his characteristic enthusiasm for the study is revealed in the racy narrative of his campaign
in Traq which appeared a few days after his death—A Season's ^^ orh at Ur.

Besides his books, Hall produced a large number of papers for learned periodicals,

among which this Journal came to have a foremost claim. On all his writings the mark
of his personality was plain. A wide humanity never allowed him to forget that in

material remains we have, not only matter for technical discussion, but objects which
are often of high aesthetic value and always records of human experience. Because he

treated the products of excavation primarily as clues to the culture of their makers, Hall

was essentially an historian. It is true that his business was mainly with periods for

which archaeological evidence bulks larger than the written word, but here and every-

where, because his interest was concentrated on the life and fortunes of men and peoples,

his work always bore the mark of a mind whose final aim was the study of human history.

In that respect, however, he was by no means unique. But he had other qualities which
gained him a position wherein it is not easy to think of his successor. The width of his

knowledge, which covered the Aegean, Egypt and ‘Iraq, as well as Syria and Asia Minor,

gave him exceptional opportunities to correlate results from neighbouring fields and to

attack the more local problems of the border lands. When fresh traces of Egyptian
connexions turned up in Crete or Minoan faience appeared at Assur, he had material

after his heart. It was typical of his peculiar gifts that, besides the relations between
Crete and Egypt, he made the Philistines and the Peoples of the Sea subjects specially

his own, and that he gave much time and thought to the sojourn of the Israelites in

Egypt—a subject whereon he essayed to revive Josephus’s view that the Exodus is a
Hebrew version of an incident in the expulsion of the Hyksos. As Sir Arthur Evans has
said, in the archaeology of the Nearer East he was a great liaison-officer; and this is

perhaps the capacity in which, among scholars, he will be most sorely missed.

The writing of books and articles largely occupied his leisure; yet he found time as

well for activities outside his study in places where his presence will be missed as acutely
as by his colleagues in the Museum. Besides being a Vice-President of the vSociety of

Antiquaries and sitting on the Councils of the Royal Asiatic Society and the Society
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for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies, he gave his help with especial generosity to the

Palestine Exploration Fund, of which he became chairman in 1922, and to our own

Society. From 1912 till his death he was a member of the Committee, where his wide

knowledge both of people and of things, his sound common-sense and frank sincerity

of conviction won for his opinions an outstanding respect. For some years, too, he acted

as Honorary Secretary and as Editor of this Journal; but these offices he was compelled

to resign when, for the only occasion in his career, his life was diverted for a while by

the War into less shaded paths than those of scholarship. Soldiering seems early to have

appealed to a character wherein love of country was strong, and in which there was also

a certain tendency to the dramatic. Though anything like militarism was far from his

nature, in his undergraduate days he had belonged to the Oxford University Volunteers,

and when he settled in London he had joined the H.A.C. During the Great War he was

employed on duties which gave scope to his sound knowledge of German and his intimate

acquaintance with Dutch. At first, in the Military Section of the Press Bureau, he was

concerned with the evidence for casualties on the other side, and later, after he had been

transferred to the Intelligence, among other occupations it became his special business

to collect information about air-raids on England. Finally, towards the end of 1918,

when ill-health made it impossible for L. W. King to go so far afield, he was sent to

Traq with instructions to continue the work, begun by Dr. Campbell Thompson, of pre-

serving antiquities from unnecessary damage and of taking such opportunities of fresh

excavation as occurred. The five months which Hall spent in southern Babylonia

were a happy memory: with what zest he roughed it at the head of his cosmopolitan

crew round Ur, Al-‘Ubaid and Shahrain may be divined from the pages of A Season's

TForZ; at Ur.

It was characteristic of Hall to throw himself, at the age of forty-five, into the

adventure of prospecting among the mounds of Babylonia with the unaffected enthusiasm

of youth. As the contemporaries of his boyhood had been able to foresee the man, so

those who knew him in later years could not fail to discern the boy still young beneath

the surface of the savant. The charm which won so many friends sprang from this

unspoiled youthfulness of spirit. Whatever his surroundings, wherever the conversation

turned, Hall was never bored. Whether it was a serious discussion among scholars or a

Twelfth Night celebration to amuse the children of his friends, his whole energy was bent

to the business of the moment. This infinite capacity for interest was the gift which

impressed even the most casual acquaintances. The versatility of his mind gave distinc-

tion to his talk; but it was the ingenuous sincerity of his character which gained the

confidence of strangers and the devotion of his friends. Growing familiarity only made
his solid worth more manifest. There can have been few who were thrown into frequent

contact with him whose feelings did not ripen into those of friendship. To the staff of

his department in the Museum, at least in the eyes of an observer from outside, he

appeared to be something like an elder brother—honoured and respected, indeed, but

with a warmth not to be commanded by a mere official chief. Doubtless at times the

defects of his qualities were trying. Impetuous energy made his demands severe, and
an incorrigible untidiness which is the penalty of speed might invite well-founded

criticism. But such shortcomings went for nothing in the presence of his invincible

good-will towards every scholar of the younger generation whose ideals enlisted his

respect. His loyalty to his juniors was staunch, and his unconcealed joy at their

successes was a measure of the generosity with which he put help and opportunities in

their way.

15—2
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a more cursory treatment of developments on the Greek mainland, the reasons were

perhaps that, to one who approached from Egypt, this was the remoter side of Greece

and that, in later years, a new interest distracted him from the details of the latest work

on the soil of Greece itself—details which he could justly regard as of little relevance

to his proper studies.

As in youth he had seen the recovery of Minoan civilization, so in middle age he

lived through the years in which the extent and antiquity of the Sumerian culture were

revealed. Before the War, in his dealings with Asiatic material, Hall had been able to

consult his friend and colleague L. W. King; but with King’s death and his own visit to

'Iraq in 1918-19 much of his attention came inevitably to be concentrated on the results

of excavation in Babylonia. The work at Al-'Ubaid, Ur and elsewhere opened a new

chapter in archaeology. Its subject was one which fell within HalTs official province,

and to its problems he addressed himself with an energy which grew greater when his

early conjectures about Sumerian affinities seemed to find confirmation in the discoveries

at Mohenjo Daro and Harappa. On it he lectured many times during the last ten years;

and, though in this region he was handicapped by inability to read any of the languages

written in cuneiform, he came to speak on the early history of Babylonia with an authority

approaching that which he possessed on Egypt and the Aegean. Of his activities in this

new field his contributions to the official publication of Al-'Ubaid are a monument, and

his characteristic enthusiasm for the study is revealed in the racy narrative of his campaign

in 'Iraq which appeared a few days after his death—A Season's ]yorh at Vr,

Besides his books, Hall produced a large number of papers for learned periodicals,

among which this Journal came to have a foremost claim. On all his writings the mark
of his personality was plain. A wide humanity never allowed him to forget that in

material remains we have, not only matter for technical discussion, but objects which

are often of high aesthetic value and always records of human experience. Because he

treated the products of excavation primarily as clues to the culture of their makers. Hail

was essentially an historian. It is true that his business was mainly with periods for

which archaeological evidence bulks larger than the written word, but here and every-

where, because his interest was concentrated on the life and fortunes of men and peoples,

his work always bore the mark of a mind whose final aim was the study of human history.

In that respect, however, he was by no means unique. But he had other qualities which
gained him a position wherein it is not easy to think of his successor. The width of his

knowledge, which covered the Aegean, Egypt and 'Iraq, as well as Syria and Asia Minor,

gave him exceptional opportunities to correlate results from neighbouring fields and to

attack the more local problems of the border lands. When fresh traces of Egyptian
connexions turned up in Crete or Minoan faience appeared at Assur, he had material

after his heart. It was typical of his peculiar gifts that, besides the relations between
Crete and Egypt, he made the Philistines and the Peoples of the Sea subjects specially

his own, and that he gave much time and thought to the sojourn of the Israelites in

Egypt—a subject whereon he essayed to revive Josephus’s view that the Exodus is a

Hebrew version of an incident in the expulsion of the Hyksos. As Sir Arthur Evans has

said, in the archaeology of the Kearer East he was a great liaison-officer; and this is

perhaps the capacity in which, among scholars, he will be most sorely missed.

The writing of books and articles largely occupied his leisure; yet he found time as

well for activities outside his study in places where his presence will be missed as acutely
as by his colleagues in the Museum. Besides being a Vice-President of the Society of

Antiquaries and sitting on the Councils of the Royal Asiatic Society and the Society
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for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies, he gave his help with especial generosity to the

Palestine Exploration Fund, of which he became chairman in 1922, and to our own
Society. From 1912 till his death he was a member of the Committee, where his wide

knowledge both of people and of things, his sound common-sense and frank sincerity

of conviction won for his opinions an outstanding respect. For some years, too, he acted

as Honorary Secretary and as Editor of this Journal: but these offices he was compelled

to resign when, for the only occasion in his career, his life was diverted for a while by

the War into less shaded paths than those of scholarship. Soldiering seems early to have

appealed to a character wherein love of country was strong, and in which there was also

a certain tendency to the dramatic. Though anything like militarism was far from his

nature, in his undergraduate days he had belonged to the Oxford University Volunteers,

and when he settled in London he had joined the H.A.C. During the Great War he was

employed on duties which gave scope to his sound knowledge of German and his intimate

acquaintance with Dutch. At first, in the Military Section of the Press Bureau, he was

concerned with the evidence for casualties on the other side, and later, after he had been

transferred to the Intelligence, among other occupations it became his special business

to collect information about air-raids on England. Finally, towards the end of 1918,

when ill-health made it impossible for L. W. King to go so far afield, he was sent to

‘Iraq with instructions to continue the work, begun by Dr. Campbell Thompson, of pre-

serving antiquities from unnecessary damage and of taking such opportunities of fresh

excavation as occurred. The five months which Hall spent in southern Babylonia

were a happy memory: with what zest he roughed it at the head of his cosmopolitan

crew round Ur, Al-‘Ubaid and Shahrain may be divined from the pages of A Season's

Worh at Ur,

It was characteristic of Hall to throw himself, at the age of forty-five, into the

adventure of prospecting among the mounds of Babylonia with the unaffected enthusiasm

of youth. As the contemporaries of his boyhood had been able to foresee the man, so

those who knew him in later years could not fail to discern the boy still young beneath

the surface of the savant. The charm which won so many friends sprang from this

unspoiled youthfulness of spirit. Whatever his surroundings, wherever the conversation

turned, Hall was never bored. Whether it was a serious discussion among scholars or a

Twelfth Night celebration to amuse the children of his friends, his whole energy was bent

to the business of the moment. This infinite capacity for interest was the gift which

impressed even the most casual acquaintances. The versatility of his mind gave distinc-

tion to his talk; but it was the ingenuous sincerity of his character which gained the

confidence of strangers and the devotion of his friends. Growing familiarity only made
his solid worth more manifest. There can have been few who W’ere thrown into frequent

contact with him whose feelings did not ripen into those of friendship. To the staff of

his department in the Museum, at least in the eyes of an observer from outside, he

appeared to be something like an elder brother—honoured and respected, indeed, but

with a warmth not to be commanded by a mere official chief. Doubtless at times the

defects of his qualities were trying. Impetuous energy made his demands severe, and
an incorrigible untidiness which is the penalty of speed might invite well-founded

criticism. But such shortcomings went for nothing in the presence of his invincible

good-will towards every scholar of the younger generation whose ideals enlisted his

respect. His loyalty to his juniors was staunch, and his unconcealed joy at their

successes was a measure of the generosity with which he put help and opportunities in

their way.
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On formal occasions a natural sliyness made Hall appear pompous, and sometimes

even brusque. Public speaking he abhorred, and even his lectures were marred by the

effects of nervousness. On the platform or in the chair he was not at ease, and the happiest

memories of him which remain have a more intimate environment. Hall was a bachelor,

to speak of whose life at home is no unwarranted intrusion; for his home was the

company of his innumerable friends. Whether a few kindred spirits had gathered in a

private house or scholars were meeting at one of those quiet dinners over which his

death has cast a cloud, the '“zwangloses Beisammensein’’ was the setting which showed

him at his best. There his qualities had scope. With his inexhaustible interest and his

untiring capacity to provide good conversation and enjoy it, in such society he inevitably

became a central figure. And in that position, always without seeking it, he found

himself wherever he went. At international gatherings the stiffness and reserve which are

the marks of such affairs vanished before his honest cordiality. One who was privileged

to be present at his dinner-parties during the Congress of Orientalists at Oxford in 1928

will not readily forget the speed and certainty with which his unaffected friendliness

spread an atmosphere of personal good-will over companies whose members had some-

times scarcely met.

To his closer friends his loss is irreparable. Unflagging energy of mind made him a

companion who never palled. To spend an evening with Hall among his intimates was

an experience which left men even many years his juniors feeling the younger for contact

with his infectious joie de vivre. Whatever the subject, he threw himself into it with

zeal. Wide reading in the many literatures which his peculiar gift for languages made
accessible and an extensive knowledge of men and places gained on his frequent journeys

about Europe and the Mediterranean stocked his capacious memory with a fund of curious

information. And over all of it was cast the freshness of a mind whose humanity could

make every subject live and whose good nature won the sympathy of every hearer.

Despite his expansive geniality, Hall’s conversation was never trivial. He was always

in earnest: indeed, his outspoken criticism when he disapproved might occasionally have

stirred resentment in circles which did not know it for the honest expression of a character

still touched by the ajjtness to prejudice of youth. But, however forthright he might

show himself at times, his nature was sensitive, and one which respected susceptibilities.

The firmness with which he held his opinions was no more than a mark of the intensity

of his mind. In all the range of his conversation—from the dawn of history to the

problems of to-day—what he said he meant, and meant so sincerely that it was always

worth the saying. The vigour of his personality, the catholicity of his interests and the

unfailing good humour of his character—those are the qualities whose loss his friends

lament. They found in him a scholar to admire, but a scholar who had not ceased to

be a man—a man made lovable by the deep humanity which always was the essence of

his being.

HUGH LAST.
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Bull. hibl. et pkl. = Bulletin hihliograplaque et pi-
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Bull. Soc. Arch. d\ile:c,^ Bulletin de hi Societe

Royale dWrcheologie cVAlexandria.
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Rev. et. <hie.~ Revue des etudes anciennes.

Rev. et. gr. — Revue dcs etudes greeqaes.

Rev. hist. dr. ~ Revue de rhistoire du droit fram^ais
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Rhein. Mus. = Rheinisches Museuin far Philologie.

Riv. di fil.
— Rivista difilologia classica.

Sitzvngsh. — Sitzungsherichte.

Symh. Oslo. = Symholae Osloenses.

Theol. JPit,-Z,~Theologisclie Literaturzeitung.

Z.f. Kirchengesch.— Zeitsehriftfar Kirchengeschichte,

Z. f. Xiunism. — Zeitsehrift far Nv77iis)natik.
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Z. Sav.^ Zeitseh rift der Savigny-Stiftnng {Rorna-

7dstische Abteilung).
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1. Literary Tejcts.

Genered. Many now readings, the result of joersonal inspection of the pa2)yri, are collected by Gr, Man-

TEUFFEL, De opascalis Oraecis Aey^jjti e papijns ostraeis lapidibasqae coUectis, forming no. 12 of Tracaiu

de la ^Societe des Sciences et des Lettres de Varsovie^ 1930. The work is divided into four chapters, viz.

:

Texts from inscriptions; Hymns, aretalogies, etc.; iMimica, etc.; Lyrica, etc. Full bibliographies are

attached to each text, but unfortunately no translation is given. An ineditum is 2>Tiuted at p. 150

(P. Berol. 13870, recto;, a fragment of mime. See also § 2.

A fre.-sh instalment (the last, fasc. 4. was jjublished in 1914; of the Papyri landanae has ajiiDeared,

entitled Literarische Stneke and Wrwandtes, 1931, edited by JosEF Sprey. Included are: 11. i, 94-112;

Od. IN, 194-235; xii, 31-57; Iambics; yv^fiai already jiublished
;

Parthenius?, Elegiacs;

Isocrates, Paiiegyric>is^ 18-22; Hy})erides, pcirt of Brit. Mus. Lit. Paj). 132; Scraj.) of Isaeus?; Work on

parts of body, 1st cent. b.c.
;
Grammatical

;
De Sphaera

;
Colour and veterinary reci

2>es ;
Cicero, In Verreni.,

II, 2, the oldej^t Latin papyrus found in Egypt, beginning of 1st cent. See also § 2.

TaitS newly ijublished volume of Ureeh Ostraca (see 3) contains two literary jaeces from the Flinders

Petrie collection, no. 408, IL i, 1-127
;
no. 405, Gnomai Monostichoi of Menander.

Manteuffkl also writes in Polish on “ Papyrologja jako Nauka Poinocnicza Histoiji” in Przeglad

Historyezny, viii ,1929), 70-90.

Powell and Barber, Xeto €hp>ters (2nd ser.), is reviewed by J. Geffcken in Phil. TFoc/l, 709-14.

Epic. Bolling review^ in GL Phil., xxv (1930), 193-201, Gantarella’s Eedizione polistica di Oraero.

Iiii[H>rtant.

A new edition of Hesiod s Theogony by F. Jacoby, reviewed in J.Il.S., l (1930), 3GS-9, u.ses the pajjyrus

iiLiterial.

Tiie long-awaited ^jublication of the Antinoe
2
)a2)yrus of Theocritus has at last Liken jilace: Hunt and

Johnson, 7\ro Theocritus Papyri, Egyjit Ex^doration Soc., 1930. The second papyrus is P. Oxy. 2064.

Unfortunately the text fails us just where we most need it, e.g. in the Aeolica and in the recovered ending

to the Fleracliscus. However, the results are extremely important and are clearly brought out by Maas in

Gnomon, VI (1930;, 561-4. Reviews also by Gow in CL Rec., nliv, 228-30, and Cessi in Aegyptns, Ni (1931),

88-91. Also Tinies Lit. SvppL, 1931, 1 15.

W. Morel makes restorations of Brit. Mus. Bassarica in Archiv, in (1930), 222-3. A further identihea-

tion is rnaiie by Maas in B.Z., XNiN, 383.

Elegiac. Sensational results have followed Lobel’s examination of the larnhi patiyrus (P. Oxy. 1011)

under ultra-violet light, published in the Bodleian Quarterly Record, vi (1930), 138-42. Large tracts of

the poem are now made intelligible for the first time.

In Aegyptas, x, 152-79, F. Ageno examines the various suggestions for the restoration of 1. 2 of the Coma
Ber^oiices. Lavagnini’s translation of Catulluses poem is reviewed by E. Diehl in Phil. Tl oc/^., 1930, 227-8.

W. E. J. IvuiPER restores in Stiidi ital. di pL chtss., vii, 127—9, jSovTropos StopJjo'o’eo, while,

on the same t<ick, Kalinka in Anz*dger U len. Ah., 1929, 26/—9, proposes \\paiv6[r} iyyv\s treo and ^Oprjuxcra

Kyivcorrirov vauris <i[tyi«Ao5]. In the same 2>oem Rg.STAGNI would read [iTTTret’S-] to^wrou AoKptKoi *Ap (rLe6rjs

in Rir. di jil., vii (1929), 522-3. See also Lenchantin de Gubernatis, Catullo e la Chioma di B., in Studi

ital. di jiL class., vii, 113-26.

W. Morel writes on 'M)ie Grundung von Messina” in ItaJiea, iir, 334-5.

G. ( ’oppola on “Calliimichus Senex” in Pdc. di jil., lviii (1930;, 273-91, deals with the e^dlogue to the

Aitla and the Epinicia for Berenice and for Sosibius.

In CL Quart., xxiv (1930;, 109-12, W. M. Edward.s discusses “The Callimachus Prologue and Afiol-

lonius Ivhodius.” He iinds the latteEs 2>oem referred to in the words [Spur] ttoXv ttjv paKprjv, while the

rest of the line, opirvia 0€(rpo(p6pos, alludes to the 2)oem Demeter by Philetas. If we read vrivv instead of

bpvv
,
as VoGLiANO suggests to me, the likelihood would become a certainty. Edwards, in the same article,

also makes important readings in the Brit. Mus. scholia to the Aitia. Review by Rostagni in Rir. di fiL,

VIII, 257-8.

In Riv. di fiL, VII (1929), 457-77, E. Bignone finds echoes of Callimachus in Vergil and Horace

—

S'novi spanti di poesia eVenistica in Orazio.

I have not seen Coppol.Cs Archiloco o imitazioae ellenUtica? in Studi ital. di fiL class., vii, 155-6<8.

Lyric. An important article })y Lobel in Hermes, lxv (1930), 356-65, subjects to .scrutiny the Corinna
papyrus. L. distinguishes three iioenis, and would assign Corinna herself to the period 350-250 b.c. in

accordance with the orthogra 2>hy of her 2Joenis.
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LoBEL^b Alcaeus is reviewed by R. Pfeiffer in Gtioiuoii^ vi, 316-21, and by Bolling in Language^

V (1929., 276-82.

In Read. 1st. Lomh.., 1929, 827-38, L. A. Stella writes on the new Eriaaa fragments.

Brania. An important review 1)y KoRTE of Jensen s Miaajadrl R<‘li<jiuae appears in Phil, llbc’/i., 1930,

833-42.

Other reviews are in Rev. de iv, 409-10, by Oollart, and in Am. Journ. Phil.., 1930, 83-4, by

L. A. Post.

New scraps of Menander’s Georgos are published by Milne in the Joum.al, xvi (1930 187-92, from a

4th cent. pa29yrii& book, P. Loud. Inv. No. 2823 a. Yogliano informs me it is ri quite ditferent M»S. from

P.S.I. 100.

In Rec. it, aac.., xxxr (19^^), 314-26, P. Boyance in '‘i)eux remarques sur L’Eunuque” uses evidence

of Menander 2)a2>yri.

Fourteen lines of a Frammeiito della Comuiedia Antica” are t^Gblished by Norsa and Vitelli in

Ball. Soc. Arch. dlAlex.., 2o (1930;, 1-9. Gallavotti in Par. dl fil..^ viii (1930;, 209-15, would assign it to

the Middle Comedy, jierlnqjs the Am? yovai of Philiseus. 8o too Korte in Hermes, Lxv, 472-6.

There is an a^^jcndix on '‘Euripides in the Papyri" in AV. X. Bates, Euriiddes. Reviewed in J.H.S., l, 365.

Manteuffel, in Hermes, lxv, 123-8, interprets 1. 57 of the Charitiou mime, P. Oxy. 413, as stage

directions, and gives new readings in the London mime, 11. 1-8 ;Brit. Mus. Inv. No. 1984). Cf. also Man-
teuffel in Eos, XXXII (1929;, 40-2.

A list of stage iiro^ierties for mimes is edited by Manteuffel from Berlin Pap. 13927 in Eos, xxxii,

27-33, followed, 33-40, by remarks on the Brit. Mus. ( Lit. IVq). 52;.

A^ogliano re-edits in G/foraoa, vr, 113-5, the '‘new comedy fragments
2
)u] dished by Vitelli List year

in Studi ital.

A dissertation (Lund Fniversity; by L^rbaN UhsING, ‘‘Studien ^iir griechischen Fabel,” is commended

by A. Hausrath in Phil. Woch., 1931, 41-4.

The text of Bahrias is discussed by 0. Immisch in Rhein. J/wn., lxxix (1930), 153-09, who coiiqiares

the Boiiriant jiaj^yrus with the Codex Athous to tlie advantage of the former.

In Aegyptus, x, 255-6, AV. A. Olbfather sees in P. Grenf. ii. 84 a vari.ition of the Aesotdc fable called

Ai/3po<^oj'os‘.

A work on '‘II 29a2)iro Golenischef,’* i.e. the Ahta Aesopi, by F. Potente (Xap<di, Cimmaruta, 1930),

is reviewed unfavourably by A. Hausrath in Phil . Woch., 1931, 65-7.

A fragment of the A"ita Ae.sopi in Lligur from Central Asi.i is published by L. Rasoxyi Nagy in Byz.~

Xeugr. Jahrh., vii (1930), 429-43.

IvNOX reviews F. Jung’s Hippouax Redirivus in Gnomna, vi, 321-4.

History. A. AA"^. GoiiME reviews F. Hommel, Heliaia : Uetersarjuiagea znr Verfa.sswng mid Proiess-

ordnaag des atheaischen Volksgcrichts, inshcsouderc zma Seldassteil der \\6. IIoX. des A ristoteles, in Cl. Lev'.,

XLiv, 64-6.

In xiteae e Roma, x (1929;, 145-53, AIomigliano writes on P. Oxy. 1365
,

‘'La gcnealogia degli

Ortagoridi,”

The 2nd volume of AxQOby's. Frag nieate der griech. Ilistoriker includes P. Oxy. 12, 1613, 2082 and other

papyri.

In Cl. Phil., XXV, 183-4, L. A. Post restores Phlegoii ;P. Oxy. 2082).

A. Rehm in Philologas, Lxxvi (1930), 118-22, makes textu.il suggestions for ’A^. IloX. 47, 48.

ATatheraaties. In Cl. Phil., xxv (1930), 373-5, K. A'ogel writes on “Die algehraischen Probleme des

P. Alich. 620.”

Music. In Chron. d'Eg., v (1930), 278-85, C. Preaux writes on “Quelqiies Echantillons jiaijyrologiques

de Alusique grecque.”

Oratory. The first 2>apyrus of Dio Chryso.dom is published by AIilne in Jouraal, xvi (1930), 187-92,

from a 4th (?) cent, codex, P. Lend. Inv. No. 2823. It contiins parts of Orr. xiv and xv with unknown
fragments. Bolling, in a letter to me, restores 11. lOC-8 from Od. xii, 184-5.

A. Rehm restores Lysias (P. Oxy. 1606, 11. 149-52) in B.Z., x.xx, 155-7.

In Cl. Rev., xliv, 62, I). Tarrant proposes to read dr€7rt5e/<ruL-!» in Hyperides, Epitaphios, ^ 20.

Lav:. Segre puhlishes in Studi Boa faate, ill (1930), 421-36, '‘Trc papiri giuridici inediti.”

Philosophy. AIomigliano quotes papyri in his article “>Sul Pensiero di Antifonte il Sotista” in Riv.

di /ll., VIII (1930), 129-40.
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In S.G.G.y 1030, 1-32, Philippsqn continues his “Neues liber Epikiir uud seine Sehule,” commenting

on VoGLiANO’s Epieuri Script* f. Cf. Rostagxi in Ric. difll.^ Tin, 256-7.

A crux in Epiciunis’ letter to Menoikeus is treated by Philippson in Phil. Wock., 1931, 61-4.

The author of P. Oxy. 1367 is identified by Philippson with Heracleides the epitomator of Sotion—
yachtrag zu den Panaetiana in Rhein. Mus.., LXXIX (1930), 406-10.

The fragment of Logic, P.S.I. 1095, is related to Aristotle^s Topica by Philippson in Riv. dlfil., vii

(1929), 495-506. Solmsen and Yogliano develop the argument, i‘6., 507-10, 511-12.

A lucid account of the Library of Herculaneum is given by Jensen in Bonner Jahrhache)\ cxxxv (1930),

49-61.

In Phil. Woch..^ 1030, 593-9, J. Blatt reviews C. F. Kumaniecki, Be Satgro Peripatetico (Cracow, 1929).

Romance. F. Zimmeemann examines anew the Ghione fragments in Aegyptus.^ xi (1931), 45-56.

Chariton is the subject of a study by B. E. Perry^ in A;/i. Joiirn. Phil..^ 1930, 93-134.

2. Religion, Magic, Astrology.

{Inclvdhig Texts.)

General. Fr. Pfister, Die Religion dcr Griechen und Ronier )ait ciner Ein fuhrung in die verglcichende

Religionsicisscnschaft. BarstcUung and Literat iirhericht (1918—1929/30. B^trsians Jahreshcrichtej 229, 1930.

Pp. viii + 424), is a survey of uncommon interest and penetration, full of constructive criticism and sug-

gestive synthesis. The special field of this bibliography is admirably handled.

H. (.tRESSMAnn, Bie oricittalistischen Religionen Ini hellenistisch-roniischen Zeitalter (Berlin: De Cruytcr,

1930. Pp. 179, 58 Abb., 1 Karte. 3 M.), published posthumously by A. von Galling, is a general treatment

of the field, in which Graeco-Egyptian syncretism receives due attention. Reviewed by W. Bauer, Tkeol.

Lit.-Z., LV (1930), 434-5.

Kleinknecht

—

G. Kittel—AYeinreich, IIAXGEION, is reviewed by H. Ktttel, ?6., 386-7.

AYerner Peek, Ber Isishymnos con An.dros und verwandte Texte (Berlin: ^Yeidmami, 1930. Pp. vi4'159.

9.50 M.), fills a long-felt want and fills it excellently : we have an assured text, the parallels, and ct good
linguistic commentary {e.g, the remarks, pp. 33 f., on the omission in the Andros hymn of alles rein Referie-

rende., voni Patitos oder Ethos aus mcht zo erfassende). A propos of the problem of the repetitions (p. 158),

we should perhaps compare the curious way in which texts in the magic pa^iyri repeat a refrain with

monotonous emphasis : they afford excellent parallels to the hymn’s j)redilection for long woixls. Hermann
Frankel, in a review G.G.A.., cxcii (1930), 198-201, reads ;^apd^at in 1. 11 of the Andros text, tivdelpiv

tj^as] in 1. 1/, and in 11. 158 ff. ’Icrt? €ya> Tro'Kefico Kpv€p6v V€(f)os cpKCcrt^v eipyoo),
j

d/x<^f7^aXoi/ (S’ doroicrt

Ka<iov dXKTrjpia) p6)(Scov. 1 (Tvavre^ epe) KXrjL^oLorL TroXvKreavov ^aaikdav. I SUSpect some serious corruption

in 41-4. The Cyme hymn has been discussed by A. Salac, Listy Jilologiche, LVi (1929), 76-80, known
to me from Phd. IPoc/a, l (1930), 1194 : it would appear that S. maintains that the spirit of the in-

scription is Hellenistic not Egyptian (as is no doubt substantially true), and that it is a literary product

of the end of the 2nd or beginning of the 1st century b.c. It is however quite possible that the version in

Diodorus Siculus, i, 27, is due to Hecataeus of Abdera (as Schwartz maintained, Rhein. J/w3., xl, 229) : it

suited his theory and may Avell belong to the early formation period of Graeco-Egyptian syncretism.

4Ye may here mention F. Levy, Ber Gebivrtstag des Freundes^ eine Studie z\i Tihidl i, 7 {Studi ital. di

fil. class.^ VII (1929), 101-11, 169-70;, on the praises of Osiris in that poem. Thanks to Messalla, Tibullus

knew the religion in its native land.

E. Peterson, EI2 GEOS, is warmly praised by O. 4Yeinreich, Phil. l (1930), 1088-90, W. E.

Crum, Jouni. Theol. Stud.^ 's.iLxi (1930), 415-8, both giving addenda: another in Th. Schneider, ilzie

Arnivds-Insrhrift und Irendus, Elenchos, iv, 22, 3 {Z. neut. xxix, 155-8).

B ILABEL, Die grai'o-agyptischea Feste, is warmly praised by Wilcken, Archiv, ix, 241 {cf. § 3) in the

course of his Urhxnden- Preferat. 4Ye may note therein p. 239 on no. 4 of the Demotic Zeno papyri with
the royal oath “By the Psai of the Pharao Ptolemaios” and the relation of the Psai to balgcdv, and p. 247
on a document from Lycopolis (the first of the Berlin papyri edited by S. Muller) by Emperors, consuls,

and two eponymous priests of the Emperor. This text should be added to the evidence discussed by
L. R. Taylor, Alexander and the Serpent of Alexandria {Cl. Phil.., xxv (1930), 375-8), with a revised

translation (by R. C. Blake) of the Armenian Alexander-romance, i, 32.

X. Greipl, tiher eine Ptoleniiterinschrift {PhdoL, lxxxv (1930), 159-74), gives an important new
restoration of O.G.I. 16 and removes thereby our one dedication to Sarapis under Soter. U. Wilcken,
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ZxLT Sarapisinschrift von Halikarnass {Archiv^ ix (1930), 223-5), gives substantive approval to the re-

storation, but points to indisputable evidence for the cult at the time.

Pb. W. von Bissing, Silherfignrchen eines kianipis {Bulletin van de vereeniging der kennis van de

antieke heschaving, v, 6-9), publishes a figure bought in Egypt in 1908. On the connexion of the art type

of Christ with Sarapis ef. Thulin, Rom. xliv, 219 (not yet accessible). J pi'opos of the “footprint

of Sarapis,'* cf. 0. Weinreich, Bin Spunaither {Arch. f. Rd.^ xxviii (1930), 183-4).

M. Rostovtzepe, rempereur Tihere et le culte i/nperial {Rec. CLXIII (1930), 1-26; cf. g 4), throws

incidental light on the meaning of cIkcov in Egyptian texts.

O. Michel, spneht der Aristeadrief aher Gotti {Tkeol. Stud. u. AViV., cii (1930), 302-6), well

characterizes the iinaggressive piety of this document, its failure to use nvpLos save in an O.T. quotation

(§ 155), and its recognition of Stoic affinities. G. Stahlin, Josephus und der Aristeashrief (^5., 324-31), is

interesting on J.’s use of this source.

S. Luria, Die Ersten icerden die Letzten sein {Klio, xxi (1929), 405-31), throws light on the “Potter’s

Oracle.”

F. J. Dolger, Die Bedeutung von /^aTrri^ea-^at in einem Papjgrustext des Jahres 15J-151 i\ Ckr. Der

Text keiii Zeugnis far eine agt/ptische Tavfe {Antike and Christe/ttarn^ ii (1930), 57-62), discusses the well-

knowm Serapeum rore and supports the view that
/
8 . and acoBrjvai. are both used in a secular

sense, giving an excellent parallel from Euhnus, Historia Monaehorum (Greek text), c. 34, p. 96 Preiischen.

In his Die Gottesiveihe ditrch Brandmarkang oder Tatbivierung ini ugyptisehen Dionysoskult der Ptolentuer-

zeit (26 ., 100-6), he discusses the tradition about Philopator and the Jews.

P. JouGUET, Dedicace grecque de Aledanioud {Ball. Inst. fr. darek. or.., xxxi (1930), 1-29), is inaccessible

to me.

P. Collart, Le sanetuaire des dieu.r egyptiens d Philippes {B.C.H., Liii (1929), 70-100), describes

a sanctuary on the acropolis at Philippi (with live cellae : dedications to Horns, Apollo, Harpocrates

;

Harpocrates, Isis and Sarapis; B^ois
;
table and f<jur benches, the latter ex imperio by a doctoi’, dedicated

Isidi reginae. Isis is emphasised. Kalliiiikos calls himself in one inscription “priest of Isis and Sarapis,”

in another simply “priest of Isis.” Xo dedication to Anubis. A statuette of Telesphorus. 0. urges

that the cult of the Egyptian deities was here directed to them largely as deities of healing, and remarks

that the jiresence of the cult at Philippi shows again the importance of the higlnvays of commerce in the

spread of religions. A good study).

T. L. Shear, in his Excavations in the theatre district and tombs of Corinth in 1919 {A.J.A., 2nd ser.,

XXXIII (1929), 515-46), mentions (p. 519) the discovery on the piece of a shaft of a small marble column

in the theatre of an incised dedication to Isis and Sarapis.

L. Robert, Is^is Eleuthera {Rev. hist, rel., xcviii (1928), 56-9), reads iv Mvpois Ty]s Xvklus ’eXci -

B4[p]av in P. Oxy. 1380, 79 f., explaining it as an identitication with the local deity Eleuthera, for whom
he gives valuable material. .1 propjos of this text, I may refer to P. XIontet’s ol.)servations, Rer.

xxxix (1930), 11
, 15, 20

,
ill his Tunis, Avaris, et Pi-Ramsi'^ (pp. 1-2S;, 011 the Egyptian habit of adding to

the name of a deity that of the city appertaining to him or her even outside that city. The papyrus gives

a generalisation resulting from contact wdth Greeks, like the generalisation of the admission of rulers to a

place in the existing temples of the land.

E. Peterson, Die Einholuag des Kyrios (Zeitschr. system. Theol., vii (1929), 682-702;, d propos of

1 Thess. iv. 13 ffi, gives a most interesting collection of papyrus and other texts describing the welcoming

of a ruler and makes excellent use of them for Xew Testament exegesis.

The Loeb Philo by F. H, Colson and G. H. Whittaker, vols. i, ii, is deservedly praised by O. Stahlin,

Phil. Woch., L (1930), 225-7, as is also M. Adler, Studien zu Phdou vun Alc.va ndri(f, ih., 867-71 (on the

development of the allegorical method in Philo), and by H. Windisch, Theol. Lit.-Z., lv 1930), 509-10.

0. Stein, Die allegorische Exegese des Philo <ras Alexandria, is reviewed by F. IL Colson, Joarn. Theol.

Stud., XXXII (1930), 108-9, [A.], Rec, hihl., xxxix, 142-3, 0. Michel, Theol. Lit.-Z., lv (1930), 55-6
;

H, Le'wy’s excellent Sobria ehrietas: Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der antiken Mystik (Z. neut.

Beih. 9), by H. Koch, ib., 339-42 (disputing, as does Lebreton, Rech. sc. relig., xx (1930), 160-2, Lewy’.s

thesis that Cyprian has Philo s phrase via Grigen and holding that Cyprian may have used Philo directly),

and Nock, Journ. Theol. Stud., xxxi (1930), 308-10,

Eerrnetisrn. M. E. Lyman, Hermetic Religion and the religion of the fourth Gospel {Journ. Bibl. Lit.,

XLix (1930), 265-76), notes parallels and differences, but does not go deep. In this connexion wm may
mention C. H. Kraeling, The fourth Gospel and contemporary religious thought {ih., 140-9), Millar

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 16
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Bqrrows, The oHgitial language of the Gospel of John 95-139: judicious and admirable. We are

nowhere near the end of the discussion, but I may be allowed to express the conviction that the Gospel is

Semitic but not Jewish), H. Odeberg, The fourth Gospel interpreted in its relation to contemporaneous

religious movements in Palestine and the Hellenistic Oriental vxM (Ft. i, 1929. Pp. 336. Reviewed with

his S Enoch by Lagrange, Rev. hibl.^ xxxix, 452-8), and E. Buklen, MONOTENHS {Theol. Stud. u. Knt.^

ci (1929), 55-90. He makes out a good case for the meaning Ik g-ovov yevvrjSels as well as ^6vos ycvvrfOeis.

Of his discussion, p. 75 of the symbolism of the phoenix, 76 of the scarabaeiis, 77 of primal bisexual

beings).

R. Reitzenstein, Soch einrnal Eros und Psyche {Arch. f. Rel.^ xxviii (1930), 42-87), in the course

of his argument for an Indian origin of the story, returns (pp. 66-71) to the place of '^vxrf in CZT., x, the

Abraxas cosmogony and the Mithrasliturgie.

W. B. Kristensen, Be goddelyhe heraut en het v'oord van God {Heeled, kon. Akad. Amsterdam, xifd.

letterk., Deel 70, Serie B, Xo. 2, pp. 26), is probably interesting, to judge from a review by H. Windisch,

Theol. Lit.~Z., lv (1930), 602-3.

K. Reitzenstein, Die Vorgesehichte der christlichen Taufe, mit Beitragen von L. Troje (Leip>zig u.

Berlin : Teubner, 1929. Pp. viii-f399. 14 M.), is an important work, the signiticance of which lies largely

outside this bibliography. We must, b(nvever, here remark on the very interesting parallels to Corp. Herni.,

I and XIII, and to the end of the Ascltpius, afforded by a }>assage of Philo, Quaei<t. in Exodnrn, ii {a propos

of the ascent of Moses on the mountain), discussed b}^ him in ch. 3 ; we have here the transmutation of

human nature, and the passing into the divine by an ascent. To an interesting review by H. H. Schaeder,

Gnomon, v (1929), 353-70, Reitzenstein replies Arch. f. Rel., xxvii (1929), 241-77 : both should

be read.

W. Theiler, DieVorhereitung des Nevplatonisrnus {Prohlernatu, i, Berlin: Weidmann, 1930. Pp. x+
166), solid contribution to philosophic history, includes, pp. 125-34, a discussion of the relation of

Hermetic thought to Posidonius.

Astrology. Cumont, Cett. codd. astr. gr., viii, 1, is highly praised by W. Kroll, Phil. Woch., L (1930),

433-5.

J. Freundorfer, Die Apokalypse des Apostels Johannes und die hellenistische Kosmologie {Bihlische

Studien, xxiii, 1929. Pp. xiv 4-148. 6 M.) is reviewed by E. Nestle, Phil. Woch., L (1930), 97-9 (with

praise and agreement in F.’s criticisms of some of Bolbs conclusions), and E. B. Allo, Rev. hibl., XXXIX

(1930), 599-602.

Papyri landanae, fasc. v, by J. Sprey, includes no. 88, pp. 207-9 (4th cent.; two horoscopes); 89,

pp. 209-10 (horoscope : date of birth 3 Dec. 227 a.d.).

Alchemy. Catalogue of Latin and vernacular alchemical Manuscripts of Great Britain and Ireland

dating from before the XVI century by Dorothy Waley Singer, assisted by Annie Anderson and by

Robina Addi.s. Yol. ii (Brussels: Lamertin, 1930. Pp. viii 4- 331-755) continues this important survey.

Magic. P. Gollart, Une nouvelle tabula defixiunis dHgypte {Rev. de phil., 3® Ser., iv (1930), 248-56),

publishes a new text in a writing which he associates with the 5th century a.d. : it includes familiar nomiiia,

starting with a conjuration by Brimo reminiscent of the Hekate hymn in the great Paris Papyrus. The
spell is intended to check the anger of one Origen. The most interesting phrase is 1. 36 on o-e eViJcaXov/xat

Tov yiiyav o'ca/xaroetSi) do'co^arot', rov to (ficbs KaTaenriovraj rbv Kvpiov t7]S 7rpa)T7]s y€ve<T€a}s lacoTjiaie oviaAop.

2aAaoi0. I suspect that o-oyparoeibr} aa-atparov ib due to t>leasure in combining antithetic attributes of

deity, as in Corp. Herrn,, v, 11, and to Jewish ideas (man is made in God’s image, but God has no body),

rather than to the philosophic analogies discussed by Gollart, p. 255.

I am informed that Papyri landanae, fasc. v (1931), by J. Sprey, not yet accessible to me, includes

no. 72, pp. 172-5 (6th century), model for Ghristian epitaph or amulet
;

no. 87, pp. 203-7 (4th century,

first half), a piece of magic to do harm, very like Audollent, Defix Ionian tahellae, no. 188.

K. Preisendanz, Unhekannte Zauherpapyri in Deutschland {Forsch. u. Fortschr,, vi (1930), 63-4),

describes P. Berol. 11737, 13895 (very interesting Jewish element, and final prayer like the Mimaiit

papyrus prayer and the Anaphora of Serapion), P. Lips. 9418, 46429.

He has reviewed A. S. Hunt’s Incantation in the Ashrnolean Museiaa in Phil. Woch., l (1930), 748-50,

suggesting (probably rightly) that epeTrrT^ is to be read as a proper name, and (what is more open to doubt)

that the text is a diaKoiroS) written by a third person (can aw Karapei^ov be so interpreted?).

Gampbell Bonner, The numerical value of a mag iced formula {Journed, xvi (1930), 6-9), very cleverly

settles some problems of the isopsephic equivalents of nomina barbara.
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In his Notes on the Paris Magical Papyrus {CL Pkil.^ xxv (1930), 180-3) Boxner reads 1. 2329 kcu

'

2<f)Lyybs dvdyKg and interprets dvri^apd aov Kpard).

Th. Hopfner, Das Diagram/n dcr Opldtcn {Charistcria Alois Rzach ziua achtzigsten Gehurtstag darge-

hracht. Keichenberg: Gebriider Stiepel, 1930, 86-98;, reconstructs and explains with his great knowledge

the queer cosmic diagram described by Celsus and dibcussed by Origen in his rejoinder.

E. Peterson, in reviewing L. Jalabeht—R. MoL'TERDE, Inscriptions grecqites etlatines de la Syrie^ i

{Tkeol. Lit.-Z.^ LV (1930), 254-5), conjectures \\pKLrj\ for \\pr)u]\ in no. 221, recognises 225 as a familiar

magical formula, and explains 230 gdyiarov cott 6^6v from Irenaeus, i. 15. 5 (cottt; isop.sephy).

K. Preisendanz, Papyri graecae raagieae^ is reviewed by J. Kroll, D. Lit.-Z.^ ill F., ii (1930), 214-9

(high praise); Lena, La Magie, by S. de Ricci, Per. Eg. anc.^ ii (1928-9), 278-9; Bachtold-Staubli,

Handivorterhuch des dcutschen Aherglav}}cns.^ i, 7 — ii, 11, by A. OsTHEiUE, Phil, llbc^., L (1930), 847-55,

and U. Bomm, Jahrh.f. Litvrgiewiss.^ ix (1930), 196-8; Symholae Osloeiues, vii, viii, by A. Klotz, Phil. Woch.^

L (1930), 755-7 and 1186-8, v by A. D. XoCK, Jovrn. Theol. Stud., xxxi (1930), 314; J. Ph. Vogel, Met

Sanscrit woord tejas {^gloecPvaur) in de heteekeids van magische Kracht {Med. Ak. Aiasterda)n^ 70, Ser. B
no. 4, pp. 43), by H. Windisch, Theol. Lit.-Z., lt (1930;, 603-4.

Christianity. I am informed that Papyri lundauac^ v, includes no. 69, pp. 165-9 (4th cent., last leaf

of a papyrus codex, parts of 16 lines;, a Cliribtological fragment, possibly by Didyrnus the Blind; no. 70,

pp. 169-70 (3rd cent.), a disciLssion of Exod. xvii. 3tf. and Xum. xx. 5 if.; no. 71, pp. 170-2 (mid. 4th cent.),

a possibly Christian fragment; no. 72 has just been mentioned.

C. Schmidt, Ein ncae^ ttriginaldok ainent nas dcr DioHctianisckca Christeaverfolgaag (Theol. Lit.-Z..^ LV

(1930), 227-9), is a republication of the eleventh text in Frisk’s collection (noticed Journal.^ xvi (1930),

127-8), cleverly so interpreted. K. F. ^X. Schmidt, Phil. IPocA., l (1930), 234-40, restores no. 21 as a new

version of the apocryphal letter of Jesus to Abgar (it was recognised as that by Bell in his review.

Cf. now another restoration by H. C. Voctie, Ilarv. Theol. Rev., xxiii (1930), 299-302).

W. SCHUBART, Ghristliche Predigten aus Agyptm {Mitt. d. dcatsch. Past. f. Ag. Alterturnskun.de in Kairo,

i (1930), 93-105), is not accessible to me.

R. Bcnkerley, The O.vyrhynchas Gospel Fragments (Hare. Theol. Rev.., xxiii (1930), 19-37), urges that

P. Oxy. 1 is part of a genuine Treasury of Sayings gathered from canonical Gosjjels and other sources

(including oral tradition), probably made for private use, 654 being rather part of a secondary Gospel, 655

perhaps another fragment thereof, 840 something incorporating early and valuable material, 1081 clearly

Gnostic and unhistorical : the fragments of 1224 he rearranges 3, 4, 1, 2. On no. 840, cf. F. J. DoLGEr,
Der Dnrchzng diirck das Rote Meer als Sinnhild der christlichen Taufe {Antike n. Chnstentum^ ii, 63-9).

A. Debrunner, in reviewing Preisigke-Bilabel, Sammelhuch., ill, 2 {Theol. Lit.-Z.., LV (1930), 337-8),

remarks on no. 7265 (from a marble table) i-yiaiTcor (pdyc KvpL{a)Kovs as referring to Eucharistic meals.

Glaue, Bruchstuck des Origenes, is reviewed by W. Schuhart, O.L.Z.., xxxiii (1930), 455-6; F. Ll.

Griffith, Christian Documents fro ni Adihia, by F. C. Burkitt, Journ. Theol. Stud.., xxxi (1930), 209-11
;

F. J. Dolger, Antike u. Christentuai., i, i, by A. 19. XocK, ih., 308; Sanders-Schmidt, Minor Prophets.,

by A. Lods, Rev. hist, rel..^ xcviir (1928), 111-3 (and see list of reviews given by M. Hombert, Byzantioiij

V, 659).

For M. J. Lagrange, Un nouveau papyrus e'vangelique, Mt. xxvi. IS-o? {Rev. bibl., xxx^^II (1929;,

161-77), and J. M. Bover, Dos papiros egipcios del N.T. recitn piiblicados {Estudios Ecclesiasticos^ ix (1930),

289-320), see the Bibliogratia Metodica in Aegyptus, x, nos. 7625, 7631.

Karl Prumm, De genuino Apocalypsis Petri textu {Bihlica^ x (1929), 62-80), urges that the Ethiopian
text is to be preferred to the Achmim fragment and uses the Rainer fragment published by AVessely
in 1924. Reviewed by E. Hennecke, Theol, Lit.-Z.., lv (1930), 175-7 (reading c. 14 init. 5f]t^o/xa£ and
supporting the Achmim arrangement of the two great visions).

G. DE Jerphanion, La vraie teneiir d\in texte de saint Athanase retablie par Vepigraphique

:

^’Epistula

ad Monachos {Rech. sc. relig., xx (1930), 529-44), discusses one of three letters preserved in a Latin
translation after the works of Lucifer of Cagliari in A^atic. Regin. 133, in a defective Greek text published
by Montfaucon and in an inscription found in 1820, lost, and rediscovered by the Metropolitan Museum
Expedition and published by Evelyn AA'hite and Crum. This last text contains one of the passages of
the vetus Latina absent from AIontfaucon’s text.

A. D’ALks, La doctrine d'Origene (Lapres un livre recent {Rech. sc. relig.., xx (1930), 224-68), examines
carefully the third volume of De Faye’s Origeue ; volume i is reviewed also by H, Jeanmaire, Rev. hist,

rel, xcvii (1928), 132-7.

16—2
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K. Cadiuu, Onghie et les yeconnaissaaces clementines {Reck. sc» celig., xx, 506-28)j accepts the view that

the two citations in Origen are genuine and so give a terminus ante quern for the Or^indschrift.

F. Halkix, Les vies yrecques cle S. Fach&me {Anal. BolL^ XLVii (1929), 376-88), is reviewed by H. Koch,

Theol Lit.-Z., LV (1930), 352.

W. E. Crum, Colluthus, the Martyr and his Name {B.Z., xxx (1930), 323-7), explains the name as

derived from that of an animal and discusses the mart^u^'s cult and legend.

Johrhuch fur Liturgiewissenschaft^ ix (1930), has its usual admirable bibliography: iiL. especially

i>p. 187-200.

At the moment of going to press I have received two important volumes. G. Manteuffel, De opus-

cuUs Graecis Aegypti e papyris ostracis lapidibusque coUectis {Travaux de la Societe des Sciences et des

Lettres de Varsode. Classe i, 1930. No. 12. Warszawa: Nakladem Towarzystwa Naukowcgo Warszawskiego

z Z.isilku Funduszu Kultury Narodowej. Pp. y + 203), puts together a large number of texts of religious

importance, such as P. Oxy. 1380-2 and the Potter's Oracle, and fragments of mimes, in a form based on

new collations and accompanied by an apparatus and valuable prolegomena. For the lirst time students

have this scattered material in a handy form. There is much to note in detail, e.g. the treating of

P.8.1. 760 as parallel to the Potter’s Oracle and an ineditum (P. Berol. 13876, a mime fragment). The

volume deserves a wide circulation and should do much to promote the study of the religion and culture

of Graeco-Homan Egypt. Cf. also g 1. The other technically fails into the next report but must be mentioned

for it^ interest. Karauis, Topographical and architectural report of excavations dunng the seasons

by Arthur E. R. Boak and Enoch E. Peterson (University of Michigan Studies, Humanistic Series,

voL XXV, Pp, viii-f69, with 42 plates, 19 plans, and 1 map. 1931. Ann Arbor: Univer^^ity of Michigan

Pres.'^. 2 dollars). Here for the lirst time is a methodical excavation of a Graeco-Roman town in Egypt

for its own sake. For this ?^ection we must note in particular pp. 32-4 describing the rectangular niches

with religious paintings, one of a figure who is almost certainly Mithras and very like figures in the

Mithraeum at S. Maria di Capua, Notizie 1924, one in an adjoining house of the Thracian rider god, one

in the second of Isis and Harpocrates, and p. 56, a most interesting painting of Harpocrates on a lotus-

adorned chair, with the beast of Sarapis by his side and a bull and altar on either side below.

3. Publications of Non-Literary Texts.

(N.B. Miscellaneous notes on and corrections of documents previously published are referred to in § 9.

Reoieu's^ when sufficiently important for mention, are noticed here.)

General. F. Bilabel’s Samnielbuch, in, 2, is reviewed by A. Debrunner [Theol. Lit.~Z., lv (1930),

337-8). Bilabel has now published the first half of the second volume of the BerichtigungsUsten, which,

on Preisigke’s death, he undertook to continue. It consists entirely of corrections to the ostraca, which

were excluded from Preisigke’s work, while the second half will contain corrections to texts on papyrus.

Bilabel has had the ungrudging help of J, G. Tait, who in the course of his edition of the Bodleian and

other or^traca has made very numerous coiTections of texts previously published. Berichtigungsliste der

Griechischen Papyrusurhinden aus Aegypten. Zweiter Band, Erste Halfte. Selbstverlag des Yerfassers

(Heidelberg, Handschuhsheimerlaiidstr. 31), 1931. Pp. 145.

Tail’s own long-expected work has appeared during the year, at least in part, for vol. ii, which will

contain the indices, is to be issued later. The present volume contains the ostraca of the Ptolemaic period

in the Bodleian Library and all those worth publishing in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, the Cambridge

L'niversity Library, the Flinders Petrie collection at University College, London, and some small eol-

lections. The second volume will contexin, besides the indices to the whole work, the ostraca of the Roman

and Byzantine periods in the Bodleian. It is greatly to be hoped that this will not be too long delayed,

but the time which the editor can devote to this laborious and exacting work is exceedingly limited, and

publication cannot be expected for some years. Greek Ostraca in the Bodleian Library at Oxford and various

other Collections, \o\. i. London: Egypt Exploration Society, 1930. Pp. ix-flSl. £2. 25. Reviewed by

H. 1. Bell, CL Rev., xliv (1930), 201.

P. Bouriaiit has been reviewed by IYesSELy {Byz.-Neugr. Jahrh., vii (1930), 466-7)*

Ptolemaic. M. Norsa has jJublished the first fascicule of what will be a most valuable collection of

facsimiles of papyri in the Florentine collection. This first part contains exclusively (with the exception

of the last document, which is of the year o B.c.) papyri of the Ptolemaic period, and is therefore best

noticed here. The plates are admirable, and they are preceded, very conveniently for the student, by
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transcripts with briet* descriptions and references to the previous publication. Pubblicazioni della Scuola

di Filologia Clas^ica dell’ Universitc'i di Roma. Sorie ii : Sussidi e materiali. Papiri greci (Idle coUezioni

italiane: Scritture doearaentarie^ Fasc. Primo. Roma ; Giovanni Bardi, 1929. Pp. 15, 10 plates.

Yols. i-iii of P. Cairo Zenon are reviewed by P. YiERECK in Oitomou^ vi (1930), 115-21, and vol. ill

alone by Wilckex in Archie^ ix, 229-34.

As this goes to press I have received C. C. Edgar’s edition of the Zenon Papyri in the Michigan

collection. There is time only to call attention to this very important voluuie—important not only for

the intrinsic value of the text.'^ here c<jntaincd and Edgai*’s commentary on them, but tor the Introduction,

in which, from his unique knowledge of the Zenon archive, he sums up the facts of Zenon’s life and some

of the problems raised by his ])apers. Ztn<nt Papyri in the Uairersity of Michigan Collection. Ann Arbor:

University of Michigan Press, 1931. (rniversity of Michigan Studies, Humanistic Series, xxiv.) Pp. xiv

+ 211, 6 plates. 83.50.

AV. L, AVESTERiiANN, publishing three receipts from the Zenon archive, discusses this group of docu-

ments, with interesting remarks on the methods of development of the Scoped, the I’ates of wages, etc.

He distinguishes two typea of receipt, according as the payment was for wages or a loan. Of the three

published by him, he asNigns two to the former, one to the latter type. Prgardmg Receipts m the Zenon

Archive, in Journal, xvi 0930), 24-30. The third of AVestermaxx’s receipts is bilingual, and AV. Spiegel-

BERG publishes the Demotic portion separately: Dev dettiotische Text des Papyrus Columhia A^o. 2[i]o, in

Aegyptas, xi (1931), 73-5.

I have not been able to see AA". Peremaxs, De Zenon-Papyri. Inventaris van de tot nu toe verschenen

puhlicctties, in ReiK helge, ix (1930), 1182-91. •

The late E. Xormax Gardixer, in a posthumously i)ublished article, discusses P. Cairo Zenon 59060;

see also 5 below. A School in Ptolenuiic Egypt, in Cl. Rev., xliv (1930), 211-3.

Spiegelberg’s Bern. Urk. des Zenon- Archies {Journal, xvi, 12G) is reviewed by AA'teckex in Archie, ix,

238-9. Other reviews of Ptoleniciic ])apyri are : Powell and Barber’s ATor Chapters {Journal, xvi, 126)

by H. J. R[ose] in J.ILS., xlix (1929;, 300-1
;
Edgars Tltree Ptolemaic Papyri by AATlcken {^Archie, ix,

235-6) ;
Kraemer’s Nomarch Sica nor by the same {ibid., 236-7) ; P. Lille, i, iv, by the same [ibid., 237)

and G. Rouillard (Rev. de phil., iv= lvi i'1930), 289); AA^kstermaxx’s Upon Slavery in Ptolemaic Egypt

by AA^ilcken (Archiv, ix, 252-3), C. Preaux {Chron. d'Egypte, v (1930), 274-8), H. I. Bell (Cl. Rev., xliv

(1930), 200), and P. Collart (/ool de phiL, LVi (1930), 410-1); SpiEGELBEiuds ciner ag. Zivilprozess-

ordnung (Journal, xvr, 126) by L. AVexger (^Neves zur ^Aigyptischen Zirilprozessordnungf^ in Z. Sar., l

(1930), 500-2); and Kuxkel's Uber die Yerausserung con Katoekenland by AATlckex {Archie, ix, 237-8).

A reference must be made here to anotlier discovery of a document at Dura-Europus, which bids fair

to be quite an important source of iufurmation about extra-Egyptian law and documentary forms. This

is a loan with service in lieu of interest. It is dated by both the Parthian and the Seleucid eras, and is

important in several ways. It was found on 12 Feb, 1929 by the Vale expedition in a tower to the south-

west of the Gate of Palmyra. A communication on it a^ipoars in the C.~R. Ac. Inscr. et 1930, 158-81

(AI. Rostovtzeff and 0. Bradford AA^elt.es, U/i con trat de prd de fan l U ap. J.-C. trouve a Doura), and

it is published by the same two scholars in the Yale Classical Studies, ii. A Parchment Contract of Loan

from Dura-Europus on the Euphrates. Pp. 78, 1 plate.

Ptolemaic-Rornan. The most important publicati<*n of non-literary papyri during the year is Part it

of P. Ross.-Georg. This is a collection of documents of the Ptolemaic anti Early Roman periods, admirably

edited by O. Kruger. The papyri are in various collections and of various kinds. Some are extremely

fragmentary but others are in good or even fine preservation. They are edited with ample commentaries
with indices, and with facsimiles of two of them, nos. 11 and 18. The texts number 43 in all

;
only 10 are

Ptolemaic. Of these 1-3 are perhaps from Hibch (Kruger raises the question whether 1 and 2 belong to

the same document; may they not be parts of a “double deed,” one from the scriptura interior, the other

from the scriptura exterior^)
;
6-7 belong to the collection published in P. Reinach, and indeed to frag-

ments edited there
;
and 10 is the letter of Plato to the priests of Pathyris which appeared in the Raccolta

Lumhroso, here republished with a most valuable commentary. The documents of the Roman period,

many but not all of which are from the Arsinoite noine, are of various kinds— returns, petitions, contracts,

accounts, and one letter. Among those which deserve special mention are 18, an interesting but very
fragmentary roll of bank diagraphai, and a small group of documents (16, 21, 23, 24, 30 ?, 42) from Alemphis.
Papyri russischer und georgischer SanunlutKjcn. ii. Ptolemaische vnd fruhromische Texte, Tiflis : Univer-
sitatslithographie, 1929. Pp. v + 255, 2 plates.
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Part I uf P'fpu'i Milai»esi XVI, 127) is re\iewed by Wilcken {ArcJdc^ ix, 240).

M. XoRSAb >SV/vV^ov' doL>iiiieiit^ird^ wbicb includes one papyrus oi the Roman period, has been noticed

above, under Ptolentu ic.

lltjuum. A very important papyrus referrin^^ to Alexandria has been published by M. Norsa and

G. Yitelli. Tins is an account of an Alexandrian embassy, apparently to Augustus, probably part of a

litei’ary or bCiui-literarv \\a>rk (of the .'^ame clas:^ as the Acts of the Martyrs”) rather than of an

otticiul report, which refer', throughout to the ^ouXr}. Alexandria is indeed nowhere mentioned, but it can

hardly be doubted that it is the city concerned, and the editors conclude that, if the city is indeed

Alexandria, thi:^ is evidence for the existence of an Alexandrian senate. Da Papiri greci della Societd

lt<di(Ana ‘s^DnU. Soc. Arch. d'Alcx. Stipjjl, da fuse. 25), 2^^. Resoconto di ana 7rp€o-/3€ta di Ahssandrini ad

Aagasto, pp. 9-12, 1 plate. Wilckex accepts the view of the editors (A/r/uV, ix, 253-6), and concludes,

‘‘So wird denii die alte Streitfrage, wanu die Alexandriner ihre 0oiAj) verloren haben, ob durch Octavian

»>der schon vorher durch eineii Ptolemaer, definitiv im ersteren Sinne entschieden.” The matter is however

by iK, means certain. G. DE Saxctis (La hide degli xilessaudvini, in Atti R.. Acc. di To/'ino, Lxv (1930),

513 -5
' inclines to think “che la bule nel memento in cui si presenta la richiesta non exista e die si tratti

di reintegrarla”
;
hence, he concludes, the document does not resolve the old question whether Octavian

found ,i senate when he entered Alexrindria. Even more positively does Yh Schubart take up a view

ho.'itiie to the editors' inteipretation (Dt-r Rat run Alexa /idreict^ in Forsch. u. Fv/'tschr., vi (1930), 274-5).

He holds that the petitioners are not spCtiking of an existing institution but pleading for the establishment

i'or rc-cstablishment) of a AouX?) ;
and he even queries whether Augustus is the “Caesar” referred to;

whether the embassy may not have been to Claudius. I may perhaps venture to add that I share, very

decidedly. Sen CBAET^s main view; the whole wording of the text suggests to my mind an argument in

favour of granting the petitioners something which they do not ]iossess. The character of the hand seems

to indicate a date later than 30 B.C., hardly perhaps earlier than the reign of Tiberius
;
and even if one

accepts the identitication of “ C'aesar” with Augustus, one cannot be certain that the embassy took place

immediately after the Roman occupation of Egypt.

S. Losch has devoted to the letter of Claudius to Alexandria (P. Loud. 1912) an elaborate monograph

which I have not }et had time to read, since it arrived as this Bibliography was being prepared for press,

but which appears to he of cnusiderable importance. Epistula Claadiaaa: Der /teuc /itdeel'te Bidef des

KaPtr.'< CJamlias co/n Jahre Jfl n. Chr. mid das U/xh/'iste/itum., Ei/ie exegetisch-Mstorische Untersuehung.

Rottenbiirg a. N. (Wurtt.); Bader’sche Yerlagsbuchhandlung, 1930. Pp. 48.

C\ Wesslly reviews Beli/s Jeics a/id Christians i/i Egypt in Byz.-Neagr. Jahrh., VH (1930), 496-9.

XVoLDEMAR Graf Uxkull-Gyllexbaxd has tutblished an important new fragment of the Acta Isido/d

(P. BeroL 8877 1 . Its place in the proceedings seems to fall between the Berlin and the Cairo fragments,

and it is couched in dialogue form, the speakers being Isidorus, Agrippa, and Balbilliis, w^hom Uxkull-
Gyllexbaxd identities, no doubt righthg with the envoy mentioned in the letter of Claudius to Alexandria.

On this ground and on otlu*rs he argues for the dating of the trial, not in 53 but in 41 ;
and his arguments

seem to me very cttgent. In any case this new fragment is of the utmost importance and value, and its

editor IS to be congratulated on the skill with which he has edited it and his reconstruction of the events.

Ei/i /tcaes Bruchstnek aus den soge/ian/iten Heidnischen MartyI'crakten.^ in Sitzangsh. Pr. Akad.., 1930,

664-79.

I must refer here to <iu important monograph by J. Stroux on B.G.U. 611, for which see § 6: Eine
GerPht^i'cfor/ii des Kaisers Cla>uUus (B.G. U. 011). {Sitzungsh. Bayer. Akad.^ 1929, Heft 8.) Miincben, 1929.

Pp. 96. Also to XVuLDEMAR Graf Uxeull-Gyllexbaxd’s Zuni Ononton des Idioslogos^ in Archie, ix, 183-

206, for which see 5 and 6.

Keyes's Petitio/i of a State Farmer is reviewed by YTlckex {Archie, ix, 244-5), who also reviews

Sanders's A BPik Ce/'tificate of the Year Ifl a.d. {ibid., 242-3;. E. Cuq publishes a note on the abbreviated
formula found in Sanders’s tablet and elsewhere, C.-R. Ac. Inscr. et B.-L., 1929, 269-70,

A. Degrassi di'-cusses P.S.I. 1026 and military diplomas generally. II papKo 1020 della Societd

italia/ia e i diplomi mUitari ro'mani, in Aegyptiis, X (1929), 242-54.

M. Hojibert, who has shown the most praiseworthy activity in organizing the papyrologicai section of
the Eondation Reino Elisabeth at Brussels, has published a census return which is of rather unusual
interest for the study of population and the composition of the family in Roman Egypt. It is of the
14th year of Marcus Aurelius and comes from Thelbonthon Siphtha in the Prosopite nome. It shows four
brothers and their families living in a single house. PIombert analyses the evidence of the document.
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(In 11. 58-9 read j^TejsUinably ojs {npoKeiTai) (or rripoKHTat) 1) 'Upatcioyv llavrfi^evTos) k.t.X.) Lite faniille

nonibreuse ea Egypte a a it- sit'd in Mtlaiigt's Paul Thomas (Bruges, 1930), 44<J-5(J. See aBo Chioa.

(TEgypte^ v (1930), ^71-4.

Bilabel’s Die grako-agyptiseht^t) Feste iJonnial^ xvi, 1:^7; is rovicwcMl by ilcken in Ar<'hn\ ix, 241.

J. C. Xaber discusses the Oxyrhyiichus papyrus published a^ P.S.I. 910. HEPl ENOIKIOA^ AIKH2 {ad

P. Soc. Ital. 940), in Aegyptus, XI Q93P, 40-4.

A. E. R. Boak publishes in Ann. xxix, 47-03, Sdud Papyri fnaa Kart nils. These papyri were

all found in the season 1924 25. They are : 1. Contract of service in lieu ot interest on a debt of thiee

talents, a.d. 277-282 (in 1. 25 ov is probably the end of the numeral
i ;

2. Xotification <4 death to the

village scribe, a.d. 112; 3. Application to the village scribe to remove one holding from the register of

taxable land and transfer three from the dpyvpLKrj tu^ls to the (jiTfttpdpa, a.d. 214 ;
4. Petition b\ land-

owners and tenants of Kerkes(nicha to the epistmtegus, complaining of tlie neglect of the Karao-Tropei?,

A.D. 211/2; 5. Certificate of the epicnsis of a Roman veteran, A.D. 188.

IViLCEEN reviews in Airhiv, ix, 244, Eitrem-IIuLst'.^ Three (jret‘k Papyri in Osltf, and ibuL^ 243-4,

Bell's Family Dispute concerinug llypothecatioa.

Reference must be made here to the publication l.iy P. AV. Towxsexd of ri V<de pa[>yrus > P. lo(>; dated

2G Pavni of the reign of the first two Cordiani. For its significance in relati{ai to chronology see ^ 4 below.

A Yale Papyrus and a. Reconsideration of the Chronology of the 1 ear JJS a.u., in Ani. Journ. PhiL^ Li

(1930), 62-0.

As this goes to press I have received: Une httre sur renrrgistreraent des Uh<dles^ by P. JouGUET, from

Melanges Paul Thomas (1930), 474-80. Jougclt here publishes a 3rd cent, letter concerning the subscrip-

tion {v 7roypd(j)€iv) of lihelli with a view to their registration ( KiiraxmpiC^f-^)- Tt is of considerable interest

and is furnished by the editor with a useful discussion of the process of registration.

Roman-Byzantine. P.S.I. IX, fasc. 2 (Journal, XVI, 127), has been reviewed by AVnx’KKX (Art:hit\ IX,

245-6) and F. Z[uck:er] {B Z., xxix, 392); FriskAs P. Got. (Journal, xvi, 127 f.) by Schubart {Gnomon,

VI (1930), 609-11), AATlckex {Archie, ix, 249-50), and K. Fit. AV. Schmidt {Phil. )Voch., l (1930), 235-40);

AIoller’s 6V. Papyri a. d. Berl. Musenm {Jounad, xvr, 128) by Schl uaiu' iOnOmon, vi (1930), 612-4),

AVilcken {Archie, ix, 247-8), Iv. Fr. AAh Schmidt {Phil. Woch., l (1930;, 674-7), P. Collart {Ree. de phil.,

Iv = LVi (1930), 411-2; not yet accessible to me), and B. Olsson (D. Ltt.-Z

,

3. Folge, i (1930), 830-1);

A^an Hoesex-Johnson’s Flee Leases in the Princeton Collection by AA'itcken (Archie, ix, 248-9); and

Frisk’s Vicr Papyri a. d. Berl. Sammhing {Jonrital, xvi, 128) by the same (ibid., 248 .

Byzantine. C. ScHMiDT calls attention to P. Got. 11, which he ro[)rints a-> a letter referring to the great

persecution by Diocletian and his successors. Kin neues Originaldoku ment aos der diokletianisehea Christeit-

verfolgang, in Theol. Lit.-Z., LV (1930i, 227-9.

An interesting list of "‘properties’’ for mimes (which are named) is published by G. v. AIanteuffel

from a Berlin papyrus i P. Berul. 13927, b<uight in 1924) of the oth/ith century. Appa ratus miniici lihellus

[Studia Papyrologica, ii, 4i, in Eos, xxxit (1929), 27-32.

AATlcken reviews Zeretelfs Fine griech. Hohtafel in Archie, ix, 251, and AIaktin’s Letter from
Consdt ntinople {Journal, xvi, 128;, ihitl., 27)1.

I referred last year {Journal, xvi, 128; to Mallon’s publication of s<uiie Coptic o^traca with the formula

€TMO'»'Aori. AA". HlxUtSTENBEHg has followed this up with a further collection of similar o.-^traca, and has

ill several respects advanced beyond the interpl•etation^ given by AIai i.oN. He ({U0'>ti<)ns the Theban
provenance of these ostraca and inclines to put them later than AIallon, perhaps to the e<irly jiart of the

7th century. A comparison of the li.inds seen in his facsimiles with tho^e of the AA'<idi Sarga ostraca

makes me think that he is right. By using the AA'adi Sarga texts to elucidate his own and conversely he is

able to throw further light on some of those in the AVadi Sarga volume. eT.uoTiVon he explains as “to the

mill.” Die griechuck-koptischen \<oFKi^\\-0str<i.k<i, in A.Z., i.xvi (1930), 51-68.

Byzantine-Arab. C, AA'esSELY reviews P. Bond, iv and v (Byz.-neugriech. J<ihrh., vii (1930), 496-9).

Arab. Griffith’s Christian Documents from Ktdiiu is reviewed by A. Schauff in O.L.Z., xxxiii (1930^

28-9.

Postscript. The following reference which has been given me I cannot place in its appropriate section,

as the periodical referred to is not accessible to me, and I do not know what papyrus is referred to:

E. Mindt, Ein griechischer Papyrus ans Agypten, in Die Leihesnbungen, vi, 343-4.
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4. Political History, Biography, Administration, Topography and Chronology.

General. There are matters of Egyptian interest in 0. Stein, Lidien in den griechUchen Papyri,

published in Indologia Pragensia {Sekr. d. phil. Fah. d. deutsck. Unii\ Prag 2), 1929, 34-5^.

Ernst Stein, Gesehichte d^s spatroinucken Reiches, i, has been reviewed by W. Ensslin, Byz.-neugnech.

Jahrh., vri (1930;, 514-8; in Gnomon, vi (1930\ 496-505; and in Klio, xxiii (1930), 479-83.

F. Lot, La Fin dn monde untiqne, etc*., is reviewed by Norman H. Baynes in Journ. Rom. Stud., xix

(1929;>, 224-35, and a reference may be made to Baynes's paper, Some Aspects of Byzantine Civilisation,

op. cit., XX (1930\ 1-13.

Political Uistury and position of natio7ialities. U. Wilcken's paper on the visit of Alexander to Siwa

Osee Jovrnal, xvi, 129; has roused much discussion. It is criticized by H. Berye in Gnomon, 1929, 370-86,

and by G. Pasquali in Riv. di fiL, vii (1929), 4, to whom Wilcken replies in Alexanders Zug zum Ammon:

ein Epilog in Sitzongsh. Pr. Akad., 1930, x, 159-76, maintaining his previous view^ : also by E. Breccia

111 Bull. Soc. Arch. ckAlex., vii (1930;, 152-65, by Hans Lamer in Klio, xxiv (1930), 63-9, and by C. F.

Lehmann-Hadpt in Klio, xxiv (1930), 169-90 and 376-80, who all cling to the religious view. On the

other side there is J. G. Hilne s article in A'nc. Egypt, 1929, 74-8.

A. ANDREADhs takes a more favourable view of Cleomenes of Naukratis than has been usually adopted

bv historians: see pp. 10-18 of Antinicne de Rhodes et Cleomhie de Kaucratis in liii (1929), 1-18.

Nelly Greifl discusses O.G.I. 16, which she dates under Philadelphus, in Philologus, lxxxv (1929),

159-74, Uber eine Ptolemaerinschrift

;

her view is contested by LL Wilcren in Archie, IX, 223-5—Zur

Sarapisinschrift von Halikaniass. See also ^ 2 above.

A. Homigliaxo has an article on II decreto trilingue in onore di Tolonieo Filopatore e la qua}*ta guerra

di Celesiria in Aegyptas, X (1929), 100-9.

In li.Z., Lxv (1930), 53-7, W. Spiegelberg publishes Eine neue Enedhnung eines Aafstandes in Oher-

aqyptcn i/t der Ptolc/naerzeit, dealing with a reference to troubles in the Pathyris district in year 24 of an

unnamed king : he thinks it is probably of the Soter II and Alexander period.

An important document dealing with the history of the Senate at Alexandria is published by M. Norsa

and G. Yitelli in Bull. Soc. Arch. d\-ile,i\, SuppL du fasc. 25 (1930), 9-12, Resoconto di una npccrB^la di

Aless</ndrini ad Avgusta, which supports the view that x\ugustus abolished the Senate: it is reviewed by

LL AYilcken in Archiv, ix, 253-6. See also AY. Schubart, Per Rat von Alexandreia, in Forsch.ii. Foidschr.,

VI (1930), 274-5, and G. de Sanctis, La hule degli Alessandmii, in Atti R. Acc. di Torino, lxv (1930),

513-5.

The interest of C. F. Lehmann-Haupt’s article on the Germanicus Papyrus \i\ Klio, xxiil (1929), 140-3,

is mainly historical.

M. Ro.stovtzefe, Eempereur Tihere et le cultc imperial, in Rev. hist., clxiii (1930), 1-26, should be

noted here: see also ^ 2.

Contributions to the literature on the Jewish question in Imperial Egypt are made by S. Losch,

EpistaJa Glaudiana: Dcr neucntdeckte Brief des Kaisers Claudius voniJahre Jfl n. Chr.und das Urchristen-

tum^ Rottenburg a. N., 1930, pp. 48; by S. Heinemann, Ursprung nnd Wesen des Antise7nitismus im

Altertum, in Hist. Z., cxli (1930), 176; and by AA'^oldemar Graf L^XKULL-Gyllenband, Ein 7ieues Bruch-

stuck aus den sogenaivntc'n Heichiischen Ma'rtyreraktcn, in Sitzungsh. Pr. Akad., 1930, 664-79. See § 3.

F. Schehl in Unte7‘suchun.gen zur Geschichte des Kaisers Anto7iinus Pius, in Hermes, lxv, 177-208,

(1) discusses B.G.H. vii, 1564 in its relation to the Parthian war, and (2) points out that the greater part

of the pas:^ages in Malala xi concerning Antoninus and Alexandria really refer to Caracalla.

Administration. The Gyrene inscriptions continue to excite interest: Y, Ehrenberg has an article

Zur Ytrfi^svngsiu'kunde von Kyrene in Hermes, lxv (1930), 332-55, and L. Robert in Rev. et. anc., xxxii

(1930;, 202-3, notices one by Paola ZancaN, II dingrarnma di Cyrene, in Atti R. 1st. Ve7ieto, Lxxxviii

ri929), 1291-1.305.

A. AYilhelm, l7ischrift aus Thehen, in Archiv, ix, 214-7, should be noted in connexion with Ptolemaic

military organization, and C. C. Edgar, A Greek Insrriptio7i, in Ana. Se7'v., xxix, 77-80, in connexion with

Roman local government.

E. R. Goodenough has made a study of Philo’s account of Jewish legal practice at Alexandria in The

Jurisprudence of the Jeudsh Courts in Egypt. New Haven, 1929. Pp. ix+ 268. It is reviewed by M. Radix
in Cl. Phil., XXV (1930), 294-7. See § 6.

Articles to be mentioned here, which belong mainly to other sections, are E. Bickermann, Beitrage
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z}ir antih^a Crku utleufjescfiichtn. iii. "'Ei'rfi’liv inul uTro/ii'Ty/xa, in Archie^ ix, lor)-8ii (.see 7 j ; A. Deorassi,

1! jmpiro 1<^A> (lf‘Ua ^of-ietn ihAiuna e i dipfoiai laVitfiri roniaiti^ in Aegyptus^ X (1929 242-54 (see ^ 3)

;

and O. Stein, ’E7r/£r/ce\^t?, iu Charisteria^ 176-80 (see ^ 8).

It may be mentioned that among the theses for the ductor.ite, 1029-30, at the University of Biaissels,

is that of Mile. Simone Dkmets on Les Prep>ts <VE<jypte et Intrs edits, rteferenee may also be made to

JouGUETs publication of a letter conceruing the regi^^t ration of hhelU referred to iu g 3.

On Byzantine administration, the only work which has a[)peared during the year would seem to be a

dissertation of the University of Giessen by Otto Hornickll, Ehren und Rangpi'ndil'ate in den Papyrus-

urkanden: Em Bedrag zurn romiseJunt und hyza /ditdsrEn Titehre^en (Universitatsverlag von Hobert Xoske

in Borna-Leipzig), 1930. Pp. x, 39-pLebenslauf. This is designed as a supplement to the \V<trterhuch der

griediisdteit Papyrusurkunden of Prkisigke-Kii>sling. The student of administrative history has every

reason to ])e grateful for self-denying work such as this.

(t. Rouillard, IJadniinistradion cirde de VEgypte hyzantiae has been reviewed by C. M'essely, Byz.

neugriech. Jahrh..^ vii (1930
1,
475-9; by E. Stein, Uttonwa^ vx 401-20 (cf. Hist. Z., 141, 412-3);

by L. Brehier, Jonru. B<n\, 1929, 425-7
;
by E. Breccia, Bull. Boc. Arc/t. (/hUe.r., no. 25, 171-9; and by

M. Besnier, Rev. et. anc.., xxxit (1930), 70-1.

Topography. Le (‘omte du Mesnil du Bclsson give.'^ his Compte rendu soniinaire d'linc uiission d

TelBel- Yaho udiye' in Bull. Ltd.fr. Eareh. or., xxix (1929), 155-78.

Fr. Zccker reviews F. W. von Bissixars Tiio^ (see Journal, xvr, 130) in T>. Lit.-Z., 1930, 002-4.

E. Breccia reviews Fh Daressy's Menehds et Venihoachu re de la hranche Caaopigue in Bull. Boc. A7'eh.

EAlei\, VII (1930 ', 160-71.

Chronology. A. E. R. Boak has found a new Ualigulan month-name: The Month ’AyptTTTrii-aos in

Arehiv, IX, 22.5-0,

Mary E. Dicker deals with the genesis of The Antinoo^johfe Calendar in Areldc, ix, 220-7.

T. E. Pert reviews Ivcritschi:k’s Crnndri<s (sec xv, 125; in Jou.ntal, xvi 1930), 105; E. ('avaignac

notices Fothkrincoam s The Cah-ndur isoe xvi, 130; in Rev. k. anc., xxxii (1930 88.

P. M . Townsend di^cu.^ses the chroiiilogy of the year a.d. 238 in the light of a new papyrus fnigment:

A } ale PapytOf'i and <1 Reeijn.iider<iti<oi oj the Chronmlugy of the Year JAS A.i>., iu ,.1/a. Journ. Phil., LI (1930),

62-0 ^see si 3).

5. Social Life, Education, Art, Economic History, Xumismatics, and Metrology.

Cener<d. A. M. Andreades has puhlishod AcrropUi Tfjs ' KWrjvLKrjs dt]fjLO(Tlas olnovopLas. Top,. ol

'EXX/yi/opaxe^WaKot xp'unn. fj.€p. d. Ml dr^porrui ot/corophi roO pfyhXou \\\€^dndpov. Athens, 1930. Pp. lU4.

J. X^O(;ts Rerodnt in A>gypten (see xvr, 130
- is review^ed by H. 1. Bell in Journal, xvi (1930), 200;

and P. Vierecks Phladelpheia (see xv, 125; by G. Preaux in Cln'on. EEg., v (1930), 133-8, by E. Breccia
ill Bull. Bue. Ai'ih. dWlex., vu (1930), 1 01 5, and by F. Oertee in Hist. Z., cxiaii (1930), 98-9.

Ro.stov' rzEFF s rite Bncoa ond hf'uifoin te History of the Ro/iiff/i Empire has been review'ed by Xorman
H. Baynes in Joum . Rom . Btud., xix i 1929), 224-35.

bmanee, Agrienltv re.^ Industry. The artirle by A. Andreades on ( deomene^ of Naukratis mentioned
in 4 should bo noted hero.

There is a valuable colloLtien of Egy[)tirin iLritorial iii F. Heichelheim, yVirtsehaftlkhe Bchu-anknnrjen
der Zeit von Ale.ro,,der bis Augustus, Jena, 1930, pp. 142: it is reviewed by S. R[einachJ in Rev. arch.,
XXXI (1930;, 3^1-5, by A. Bi.ancue'U in Journ, Bae.^ [9.30, 228-9, by J. G. Milne in Journal, xvi (1930)'

207-8, and by A. Calderini in Af^gyptus, xi (1931), 93-4.

G. Gia.tz has republished his article on Le ^,ric du papyrus dans Va ntiquite greegue, noticed in Journal,
XVI, 130, in Bull. Boe. Arch. d\ile.v., vu (1030;, 83-90.

X\. L. XVestermann's Slarery in Ptolemaic Egypt (see Journal, xvi, 130) is reviewed by U. Wilcken
in Archil', ix, 2o2-3, by C. Preaux in Chrov, d'Eg., v (1930;, 274-8, by H. I. Bell in Cl. Rev., xliv (1930),
200, and by P. Gollart in Pier, de phiL, lvi [imo), 410-1.

XV. L. XVestermann gives a useful survey of Warehousing mal Trapezite Banking in zhitiguity in the
Joimad of Eeo/iomie ond Bn.sine.ss History, in (193ij), 30-54.

Xarious ipiestions relating to the Gnomon arc discussed by XValdemar Graf Uxkull-Gyllenband,
Zuni Cnnnion des Idio.slogos, in Archu', ix, 183-200, See also 3, 0,

^

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii.
17
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V. Martin, Lu fisculite rohudne (bce Jouraal^ xiii, 112), is reviewed by S. R[einach] in Rev, arch., xxx

(1929), 350.

A. Segre writes on Circolaziore e injiazioiie ael niondo aatico in Historia, in (1929), 369-80.

A 2>aper by K. Wilhelmson, Zurti rv/nisvhen Fiskalkauf in Aegypten, is published in xicta et Comm.

C/ui\ Tartiiensis, B. xviii, 5. See also ^ 6.

C. Wessely discussesjus lapides tnnuportandi in Studi Bonfante, ii (1930), 17-8 (see Journal, xv, 121).

The tirst part of a iiaper by Maria Merzagora on La nadgazione in Egitto nelV eta greco-romana

a])pears in Aeggptus, x (1929;, 105-48.

H. A. Thompson discusses the references to Sgrian Wheat in Hellenistic Egypt in Archiv, ix, 207-13.

S. Zeivin deals with The rtolemaic System of Water-Supply in the Fayyum in Ann. Sen\, xxx (1930),

27-30.

Education, Science, and Art. In A School in Ptolemaic Egypt, E. N. Gardiner deals with the training

of boys in the palaestra mentioned in the Zenon papers: Cl. Rev., XLiv (1930), 211-3. See also § 3.

E. Breccia notices Maria Kobylina’s Zur Geschichte der Alexandrinischen Skulptur (see Journcd, xvi,

131; in Dull Soc. Arch. FAlex., vii (1930;, 192-4.

Xiindsniatics and Adetrology. M. C. SoUTzo gives Un nouvel expose du systhne monetcdre des Lagides in

Chron. cVEg., v (1930), 263-9.

J. G. Milne discusses a numismatic problem in the Gnomon in The Roman regulation of exchange

values in Egypt in Journal, xvi (1930;, 169-70.

6. Law.
A. General. •

i. Bibliographies and collected u-orks. 5Ve regret that fur a second consecutive year the Rev. hist. dr.

does not contain E. Perrot’s bibliographical bulletin. We record: P. M. Meyer, Juristischer Fapyrns-

hericht, vi iOkt. 1927 his Okt. 1929;, Z. Sav. l (1930), 503-50; U. Wilcken, Urkv nden-R.eferat, Archiv,

IX (1930 1 , 228-56 ;
L. Wenger, Juristische Literaturnhcrsicht, ii (1914-30), ibid., 257-314; A. Calderini,

Bibliogritfia meiodicu dcgli studi di Eglttologia e di papirologia, Aegyptus, x (1929), 329-73 {Diritto e

amrni'idstrazione, 353-5); Tcsti reccrdemeute pubblicati, ibid., 297-300; M. Hombert, Bulletin papyro-

logigne, Byzaniion, iv (1927), 1-25 (extract), and ibid., V (1929-30), 655-70; the same in Chron. JEg.,

IV (1929;, 329-36, v (1930), 156-62. P. Gullinet has supervised the compilation of Bihliographie des

travaux de droit romain en langue francaise (Paris, 1930, vi + 42 pp.j, going up to the end of 1928. In

Arch, giurkl, xix (1930), 229-31, F. Maroi gives a necrology of A. Albertoni, accompanied by his

bibliography. Bibliographical matter will also be found in B.Z., xxix (1929-30), 391-3, 473-8.

The republication of Ferrini’s .shorter works has noAv been completed [Operc di Contardo Fcrrini,

Yols. i-v, Milan, 1929-30; under the most competent editorship. The fifth volume contains valuable

indexes of subjects and texts (papyri, pp. 522-3). The volume of most direct importance to us is the first,

on Komano-Byzantine law, but the quality of Ferrini’s work in all branches of Roman law makes the

complete .'^et de.^irable in any library. In a review of the tirst two volumes E. Seidl, K. V.G.R., xxiv

(1930;, 75-88, contributes au excellent critical account of EerrinTs work in three subjects, the Paraphrase

of the Institutes, the Syro-Rutnan Lawbook and the Institutes. A collection of a totally difierent kind is

Studi in onore di Pietro Bonfunte, i-iv, Milan, 1930, with supplementary Indicc delle fond, in which last

papyri occupy pp. 764-70. It is a mirror of Romanistic studies all over the world. A number of the

contributions, issued separately, have been mentioned in this section in the last two years
;
others are

referred to below.

ii. Legal history of a ntapdty. L, Wengers Juristische Literaturubersicht, ii (A. i) maintains the point

of view uf his previous instalment (Journal, xv (1929), 127. Cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 131); we are still

under the rubric Allgenieine Darlcgvngen, and not till the next instillment shall we reach the monogra2)hic

literature which is papyrulogical in the strict sense. What we have before us is not a bibliography proper,

though the literature cited is exhaustive, but an article, dealing chiefly with scientific methods and aims,

in the form of a series of reviews of more or less recent works. Two main topics are treated: the history

of ancient law generally, more particularly oriental (p}>. 258-98;, and the problem of the evolution of

Roman law from the end of the classical period till Justinian (pp. 298-307); there is an itiipendix on a

number of general works not falling under either of the two main headings (pp. 307-14). Most of the

literature mentioned under the tirst heading has already been registered here (Jovrn<d, xv and xvi, 11. c.)

;

what ha's not would carry us beyond our present scope, with the exception perha2)s of E. Weiss’s
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review of Wenger’« Der heutige Stands etc. {Journal, xv (1929), 127), in Arch. R. u. ir, xxii (1929),

292-302 (not been). AVexgek’s pp. 269-83 give uu in\alu.L})lo r^urvey of the modern literature of oriental

law, including Jewi.'ih. A^arious particular items of the article will be mentioned in the course of the

section. In the second part of the Vbersicht will be found an account of the Berytus controversy, in which

S. Riccoboxo and P. Collixet are protagonists. The position, moderately eastward, taken up by AVexger

himself is naturally most imi)ortant. To the w'orks mentioned in this c<»nnexion in Journal^ xvi (1930),

131-2, add a shar[) attack on Riccoboxo’s position by E. Albertario, La crisi del metodo iliterpolazionis-

tico, St. Boiifa/itej i, 609-72
;

a criticism of the other side by L. Chiazzese, A^iwvi orie/itamenti nclla

storia del dir. roui.^ Arch, giv/nd.^ xix (1930), 87-115, 165-228; and two contributions by S. IliccoBOXO,

Sichilismo critieo-storicu nel campo del dir. roni. e niedioecule (extr. Ami. R. Unir. Falernxo., 1030, a. viii),

stating his position in a popular manner, and Lincauujati della duttriua della rappresentaiiza diretta ia

dir. rorn. {Anyi. Sem. Giorid. Palermo^ xiv (1930), 389-447 i, proving that the developments of the law of

agency found in the Corpus Juris were already known in substance to the classical jurists. A similar

result with regard to the doctrine of dolus, culpa and casus (apart from the Byzantine distinction culpa

lata and lecis) is reached by B. Kubler, Der Eiujiuss der griech. Iddlosophie anf die Etitu'icLJung der Lehre

c. d. Verschaldetisgradeti im rorn. Recht (extr. Rechtsidee u. Staatsgedanke, ed. K. Larenz, 63-76, Berlin,

1930). He concludes: “It is notew^orthy that influences of Greek philos(jphy and rhetoric on the develop-

ment of Homan law can in this case be shown with probability for the early classical period, but not for

the period of degeneration."’ A salutary douche of rationalism is administered by AV. AV. Bucklaxd,
Dig. xlcii, 2 {Be Furtis) and the methods of the coiapilers, Tijdschr. v. Rechtsgesch., x G93U), 117-42. AVe

have also to note F. Prixgsheim, Die archaistische Tendenz Jastinians, St. Bonfante, i, 549-87, and

AA’". Kunkel, Methodisehe Gesichtspual'te z. Interpolationsfurseh /> ng, Z. Sac., L (1930), 725-7 (a summary),

both extremely interesting. Lastly, B. Kubler, I'^hH. Woch
,
L (1930), 73-8^ after describing the modern

methods of discovering inter])olations, and pointing out the dangers of the linguistic and rhythmic

(Rechxitz) tests, awards the highest praise to the work under review, E. Levy and E. Rabel’s Inde.v

interpolationu'ui quae in lustiniani Digestis inesse dicuntur (i, lihh. i-xx, Suppl. i, lihh. i-xii. AA^eiiiiar,

1929). But he observes that the Indej' shows that more than half the Digest is under suspicion, and asks

how the compilers could have done so much in three years. It is time for philologists to criticize and for

jurists to self-criticizo.

Yielding a little to AA^exger’s influence, we may mention E. Seidl’s very useful Sanrinelhericht : Vber-

setzungen v. Ahh. z. vorptol. Rrchte Agyptens (1903-29), Iv.V.G.R., xxiv (1930), 37-73, suitable for non-

specialists, vouched for by L. AA^exger, Archie, ix, 258, n. 1, 282; G. Furlaxi, Leggi delV Asia anteriure

antica {Ist. per V Oriente, Rome, 1929, not secn\ on which see P. Gollixet, Rer. hist, dr.^ ix (1930), 176-7,

and P. Koschakeu, Z. /S'ar., l (1930;, 687-9. Add A. AlbeutuXT, Dir. biz., dir. halcti nici, dir. ital. (^Ist. per
V Europa Or., Rome, 1930), which is recommended particularly for its bibliography by P. Fourxier, Rer.

hist, dr..^ IX (1930), 564; also G. Beseler, Z. Sar., L (1930), 439-40, contesting P. Koschaker’s view uf

the p<issing of property in middle-Assyrian sale, and B. Valori, II dir. del sepolrro ndV antko Egitto, in

Arch, giurid..^ xix (1930;, 59-86 (pre-Ptolemaie). Finally, in Cl. Phil., xxv (1930\ 294-7, Al. Radix
reviews E. R, Goodexough, The Jurisprudence of the Jewish Counts in Eggpt. ..under the early Roman
Empire..., New Haven, 1929 (not seen). He holds unnecessary and unproven the main contention of

the book, that Philo’s four books, De spei'icdihus legihus, do not set forth an abstivict system based on the
Pentateuch, but the actual law of the Jewish courts in Alexandria. Reflections of that law there may be
in Philo, but to detect them requires special qualifications.

iii. Miscellaneous reviews. There have been the following notices of L. AA' exger, Aus Eovelleaindex u.

Papyrusivvrterhnch (Alunicli, 1928. See Journal, xv (1929\ 132, and xvi (193U), 132, iii): P. Collixet,
Ilec. hist, dr., ix (1930), 336-/

;
P. AL AIeyer, Z. Saw^ L (1930)^ 509-10, 517 ;

B. Kubler, ibid., 619-23;
AI. Sax Xicolu, O.L.Z., xxxiii (1930), 508-9; E. Grure, Phil. Woch., l (1930), 46-8. All are favourable,
but most are quite short. Kubler’s contains interesting suggestions for further word-studies of the same
nature as AA exger’s on aypaepos und eyypacpos. Sax Kicolo observes the importance of Greek patristic
literature of the Justinian i>eriod, and notes the publication of the tirst parts of a systematic index to
AIigxe’s ( Ireek Patrology by Hopfner (not seen),

III (LcydouX ixxvni (1930), no. 2, D. Cyiix review.s F. von Woe^.s, Untersuchimgen t,her das
Urkvadeuu-esea,^ etc. (ilunieh, 1924). (Dutch. Not seen.) In a careful review of A. Levet, Le beaefiee de
compel' HI-,' (Paris, 192i), E. Seidl draws attention to the possibility that some feature.s of that institution
are of Hellenistic origin : K. V.G.R., xxiv (1930), 88-101 ; cf. H. Siber, Sar., xlix (1929), 560-8.

17—2
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iv. Junstic textSy aad stiidies of juristic texts. Zuni Gaf>raoa des Idiodcijos^ by W. Gr.if Uxkulb-

Gyllenband, is so ac-cessible to papyrologists {Archiv, ix (1930), 183-:^06) that the briefest account of its

main conclusion will siitiice. It is that the Gnouion is an extract from a much larger Gaoaion, made with

the special object of providing, probably for a subordinate of the LL^ a >sLimmary statement of the iiosition

in matters where the law had recently been altered or was in dux (ra iv K€(f)dXaia of the pr. meaning

‘•doubtful points 'j. Hence the topics are by no means the most important parts of the Li’s competence.

Points to which U.-G. gives special nttention are the Jd.^s position in sacral matters ^^substantial agree-

ment with H. Stuart Jones), the sepulture regulations {Gao/noaj 1 ami 2) as showing a reversion by

M. Aurelius to Tmjaii, the Alexandrian law of intestate >succession 4) as showing an un-Eoman, but

perhaps Hellenistic, limitation of the circle of possible inheritors, and restrictions on the commercial

capacity of state-debtors 70. Ed. Tib. lid. 2 and 3b A new Cilition of the well-known

Oratiojies) idlaudii de decuriis iadicum^ etc. (Bruns, Fuittes~, p. 198) has been publislied with commentary

by J. Stroux, Eine Gerichtsreforra des Kaisers Claudius {B.G.U. Oil), Sitzungsh. Bag. Ak. ph.-hist. Kl..,

1929, 8. He gives some new textual readings and conjectures, one of which (^11. 2-3) would, on his inter-

pretation, remove the ditiiculty as to the I. Plaetoria. He argues that the Oratio (not Oratioaes) down to

II, 11 concerns civil suits, and only thereafter criminal. In regard to the latter he makes an interesting

point on the curiosum eonsiliuru of ii, 13. Very brief notice by L. Borettini, Bull. 1st, Dir. Rom..^

XXXVIII (1930), l95-(); longer by F. he Zulueta, J.R.S.., xix (1929), 248-9. Hidden away in a note to

a review of F. Bozza's Sulla corapetcnzu dei Cerduniriri (Naples, 1928, not seen) are some valuable remarks

by P. KoschaKer on Stroux's views : Z. Sav., L (1930), 681. The question is of the meaning of suhscripto

iadicio in the Oratio Claudii^ i, 10, which, if we accept Stroux's contention that i, 8-ii, 11 deal with

civil cases, is only p>aralleled by Pliny, ep. v, 1, 7 : suhscribere ceatutacirale iudiciuta ciun adcersario.

This, Koschaker agrees, creates the likelihood that Claudius too was concerned with centumviral

(Stroux, 47-8). But Koschaker sees difficulties in Stroux7s main contention, and thinks that the .sharp

transition marked by Saui (piideia in ii, 11 may indicate a passing from measures against manoeuvres

requiring only provisional to those admitting of definite repression, not, as Stroux holds, from civil to

criminal cases.

E. VoLTERRA, Meui. Acc. Liatei^ in, fasc. 1 (1930), has published what is evidently an important study

(not seen) of the mysterious Cullatio legiua Mosairarum et Romanaruia. P. Fournier, Rev. hist, dr.^ ix

(1930), 174-6, gives a short account of the study, but, while admiring it, thinks that the fragmentary

character of the Collatio renders results uncertain. A fuller and weighty discussion is given to it by

E. Levy, Z. Agc, l (1930), 698-705. He welcomes the fact that at last a lawyer has been found competent

to deal also with the theological evidence, and, in spite of some partiality and omissions, he regards

^^OLTERRAs work as a great advance. But he does not agree with its conclusions, which are that the

Collatio is a 4th cent, work (after 324, Cod. Hermog.)., an apologetic hy a Jew who is defending, against

the now dominant Christians, the Mosaic law as being in manifold harmony with the Roman, and to that

extent its forerunner. Levy ctgrees that it is a Jewish cipologetic, but holds that it is addressed to heathen

rulers, not Christian. Had it been addressed to the latter, it would, instead of ignoring their laws, have

insisted on the harmony of the Mosaic law with Christianity, and on their common antithesis to Roman

law. Plenty of examples would have been found in the Cod. Theod. Hence the Collatio must have been

written in the heathen period, and the true temdaus a ate qiteui is the Edict of Milan (question of date

of Cod. Hei'niog.). The teriaians post queai is furnished hy the Edict de MmichaeiSj Coll, xv, 3. The

review ends on the question of the transmission, which Levy says was Jewish till the 9th cent., and that

of the interpolation of the text (none of the Roman parts;, and concludes that the Collatio reflects Roman

law of the beginning of the 4th cent., and that such scholastic influence as it shows is AVestern and pre-

ConsLuitine.

In Pa ulus uad der Senten:eai'erfasser^ Z. Sav., L (1930), 272-94, E. Levy maintains, one may say

proves, that Paurs Seateatiae are really an anthology made from Paul’s works in the 3rd century, at latest

before Cod. Theod.., 1, 2 (327 ?), with the object of rendering Paul available in practice. Tiiere are

abbreviations, combinations and rearrangements of ^lassages, but not intentional alterations. The hand

uf tiie compiler is shown by unconscious linguistic ^a^riatlons, and by simpliflcatioiis rendered necessary

by the decay of juris^irudence, and possibly by the abandonment of iho foruiula. The article is a tine

first-fruit of its author's Erga azuagsiadex za lus uad Leges, Weimar, 1930, which covers a number of

.sources not within the scope of the various existing indexes: details in Z. Sav., xlvi (1926), 287-9 and

L (1930), 727. The sources include several classical fragments recovered papyrology too late for
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inclusion in the Vocah. Iiinspr, Boinanae, but the chief importance of the work, which is considerable,

is in regard to the legal speech of the pobt-cla&sical West: sec P. ( ollinkt, Rev, hist, dr., ix (1930),

832-3.

A. Segre, Tre pupiri giuridici iaediti, St. Bonfitati^ in, 41l)-3G, publishes {<i) a very fragmentary

5th-6th century papyrus containing Greek sek(dh> explaining Latin law terin^. They cite Modestinus,

Paul and Papinian, lait do not coincide with D. 50, 16, I)e P. Sign. That the scholia begin with on

suggests that they’ are lecture-notes, perhaps a relic of the very elementary teaching of the Alexandrian

law-schoul {Ohiatra, g 7). (5j ITagments of a small sheet, written on both sides, containing Cod. Just., 7,

16, k\...guod idem to 7, 17, 1, 2 nihiloniiaas per..., but reasons of space, e.g. lb 3-6, suggest de[)arture

from our text, so that this may" be another trace of the first edition of the Codex
;
but the hand does not

appear to be the same as that of P. (.)xy. 1814, tliough it is of the s.une ty[>e. (c; A fragmentary petition,

of the reign of M. Aurelius and Gomniodus, to the i^r)yr]Ti]s of Alexandria, asking for d 7roypa(f)r] of the bona

hereditaria of Sabinia Apoilonaria in the ey/cr. of Ileracleopolis. It is accompanied by a copy of her

will, madejye/* aes et L, translated into Greek. The heredes are her two sons, the petitioners. The lacunae

of this very fragmentary' papyrus are in part restorablo from the tluee parallels, B.G.L^. 326, P. Hamb. 73,

and B.G.XJ. 1655.

In Rii\ di Storia del Dir. It., iii (1930), 170- 84, E. VoLTEiiRA gives a useful analysis of C. A. Xallino,

Sul libro siro-ronuino e sal presunto diritto slriaco, St. Bonfante, i, 201-61 (not yet read). The two

chief points, according to Volterra, are first that the Law-book cannot be regarded as a source for

a common Syrian law, because the cultural conditions and religious division^ of the Aramaic communities

negative the possibility of a common law, and secondly’ tiiat, though the book was composed, as Bruns
also held, alxnit 476-86 iby’ a Greek civis^ for scholastic ])urposCs, with very defective knowledge, possibly

at Ooustantiiioplei, the Syriac version is not earlier than the 8th centuryg when it was made fur the use

of Syrian ecclesiastics, who were forced hy the condithais of iMiis'>uIman domination to become legislators

and judges. But it had no practical importance, and its literary' importance is the quite modern one

of having turned the attention of Bomanists to the fusion of Uoman and E<isterii laws. If Xallino’s

conclusions are accepted, and they come with great auth(.)rit\', much that has been written on this subject

will have to be revised.

G. La Pira, Framnietiti papijeicei di un Kara 7ru6(t del Digesto, Bull. li^t. Dir. Roni.^ xxxviii (1930),

151-74, publishes three fi’agmeuts recently' acquired by the Soc. Ita!

.

of tiie outside double folio of a

quaternion belonging to a translation of the Digest. The matter is from tilt. 8, 9 and 11 of Dig. ii. The
work seems to be of the age of Justinian; the translator has a tendency' to interpret, and disregards the

rules for copying [Tanta.^ 22j, but so does the index preserved in P.S.L 55. The editor rejects the idea

tliat it may’ be a trace of a pre- Digest, and he thinks it is not Alex.iiidrian. Xo direct evidence as to its

authorship is obtainable from the Basilica, but La Pira argues that the style of Dorotheus, whose index

may be regarded as a Kara rraba, is recognizable. The text (pp. 172-4) follows an interesting compari.sou

of the passages in translation with the original.

F. H. Lawson, The Basilica, i, xlvi (1930), 486-501, gives, what is welcome, a clear and
succinct accMUiiit of the Basilica, treating specially of their tradition, object and arrangement, and making
with regard to the List point the suggestion that the common subject of the section constituted by’

books 11-27 is contentious law. Cf. the same authors article in Z. S<ir., XLix (1929), 202-29. F. Dolger
has continued the edition of Tipucitiis begun in 1914 by Ferrini and Mercati : M. Kpirov rov Ilarfi),

TLTrovK€iT09. Libronim lx Basdicormn suaimariu/ti. Libros xiii-xxiii, ed. Franciscus Doelger {Studi e

Testi, 51), Rome, 1929. Favourable review by J. Juncker, Z. Sav., l (1930), 713-21. Le.v Rhodiorum
nautica e codiee rescripto bibl. Ambrosianae, ed. J. L. Perugi, Rome, 1929 (not seen), is meutioned in

Ononion, vi (1930), bibl. suppl,, p. 30.

V. Docnmeats and comments. We have little to add to P. M. Meyer’s Bericht and Lb Wilcken’s Referat
(A. i above). M. Hombert, Une fimille nonibreuse en Egypte au iC sieele, in MD. Paul Thomas, 440-50
(Bruges, 1930), publishes a sample from a series of Kar oIkUiv aTroypai^at contained in a large papvrus
recently acquired by the Royal Museum of Brussels, with .in introduction on the history and significance
of these returns, and reflections on the large number of persons living in a presumably miserable habitation.
Op P. iM. Meyer, Z. Sac., i. ('1930;, 514. In Ric. di jlL

,
vni (1930), 118, G. ]). S. notes a study by D. P.

Paprxtuas of the Greek law of intestate succession published from a Dura p.irchnuMit by B. Haussoullier,
Rec. hi.<t. dr., n (1923), 515-53, and P. Kosohaker, Z Sac., xlvi (1926), 290-304. G. D. S. reproduces
Pappuliass text (npaKrt^a rijs ^h6i]va>v, 1929, fasc. 8—not seen).
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vi. Blphnixatic. On E. Bickermann, Beitr. z, ctittikeii Urkundeagesch. ill. ’'Evrev^is und vnofjLvrjfia,

Arc/iii% IX (1930), .see 7. Besides P. M. Meyer’s section on Uj'kandenicesen in Z. Sav.^ l (1930),

519-24, we hcive, ibid.^ 689-9S, a review by E. Schonbauer of H. Steinacker, Dieantikeii Gruadlageii der

p'nhiiiittelaU^'rlu'heii PrlvutnrkuHde (Journal, xvi (1930), 133). The reviewer doubts the line of derivation

from one ancient national system to another, and from antiquity to the early ^liddle Ages, except in the

external sense of imitation of the practice of putting legal matters in writing. To establish legal reception,

it would be necessary to determine in each system the fimction of documentation, and to compare the

hy>tems. It is an error of Steinacker's, though not consistently maintained, to contiue the present

Volume to the purely private document ; account must also be taken of public institutions for the docu-

mentation of private business. For example, Karaypaxpr], comparable in its oldest form to the comitial

will nither than to the cLissi(’al conveyance, represents the cooperation of the community, by virtue of

which buyer g(tt title, though seller may have lost his by virtue of the ciTroypiKpr) on the basis of wdiich

the KaraypaipT] took place. Wilcken's researches (U.P.Z. 126), showing that merely evidentiary regis-

tration is represented by dvaypacplp came too late for Steinacker. Again Karayp. is not derived from the

demotic renunciation document
(
Partsch-Kunkel), but became an individualistic private document

only when the common life of the Greek communities had become submerged in the native population.

On the question of uisinnatio the reviewer goes further than A. Steinwenter {Journal, xvi (1930), 133),

luaintaiiiing a t>ro-Constantiiie independent Koman practice of keeping a register of acts of jurisd, vohui-

iaria. But Goiistantine’s law marks a return to Greek conceptions. As to Brunner’s doctrine, Steinacker
has shown that tradltio cartae, widespread though it was, was not a legal es.sential in late Homan law

;

consequently its essentiality in Germanic law cannot have been derived from Roman law. But the latest

formulation of Brunner is consistent with tr. oartae having been derived in an external sense from late

Roman practice, and having been transformed by early G-ermanic custom into a symbolic necessity. To
be noted is the discussion of the terms complere and ahsolcere, pp. 697-8. In B,Z., xxix (1929-30), 324-9,

F. DoLger examines the same book from the Byzantine side. Cod. Just., 4, 21, 17 shows that compleiio

and ahsolntio were only features in a special kind of sale, that, namely, where the parties went to a

tnhjlio, not when they made their own document (Byzantine examples) or contracted sine scriptis

(1\"enger’s dypacpos). Hence, though the decay of writing made the tabellionary contract prevail, coni-

phtio cind ahsolatio cannot have had dispositive effect (Brunner). There follows an important contribution

to the vexed question of the meaning of partihus ahsoluta in Justinian’s constitution, to which we cannot
do justice here. Dolger’s opinion, based on Byzantine practice, is that absolutw-aTroXvo-ts means the

delivery of a completed document. Partibus is a true, not a Greek, dative, so that the ahsolntio was by
one party to the other. Nor. 44, I pr. made the notary’s completio come after that act, so that he had to

make a fresh absolvtio himself, back to the party from whom he got the document for the purpose of

eouLpletio. Thi'5 explains the double absolvi note found both in East and West. Thus Dolger denies late

Roman traditio cartae only in the dispositive sense. See aLso G. and D. ii below.

G. BesEi.ek, in the course of iMisceUanea Graecoroinana, St. Boiifante, ii, 51-83, maintains (53-4) that

KaraypcKpr] means a declaration that one subjects a thing to another, and (54) that dvaypatpi] means
publication, e.g. registration. J. G. Xaber, in Jluemosgne, LViii (1930), 166-206, continues his Ohserva-

tiuncidae de lure Roniano. The section Be cJdrographls et spngraphis (180-91) is im})ortant for us:

chirograph and syngraph are general names for documents, the one for such as are neither committed
to a (rvyypa4>opvXa^ nor executed with the intervention of an official or a banker, the other for such as

are, in both cases excluding special types with special names, such as in the one case vTropvrjpa or

€7rt(TTaXpa, ill the other avyx^di)pT](TLs or biaypcKpTj. The Ciceronian usage and Gains 3, 134 are considered,

and with Mitteis against Brandileone the existence of a formal Greek written contract is defended.

vii. Reception of Roman Lau:. R. Taubenschlag’s line contribution to St. Bonfante, i, 367-440, on
this subject [Journal, xvi (1930), 134) receives ai)preciative notices from P. M. Meyer, Z. Sar..^ l (1930),

506-9, and L. Wenger, Archie, ix (1930), 288-95 (important). The latter, ibid., 295-8, welcomes A. J.

Boyes Le droit roniain et les papyrus cVEgypte [Journal, xvi (1930), 133).

B. Lav: of persons.

i. Juristic persons. In Rec. hist, dr., IX (1930), 616-8, J. Pirenne summarizes an address to the Soc.

d'hist. dm dr.: La persoane civile sous Vaaclen E-apire egyptien. Full civil personality was attributed to

prie.^tly colleges and temples. The application of the conce}>t of corporation to the family group was
the means whereby family property and solidarity were restored under Dyn. Y and YI, and was an
essential factor in efiacing individualistic law at the end of the ancient Empire. P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav.,
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L (1930), 511-2, draws attention to interesting documents. A, JSteixwenter, Odd. {Kan. Aht,)^ xix (1030),

1-50, Die RechtssteJlung der Kircheii u. Kloster nach den Papyri^ is an important article, contrasting the

official law of Clmrcli and State (notably Justinian), which recijgnized tlie full juristic pers(HKility of pious

institutions generally, was hostile to private ownership and lonKhip, and admitted founder’s right only

grudgingly, with the picture revealed by tlu^ papyri of the 6th— 8th centurie.>. The official law having

already been fully studied, we have here careful analysis and discussion of the (liMecu-Egyptian and ('optic

documents. Briefly, in spite of Justinian’s legislation, we And in this period churches under the lordship

of the episcopal church or of the pagarch, the latter without founder's claim; even in private ownership

churches, which can hardly have l>een merely private oratories, <Tnd though this is in Aral> times, the

title is traced far back. Similarly, over monasteries from their beguuiiiig (P. Bond. 1913, H. I. Bell,

Je}n and Christians, 45 A’), we hiul heritable and transferable rights of founders, and pagarchs with

various rights of lordship. Evidently Justinian’s prohibitions were not aimed at nothing. So far as

documents have been published, this sort of thing seems to have been common in the East, but of course

we have also evidence of prot)er observance of the law. To the evidence for later By/antine conditions

given at the end of the article we might add the will of the Monk C<ismas of 1005
,
transmitting to

successors an embryonic monastery, published by G. Kobixsox, History and Cartidary of the Greek

Monast>^ry of Carbone {Orientatia Christiana, Rome, 1928-30), ii, 1, 133-7. But, as Steixwenter observes,

special considerations apply to cases where corporate personality had not been fully achieved. P. Fournier,

Rer. Inst. dr,y ix (1930;, 567, draws the conclusion from this article that we have in the East the same
conflict as in the C’arolingian empire, between official canon law, which held churches, etc. to be public

institutions, and a tolerated practice of applying the conceptions of priv.ite law to them.

ii. Slavery. 4V. L. Westermann, Upon Sbtrery in Ptolcmale Egypt iXew York, 1029. Xot seen),

which includes the publication of an early Ptolemaic duiypaygd on the tax on sales of slaves, P. Columbia

480, is evidently an important work: P. Collart, Rev. de phiL, iv (1930), 410-1; G. D. 18., Riv. di ///.,

VIII (1930;, 118-9; h. Wilcken, Arehn\ ix (1930', 252-3. Besides this, we have two general studies

which are in a w<iy complenient iry : R. Taudenschlao, Das Sklarenreeht im Reehte der Papyri, Z. Sav.,

L (1930), 14U-69, and the first chapter of Y. Arangio-Ruiz, I ^ersoue e fauiiglia net diritto dei papiri

(Milan, 1930), Taubenscklag gives a methodical exposition, backed by his usual rich documentation,

Arangio-Ruiz (reproducing lecturosj brings the m<iiu points into slrirp ndief, and abounds in suggestions

and parallels. Tn both, tlui main theme is the contra‘>t of the ( IraecO'Egvptian system with the Roman,
in the Graeco-Egyptian a certain dualism, in the Roman severe logic. Thus, though the Egyptian slave

was the property of his master, registered as such, subject to chastisement, exploitation, and alienation

(but limits on export), yet he cm add own property, not merely enjoy peenliuin
;
there is self-enslavement

ami manumissiou by sclf-purcliase, marriage with free persons, processual ca})acity (for example as de-

linquent, P. Hal. 1 and P. Lille 29). An instructive ease of contrast is that of the parti.d manumissiou
of a servHs coninianis

,
possible iu Egy[)t, impossible in Roman law (Taurexschlag, 16(5-7

; Arangio-Ruiz,
9 ffi

;
AVexger, Archie, ix (1930;, 279). Ou the subject of patron-rights, which occurs at the end of

TAUBEN

.

sc

H

lag’s article, see also G. La Pira, Preceilenti prociiiciali della riforma Giesfinianea del diritto

di patronato, St. ital. diflol. el, vii, fuse. 2 (1929}, 1 15-54 (nut seen. Noticed by L. AVenger, Archie, ix, 287;.

iii. Civitas. P. M. Meyer’s section on this subject in his PapyriLshericht, vi, Z. Sav., L (1930), 512-6,
Coiitaiii.s many notable ])oints: a summary <if the literature on the C ^U’enean bidypaijipa, last words on the
Const. Antoninianrf {Journal, xv (1929;, 131;, the divergent views of M. Bkjkermaxx and E. SuikIxbauEr
on the st.itus of Greeks in Egypt {ibid., xvi (1930), 134), a dissent from A. Skgre’s theory that legionaries
might retain Egyptian nationality {ibitl.). The fundamental questions are brilliantly discussed in the
second chapter of Y. Araxgio-Ruiz’s Persone efjmiylia (above, ii). He criticizes E. Bickermaxn’s views
{Journal, xiv (1!)28), 151; XV (1929), 129-30, 130-1). The Ptolemies dealt with the problem of luivaic
law substantially as the Romans did, leaving the natives their own law, and keeping Greek law for the
Greeks. True the Greeks, coming from diffierent TrdXei?, had no proper common law, but there was an
underlying unity of legal ideas which royal biuypappa and judicial practice could cement. The diflerence
ot laws is obvious: thus, before the Romans came, only Greeks made proper tcstainoiits. Tlie regard
shown by Augustus for common Greek nationality in the Cyreueau edicts is inconsistent with the pre-
tended fusion of Greeks and Egyptians under the early Empire. On the contrary, the policy was to
associate the (Treek nation, regardless of its political divisions, with the Romans as a governing c-lass
(p. 32, n. 1). In f.ict u[» to 2(j(j there arc clear signs of Greek privilege, though the Alexandrians may
have been still more ffivoured. Pp. 37-8 give important developments on double civitas, the Gnomon and
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Bickermann^^ interpretation of ucrroi xv (^1921)), 130-1). Proofs of these doctrines are to be sought
in the hjundation of Antiuoopolis and the position of the Arsinoite KaroiKOL as revealed by Bickermann.
Ihe ( Jreeks were hold together and distinct by the gymnasium. But intermarriage with natives was
probably not forbidden, and, the racial qu.ditications for the gymnasium being strict, ot (ittu rtjs fiTjTpono-

Xews took the place of ui cWo rod yvfivao-uw in the course of the ftrst three centuries. Ureek ideas govern
even ra eyxcopui vujiLfia, and Egyptian ideas do not begin to dominate until the disappearance of Greek
coi'porate life in the Byzantine period.

i\. Jtoituly. Ill jj. L (1930), 4o0, n. 5, M. t?AN N^icolo hiids parallels to the Egyptian avciLp^iv ultto

KOTrpUis. Gh. B., AVg CLix (1928;, 179-80, has a short note on J. Carcopino, Le droit d'exposition

deiijants tt le yitonioa de Vidiologue^ Mini, de la iSoc. nat. des Antiquuires de France^ lxxvii (1928) (not
seen).

P. M. Meyer, Z. >SWr, l (1930), 514-5, discusses the notifications of birth mentioned in Journal, xv
G92y), 131; XVI (1930), 135. The Karanis diptych is commented on by U. Wilcken, Archiv, ix (1930),
242-3, the suggestion being made that the expansion may be: d'{e) e{a) r{e) e{xetnph{m) e{ditum}—ov
e{datar)—b(e/ie/irio) t(iftoris) aiapra) s[rripti), henefclo meaning '^through the mediation of.” V. Arangio-
Rliz, in chapter 3 of his Fersoj/.e e faniiylia (above, ii), considers that in native Egyptian law the cohesive
function of the patrui potcstas was ^^erformed by joint interest in family property founded on marriage
C(.>ntract, a very interesting system, the existence of which can be proved up to the beginning of the
Pioman period. In Roman terms it means usufruct to the father or parents, nuda proprietas for the off-

spring, but this is too definite. The father (eldest son) can alienate, but requires the concurrence of the
children (brothers). There is thus an organ of the family corporation. The vesting of the deferred interests
leads to an extreme niorcelleme/it, prolonged in a state of indivision for generations, though the author
thinks that some of the more incredible fractions may re^iresent some legal artifice to accommodate native
custom to Roman conceptions. L nder such a system sons cannot have had much property in their parents’
lifetime. But the dismembered Greek family, the precursor of Justinian's, also occurs, e.g. P. Oxy. 1208
of 291, an antieipatiiai of Constantine s hoiin adcerdieia. At the beginning of this chapter Arangio-Ruiz
holds it to be a mistake to speak of 'Uateraa potcstas (Journal, xvi (1930), 135), the semblance of which
may be due to the de facto supervision naturally assumed by older relations, e.g. also the grandmother,
a brother, e\'en a sister. Similarly, the mother as eVaKoXoud/jrpm by the side of the tutor of her fatherless
children {ihid.} may not l>e much more than an attempt to give effect to practical considerations, of which
the exL^ting law of tutorship took no notice. Tlie same system is found in late classical Roman law—the
mother as administratrix of the property, but alongside of a male tutor—but when G. La Pira, Rijlessi

procinciali nd diritto tuteiare classico romano., Ball. 1st. Dir. Rom., xxxviii (1930), 53-73, on the strength
of a papyrus putting back the date of the a}>pearance of this system in Egypt to 132 a.d. (G. Vitelli in
St. in onore di V. Lnrct, not seen), argues that the Romans may have borrowed the idea from Egypt, one
is inclined to reflect that the same causes may have produced the same results in both cases. On tutela,

see also P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav.^ l (1930), 516.

V. Marriage. In chapter 4, Xb Araxgio-Ruiz recognizes in Egyptian custom two types of marriage,
the lower being iirobahly derived from morganatic unions, and in Greek marriage two stages of docu-
mentation, the si‘C0nd of which, avyypacj^r) crvvoiKcaLov, he suggests was for publicity in the matter of
immovable property. In the Roman period the lower Egyptian marriage fused with the lir^t phase of the
Greek, to furin a new in-ititution, the ydpos dypa(pos^ which again was readily open to inteiqiretation as
identical with the classical Ibrnian marriage. AVe can barely refer to the very interesting study of P. Oxy.
237 (76 ff.) and to the concluding remarks on For. 74.

P-S.T. IX, 10 <5 (458 A.D.) is a wife’s petition (for what, is not clear) in connexion with a repudium
made or, according to WTlgken, threatened by her hmsband : P. M. Meyer, Z. Sac., l (1930), 517;
V. WiLCKEN, Arc/nv, ix (1930), 246; G. JScherillo, Rrc. di Storiu del Dir. lial., n (1929), 457-506,
III (1930), 69-95. Part of her grievance is connected with her cjjdopwv edvov, an expression hitherto
unknown, but certainly meaning a donatio from the husband, and tlierefore pretium pudicitiae. The lirst

of 8'CHERiLL<ys Staxli suHa douazione nnzadjc (ddd.) enters exhaustively into the papyrological evidence
from the 4th century onwards, concluding that from the husliaud’s side there may be (i) arrha sponsalicia,

l)erhaps a relic of bride-purchase, (li) €i)vov, the chief gift, which seems to have provided widow’s dower,
but is coiicei\ed of preti>nn pudicUiac', (iii) laoTTpoiKov or duriTTpoiKov, a name perhaps suggested by
Aoi. .17, geuerall\ ot iurniture, distinct from (li i because found given even to a woman remarrying. The
second aiticle considers how far the practice of the papyri corresponds to Roman law, pre-Justinian,
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Justinian’s, and later. The materials are very well set out, and interesting conclusions are reached.

A. Momigliano, Riv. di vin (1930), 264-5, mentions cognate studies by E. Yolterra, sulV

Arrha Spoasalicia^ Rio. ited. per le sdeaze giur.^ ii (1927), and iv (1929), completed by a separate publi-

cation under the same title. Rome: Gratia, 1930, pp. 96 (not seen).

vi. Colonate. P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav.^ l (1930), 533, mentions an article published by M, Rostovt-

ZEFF in Journal of Land and Public Utility Economics : The problem of the origin of serfdom in the Roman

Empire (see Journal., xvi (1930), 130).

vii. Monks. In B.Z.., xxx (1929-30) {Festgabe Heisenberg)^ 669-76, B. Granic writes on Die privatrecht-

liche Stellung der gi'iech. Monche im v. und vi. Jahrh. The monk in spirit said good-bye to this world

and its law, but the secular law had to regulate his position, and the legislation of Justinian consolidates

the practice of more than 200 years. One may say that the State entered, as far as possible, into the

monastic ideals of poverty, chastity and obedience. The collection of materials is welcome, but papyri are

not among them.

C. Law ofproperty.

Very high praise is given by U. Wilcken, Archie., ix (1930), 237-8, to W. Kuxkel’s article on the

alienation of catoecic land, Z. Sav,, XLViii (1928;, 285-313 {Journal, xv (1929), 131-2). E. CcQ, Un resrrit

dAuguste siir la protection des res religiosae dans les proeinces, Rev. hist, dr., ix (1030), 383-410, maintains

against F. Cumoxt that the recently published Augustrin inscription from Nazareth (?) is in full agree-

ment with the accepted civilian account of the protection of graves in Roman law. Text pp. 391-2.

There is nothing of special interest to })apyrologists, however, lusta causa tradiiionis, Romanist. Bdtr.

z. Rechtsgesch., Heft 4 (Berlin u. Leipzig, 1930. viii + 208 pp.), by A. Ehrhardt, is an attempt to determine

how Roman law up to the Corpus luris conceived of conveyance. It is probably impossible for an English

lawyer to do justice to the directly papyrological part (ch. xvi, 156-84) in isolation. With this reserve

we summarize the writer’s position there. The sharp distinction between contract to convey and per-

formance by conveyance is only inchoate in classical law, its clear formulation being Byzantine, and

therefore in the Digest due to Justinian. Justinian’s doctrine is probably a reception from Byzantine

Egypt, where Karaypacf)!) had come to mean traditio cartae, and involved a sharp line between the contract

of sale and the conveyance. This evolution of Karaypacjyr) is, according to the author, who follows Partsch
rather than Schonbauer, a very natural one, but we cannot appreciate his arguments here. It has not

escaped him that the same distinction is involved in classical law by the requirement of mancipation, but

mancipation, apart from its early obsolescence in the Byzantine period, is primarily the act of the alienee,

whereas Byzantine traditio, like Karaypa(})T), is that of the alienor. The sale of Byzantine Eg}qjt is TTpaan,

not and 6po\oya> TreTrpaiJj/aL jcai KaTay€ypa(pT)K4vaL is not the counterpart of emit mancipioque uccepit—
a very happy illustration. Thus the tr. cartae of later Byzantine law may be a derivation from KaraypLKjyT],

facilitated by the stress laid in pre-Justinian law (Ravenna documents) on traditio by the seller. See
A. vi above and D. ii below. E. Betti, II dogma hizantino della cj^vais ttjs Trapaboacoj^, St. Bonfante,
I, 303-31, studies a closely allied subject. He too holds that the preponderance of the will of the alienor

in traditio is Byzantine and, where supported by the Digest, interpolated. Should parties not be agreed
as to causa, traditio can only pass ownership if it be regarded as an abstract conveyance. Thus Julian
D. 41, 1, 36 is interpolated. The same conclusion is reached by R. Monier, Le malentenda sur la causa
traditionis, St. Bonfante, ill, 217-31. Julian is clearly interpolated, and the classical view must be sought
in the 1. contraria, Llpian D. 12, 1, 18, though there too is interpolation. B. Kubler, Res mobiles u.

immobiles, St. Bonfante, ii, 345-61, after pointing out that this distinction is not classical, studies the
assimilation to land of certain chattels and of other rights {panes cieiles) by tiction in later law. Greek
influence is probable : compare the treatment of the alienation of slaves and ships, analogous to that of
land, in Egypt (pp. 349, 361).

In Phil. Woch., L (1930), 678-82, W. Schubart, reviewing E. Schoxbauer, Beitr. z. Gesch. d. Berg-
haurechts {Journal, xvi (1930), 135-6), giv^es a careful analysis, but refrains from criticism.

D. Lair of obligations.

i. General. Useful points of Greek commercial law are raised bv F. Oertel reviewing in Z. Sar l
(1930), 565-76, especially 573-4, E. Ziebarth, Beitr. z. Gesch. des Seeraubs a. Seehandels im cdten Griechen-
land, Hamburg, 1929. There have been a number of reviews of Y. Arangio-Ruiz, Linearnenti del sisterna
contrattuale nel diritto dci papiri, Milan, 1928 {Journal, xv (1929), 132) : P. M. Meyer, Z. Sav., L (1930)
o24-d, a compact summary; G, A. Petropoulos, Byz.-neugriech. Jahrh., vii (1930), 480-5, in Greek;

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, xvii.
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M. San Xiculo, O.L/Z., xxkiii (1030), 355, appreciative; and W. Kunkel, Gnomon, vi (1930), 421-5,

analVMS with criticism. Of course various items in P. M. Meyer’s and U. AYilcken’s surveys (above, A. i)

are relevant
;
in the latter note p. 230, on the papyri published by C. C. Edgar, Journal, ziv (1928), 288—93.

ii. ^alc. P. M. Meyer s Bencht, vi (A. i), p. 526, notes sale documents in P.S.I. ix
;
also (p. 525) gives

an account of work, mentioned Journal, xv (1929), 130, by A. SEGRh, who continues on the same subject

in Note mlla coinpracendita e il pagameato del prezzo in diritto greco e rornano, Aegyptus, x (1929), 207-41.

He denies that Greek law knew consensual sale, or indeed the contract as distinct from the reciprocal

conveyances, though in sales of catagraphable objects arrha bound the seller to make Karaypa(f>T} against

full payment, and punished a withdrawing buyer by its forfeiture. The effect of Karayp. without payment

would depend on whether the non-payment was expressed on its face or not ; in the latter case payment

would be secured by fictitious syngraphic loan, but third parties would get good title from the buyer.

Tlie fully devLdoped procedure in a catagraphic sale seems (P. Oxy. 227) to have been that the vendor drew

up, it might be iv ayvia, a document of sale, the buyer paid the €yK.vK.\Lov, and the tax-farmer applied to

the agorationiLis (later also banker, Karakoydiov) for Karayp,, which process involved the transformation of

the document into an ag<‘)ranomic one and its registration. Thus Karayp. was a transcriptio in the sense

of the Ravenna documents : vendo^ rnancipo et ex iure meo in vestro iure dominioque transenho. In the

East Karayp. became sim^fiy a document drawn by a tahellio, or signed by three credible witnesses, and

the distinction {Cod. lust. 4, 21, 17) between sale cum and sine scriptis is the same as that between sale of

catagr.iphable and non-catagraphable objects. Roman law failed to impose traditio of land in the East,

and even in the Mest the document tends to supersede it, but not entirely (Paul, Sent. 5, 12, 2). On the

cpie'>tion of the rule in Inst. 2, 1, 41, SEGRk follows E. Albertario : it is classical only for mancipation.

F. Prinoshelm maintains once more in EigentumsUhergong heim Kauf, Z. Sar., l, 333-438, that the rule

is entirely interpolated. He notes, p. 347, the Egyptian practice of handing title-deeds to the buyer, and,

pp. 3S7-9, considers the papyrological counterparts of the fidern sequi of the Institutes passage, and the

etiect of Karayp. on the ownership) in the absence of payment of price. See P. M. Meyer, ibid., 531 ff.,

and A, Ehrhardt's recent work (above, C). Some remarks by L. Wenger, Archiv, ix (1930), 267-8, on

the development of sale as a contract should also be noted. See also above, A. vi.

In SulV Arra della Vendiia in Diritto Giiistinianeo, St. Bonfante, iv, 503-64, E. Carusi, after giving a

careful rtsume of G. Curnil’s recent article {Journal, xv (1929), 132) and a rich bibliography on the

oriental .-^ide, con.siders the evidence of the Syro-Roman Law-book (534 ff.), and then studies the meaning

of Justinian’s legislation (548 ff.). This he holds was a compromise, which saved the Roman principle of

irrevocability of consent in theory, but made concessions to Eastern custom which, limited as they appear,

are far-reaching. The ius poenitendi was allowed for not yet perfected written contracts, but denied for

oral
;
then by a side wind arrha was introduced as a penalty of poenitentia in all cases, oral as well as

written contracts, and perfected written as well as not yet perfected written. M. Ricca-Barberis,

Z’ ei'izione ohhligo-Umlte del ceaditore rornano, St. Bonfante, ii, 127-84, contends, against the received

opinion, that the Roman seller was bound to make good title
;
in particular that uacuarn possessionem

tradere meant conveyance. The term Trapaxcopclv in 2nd and 3rd cent, papyri is witness of this (pp. 171-2).

In the Byzantine period transfer of ownership is of the very essence of sale.

A very recent arrival is Ba garantle contre les vices caches dans la vente romaine, Paris, 1930, xvi

4-216 pp., by R. ^loNiER. The Introduction treats of Babylonian and Greek sale, but, to judge by the

table of texts, there is not much papyrology.

lii. Guarantee, L. Wenger, Archiv, ix, 285-7, gives close consideration to E. Cuq’s Cautionnernent

rnutuA ct solidarite, Mel, Cornil, I, 155-80 {Journal, xiv (1928), 154).

iv. Delict. There is no special papyrological interest in F. de Yisscher’s La nature jundique de

Vabandon noxal. Rev. hist, dr., ix (1930), 411-71, unless perhaps an excursion into primitive Greek law

(pp. 445-8), but this is not true of the summary which he gives, ibid., 606-8, of his Le dellt Jinkuda
cornrnls par un esclare: Droit ronxain et droit alexandrin. Rev. beige, ix (1930), 702 (not seen). When the

delict committed by a slave is iniuna, we learn from Ulpian D. 47, 10, 17, 4, that his master, instead of

accepting the noxal action, condemnation in which would leave him still free to surrender the slave, might
liand him over without ado for verheratio. P. Hal. i, 188 sq. makes the alternative to summary verberatio

the acceptance <3f full liability by the master. Thus for iniuria there was no noxal action at Alexandria,

and J. Partsch, Archiv, vi (1913), 67, is wrong on this point. The suggestion is that the prcietor first

c<q)iod the Aloxandrian system, and that the noxalization of the action against the master was introduced
later, in the interest of uniformity.
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E. Lav: of siiccessioyi.

Recently iiublislied testamentary documents of the Roman period are mentioned by P. M. Meier,

Z. Sav., L (1930), 517-8. Add that edited by A. SegrI: in St. Bonfante (above, A. iv). Eicenhe di c.iritio

ereditiu-io romano, Rome, 1930, 132 pp., by the same, appears on a superficial examination to be a lively

and stimulating study of the Roman law of succession, the special characteristics of which are broug it

out by contrast with Germanic, Greek and Hellenistic law. The evidence for the la.st-named is naturally

mainly from Egypt
;

papyrological points which occui- are the system of (cX^pot pp. 16-7, the right to

legitim p. 31, hefeditas ex certa re p. 33, the meaning of Kkgpovogdv in the Gnomon p. 34, entry of heir

by pp. 91-2, unlimited liability for hereditary debts, tempered by a iue ahstinendi p. 96.

F. Law of procedure,

L, Wenger, Z. Sav.^ l (1930), 500-2, has a farther Miszelle on the new demotic procedural code

discovered by W. Spiegelberg. He regards E. Seidl’s interpretations of the document {Journal, xvi

(1930), 137) with high favoui', and emphasizes its importance as being, or pointing to, a possible Egyptian

•source of Diodorus, I, 79, 1. See further: M. S.vN XicoLO, D.L.Z., 1930, 184-7
;
P. M. Meyer, Z. Sar., l

(1930), 536.

At the last moment Zur Gesch, der Prozessemleitung ivi ptol. Recht^ a Munich dissertation by

E. Berneker, Ansbach, 1930, 112 pp., comes to hand.

A detail of Ptolemaic procedure is dealt with by M. San Xicolo, B.Z., xxx 1 1929-30) {Frstgahe

Heiseaherg),, 158—62: 7rapap.ovrj£. He rightly claims that P. Mich, 3106 of 287 {L, C. Edgar,

Joitntal, XIV (1928), 291 fl’.) proves that iyyvr} Trap, in P. Hal. i, 46 h. means security lor production of

a person in court, not, as the editors proposed, security for sati>sfaction of judgement. Ihe general etlect

of the TTpoarayyia of P. Mich, is that an eyyHo? Trap., provided he does produce his man, though late, is to

be freed from his bond. It decides this in a particular case : dipRo-Bo) {jTreprjpepias (11. 8-9), and as a

general principle: d(P€iad(oa-av ttjs €yyvr)9 /cut pt] eKKXfUaSiocrav rrjs V7r€pr]p€pLas (11. 11-13). To get rid of

the obvious difficulty created by the variation of phrase, Edgar proposed to insert between 11. 8 and 9,

after d<p€La'd(o i €yyvi]9 Kat p ?) €kk\€l4(t3u>^ and to translate prj €kk\. ttjs tt. . shall not be debaiied

from exceeding the time.” San Nicolo proposes a translation which ha^ the merit of making the insertion

between 11. 8 and 9 unnecessary: ‘‘shall not be precluded on account of having exceeded the term.”

U. WiLCKEN, however, approves the insertion: Arckiv, ix (1930), 235-6 (other points also). Philologists

must decide whether the use of the genitive suggested by San Xicolu is too harsh. Edgar’s translation

might, perhaps, be improved if we make j) {nrepripepia mean “the days ot grace,’ ' in reference to some

established system of granting extension of time, which would help to explain the mysterious royal

indulgence to eyyvoi Trapapovrji.

U. WiLCKEN, Archie^ ix (1930), 232, comments on the very interesting P. Cair. Zen. ill, 466 {forum^

asylum).

Beviewing L. Wenger’s Praetor u. Formel (Munich, 1928) in Rev. hist, dr,., ix (1930), 794-6, H. Levy-

Bruhl gives a very lucid account of the positions reached by recent studies of the iormulary procedure.

A. Fliniaux, La postulatio simplex: Contribution a Vhistoire des modes de Citation au has~etnpire.

Rev, hist, dr., ix (1930), 193-223, gives a historical study of the first step taken by plaintiff in ;a normal

action, as it appears both in legislation {Cod, Theod., post-Tlieod. Novels, Corpus larts) and in Romano-

Egyptian practice under the later einjiire. This act is an e,c parte {simplex, povopipr]s) application

{postulatio, evTvxta) by plaiiitiflf to the court demanding, for reasons stated, citation of defendant. Service

would appropriately be by an officer of court, but under the xuincipate, and perhaps later, there is the

possibility of participation in service by plaintiff', as is illustrated by the Egyptian system of rrapayy^Xia.

Anyhow, from 322 onwards {Cod. Theod. 2, 4, 2) postulatio simplex, which in writing would amount to a

lihellus actio'iiis, followed by an interlocutory order fi*r or refusal of service {interlocutio iudicis), was the

normal first stage in an action, the parallel step in rescript procedure being allegatio rescripti. This initial

step is a constant up to and including Justinian. Thus the author maintains that in the important serie.s

P. Oxy. XVI, 1876-81 {Journal, xiv (1928), 155), we must see nothing exceptional, but just the normal

opening of Theodosian litis denuntiatio, i.e. postulatio simplex and interlocutio. Incidentally (jtp. 207-10)

he rejects the view of P. Collinet and E. Andt that the post, in iudicio deposita of Cod. Theod. 4, 14, 1,

belongs to rescript procedure.

A. Steinwenter, Die Litiscontestation im Lihellprozesse, Z. Sav., L (1930), 184-211, enquires what the

classical term litis contestatio means in early Byzantine procedure, especially to Justiniau’sj compilers. In

18—2
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the Cod. Thaod. its primary and proper meaning (confusion is created by allied usages) is the moment at

which conflictus 'pcirtktm de 'principali negotio {Cod. Tkeod. 4, 14, 1) is reached : cf. P. Lips. 38 of 390

(pp* 190-1). What is ^ rov dLKaoTrjpiov TTpoKarap^is of P. Ozy. 67 (338; cf. P. Lips. 33 of 368)1 It must
be the Iis coepta, etc., litis e.vordni7ny etc. of Cod. Theod.y and Steinwenter holds that these phrases cover

the whole initial oral proceedings, and are therefore wider than lit. co/iL, which in lit. doizmtiatio procedure

occurs when the defendant has put in his defence orally. The same conception appears in the libellary

procedure: Cod. Theod. 2, 4, 6; Nov. Val. 35, 13; P. Oxy. 1881; P. Princeton 55. C. Gl. L. ii, p. 124^,

fixes lit. co7it. or biKt} ap^Bfiaa as avTiKardo-TaaLs iv diKa(m]pi(Dj i.e. as the joinder of issue in court,

therefore orally. Justinian {Cod. 3, 1, 14, 4) merely sharpens the somewhat misty Theodosian conception:

lit. cont. is narratio plus responsio., and the moment was doubtless registered by some act of court. It is

hard to see why the moment of the oral declarations was preferred to that of the delivery of the contra-

dictory lihelli. Steixwenter suggests the influence of rhetoric as the explanation, and observes that we
are wrong to think of the libellary procedure as mainly in writing. S. Riccobono, against M. Wlassak,
maintains that this conception of lit. cont. is derived from the classical cognitio extra ordinem., but

Steixwenter, citing P. Mich. 1320, considers the connexion not proved. What the article perhaps does

not bring out sufficiently is that a joinder of issue is a natural necessity of all formal debate, especially

legal, and that if the conception of lit. cont. had not existed, it would have had to be invented. From the

functional point of view, at least, the connexion between chissical and Byzantine lit. cont. is plain.

G. Public lau:.

K. WiLHELMsox, Zuni rorn. Fiskalkauf in Aeggpien, Tartu, 1930, 20 pp. {Acta et Conrmeatt. Univ.

Tartuensis {Dorpatensis), B. xviii, 5), draws attention to a peculiarity of sales and leases by the fisc:

they were revocable on a better ofier being made. This suggests a possible origin of the system of in diem
adcUctlo in private sales, and explains Cod. 11, 32, 1 and 11, 71, 2. See also g 5.

There have been a number of reviews of Die AugustiLS-lnschrift auf deni Ma'rJctplatz von Kyrene by
J. Stroux and L. Wenger {Journal, xvi (1930), 137): J. G. C. Anderson, J.R.S., xix (1929), 219-24,

a very close study, appreciative, but with dissents ; V. Arangio-Ruiz, Riv. di jil., viii (1930), 220-30,

noting a general approximation of views between the leading commentators, and citing a study of the

repetundae procedure by G. La Pira, St. ital. di fil. cl., vii (1929), 59 ff. (not seen)
;
W. Graf Uxkull-

Gyllexbaxd, Gnomon, vi (1930), 121-32, a comprehensive and rather critical review, embracing also

A. VON Prhmerstein’s and Y. Araxgio-Ruiz’s articles.

La 7'epression de la rnagie et le culte des gentils au iv^ siecle, Rev. hist, dr., ix (1930), 669-701, by
F. Martroye, argues that Constantine and his earlier successors did not persecute the ancient Roman
religion, but that the laws which have been taken in this sense were really directed against magical
divination. Xo papyrological material is used. Cf. Journal, xiv (1928), 155, if.

7 . Palaeography and Diplomatic.

K. Ohly’s StichornetHsche Untersuckungen is reviewed in some detail by Th. Birt {Phil. Woch., L

(1930), 297-317;. The reviewer, though appreciative, disagrees with some of Ohly’s conclusions.

E. Bickermann’s Beitrdge znr antihen Vrkundengeschichte (iii. ^^vt€v^ls mid NnupvTipa, Archiv, ix,

155-82) discusses the formulae of these documents.

Jouguet publishes a letter concerning the registration of libelli; see § 3, Roman.
E. Gerstixger in Ein neuer Beitrag zur Geschickte dei" gHechischen arntlichen Kanzleischdft {Wiener

Studien, XLVii (1930), 168-72) publishes P. Vindob. 24473, an official letter of the second century from
Socnopaei Kesiis, with a photograph and a discussion of Chancery Hand. This is a useful addition to

the material for the study of this type of hand. The date is probably about the time of Hadrian. (See

Journal, xvi, 127.)

Th. Birt, Zur Tachygraphie der G'riecken {Rhein. Mvs., lxxix (1930), 1-6), discusses the origin of

Greek shorthand. He suggests that its antiquity goes back at least to the time of Plato and that it was
the chosen medium of the Sibyls.

H. J. \ ogels' Codicuni Novi Testumenti Specunina (Bonn: P. Hanstein, 1929) gives photographs of

two papyri, P. Mich. 1571 and P. Loud. 1532.
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Lexicography and Grammar.

V. Martin argues convincingly in Archie^ ix, 218-21, that ttuttvAicov in SaiU'uielhuch 1 {
— P. Oen. iaed,

255), 7247. 2G, 7248. 3 and the Edict of Diocletian is the Latin popilio in its later sense of “tent” (whence

French panlloii)^ and adds this to the other reasons for assigning Sairtnielhuch 1 to the third century.

Fr. Zucker’s article, Vher Sprache und >SYi7 fruhlyzafitinUcher Urlanden^ in B.Z,, xxx /1930), 146-55, is

a discussion, with ample illustrative quotations, of the style of some late Kautschischwili

says in Phil. TFocA., l (1930), 1166-8, that the Georgian vei^sion of eTTioemos upro? means “Brot fiir den

morgigen (oder : von dem morgigen) Tag.”

Four works are not yet accessible to me : A. Fridrichsen, APT02 EI1I0Y2102 ;
Eiae Naddese, in

Sy'nibolae Osloenses^ ix (1930), 62-8.—H. Glitsch, De Ptoltnuiei et ApoUonii, Olauciat' fiUoram., qitaeHwnes

llfiguisticae. Weidae Thuringorum, 1929 (mentioned in Aeggptus^ x, 352, no. 7730, where the title is given

in this imj)ossible form).—0. Hornickel, Ehren- und Rtuigpradikate in den Popyrusurhunden : Ein

Beitrag zirni 7'dmiscketi und hyzantiniseken Titelwesen. Dr.-Diss. Giessen. Giessen, 1930. Pp. x+ dl.—

-

A. Stein, EIIISKE^IS, in Charisteria {Alois Rzach zitm addzigsten Gehurtstag d<trgehracht).) Reichenberg,

1930, 176-80.

During this year Part v of the new edition of Liddell and Scott appeared {6r](jaipo7roi€(n—Ka)\|r,

pp. 801-1020, Oxford, 1930).

The following reviews of works already mentioned in these bibliographies have appeared : F. Preisigke,

Worte'rhiick der griechiseken PapynisurJctindea^ reviewed by Mb Schubart in O.L.Z.., 1931, 17-18 (not yet

accessible to me), and by F. Bilabel in Phil. HocA., L (1930), 1389-93; Moulton and Milligan, Yoea~

hulary of the Greek Testament^ Viii, reviewed by P.-L. Correhoud in Rec. hist, rel xcviii (1930;, 136-8

(inaccessible); L. AVengek, Nocelleninde.e und Papyrusirdrterhaeh, reviewed by A, Grupe in Phil.

RWl, l (1930), 46-8; B. Laum, Das Alexa'ndrinische Akzentuat ion ssystern., reviewed by E, Hermann in

Phil. Woch., l (1930), 228-33
;

F. M. Abel, Graiurnaire du grec hihlique sniri d'un choix de papyrus.,

reviewed by A. Debrunneu in B.Z

,

xxix (1930), 346-7, and by E. Drerup in Oriens Christianus, 3. S.,

iii/iv (inaccessible) ; Liddell and Scott, new edition, Parts iii and iv, reviewed by Paul Shorey in

Cl. Phil, XXV (1930), 82-3.

9.

General Works, Bibliography, Miscellaneous Notes on Papyrus Texts.

The English version of Deissmann’s Liqht from the Ancient East is reviewed by 0. J. Kraemer in

Cl. Weekly, xxili (1930), 140-2.

J. (
— G. V.) Manteuffel publishes an article in Polish on the science of papyrology and its results:

Papyrologja jako nauka poinocnicza historji, in Przegladu Historyeznego, viil (1929), 70-90. A Polish

article on the social relations of the inhabitants of Kerkeosiris by J. R. Lukes I know only from the

Bibliography in Aegyptus, x, 360, no. 7862 : Socidlni pomery ohycatelstva v Kerkeosiris, in Sbomik filoL fak.
UHirers. Kornenskebo, iv, Bratislava (1926) (rev. Listy Fil., Liv (1927), 282-7, by G. Hejzlar). The same
remark applies to two other general articles on the papyri and the light thrown by them on life in Egypt

:

A. Dirking, Griechischen (sic) Leben in den Papyri, Paderbo[r]n, 1929 {Aegyptus, x, 360, no. 7861); and
A. B. Hawes, Light reading from the papyri, in Cl. Journ., xxv (1930), 535-44 {Aegyptas, x, 336, no. 7457).

M. Humbert continues his Btdletin papyrologlque (iv, 1929) in Byzantion, v (1929-30), 655-70. In
the Bibliographische Beilage of Gnomon in 1930 references to papyrology and allied subjects are to be
found as follows: 2, p. 15; 3, p. 24; 4, p. 29; 5, p. 37; 6, pp. 44-5. P. M. Meyer continues his ^T^(ris-

tischer Papyrusherieht (vi, Oct. 1927-Oct. 1929) in Z. kSav., L (1930), 503-30. For other bibliographies see
B.Z., XXIX (1930), 391-3 {Papyruskunde), and Byz,~neogriech. Jahrb., vii (1930), 248-57 {Palaographie,
Papyrus, Handschriften und Bucherkiuide).

H. Henne publishes some additions and corrections to Papyrus Graux 3 d S et papyrus du Caire
49437 in Bull. Inst.fr. Arch. Or., xxviii (1929), 11-14. M. San Nicolo in his EITYOX HAPAMONHS

in B.Z., XXX, 158-62 (see also 6), deals with P. Hal. 1, biKi] \|/-evSo/iapri>piuv, and P. Mich. Inv. No. 3106,
edited by Edgar in Jonrned, xiv, 291 ff.

’

10.

Miscellaneous and Personal.

Reference must be made to the recently founded Societe royale e'gyptienne de papyrologie, a body which
promises to play a most useful part and to which I take this opportunity of extending a cordial welcome
An account of it is given by Georges Meyer ui Le Temps, 8 June, 1930 ;"see, ioo;Rev. beige ix (1930) 69^*

and Aegyptus, xi (1931), 102.
’ ^
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The ‘‘Semaiiie egyptologiqiie et papyrologique at Brussels, 14-20 Sept. 1930, which the present

writer was iiiifortuiiately unable to attend, was a great success and did much useful work. Accounts

of it are given in Chron. d'Eg.^ vi (1931), 148-54 (an announcement in advance, Rev, helge,^ ix (1930),

69S-9y in Aeggijtus, xi (1931), 97-101, and in Rti\ helge, ix (1930), 1095-1100. Two communications

made to the Congress by A. Calderini are published in Aegyptus^ xi (1931), viz. E opera della scuola di

papiroloyifi dl dUhruo, pp. 3-9, and al Dizionario dei nomi geograjici e topograjici delV Egitto

Ureco-Ronin (tod pp. 10-12.

il. PIoMBERT gives an account of the small papyrus collection of the Fondation Eeine Elisabeth {Les

papyrus de la FoadUtuti Egyptologiqae Reoie Elisabeth) in Chron, d'Eg,^ v, 269-71. The Greek papyri

seem to be fur the most part very fragmentary.

F. Bilabel, in a review of the WArterbuch {Phil, iroe/a, l (1930), 1390), mentions that Gradenwitz’s

Coiitra rindeiG is in the press under his supervision, and that he is himself preparing an historical proso-

pography of Helleni.stic-Eoman-Byzantine Egypt.

A. C[alderini] gives an account of the Italian excavations at Tebtunis. The plan of the town, which

was partly native Egyptian of the usual type, partly Greek, on a regular plan (two quarters), was laid

bare. Some papyri were found, forming a family archive. These are to be edited by Yitelli: Scavi della

Missione Archt‘ologici( Italiana a Tebtunis {Fayyiun) in Aegyptiis.^ x (1929), 295-6. P. Koschaker describes

the excavcttions at Dura: Ausgrabungen in Dura-Europos^ in O.L.Z., xxxiii (1930\ 162-71. It appears

from a note in C.-R. Ac. laser, et B.-L.^ 1929, 47 that papyri have been found at Dura. This opens up

new and exciting ^jossibilities.

H. I. Bell calls attention to the rediscovery of some of the missing Petrie Papyri in Archit\ ix, 227,

and Aegyptus., x (1929;, 302.

A very serious loss to almost every branch of Egyj^tian studies, and not least to those concerned

with the Graeco-Roman period, is the unexpected death of Wilhelm Spiegelberg, which occurred last

December. His immense energy and many-sided versatility were combined with a rare philological

acumen
;
and the problems upon which he threw new light are many. The removal of such a worker

from the already small band of Demotic scholars is an irreparable blow. There is a short notice of him
by W. ScHUBART in Forsch. a. Fortschr.., vil (1931), 46.

Another great scholar whose loss must be recorded here is August Heisenberg (died 22 Xov. 1930).

His work wits done mainly in the sphere of general Byzantine studies, but he collaborated with L. Wenger
in the important volume of Byzantine papyri at Munich, and he was always awake to the importance of

papyrology. A notice of him by Fr. Dolger appears in Forsch. ii. Fortschr., vxi (1931), 14-15.

A biblu>gra23hy of Lumbroso’s works is given by V. Scialoja in Co/nmemorazione del socio Giacomo

Lutubroso.^ Acc. Xaz. dei Lincei, p2>. 38.

A propos of 0. Gradenwitz's seventieth birthday, E. Kiessling 2>nhlishes a biograixhical note : Otto

Gradenwitz ziira 70. Gebartstage^ in Forsch, ti. Fortschr.^ vi (1930;, 191.
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NOTES AND NEWS

During the past winter the Society has maintained three expeditions—at Armant, at

El-‘Amarnah and at Abydos.

The Armant Expedition began excavations on November 1st, and ended early in

February. As a result of the season’s work, the excavation of the Bucheum and Baqaria

has been completed. In the Bucheum the two tombs left over from last year and the

“Well” found in the first season were cleared. In all three cases water had damaged
the burials and only a few broken faience amulets were recovered. The remainder of the

season’s work in the Bucheum consisted of a minute examination and recording of

architectural features, which has produced interesting and important results.

The presence of water and the dangerous state of the rock complicated work in the

Baqaria. Twenty-five burials were cleared, including six found but not excavated last

year. In both pits most of the burials were much decayed, and it was seldom possible

to do more than plan and photograph the skeleton. In the northern (Ptolemaic) pit,

however, one cow was waxed solid, another was cleaned down to the skeleton and pre-

served in a similar manner, and the head of a third, on which the gilt was in good
condition owing to the use of bitumen in the mummification, was also preserved. In the

southern pit, which is of Roman date, the cows were buried under red-brick vaults, but
in most cases water had destroyed all but the bones. From the passage of this pit four

offering-tables were obtained, three being inscribed. A stela dating from the reign of

Commodus was also found.

A certain amount of cemetery work was undertaken. To the south-east of the
Baqaria a few protodynastic burials in large pots were found, and a number of poor
graves of the Roman and Coptic periods. On higher ground at the edge of this cemetery,
where there has been considerable denudation, the bottoms of several grain pits were
found which yielded a number of Badarian sherds. A preliminary excavation was made
in a large and promising early predynastic settlement. Finally, a large but badly robbed
Roman camp in the desert was cleared.

At El-'Amarnah attention was first turned to the completion of the excavation of
the North Suburb begun by Dr. Frankfort some years ago, and this part of the site

has now been finished. From here came a beautiful little painted head in limestone of
one of the princesses, which has been allotted to the Society in the division at Cairo;
here also was found a jar containing twenty-three bars of gold together with many frag-
ments of silver and a small silver figure with a gold cap. It is possible that the whole
was a robber’s hoard. A considerable amount of new evidence was gathered for the
reconstruction of the house-decoration of the period.

The excavation of a large mound in the wady north of the town was next begun and
a fine house was revealed; not only were the inner door-jambs and lintels made of stone,
but a magnificent painted lintel was found lying on its face between the north loggia
and the central room. It bore an inscription giving the name of the owner of the house.
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Hatiay, Overseer of the King’s Works, and also cartouches of the King and Queen,

though that of Akhenaten had been erased. The house stood in fine grounds, having on

its north side a large chapel, containing two altars on which traces of colour are

preserved.

The excavation of a great wall running north and south between the cultivation and

the house occupied by the excavators was then undertaken. A large gateway was found,

flanked by false doors with fine stone thresholds, topped by a double uraeus cornice,

which must have supported statues of the royal family, as several broken fragments

showed. In the gateway itself and near it, a large quantity of fallen wall-decoration was

found, much of it brilliantly coloured and of fine technique. Shortage of funds made it

necessary to close the work before the excavation of the wall was finished, and great

things are expected when the ground level is reached ; work will begin here next season,

provided that suflicient funds are raised to furnish an expedition.

Many objects found this season—together with casts of the objects kept in Cairo

—

reproductions of some of the wall-painting, plans and a model of a typical ‘Amarnah

house will be shown at the Society’s summer exhibition this year.

There is little fresh news to report regarding the Archaeological Survey at Abydos,

where Miss Calverley and Miss Broome have been working hard all winter and making

steady progress with the material required for the first volume of the Seti Temple pub-

lication. Meanwhile the work of reproducing their earlier drawings has gone forward in

this country; many of the plates are already printed off, and are of exquisite quality.

In addition to the two lectures already recorded others have now been delivered.

On January 21st Miss Murray lectured on '"Primitive Eeligion in Ancient Egypt” with

many interesting slides; on February 18th Mr. G. A. Wainwright lectured on "Egypt:

Ancient and Modern,” pointing out the continuity of customs and beliefs, and the

similarity of the life of the native of the twentieth century to that of Old Testament

times. Mr. Wainwright encouraged the audience to ask questions at the close of the

lecture and a keen discussion took place. On March 18th Mr. Charles Jarrett-Bell, K.C.N.C.

(retired), gave a discourse on "The Ships of Ancient Egypt, with special reference to the

Obelisk Barge of Queen Hatshepsut”; a short discussion followed.

Dr. Hall’s unexpected death has taken from us one of the Society’s oldest and

staunchest friends and supporters. We say no more of our loss here, for we publish in

this number an obituary notice which Mr. Hugh Last, of St. John’s College, Oxford, one

of Hall’s most intimate friends, has been good enough to write for us, with the help

of others who knew him.

On the 23rd of December last died Wilhelm Spiegelberg, Professor of Egyptology in

the University of Munich. Dr. Spiegelberg died almost suddenly, at a time when his age

and the activity of his mind seemed to indicate that he might still have before him fifteen

years or more of precious work for Egyptology. Every branch of the science—Demotic,

perhaps, more than any other—is under obligations to him for contributions of solid,

scholarly work. His was a keen, alert mind, and though he always had some magnum
opus in hand he was never too much preoccupied by it to make and publish valuable

observations on other branches of the subject. To the gifts of the scholar he added a

courtesy of manner which won for him the sympathy of all who met him. The loss to

Egyptology is irreparable.
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Death and lapse of time have brought about changes in the personnel of the British

Museum. On the last day of 1930 Sir Frederick Kenyon, K.C.B., retired

from the Directorship which he has held since 1909. He is succeeded by Dr, G, F. Hill,

C.B., F.B.A. We wish Sir Frederick full enjoyment of the activities with which his

energetic and untired mind will doubtless fill the years of retirement.

The Keepership of the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, left vacant

by Dr. Hall’s death, has been given to Mr, Sidney Smith. This appointment was made
in December, and Mr. Smith returned to duty in the Museum in January from Baghdad,

where he had been acting as Curator of the new museum, his services having been lent

by the British Government to the Government of Iraq for this purpose,

The Trustees of the British Museum have just issued a new edition, revised and
enlarged, of the General Introductory Guide to the Egyptian Collections. Dr. Hall, whose

signature appears under the preface, tells us that it is a re-issue of the Guide prepared

by Sir Ernest Budge and issued in 1909, with such additions and corrections as have
become necessary in the light of the discoveries of the last twenty years. Some sections

have been completely re-written, and an index has been added. The Guide, which
consists of 460 pages with 233 illustrations, and costs half-a-crown, is a wonderful

compendium of information about the history, archaeology, religion and thought of the

Ancient Egyptians.

An institution bearing the name La Societe royale egyptienne de papyrologie was
founded by royal decree on the 7th of May, 1930, under the patronage of His Majesty
King Fouad the First. Its first president is M. Pierre Jouguet, Director of the Institut

fran9ais d’archeologie orientate in Cairo. Its purpose is to encourage the discovery, study
and publication of papyri—Greek, Latin, Coptic Demotic and Arab. It will publish two
series of works, bearing the titles Textes et documents and J^tudes de papyrologie

respectively.

We have received the following from Mr. G, D, Hornblower:
‘‘Dr. Siegfried Schott has published in Journal, xvi, 23 and PL x, 4, a figure of a

mother and child inscribed ‘May a birth be given unto thy daughter ^eh/ interpreting

it as a concubine and supporting this view by an argument of considerable ingenuity
but highly involved. Surely the inscription is simple and natural if the figure be accepted
as connected with fertility, and not as a concubine, in accordance with the theory stated
by me in Journal, xv, 29 ff. The figure may, in fact, be well taken as greatly fortifying

that theory.

“Will you allow me to add a slight correction for the last line of p. 13 in Journal,
XVI, where 1929, part iv’ should be ‘ 1930, part i’; the article in question was transferred
to the later number of Ancient Egypt after the final proof of the article in the Journal
had been despatched.”

Writers for the Journal are begged, when giving the measurements or weights of
objects, to state them in the metric system, out of consideration for our very numerous
Continental readers, to whom an ounce, an inch and a pint mean nothing, and who cannot
be expected to have constantly by them the necessary Table of Conversions. Those
writers who wish can always add the English equivalent in brackets^a practice of which
Dr. Hall set a good example.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii.
19
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In the interests of economy authors are asked to reduce their use of hieroglyphic

signs to a minimum. Though it is impossible to lay down any principles in this matter,

it is clear that in many cases a consonantal transliteration of an Egyptian phrase, even

though the vowels are unknown to us, is, when accompanied by translation, clear and
unambiguous, and therefore sufficient. Thus, for example, when we wish to illustrate

the use of a particular verbal form it is often possible to confine the use of hieroglyphs

to the clause or even word in which the form occurs, the necessary context being given

in transliteration, and the whole accompanied by translation. Clarity, however, must
come before economy, and the Editor would be the last to suggest that any risk of

obscurity should be taken in order to save a few shillings. At the same time, he does

remark that in several recent cases where he has suggested a reduction in the number of

hieroglyphs used the writers have agreed that their articles suffered no loss whatsoever
from the change.
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Voii itgifptischer Kunst: Eine Grundlage. Yon Heinrich Schafer. Third edition. Leipzig, 1930.

Die Leistaiig dec <igyptischen Kunst {Der alte Oritnt^ Baud 28, Heft 1/2). Von Heinrich Schafer.

Leipzig, 1929.

Agyptische nnd heutige Ktinst Uhid Weltgehdvde der alien Agypter

:

Zwei Aufsatze. Yon Heinrich

Schafer. Berlin and Leipzig, 1928.

For forty years Professor Schafer has been occupying himself with Egyptian art in the widest sense

and putting out a steady stream of valuable works on this subject. It would not be too much to say that

his researches have put the study on a new plane. And yet, if we may judge by some recent works on

Egyptian art, his wurk appears to be almost entirely unknown in this country. This is perhaps not difficult

to account for. The general public, in so far as it is interested in Egyptian art at all, is interested in it

mainly because its products are surrounded by the romance which attaches to everything which is several

thousand years old and has been dug up out of the earth. AVriters on the subject have consequently only

too often contented themselves with illustrating and describing a number of representative examples of

Egyptian painting, sculpture and architecture, and noting the characteristics of the various periods
;
they

have made little or no attempt to compare this art with that of other regions and times, to explain why it

is as it is and not otherwise, or what the artist was trying to do and how far he achieved it. They fail to

do these things partly because the public is not curious about them, partly because of that intellectual

sloth from which not one of us can boast himself free. To describe a few hundred objects is so easy
;
to

discuss the why and the wherefore of a work of art is so difficult
;
it needs profound thought, wide reading

and patient study of art in all its forms. And this is why Schafer’s work is not read. Not that it is

difficult—let him who finds it so try a few pages of Wilhelm Worringer’s Agyptische Kuast'^^ and he will

then have reason to thank ^Schafer for the comparative simplicity of his style. At the same time his is the

kind of work which cannot be read with profit except by a mind that is prepared not merely to absorb but
to keep itself in a constant state of alert reaction. His propositions are not to bo inertly accepted, they are

to be weighed and inwardly discussed in the light of our own artistic experieiu‘e. His work cannot be
assimilated by mere reading and memory but only by thought. Yet it is well worth it, for he who has not
made himself acquainted with at least its general lines is still groping about in the dark in the realm of

Egyptian art
;
he may admire it or despise it, but he cannot really understand it.

The three books whose titles stand at the head of this review constitute Schafer’s most recent contri-

butions to his subject. The first is a new edition of a book which we suspect has been more often ]>raised

than read. Its first edition was reviewed in this Journal (vii, 222 ff.) by Mr. de Garis Davies, and no more
need be said about it here.

Die Leibtung der agyptischen Kunst is quite a short work, but it is important in that it sums up
Sciiater’s attitude towards the art of Egypt. He begins by pointing out that Egyptian art is of the more
tranqiul type which is born of no fierce internal battles but occupies itself rather with the restful, orderly

1 In 1027 Professor Wilhelm Worringer published in Munich a book called ’A<jyptische Kunst: Prohleme ihrer
Wcrtuny. Its main function, as he himself tells us, is to “tear off from Egypt the mask given to it by the
romanticizing tendency of Europe” and “behind the romantic mask to point out America, the unromantic.”
That this process of tearing off the mask is both abstract and complex will be evident from the following quota-
tion, chosen quite at random, from the courageous English version by Bernard Rackham {Egyptian Art, London,
1928, p. 76, = p. 92 of the German edition). The subject under discusdon is the ground-plan of the Egyptian temple.
“But are we not here once again in the presence of that eternal Egyptian polarity with which we have already
become acquainted in many forms, that immediate juxtaposition of the prehistoric basic substance of conceptions
and their suiface worked over with a rationality having the force and rigidity of a formula, speaking an entirely
different accent?” Schafer reviewed Worringer’s work in Deutsche Literaturzeitung, Heft 15 (1929), 707 ff.; this
review is in itself a work of the first importance for the study of Egyptian art.

19- -2
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representation of its world of forms. This gives it a certain impersonality, and causes it to move slowly,

without violent dislocations, though it never reaches stagnation. Schater next explains that what he pro-

poses to investigate is not the value of Egyptian art, 2 .e., what it may mean for a particular person, though

this is in itself a fair subject of enquiry, but simply its achievement in the objective sense.

He begins with a short but excellent sketch of the history of architecture in Egypt, emphasizing the

importance of the invention of mud bricks as leading by their very form to rectangular design. He passes

on to the discovery of stone as a building material, and its consequences. Here stress is laid on the surprises

which the recently discovered buildings of Zoser presented to us
;
instead of the primitive heavy architec-

tiu-e which we might reasonably have expected to precede the massive work of the Fourth Dynasty we find

a light and delicate style of whose existence no one had a suspicion. This survey is continued down to the

Xew Kingdom, and contains many good things, more especially an interesting treatment of the origin and

development of the free-standing column.

Schafer is an opponent of the school of thought which refuses all symbolical significance to Egyptian

architecture and regards its forms as the mere products of necessity and utility^. For him the position of

the royal pyramids on the plateau and that of the tombs of the nobles high up in the face of the cliflPs

symbolize the desire of their owners to be raised, even in death, high above the heads of their subjects. So

too he detects symbolism in the manner in which, in the sun-tempies of the Fifth Dynasty, the path used by

the priests led by a roundabout way through the complete darkness of the interior of the great obelisk to

open out suddenly on the east side into the full glory of the rising sun. “There can be no doubt,” he says,

“that the eifect which we of to-day feel here, the symbolism which we can see in the whole structure, was

fully intended by the architects ” (p. 25). He sees a like symbolism in the innovation made in the New
Kingdom temples by which, through the device of increasing the height of the two central rows of columns

and the portion of roof which they supported, a brighter light is thrown upon the central aisle and the

proce.-5sioii which moved along it. And here Schafer joins issue with Worringer, for whom this aisle ‘‘is no

architectonic symbolization of the root idea contained in the ritual, but merely the direct architectonic

precipitate {^iedersMag) of the external demands of the ritual.”

On other points, too, in connexion with the interpretation of Egyptian architecture Schafer finds him-

self in strong opposition to Worringer. The latter condemns the cold calculating logic with which the

rooms of an Egyptian building seem to him to be packed into a predetermined rectangular frame without

re.'^pect for organic growth. ‘AVhat emerges under these conditions,” he says, “is no natural tissue of cells

but a mere crystallized formation of cells conditioned by their purpose” (W., p. 64). Schafer finds himself

unable to accept this as a fair description of the plan of an Egyptian temple.

Worringer has a further complaint against Egyptian architecture, this time against the elevation of its

rooms rather than against their ground-plan. They lack, for him, that space-feeling [RaumgefiihT) which has

its greatest manifestations in the Pantheon, in St. Sophia in Constantinople, in Gothic and in Baroque.

Schafer points out in the first place that this space-feeling must not be confused with spaciousness

(
)yeitraumigkeit)j and that it is in some way or other hound up with the idea of vaulting; we feel it in the

beehive tombs at Mycenae, we miss it in Greek architecture of the classical period. In other words, space-

feeling in the sense in which Worringer uses it is a quality of architecture which only exists under certain

sx^ecial conditions, and we have no right to complain of its absence from Egyptian buildings, where these

conditions are not present.

In this connexion Schafer deals with a very striking feature of Egyptian temple architecture, namely

the narrowness of such rooms as have no columns and the transformation of the larger roofed halls into

veritable forests of columns. He rejects the view that this is to be explained as a conscious negation of

space- feeling, a sort of space-shyness {Raumscheu)^ and admits that the cause is purely technical and lies

in the difficulty of roofing broad spaces with horizontal blocks. But, he adds, this is not all
;
what may in

origin have been a technical necessity was exploited aesthetically
;

its artistic possibilities were observed

and made the most of. “The idea of the vault,” he says, “could not fructify in the jmrely stone architec-

ture of Egyxit, since in temple architecture the sensibility, the ‘will to art’ of the Egyjptian.s, was satisfied

with the i)ossibilities of expression which they had developed out of roofing with blocks, possibilities which
led in an entirely diflerent direction from those forms of building which create in us ‘ space-feeling.’ The
student of the history of art is bound to take cognizance of a direction followed with such persistence;

whether it pdeases him is an entirely different matter.”

^ See Worringer’s book referred to above.
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Schafer adds at this point a reflection which may well be pondered by all those who work in this field.

Just as the forms of drawing, sculpture and architecture in general reflect the life of the Egyptian people,

and are intimately bound up with their speech, music, dance, poetry, and, above ail, their religion, so must

the form of the temple in particular arise in some way or other out of the movements ot feeling and the

basic thoughts of the cult and out of the innei*most form of the religion. But no scholar will dare to

demonstrate the nature of the connexion
;
there is no one who sufficiently understands the inner spirit

underlying the out\vard ceremonies of Egyptian religion to undertake such a task. Here once again

Schafer is breaking a lance with AVorringer, whose conclusions with regard to Egyptian art in general are

largely based on an examination of Egyptian religion, which, in Schafer’s opinion, no Egyptologist, and

still more decidedly no layman, is in a position to undert<ike (see Schafei'’s review of Worringer’s book).

In concluding this section of his work Schafer warns us that there is one quality which w'e are not to

expect in Egyptian architecture, that which he calls the artistically-organic {das Kanstlensch-onjaaische).

This quality is present when in a building, as in a healthy living body, each se})arate part is there for

the sake of the whole, and the whole for the sake of each separate part, and Nvhen, further, each separate

part is not merely sufficient for its task in a statical sense, but expresses this task in every line and

surface. The 'working out of form in this sense first appears in Greek art, and is, even there, still in

process of development. We must therefore not look to find it in Egypt.

The second portion of the book deals wdth drawing and sculpture. Here, too, there are many good and

original thoughts, but of these less need be said because much of the material is also to be found in the

author’s Agyptische Kunst. Those who are familiar with this are already acquainted with Schafers

epoch-making discovery of the principle which distinguishes Egyptian and other early sculpture from

Greek and post-Greek, the principle of Richtitngsgei'udkeit (quite distinct from Julias Lange’s Law of

Frontality) by which a statue is built up of four views seen in two pairs of parallel planes which cross at right

angles, a principle which Schiifer shows to be intimately connected with the full front-view {yeradansu-Idig)

principle observed by the same artists in drawing in two dimensions. Quite different from this, though

capable, according to Schafer, of very intimate connexion with it, is a tendency to geometrical stylization

first observable in works of the early dynastic period, and typical of Egyptian art throughout the rest of

its course, though not always in the same degree. This is a subject on which W'e could wrell do with more

enlightenment, and we hope that in the near future Schafer will find time to put down his ideas on this

subject at greater length.

One more point in this part of the work needs special emphasis. Schafer distinguishes in Egy})tian and

other early work>s of art two strata {Sckiehten). The first {erkenninistheoretisch^ natarerforschend) is the

underlying basis of the w^ork of art and consists of the form under wdiich the object is presented by the

artist. In the case of Egyptian and other early sculpture this form is the richtungsgerade and consists, as

has been explained above, of a combination of four views set in two pairs of parallel planes which cross at

right angles. This is overlaid by the second stratum, which is the artistic expression {A usdriick). The first

element is generally fixed by the conditions of the period in which the artist works, and has in itself no

aesthetic value
;
the second, the expressional content which the artist imparts to his figure, is free and is

conditioned only by his owm inclination and skill. And this is precisely the reason w’hy, despite its defect

of form, an Egyptian statue of the Old Kingdom may stand, artistically, comparison wuth a Greek statue.

The third book named at the head of this review contains two essays, of w^hich the second, Welt-

gehdude der alien Agypter^ an interesting treatise on Egyptian methods of representing the structure of

the earth and its relation to sky and underw'orld, claims only passing attention in the present context.

The other essay, entitled Agyptische nnd heatige Kunst, is a fascinating comparison between Egyptian and
modern art. The main conclusions are as follows

:

With Impressionism Egyptian art can have no point of contact, for the whole aim of the latter is to

reproduce the impression made by the object at a particular moment on the eye of the artist, while the

Egyptian does not reproduce a single impression made on his eye but combines a series of views of the

object from different points.

Between Egyptian art and the various forms of Expressionism there are apparent points of contact in so

far as both allow themselves considerable licence in distributing and arranging the purely material content
of the object. It is true that in the case of the Egyptian this licence is unconscious, while in the Expres-
sionist it is conscious and studied. But the real diflerence lies deeper than this. We spoke above of the
distinction drawn by Schafer between two strata in art, first the form under which an object is portrayed,
and secondly the artistic expression which is given to it. If we take the points of resemblance between
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Egyptian art and Expressionism included under the term ‘‘licence” above, namely Ricktungsgeradkeit in

dealing with three-dimensional objects, and, in two-dimensional work, lack of depth and the spreading out

of the planes on the painting-surface, we observe at once that in Egyptian art these are manifestations in

the first stratum, while in Expressionism they belong to the second stratum, that of artistic expression*

The resemblances are thus apparent only.

With one particular type of Expressionism, namely Cubism, Egyptian art has a more reiil similarity

in its liking for geometrical forms. There is considerable quantitative difference, but there is this in

common that the basis of comparison belongs in both cases to the same stratum, that of artistic

expression.

The characterizations of the art of the different pre-Greek civilizations and of that of the various

periods in Egypt on pp. 51 and 53 respectively may be recommended for their pithiness.

On p. 54 is a short passage about the art of Tell el-^Amarnah which writers on the art of that period

might ponder. I quote it in full : ‘‘In this art it was not a mere matter of a movement in the direction of

truth to nature
;
the artist was indeed master of this, as always in Egypt, What is new in the art of

‘Amarnah is something different from this : the artist was striving after new forms of expression and did

not shrink, as for example in the figure of the king (Fig. 65 C? even from what was in the ordinary sense

ugly, provided that the ‘line’ was expressive. These monuments from the first enthusiasm of the revolu-

tion, which later assumed a gentler mood, are probably the first Egyptian works of art which compel the

connoisseur to use the word ‘expressionism

Some excuse is needed for a review of this length, more particularly since it is of the which aims

merely at setting forth the views of the author rather than appreciating or criticizing them. Let the

excuse he that it seemed necessary to try to arouse some interest in English readers for the work of a

great scholar which has been singularly neglected in this country, work so important that he who has no

knowledge of it has neither the right to criticize nor even the nihility fully to appreciate an Egy^ffian work

of art, T. Eric Peet.

T/(e Papyt'us Ehers. Translated from the German Version by Cyril P. Brtax. With an Introduction by

Professor G. Elliot Smith. London, 1930.

That a Bachelor of Medicine should think it worth while to publish in English a translation of the

Ebers Papyrus based on the German version made by Joachim in 1890 is a fact which should give

Egyptologists pause. It is more than half a century since Ebers gave to the world a facsimile of his find.

In that time our knowledge of the Egyptian language has increased a hundredfold
;
fresh medical papyri

have come to light, and research on the philological side by Wreszinski and Beisner and on the medical

side by such men as Dr. Elliot Smith (who writes a preface to this volume), Sir Armand Buffer, Dr. Derry,

Dr. Ebbell and Mr. Warren Dawson has put the study of Egyptian medicine on a higher plane. And yet

there is still no modern translation of the Ebers Paj^yrus either in English, French or German. Mr, Bryan

speaks in his preface of the difficulty of finding an Egyptologist capable of carrying out the task. That this

is not impossible, however, is clear from Breasted’s recently published work on the Edwin Smith Surgical

Papyrus. If Breasted, most of whose time is devoted to the organization of his science, can do this, then

there is no reason why the Ebers Papyrus should not be dealt with. It should be done by a philologist and

a doctor of medicine in collaboration, and, for the latter, who could be better than Elliot Smith ? But where

i.'; the philologist who has not already undertaken more work than he can possibly accomplish*^

The moral is this. Every year thousands of pounds are spent—and rightly spent—on digging up

tilings which are interesting and valuable in themselves, but which in some cases could safely wait under-

ground fuiother hundred years. Meanwhile masses of first-hand information remain locked up in papyri

and f)Stracd; these are accumulating more rapidly than they are being published, and the reason is that so

little encouragement is given to young students to devote themselves to the philological side of Egyptology.

There can be no improvement in this until the University teacher is able to say to intending students not

merely, as at present, “ If you are lucky you may get an appointment with an excavating j^arty,” but also

‘Mf you prove a really good scholar in the Egyptian language there will always be a career for you.” This,

and this alone, will attract into Egyptology the types of mind which we so much need. We have at length,

during the last few years, realized the necessity of copying the scenes and inscriptions on the temples and

1 The figuie referred to is that on the boundary stones at El-‘Amarnah, e.g.y Davies, El Amarna, v,

Pis. xxxix-xii.

- Such examples are, as Schafer points out, quite exceptional in Egyptian art.
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tombs of Egypt before time destroys them. When will we realize that we have also a duty by the papyri

and ostracd? How much nonsense is written even in the best of books which could have been avoided Imd

the authors had access, even in translation, to the papyri; and how often wouUl an untenable hyi)othesis

have been checked at the outlet if its author had had by him a correct instead of an incorrect remlering

of some passage or other! What liours are thus wasted, am I what a morass of inaccuracy the Eg} ptuhigical

literature of to-day will be for the student of a century hence! How rightly he will curse our stupidity!

The Egyptian has committed much of his life story to papyrus, and many pages of the book laive

survived. We, in our folly, too ofton bury them in a museum and prefer to write the story from pots and

stones, aided by our own imagination. Archaeology and philology should bo yoke-fellows, but the latter is

so ill nourished that many find the chariot goes iiKjre merrily with one horse.

T. Eric Feet.

Aiaun und die Acht Uryotter voa Hermopolis^ eine Untersuchaag aher Ursprung uad ITesc/i des dgyptischea

Gbtterlconigs, \ on KuRT Sethe. (Ahhintdlaaqen dcr preuss. Al'ud. d. 1929, PhiL-hist. Klasse,

Nr. 4.) Berlin, 1929.

In this essay Professor Sethe publishes a great collection of interesting material concerning Ainiin of

Thebes and especially liis connexion with the Ogdoad of Herniopolis. Eor the collection and ]>ii1 dication

of these passages the student will always be grateful. The book is a mine of information on the subject

not only of Amun himself, but of other less important deities. But, in spite of his vast knowledge of

Egyptian religious texts, the results are not so happy when this master of Egyptian grammar leaves tlie

realm that he has made his own for that of history and comparative religion.

In the first place the method of approach is open to question. Instecid of beginning at the beginning

and working forward Sethe prefers to start at the end and work backward. In fact the greater number
of his texts are late in date, and nearly all are of the very latest—Roman and Ptolemaic with a few Saitic.

The pantheistic hymn at Khargah on which he greatly relies is of Persian date, while the earliest com-
jiositions giving this kind of information about Amun only come down to us from the Twentieth Dynasty
or late Nineteenth, The late religious texts are notoriously products of the philosophical speculations of

priests syncretizing beliefs which were often really irreconcilable. Yet from an elaborate study of these

intricacies and of the possible intentions of the various scribes who wrote them, Sethe draws certain con-

clusions. These he projects back into the past, lioping to deduce from the final complications the f>riginal

simplicity. He is, however, only able to support his conclusions in the earlier period by evidence which
seems tenuous. Thus, believing that Amun was carried away fr<jm Herniopolis, he calls in the rare divine
name Trimw to prove his case. He brings forward three points in regard to this; first, that the name
Tnmw means “to go away, to disappear’’; secondly, that one of the inscriptions in which it occurs comes
from the Hermopolite district; and thirdly, that this inscription happens to date from about the time of

our first record of Amtin’s presence in Thebes. But of themselves these three facts in no way prove either
that the name Ttiniv: was a sobrirp/>:t for Amun, or that it was devised for him by the llermopolitans
because they had lost him.

Again, in his appeal to the Pyramid Texts for a connexion between Amun and Hermopolis Setlie fails

to convince. It is true that on one occasion Amun and Amauuet are mentioned in the same passage as
Agio (ISiin) and Naunct. But then so are Atum and Ilwricty of Heliopolis. This passage, therefore, would
provide as much evidence for Atum’s origin from Hermopolis as it does for Amtin’s.

In the lists of the Hermopolite Ogdoad which Sethe publishes on Taf. i, it is suggestive, to say the
least of it, that eighteen out <if his thirty-five, rather more than fifty per cent., do not mention Amun and
Amaunet at all. It is surely significant that these eighteen include all his examples drawn from the Old
Kingdom, the Herakleopolitan period, the Middle Kingdom and the New Kingdom. The absence persists
in many of the lists even of Ptolemaic and Roman times. Eurthermore, the Pyramid Text which heads his
collection is not a list at all, but only a passage in which the Theban pair and one member of the Hermo-
polite are mentioned together. Moreover, Atum and Rivrictg also come into that passage and should, there-
fore, be allowed for in one of the columns of this plate, which they are not. These lists, then, provide little
evidence that Amun had been brought from Hermopolis to Thebes.

As a matter of fact the lists and statements seem to bear in themselves the evidence that Amun was
a stranger to the Ogdoad and was thrust in among this group of gods perforce. His position there is (piito
unsettled. Sometimes it is Nun whom ho replace.s; more often it is

;
very often he is not there at all.

Sometimes he is said to be the Father of the Fathers of the Ogdoad; and sometimes the whole Ogdoad
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seems to be conceived as merely a form of Amim. Indeed, so evident is Alnun’s intrusion that sometimes,

when he and Amaunet are there, they are not even inserted but merely added, making the original Ogdoad

into a Decad ! The question raised by these facts does not seem to be “How did Amim come to Thebes

from Hermopolisi” but “Why did the Theban priesthood want to connect Amuu with the Hermopolite

Ogdoad —a very difierent thing. The movement to do so seems to have been started in the late New
Kingdom and to have become greatly intensified in the last phases of Egyptian history.

Sethe sees some of the resemblances between Amun and Yahweh, and goes so far as to suggest that

the latter originated not only in Egypt but from Amfin himself, as a result of the Sojourn. But the God
of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob was far older than that, and had already manifested

his nature long before the Israelites went down into Egypt. But still it is not impossible—is in fact

probable—that Egypt had some influence on various details of the Hebrews’ conception of their god. As
a matter of fact there are other Egyptian gods who are as much, or more, like Yahweh than is Amun.
The probability is that they, and Amtin, and Yahweh himself, as well as many other gods of the Near
East, were all local developments of the one primitive conception of the air-, storm-, or sky-god.

Finally, there are some general considerations which make it improbable that Amun should have come
to Thebes from Hermopolis. Amun first appears at Thebes in the Eleventh Dynasty—a time at which we
know of no Hermopolite influence there. The Theban kings were pushing forward their northern boundary,

it is true, but to bring home a captured god and magnify him at the expense of the native god who has
given the victory would surely be unprecedented, not to sa}^ ungracious. Further still, if a god were to be
selected from the eight Hermopolite deities, why should the choice have fallen on Amun and not on Nun
the chief of them all ? Besides, if Amun were native to Hermopolis, why should Akhenaten have fled to

that very district in his attempt to escape from Amun 1 Finally, we know that whatever Amun may or

may not have been he was essentially Min, and the earliest representation that we have of the Theban
god (Ohevrier, Ann. Serv., xxviit, PI. i, to p. 127) shows both of his forms, and so proves the Min figure

to have been Amun’s at least as early as the striding one. But this monument takes us farther, for it is

surely very significant that the picture which bears the simple name Amun has the form of the ancient

god ]Min, whereas the new and compound name Amen-re^ is given to the new striding form. Min was not
a god of Hermopolis but of Akhmlm and Koptos. His introduction at Thebes as Amun merely extended
his boundary along the eastern bank by including the next nome to the south.

G. A. Wainwright.

Der Eld im 'ptolemdischen Reckt : Inaugural-Dissertation von Erwin Seidl. Munchen : Akad. Biich-

druckerei F. Straub, 1929. Pp. viii-J-116.

The oath played in the law of Graeco-Roman as of dynastic Egypt an important and characteristic

part, and the present monograph, which is the most thorough and systematic treatment of a subject
necessarily touched on to some extent by many writers and editors, is a useful addition to papyrological
literature. Oaths were of various kinds and can be divided into classes by various criteria : oral and
written oaths, assertory and promissory oaths, the royal oath (by the king, whether alone or accompanied
by other gods), and the temple oath (by a god or several gods). Seidl distinguishes these various classes

and their subdivisions, the formulae used, the purposes for which oaths were taken, the law affecting oaths,

and the sanctions which safeguarded them. The classification by the various criteria is perhaps in places
not as clear as it might be, at least to a non-jurist, but the collection of material is very comprehensive,
and there are many acute observations. The author points out for example (p. 20) that the op/co? i»o/xtpo?

of P. Hal. 1 is to be described not as Eidesformel but as “die gesetzlich vorgeschriebene ‘Form’ der
Eidesleistung, zu der die Formel nur als ein Bestandteil gehort”; that (p. 42) royal oaths, when they form
an independent document, are to be regarded as the attestation of an oral oath i^EidesheuTku')idu'ng\ when
they form merely part of a document, as a true “written oath” {Schrifteid)) that (p. 56 f.) the supposed
evidence for the existence of compurgators in Wilcken, Ostr. 1150, is illusory; and that (pp. 74-81) the
Eidesprograiiim.,\.Q.^ the written oath prepared for later use as the basis of an oral oath, was always designed
for the protection of a private interest, while (p. 90) the oath in the public interest was normally, though
not quite without exception, a )(€ipoypa<pla.

The besetting temptation of doctoral thesas is to an unnecessary particularity of detail, and the present
one is not wholly free from this; for example, in the analysis of the component parts of a royal oath on
p. 12 it is superfluous to specify the various types of dating clause, since such variations were common to
all contracts and had no special relevance to the royal oath. Sometimes, too, Seidl is needlessly critical of
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his evidence. Thus, on p. 02 f. he objects, a propos of P.S.L 515, where Croirenis swears to Zeno’s agent

Thoteus TTOT](T€Lv ^fj,€pas X aXocdvra (sic) ip. ^iXaSeX^f/m . . .vnep Teojros e^o) Upov ^ci)/xou cTKeVr/?

7racr;?ff, that while it is conceivable ‘^dass sichdie Verwaltung auch von dem, der einen Drescher beschaften

soil, einen Eid geben lasst,” yet it is improbably severe to deny the poor labourer an asylum; and he

therefore suggests that we should read, instead of dXocoi^r«, some form of oXiaKopai. But, apart from the

fact that the reading can hardly be doubted (see now the facsimile of this document in M. Norsa’s Papiri

greci delle collezioai italiaae., fuse. 1, PL vc;, this oath was not taken to the government but to an agent of

Zeno, either on his own account or as head of A[K)llonius’s Swpfd; and it is likely enough that, after various

experiences of strikes and flights to temples on tlie t>art of labourers, Zeno should resolve to secure himself

against default by the clause in question.

These are, howe\er, very small points and do not seriously detract from the value of a very thorough

and critical piece of work. H. I. Bell.

The Vocabulary of the Greek TesUnueut : Illustrated frurn the Papyri and other Xon-Literary Sources. By
James Hope Moulton, D.D., D.TheoL, and George Milligan, D.D. London : Hodder and Stoughton.

1930. £5. 5s. net.

By^ the publication of Part viii this great undertaking, begun in 1914 by Dr. Moulton and

Dr. Milligan jointly but since the formers tragic death during the war carried on by the latter alone, is

brought to a successful conclusion. The successive Parts have been noticed from time to time in the

Bibliography of Graeco-Roman Egypt, and Part vi was reviewed by the present writer in Journal, xiii,

271 ”2. There is consequently little more to say concerning the complete work, which is doubtless familiar

to all interested in the subject. As is well known, it was undertaken from the standpoint, specially

associated with the name of Professor Deissmann (though, as Dr. Milligan points out in the General Intro-

duction, one or two earlier scholars had approximated to it), that the Greek of the New Testament is not

a special and peculiar language, to be denoted as ‘‘Biblical Greek,” but simply (though with certain

peculiarities due to the nature of the texts themselves) the ordinary koine of the day, the Greek spoken

and written in their private correspondence by the average men and women of the Greek East, In the

enthusiasm of a new discovery men are a[)t to overstrcss the point of view which they are advocating, and

Deissmann has not wholly escaped this danger
;
but there can be no doubt that the truth lies far nearer to

his view than to the opposite <uie, and on the whole iloulton and Milligan have been more moderate than

he in their statement of the position.

Naturally, in view of what has been said, the special aim of the present work is to illustrate the use in

common parlance, which is practically equivalent to saying in papyri, ostraca and inscriptions, of the words
found in the vocabulary of the New Testament. It thus serves a double purpose : the theologian will find

in it a valuable aid to the understandmg of the text and to the elucidation of finer shades of meaning, but
to the p<i[>yrologist also it is a very useful collection of material for any word in his documents which
happens to occur in the New Testament. Its value in the latter respect is not indeed so great as before

the appearance of Preisigke’s Wurterhuch, which is a complete vocabulary of the papyri; but since its

smaller range allows of ampler commentary and more extensive illustration, its examples being drawn
moreover not only from Egypt but fn)m inscriptions in other localities, the Vocabulary retains its utility

even for the papyrological specialist.

There are of course openings for criticism, faults here and there of arrangement, occasional misconcep-
tions in tlie interpretation of p<irticular pas'^ages, but no work of the kind could possibly be free from
these. Some general criticisms might also perhaps be brought against the method of treatment. There is

a tendency to extend the range more widely than the purpose of the work demands: on the one hand to
illustrate with unnecessary fullness words or usages which are quite familiar and have no nuance peculiar
to the New Testament and the current koine

;
on the other, to stray outside the sphere of New Testament

usage and cite examples which are really irrelevant. The papyrologist will raise no objection here, but the
theologian may feel tempted at times to exclaim “Des Guten zu viel!” Had some of the space devoted to
these excrescences been spared for the i>urpose of distinguishing more nicely the nature of some of the
texts quoted, whether t)rivate or official letters or legal documents, and whether by educated or illiterate
writers, it would have added to the usefulness of the work. These criticisms are however of comparatively
small moment: it is more impoilant to call attention to the completion of Dr. Milligan’s task and to con-
gratulate him on having brought his long and self-sacrificing labours to a successful conclusion.

H. I. Bell.

20
Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii.
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Mathematischer Papynis des Staatlichen Museums der Schonen Kknste in Moskau, Von W. W. Struve.

{Quellen u. Studien zur Gesckichte d^r Mathematik] Abtheilimg A: Quellen, Band i.) Berlin, 1930.

The appearance of Struve’s long awaited publication of the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus marks a

new epoch in the study of Egyptian mathematics. He has performed his task with conscientious thorough-

ness and has every reason to be proud of the result. The difficulties of the papyrus are at times appalling.

Middle Kingdom hieratic of a cursive type is never easy, and in the whole range of the literature of this

period I know of no case where a scribe has been so criminally inconsequent in the forms of his vsigns.

What is more, he was in some problems dealing either with a faulty original or with an original wffiich he
did not understand. The result is in some cases chaos, but chaos into which an editor naturally feels it his

duty to introduce some sort of order, though well aware that in so doing he lays himself very freely open
to criticism.

In the remarks which follow I venture to disagree with Struve upon many points, but I do so not

unmindful of the fact that it is very easy to criticize a first edition of a text, but very difficult to produce
one. Egyptologic^ts and mathematicians alike have every reason to be grateful to Struve for devoting
several years of his life to the publication of this papyrus. The reference on the title page to Turaief is a
fitting tribute to its first student, whose tragic death was a grave blow to Egyptological scholarship. No
one who has himself autographed hieroglyphs will refuse his tribute of admiration to the superb hand-
written transcription in the plates, which is the work of Perepelkin.

TV hile not wishing to depreciate the value of the Moscow Papyrus I still believe that I was justified

when in 1923, after working through it from photographs, I stated that it contained nothing, apart from
the problem on the truncated pyramid, which would greatly modify our conception of Egyptian mathe-
matics. If I could believe with Struve that Xo. 10 involved an approximate determination of the curved
area of a hemisphere this judgement would have to be revised. But I do not (see pp. 100 ff. of this Journal).
TT hile, however, the papyrus contains nothing that is startlingly new its problems are full of interest, and
there is much to be learned from them as to the workings of the Egyptian mind.

As I have a great deal to say about the problems themselves I make no comment on S.’s introductory
matter except to remark that it is very complete and very valuable, and I pass on at once to the detailed
consideration of the problems.

P. 42, no. 2. The reading ^ in ii, 3 can hardly be right. The first sign is surely | ,
and, though

the second with its small head, and its lower stroke almost at the level of the top of the A, is not a con-

vincing I s-m inclined to think that is what it is. For the form of the h and the height of the / cf. the

writing of the interjection k{i.v)^ in iv, 3, which also shows that the usual writing with ^ xxx, 4 and
XXXV, 3) is not universal in the papyrus.

P. 43, no. 3. The interpretation and restoration given are unsatisfactory because ht-tho n Cs cannot
mean “a mast (made) out of a cedar” but only a cedar mast,” and because line 3 as restored could not
possibly convey the meaning required of it, namely that the mast should be J+ i of the height of the cedar.
The readings here given are not all correct. In the first place S. has failed to notice that the small square
projection of papyrus at the bottom of the left-hand piece (Fragment 2) has been wrongly mounted. It

should be swung round through a right angle to the left on its left-hand top corner. It then completes the

n oi'pn in 1. 3 and the word i i sspt (apparently so) in line 4. The signs under they? are, in the

tattered state of the papyrus, not certain
;
^ is impossible. In 1. 3 after the traces of nv J S. reads

(p. 43, fig. 2) the fraction 4. Xo fraction stood here
;
what remains might be a trace of <==>, and there may be

room for a horizontal sign below it. The sign which precedes in 1. 3 might, as S. thinks, be \ (^ is

not possible), but in this case what is the dot to the left of its top, and why a stroke after it ? The sign

transcribed
|
by S. disappears when the loose fragment is correctly placed.

I have no constructive criticism to make on this problem. It is possible that it dealt with the volume
of a mast 30 cubits long and so many handbreadths in diameter of section. Cf. No. 11.

P. 50. S. transcribes by ^ written over and attached to /m the group for Upper Egyptian corn, which
consists of the normal hieratic sign for ^ with a small addition in front under the cross-stroke. The same
sign is used in the Kahun Papyri, where Griffith transcribed it as S. does here. This transcription seems
unlikely partly because the addition stands before, not below or after the and partly because hieratic

does not favour combinations of this kind, which are essentially hieroglyphic, and generally arise
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from writing in vertical columns. What is more, in the Butler Papyrus of the Eloquent Peasant, 1. 31,

and in Pap. Kahun, xx, 7, the sign we are discussing is determined by (or
,

°
j),

which would be

unnecessary if the determinative -'CD already stood there. Is it not possible that the small sign under the

stroke is to be read '‘S, the original name of the corn being it Sfyit’i ? The subordinate position assumed by

the sign for the grains of barley may have been due to the influence of sportive writings in which they were

arranged as if dropping from the branches of the (see Journal, xvi, 195, 11. 4 and 6, and note 12 thereto).

The gi’ains seem to have become part of the normal Late Egyptian hieratic form of ^ in all its uses (see

the note quoted just above).

P. 51. S. transcribes the sign for the Ac/r«^-measure by
|

over /CD and attached to it. Surely this

cannot be right. The upper sign is not |, nor yet ^ (the club or throw-stick), but quite clearly
j|,

the

finger. This is still clear in the writing
,
side by side with in the tomb of Puimrei'^ (Eighteenth

Dynasty), In M.K. hieratic
|

is never used as an abbreviation for the AeXra^-measure, but only in the word

kei'at written out in full with its phonetic complements, (Rhind, 44^; cf. an early hieroglyphic

example, Siut, Tomb i, 279). The distinction between the two signs is quite clear in such writings as

l^jjH/CD (double hehit, Rhind, 82. 11) and /CD (quadruple heJcat, Rhind, 47. 3). I do not know

the origin of the diacritical tick^ which the sign sometimes shows in Rhind, e.g., 43. 4 and 47, 3.

In this papyrus the full writing /CD never occurs. In some cases (xii, 1) we have the normal jj/Ol

of Kahun and Rhind, followed of course by the numeral in the special A notation. In xliii, 1 and 2

occurs a form
|
/™ ,

and the same form, even more cursively written, is found in xl, 1. The second group

is certain, though the plural strokes ought not to be present. The horizontal line under the
jj,

elsewhere

used for the plural strokes in ligature, seems a drastic shortening of /CD
;
yet in xxx, 1, where the second

group is omitted, and we are left with
jj ^

it seems necessary to read the horizontal stroke as /CD, since this

sign is never omitted in writing the AeAu^measure, though the preceding
||

may be (e.^., Kahun, xviii, 2601).

P. 59. S.’s treatment of pfsw problems (pp. 44 ftl
)

is very complete. In this connexion he has to

deal with two diflicult phrases, the first of which is i J n hnr or ^ J 72 hsi n hnr (pp. 59 ff.). When this

appears as part of the data in a problem concerning the pfsw of beer its eflect is to halve the number of

o?*'-jugs of beer of a given pfsw which can be obtained from a fixed quantity of Upper Egyptian corn, from
which alone the beer mentioned in this papyrus is made. This is made quite explicit in the text of No. 22,

where we read “Now, ^ \ (i.e., |) n hsi n hnr is equivalent to 2.” Now S. is anxious to affix units to these

numbers J and 2; he rightly rejects the keJcat, which would need the special Horus-eye fractions and not

the ordinary ^ and and decides in favour of c?5-jugs. lie believes that the phrase is to be read of a
jug of spelt-date beer= 2 jugs of Upper-Egyptiaii-corn beer,” and that it indicates that the beer is to be
made of the strength of spelt-date beer as determined by this equation. This would give a proportion of

f : 2, not 1:2 as actually employed, and >S. therefore endeavours (p. G8j, by an ingenious but wholly
unconvincing appeal to Rhind 71, to show that the |-jug of spelt-date beer in reality stands for a whole
jug, giving the required proportion of 1:2. But as a matter of fact there is no reason whatever for sup-
posing that the phrase under discussion contains any kind of direct equation of strength between two
kinds of beer. It is merely an instruction that the «/>ir-beer is to be of double the strength normally
indicated by its pfsw, i.e., that twice as much grain as usual must be used to make it

;
and the number |

has no more direct bearing on the problem than the spelt and dates. In other words, for these problems
the phrase | n a bar is just an indication label.

At the -same time I believe we can determine the original meaning of the words. If we take them in
the fuller writing just quoted, with two n\ they are exactly parallel to a phrase in No. 6, | n no a shw,
which admittedly means “(attributing) | of the length to the breadth,” the first n being the genitive
expjnent and the second the preposition. Similarly | n hsi n hnr would mean ‘‘(attributing) | of the spelt
to the dates,” and would indicate a mixture of 1 part of spelt to | of a part of dates. Whether the refer,
ence here is to some kind of beer in which spelt and dates were mixed in this proportion we cannot on our

» See Gardiner, Eg, Gramm,, § 266, 1, and Sign List U. 11, 12.

2 Also Pap. Kahun, xix, 4-9, where, for the flattened head of cf. Sinuhe B, 70, 86.

Such a form as that in Peasant R. 6 suggests, however, that it may have been transferred from the .'CB to the
||

20—2
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present knowledge determine, nor yet can we guess how this phrase came to be used as an indication of

strength in beer made pui’ely of Upper Egyptian corn.

The other puzzling expression used in these jt?/S'?i?-problems is hs} ml hur, literally ‘‘spelt like dates”

(pp. 90 if.). S. rightly resists the temptation to translate it “spelt of a date-like nature,” a.e., some sweet

variety of spelt, and prefers to consider it an abbreviation for something like ntt ml hnr^ “ spelt and
something in the nature of dates.” Such a contraction is highly improbable. Can it not mean quite simply

“spelt like dates,” ne., spelt and dates alike, or in equal quantities? Just as the phrase | a n hnr referred

to a mixture of | of dates to I of spelt, so here we have a mixture of dates and spelt in equal proportions;

and just as the one involves doubling the amount of hnC-corn which goes to produce a cfs-jug of a given

'pfm' so the appearance of the other involves multiplying it by 2^. Here once more it is necessary to urge

that this interpretation does not involve the introduction of either spelt or dates into the beer, for the

phrase, even if it has its origin in some kind of beer made of spelt and dates, here serves merely as a guide

to the strength of a beer made entirely from imC-corn.

P. 55, no. 15. Line 2, “nennt.” The verb ^G?does not mean to “name” or “mention” but only to “say,”

and is followed by what is said, in Oratio Recta. This is quite explicit in such an example as Rhind 51

:

If they say to you, “A triangle of 10 hhet in its height and 4 in its base. What is its area?” or again

Rhind 30, where we find : If a scribe says to you, “10 has become § + of what?” let him hear (in reply)....

In many examples, however, the scribe’s actual question is, for the sake of brevity, omitted, and only the

data remain, still introduced, however, by the verb of saying, dd.

Line 3, “umrechnend,” and note h (p. 56) thereto. S. has here overlooked the fact that the Egyptian
participles are always adjectival or nominal in their nature. Thus Ir here, if an active participle, can only
mean “he who reckons” or, with a noun, “(the man) who reckons.” To use it like the English or German
participle as S. does, “ If one names to you 10 gallons, turning (it) into beer,” is quite impossible. S. is,

however, perhaps right in urging that the absence of an ending -y is against taking ir as a passive participle

here and—as I did—in the parallel instances in Rhind. I am now inclined to see in this form an Old
Perfective (Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., § 317), which would still be best rendered by the passive participle in

English and German. S. is incorrect when in note h he assumes that I regarded Ir as an active participle

in the passages involving rr m quoted in his note 3 (c/. also note 4 >. It is true that I translated it by an
idiomatic English active participle, but I took it to be in Egyptian a passive participle. I now think it is

more likely to be an Old Perfective, just as in the cases dealt with above.

In line 4 read for ^

.

Line 7, gmh nfr. That this means “You will find it right” and not “You have found it correctly” is

evident for three reasons : 1. The sense given is better. 2. If perfect tense had been intended gm-nk would
probably have been used (for gm^k future cf. xvii, 4). 3. In No. 16 the phrase concludes the reckoner’s

reply to the scribe who sets the problem, and it would there make nonsense if it meant “You have found
it correctly.”

P. 73, no. 9. There are some points of reading to be noticed. In xii, 1 hekat is written without plural
strokes, and cannot be translated as plural “ von Scheffeln.” Since it is usual to insert the number in the
first line of these pfsv: examples, even though it is repeated in the second, it seems likely that the numeral
16 has been omitted after hekat. In xii, 6 bar is oddly written. S.’s

(|
is barely possible. Read perhaps

for this and the following sign
j]

,‘03 {sic). In xv, 1, 2, 3 and xvii, 2, 3, however little we may like it, the

word/3/s2r is spelt not
^ g (contrast xl, 3). In xvi, 5 for ^ read which has special point in

contrasting “those 11 gallons” with “these 16 gallons” of xvii, 1. In xvii, 3 S. reads The stroke on
which he presumably relies for the reading as against^ looks in the photograph like a remnant of
the earlier erased text. The perfective relative dhnk, too, “which you have attributed,” seems out of place,

for the attribution is not yet made. Read perhaps the imperfective ~ in its pregnant sense “which
you are to attribute.” Cf. Rhind, 62. 8.

" ^

In xiii, 4 S.’s rendering “Say to him, This is 11 gallons of corn, turn them into beer” gives a weak
sense, for it is not for the reckoner to order the scribe to do this but to do it himself, as indeed he pro-
ceeds to do. The sense we require is “11 gallons of corn is what has been made into beer.” And there
is no real difficulty in getting this sense out of the words without doing violence to grammar, hkt 11 nl is

a simple non-verbal sentence meaning “This is 11 hekat

f

and ir is the Old Perfective appended to 11 hkt
exactly as it was appended to 16 hekat in xii, 2.

In x\ ii, 2—3, if we take xixt''fif literally, we must suppose a confusion in the mind of the writer, who
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speaks as if the problem had been to find not how many jugs of each strength had been made, but how

many someone had brought. Fur the non-defining (continuative) use of the relative didok (translate “and

that is what you are to attribute to each strength”) compare Itliind, 62. 8.

P. 81, no, 8. It is unfortunate that S., merely because of the absence of the phonetic complement J

,

should have rejected the obviously right reading ^ in favour of and so reduced to nonsense three

perfectly simple problems in exchange based on pfstc. It is true that ^ “to exchange” is in good texts

accompanied 1 by J, but there is nothing to prevent a scribe from writing it without, and so certain is

the meaning “exchange” here in view of the parallel with Rhind, 72-78 that we are justified in quoting

this very example as proof that ^ in this sense could be written without its J . AYhatever be the reading

the word is a passive participle or Old Perf., not an active participle as S. takes it to be.

In X, 4 and 7 the sign transcribed c=) can surely be nothing but the scribe’s pathetic attempt to

write |, which puzzled him every time it occurred.

P. 82, no. 5. The non-existent form which S. restores in vi, 4 is surely a slip of his

for though note a (p. 83) raises doubts on the point. In any case note that the form

^^,^5 which is quite clear in the photographs, is unique for this papyrus, unless it be the right reading

in iii, 3.

P. 83, no. 16. AA’^hile I admire the courage of S.^s interpretation of this baffling problem I doubt

whether it will find any adherents, for it requires too many suppositions and takes too many liberties with

the text. The most serious objection to it is that the last sign hut one in xxxii, 2 cannot be the sign

for 1- hekat^ which is quite dificrently made, having only one stroke. The sign can, in fact, hardly be

anything but the numeral 20. The which S. reads after it seems to me a most doubtful restoration ^

if, as S. assures us on p. 84, the gumming of the papyrus is correct here—and 1. 3 below seems to show

that it is. In xxxi, 4 the reading ^ is by no means certain. Both here and in xxxviii, 2 this sign, which

in both cases precedes a figure, is differently made from the undoubted
J of xxxvii, 1, 2 and 4, and though

this may be due merely to the vagaries of our scribe,
|
would seem on the face of it the more probable

reading. In any case
|

could not be an abbreviation for the verb “to measure,” for Egyptian, when it

abbreviates, u.ses not phonetic signs but word-signs or characteri.stic determinatives. In xxxi, 4 |
seems

right, but what follows looks to me more like a cursive writing of the number 500 than The three

tall and three short strokes which follow are a complete mystery. The whole example is clearly so corrupt

that speculation as to what may originally have stood there is almost valueless.

In xxxi, 7 the first stroke should be marked sm, fiir it ought to be the dot, 1 hekat^ not the tall stroke,

10 hekat.

P. 92, no. 12. Note h. It is not quite correct to say that the words are intrusive here from another problem.

The writer has mixed up two phrases either of which might have been used: “For behold, what he said

was 1 i^n-hekat and three hekat'' and “Since one t^w-hekat and three hekat is equivalent to 13.” The
simplest thing is to replace ndk dd-nfhy hr ntt^ “because.” The point, as S. has seen, is that the special

hekat notation is here being reduced to ordinary numerals. This is a very clear example of the Egyptian’s

logical treatment of units. The pfsw which he is to find is a pure number, and consequently he abandons

the hekat unit at the outset, with a word of explanation, and works the sum throughout in pure numbers.

P. 95, no. 20. Notey (p. 97). This note misses the point. The data of the sum, 1000, 20 and (by im-

implicatiou) 2.|, are pure numbers, and the working is all in pure numbers, as also is tlie result 133'j. It

is only at the end that this result can be turned into hekat. See above, under No. 12.

In xxxvii, 2 seems to be written (the two determinatives are not joined). The horizontal

stroke which follows can hardly be
i i i, which is not so written except under another sign.

P. 98, no. 21. S.’s interpretation of the nature of the problem is certainly right, but there are some
difficulties of reading. The word sihn in xxxviii, 1 is suspicious, by reason of the writing of the “syllabic”

and the absence of the deteiminative x. In xxxviii, 2 the
^
should probably be read

|
on both occasions

1 In Pap. Prisse, 1. 22, however, “to stop up,” is written without the J

.

2 S. takes it with hr-k in the next line to complete Ir-hr-k. But the papyrus never divides a word over two
lines, and in any case hr^k dd’k can stand alone (c/, xi, 3).
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(see above under Xo. 16). In xxxix, 1 the second group is beyond all possible doubt not ^ but and

con.'>eq[uentlj the first group is
,
giving dun^ u?, “You tire to make the total of these,” i,e.^

of the '20 and the 40 cakes. Turning back to the third group in Nxxviii, 6, the top sign is certainly not

which is made without lifting the pen ;
nor is there room beneath it for . I cannot transcribe the

group; we need a plural pronoun such as n/ or but it is neither of these.

In xxxix, 2, mil' s^hn r yV ^^7 ^i^an “the average is at the rate of But why, in any case, is

the fraction not reduced to hehit notation, for, like the data J and it is a fraction of a kekat]

R 101, no. 11. S. has gone hopelessly wrong here through an incorrect transcription. The numeral 100

occurs three times in the problem and he has on each occasion failed to recognize it ; in xxi, 3 he has read

it as IJJ,
in xxii, 2 as ™, and in xxii, 3 as Further alterations to be made in S.’s readings are as

follows : Read i i i for passim. In xxi, 4-6 read and for and
^ ^ ^ ^

respectively. In xxii, 3

for
^'^nrTi i i^'

difficulty lies in the word with which xxi, 4 and 5 begin, and

which occm-s again in xxii, 4. For the first sign, 0 is palaeographically just possible, though a comparison

with the other instances in this papyrus shows that this would be an extreme form, and in view of the

very difterent form given to in writing phdt^ where, as here, it stands alone, the reading ^y, is

preferable. This is confirmed by the writing with phonetic complement ^ in xxii, 4. In the ligature

which follows the toji sign might be r or t {d is mostly better made) and the lower r, t or n. The deter-

minative looks like

The example may be translated as follows : “Example of reckoning the work of a man in logs. If they

say to you, The work of a man in logs
;
the amount of his work is 100 logs of 5 handbreadths section. He

has brought them, however, in logs of 4 handbreadths section. You are to square these 5 liandbreadth^s

;

result 25. You are to square the 4 handbreadths; result 16. You are to treat this 16 to get 25; result

(1)1 times. You are to take 100 this number of times ;
result 156^. Then you shall say to him (Le.-, the

setter of the problem), Behold, this is the number of logs which he brought of 4 handbreadths section. You
will find it correct.”

This explains itself. The unknown word beginning with 5/- must be either the diameter, if the logs are

circular in section, or the side, if they are square, phdt, a “log” or similar, must be a derivative of pM,
“ to cut up ”

(
Wb. d. aeg. Spr.^ I, 542). The logs are regarded as being in both cases of equal length.

hl'iv may be either “ work,” if the man has been made to cut up wood, or “ contribution,” if he has merely

had to provide it. The pronoun tn suggests that is feminine.

P. 106, no. 23. S.’s interpretation of this exceedingly difficult problem is unconvincing for several

reasons. In the first place, the words rail: 31- pio n hrio in the last line cannot mean “It is 34 days” but

only “ It is 34 in a day.” Secondly, he introduces into the calculation a figure 5 (relation of the ordinary

working-day to the extraordinary) which is not in the data. Thirdly, one of the data, 10, is, on his theory,

entirely unnecessary to the problem. Fourthly, the Egyptian for “a day which is long,” f.e., “a long day”

(1. 5), is not hrw liv-f r wrr^ which, if it meant anything at all, would be definitely future. Fifthly, ii hrio 10

(1. 3) cannot express duration of time, “for 10 days,” but only time within which, “ in 10 days”
;
and lastly.

S.’s translation completely fails to convey the sense of the problem such as he conceives it to be.

But though it is ea^sy to make these critcisms it is difficult to suggest an interpretation which will fit

the words as they stand. The answer is “ It is 3J in a day,” and it is reached by taking the 'rmn, if this be

the right reading, of the 5 and the 10, which seems to be the result of dividing each by the smaller,

namely 5, by adding the resulting 2 and 1 to make 3, and by dividing the greater, 10, by this 3. ISTow it will

readily be seen that this working and result correspond to the following problem :
“ If a cobbler can cut

out 10 pairs of sandals in a day and can decorate (^) 5 pairs in a day how many could he both cut out and

decorate (?) in a day ?” and it is hard to see to what other problem the working would correspond. The

problem might then have run as follows :
“ Example of reckoning the work of a cobbler. If they say to

you. The work of a cobbler
;
the number he can cut out in a day is 10 (pairs of sandals)

;
the number he

can decorate (?) in a day is 5. As for the number he can both cut out and decorate (?) in a day, how many
is it?” This must not be regarded as a translation of the Egyptian as it stands. It would need, above all

^ The n shown by S. after dmd in xxxviii, 6 is not there.

- There is, however, an odd but not parallel form in xxxvi, 1.
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things, the copula p^r after the numerals 10 and 5 in line 3, and we should expect and dhj'f in lines 2

and 3, which I take as relative forms, to be neuter, unless we take tiiem as masculines agreeing with the

numerals 10 and 5 respectively. The puzzling hi Iw in line 4 I t<ike as if it were simply followed by

relative forms 'icdX-f and which again seem to be masculine. In line 5 I cannot help thinking th.it

is to be read, and that it is the interrogative ‘‘how much” or “how many,” t/. Rhind, 45, 73.

Iv'^f r v:r would be good Egyptian fur “ How much does it come to?” (Gardiner, Ej. Gmmm.^ ^ 122), though

once more we should expect the neuter ?

The remaining lines tit my interpretation well as they stand :
“ You are to take the nnn of the 10 and

of the 5; result 3. Take this to find 10; result 31 times. Behold it is 3-1 per day. You will find it

correct.” The reading rmii seems highly probable, but it is not possible to get S.’s ^ out of the sign below

the —Si
;
in any case the phonetic writing of the dual ^ would, in a word which is written in full, surely

precede the determinative.

P. 112, no. 25. After hi in 1. 2 we must read or not . Our scribe, consistent in few things,

is consistent in not turning down the base stroke of and the head of the bird here intended is not

that of Since the fuller form of m is not used elsewhere in the papyrus, the probability is in favour

of the reading though its diacritical point is omitted.

In any case the particle y could not possibly stand here. IVe need an interrogative pronoun m or ml

and we expect the definite article pi {cf. Xo. 19 and Rhind, 36). The original reading was doubtless

hi /yG pi r/yr. Out of the three birds which thus stood together our scribe has reproduced only

one, probably a defective The phrase is to be translated “What is the quantity that says it ?”

del hv cannot, to my mind, mean “names itself” (“nennt sich”), for dd means “to say,” not “to name,”

which is dm. Sethe’s rendering “ der von sich (so) redet,” quoted in note f\ I do not understand, for sw,

even if it is reflexive, can still only be the direct object of dd., and the verb dd means to “say” (sagen), not

to “ speak ” (reden).

P. 114, no. 19. In 1. 2 m is the interrogative pronoun, “AYhat is the quantity that says it?” and the

scribe has omitted the phonetic complement in the pi which follows. Read therefore in place of

which, as noted above, never shows the turned-down base stroke.

P. 120, no. 18. S. has ably analysed the difficulties of this problem, in which, as the jumble of figures

ill the last line shows, the scribe w'as quite out of his depth. S.’s surmise that the problem was to find the

area of a strip of a (iyhr-garment which measured 5 cubits 5 handbreadths (not spans as S.) by 2 handbreadths

involves the supposition that it was worked by reducing the 5 cubits to 35 handbreadths and multiplying

this by the 2 handbreadths, result 70; then multiplying the remaining 5 handbreadths by the 2, result 10;

and lastly adding the 70 and 10 t<» get 80, a figure which actually stands in the last line (p. 123). Such a

piecemeal procedure is wholly foreign t<i the Egyptian’s conception of units and dimensions. There are other

difficulties; S.'s reading of 35 in line 4 is quite impossible, for the unit figure can be nothing but 3 {cf. the

careful vertical stroke of 5 throughout this problem), and the tens- figure, with what looks in the photograph

like a single stroke, not two separate dots, above it, cannot be 30, but is more likely 20 or 50. ^Moreover,

though S.’s reading is palaeographically quite sound, his treatment of it as an erroneous writing of

dihv gives poor sense, for, while it might be reasonable to ask for the area of a strip of cloth, it is absurd to

ask for that of a strip of a particular kind of garment. In any case we have no authority for translating

<=^
1 as a strip. And lastly, even if kv:ti meant “area,” a meaning for which I can see no e^ddence (see

under Xo. 6), the expression used in the first line for finding the area would indeed be a strange one:

“Examjde of working out a strip of a ^//hr-garment of 5 cubits 5 handbreadths by 2 handbreadths turned

into area" or “expressed as area” (where ir cannot be ati active participle as S. thinks, but is rather an Old
Perfective. See under Xo. 15, 1. 3).

But though it is easy to point out objections to this interpretation it is not easy to suggest another.

In the first line three figures are given. The first is the cardinal numeral 5. The next is either the frac-

tion I (in which case it might go with the preceding 5), or f^i 5 handbreadths or Fm 5 seiat or arurae.

Xohint is given of the relations of these three figures to one another, and, what is worse, in line 4 the first

and third are coupled and the second is omitted; and if what is done in that line is to reduce 5 cubits

^ It looks as if the older form m and not ml had been written both here and in No. 19.
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2 handbreadths to handbreadths, as seems not unlikely, the result, be it 35 or 23 or 53, is wrong. This is at

once followed in line 5 by another result, though no process has been indicated to obtain it. All this seems

hopeless.

In line 5 S.’s reading <=> i can hardly be justified, and the figure which he reads as 35 is surely 51.

P. 125, no. 6. For the readings see Journal, xv, PL xxxv. S.’s for our is impossible, for

the determinative, being oi)en at the bottom, can only be n, not a. In any case it would be difficult to

reconcile the traces which remain with and the arrangement 0^, which S. actually writes, is impos-

sible since there is clearly no sign over ci. S.’s reading is ruled out by the fact that the sign

over \\ or n is not a o . Our scribe is at least consistent in never writing an unconnected ^ as a simple

short stroke, which is what stands here. Quite apart from difficulties of reading we cannot take stwti

(assuming S.’s reading) as a dimension and tratislate it “area,” for this not only necessitates the insertion

of the words {1-3 m) in front of ku'ti in 1. 2 but makes nonsense of the words ntl m stwti in 1. 4. These

words are put there to explain the figure 12, which here appears for the first time, and which arises out of

a St and 2
;
if the 1 2 had been already mentioned in 1. 2 they would not have been needed.

How improbable are S.’s reading of kivti, his translation of it by area and his identification of it with the

word ku'tl determined by ^ in Nos. 17 and 18, will be evident to anyone who reads his attempt to

explain (pp. 118-119) why a word which means “area” is used to designate the height of a solid figure.

P. 128, no. 17. For the readings see Journal, xv, Pis. xxxv and xxxvi. At the bottom corner of the

figure, however, instead of i i i i read i i an ingenious and undoubtedly correct suggestion kindly

communicated to me by Hr. 0. Neugebauer. S.’s failure to recognize ir^ in col. xxxiii, 3 has led him into

unnecessary difficulties in this line. In note 6, p. 129 he questions Gunn’s and my reading iti col.

xxxiii, 2. This reading seems to me quite certain, and is borne out by the numeral 2 written in the

centre of the triangle in the figure {cf. Rhind, 51 for thousands-of-land written in simple numbers). In no

papyrus do we find a form of 20 (S.’s reading) bearing any resemblance to this sign.

P. 133, no. 7. For the readings see Journal, xv, PI. xxxv. To j). 134, note 1, where S. rejects our restora-

tion of under 1 can only reply that the / is perfectly clear not only in my photograph but even in

S.’s own plate. Its thickened tail is parallel to the vertical stroke of the n in the line below, and level with

its top. The n in xxxiv, 1, on which S, leans for support, shows a prolongation of its thin slanting stroke

upwards and to the right, a totally different phenomenon. Why / was written when the numeral 100

requires the feminine ^ is a question for the scribe, not for us, whose duty is to record what is \dsible.

P. 146, no. 4. In iv, 3 there is a suspiciously long gap between the i of S.’s 9’
i and the following and

in this gap there seems to be a small trace. Should not the fragment at the right-hand bottom corner be

moved about 4 mm. to the left and a little downwards, so that this trace becomes part of the stroke

after <?*. There would now probably be room for “by” in front of the numeral 4. Rhind (51 and 52)

writes 7n tp-r not hr tp-r, but the reading m does not seem to suit the traces so well here ; contrast, too,

hr rnryt of Rhind (^51 and 52) as against in rnryt of Moscow. Should m be the true reading here—a point

which an examination of the original would probably settle—the fragment would have to go still farther

to the left and the supposed i would be the beard of gi

.

P. 157, no. 10. See my article in this Journal, pp. 100 ff. T. Ekic Peet.

Upon Slavery in Ptolemaic Egypt. By AVilliam Linn Westermann. New York: Columbia University

Press, 1929.

Under the above title Professor AVestermann publishes a document of great value consisting of an

extract from a royal Bidypapg.a concerning slaves. The text, reproduced on the frontispiece and accurately

transcribed (in 1. 11, however, should not Td^ovTai be substituted for the unsatisfactory npd^ovTaLVj, is

followed by notes and a translation. The editor then comments fully on each paragraph of the Siaypappa,

and in the latter half of the book he discusses the bearing of the new evidence on various general

questions. Altogether it is an admirable piece of work, showing sound judgement and full of original

thought.

The extract, which is only a fragment of the whole Suiypappa, states the taxes payable on the acquisi-

tion of slaves under four main headings according to AVestermann’s classification
: (1) voluntary sales

between private persons, (2) enforced sales conducted by the 7rpdKT(op (3) sales of slaves seized
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in consequence of debts to tbe Crown, (4) voluntary submission of debtors to servitude and sales of debtors

enforced by their creditors. The voluntary sales of the first category are divided into three kinds. I do

not feel sure that AVesterrnann is right in supposing that the general heading cop av at Jjput eVt rwv

dyopapogcop KaTaypd<p<ovraL applies to the first sul>division only; but in any case, from the treasury’s point

of view, the essential difference between the first and second subdivisions was this: in case (a) the vendor

paid 9 drachmae obols per mina together with the brokerage fee of 4 dr. 1 ob. and the purchaser paid

8 dr. 2^ ob. per mina, while in case (6) the purchaser paid all the taxes, amounting to 20 dr. 1 ob. per

mina, and the brokerage fee of 4 dr. 1 ob. In case (6) the price of the slave would naturally be decreased

by the amount which in case (a) the vendor had to pay in taxes, and to counterbalance the effect of this

the ad xalorem tax was increased by 2 dr. 2 ob. per mina. One can calculate that this increase would

produce an approximately equal revenue, but it would be interesting to know how the exact figure was

arrived at. The reasons for the variations of the ud valorem tax in the other categories are less obvious.

It appears from the text that first one, then another of the small fees payable on completion of a sale

was allocated ds rrjv AiKoidpxov Scopedp. This Dicaearchus was in all probability the infamous Aetolian

pirate who served for a short time in the army of Ptolemy Epiphanes
;
and AVestermann therefore dates

the papyrus to about 198-197 b.c. His chapter about Dicaearchus and the p)ractice of rewarding such

adventurers with pickings from the public revenue is most interesting. But the explanation of

P. Petrie ill, 53 (
5), in which a Swpcd of this kind is mentioned, though in itself a reasonable hypothesis,

seems to me to do some violence to the Greek
;
without the context one can scarcely hope to grasp the

exact meaning of such an isolated fragment.

A new interpretcXtion is likewise given of the jmzzliiig P. (Jradeuwitz i, a decree of Ptolemy II about

payments to be made in connexion with slaves. Westermann points out that the payments have a

striking resemblance to the sale taxes of the Stdypappa, and he concludes that the subject of the decree

was the sale of a “job lot” of slaves by the Ptolemaic government at the price of a mina per head, the

sums specified being not the purchase money, but the taxes and fees. This seems a likely enough
explanation and has met with the approval of Wilcken, who had been the first to suggest that the

government was selling a large number of prisoners of war. Nevertheless I do not feel altogether satisfied

with it. According to Westermann’s theory the first three lines of the decree, which are scarcely legible,

must have said in effect: “Let all who wish to buy captive slaves at the price of 1 mina per head declare

their intention.” hy then does the decree, when it specifies the sums to be paid by each purchaser,

mention only the taxes and omit the more important ])urehasp money ? Surely it ought at least to have
added Kara/iJaXeii/ dpa rrjt Ti^rji. Is it not equally possible that the subject of the decree was a demand for

the registration of slaves irregularly acquired and for the payment of a fixed sum in lieu of the ordinary
sale tax ?

The concluding section of the book discusses the extent and character of slavery in Ptolemaic Egypt.
Westermanns conclusions coincide with the view taken by Wilcken in his Griechische Ostraka^ that slaves
in Egypt were for the most part in domestic service and that those employed in agriculture and handicraft
were comparatively few. On the whole one cannot but agree. The native population was so large and so
economically exploited that there was no call for slave labour on a big scale. But there were certainly
great numbers of slaves in the Greek households, both in town and country, working in fields and farm-
yards as well as in the kitchen and the bakery; some too were well educated and held responsible
positions. Among the many retainers of Apollonius the dioecetes it is difficult to distinguish between free
men and slaves. A passage in Westermann’s argument may be cited in illustration of this point.
Speaking of a loom-worker called Choirine he infers that she was a free woman from the fact that in a
list of ixayments in wheat her name occurs along with those of three men, Ballion, Eutychus and
Numenius, who appear from another account to have been in receipt of a monthly salary in money. But
curiously enough, in some other documents, partly unpublished, these very men are referred to as follows:
BaXXicovi TratSi, Ei;ri;;^ov tov Traibds pov^ 'Sovprjviov rov TratSdy and SovpijvlcoL Traibl. I had hitherto supposed
that in such designations Trnty bears its usual meaning of “slave”; but if Westermann is right, these men
were free employees.

C. C. Edgar.

The Pifmr {Antipho^ianuni) of the Coptic Church. Part III. By De Lacy O’Leary. London, 1930.
The Difiiar {\\vTL(j><ovdpLov) is a collection of hymns in honour of the Saints and Festivals of the Coj^tic

Church, which are appointed to be sung at the Evening (Vigil) and Morning Service of Incense. We
Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii.
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source from which these hymns have been compiled is, in most cases, the Arabic Synaxarium or Martyr-

ology of the Coptic Chiu’ch, a fact which must be borne in mind when dealing with the date of the com-

position of the Difnar. Assuming that the Synaxarium was compiled towards the end of the first half of

the thirteenth century, we may, perhaps, place the composition of the Difnar somewhere in the latter half

of the same century. Who was the author of these hymns and where they were produced are not known,

but we shall probably not be wrong, if we assign their composition to one of the Coptic monasteries,

possibly to that of St. Macarius in the Wadi Natrfin, where we learn that down to a late period the use

of Arabic was excluded from the services.

For each day in the year the Difnar contains two hymns; one of these, in the mode “Adam,” is to be used

when the day falls on a Sunday, Monday, or Tuesday, and the other, in the mode “ Batos,” is for use when

the day falls on any one of the four other days of the week. The average number of verses of an hymn is

foiu’, and each verse is made up of four short stanzas. Proper names are spelt according to the Arabic

pronunciation of the Coptic forms, which, of course, is natural seeing that the hymns were compiled from

the Arabic, but which may also have been intentional, since in the thirteenth century the proper Coptic

and Greek names of the Saints would i)robably not have been understood. The main theme of the hymns

is the praise of the Saints together with brief remarks on their life and deeds, as is illustrated by the

following hymn appointed for the feast of St. Simon the Apostle on the 9th Abib :

“0 come ail ye Christians to-day, and let us hymn Christ our God in truth,

And let us pray to Him to have mercy upon us, and to give us a share and an inheritance

With the Apostle Simon Cleophas, the true disciple of Jesus Christ,

Who was established bishop over Jerusalem the Holy City.”

AVith the present volume (Part III) Dr. De Lacy O'Leary concludes his edition of the Difnar. For the

last four months and the intercalary daysj of the Coptic year he has selected for his text the MS. Copt.

Borgia 53 (2). Unfortunately, all AISS. of the Difnar are extremely late, mostly of the second half of the

eighteenth century, and, MS. Borgia 53 (2) being no exception to this rule, such debased spellings as eggelos

for aggelos, epostoulos for apostolos, and masa nek for mase nak are of frequent occurrence.

There is, however, an early copy of the Difnar, hitherto unnoticed, in the library of the Monastery of

St. Antony in Egypt. This MS. is dated A.ii. 1101 =a.d. 1385, and it is greatly to be hoped that at some

time or other its contents may be examined. The Coptic text wmuld in every case be superior to that

of our eighteenth century MSS., and besides, it is quite possible that it may contain hymns not preserved

in the modern copies of the Difnar, and would thus reveal more than one recension of this Hymnal as in

the case of the Synaxarium.
0. H. E. Burmester.

Bases^ mttkodes et rtsiiUats de la ch'onologie egyptienne. Complements. By Raymond AVeill. Paris, 1928.

The present book is a supplement to the work on Egyptian chronology published by AVeill in 1926,

and is devoted to the discussion of various points of detail. So far as the dynastic chronology is concerned,

the first two chapters are the most important. Here AYeill discusses the possibility of artificial adjustment

of the mobile civil year to the true year, and comes to the conclusion, which few will dispute, that there

was no interference as far back as the coincidence of the civil New Years Day with the heliacal ri5»ing of

Sirius which fell in 2778 b.c. For the period prior to that date AA'eill seeks to show that there w^as artificial

interference with the civil year, basing this opinion on the occurrence of a “ short year” of 320 days on

the Palermo Stone under the First Dynasty. Here his arguments are much less convincing, since several

possibilities may be invoked to account for this “short year.” The one point that does clearly emerge is

that the evidence is against the possibility of an undisturbed “Sothic Cycle” of 1460 years XM*ior to

2778 B.C., which date, as Weill points out, is probably approximately that of the “installation of the

calendar” and the beginning of the first “Sothic Cycle” for which there is evidence, although, on the

strength of astronomical data, in his third chapter he brings this date dowm to 2769 B.c,

The fourth chapter is devoted to a criticism of the researches of Borchardt and Neugebauer concerning

the angular height at which Sirius w^as visible in morning observations at various dates and latitudes in

Egypt 1
;
here AVeill demonstrates that an error of calculation seems to have crept into the tables published

by these scholars. For the rest, AA'eill shows briefly that the Egyptians were able to announce in advance

i O.L.Z.,xxix, 310 fl.; xxx, 44111.
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the date in a given civil year on which the heliacal rising of Sirius w'ould occur, and then goes on to discuss

how far the Greeks were acquainted with the peculiarities of the Egyptian calendar; in this connexion he

comes to the conclusion that the calendrical reforms of Julius and Augustus were not influenced by the

fixed Sothic year of the Egyptians. Finally, attention is drawn to certain abnormalities in the dates of the

beginning and ending of the Feast of Amun in Luxor (Paophi), as compared with the other monthly feasts

of the Egyptian calendar.

It only remains to add that this work adequately fulfils its purpose as a supplement to the authors

principal work on Egyptian chronology,
E. O. Faulkner.

Memphis. A Vomhre des pyramides. By Jean Capart and Marcelle Werbrouck. Brussels, 1930.

This work is a companion volume to the study of Thebes by the same authors which was reviewed in

Journal, xii, 138, and it maintains the standard of interest and appearance set by the earlier publication.

Addressed primarily to the tourist who really desires to understand and appreciate the monuments which

he visits, this book gives an admirable conspectus of the civilization of the Old Kingdom, The first

chapter gives an account, alas only too true, of the kind of excursion the tourist achieves under the

guidance of the average dragoman, and of the impression left on his mind at the end of his travels. The
authors then take the reader on a model conducted tour to the various sites available from Cairo, explain-

ing the significance and points of interest of the monuments visited. Four chapters are concerned with

this model tour, and the remaining fifteen are devoted to an account of the Old Kingdom in its various

aspects. Not the least pleasing feature of the work is the large number of excellent photographs with

which it is provided, some of them illustrating recent excavations.

There is, however, one point on which this book is open to criticism; the numbered references in the

text to the relative illustrations a7*e not always accurate. The following corrections have been noted:

p. 85, line 20, for 128 read 133; p. 104, line 21, for 120 read 138; p. 275, last line, for 114 read 112; p. 281,

line 5, for 169 read 132; p. 352, line 2, for 207 read 247; p. 353, line 34, for 224 read 246. It is also

surprising to find the sages Kagemni and Ptahhotpe of the Prisse Papyrus definitely associated with tombs
bearing those names at Sakkarah, without any hint that the correctness of the identifications is decidedly

open to doubt.

These are, however, minor blemishes in a work which admirably achieves its aim of initiating the

educated traveller into the secrets of what is, in many respects, the best period of Egyptian history. AYe
look forward to an English edition of this volume.

E. 0. Faulkner.
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A PORTRAIT OF SMEXKHKEREO>) AND OTHER
‘AMARNAH FRAGMENTS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM

By H. R. hall

With Plate xv.

The two small examples of 'Amarnah art published in PI. xv, figs. 3 and 4, are sculptor’s

sketches or trial pieces. No. 26810 (Fig. 4) is a trapezoidal fragment of grey limestone,

by by fin. (7*9 by 6*3 by 1*6 cm.), on one side of which is cut in hollow relief a small

portrait sketch of a king, either Akhenaten or Smenkhkerer. He wears the short round

form of the nemes headdress (hair-bag) without shoulder-flaps or tail, and carries a large

uraeus on the forehead-band. The face is of Akhenaten’s type, but more delicate and
sensuous, with a small button-like nose unlike Akhenaten’s. It may well be a representa-

tion of Smenkhkerer. It is too feminine for Tutf'ankhamun. The fragment has two
parallel perforations close to the upper edge.

No. 15973 (Fig. 3), a similar fragment, but of white limestone, approximately 2| in.

(7 cm.) square, shows a rough sketch in hollow relief of a mother suckling a baby. Both
are naked; she is sitting on the ground. The baby is hairless; the mother’s hair, in a

long bob, is fastened back by a band over the ears. Her face is very roughly indicated.

In the British Museum Qiiarterhj, 1926, 2, PL xxiii, 42, I published photographs of

two recently acquired relief fragments that evidently came from El-'Amarnah. I repro-

duce them here in a more purely Egyptological environment.

No. 47988 (Fig. 2), a slab of coarse white limestone 16 in. (40*6 cm.) long by 94 in.

(24*2 cm.) high, cut from the wall of a tomb, is sculptured with a representation in

hollow relief of a procession of blindfolded men, possibly harpers. Only the upper parts

of the bodies are on the stone. The figures are in two groups, that in front consisting

of two individuals apparently on their knees, as their heads are much lower than those

of the other group, which is of three. All are men, and all are blindfolded. By their

appearance they may be judged to have belonged to no very high order of society. The
nearer man of the front group has his hair or wig dressed in an unusual manner, in

two tails, one hanging over his left shoulder, the other apparently over his right. The
sculptor has had some difficulty in representing this, but I think this is what he meant

;

evidently the hair was parted down the middle, behind as well as in front, and disposed
in two tails, one over each shoulder. The figures of the two groups are represented in

the usual style of relief, one profile in front of the other.

No. 47989 (Fig. 1) is a piece cut out of a tomb-wall, of finer cream-coloured limestone,

measuring 7 by 6^ in. (17*75 by 15*8 cm.). On it is cut in hollow relief a figure of

a courtier or upper servant, in rather elaborate full-dress of goffered linen with balloon-
like apron, but with no wig; he is apparently engaged in sweeping the ground with a
long besom, over which he bends forward deeply.

Jourii. of Egypt. Arch. XVII. 22



PR131ITIVE METHODS OF MEASURING TIME'

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO EGYPT

By R. W. SLOLEY

With Plates x\d-xxii.

Measurement of Time. Units.

How is time measured? Consider how we should measure a length, such as that of

a table. We should choose a ''bit of length”—a unit, a foot-rule or a yard-stick, suppose,

and find out how many times we could place it in successive end-on positions, until the

whole length of the table had been covered. We express the result as so many feet or

yards, as the case may be, and allow for fractions over and above an exact multiple of

the unit.

In the same way we could measure the mass of a body, such as a lump of lead.

We choose unit lumps of brass or iron—let us say, pounds— and, by means of a balance,

find out how many are required to counterpoise our lump of lead.

But with time we encounter a difficulty. We cannot take a little "chunk of time”

and use it in the same way. Before we could grasp it, it would slip through our fingers,

as it were, and be—past. Time is not repeatable, not recoverable, not usable again.

If the idea of Time presents difficulty, we might expect its measurement to be far

from easy. In fact, as we shall see, we are forced to have recourse to the measurement

of sometliing else—the movement of something in space (such as that of a pointer over a

dial), or a set of movements in space. All the methods so far employed—shadow clocks,

water clocks, candle clocks, as well as mechanical contrivances such as modern clocks

and watches—really measure time by a motion in space. The measurement of time is

no easy matter; a scientific unit is only arrived at after much thought and reflection.

The sun seems to be a natural time-keeper. As starting-off point, let us take noon,

when the sun is on the meridian at the highest point of its course across the heavens,

and when it casts the shortest shadow. The earth turns on its axis, and on the next

day we observe the instant when the sun is again on the meridian. The interval between

two successive noons, we call a day—a day by the sun—a "sun-day.”

But the sun is a very bad time-keeper, owing to the fact that the motion of the

earth round the sun is not uniform. One reason is that the earth moves faster when

nearer the sun in winter, and slower when farther away in summer. The motion was

neatly summed up by Kepler in his famous law: "Equal areas in equal times.” In the

1 This nrtide i.s in the main the substance of a lecture given before the Egypt Exploration Society on

November 12th, 1030. The introductory paragraphs, in winch the lecturer dealt with the philosophical

conception of time, have, for lack of space, been omitted.
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diagram (Fig. 1) the oval curve represents the path of the earth round the sun at one

focus. The eccentricity is purposely exaggerated for clearness. The twelve areas into

which the oval space is divided by the radiatihg lines are equal in area and are described

in equal times. It is clear that the portions of the earth’s path described in equal

times are not all equal. The earth must travel faster to cover the longer distances in

winter and slower when traversing the shorter distances in summer.

Now it would be very inconvenient to have to keep altering our clocks and watches

to keep exact time with the sun, and so astronomers have invented a special point-sun,

which moves with perfect regularity. This gives us ‘‘mean solar time” or clock-time.

Clock-time coincides with sun-time (as given by a sundial) only on four days in the

year, the greatest difference being nearly 16^ minutes on November 3rd, when the dial

indicates noon 16| minutes before the clock. The differences may be plotted conveniently

for different days in the year in a figure-of-eight curve. From such a diagram (Fig. 2)

the difference for any day of the year (i.c., the ‘'e(|uation of time”) can be read off at a

glance.

A sundial may be so constructed that a spot of light from a central hole in a disc,

falling on such a curve, will indicate midday by the clock. There is one of this type on
the wall of St. Peter’s Church, Geneva.

Ultimately, our clocks are really timed by the stars. The master-clock is our earth,

turning on its axis relative to the fixed stars. This earth-clock keeps excellent time, not
absolutely exact, but sufficiently so for all practical purposes. The day is very gradually

lengthening at the rate of about one minute in nine million years. It is about one
thirtieth part of a second longer than 5000 years ago when the pyramids were young.

Now, it is the almost perfect regularity of the earth-clock that enables us to employ
regularly moving mechanism for the purpose of measuring time. The pendulum swings
to-and-fro in equal intervals of time, and a balance-wbeel under the action of a control
spring swings with almost perfect regularity. The Astronomer Royal recently referred to

22—2
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clocks at Greenwich Observatory which have shown in a period of 21 months a variation

of only 1/200 second a day, a degree of accuracy which is truly astonishing.

The real problem is to divide the period of rotation of the earth into equal parts,

first into hours, then into minutes and seconds. The problem did not worry the ancients

as they needed only a very rough division of time—in fact, as we shall see, they had no

simple means of ascertaining whether their time intervals were equal or not.

The Development of the Time Idea.

Let us now turn to the past and attempt to follow the development of the time idea

in the mind of primitive man, and see how he dealt with the problem of time measurement.

It is no easy matter to think ourselves back into his mind. Only the briefest sketch can

be given here.

Time was when man first woke to conscious thought. The alternations of day and

night began to attract his attention. He thought about them and reflected; previously

he had taken them for granted. He watched the sun god with apprehension during the

gradually shortening days towards winter, sinking loAver and lower in the sky. Would
he disappear altogether, never to return? Magic was called in to woo him back. As

every reader of The Golden Bough knows, the Eskimos still play at cats’-cradle in

autumn in an endeavoixr to entangle the sun and so prevent his disappearance for the

winter. It was with relief that early Man watched the sun passing the turning-point

and mounting slowly day by day higher in the heavens, spreading his genial warmth
once more over a chilled earth. The turning-point was marked by a festive season,

which we still celebrate at Christmastime. So Man began to think, to ponder and reflect

on the mysteries of the universe in which he found himself, to question and to wonder.

Long ages must have elapsed before any systematic observations were made.

Probably the earliest were of shadow lengths. Man realized that he had to shift his

position from time to time, if he wished to remain in the shadow of a rock in a sun-

scorched land. Stones placed in various positions to mark the extremity of the shadow

of an object at different times of the day probably formed the earliest mode of time

measurement. It is not a great step towards the rough division of the day into intervals.

But it is a much more difiicult matter to make these intervals of equal length.

The earliest records of time measurement that we have date back to Ancient Egypt.

People living in the neighbourhood of a fluctuating river find it of the greatest importance

to take observations of the stars in connexion with the critical times of the agricultural

cycle, such as sowing-time and harvest. The Calendar was brought into use by the

Egyptians at a very early date, at least 3000 b.c., when New Year’s Day^ (The Opening

of the Year; first month of inundation, day 1) coincided with the heliacal rising of Sirius

(The Going up of the Goddess Sothis). When Sirius, after a period of invisibility, was

first again observed in the sky just before sunrise in the latitude of Memphis, the

Eg3"ptians knew that the Nile should begin to rise again. The Civil Year, however,

comprised 12 months of 30 days and 5 added days,” making 365 in all. This is about

J day shorter than the astronomical year determined by observations of Sirius. The
Egyptians did not introduce an extra da}- every four years (as we do in Leap Years);

and thus the civil calendar soon got out of step with the astronomical calendar. In

4 years the civil calendar was one day in advance; in 120 years the winter solstice fell

on Jan. 25 and in 720 years on June 25; after a lapse of 1460 years the calendars

coincided once more.

1 Gardiner, Eg, Granun,^ 205.
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I. End-block of a rod clock. Berlin Mus. 14573. f-

2 & 3. Instrument for determining the vertical. Berlin Mus. 14084. Sath I-

4. Sighting instrument {merkhet). Berlin Mus. 14085. SmU i.

5. Rod clock with hour-markings. Berlin Mus. 19743. ‘"Scale i.
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The stars were studied and mapped out at an early date, and were grouped according

to a fancied resemblance to some human being, animal or object. The arrangement,

however, was not the same as our own, which is derived from the Babylonians, who grouped

the stars in a different manner. Several examples of star maps survive on walls of

temples.

Observations of the stars were made by a simple sighting instrument, the merhhet.

One dating from the Twenty-eighth Dynasty is now in the Berlin Museund (PI. xvi, fig. 4).

Another similar instrument was discovered by Breasted in an antique dealer’s shop in

London and bears the name of Tutt'ankhamun The former consists of the middle rib

of a palm leaf, slotted at the broader end, and is inscribed: “Indicator for determining

the commencement of a festival and placing all men in their hours.,..” The slot was

held close to the eye and the observer looked northward towards a plumb-line held at

arm’s length by an assistant priest stationed a short distance away (PL xvii, fig. 1).

The plumb-line was suspended from a little rod, held horizontally so that the string hung

down alongside a vertical mark on the end block (PL xvi, figs. 2 and 3). This rod bears

the inscription: “I know the going of the sun, of the moon and of the stars, each to

his place.” The observers sat facing each other on the north-south line and the “hours”
were defined when certain stars were seen to cross the vertical cord, aligned over the

heart, the right and left eyes, the elbow or other parts of the body of the assistant

observer. The results were tabulated in a diagram ruled in squares showing the seated

figure of the assistant priest and the stars positioned around him, with details, such as:

“the star Sf'rt over the left eye; the star that follows Sothis over the left elbow; the

stars of the water over the heart,” and so on (Fig 3)^.

Several such star maps are to be found in the tomb-paintings of the kings of the

Twentieth Dynasty, giving the positions of the stars during the 12 hours of the night,

at intervals of 15 days. The times were determined by water clocks, as will be explained

later.

In Ptolemaic times the picture of the plumb-line and rod was used as a hieroglyph,

as the determinative of the word “hour” (see Fig. 11). In earlier days the use of the

star sign A* as determinative points to the earlier measurements of time by observations

of the stars.

1 Borchardt in A,Z., xxxvii, 10. - ScrihneAs May., 1925, April, 392. ^ After L., D,, ni, 228.
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An interesting example of time determination by shadows is to be seen in the yantra

or observatory at Jaipur in India. This observatory is the largest of five built by Jai

Singh between A.n. 1718 and 1734, and was restored some years ago. The shadow of a

samrat yantra or gnomon 90 feet high is cast on graduated quadrants and travels at the

rate of about 2J- inches a minute, a motion which is quite perceptible to the eye. It is,

however, very ill-defined. The time is determined to ten seconds.

The merihet instrument appears to have been used in Egypt for aligning temples in

the ceremonial observed during the laying of foundation stones. In a wall scene ^ (Fig. 4)

the king is associated with the goddess Seshat {SSH) in this work, and they are depicted

in the act of holding the cord, represented conventionally surrounding the inscription.

They are grasping the golden hammers. The cord was stretched with solemn ritual along

the line previously indicated by the priests, and pegs were driven in by means of the

hammers to mark the axis. In one inscription, the king says: ''I hold the peg. I grasp

the handle of the club and grip the measuring-cord with Seshat. I turn my eyes to the

movements of the stars. I send forth my glance to Ursa Major stands beside

/

his 7nerl'Ii€t. I make firm the four corners of thy temple.” The phrase “stands beside

his merkheV seems to mean that the star personified as a deity is aligned with the

7nerkheP,

Time by Observation of Shadow Lengths.

Various devices dependent on the changes in the length and direction of shadows

were in use from early times in connexion with time measurement. The shadow cast

bv any object changes not only in length but in direction during the course of the period

of daylight. If the extremities of the shadow of a vertical stick are marked on a level

plane at various times of the day, they will be found to lie on a curve, a hyperbola.

The curve is different for every date in the year except at the equinoxes when the path

of the shadow is the same, a straight line. The equinox line and the curves for summer

and winter solstices are shown in the diagram (Fig. 5).

1 J. Diliuiuhen, BcD/geschichte chs Dendvrate-uipels^ PL 50.

" L. Purchardt, A.Z., xxxvii, 10, where this inscription (from Edfu) and others are quoted.
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Attempts were made by the Ancient Egyptians to record the lengths of the shadows.

It was realized that the length of the shadow at any time of day varied with the season

of the year, but it is not certain whether the Egyptians ever realized that the latitude

of the place must be taken into account. There exists a Nubian table of shadow lengths,

but, like many such records, it is so full of inconsistencies as to render its interpretation a

matter of considerable difficulty.

A simple form of shadow clock consisted of a little rod of wood or ivory provided

with an end-block. Several fragments of these have been found. One is marked with

the names of the hours (PI. xvi, fig. 5). This was placed so as to point eastwards

in the morning and set horizontally by means of a plumb line suspended against a line

scored on the end-block at right angles to the long arm (Fig. 6). The shadow of the

edge of the end-block was intercepted on the horizontal portion of the rod. At midday,

the rod was reversed so as to point westwards. The hour markings are spaced at

multiples of the fifth-hour mark from the meridional line, namely, the edge of the end-

^ Fig. fi Fig. 7

block. The hour intervals were not of equal length and the errors are shown in Fig. 7,

the apparent time being indicated by roman and the true time by arabic numerals,

calculated approximately for the latitude of 30° N. at the equinox. In Borchardt’s

reconstruction of this type a cross rod is placed on the end-block at right angles to the

other rod; this seems unlikely. PI. xvi, fig. 1 shows an inscribed end-block.

A similar sort of time-measuring device is still in use in Upper Egypt for indicating

the durations of shifts of oxen and in connexion with irrigation time-allowances. The
tops of two pegs a few inches above ground are connected by a short horizontal cord,

and the hours are marked by nails or pegs. One of these on a board, from Kus, is in

the Science Museum, South Kensington and is reproduced in PL xviii, fig. 1 . To this day
an Egyptian peasant will leave his buffalo in order to go and look at such a time-teller

to find out whether it is time to leave off work, regardless of the time lost in so doing

The shadow lengths in the early morning and late afternoon were inconveniently

long, and the advantage of tilting the horizontal scale so as to reduce its effective length

was realized at a later period, when we find the ''inclined-plane’’ type of shadow clock,

of which a reconstruction is shown in Fig. 8.

^ S^oo Jol) 7. 2. ‘‘The seiwint earnestly desircth the shadow/'
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One dating from the Ptolemaic period about 320 b.c. is provided with scales for the

various months, and the names of the months are inscribed against the scales (PI. xvii,

fig. 3)K Fig. 9 shows diagrammaticallv the scales of this specimen ^ (a) and those of one

from El-Kantarah^ {&), dotted lines being drawn through the theoretical positions of the

markings, calculated approximately for the latitude 30° N.

In the Egyptological Museum of University College, London, there is a part of a

little shadow clock of the inclined-plane type, made from black steatite, with inscriptions

(PL xvii, fig. 4)^. The side block, the shadow of whose upper edge fell on the sloping

surface, is unfortunately broken off. There are six graduation lines, slanted to allow for

variations in the lengths of days in spring and autumn. In all probability there was

originally an inlaid strip, provided with scales for the eq^uinoctial months, in the central

groove. Provision was also made for a plumb-line suspension for setting the clock

upright.

6543 2 1
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A fragment of papyrus from Tanis (a.d. 100), Fig. 10, shows a method of construction

for such a clock. It is of particular interest as showing that a construction was actuall}'

used for the purpose of graduating the instrument^.

A number of hieroglyphic signs are pictures of these primitive forms of shadow

clocks, Fig. 11. All date from the Ptolemaic period. Borchardt has pointed out that a

sign similar to the ''finger’^ sign is occasionally used, and appears to be a conventionalised

form of the cleft stick used in star observations described above, PL xvi, fig. 4.

In the Cairo Museum is a model in limestone which seems to incorporate three kinds

of shadow clock®. It is about 15 inches in length and is illustrated in PL xviii, figs. 2, 3, 4.

The shadow of one edge of the little block in the centre of the upper surface is cast on

1 Petrie, mid Measures, 45, PL xxvi. - Cledat, in Rec. trm\, 1915, 37.

• Legrain, Colh^tlon Bofmmui, 147. ^ Petrie, ibid.

Griffith -Petrie, Tiro ITierogh/phv: Papyri from Tunis, PI. 15, « Borchardt, Altaeg. Zeitmessuncf, 52.
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the upper surface, which is graduated by lines as shown in Fig. 12. The true positions of

the markings calculated for the equinox in latitude 30° N., as well as the formation of

the shadows thrown by other edges on the steps and the inclined plane, are also indicated.

The latter are not graduated.

Time by Shadow Direction.

In the sundial, the direction and not the length of the shadow is taken into

account, and this shows a distinct advance in thought and method. If the dial is

properly set, an equally divided angular scale can be used, a great advantage over the

unequally divided scale necessary when the shadow length alone is considered.

The oldest specimen known (Fig. 13) dates from the 13th century b.c. It was found
at Gezer in Palestine^, and has been fully described by Borchardt^. It consists of a

nearly semicircular piece of ivory about 2^ inches across. On one side is a ‘‘divine ship”
with a scene of the worshipping of Thoth and the cartouches of Merenptah in incised lines

filled in with green pigment. On the other side are the dial markings, a series of radiating

lines at intervals of approximately 15 degrees. There is a hole in which a style or gnomon
was originally fitted, and the upper edge is bored throughout its length to take a

suspension cord.

A later example of a dial found at Luxor (PI. xvii, fig. 2) is now in the Berlin Museum®.
It dates, probably, from the Graeco^Roman period, and is designed for hanging on a
wall or pillar. The hole for the gnomon remains, and above it is a square recess originally

containing a housing for a plumb-line suspension serving to set the dial. The marking
is not particularly accurate, as will be seen from the diagram, Fig. 14, in which the
longer lines indicate the true directions, and the shorter ones correspond to the lines

incised on the dial. Midday is 6 hours.

^ Stewart Macalister, Excacntlons at Gezer^ I, 15; II, 331.

2 Borcliardt, op, 48. ^ Borchardt, A.Z.^ xlix, 66.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 23
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These are early examples from Egypt of sundials, the use of which spread rapidly

over the whole of Western Europe. One found in the Stabian Baths at Pompeii is a

particularly interesting specimen (Fig. 15). The inscription is in the Oscan script and

reads: ''Maras, son of Maras the Quaestor, built (this sundial) by order of the Corporation,

out of the fine-money^.” No doubt, it was some satisfaction to transgressors of the law

to know that their fines were put to such useful purpose.

A portable dial from the Loire district gives the winter solstice [hruma) as the 8th

day before the Kalends of January, i.e., Dec 23, and solstitium, the summer solstice, as

the 8th day before the Kalends of July, i.e., June 22. The dates are now one day earlier^.

Vitruvius gives full directions for constructing sundials and mentions several different

forms in use in his day, which he says were invented by Berosus the Chaldaean (c. 250 b.c.)

and by various Greeks.

Fig. 15. >Sandial found at the Stabian Baths at Pompeii in 1854.

(After Singer and the Clarendon Press)

Water Clocks.

We must now turn to quite a distinct method of measuring time, based on the flow

of water.

The oldest specimen of a water clock in existence dates from about 1300 b.c. It is a

vessel of translucent alabaster shaped like a flower pot and stands about 14 inches high

(Plates xix, xx); it was reconstructed from the fragments found at Karnak, for the

Cairo Museum. The outside is decorated with coloured stone and fayence inlay work;

and various scenes, stars and constellations are depicted in three registers. Other fragments

of similar vessels are to be found in the museums of Europe®.

Water clocks such as these were used to determine the hour-intervals of the night

for the temple-watches. An inscription on one fragment runs thus : "Every figure is in its

hour...to fix the hours of the night, if the decan stars are not visible: so that, in this way,

the correct time (?) of the sacrifice will be observed.” The temple attendants probably

took turns in keeping watch during the night, and the clock enabled the hours of duty

to be fairly apportioned, as they thought.

It will be clear that the length of the Egyptian hour, being the twelfth part of the

night, varied according to the season of the year. It was shortest at midsummer, when
the nights were shortest, and longest at midwinter. A scale for each month was provided

on the inside surface of the vessel in the form of a row of small depressions extending

from the full-line near the top towards the bottom (PI. xxi, fig. 2). There is an interesting

^ Charles Singer, Srience, in T/^e Legac}j of Rotae^ ed. by Cyril Bailey, 315, ^ Op. cit.y 316.

^ R. W. Sloley, Ancient Clepsydrae^ in Ancient Egypt^ 1924, 44, where further details and references to

the following may be found.
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account of a vessel of this description in a tomb-inscription at Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah of

an official named Amenemhet, who lived in the time of the Eighteenth-Dynasty Pharaohs

Amosis I, Amenophis I and Tuthmosis I. If his work is original, this inscription is of

interest as the earliest known record of physical observations. He gives the relation

between the lengths of the summer and winter nights and he says that he made ‘‘This

splendid instrument” in honour of the King.

In use, such a water clock was first filled to the full-line and the water was allowed

to flow out gradually from a small aperture near the bottom. At the end of the first

hour the water level would have fallen to the first mark of the scale corresponding to the

month in question, and so on for succeeding hours to the last mark. Now among the

Oxyrhynchus papyri is part of a leaf of an ancient book containing descriptions of astro-

nomical instruments, and there we find an account of how the calculations for water

6 7

(a)

e

COMPA.RISON or
(a.) SCA\-P^ OF E.QUA.U HOUR’S WITH
{t>) 5CAUE:- OF HOURS A.S SHEWIS BY THE KARNAK CLOCK’

Fig. 16

clocks were made. The dimensions given correspond closely to those of all vessels of
which fragments have been found and for which measurements can be obtained.

It seems quite clear that the Ancient Egyptians believed that the level of the water
sank equal heights in equal times. This is not exactly true for vessels of the shape used.
If the angle of slope had been slightly less (103° instead of about 110°) it would have
been a closer approximation to the required form of a curved surface.

As the vessel gradually emptied, the flow diminished owing to reduced pressure, but
this diminishing flow was not exactly counterbalanced by the decreasing amounts of water
between successive marks. Thus, when the vessel was first filled, the water flowed out in
a steady stream, but towards the twelfth hour the flow would be reduced to a mere
trickle. Thus the hours indicated were not of equal length like those shown by our modern
clocks. Although the hours were nearly correct at the middle of the scale, the earlier
were too long and the later too short (Fig. 16). The Egyptians did not know this. They

23—2
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had no means of determining whether their hours were equal or not. To divide a space

of time equally is a very difficult problem without regularly moving mechanism or some
precise means of observing the movements of the stars.

Another form of water clock came into use in later times. This took the form of a

cylinder. Water was allowed to drip into the cylinder from a reservoir, and, as the level

rose inside, the height was read on a scale of markings, or more easily by means of a

float arrangement indicating the hours on a scale outside. If the reservoir were maintained

full of water, errors due to the gradually diminishing pressure would be avoided. One
such clock was found at Edfu and dates from about a.d. 100 (PL xxii, figs, 1 and 2).

Eound the inside run twelve uneven curves divided into twelve parts for the months by
vertical lines (Fig. 17 and PL xxii, fig. 2). The vessel is about 12 inches in height and
over the aperture at the base is a seated figure of a dog-headed ape. The aperture was
closed after the vessel had been filled with water to the topmost mark, and opened after

the lapse of 12 hours, when it was necessary to empty the vessel.

Models of these clocks were bestowed as votive ofierings and may be seen in various

museums. A specimen from Cairo has a little flight of steps and stands about inches

in height (PL xxi, fig. 1).

Fig. 17

Water clocks were introduced from Egypt into Europe. The Greeks called the
instrument /cXeyj/vBpa (whence the Latin clepsydra), AVater-thief.’’ The clocks were used
by day as well as by night, and one was placed in the market place in every important
town. We can picture the nobleman of the day sending his servant to the market place

to learn the time, regardless of time lost in dawdhng on the way. An attendant was
placed on guard by the clock, and his duty was to fill it at the proper intervals and to

protect it from mischievously disposed persons.

In the Roman law courts, water clocks were regularly used, as Favorinus tells us,

“to prevent babblings, that such as spoke ought to be brief in their speeches.” Hence
the Latin phrases aqnam dare, literally “to give w^ater,” i.e., to give an advocate speaking-
time; aquam perdere, “to lose water,” i.e., to waste time; “You are trespassing on my
water,” meaning “You are w^asting my time.” Augustine speaks of drops of time, an
obvious reference to a water clock. Martial refers to a tiresome speaker, who moistened
his lips from time to time from a cup of water. The poet remarks humorously that it

would be as great a relief to the speaker as to his audience if he were to drink from the
water clock. There is a story of a shady Roman lawyer who deliberately muddied the
water in order to check the flow and thus gain more time for his speech. The Romans
used a form of clepsydra in which a roaring sound was produced at every hour by the
release of air compressed by water. Lucian mentions this as one of the attractions and
conveniences of certain newly constructed baths.
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Vitruvius describes a water clock which seems to have incorporated a wheel-and-

ratchet mechanism. Water from a tank drips at a uniform rate through a small pipe

into a tank in which is a float. A shaft attached to the float is

provided with teeth which engage in those of a cog wheel fixed to a

pointer moving over a dial. Vitruvius states that he got the idea from

an ingenious barber of Alexandria, named Ctesibius, who flourished

about 135 B.c. Ctesibius is said to have constructed a clepsydra

(Fig. 18^) in which a little figure with a wand is mounted on the

float (D). As the float rises with the water the tip of the wand is

brought opposite to a scale on a revolving drum (F) on which the

hours are marked by slanting lines corresponding to the varying lengths

of the day at different times of the year. A syphon (S) empties the

tank ready for the next day, and in so doing turns a cog wheel (H)

provided with 365 teeth through a distance equal to the gap between

two teeth. Thus the drum is turned and brings the appropriate scale for the day opposite

to the end of the wand-pointer.

Julius Caesar used water clocks to regulate the night watches for his troops stationed

in Britain and he noted that the summer nights were shorter than in Kome.

A water clock was regarded as a princely gift as late as the 8th century a.d.

Among other presents, which included treasures of eastern silks and a favourite elephant,

Harun ar Rashid, of Arabian Nights fame, presented a very costly and elaborate

specimen to Charlemagne. Besides telling the time, it gave the day of the month, the age

of the moon, the zodiacal signs and other interesting information; it was regarded at the

time as a very great curiosity. At the hour-marks on the dial were little doors, which flew

open at the hour and allowed the appropriate number of balls to fall out one by one into

a resounding bowl, thus striking the hour. The time could be ascertained by noting the

number of doors that were open, or at the hour by listening to the number
of balls striking the bowl. There is a representation of this clock on a piece

of old Sevres china. Clocks like these provided great scope for the ingenious

craftsman and many of them were wonderful specimens of the jeweller’s art.

An interesting example of a 17th-century clepsydra is now in the

Science Museum, South Kensington, and keeps very good time. A similar

specimen is illustrated in Fig. 19^. To the cross-bar at the top are attached

two cords bearing a drum on a horizontal axis. The drum contains seven

cells, each pierced by a small hole near the bottom. Water is placed in the

drum, which is then pulled up to the top of the frame, a distance of about

three feet. The drum tends to fall, but the motion is partly counteracted by
the water dripping slowly from one comj^artment to the next. The hours are

indicated by the position of the axis of the drum against a scale marked on
the sides of the frame.

The Pacific islanders use a floating cocoanut shell with a small hole at

the bottom as a clock for timing their voyages. The water gradually enters

through the hole, and a rough idea of the passage of time is obtained.

In India the Brahmins divide the day into 24 intervals of 24 minutes
each, and measure them by means of a copper bowl floating on water, which
slowly enters through a small hole at the bottom. The size of the hole was
adjusted so that the bowl filled and sank after 24 minutes had elapsed. The attendant

^ After The Oresham Encyclopedia, iii, 136.

Fig. 19

Fig. 18
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then struck the hour, rescued the bowl and refloated it for the nest period. An Algerian

example of this type is in the Science Museum, South Kensington. It takes about

15 minutes to sink, and was used for timing the periods for which the agriculturalist

was entitled to a supply of water for irrigation.

The word “clock'' is usually employed to denote any mechanical device connected with

the measurement of time, and, in what has been said, it has been used to avoid the

rather clumsy word “clepsydra” or a lengthy phrase. It must be remembered, how>

ever, that the word “'clock” simply means bell, like the French cloche or the German GlocJce,

and did not come into use until the introduction of sounding or striking clocks.

Water is not the only substance which can be utilised for “flow” methods of

measuring time. The flow of melting wax is made use of in various forms of candle

clocks, said to have been invented by King Alfred. In his novel The Betrothed Sir

Walter Scott describes “ a waxen torch which was graduated for the purpose of marking

the passing time. Brazen balls were suspended by threads from the torch, the spaces

between them being calculated to occupy a certain time in burning. When the flame

reached the thread, and the balls fell, each in succession, into a brazen basin placed for

its reception, the office of a modern clock was in some degree discharged.” Any finely

divided solid, such as sand, can be used for a similar purpose, and the “sand glass” is

well known.

Such are the more primitive methods of measuring time. In modern days the

introduction of the pendulum and the spring-controlled balance-wheel have completely

ousted the earlier methods. The pendulum was not known until Galileo, in a.d. 1590,

made his famous observations of the swinging lamp in the cathedral of Pisa. As a

medical student he was specially interested in pulse beats. He timed the swings with

his pulse and, struck with a new idea, hurried home to test his observations by means of

a simple pendulum. He confirmed his belief that the pendulum took the same time to

swing to and fro whatever the amplitude, and constructed a jjulsilogia, for timing

pulse beats—a little instrument which became very popular among the medical men
of his day. The balance-wheel constrained to swing to and fro in equal times by
a spring was not developed until a.d. 1700.

These two inventions provided means of constructing regularly moving mechanism

and served as a basis for the attainment of the astonishing accuracy of present day

clocks and watches. In ancient times no such accuracy was possible or necessary, and

the methods employed were sufficiently accurate for the needs of everyday life^.

^ For permission to reproduce illustrations the WTiter is indebted to the following: The Director,

Cairo Museum (PI. xviii, 2, 3 and 4; xix, xx, xxi and xxiij; The Director, Berlin Museum (PL xvi and

xvii, 2;; Tlie Director, Science Mu^?eum, South Kensington (PL xvii, 1 and xviii, 1) ;
Professor Sir Flinders

Petrie (PL xvii, 3 and 4; Phgs. 10, 10 and 17); The Palestine Ex2-)loration Fund (Fig. 13); Dr. Charles

Singer and the Clarendon Pre.'-s (Fig. 15); The Cre.'5ham PublL-shing Co, (Figs. 18 and 19).
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EXCAVATIONS AT TELL EL-^AMARNAH, 1023-4

A. STATUARY

By F. Ll. GKIFFITH

With Plates xxiii-xxvii.

The results of the Society’s excavations carried on at Tell el-^Amarnah in January

and February of 1924 have not yet been reported except in a general description printed

in Journal, x, 299-305, supplemented by a brief article on a fine stela from the house

of Pnehesi published ojp. cit., xii, 1-2. A memoir however was prepared shortly after

our return to England, and it is proposed now with the consent of the Editor and of

the Committee to print this memoir, chapter by chapter, in the Journal, each chapter

describing the finds belonging to a particular class of objects.

The hope expressed in Journal, x, 304 that an expert would piece together the

results of Petrie’s excavation, the German expedition and our own, with an accurate

map of the ancient city with all the houses numbered and catalogued was disappointed,

first by the death of Mr. Newton and secondly by the resignation of Dr. Frankfort, but

still burns on. A reference to the report of an excavation, op. cit., x, 301-303 and to

the plan, PL xxxvi, may be useful to readers of the following catalogue of finds. The

expedition’s southern house (L. 50, 9) is seen near the south end of the plan, west of the

south end of High Priest Street. The house of Pnehesi (R. 44. 2), the other chief source

of sculpture, is the more westerly of the pair of large houses marked at the north end

of the shaded portion.

Pair of headless statues of Akhenaten and Nofretete, of Silsilah sandstone, found on

4th February in rubbish 50 cm. above floor in the north-east corner of small chamber

at west end of L. 50, 12, very near to the shrine-platform of L. 50, 9 (the expedition’s

southern house), from which they had probably been thrown out (Pis. xxiii-xxiv).

Each was represented standing with feet together, on a plain rectangular plinth, with

inscribed pilaster at the back; the arms are broken, and between them are remains of

a plain thin slab, perhaps representing a papyrus or tablet, which was held against the

chest outwards, but tilted upwards, with an inscribed support for it below against the

stomach. The present height of the king’s statue to the throat is 77 cm.^, of the plinth

13 cm.; the present height of the queen’s statue (which has lost the plinth and feet)

from the top of the pilaster behind the neck to above the ankles is 70 cm. The flesh of

each is coloured red and the garments white, showing the flesh-colour through. Each
has lost the right arm from above the elbow and the left arm from above the wrist.

The surface of the tablet was plain, coloured white
;
a fragment of the front edge of

the support in the queen’s statue shows remains of an inscription, but the edges of the
tablet are all broken away. The hands cannot have supported the tablet from beneath,

1 Measurements are in cent imetre throughout this article.
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but may have held it at the edges like a roll of papyrus; it was evidently not a table of

offerings, which would have been held out horizontally.

The statue of Akhenaten, see PL xxiii and profile in Journal, x, PL xxxv, now in the

Ashmolean Museum, has breasts, stomach and thighs very full, navel strongly marked,

prolonged horizontally; flesh red; transparent pleated dress over shoulders, body and

legs, with fall to near ankles, white, showing the red flesh through, and leaving neck,

breast, lower arms and feet bare. The dress is gathered together over the right shoulder,

where it reaches only to the middle of the upper arm. The fringed edge of this garment

is on the left side, crossing the elbow and passing down the leg. The end of a fastening

seems to be painted in black outline on the right side of the stomach below the tablet.

On the right side there is an appearance of an opaque white loin cloth, the lower edge

of which is carried nearly straight across the thigh, the upper edge curving upwards;

but this cannot be distinguished on the back and left side, and it may all be due to loss

of colour on the cement patches. On the chest, below the collar-bone, are a series of

collars in dark blue, pale blue and red, rather indistinct, the broadest consisting of blue

lotus-petals that pass round to the back leaving a space bare between the shoulder-

blades. The feet and toes are shaped naturally and finely. The sandals themselves are

hardly marked; the sandal strap between the toes is sculptured and coloured red, the

thick pad over the instep white.

The inscription on the back pilaster has lost a few characters at the top; it gives

the names of the Aten in the later form, of the king and of the queen: ‘'[Lives the

Father (^Kec] ruler of the two horizons, rejoicing in the Horizon^ (^in his name of

father of Ee^' who comes (back) as Aten^, given life eternally and for ever. The lord

of the two lands (^Beauty of the forms of Kec, the sole one of Ke<'^, lord of diadems

(^Akhenaten^ , long in his duration. The chief royal wife (^Beauty of the beauties of

Aten, Nofret-ete^, living eternally and for ever.”

There has been a large amount of mending of the stone with cement on each side;

parts of it lie in protected positions, so that it hardly seems intended to repair wanton

injury to the statue, but rather to mend imperfect patches of the original stone or to

fill out places where too much had been cut away by the sculptor. There is a large

patch on the left thigh from above the knee, against the fall of the dress and including

the fringe, and upwards taking in the whole of the projecting portion of the fringe where

it hangs from the elbow. There is also a small patch on the outside angle of the left

shoulder, travelling downwards behind it almost to the end of the shoulder-blade near

the pilaster. On the right side there is a large addition in cement extending from above

the knee upwards behind the arm to the armpit. The lines of sculpture are carried over

these patches, which in some places join smoothly to the stone surfaces, in others project

slightly above them, suggesting that the whole figure may have been re-surfaced.

The narrow rectangular sandstone base has been set in a rectangular block of oolitic

limestone with a free use of cement; this block is plain, rather roughly sawn and has

both back corners mended with cement.

The statue was found in two principal fragments, the base with the feet to the

ankles being separated from the torso. Another fragment comprised the remains of the

right arm and shoulder. A small fragment fitted to the fall of the garment in front and

two others to the tablet or papyrus.

The statue of Nofretete (Pis. xxiv-xxv, now in the British Museum) has lost head, feet
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above ankles and base, most of the tablet with the right lower arm and the left hand. The
flesh is red; a pleated dress, without fall, white showing red flesh through, covers the
shoulders, body and legs, leaving neck, breast, most of right arm and left arm from
elbow bare. The edge of the cloak is shown as a plain band (not fringed) falling from
elbow to ankles on the left side. Down the front of the stomach are two girdle ends
continued along the front of each leg to below the middle of the shin and widening
evenly downwards. The garment, as in the king’s statue, is gathered up on the right

shoulder and reaches only to the middle of the upper arm; unlike the king’s statue, the

navel is round. Bead necklaces and collars cover the chest and shoulders and reach the

back pilaster. The uppermost on the collar-bone appears to have consisted of boat beads
with pendant petals in the following order repeated: red, dark blue, light blue, dark

blue; below this in succession are a string of broad red petals, two strings of barrel (?)

beads, the colours as before, and a necklace of blue lotus-petals followed by ill-defined

red and blue strings ending above the bare breasts. Height G9-5 cm.
The inscription on the back pilaster is complete. Below the symbol of the sky the

names of the Aten are written as on the king's statue and are followed immediately by

the description and name of the queen without mention of the king: *'The principal

royal wife, mistress of the palace, great of love in the House of Aten, mistress of the

two lands (^Beauty of the beauties of Aten, Nofret-ete^, living.”

The base of the support to the tablet remains, showing the hieroglyphs \ Z |
between

parallel lines incised and coloured blue.

The head, back of the neck and top of the pilaster are in a separate piece of stone;

this slides into an undercut groove, see PI. xxv; perhaps this was done from the right

before the shoulder was completed in cement
;
but the appearance here is that of a break,

not the smooth grooving for the insertion of the head, which can be, and probably was,

eflected from the left side. There is a patch of cement on the bulge of the left thigh

continued up the projection of the garment where it falls from the elbow, over the whole

of the elbow to the middle of the lower arm, and along the upper arm to the back at

the armpit. There is also a small patch on the under side of the left breast where the

stone was absolutely protected from fracture, probably therefore due to a fault of the

sculptor. The projection of the garment on the right shoulder is also in cement, as well

as the top of the right shoulder already referred to.

This torso consists of two main fragments, having been broken across at the base of

the support for the tablet; a small fragment of stone fitted the right shoulder and the

stucco mend completing it was recovered. The inserted piece was found in place with

coarse mending in stucco; the inscription upon this portion of the back pilaster was cut

in a smooth coating of cement which retains both marking-out in red and blue filling.

The queen’s head had been broken off from the neck-piece and the break smoothed and

covered with a very rough overlapping patch of piaster to receive the replaced head. The

head was finally knocked off again and is now missing, but the patch of plaster remains.

Statues of the king and queen holding tablets vertically before them are seen at the

boundary stelae A and S, Davies, The Rock Tombs of El Amarna, v, 23, Pis. xxxvi, xli, xliii;

cf, the statuette of the king, Mitteilungen der Deutschcn Orieni-GescUschaJt, Xr. 50, 20.

Tables of ofterings are held by many statues found by Petrie and Carter, and by that

illustrated in Mitteilungen, Xr. 50, Blatt 2. The action shown in the present case seems new.

Two fragments in hard white limestone or marble (PI. xxvi, fig. 1), showing apparently

a pleated dress with fringe at side and fall coloured red in front; Iths. 6*8 and 6*0 cm.;

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 24
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from M, 50, 32, A fragment in the same material of a blue Jchepersh head-dress, showing

part of the side and top, 1th. 6*5 cm., seems to be from the same statue. See PI. xxvi, fig. 1.

The following fragments of limestone statues were found in or about the house of

Pnehesi (E. 44. 2) and the temple attached to it. Unless otherwise stated they are from

the central room of the temple.

539, Limestone head of king, high cheek bones, right cheek broken away together

with mouth and chin, the nose and uraeus injured, flesh red, wearing smooth khepersh

cap coloured blue; ht. 21'0. See Vol. x, PI. xxxiv, 1. From north-east corner of

chamber 14 of the house.

The remainder are of fair workmanship but show no fine detail.

Fragments of arms coloured red, all in Ph. 113 \ viz,:

(1) Wrist and beginning of hand, apparently of right arm.

(2) Most of forearm from elbow, apparently belonging to the last, with remains of

plain tablet
( ?) or papyrus held by it.

(3) 546. Upper left(?) arm from shoulder with elbow and half of forearm, sharply

bent, smaller than the last; below shoulder, faint cartouches of Aten, form doubtful;

1th. 15 cm.

(1) and (2) must belong to the king’s statue of a pair; (3) to the queen’s statue.

Thirteen
( ?) fragments of arms and legs, similarly of two sizes, four of them yellow,

the rest red.

Feet (1) 548 (numbered 538). See PI. xxvi, figs. 2-3. Coloured red, wearing sandals,

the sole of the sandal and ties shown, much damaged, on thin rectangular base (probably

to be inserted in a large plinth). Base 31 x 18 x 5 cm.; pilaster remains to height of 11

without trace of having been inscribed; width at base 10*5; 1th. of foot 18.

(2) Eemnant of smaller right foot coloured red, having almost exactly | of the linear

proportions of the last; 1th. of fragment 9 cm.; Ph. 116, 120. PI. xxvi, fig. 2.

Offering-table 545. Fragment (outer right-hand corner from the middle of the front),

the upper surface engraved with offerings, supporting hand of the statue and central

support traceable; edge inscribed:

Lives the father (^Ee^' ruler of the two horizons^ (^in his name as father of Ee^

who comes (back) as the Aten • • •] the Lord of the two lands.”

It must have measured 24 cm. along the front, in thickness 3. Ph., top 128,

edge 133.

Back pilasters of statues; see PI. xxvii, fig. 1.

(1) 544. Fragment with lower half of first cartouche of Aten and all of second

(later form); tapering upwards, ht. 17; width 6’4-7*2. Inscription had been filled with

blue. Ph. 133.

(2) 536. Fragment with end of first cartouche of Aten and most of second (later form).

Width at lower end 7*7; 1th. 8. From Eoom 2 of house. Ph. 246.

(3) 543. Fragment with end of queen’s cartouche and epithets, ''living eternally

and for ever” (probably broken off immediately above base) tapering upwards, width
8*0 to 9*0; ht. 14*5. Ph. 133.

(4) 542. Fragment showing end of epithet of king "great in his duration,” reaching

to level of base, a portion of which is preserved. Width of pilaster at base 10*0; total

ht. 6*3 (border line coloured red on a fragment which apparently belongs). Ph. 133.

^ Xunibery under Ph, refer to the catalogue of photographs taken during the season 1923-4.
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541. Limestone unfinished figure of man standing on a rectangular base, bearing a

circular object on his shoulders supported by both hands (see PL xxvii, figs. 2-3). It is

only roughed out and has in the hollows many blotches of dark paint which hardly seem to

be guides for the sculptor. Ht. 21*5, base 10*5 x 8; found in two pieces, having been broken

at the knees, on the floor of the passage on the south side of the temple proper. Ph. 114, 115.

Corner of rectangular limestone block with polished top, apparently the base of a

statue or group, 32 x 34, ht. 17 ; inscribed round the sides with two lines of large welL

cut hieroglyphs (PI. xxvii, figs. 4-5)

:

. Mistress of the whole land, the principal wife of the king, whom he loves,

lady of the two lands, [Beauty of the beauties of] Aten [Nofret-ete] . .

. Daughter of the king of his body, whom he loves, !Ankhesen[p]aten, born of

the principal wife of the king [Beauty of the] beauti[es] of Aten, Nofr[et-ete] ” ....
The queen’s cartouche has been defaced in each line, only the name of the Aten

being spared and a portion of the n/r-sign. In the second line p has been erased from

the name of the princess and all the filiation words after her name, leaving only traces.

Brought from Et-Till and said to have been used in a house there. Probably there-

fore from the central royal palace.

It may be supposed that on this plinth had stood a group of the king and queen

with their children, or at least of the queen and her daughter Ankhesenpaten, set up in

the neighbourhood of the Great Palace.

The mistake in orthography at the end of the first line, where f dr-f should be read,

is curious. The erasures, however, are of real importance in connexion with the erasure

of the queen’s name in favour of her daughter Merit-aten, both at the Maru-aten palace

(The City of Ahhenaien, i, 151 fi., especially 155) and at Mr. Newton’s Northern Palace,

as well as on the statue-base published by Sharpe. The present statue-base is the first

monument on which the name of the third daughter has been observed accompanied by

such an erasure.

Merit-aten was Akhenaten’s eldest daughter; she married Smenkhkere^, who succeeded

his father-in-law. Mekt-aten, the second daughter, died in the lifetime of the king and

queen, who are associated in the mourning for her (Bouriant, Monuments du Culte

d'Atonou, I, PL x). Ankhesenpaten, the third daughter, became Ankhesenamun, queen

of Tutrankhamun; her name is written once as Ankhesenaten on the north altar of the

boundary stela A at Tunah, L., D., iii, 91 c - Davies, v, PL xxxiv, which is probably

the earliest written example known It is curious that, evidently at a considerably

later date, after the birth of three or four more children and the death or suppression

of the queen, objection was taken to the article written before Aten to the extent of

erasing it from a weU-cut monument.

It might be suggested that as both Merit-aten and Ankhesenpaten became queens,

the erasures of their mother’s name took place as they successively advanced to her

royal position; but since Merit-aten’s name is substituted at Maru-aten distinctly as

eldest daughter of the king and not as queen, such a supposition would be groundless,

Mr. Davies has suggested that the queen went over to the enemy and set up an opposi-

tion court at Thebes (Journal, ix, 133) under the name Nefer-nefru-[Amun?] ; but

was not this latter rather the fourth daughter Nefer-nefru-Aten tsheere, “the little

^ Presumably it was the same on the south altar of B (see Davies, op, p. 24) ;
but Mr, Davies can

find no record of it in his notes.

24-^2
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Beauty of the beauties of Aten/’ assuming a regal style at some crisis? Alterations of

the kind referred to above appear to be confined to monuments in the various palaces,

where the royal family resided, but it would be worth while to look carefully whether they

can be traced so far away as the boundary stelae and the sculptures in the tombs. On the

Sharpe pedestal the filiation was allowed to remain by Merit-aten, while Ankhesenpateu

destroyed not only the name of her mother but also the connecting phrase. One would
like to know more precisely the occasions and circumstances of these unfilial acts.



THE EMBLEM OF MIN
By G. a. WAINWRIGHT

In a series of articles I Lave shown that Miii was intimately related to Amun and
was probably the original from whom the latter was derived ; that Amun was Zeus

;

that as Zeus-Ammon he was closely connected Muth meteorites
; that he had sacred

omphaloi and also a sacred object that was probably a piece of a meteorite
;
and that it

was in this object that Min particularly approximated to Amun. I have also shown that

Horns was the other partner in this object and in the title hi-nad‘f, and that he himself

possessed an omphalos at his own city of Hierakonpolis
;
that the meteorite and omphalos

were representatives the one of the other in ancient art and religion; and that both of

them represented the weapon of the sky-god, which is otherwise often conceived as the

thunderbolt^.

The present article is a study of the sacred object of one of the partners in the

K^-mwt-f meteorite, that is to say the or or of Min. It is so

intimately connected with him that it not only is his fetish, but stands for his name
either baldly ^ or in its later form^ and also is used by his nome of Panopolis (Akhmim)

as its standard As is well known, Newberry has long ago sketched in the

outlines of the problem^, and the present enquiry co-ordinates this sketch with others of

his studies. At the same time it both fills in the details and is a restatement of the case

such as advances the subject, it is hoped, further along the same lines.

In the middle prehistoric period a symbol is very well known which varies to some

At this same time it also took theT*extent in its details. It is
'

form and by about the time of Narmer it had become These are

1 A'fin. Serv.j xxviii, 175-189; Journal^ xvi, 35-38; op, clt,, xvii, 151, Vo-i.

- Petrie, Ropal Torahs,, II, PL xxii, 189; Id,,, Medum, Pis. xvi, xx, x\i
;
Sethe, ^ 4:^4, />, wlieiv Peti

spells out the name Mna\ which AVenis writes with the “ tlmiiLorholt.'’

^ E.g., Phamp., Mon, eg., ccxli ff.
;
Cuuyat and Muntet, UamuKt tuot, PL iv, 11. 2, 11, 21 ; PL xxi, 8S

;

PL xlv, 238.

^ Examples are ; Archaic Period, Quibell, lEerakonpoU.-^, i, PL x\\i c, tii^. 1 ; First liitia’inedirite lVrio<l,

Moret, Coniptes rendas de VAc<(d. d(\^ Insrr. ot Lrttrei^, 1914, tii^c facirii^ p. 5()8, vertical ct>luniu 4;

Newd^erry, Liverpool Annoh, iv, 1U8, 114, 115, 110, 118 diiscr. 12, 21, 25, 20, 27}; Laii'^e and Schafer,

Grab- uad Deahsteiae des nuttlerea lieichs, No. 2002 4, 11. 2. 7, etc.
;
Irkmu, Snr<\ mtt. da noard tonpire, i,

10, 11, coffin from Akhmim no. 28004; New Kingd<aii, Caulfeild, Tfo' Temple of the Kitojii at Ahgdos,

PL xviii, fig. 9.

^ Liverpool Annals, ill (1910), 50-52 and PL xix. ^ Op. vit., in, PL xix, figs. 1-5
;

v, 13S, 140.

^ Maciver and Mace, El Amrah and Ahgdos, PL viii, 2. The <Lite is S.D. 58, Potri<\ Prohi.'iforie Egypt,

Corpas, PL Ivii, fig. 80 L.

® Form kindly communicated by Mr. Brunton, who says that the palette 011 which it wa.s scratched

was found at Matmar (1930 1

,
and dates to 8.T). 77-79. NarmerL date comes at the end of S.l). 78, wdiile

S.D. 79 is equivalent to the reigns of Aha <uid Zer (Petrie, Torkhae J and M>onpfds I", 3;.
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clearly pointed weapons which are ready for offence either in front or behind, and the

multiple points of some of the varieties perhaps indicate that they thpaten not only in

two but in many directions. Fortunately we happen to know that this Egyptian object

represented the weapon wielded by the sky-god; in other words, any of the various

flashes or rays of light that shoot down from the sky. The sign has survived into the

Old Kingdom, when it is written used in the

Pyramid Texts as the determinative for a word hnhw. On one occasion the word is used

in connection with a ‘'flame before the wind^’’ and on the other it doubtless means the

sunbeams, for the luibw here belong to the sun-god Re^'. This time they form part of a

mystic harpoon “which gathereth together the rivers,” that is to say, is concerned with

the weather—the sunbeams and the waters^. By the archaic period a change has come

over the shape of the weapon. The triple, as well as the single, pattern has dropped out

of fashion, leaving only the double form. Moreover, the shape of this begins to alter in

detail though it still remains recognizable. By this time we know it to belong to Min,

for the object is carved twice on each of two of the archaic Min statues from Koptos.

Here we have not only but also While the first is

clearly the old weapon of prehistoric times, the second already shows the beginning of

the stylized and decorative treatment we know so well from this time onwards. It has

the straight vertical lines at the base of the barbs, the blunt point and the flaring sides.

The usual form of the Old Kingdom is nothing but this lengthened out and blunted,

though to such an extent that without the intermediate forms it would have been

difficult to recognize it as the arrow-like weapon of prehistoric days. Thus, our earliest

representation of Min shews that this weapon already belonged to him. Yet we know it

to have been the “light ’’-weapon, and the god who wields such a weapon is normally the

sky-god. Min, therefore, should show signs of being such a sky-god, if our thesis is

correct.

While the examples from the archaic statues of Min are only in the act of taking

the well-known form, another and contemporary monument presents the shape already

completely developed. Here again the object belongs to Min, for it either

represents the god himself or, what is perhaps more likely, his original nome, the

Panopolite. By the Second Dynasty the fully formed shape is to be found again and

in the Third Dynasty we have it yet again, when it stands for the name of Min®. In the

Fifth and Sixth Dynasties the shape is still common and the object represents Min"^.

1 Sethe, Pyr.^ § 324, “AYeiiis is a flame before the wind to the end of heaven and the end of earth,

iiecause the hahir are lifted np in the form of Wenis.”

- Op, dt.^ § 1212, where the spell reads, ‘•‘Take for thyself this thy harpoon—thou being favoured

—

(even) thy stafi‘ which gathereth together the rivers, whose prongs are the hnhio of Rgr (sunbeams?) and

whose barbs are the claws of Mafdet.”

3 Petrie, Koptos^ PI. iii, figs. 2, 3 — PI. iv.

^ On the mace-head, Quibell and Petrie, Hieralconpolis,^ i, PI. xxvi c, fig. 1.

° Petrie, Royal Tomhs^ ii, PL xxii, 189.

^ A/., Medvm^ Pis. xvi, xx, xxi,

< Sethe, Pyr,, AYenis, §§ 256, 424 ;
Pepi I, § 953; Merenrer I, §§ 953, 1712 ;

Pepi II, § 953.
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It lasted on into the First Intermediate Period, and possibly even through into the early

Twelfth Dynasty. But already at the end of the Sixth Dynasty a new and simpler form

was introduced in Pepi II’s reign, which was finally to supplant it. Its history from the

Sixth Dynasty to the early Twelfth is indicated sufficiently clearly by two series of

monuments. These are the inscriptions of the Wadi Ilamaraat and the tombs at

Akhmim of the important men of the Panopolite nome. In the Wadi Hamamat at the

beginning of the Eleventh Dynasty Mentuhotep I still uses the old double form^ as also

does Mentuhotep II Neb-tawi-rer in the middle of the dynasty-. But in one of his

inscriptions the latter king uses the new form not only as well as the old one but also

more commonly^. At Akhmim ten of the inscriptions use the old double sign

three use the new simple sign ccio& or and two use both the double and the

simple forms®. Though no sequence has yet been worked out for the Akhmim tombs,

there would probably be some sort of natural order in their numbering by the modern

archaeologist. He no doubt moved from one tomb to its neighbour, and in the same way

the original hewers would have moved progressively about the face of the cliff. It is, there-

fore, probably more than a mere coincidence that the new simple form does not begin

here until late in the list, at No. 19, and then tends to oust the old double form. In

consonance with this is the fact that the only tomb stated to belong to the early Twelfth

Dynasty does not use the old but only the new for this certainly

suggests that the old one had died out by that time. At Koptos Sesostris I uses a queer

form ® related to both the older and the newer types; for, while it is still double,

it has lost the vertical bars of the Old Kingdom, and has become elongated and pointed

as is so usual in late times. Amenemhat II uses the new form in all its simplicity^, as

does Sebekhotep III in the Thirteenth Dynasty^®. So also one of the Antefs uses

in his inscriptions at Koptos, without a thought for the old type^^. Therefore, just as the

original prehistoricT was being replaced by in archaic times, so this latter in

its turn had died out by the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty, about 2000 b.c.

The sign that took its place and continued in use for the rest of Egyptian history was

or . This is a simplification of the other variety, for it represents only one pair

of objects instead of two^^. This simplification was natural to the form, for

in the middle prehistoric age we find not only triple and double types, but

also the single variety In the early First Dynasty we

have a curious variant As this probably accompanies the two

falcons which would represent the Koptos nome (Fig. 1) there can be

little doubt that the object itself is the Min symbol. Its ends are very

like those now given to the old weapon —[];>
representing flashes of

light. In the reign of Pepi II, when change was in the air once more

and the simple form was finally superseding the double, a variant

occurs once^^ which reproduces fairly accurately this First Dynasty type. Fig. I

^ Couyat and Montet, Hcmmamat, PI. xxx, 112.

^ Op, eity Pis. xxix, 110, xxxvii, 192, 1. 3. ^ O2K cit., PL xxxvii, 9, 17, 18.

^ Newberry, Liverpool Annals, iv, 99 tf., nos. 1, 3, 4, 9-12, 21-23.

« Nos. 19, 25, 27. Nos. 24, 26, ‘ No, 25. ^ Petrie, Koptos, Pis. ix, 2, x, 1.

9 Bircii, Cat, Eg, Antiq, at Almcick Castle, PI. iii. Prisse d’Avenues, Mon. eg., PL viii.

Petrie, Koptos, PL vii, 14, 15, 17. As may be r.een in Setlie, Pgr., §§ 1928, 1993.

Den-setui
; Petrie, Royal Tombs, i, PL xvi, 25, betbe, Pgr., ^ 256.
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But as a rule it was iuerely a question of reducing the double form then current

to a single one One example, while still showing the old flaring sides and

broad points, differs from the old pattern in separating the sides from the central circle

and giving them hollow ends 2
. This makes the connecting link between the older

forms and the entirely new one which first occurs in the same reign as the

others, that of Pepi 11. It introduces another new feature which for our purpose is as

important a change as the reduction of the multiple forms to a simple one. This is that

the end pieces simply expand from a blunt point instead of curving in a flaring manner
to the bars on either side of the central circle. In some ways this constitutes a return

to the original barbed type where the barbs stand away from the central circle. The
difference is one of drawing more than of idea.

Whatever may have been the cause of the gradual change from the prehistoric

arrow-like weapon to the later and the important point for us is that in

the end Min’s symbol took a certain shape. This shape is either very like that which
the Greeks adopted long afterwards as the bolt in the midst of flames or lightning flashes

with which they represented Zeus’ thunderbolt, or else it is exactly the same
;
compare

especially (Egyptian) with Eigs. 2 and 7 (Greek). Min thus comes into relation-

ship with Zeus
;
and this is not unnatural, seeing he was the original of Amun, who was Zeus,

An extremely important centre of Zeus-worship was at Seleucia Pieria, the port of

Antioch in North Syria There are plenty of coins of this city and they very regularly

exhibit the local sacred object. They are of peculiar interest to us here, for the object

takes two forms, Figs. 2 and 3. The usual one is the ordinary thunderbolt of classical

art, as might be expected in such a city (Fig. 2^), and where this type bears the name
of a god he is called Zeus Keraunios®. More rarely, however, the coins exhibit a very

different object, and that is an omphalos in a temple (Fig. 3)^. This no doubt is the

original sacred object of which the thunderbolt is a Greek interpretation. For just as it

1 8ethe, 192}^, 1993, Pepi II. - Op, cit., § 199B, Pepi II. 3 g 1948
^
Pepj

^ The fouiidatiou of the city was due to the fall of a thunderbolt. Appian, Historia Rooiatm^ Spriaca,,

^ 58. A list from that city shows that an order of priests there was called K€pavvo(j)6poij “ Thunderbolt-

bearerji,’' ill, no. 4458. In a.d. 129 Hadrian was sacrificing on the top of Mount Casius, Avhen a

thunderbolt fell and took not only the yictiin but the priest as well. Aelius Spartianus, l)e Vita Hadriani^

Ch. XIV, 11. 3 ti‘ (H. Peter, 8criptores Hi^toruu' (Teubner’s edn.), i, 15,11. 24 ff.). Xo wmnder, then,

that one of the explanations given by Hesychius for the word Kcpavvios is ‘‘Zeus in Seleucia.’^

8ee AVroth, (Jut, of the, OreeJc Coins in the Brit. Mns.,^ Galatia,, Cappadocia, and Bgria, Pis. xxxii, 3-8

10, xxxiii, 2, and pp. 269 fi*. for the mention of many more. Another city where the thunderbolt was
enthroned as a deity was Diocaesarea in Cilicia Tracheia, G. F. Hill, Cat. Greek Coins in the Brit. Mos.,

Ljp'aonia, Isauria, and Cilicia, PI. xiii, fig. 1; in a temple, p, 72, nos. 6, 7, (Figs. 2 and 3 are published

here by kind permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.)
Wruth, op. cit., 275, no. 46; 276, no. 56.

‘ Op. ext.. Pis. xxxii, 9, xxxiii, 3, 4, 7, 8, and pp. 272 tf. for the mention of others. Sometimes there

is a kind of hole in its side. The strings of little balls laid over the stone tvould be the sanctifying taeniae.
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the more primitive object, so the god to whom it is sacred is not given the Greek
epithet Keraunios, but is called Zeus Kasios^. This is evidently a Graecized version of

the native Semitic title, which could be derived from a Semitic root meaning ‘‘The

Cutter, Breaker^”. Thus, at Seleucia Pieria we have two forms of Zeus, the Greek
Keraunios and the Semitic Kasios

;
the Greek with the classical thunderbolt, the Semitic

with a primitive stone omphalos. The two objects thunderbolt and omphalos are, there-

fore, one and the same, being the intrusive Greek and the native Semitic interpretations

of the one original idea.

If the thunderbolt was the omphalos, it was just as certainly the meteorite. In

Greek mythology the thunderbolt is the “ light ^-weapon with which Zeus blasts his

enemies, just as in Semitic mythology the angels of Allah destroy devils^ and eri\ djinns*^

with the meteorite. Good evidence that the Greeks themselves identified the lightning

with the meteorite is supplied by the expression “star-flung thunderbolt^.” More proof

that the Semites did not distinguish between the meteorite and the thunderbolt is

provided by the Koran’s version of the overthrow of the Cities of the Plain. The Old

Testament says it was “brimstone and fire from the Lord out of heaven” which was

“rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah^.” This can hardly mean anything but a severe

thunderstorm with the lightning continually striking. Yet the Koran transforms the

cause of the destruction into “stones” which it equally says were “rained upon them”^.”

Stones which fall from the sky are of course meteorites. It is clear, therefore, that in

ancient days the meteorite was the thunderbolt, a belief that has survived into modern

times Moreover, as the coins of Seleucia Pieria show, the thunderbolt was the omphalos

also. Yet again we know that the omphalos was the substitute used for an original

sacred meteorite^. Thus, meteorite, omphalos, and thunderbolt were all one and the

same thing in religion.

^ Wroth, op, cit.^ 275 ff., ikks. 29, 30, 39-43, 47. IxOKscher, Lexikon^ s.v. K<t$ios„ col. 970.

^ The Koran, Surah xv, 18, and again Surah xxxvii, 10, where in a similar pas sage tiie .same word

shihah is used again. On one occasion it is called “visible’' and on the other “brightly sinning. ' Maulvi

Muhammad All’s edition The Hohj (pir-dn is a useful one, as it ha> the Engli'^h tran^l.-itiun along^ide the

c rigin^J Arabic.

^ R. F. Burton, The Thoa>iand XhjhU <tnd a Xi<fht ^^(aiares, l, C/. the duel between the

kings of the believing and unbelieving djiniis. Id., op. cit , vi, loO. In c-ich case the ex}>re.>sii>n is the s.uue,

“cast at the afrit (me) with a shooting star of lire {.'<hih<(h tain mtr).

'

Fur the text see W. 11. Macii.ighten,

The Alif Laila (Calcutta, 1839), i, 172 ;
iir, 97. Shihah is the ordinary word for “slmoting star,” hut here

its dangerous nature is emphasized by the addition of the word-^ “ of tire.’’

^ dcrrfpo/3Xi^ra Kcpavvov, Foi* a discussioii of the passage and the various emendations proposed, sec

Cook, Zeus, II, 119, note 1.

® Genesis, xix. 24.

^ Surah xi, 82, and the story is repeated in xv, 74, where the same apparently uni^ua expressii»n is

used again. In Surah cv, 4, the enemies of the Meccans are destroyed by the same stones of late,'’ wliich

on this occasion were oast by heaven-sent birds. On this phrase '‘stones of late,' which has been much

misunderstood, see Maulvi Muhammad Ali, up, cit., 498, note 1198.

® G. T. Prior, A Guide to th>> Codectioa of Ildcorites un the British Museum\ 1926, 10; A. S. E.

Ackermann, Popular Fallacie.% 3rd edn., 376, 377. How vague are the ideas about meteorites and how

general is the confusion between them and “thunderbolts ’ can easily be discovered by a few minutes’

conversation with almost any of one’s friends. Ackermann, ihid,, records another very widespread idea

about “ thunderbolts.”

9 Wainwright, Atm, Serv,, xxvui, 184-6. Artemis’ meteorite at Ephesus was replaced by an omphalos

at each of her shrines of Perga, Pogla, and Andeda
;
at Delphi the old meteorite, “The Stone of Kronos,”

had given place to the omphal()s; Arnuu’s meteorite at Thebes, if it be accepted as such, was replaced

by an omphalos at each of his shrines of Kapata and Ammonium (Siwah).

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 25
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It is, therefore, very right and proper that the 'Uight "'-weapon or thunder-

bolt should belong to Min, for he is a partner in the K^-mivt-f meteorite. Another

partner in it is Horus, who was in some way also connected with the light "’-weapon or

thunderbolt. For the name of one of his cities, Letopolis, was spelt
,
Hm, using this

very sign. The Khmivt-J meteorite was, therefore, closely connected with the light

weapon, and moreover it had omphaloi for its substitutes. Not only did its prime owner,

Amun, become an omphalos-god at Napata (Fig. 4) and Siwah, but at Hierakonpolis

Horus was also an omphalos-god^ (Figs. 5 and 6)K Both of Min’s partners in this

meteorite were, therefore, omphalos-gods, as they should be on the analogy of Artemis

and Apollo, and one of them (Horus) was also associated with the ‘Uight ’’-weapon or

thunderbolt. Thus, in the K^-mwt-f object meteorite, thunderbolt, and omphalos meet

in the persons of the three partners, Amun, Min, and Horus. Actually Min forms the

link between the other two, for, just as Amun was identified with Min, so was Min

identified with Horus. To Amun Min gave his figure, and with Horus he formed a

compound deity Min-Hor^, or a new one Min-Hor-nekht ^ or Min-the-King-Hor-nekht^,

and Min was often called Horus raising the arm®” in allusion to his well-known

attitude, or even ^^Min, son of Isis^.”

The closeness of the identification of Min with Horus is scarcely realized. We have

just seen that while Min had the thunderbolt for his emblem, Horus’ city of Letopolis

equally used it as its emblem. At Koptos itself in archaic days there were not only the

famous statues of Min, but also a gigantic statue of a falcon^. In late times Horus harpoons

^ Wainwright, op. 184, 188-9, where figs. 4 and 5 have already been published.

- Fig. 6 i.s drawn from Quibell and Petrie, Hterakoapolis, i, PI. xlvi, 7.

2 Couyat and Montet, Hamramaat, 49, no. 47, 1. 3. Cf. Xehesheh (bound with TaniSj li), PI. ix, 4, and

Griftitli’is remarks on p. 35.

^ Lange and Schafer, Grab- und Denhsteine des mittl. Reichs., Ill, 29, 30, s.v,
;
Boeser, Aeg. Sctnihilung.^ ii,

SteRn, Pis. xviii, 27, xxxii, 42
;
Prisse d'Avennes, Mon. PI. viii

;
Laiizone, Diz. rnit, eg.^ Pi. cccxxxiii, 2

;

DareiiSy, Stotues de divinith^ no, 38830, and PL xliii.

^ Kochemonteix, Edfou^ i, p 15, no. 35, and p. 391.

® Solim Hasban, nipiims rdigienx^ 140; Petrie, Koptos.^ PL xx, horizontal line 13; Rochemonteix, Edfoxi^

I, 390; Couyat and Montet, op. cit.^ p. Ill, no. 238, L 3, and PL xlv, shew a deity compounded of a falcon

with human legb and raised hand and whip, who is called “3Iin [of Kopjtos.”
' Hall, Hierogl. Texts from Eg, Stelae ete. in the Brit. Mns.^ vii, PI. xliii.

s Petrie, Koptos, PL v, 6, p. 7, ^ 12.
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were dedicated there ^5 and Horns himself appears on several sculptures from that city“.

The Home itself was that of it seems probable that these two Horuses represent

Min and Horus^, ^^The Two Horuses/’ was a common personal name at Min’s

other city of Akhmim^, and probably referred to this intimacy between the two gods.

The priesthood of Min was very intimately connected with Horns whether at Akhmim
or Koptos. At Koptos in late times every one of Min’s six priests had for his ensign®,

that belonging to his high priest being crowned with the white crown (j and that of the

second priest with the red crown At Akhmim, in late times at least, Min’s high priest

was called “Servant of Horns not “Servant of Min” as might have been

expected. The title of Min’s high priest at Koptos was ov S7n/ty{l)^,

and at Akhmim the word occurs again as the title of an important priest, though whether

he was the high priest is not known^. The title is to be found at least as far back as

the Third Dynasty, for Nefermaat was of Min^®,” though there is no

indication as to whether he served at Koptos or Akhmim. The ?)-priest forms an

important link between Min and Horns, for in early times he also served the latter, but

besides these two there was only one other god to whom he ministered Min and

Horus combined in the Khmict-f object. Hence at a later date when we come to hear

of this fetish it is quite natural to find that it was also served by a snuly in

the late Kew Kingdom Min, therefore, was just as certainly Horus as he was Amun,

and so had every right to participate in the Ki-mwt-f meteorite.

This introduces another fact about the K^-mivt-f gods which is corroborative of

what we have found already; if Amiin was the thunderbolt-god Zeus, Horus was just as

certainly Apollo the omphalos-god of the meteorite-city of Delphi^*^. Apollo was also

^ Petrie, op. cit.^ PL xxi, figs. 4-0. - 0/;. Pis. vii, PL/ ; win, -2
;

\ix,

^ Petrie, Royal Tonihs., i, PL xvi, 25 improbably Deii-setui, Dyu.isty i
= Fig. 1 of the present article;

Montet, Coiuptes rendus de VAcad..^ 1014, fig. f.ieing p. 508, vertical col 4 . First Interinoiliate Period). The

two folcons on their perches are common in the First and Second i)vna‘>ties
;
there is, however, no

likelihood that they refer to the Koptos uome
;
Merbapa, l^etrie, op i, Pl>. v, 12, vi, 4, 8 ;

Khasekheinui,

op. cit.y II, PL xxiii, 191-7, 199, 2ol. It is aPo quite uncertain what the two falcon standards represent

thcit accompany Karmer; Quibell and Green, IlicrolonpoUs., i, Pis. xxvi 6, xxix.

^ It seems unlikely that the group should be read ‘‘The Tm'o Gods,’’ referring to Set at Xubt and

Horus at Koptos opposite. Doubleness is characteri^,tic of Miii. Xot only is Koptos the noino of the 1 wo

Falcons,” but two iionies cLiimed him as their patron (^Aklnniui and Koptos). In early historic tiuics it

wa.s the double form of his emblem that was used in preference to the tri])Ie or single v.irieties. On his

archaic statues the emblem is shewn in pairs, as arc the saws of the sawfish and the Pfccroceras shells.

^ Xewberry, Liveriiool Aanahj iv, 99 ffi, nos. 7, 13, 14, 19, Coffin no. 1.

® Brugseh, geogr.^ 1374, 1375. ^ Op^ ciV,, 1375. '' Op. lap, 1391, 13/4.

^ Xewberry, op. cfC, iv, 103-19, tombs 3, 10, 12, 24, 2b, 27
;
Kees, Zicc. trav., xxxvi, 53; Moret, San:,

de Vepoqae bvbastite etc.., i, 327.

Petrie, Median^ Pis. xvi, xx, xxi.

He was Anubis; Murray, hidex of Sames and Titles of the Old Knigdom., PL xix, col. 3; in late

times the whs of Thebes had a snihty., A. Moret, Sore, de l‘epo<pie huhaAtte « ! i'p<npie suite, i, 325; at this

time Sopd also seems to have had one, Prisse, Ahai. eg., xxxri, tig. I. For studies of this priesthood see

Schafer in Sethe’s Untersucku/igen., iv, 63, 64 ;
Pissing and Kecs, Das Ue'Heiligtiini des Konigs A e- icoser-re

{Rathures), in, 23.

Moret, op. cit., i, 327.

13 Herodotus, II, 144; Plutarch, De Idde et Osiride, H 12, 54 (Teubners edn., Moralia, ir, 4S2, I. 17 ;

483, 11. 9, 10: 528, 11. 25 ffi) : cf. the dedication to '‘Aroeris the gre<it god Apollo," de Morgan, Korn 0„ihos,

II, 339, no. 1044. Apolliiiopolis Magna %vas the name given by the Greeks to Fdfu, the city of Horus, which

by their day had completely overshadowed his ancient sanctuary at Hierakonpitiis only some thirteen

miles away.
1^ For the presence of the Stone of Kroiios” at Delphi and its meteoric origin sec Frazoi’, Pausania.s's

Bescnptio,i of Gceece, Bk. x, ch. 24, § G and notes thereon; Jane Harrison, J.H S., 1899, 239-242.
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the Syrian god Resheph^ whose name means Lightning, Flame On the rare

Egyptian representations which show Eesheph with a group of gods Min commonly

figures among them^ Min was, therefore, associated with Apollo whether in his Egyptian

or Asiatic forms. This is important in itself, but it also advances the enquiry another

step.

This it does by introducing the Icibrys and its cycle of associations. The excavations

at Delphi have shewn that a number of little labrys-axes had been deposited as votive

otferings under the sanctuary and by the very altar itself^. The double axe was, there-

fore, sacred to Apollo, the Greek equivalent of Min’s partner Horns. In Egypt the lahrys

is very rare except in the earliest times, but the evidence it contributes is significant.

Originally it had been used as a weapon, in which capacity it survived as late as the

archaic davs^. In prehistoric days it had already become sacred, for there is a beautiful

flint amulet of this date still extant®. In the first part of this period its picture was

already used as a pot-mark^, a use which it still served in protodynastic times By the

end of the First Dynasty it had become a hieroglyph In the Old Kingdom it had

definitely become the sacred object of some god^®. At that time it forms one of a small

group of five deities. It is in this way that it comes in contact with Min, for he also is

included in the group. The five are united by the imy-ht or ^^priest who serves each of

them. While one of them is the labrys D[^, another is Min, the third is his other self

Horus,. and yet another is the mountain In other countries the mountain is

intimately related to the light- sky- or storm-gods, just as is the labrys^^. Hence in

1 In Cyprus Idlingual inscri[)tions translate tlie Semitic “Resheph” by the Greek “Apollo,” Pauly-

\Vis.s< GVA, Rfjal-Knc^cJnpiiiJie, s.v. liescJu^ph^ col. 620.

- Op. .s.v. IleschejRi., col. 621.

2 ^[in, Pri>..>e d’Avenncs, Mo/i. t'y.^ PI. xxxvii; Min altered into a goddess, W. Max Muller, Eg.

I, PI. xli
;
Min-Amen-rcr-Ziy-//??/-^-/, Laiizoiie, Dtz. ‘/nit. eg., PI. clxxxxi.

^ P. Pcrdrizet, Fuidlles de Deiplies, v, 120, 121. A number of small stone axes were also found, which

.seem to have come almost entirely from the sanctuary, p. 1.

begge, P.E.B.A., xxii, PL ii (=xxxi, PI. xlv, hikI Capart, Primitiee Art in Egypt, 231, fig. 170,

though these are not such good copies;, the last man but one on the up2
)er side and the foremost man on

the lower side. xVs late as the Xiueteeiith Dynasty the Syrians of the Lebanon were still using it for felling

trees, Chaunjollion, Aloa., PI. eexe, 2 ~ R(jsellini, Alo/i. stor., xlvi, 1.

Hall, in Essays in Aegean A/'chaevloyy presented to Sir Arthur Evans, 42 and PL v.

^ Quibell and Green, Hdrakonpolis, ii, PL Ixvii. The pot on which it occurs is of tyjie P. 56, a, and is

therefore to be dated S.D. 31-56 (^Petrie, Corpus of Prehistoric Pottery and Palettes, PL xii).

^ Petrie, Royai Tonds^ ii, PL xxv, 11.

^ Op. cit., I, PL vii, 12, from wliieli the examide in the text is drawn.

For another palest of the lahrys besides those mentioned in the next note see Xewberry, Ann. Serv,,

xxv III, 13>) ff

Murray, op. eit., PL xxxiv, col. a
;
Newberry, Liver^'^uol A/oials, i, 27 ;

IT, 49, 50; iv, 100; cf. Wh. d.

a*‘g. Spr., iii, 344, 347. The other deity is the swallow.

F«)r exanijde, Enlil the Sunieidan storm-god was called “The Great Mountain” and his temple “The
^rountaiu House ”

^^M, .Jastrow, Aspects of Religious Belief and Practice in Babylonia and Assy/'ia, 1911,

68’; Adad, the Syrian and Assyrian storni-god, was also called “The Great Mountain” {op. cit., 120).

Zeu''’ birth, de<ith and marriage are as.signed to many mountain-tojis (A. B. Cook, Zeifs,i, 148-63); he

dwelt on the top of Olym^ais and went thence to the to^^ of Mount Ida to direct the Trojan War.
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Egypt the labrys finds itself in the same company as elsewhere in the Levant ;
the

mountain, the Egyptian Apollo (Horus), and a god Min whose emblem had developed

from a “light ''-weapon. Thus although the labrys was not sacred to Min himself, it

belonged in Egypt to one of the gods related to him. How close was the relutionshi})

between Min and the foreign lahrys-gods may be seen in the fact that one of the

peculiarities of Min’s “light ’’-weapon occurs again in the Cretan labrys. It is that just

as the former was often manifold in its earlier stages so the labrys is sometimes doubled

in Crete As suggested on p. 186 this may be intended to represent power to

strike not only in front and behind but in any direction-. A further study of the

associations of the labrys leads round once more to meteorites and omphaloi and thence

to arrows and so back to Min again. The labrys was not only deposited as a votive

offering at the temple of the meteorite- and omphalos-city of Delphi, as has just been

mentioned, but also at Ephesus in the temple of the meteorite-goddess Artemis^. Like

her “brother” of Delphi she also possessed omphaloi, hers being at her other shrines of

Perga, Pogla, and Andeda^. She herself was a famous archer, and her “brother” Apollo

the light-god was god of the “Silver Bow,” “The Ear-Shooter,” etc.^ AVe have already

seen that he was the Greek representative of Horus, but this use of arrows relates him

directly to Min, Horns’ other self, for Min’s emblem was originally a multiple arrow.

Min’s arrow-like weapon also relates him to the other meteorite- and omphalos-deity,

Artemis, who was Apollo’s “sister.” While Min’s weapon gradually took on the shape of

Zeus’ thimderbolt those of Apollo and Artemis remained merely arrows. But, in con-

clusion, we must return to the labrys from which the discussion arose. It®, or sometimes

only the simple axe"^, is the weapon with which the slonn-god is armed all over the

Near East. It is, therefore, nothing but another interpretation of the thunderbolt, and

both represent the lightning-flash and the meteorite, which have as substitutes in religion

the omphalos. This cycle of gods and their weapons is that to which Min and his

emblem belong. Hence his association with the Egyptian labrys-god and his cycle, and

the similarity of treatment accorded to both Min's emblem and the Cretan labrys are

^ Drawn from Pariheni in J/u// ddln Aco^'lntKi <h‘( xix >lUos.^ ]>], i. { )tl]er>.

ai'e op. cf^., PI. ii
;
Evans, The Puloee of Minos,, i, ‘31:^ n, 1 PH, in, 1 11 :

B.S.A.,, vni, 103, tig. 61 ;
Maraghianni.-, Anthi'iites ii, PL wi, no <L

^ Many explanations have been oti’ered of thr tlnubliii',: ol tho hilnoh. but not tins; M. P. 1 in-

Minoan-Mycenaean Reliyion and its Snn iral m (in^ek liehyt tn, UlO, n o. If tin- s.uju* rulo a}»]»lio^ to the

lahrys a.s to Min’s light-wea})on, tbe triple form ot the latter woiiLt "OiMu to inv,ilidat<‘ rno.^t ol ibe specula-

tions, for they depend on the duplication only of tlie

^ Hogarth, Excacations at EphesiLS,, 337, 33S, *uid Index, sj\ lJo'd)h‘~<ij'f', lor the uieteoritc see Acts,

xix, 35.

^ G. F. Hill, Cat. Greek Coins in the Brit. Mns., Lyeia, Rauiphylia onA Rnddio
;
IVrga, PI xxiv, tig^. 12,

15, 16, and others are meuthtned in the text on pp. 122 ti.
;
Pogla, PI. xxwii, figs. <, pp. 236, 237;

Andeda, PI. xxx, fig. 11 = p. 175.

® dpyvpoTo^os and €KT]fS6Xos.

® For an important collection of evidence, though mostU derived from tin' tiroek w’ >rld and primitive

Europe, see A. B. Cook, Zeifs, ii, 513-676. Cf. also ojk at,, i. Figs. 4><7, 4S!), 464, and FI. xxxiv, for tlii'se

shew Zeus Dolichenus, the storm-god of Doliche, modern Duluk, which also is in North Syria like Seleucia

Pieria.

For example, F, von Lusclian, Ausyrahn ,ig> n m SendsGnrh. ni, PI. xli, and R. Koldewey, Das u'ied».r

erstehende Babylon,^ 1925, Fig. 103 (
— A. E. Cowley, TJ<>‘ IDtiihs^ ligs. 1.3, 28 ; A. H. Layanl, ^mn'-rch and

its Remains^ il, fig. facing p. 451. In each case the god hears the lightning in ouo hand and the axe in the

other.
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still more arguments in favour of our thesis. This is that Min’s emblem is the Egyptian

variety of what later, and in other lands, became Zeus’ thunderbolt.

This belief gets a remarkable corroboration from a very different source. It is that

the city of Akhmim proves to have been founded at a spot eminently suitable for the

capital of that nome which not only took for its standard but gave it to its god

as his fetish. The object, as we know, was derived from the ‘‘light ’’-weapon and

developed a shape very like that of Zeus’ thunderbolt. Although there is no such thing

as a solid thunderbolt, many classes of objects have been called upon to serve as such

in popular belief. The meteorite has just been mentioned^, and another is the fossil

called belemnite^. This latter may at times attain a length of eight or even ten inches.

It also has just the same shape as that commonly given to Zeus’ thunderbolt.

and is also very like the shape finally adopted by Min’s emblem. As it

happens, Dr. Hume, of the Geological Survey, Cairo, tells me that there are no belemnites

in Egypt, but there is in the country another fossil called Litkodomus, which is very like

the former in outline ~
1
^- The Egyptian species seems to be much larger

than the English, and of a slightly different shape. The collection in Cairo includes

a number of specimens having a length of about four or five inches. This is no doubt

the fossil which Newberry reports as existing in such quantities in the rocks at Akhmim^.

Its abundance would have given rise to the belief that this was a place especially chosen

by the god, for had he not cast bolts innumerable upon it? The place would, therefore,

naturally become sacred to the god of the “light ’’-weapon, as in fact it did. It is

interesting to find this association of divine weapon and fossil right back at the very

dawn of civilisation. It shows that the still common idea which connects such fossils with

thunderbolts is one of the most ancient of modern man’s legacies from the past.

Though the presence of the Lithodomi no doubt accounts for the settling of Min at

Akhmim, it is hard to say whether these fossils had any influence on the development

of the historic shape of his emblem. It is of course very possible that they influenced

the inordinate broadening and lengthening of what was originally the point of the

weapon and also the disguising of its barbs.

The establishment of Min’s worship at a place full of “thunderbolt ’’-like objects

and his possession of an emblem that had developed from a “light ’’-weapon corresponds

to certain well-known characteristics of his statue. These are the high feathers, the

streamer, the raised arm, and the whip -like impletnent. Spiegelberg has already shewn

that the feathers indicate dominion in the air®. Similarly, Sethe has noted that the

streamer apparently has to do with the wind^. The arm that is raised ready to strike

is characteristic of the sky-gods aU through the Near East, whether Enlil, Hadad,

^ See p. 189.

2 Blinkenherg, The Thu/iderireapoa in Religion and FolHore, 72 IF., nos. 20, 39-47, 81, 94 h, 96, 98, 104,

107, 109, 110. All these examples are collected from Northern and Eastern Europe,

2 Traced from D. Sharpe, Description of the Fi^ssil Remains of MoUmca found in the Chtdk of England^

PI i, figs. 3, 4 c (puhlished by the Palaeontographical Society, London, 1853).

^ Sketched by the author in the Cairo Geological IMuseum (scale c. ^).

° Newberry, Liverpool Anncds, iv, 99, second note. Dr. Hume considers it quite likely that Litkodomits

should be found at Akhmim, though he himself does not happen to know of it there.

® Spiegelberg, A.Z,, xlix, 127, 128.

‘ Sethe, Amvn und die Acht Urgutter von Herrnopolis^ 22, § 30, quoting Pyr, §§ 1928 c, 1948 a.
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Teshub, Kesheph, or Zeus. Fig. 7, which is drawn from an early and very beautiful

statuette of Zeus from Dodona^, will serve as the type. It is the dangerous

character of the sky-god that provides him with his

weapon, and, if he has a weapon, he must raise his arm
before he can either hurl it or strike with it.

Finally, there is Min’s whip-lil^e implement, which in

so far as it is a whip^ associates him once more with this

cycle of gods. In Greece and other parts of the world the

whip is quite a common symbol of the lightning-flash^.

At Zeus’ shrine of Dodona there was the famous gong

which kept the whole countryside reverberating with its

sound. It consisted of a metal bowl struck by a boy with

a whip. As this whip had three lashes^, it was singularly

like Min’s implement.

Hence, whatever his other aspects may have been, it

is evident that a very great deal in Min’s iconography Yv^. 7

allies him to the gods of other lands who ruled over the

sky, light, air, wind, and storm. In his own country his associates were Amun, who was

Zeus, the Greek storm-god, and Horns, who was Apollo, the Greek light-god. When the

lightning-god Kesheph, the Syrian and Cypriote form of Apollo, entered Egypt, he

commonly took Min as companion. Min’s city of Akhmim was founded at a place full

of “thunderbolts.” Min, therefore, had every right to participate in a meteorite, for

it is sacred to such gods as the foregoing. It was, therefore, sound theology that gave

him a share in the Ki-mivt-f object, for that shows many signs of being a meteorite.

Meteorites being thunderbolts, it was also correct that the emblem of such a god as

Min should have been the “light ’’-weapon, which took on the shape of the Greek

thunderbolt.

^ Kekule von Stradonitz and Winnefcld, Bromen cms Dodurnt^ PI. i. < is given here hy kind

permission of the publishers.)

^ But see Mace and Minlock, The Tonih <>/ 0 1 tt. : Xewhcrry, Jvurttof^ xv, so Ih

2 Cook, Zeus^ II, 824 fl*.

^ Id. in XXII, 8 ff., esp. the fig. on p. 12.
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EARLY BYZAYTINE AYD LATER GLASS LAMPS

By GEACE M. crowfoot and D. B. HARDEN

With Plates xxviii-xxx.

The use of standing and hanging lamps of glass for illuminating churches and other

buildings is referred to as a contemporary practice by several ancient authors writing in

the 4th and following centuries and some mosaics of about the same date depict

various types of lamps in use which seem to have been of glass AVorking from these

indications in Byzantine literature and contemporary art, Eohault de Fleury^ Dillon^

Lamm^ and others have identified as lamps certain types of glass vessels of Byzantine

date which have survived. These vessels are of various shapes, and were used for different

types of lights: some as true lamps burning a wick, and some as candlesticks; some as

single lights, and some as elements in a polycandelon or chandelier.

AVithin the last few years two excavations have yielded results of such importance in

connexion with this subject that the time seems ripe for a further consideration of the

whole matter. In the first place, the University of Michigan Near East Expedition,

working at Kom Aushim (the ancient Karanis) in the Fayyum since 1924, has unearthed,

amongst many other fine specimens of LateRoman and EarlyByzantine glass-ware, examples

of two shapes of vessel which were almost certainly used as lamps; and secondly, the

British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem, in conjunction with Yale University, working

on the Byzantine churches of Jerash in Transjordania in 1928-9, found numerous

fragmentary specimens of glass vessels which also must have served such a purpose.

The two types from Karanis both occurred in the later levels, which can be dated by

finds of coins, papyri and ostraca to the 4th and 5th centuries a.d.® One of them, one

of the commonest types of glass recovered from the site, is conical in shape, the other is

a hemispherical bowF.

1 A Ubeful list of references will be found in M. L. Trowbridge, Philological Studies in Ancient Glass^

Uaic. of Illinois Studies in Language and Literature^ xiii, Nos. 3 and 4, pp. 190 (420j ff. Further references

are given by Rohault de Fleury, La Messe^ vi, 1

- One such example was discovered during the excavations of the British School at Jerash in 1928-9

in the mosaics dated to a.d. 831 on the N. side of the Church of S. John the Baptist. In it the glass is

depicted in light blue tesserae and the metal holder and chains in black. Cf. J. W, Crowfoot, Churches at

Jerash^ PI. vii. Other examples may be seen in the Church of S. George at Salonika, dating perhaps as early

as the 4th century a.d.: cf. Ch. Diehl, M. Le Tourneau, H. Saladio, Les nionunirnts chretiens de Salonique

{Monuraents de Iart hg:antin^ iv), 27-8 and PI. i, 1; there are others in the Church of S. Demetrius at

Salonika which are not later than the 6th century; cf. O. M. Dalton, Byzantine Art and Archaeology.^ 613.

^ Op. cit. with Pis, 136 ff.
^ E. Dillon, Glass {Connoisseur's Library)., 1907, 97 ff. and 150 ftl

^ C. J. Lamm, Das Glas von Sarnnrra, 30 ff,

^ Cf. A. E, R. Boak and E. E, Peterson, Karanis 1924-28, University of Michigan Studies, Humanistic

Series, xxv, 5 and 39.

" For a fuller description of these glasses see the forthcoming catalogue of glass from Karanis, by

D. B. Harden in the above series.
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A. Conical Type (PL xxviii, 1-3).

Upwards of twenty complete examples and innumerable fragments of the type came

to light in five seasons’ digging. All these are very uniform, and only differ in minor

details of rim- and base-technique, and in decoration. The rim is either plain-cut (usually,

but not always, smoothed by grinding) or cut and afterwards rounded off in a llame;

the sides are straight or very slightly concave or convex, and taper gradually to the base,

which is pointed or slightly flattened. The glass is of the ordinary late Eomano-Egyptian

variety, bubbly and specked with black and brown impurities, and varying in colour

from greenish or yellowish colourless to deep yellowish green. The decoration, when any

is present, is simple, and consists of applied coils, horizontal groups of wheel-incisions,

and added blobs of blue glass, usually in horizontal rows Decoration of applied coils

and wheel-incisions is found on many other types of glass at Karanis, but blue blobs are

only found on these conical glasses and on the hemispherical bowls of type B below; this

is an important consideration.

The type is well-known on Romano-Egyptian sites, and many examples have already

been published^. Edgar, in his catalogue of the Cairo Museum collection, calls them

simply vases'’ and makes no suggestion as to their possible use. Yainwright, in a pub-

lication of seventy specimens of Late Roman glass from the Fayyum, lists twelve specimens

of this type and rightly identifies them as lamps, only giving as reasons, however, their

similarity in shape to the lamps used in the mosques to-day. and, secondarily, their

transparency.

Most of the examples discovered at Karanis have a distinct oily feeD, a phenomenon

found on no other type of glass-ware from the site except the parallel class of hemispherical

bowls. One fragmentary specimen contained a lump of sediment at the bottom, which,

when analysed, showed very definite traces of oil It seems certain, therefore, that these

vases were frequently, if not always, used as lamp-glasses.

B. Hemispherical howls (PL xxix, 17).

These are much rarer than the conical vases, and only one nearly complete specimen

and a few recognizable fragments were found. Two complete specimens in the Cairo

Museum also come from Karanis^.

In technique, fabric and decoration these bowls are strictly parallel to the conical

glasses. The nearly complete example was found in 1927 along with two conical

glasses^ and had, like them, an oily feel. It can hardly be doubted therefore that these

bowls also were used as lamps.

A rare intermediate type, half-way in shape bet-.een the conical glas.sos and the

hemispherical bowls, may be recognized in a unique specimen of Eomano-Egyptian glass

1 A few fmgineuts of the type are found with good horizontal wheel-cuts: these are prolMl.l> e.irly

specimens, perhap.s 3rd-ceutury in date. Some fragments also occur with monld-olowu decor,it.on in

a honeycomb pattern, or with roiled-in tlircAd docoiMticn.
^ ,

2 C. C. Edgar, Cot. gea. chi Jfu-s. chi C'Crc. (h'ocro-Egni'tioa Xos. 32-1,0-08, pp. 1 . -rg and

PI. iii. G. A. iVaiiiwright,/a- HI, ti-l-07; f.r the lamps see especially TO- 7.

3 One showed im .such traces, but as that name vase, when found, contained four dice, it looks as it it

had been used for kiudable purposes.
^ ^ ^

^ The analysis was very kindly performed t>y . b- LTarstrai>i, B.A., ut Tiinity Co t^^e, x oik,

.

5 Both numbered 43344 (not in Edj^ar;. -in / i a ,

c It would seem that the two Cairo ex-implos were also found alonu^ with conieal glisses ithe hve

numbered 4334") in the Museum), but a> they were not found in a r^Ldcntific excavation certainty on this

point is not attainable.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii.
2G
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in the Askren Collection now in Ann Arbor (PL xxix, 18)^. This piece is also of the typical

yellowish green colour common amongst the conical glasses
;

it has the same rim-technique,

and a decoration, as before, of wheel-incisions and blue blobs; on its pointed base it

has a coiled knob of blue glass, a method of finishing off the base which is found on one

or two examples of the conical type. On the body there are six large vertical thumb-

indents.

At Jerash in 1928-9 several Byzantine churches, which were in use from the 5th to

the Sth century a.b., were excavated^. In these numerous fragments of glass vessels

which were almost certainly used for church-lights were found, notably in one large hoard

of perhaps the early Sth century in an annex-building to the church of S. Theodore^. The
following main types could be distinguished. In no case was a complete specimen

recovered, and none of the fragments showed any trace of decoration.

A. BeaJier-sJiaped lamps, ivith flaring mouth (PL xxviii, 4-5),

The rim is rounded off in a flame; the sides flare out strongly towards the top, but
are almost vertical in their lower part; the base is concave with a pointed kick, and no
example of any kind of base-ring occurred. The two variants figured differ chiefly in the

proportion of height to diameter. The base is often so small that the vessel is unstable.

Fragments of about 230 of these vessels occurred.

B. 1. Bowl-shaped vessels on a solid, headed stem ivithout base (PL xxix, 21-23).

The rim is rounded off in a flame; the sides of the bowl are vertical, and either

straight or slightly convex, and meet the bottom in a strong curve; the stem is solid and
beaded. No example occurred of a base at the bottom of the stem, and in each case the
pontil-mark could be easily seen at the bottom, thus precluding the possibility of the base
having been lost. Internally, the base of the bowl is sometimes concave (22), sometimes
convex (23). No. 21 is a midway form between these two, and is by far the commonest
type, though every variation between the three was found. The stems also varied a good
deal in the number of beads and in their shape. Fragments of about 200 vases of this

type were found.

B. 2. Bowl-shaped vessels on a plain, hollow stem (PL xxix, 24-26).

Two variants of this type occurred:

{a) The body is as for B. 1. There is a constriction at the junction of the body
and stem. The stem tapers to a point or to a rounded butt. Within, the stem is hollow
for part or all of its length (Fig. 24). One nearly complete example and seven stems
were found.

(6) The body was probably as for B. 1, but in no case was it restorable. The stem
joins the body in an acute- or obtuse-angled curve and is roughly cylindrical with a slight

downward taper. Within, it is hollow down to the butt (Figs. 25—26). A number of stems
were found.

^ Mich. .)120. Bought in the Fayyhm by Dr. D, L. A.skren, perhaps from Karanis.
- Fur a preliminary publication cf. J. tV. Crowfoot, Churches at Jerash (1031).
The di.sco\ Orel’s considered this to be a dump collected towards the end of the life of the church for

remelting in a gla.ss factory near by, of the existence of which there was independent evidence.
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C. 1. BqwI with straight, outsplaijed sides and three handles (PL xxx, 40).

The rim is folded outwards and downwards in a hollow fold; the sides are straight

and taper to the base. No trace of a base on any example was found, but it was probaldy
concave with a kick and no base-ring. Three vertical handles of drawn glass, usually of

a darker blue or green colour than that of the bowl, join the rim with the centre of the

sides. More than 30 fragmentary examples were found.

C. 2. Bowl with curved sides and three handles (PL xxx, 41).

The rim is folded outwards and downwards in a hollow fold; the sides are concave

at the top and convex below, and almost vertical until they bend in to join the base:

the base is slightly concave without any kick or base-ring. Three handles of drawn glass,

of a darker green colour than the bowl, join the rim with the middle of the sides. One
nearly complete example was found.

D. C^ip on steyn, ivith three handles (PL xxx, 50).

The rim is folded outwards and downwards in a hollow fold; the sides are straight

and slightly outsplayed towards the top, but curve in gradually towards the bottom to

join the stem; the stem is slender and twi-^ted. and spreads out into a base at the bottom;

the base is slightly concave. Three handles of drawn glass, of a slightly darker colour

than the body of the vessel, join the rim with the middle of the sides.

One nearly complete example, with handles, was found. There were also between

thirty and forty fragments of stems and bases, but these may equally have belonged to

handleless drinking-cups.

All the above types were of the same fabric and technique and form a homogeneous

class. The glass varies from pale blue to pale green, and has a tendency to strongly-

marked, iridescent, flaky decay. Bubbles and flaws are common. They belong, in short,

to the ordinary late Romano-Syrian type of glass-ware.

These Karanis and Jerash finds, when combined, show a series of lamp-types extending

in use over the period from the 4th-Tth century, in other words, from the time of

the adoption of Christianity as the official religion of the Empire down to the spread

of Mohammedanism over Syria and Egypt, The Karanis finds suggest that, in the

early part of this period, conical and hemispherical lamps were predominant. The

Jerash finds show that, in the latter part of this period, these earlier types were super-

seded, in part at least, by beakers, bowl-shaped vessels on a stem, and various kinds of

handled glasses.

It seems reasonable to assume that the beaker type (A) of Jerash is a direct develop^

ment of the conical type (A) of Karanis. It only needs a broadening of the base or,

rather, a truncation of the cone a little higher up its sides, and greater splaying of the

rim for the former type to be evolved out of the latter. Similarly, it is at least possible

that the stemmed-bowl lamps (B) of Jerash were developed from the plain bowls (B) of

Karanis. The plain bowl must have been a somewhat unsatisfactory and unstable type,

and the addition of a stem would add weight to the base of the vessel and give greater

stability. But this is only conjectureL The fact remains, however, that there is no

evidence that the plain-bowl type was used in the 6th-7th century Jerash churches, so that

it had probably gone out of fashion before that time.

^ It is always possible that the stemmed-bowl type evolved from tfio conical type by a contract

tion of the lower and expansion of the upper part of the body. C /. in this conuexioii the type, PL xxix, 27,

found by Kaufmanu in the Sanctuary of S. ^Iena'<.

26—2
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The third Jerash type, the handled bowls, is not paralleled in the Karanis finds, but

it seems to be the ancestor of many important later types, including the enamelled

mosque-lamps.

In the ensuing discussion, the Jerash handled cups and a fifth type, the Sanaarra

candlestick-lamps, are mentioned for the sake of completeness, though it is doubtful

whether the former should be considered as lamps at all, and nothing like the latter was

found at either Karanis or Jerash.

Group 1. Conical lamps and subsequent developments from them.

Conical glasses of the same shape as the Karanis types are found on sites all over the

Koman Empire and are usually dated to the 4th-6th centuries a.d.^ Many examples,

both from Syria and from western European sites, show the same plain-cut rim and the

same decoration of horizontal wheel-incisions and added blobs which are typical of the

Egyptian examples. That they were lamps in Syria cannot be doubted. The country was

so near to Egypt, not only geographically but also culturally, that it is safe to assume

that lamp-types used in one country would be prevalent also in the other. In the West

there is no evidence, or at any rate no published evidence, of their use as lamps, and it

has always been assumed that they were drinking-vessels. Now, in the case of some of

these late western examples the technique and decoration are too similar to the technique

and decoration of curved Frankish drinking-horns^ to admit of any doubt that they had

a similar usage. But, if the eastern examples are lamps, there is a possibility, if not a

probability, that some, at least, of the specimens from the West were used as lamps too.

Churches had to be illuminated in Gaul and Germany no less than in more eastern lands,

and it is likely that the same type of lamp would be fashionable in both regions. That
such a simple shape of vessel might be used for two such divergent purposes is by no

means improbable^.

There is some literary evidence which seems to corroborate this identification of the

conical glasses as lamps. Paul the Silentiary in his ode on the reopening of S. Sophia in

Constantinople by Justinian in a.d. 563 gives a long and at times somewhat coloured

description of the whole church and its furniture in pseudo-Homeric hexameters. In

speaking of the lighting arrangements, he mentions long chains hanging from a high

cornice and supporting a large circle from which are suspended silver discs. These discs

have been pierced ”in order that they may receive shafts of fire-wrought glass, and hold

light on high for men at nights” The word ovpcaxo^ means spear-butt, so that

^ Cj, e.g.^ Morin-Jean, La rerrerie en Gaule Veiapire rouxna^ form 107, p. 141 and figs. 189 and
.300 r; A. Kisa, Dm Olas ini Altertume^ ii, pp. .343 and 4S6, figs. 105 and 154, and Forioentafel E. 299;

A. De Riddel*, Cat. CoU. de Chrcq., vi, Les terrecuites et les rerres, No. 290 and PL 9 (from Parali in Syria).

Kuiiieroufs ex<ainples may be seen in large collections of Roman gla^s bucli as those of the British Museum
and the Rhineland museums.

“ Cf. Kisa, op. cit,, fig. 101 with fig.s. 103-4.

In tliii) connexion it fshould be mentioned that a case of an Egyptian example being used not as a lamp
but as a dice-box seems well proven.

Paulii.'^ Silentiai'ius, Descrlptio S, Sophiue^ 11, 823-6 {Fair. Graecn. /, voL 86, ed. J. P. Migne 1865,

pp. 2119 fi‘):

TOUS fX€V avrjp TroXvidpLS oXovS €T6pJ](T€ cri6^pw,

ocfypa K€v vdXolo TrvpLKprjroto raOevras

oupia)(^ovs di^aLVTOj kql eKKpepes dvOpdcni' e'lr]

(^iyyeos €vvx))(ioiO ho-^rflov.

For an English translation ffrom which the above is quoted; see W. R. Lethaby and H. Swainson, The
Church of S. Sophia at Constujitinople, 35 ft’
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it seems certain that something very similar to our conical glasses is meant by the

Silentiary.

From this conical type, which may be dated on the above evidence to the 4th-6th
centuries, was developed directly, in all probability, the beaker with a broader base and
more outsplayed lip. It is first found in the 6th-7th century deposits at Jcrash, and
from that time on has been common in the Near East up to the present day, subject

only to minor variations. A modern Palestinian example is illustrated, PL xxviii, 8.

Because of their similarity in shape to these beaker-lamps, Dilloid makes the suggestion

that the well-known Arabic enamelled beakers (PL xxviii, G) of the 18th-14th centuries

may have been used as lamps. Lamin^ does not agree, maintaining that they \Yere always

used as drinking-vessels, but in view of the Jerash finds Dillon may be right. It is at any
rate apparent that some of the enamelled beakers are so large that they can never have

been used as drinking-vessels^.

Somewhere during the Byzantine period an improvement in this tvpe of lamp was

introduced. This was the provision of a vertical glass tube, fixed on to the centre of the

base, inside, to hold the wick^. The earliest example of such a use is probably the lamp

found at Gezer in a 5th- or 6th-century tomb (PL xxviii, 7)^. A base uf another, of about

the same date, and as yet unpublished, was found during the excavations at Ophel in

1928-9 in a drain under a Byzantine street. Perhaps about the 12th century examples

became very common, and since then the type has continued in use unintcnuptedly in

Egypt and Syria until the present day. Some examples have a base-ring, and are

apparently adapted for standing and not for hanging, but even these were and are often

suspended. From Egypt, Lane^ publishes early 19th-century examples of the type

(PI, xxviii, 10). Other modern examples may be seen in the Coptic Museum in Cairo

and in churches. The type is also current in modern Palestinian mosipies and churches

(PL xxviii, 9)“^, and even in England examples are made to-day for use as sanctuary-lamps.

A by-form of this type was in use as early as the otli century, and has lasted with

variations down to modern times. This is a shallower beaker, often bell-sbajmd, and with

^ Op. ciV., 158-9.

2 Saviarnf^ 34 .

^ There is one in the Eumorfopoulos collection wliicii is 0*34 lu. iiiuU. (Jxbihpin' nj Inf^ntattoiod

Exhibition of Persian Art^ Linulon, 1031, p. ICO, Xo. 291 J.

^ Such a tube is also found in parly Arabic L•llDp'^ of Grouj) 0.

P. A. S. Macalister, Ex<:ai'nti<jio-< of i, 302-3, tomb 150. A'^ thi-^ Liui}) had three Iruidle^ for

suspension it should perhaps be placed in Group 3. dc'-pitc 1 •caker-sh.ipc. Pr<)t(‘'^snr Macahster, in a

communication, has kindly coulinned the above datiiic.

^ Mannei's and^ Customs of thfi Modern Eoyijtnj lU Aw'A: edition publi''licd in 1S30;, KvcryiiMii'N lahrary,

pp. 150 and 107 and figures.

’ The three chief types of glass lamps URide at Ilebroii and u^ed to-d.iy in kalr*Aiiie are:

(a) Straight'sided beaker with or without a wick-holder: Kaudil Ikiwu.ihi (donr-^i- Gr(*up 1

(PI. xxviii, 8-9).

(5) Bowl on plain, hollow stem; Kandil Bazz.ika snail—Group 2 Pk A\i\'. 30;.

ie) Three-handled beaker witli .splayed month and U'>ually witli .i wak-hobler; Iv.mdil Katfi ipaliii ot

the hand)—Group 3 (PL xxx, 42).

The shop-keepers say that Type h is a cliureh-lamp, while Types n and e are mosque-lamps: but though

this distinction generally holds good, exceptions to the rule can bo noticed, and the use ^oems to de[H‘nd

more on the available meth<»d of suspeiLsion than on any special religious prejudice. The two be.iker-typo.s

are hung by means of rings or chains, without a container. The howl-type i'' set in a metal holder, s») that

the rim of the glass appears just above the rim of the metal.
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more outsplayed sides and a knobbed base^. No actual specimen of early date is known,

but representations of the type on mosaics and frescoes are found, beginning with the

mosaics in the dome of the church of >S. George at Salonika^, which belong to the late

4th or early 5th century (PL xxviii, 11). Moreover Rohault de Fleury^, in illustrating an

early example of a phanicanthira which was found at Orleansville in North Africa and

may be dated to the 5th century, assumes that the lamps it carried were of this type.

Without specifying actual examples, he says that he has seen such at the Vatican and
elsewhere, and that Father de La Croix found others in excavations at Poitiers. A late

medieval illustration of the type is rpioted by the same author^. Actual examples are in

use to-day in the Ahmediya mosque in Stambul (PL xxviii, 12), and, no doubt, in many
other eastern churches. More bowl-like forms with handles for suspension—and therefore

more akin to Group 3—also occur. There is an example of uncertain date published in

the catalogue of the Fould Collection (PL xxviii, 13)^, and, once more, a very similar

type is in use in the Ahmediya mosque (PL xxviii. 14).

Finally mention should be made of a type of beaker of truncated conical shape with

ring-handles of glass set loose wdthin strap-handles. Lamm® publishes two examples
(PL xxviii, 15-16), one of which has five handles, the other four, and identifies them as

Syrian ware of the 8th-9th century. These also may have been hanging lamps.

Group 2. Bowl-lamps and subsequent developments from them.

It would be absurd to suggest that all shapes of glass bowds of Late Roman date were
used as bowl-lam})s. There are a few types, however, found in other parts of the Roman
World which are so like the bowl-lamps from Karanis in shape, technique and ornamenta-'

tion—and therefore in the last two characteristics like the com'cal lamps too—that it is

a fair assumption that they may have served as lamps.

From western Europe examples of such round-bottomed bowls with plain-cut rim are

figured by both Morin-Jean * and Kisa^, and the type has also been found in the catacombs
in Rome**^: examples from Syria and S. Russia are common and may be seen in the
British ^luseum and in other collections. There is a group of bowls of Late Roman date
(PL xxix, 19) and of an allied, but much shallower form, which sometimes bear blob
decoration, but are more often either entirely plain or else covered with a pictorial

design in cut or incised technique^®. Me should not have suspected these of being lamps
were it not that in the Treasury of S. Mark at \enice some examples of a very similar

shape of glass occur (PL xxix, 20), one of which is actually mounted as a lamp, with three

1 IviioltUtfi nrc<aiical wjtc iniind ;it K.iiMiiis {luJ cvrt.iinly to fie grouped with
tliw Luiip-'^lci-s t\pc, fiiit IK) ('oinplete or nearly eoUipU‘t<‘ ^peeimeii waa luuinl they have been omitted
from Loll'^ldor<ltIon aiiioiK^ the Karaiii'' examples.

- P, n -2,

•’ L'f vr, p, 13 and PI. fi3s.

^ vr, ]), lis ;uid PI. ] 13 '(fi'oek at Venice, lotli centui’vl
'• A. < 'hahouillct, Ih <n\ i.ht <],' Lmis Fould • Isui

,
[>. si;, Xo. p}. xxi,

>\ I, p. i I, PI. ±±^ 0 and 10.

' r/V., forms Ti and 73; tie 134 'with hori/ontal heel-inriNinns n i\o. 254 Xvith honeycomb decora-
tion ;

*200-300 'with addf'd hlnh<
;
.ind pp. 12 1-0

^ O/,. rnrmantahh. r 3<;i). (4. 3^7. loU; fi^ IM^aihl o and p. 1^4 (w ith aildod hloh^); fig. 1G8 f ('Gth
hon<‘y( oiiih (haoratK m >

*' Ivolh'r. 4 ' ! f it‘ (jjiiin r/a I, PI. vjii.

( f. 5h.rni-.hMn, <

7 -. ru,, foim 7o. p. I24a]idtie-. 320-7: Ki^a, Cifi, Formentufel (fi 3.^8, furs. 262-5
.md pp. ir.3 ft

^
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chains for suspension. These are all illustrated in Pasini's puhlication of the Treasure^,
and are probably Early Byzantine, 7th-8th centuries, in date-. A fragment of a similar

bowl was found at Susa in the topmost levels and i>s now in the Louvre^. If these are

lamps, or perhaps rather lamp-holders, it is possible that the earlier shallow bowls with
Christian scenes cut on them served as lamps in churches also.

There is no definite literary or pictorial evidence for this early bowl-lamp type.
At its best, this type can never have been very satisfactory. If it was used as an oil-

container, there must have been continual danger of the oil spilling over, and the bowl
would be somewhat unstable owing to a lack of weight in its lower part. If it was used
as a dish in which to place another container for the oil and wick, the second of these

objections would still apply, and further, the inner container would usuallv be visible

from below. For these reasons the simple bowl was almost given up, early in the

Byzantine period^. It was superseded partly by the lamps in Group 3 below, but also by
a type of stemmed bowl, Jerash B with its two main variations, the type with solid stem
and the type with hollow stem.

The first of these does not seem to have had a long life or to have been in use

over a wide area. Apart from Jerash, it has only been recorded so far at Bethshan, where
several examples of solid stems, either beaded, spirally-twisted, or plain, occurred in

Byzantine or Early Arab levels ^
The second is much commoner and has been found on several sites where it is

either contemporary with or slightly later than the Jerash examples. In his excavations

in the sanctuary of 8. Menas between Alexandria and the Wadi Xatrun, Kaufmann® found

numerous examples, not only of this actual type (Bl. xxix, 28), but also of another

shape (PI. xxix, 27), a sort of cross between these stemmed bowls and the earlier conical

glasses. The latter shape may be an earlier type, directly developed from the conical by

a concurrent broadening of the tipper part and a constriction of the lower. The sanctuary

was flourishing from the 5th to the 8th century. The pointed lamps, therefore, perhaps

date from the earlier part of that period and are a little antecedent to the Jerash examples,

while the stemmed lamps are probably later and contemporary with Jerash. At Samarra",

too, fragments of the type were found in abundance inOtli* century deposits (PL xxix, 29-30),

and in Syria it seems to have been very prevalent^. The same tvpe has been found in

Rome during the excavations in the foundations of the church of 8. Saba on the Aventine

^ Pasini, II Tesoro di S. J/d/vo. Aus. 107, 10!_) :iiul PI. 4‘a and lSi>. 1^7), PI 7)4.

2 So Lam ID, 1415.

^ Lamm, op. cit.^ ]). 14fi <tnd PI. 7)*2. Li.

^ Yet howls arc t>ce<i''ioii,illY U'-od as Limps m P,d.O'-tni»‘ to tliw <Ll^ — ^ .</. a hiovl as slialLov as the Ivoinan

example (PL xxix, 10; hangs m tla^ porch of tlio ArimTu.m < \\n\\ h in J<‘rnvdenL

^ G. M. Fitzgerahl, Toil id. AroJi iti'I VoIji nf rrJ

<

in the pres'^.. For

advance information on these disc(>vcries the author^ ,irc indcht<*d to tin' kindni'NN of Mr. Fit/eerald.

0, iSL IvAufinaiin, i, pp, (;i and 7(5 end lie. 17) at p, Sd. L ntoitnnat<‘ly tlio illustration

<locs not make it clear whether the stems were hollow or >olid, ,ind tlierc is no adotpiate doMn-qaiou of the

lamps in the text. In appeaiMiiee, hoAcvor, they are more okin to the hoHow-stminued uroiip than to the

solid-stemmed,
" Lamm, Samurro^ p. 33, Xos. 147) 7, fig. id cud 1*1 iv.

^ Several stem-fragments were found at Lethslnm .done with tho^i' of the snlid-^temmeil variety, ami a

similar fragment was fouiul <it Ophel in iDiS-i). Three eomplrte exaiipilo^ from the (dirtm Golh'elion are

noNV 111 Toledo Museum, and another, fmm Farah, ]iuhli^hed hy De Kidtler >>[>.
, PI. 510 .ind pp. iG3-4}.

A stem of another example, with decoration of rolled-in thrc.tds, m published hy L<iuun . AflttdoJtorUcJo.^

Glaser^ p. 100 and PI. 3U, iO . All the-t‘ are P\/aiitine or K.uly Arab in date.
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(PL xxix, 31)L, where it probably dates from the Early Middle Ages (certainly before the

12th century).

It was, therefore, in common use all ov^er the Mediterranean world during the

Byzantine and Early Arab period. Later examples are albo known. Zahn- publishes an

interesting exaJuple of a pair of them, complete with their glass candelabrum, which are

now in the Bans collection in the Berlin Museum (PJ. xxix, 32). They probably belong to

the Arab periocL They are nut cjuite like the ordinary type, having a higher body and

a shorter stem in pioportioii; they are, however, so similar in shape to a small terracotta

vase (PL xxix, 33) in the A'-hmolean Museum of Late Roman or early medieval date that

it is possible that we should interpret this also as a lamp^. Another almost complete

specimen, in a heavy, colourless glass, was found during the excavations on Ophel in

1928-1>, in debris probably of the 9th or 10th century.

31edieval Italian and Ereiich exa ni pies are commonly figured, Eohault de Fleury^

quotes, among others, llth-centiiry examples from a manuscript in Troyes library and
from another in the Bibliotheque Nationale, and 13th-century examples from other

manuscripts in the Bibliotheque Xationale, from stained glass windows in Beauvais and
from frescoes in Assi-i^. Other exaiiqdes (PL xxix, 34), also of IStDcentury date, are

found ill frescoes in the church of S. Pietro at Grado near Pisa which are well illustrated

by Soulier^'. Later, the antiquarian Grimaldi (c. 1560-1623) sketches an example
(PL xxix, 35) which was still in use in 8, Maria 3Iaggiore in Rome in his own timeL Lamps
of this same type are made at Holu'on and used to-day in Palestine, chiefly in churches
but occasionally also in mosques (PL xxix, 36)^. An example was also seen in the church
of S. Sophia in Salonika, inset in a glass jar, itself set in a hanging metal lamp; the priest

in charge said it came from A ienna, where it was made. And even in England very similar

types are made to-day^ for use as sanctuary-lamps.

A bydorm, perhaps derived from this stemmed-bowl type, and more particularly from
the variant with a solid, beaded stem, Jerash B. 1, is found in several Early Arab examples
and has an interesting later }iistor\\ This is a type with, instead of a true stem, a series

of offsets or steps gradually diminishing in size towards the base. A 7th-8th-century
example (Pi. xxix, 37) is figured ])y LamnA^ and the type seems to have been common from
the Early Arabic period onwards. An Arab example, of gilt green glass, is now in the
Metoria and Albert Museum (PL xxix, 38) The type has also been used in metal, and

Op. r*//.. vr, p. 2-i, flu. on p. 25 and PI. 143.

jj. Cuiiiiizzaro and I. (_ . (,Ta\ ini, 1002, p. 205 and tigiire. Pragment-^ of twenty lamps and
oft h;un> tor '^u>pt'ii.'-i< )U were lound, along with one eoiipfete lamp with a triple suspension-chain.

- Ihrirhfe e/o.y ,7/^ Kpl. K

,

x:cxv nm3-4‘, p. 116, fig. 55. Gans coll., Altes
MuM'iim, No. 246.

' Xo. Iss.',. .') 72 ' found in Koine,

(>[). rit

,

M, pp. 2i) 30 and PK. 145-6 .md loS.

< hf PI, 13.

' GrimaldiO drewing is repiudiiced Ky Rohaiilt de Pieury, op. vr, p. 20 and Pi. 14] 6.
' Se.. iK.to 7, 11 . 201. l,,uiu> in u .sihnr Limp ;it the s.Oo nf the Ihick .^mictimry ii’i the iiwiue of

the D.iiiu: ot tlie R.k k. 77 lieu i|Ue>ti(ineil. the eheikhs that in nLlen 'l:i\i, they hinl luoro of them mid
th.-it Id the .nlj.icent meeipie the A'l-.i uj.uiy uere uiicu i,et together m mi hxni chmidelier, now repkeed
hy a modern eandelahruni.

'' /f//, hy Me-^srs. Powell, pxy Wigniore Street, W.
W JAWe/dk //e 07, /er, p. In;? .md P). 82, 18 'with doeor.itiou of rolled-in threads').
O Xo .-,si, is;.-,. Fieure.i hy Dillon, oy. O. 2 h 2. See .ileo p. i.-,0, hut the .suggo.stion that it was

u--e.l m^ide a mos,i„c-]mnp -eems imtonahk, to ju.le,, from it. sue und Iroui the hmidlcs with whieh it i.s

pnwidod. Cj. -iPn op. ijt., 156- 7 for fuitluu' remark'- on the type.
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examples of bronze and silver as well as of glass are still current in Egypt (PI. xxix, 39) ^
Some of these last have designs in openwork, so that they are lamp-holders rather than

lamps.

Group 3. Handled bowls.

No example of this type so far known seems to be anterior in date to the Jerash

examples, but from that time onwards hanging bowl-lamps of most diverse forms seem

to have been in common use: some have flat, pointed or concave bottoms, some have

base-rings; some have a plain vertical rim, some have a constricted neck and outsplayed

rim. Many of them may not have been used as lamps at all, but the fact that very

similar types may be found (PI. xxx, 42) amongst the extraordinary variety of shapes of

glass lamps in use in Palestinian and other eastern churches and mosques to-day - suggests

that some at any rate were. At Samarra handles and rims were found which are

attributed to lamp-glasses of this type by Lamm^. One of his types (PI. xxx, 43) has

a pointed base, and a constricted neck with outsplayed rim, and the other (PI. xxx, 41)

has a base-ring, a bulbous body and a vertical neck; but both shapes are very largely

conjectural. An interesting Byzantine type (PL xxx, 45), a bowl with vertical sides and

a base-ring, is in the Treasury of S. Mark at Venice L Dillon^ mentions the pointed-base

type as occurring in wall-paintings of the 14th century in the chapel of the Arena at

Padua, and base-ring types are also depicted in mediaeval Italian wall-paintings^.

From this type of hanging bowl was developed in all probability the well-known

enamelled mosque-lamp with tall, outsplayed neck, bulbous body and base-ring or high

outsplayed foot. These lamps were suspended from three or more handles affixed to the

body"^. They date from the 13th and 14th centuries. Precursors of the base-ring type

of mosque-lamp are found from Byzantine times onwards, and in metaD as well as in

glass: in the latter material they have been found both with (PI. xxx, 45)^ and without

(PI. xxx, 47)^^ a wick-tube. The mosque-lamps were usually made without a wick-tube

(PI. xxx, 48), and the glasses are often large: these were used not as lamps themselves,

but as “globes'’ or containers for smaller vessels which hel<l the oil and wick. Examples

of the type, not all of them of small dimensions, are, however, found with a wick-tube

(PL xxx, 49)^^, so that in some cases, at least, the type would seem to have been used

wuthout an internal vessel.

1 A. J. Butler, Anrient Coptic Chvrc/^cs, ii, pp. 71-3, tig. 10 and tig. 17 'bron/e): the bronze

example figured by him, and illiwtr.ited here, 91. xxix, 3t), is iiow in th(‘ A^bmolean Museum in Oxford

(No. 1885. 771).

2 See note 7, p. 201. Outside Palestine examples can be seen in 8. Sophia in Omst-intiiiople and in the

Ahmediya mosque in ytambiil.

3 Samarrn^ pp. 30 ff. and fig>. 23-25,

^ Pasini, op. cif.^ No. 124, PI. 54.

5 Op. cit,^ 158. The ehureb was docoratod by Giotto.

^ E.g.y in the porch of S. Lorenzo fiiori le inniM at ilome 13t]i cent.;' <tnd in the crypt <4 S. ( Icmcnti'

in Rome (11th cent.).

^ On mosque-larnps c/i Dillon, o/K at., 150 ft*, and Lamm, Oioser, section 3 (onainelle<l

glasses).

8 G. Migeon, 1920 (1) p[). 50 fF., PL 7; and another, 74., Jfon>/ei d<rrt inif.witn<fP, fig. b^2.

9 Quibell, Excavations nt i, p. 30 and PI. 34. Late loveb {Byzantine?).

Roller, Les cataconihcs de lloae, i, p. 24 and PI. 8, 1.

E.g..^ a plain example in Toledo MuNCuin ,2so. 72t)-2lU ; <‘t. Lamm, MdOddu rhchc ijldsvr^ p. 41 and

PL 7, 2; and an enamelled example in the \ ietca’ia and Albert Museum (No. 330, lOuOp cf. Lamm, op. c4.,

p. 367, PL 158, 1 and Dillon, (p. cit., Id. 24, 1.

Journ. of Egy2 >t. Arcb. xvii.
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Yerv similar lamps to these mosque-lamps are depicted in the frescoes in the crypt

of S. Clemente in Rome (11th century) and in other medieval Italian paintings^, so that

the tvpe was not confined to the East. Nor was it confined to hanging lamps; stand-

ing examples figure in a communion-scene on a 6th-century silver paten published by

Brehier-.

Group 4. Handled cup on stem (PI. xxx, 50).

The only reasons for suggesting that this type was a lamp are that it was found along

with the other types in the Jerash hoards, and that, if it was not a hanging lamp, there

seems to be no adequate explanation of the large handles. No parallels for such a lamp

in glass^ are known in either ancient or modern times, though it is always possible that

future excavations or researches may bring such to light.

Group 5. Candlestick-lamps (PL xxx, 51-53).

The small bowls with or without handles and with one or more wick-holders of which

numerous fragmentary examples were found at Samarra^ do not seem to be paralleled

by finds from elsewhere, though Lamm says that the type occurs in contemporary

pottery.

Reference has already been made more than once to the different modes of usage of

these lamp-glasses. It will be convenient, even if it entails a little repetition, to give a

brief description of the various processes of lighting involved.

Sometimes the glasses were used as standing lamps. If they would stand alone, as, for

instance, some of the later beaker-lamps and the mosque-lamps would, they were allowed

to do so^. In other cases some sort of standing bracket was employed. Wooden tripod-

stands that might well have been used for holding the conical lamps were found at

Karanis, but as no instance is known of a lamp and a tripod-stand being found together,

their use as such is still unproven. More often they were hung singly, or else in

groups in a candelabrum. All those that have ring-handles attached to their bodies or

rims were presumably employed as single lights and hung by chains from a hook on the

ceiling or from a bracket jutting out from the wall. The various types recorded in Group 3

must have been hung in this fashion, and also the handled cups on stems. Group 4, if

indeed they were lamps at all. Contemporary illustrations in early medieval wall-

paintings and manuscripts of this method of hanging lamps are not rare®. But some of

the handleless types were also used as single hanging lights. With the stemmed bowls

found in the church of S. Saba in Rome was found a triple chain for suspension with
hooks which clutched the rim of the glass: and early medieval illustrations of the same

‘ Soulior, oj,, /V/., pp. 5!>-r;2 a?j4 figs. 17-8. Other oxainplc>, hotli eastern <(iid wc^ern, are figured by
Holumlt de Fleury, op, cit,, vi, PU. 145-7.

Arts^ 1920 M
, p]). 176 ft'. <uul tft. opp. p. 176. Tlieso may he me-int tt> represent metal

for tliert' ir> attempt to show the flaiue"^ or oil inside tlie vesNcl, and an aetnal example in metal
IS ilhiNtrated hy Mrs. TXA'onshire in Bifrl. JA/y., xi.Vtr 0925), p[). 99 tf. FI i. b.

•• Ou tlietomh of Adam’s Head in the churcli of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem a lamp-hold«T of tliis

''h<i]M' lu Open-Work metal i-- t(> V>e >een, but this is no evidence tliat the type has ever been made in glass.

^ liJimni, Sf///, >//'/’(/, p]), 34 o ,ind fig. 27.

Cr\ for this method the hmip^ standing on a ledge depicted on a silver paten, Frchier, ihid.

C'/k tlie paintings i!i tlie crypt of >S. Clemente in Kouio; Pioliault de Fleury, op. e//., vi, Pl.s. 141,

I4a, 147: S<ailier, (jp. ccf., fig 17.
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type of suspension are known^. In other cases, and probably much more frequently, these

stemmed bowls, if used singly, were suspended in pierced metal rings hung on three

chains'*^. The unstemmed bowls were often used in this same manner—there is a fine

example with metal holder and chains complete in the Treasury of S. 3Iark^—so, too,

were some of the beaker-lamps.

But this mode of suspending the lamps singly was only useful when some special

object was to be lighted up, for example a statue or an altar, or else where the space

to be illuminated was comparatively small, e.g. in niches or small chapels. For general

purposes, and especially for lighting the central part of a church, some system of grouping

the lights was necessary. This was attained by the use of multiple chandeliers of metal,

often of the greatest magnificence and of huge size^. The earliest type consists of a plain

ring of metal either itself pierced with holes for the reception of the lamps or else with

pierced arms projecting from it. Numerous examples of these are knou'n, dating from

the 4th century onwards^. A chandelier of this simple form was actually found at Jerash

by Mr. Horsfield during repairs to the Propylaea, and a complete set of three bronze

chains for suspension was found along with the fragments of lamps by the British School

—

Yale Expedition. As an experiment, these two finds were combined and three repaired

lamps of the stemmed-bowl variety were inserted in the chandelier and lit with olive oil.

Much more elaborate types of chandelier are described by Paul the Sileiitiary as being

in use in S. Sophia in the bth century, and many variations are illustrated from the

following centuries in medieval paintings and manuscripts®. Lamps of both Groups 1

and 2 were used in these brackets, but more commonly the conical and beaker-types

of Group 1, and it is the beaker-lamp that is most frequently found in chandeliers in

eastern churches to-day; the stemmed bowls are more generally used as single lights.

All these lamps were and are lit by means of oil floating on water, but the manner

of holding the wick has varied. One common system now is to use cotton wicks set in

holders made of cork and tin which float on the oil. In Palestine such wicks are used

in the bowls with hollow stems, and in beaker- and bowl- forms in churches and mosques,

and no doubt there was some ancient equivalent for them. But at Jerash another method

was used. A number of fragments of metal wick-holders were found. These consist of a

strip of bronze bent into an S-shape; one end was bring over the rim of the glass and

the other was folded upwards in the centre, inside, and bent at the end to grasp the

wick, which was thus held down in the oil. The purpose of these strips of bronze was

definitely proved by the discovery that wick-holders of precisely the same kind are to-day

in use in glass Sabbath-lamps in Jewish houses in the Old City of Jerusalem y but no other

examples from antiquity are recorded, nor have such wick-holders been iiotieed in modern

churches or mosques. A third system was also in use from early days which shows an

^ Cf.j e.g.^ some of the paintings in theeburoh of S. Loren/* > luori le nuuM in K'»me, ami Kohault de Heur\,

O/K cit., Pis. 140
,
lo8.

Cf. tigaiu some of the S. Lorenz*) paintings, and op. *vV., tig. at p. and PL 14o t*)p nght).

^ Pasini, op. cit., PI. o4, no. I Co.

V<iri oils Latin names for these lam^eLrackets hai'c Leon lianded down, all *>f i\ln*'li *loul)tIes>. once had

distinct me.inings. Tho}' are called, ra/., po/pt‘i( nth'lo^ C(n'ioiOi\ phoroc, oo'ojioe plfo hut it does not sccm

to he ])ossihle now t*) c*j[uato any ot th*?sc tonus with a detinito type *)t hracket.

^ Cf. IVultf, Altr/n'Mii/oj >fad Bih(,rerh\ i, p. 211, X*>s. 1004-7 and Pis. 4S and 40, and

refs. ad. lo(\

^ Cf Kohault de Floury, op. vr, Pis. 142-3.

~ The modern wick-holder.s are cut out ot a '^olt tin tube and th*'u bent int*> tlu' S-sh.ipe
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advance in efficiency in comparison with both of these—the use of a vertical glass tube

in the centre of the vessel fixed to the base with molten glass^. The idea is an obvious

adaptation from the candlestick, which was known in Eoman days“. The earliest known

cx<imples of this are the Gezer and Ophel lamps (p. 201), and in Arab times it became

more and more common, especially in beaker-lamps, in which, to-day, it seems to be the

rule rather than the exception. Lastly, some of the larger of these glasses, notably the

enamelled mosque-lamps, were often employed rather as lamp-shades than as actual lamps.

Small glass or metal vessels were in that case suspended inside the large glasses, and in

those interior vessels the water, oil and wick were placed.
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TXr)EX TO PLATES XXVIll-XXX.

KAi'aiii>.

AimOu: eii<‘unL4lo4 IkmEct , aftc'i' Ke.nl, Arch'h'olnqvi^ i.viii, illS).

Oe/ta* .it’tei' Maralister .

Modern P,Lle'>«tiiiKLn, Kaiidil Kawwrdn.

i!)th-eent. Etr^piian after Lane’.

I'larly P.v'/intine, from frC'^co, ('liunli of S. (Jeorye, Salonika,

^fodorn, Ahinediya 5to',(|ue, StaniLiil.

lM)uld ('ollrcTion 'after (fliaLouillet).

^finlern, Alinurlixa 5ro.'>;(|ue, Stamluil.

Early Arabic, ^\ith rin^^-liandlc^ .ifter Lanimy

K. Lr.ini".

Ronuino-E,uy[)tian, A^kren ('oil, Ann Arboi‘.

L. ite PioiiMn sliallow bowl , ifter Munn-Jeaiii.

Ly/.antine, Tieabury of S. iMark (after P^isijn ).

.ferabh.

Ly/antine, Sanctuary of S. Mena'- (< ifter Kaufniann).

Dtli cont., Sauiarra after L imm;.

Early Medievrd (after (.'amii;'/aru and (lavini'.

Ar.ibic, (.fans ('oil. ifter Zahir.

E.irly ^Ledicval ; terracotta lamp O in Aslimolean ^Ein^oum,

Mediev.il, from frc'-eo, ( 'hureli of S. Pietro, (frailo '.ifter Soulicrb

Medie\al, S. M.iria M,igaiore ((frimaldr after Rohault de FleurvL

Modern Palc'-tinian, Kandil Laz/ak-i.

Early Aiabie pifter Lamm'.

Ar.ibi(', Victoria and Albert Museum.

odern Cot>tie broii/e l.iiii[i, A'-limole<in IMu'-cuiu.

.Terash.

5 fodern Palo>>rini-in, Kandil F\.itH.

Otli cent., Samaira aftor l.amiii;.

J7.irly Ly/antine, Tre.i^ury of S .Mark 'after Pasini a

E-irly ('liiistian, (4etacomb> laftu' Roller i.

L\/.rintuie. S<ikkarali after (ynbell;.

AimLic moMpm-lamps, Lnti^li Museum.

Jerasli,

btli cent., Samarra calidlestLLk^ (after Lamm;.

^ The wick u^ed in Ifilestino m such vessels i'- a wi^p yf cotton wound round a strip of reed which stands

u]»riebt in the ;^las.s tube.

- Lf ('auuat and (.’ha[H)t, J/u/z/nV d <frrhA,h„jo IT, pp, 40(5-7 and ti^i^s. 6C0-2.
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A FRAGMENT FROM THE MUM 31Y AVRAFPINOS
OF TUTHMOSIS III

By DOWS DUNHAM

With Plates xxxi-xxxvi.

Early in the present year the Boston Museum of Fine Arts obtained as a loan from

Mr. Horace L. Mayer of Boston a large fragment of linen inscribed with hieroglyphic

texts from the Book of the Dead. Mr. Mayer has generously given his consent to the

publication of this document, since it is thought to be of considerable interest on

philological grounds.

The principal fragment (Register No. 82.31) measures 111 cm. in width, by 63*5 cm.

in height, and is bordered by torn edges above, below, and on the left. On the right is

a selvedge bounded by 5 to 6 cm. of uiiinscribed surface. The texts are arranged as

follows (Pis. xxxi-xxxii): at the top, which is torn along an approximately straight line, is a

single band of inscription reading from left to right (the signs face right), and subdivided

into four sections (A-D) by vertical lines. Below A-D are parts of 49 vertical columns

of inscription reading down and from left to right, the hieroglyphs again facing right.

All columns except No. 1 are complete at the top, but none are preserved to their full

length. At the extreme right is Column 50, divided from the rest by a double line and

extending the full height of the fragment—it is complete at the top but not at the

bottom. With the principal fragment is also a smaller piece from the same object

(PI. xxxi, below), showing a section of horizontal inscription (as A~D) and the upper ends

of 16 vertical columns. Above the horizontal band are the lower ends of 6 vertical

columns from a group higher up. Although this fragment does not fit on to the larger

piece, it seems clear that its proper place is to the left of it.

There is no doubt that this inscription is a part of the mummy wrappings of

Tuthmosis III found in the Der el-Bahri cache, the major portion of which is in the

Cairo Museum. Naville, in Todtenhuch, Einleitung, 76, Cb, says of the Cairo inscription:

“Diese wertvolle Urkunde besteht aus verschiedeiien Abtheilungen, welche durch

horizontale Striche getrennt sind. Leider JeJdt der untere ThciV (italics mine). On p. 77

he notes certain peculiarities of orthography, peculiarities found in the Mayer fragments

also. The object came into the possession of M. Clemente Maraini some time prior to

1885, and passed thence into the collection of Vassalli Bey, from whose heirs Mr. Mayer
acquired it about three years ago. In 1885 a photograph of this text was sent to the Berlin

Museum by Maraini, and the present owner has a letter written to Maraini by Professor

Erman on the subject. The great German Egyptologist recognized the object as a frag-

ment of the Tuthmosis III wrappings from the Der el-Bahri cache, and spoke of its

value for the study of the religious texts because of its early and exact dating. He went
on to comment on the contents as follows: “Du reste il y a une chose curieuse a

remarquer en votre manuscrit. II y a dans les chapitres quhl contient quelques passages
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qu’un roi ne pourrait dire de lui-meme a juste titre. Par exemple le mort jure devant

Osiris qu’il n’a jamais ordonne la mort d'un homme et on lui assure qu’il trouvera

ramitie du roi et de ses familiers. C’est done destine pour un particulier et on s’attend

a ce que ces passages aient ete changes en ecrivant ce livre sur la toile du roi. Mais il

n’en est rien, le livre etait trop saint pour qu’on osat d’y changer un mot, et c’est

ainsi que ce roi guerrier jure de n’ avoir jamais tue un homme^.” (See line 15 of our

text.)

The inscription is reproduced photographically on Pis. xxxi, xxxii (the smaller

fragment inserted at the foot of PI. xxxi to the same scale). Pis. xxxiii-xxxvi give a

transcription of the texts on the main fragment, together with indications of the principal

variations from two of the well-known published versions, namely the Turin Papyrus

(Lepsius’ Todtenhuch) and Budge’s Bool of the Dead, ^‘ The Chapters of Coming Forth by

Day.” This has been done with a view to ready reference and comparison.

The chapters represented are indicated below.

Main Fragment,

A Titles of Chapters 22, 23, and 24.

B Titles of Chapters 21 and 90.

C Title of Chapter 125.

D from text of Chapter 154,

1 from text of Chapter 1,

2-

3 from text of Chapter 22.

3-

5 from text of Chapter 23.

5-7 from text of Chapter 24.

8 from text of Chapter 21.

9-11 from text of Chapter 90.

12-49 from text of Chapter 125.

50 from Pyramid Texts; ed. Sethe, 52, 53.

Small Fragment.

Horizontal text over 1-4 Title of Chapter 83(?).

Horizontal text over 5-7 Title of Chapter 84.

Horizontal text over 8-9 Title of Chapter 86.

Horizontal text over 14-15 Title of Chapter 105.

3-4 from text of Chapter 83(?).

5-8 from text of Chapter 84.

9 from text of Chapter 86(?).

13-15 from text of Chapter 105.

Other portions are too incomplete for identification.

^ It should be noted that this quotation is from a letter written 4G years ago, that Professor Erman
wrote it after examination of a photograph only, and that it was intended to make clear to one who knew

nothing of Egyptology the value of the document in his possession.
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CEREMONIAL GAME8 OF THE NEW KINGDOM

By JOHN A. WILSON

AVitk Plates xxxvii-xxxviii.

The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago is publishing the Audience

Window in the first court of the temple of Medinet Ilabu in Volume ii, Pis. cxi-cxii, of

the series descriptive of that temple^. In vrorking over the scenes of wrestling and

single-stick contests below the window we were interested to note a certain consistency

with parallel scenes elsewhere. This article touches on the scope and technique of the

games and discusses the texts accompanying the scenes.

We have noted the following scenes of ceremonial games in the New Kingdom,

(1) Medinet Habu (also publLhed by Wreszinski, Atlas, ii, 158, 158a, and by Meyer,

Darstellungen der Fremdvolker, ooo-3io)] (2) Eamesses II, as described below; (8) Theban

Tomb 19, probably early Nineteenth Dynasty (Ro^ellini, J/o/?. Cii\, 105)-; (I) Tomb of

Merire II, Tell el-‘Ainarnah (Davies, El A/tiarna, ii, 40 and Pis. xxxvii-xxxviii; (5) Cairo

Ostracon 25132, from the tomb of Piamesses VI (Daressy, Ostraca, PL xxv, 2G). Here

are five instances in a range of two hundred years.

In the ‘Amarnah scene the king appears in public on his throne to receive the

tribute of the South. In celebration of the event Egyptians break into wrestling, boxing,

and single-stick bouts. PL xxxvii, figs. 1-6, taken from Davies s publication and divided

into separate contests, show these combats.

The ostracon in the Cairo Museum (PL xxxvii, fig. 7) shows two Egyptians beginning

a wrestling bout. Text 5 (PL xxxviii) in hieroglyphs accompanies the scene. The phrase

‘‘in the presence of Pharaoh” may be taken to link up this fragment with its parallels:

games at an appearance of the king^.

In Theban Tomb 19 the combats are held before a shrine of the deified king

Tuthmosis III. Above, two men are engaged in a single-stick bout (PL xxxvii, fig. 8).

Below, two Egyptians are beginning a wrestling bout (Fig. 9); one addresses text

l-f6 (PL xxxviii) to his opponent. Below them and to the right, a pair has just

completed a wrestling match (PL xxxvii, fig. 10). The victor faces the shrine in the

attitude of triumph and utters text 8 (PL xxxviii). It is interesting to find these games in

honour of a dead kingL Doubtless the ancient Egyptians, like the modern, seized the

occasion of any festival for athletic contests. M e consider here only the games at the

appearance of a king, perhaps more formal, skilled, and memorable than local faniazji/at,

and so the only games of which records have descended to us.

1 H. H. Nelson an<l a^sociatC'^, IL /• hi-dordal r^^por<h of I/I.

2 Much of the scene is clear on the w-ih, hut tin' toxU have almost entirely perished; cf

Wreszinski, Atlas, i, 118. The games are lincly delineated hy Davie- hifter Hay) in JEtroiJolltan JEfseifm

BidletU, Dec. 192:i, 51.

2 I collated the text in the iiinsoum show-case. The diMwing was made from tlie puhlication. The

plate of figures w.is drawn hy 5[r. L. Lon cloy.

See perhaps Frazer, Oolden Bough, iv {The Dynig God)^ i)2 th
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The Medinet Habu scenes (PL xxxvii, figs. 11-14 from the left side, figs. 16-21 from the

right) are directly under and centred toward the Audience Window, and thus are clearly

in connexion with the ceremonial appearance of the king, as is also evidenced by the

recurrent phrase “'in the presence of Pharaoh.” Ten combats are shown.

The reader who examines the cartouches in the two central scenes (PI. xxxvii, figs. 14

and 16, with texts 9 and 10, PL xxxviii) will see that they bear the names of Eamesses II,

not Eamesses III. They are Eamesses II blocks reset here in their corresponding places

in Medinet Habu. On the pavement of the court just below scene 13 there lies at present

a loose stone block bearing scene 15. This also belongs to Eamesses IP. These

Eamesses II scenes are clearly identical with those of Eamesses III and must also have

belonged to an audience window.

We thus have five scenes of games in celebration of the appearance of the king. In

the 'Amarnah instance they might be a spontaneous outbreak of joy; but in Medinet

Habu they are clearly the scheduled programme of a festival. Interesting in the scenes

of Eamesses III is the audience of princes, courtiers, and foreigners. Are the latter

accredited ambassadors or important captives brought to view the symbolic victory of

Egypt over her enemies? Their presence among the courtiers suggests that they are free

and respected personages, perhaps the diplomatic envoys.

The discussion of the games will involve: («) the texts accompanying the scenes;

(b) an excursus on a refrain of triumph that recurs in these texts; (c) an examination

of the technique of the games, so far as this can be determined.

{a) The Texts of the Games, PL xxxviii.

Only the Eamesses II and III texts may be taken to show direct copying; yet the

wording of the scenes in Tomb 19 and on the ostracon is so strikingly similar as to

suggest a definite Xew Kingdom combat talk. Some speeches are mocking or threatening;

others are triumphant.

Text 1 (from PL xxxvii, fig. 9). ''Alas for you, 0 miserable^ soldier, who boasted with

his mouth!'' Here the opponent is an Egyptian and is called hsi "miserable” rather

than Jjfti/ “enemy," as in the parallels.

Text 2 (from PL xxxvii, fig. 15). "Alas for you, 0 negro [enemy,] who boasted with

his mouth! Usermare^' [-Setepnere<' is with] me against you! You ” Perhaps some
threat followed.

Text 3 (from PL xxxvii, fig. 19). "Alas for you, 0 Syrian^ enemy, who boasted with

his mouth! Pharaoh, L.P.H., my lord, is with me against you!”
Text 4 (from PL xxxvii, fig. 13). "Alas for youL 0 negro enemy! ITl make you take

a fall helpless, in the presence of Pharaoh!”

^ As far as I know, it was idontified by Dr. XeDon, Field Director of our expedition. AYe assume that

it and the two blocks in s<*ono'^ 14 and 10 'within the broken lines) were brought here in the work done on
the temple sonio thirty yecis ago. In our PL cxii and AVresziuski, Atlas^ ii, loSa, it is even possible to see

the dittereiit quality of the stone, which is very clear on the wall. Dr. Nelson will discuss the relation of

the Karlle'^^eum and Aledinet Habu in the forthcoming volume.
“ On the superfluous s//', see Sethe, Verhi/n, i, ^ 270.
•' The opponent is actually a Libyan, not a Syrian. Tlii^ shows thoughtless copying from a Eamesses II

ancC'>tor text ; the Syrians were the traditional menace to Eamesses II that the LiV)yans were to

Eamexse^ III. The was changed acc'»rdinglv, hut the scriho forgot to change the text !

^ Eoad, witli the parallels, ]iinr vk. This confusion is another instance of unintelligent copying of a

hieroglyphic ancestor text I'presumahly text 2, as scene la is strictly anal()goiis).
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Text 5 (from PI. xxxvii, fig. 7). '"See, I’ll make you take a fall helple.ss^, in the

presence of Pharaoh, L.P.H.!”

Text 6 (from PL xxxvii, fig. 9), “I’ll make you say: 'Oh the folly(?)- of taking the

hand of a soldier of his majesty!”’ The first position in wrestling, as in lig.s. 7 aiul 9,

was perhaps “taking hold of the hand”—literally “filling the hand.’’

Text 7 (from PL xxxvii, fig. 20). “Stand up to me !
1*11 make you see the hand of a

(real) warrior!” Here ‘‘hand” means ‘‘skill/* as often.

Texts 8—12 (from PL xxxvii, figs. 10, 1-1, 16, 21). These, with reservations in the ca'-e

of text 11, are a refrain of triumph after victory. The formula is discussed at length in

the next section, where it is shown to be spoken by a person or persons rejoicing in the

successful completion of an enterprise. 1 take it, then, that the second part is vocative,

addressed to the watching soldiers and their commander. This may be wrong. Tenta-

tively I render : “Amunis the god who decreed the protection against every land to the

ruler, 0 great troop of Usermarer (etc.), Euler of the Two Lands, 0 general 1*’ There

are several alternative translations possible, but none seems convincing.

The remaining four texts from Medinet Habu have, as far as I know, no parallels

from similar scenes.

Text 13 (from PI. xxxvii, fig. 12). The referee, distinguished by a trumpet, warns an

over-zealous wrestler: ‘‘Take care! You*re in the presence of Pharaoh, L.P.H., your

[lord] !
” See the commentary on the technique of the wrestling bouts for the nature of

the prohibited hold.

Text Id (from PI. xxxvii, fig. 18). ‘‘See now—I take hold of your legs, and I'll pitch

you on your side^ in the presence of Pharaoh, L.P.H.
!”

Text 15 (from PL xxxvii, fig. 21). “ The Eoyal Son and Great Commander of the Army,

Ramesses, justified L (says): ‘Forward, forward, 0 good warrior!’”

Text 16 (from PL xxxvii, fig. if). “ Words spoken by the princes and officials: ‘Thou

art like Montu, 0 Pharaoh, L.P.H., our good lord! Amun overthrows for thee the

foreigners who come to set themselves up(?) (against thee)!*" This is not strictly a

combat text in the same sense that the others are. It is addressed to the king by the

spectators of the bouts who stand at the left. It bears, of course, the implication that

foreign countries will be overthrown just as the foreign wrestlers are being over-

thrown.

From these parallels we may take it that the ancient Egyptians had certain

standardized forms of speech which were particularly applicable to ceremonial games

before the king. Of course this agrees well with the prescriptive speeches which their

arabized descendants employ on definite occasions^.

1 Xote the simplex of the rare word (ai wlia-li ^ee (Jardiiu’r, Idt*-rir\ Text", i, do-^, n. ,

Ameiiemopet, 14. 14, and perhaps Pa}L Ebcrs, 101.11. Tla^ >ense here is perhaps /e>/v th’

^ Roselliiii’s upright sign might he a b or a The cvil-hird and tlie context su[)[)lv clues ,)n to I lie

meaning, but the word might he connected with s/'b '’o\ ertlirow, iqiset.’

^ On dnv a.s the costal wall, see Oardinei', Xote-< on Stnrii of ilo, n. '1. (u)iicluM\e materi<il

will he found in Pap. Ebers.

^ The name, following epithet, and uimcus on the hrow of the prince wore not i>ii the wall iii the reign

of Ramesses III, but were added later.

^ Such hackneyed phrases are, to he sure, \ cry common in the literature handed down to u^ from .ineient

Egypt. C/’, for instance, Gardiner-Davies, Tomb of 11 !-•

2SJourn. of Egy[)t. Arch. xvii.
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(6) A Refrain of Triumph.

The jubilant cry which was mentioned under texts 8-12 above occurs several times

in the New Kingdom in a similar setting. The fifteen instances which I have noted

range from Hatshepsut to Eamesses IV ;
the scene is always one of some sort of

triumph. The instances are as follows (PL xxxviii):

Text A, Temple of Der el-Bahri, upper court, interior, east wall, south of granite

doorway, upper register: over the boats in the procession of Arnun proceeding from

Luxor to Karnak (c/. text B). Published in Naville, Deir el Bahari, v, PI. cxxv. The
block containing this text is not now in place, and I have not discovered its whereabouts.

Text B, Luxor temple, Tut<"ankhamun-Harmhab colonnade, east side: the procession

of Amun returning from Luxor to Karnak
;
horizontal line of hieroglyphs over attendants

accompanying the procession. Consists of two ‘‘choruses of jubilation.” Published by
Daressy, Memoires de la Mission, viii, 387, which I collated with the wall. Some addi-

tions and corrections were taken from Worterbuch Zettel 431-3, for which I make
grateful acknowledgement.

Texts C~E (= texts 8-10, from PL xxxvii, figs, 10, 14, 16). Accompany victorious

wrestlers.

Text F, Karnak, outside west wall between 8th and 9th pylons: scene of triumph

on battlefield; text by an Egyptian leading up Hittite captives. Published by Kuentz,

Bataille de Qadech, 65, §6, \vhich I collated with the wall.

Text G. Medinet Habu, second court, south wall: inscription of Year Five, 1. 38. The
setting is a scene of triumph after battle and in front of the Audience Window.
Published in Medinet Hahn, i, PL xxviii.

Text H. Scene to left of G: over Egyptians leading up Libyan captives in a scene

of triumph on the battlefield. Published op. cit., PL xxiii, 1. 2.

Text 1. Medinet Habu, outside north wall: before an Egyptian leading up captives

of the Sea Peoples in a scene of triumph on the battlefield. Published op. cit., PL xlii,

1. 16.

l^ext J (=text 11, from PL xxxvii, fig. 21). Beside a single-stick combatant, as he

throws up his arms and faces the king at the Audience Window^.
Texts K-N. Medinet Habu, first court, east wall: four texts before four Egyptians

leading up Libyan captives in a scene of triumph on the battlefield. Published op. cit.,

II, PL Ixxv.

Text 0. Turin ostracon containing a poem of joy on the accession of Eamesses IV.

Published in Bee. tmv., ii, 116 fi.; translated by Erman, Die Literatur, 347-8, by
Spiegelberg, O.L.Z., xxx (1927), 73 fi. My text follows that of Worterbuch Zettel 704,

for which I make grateful acknowledgement.

Our setting is thus: 8 times in scenes of triumph after battle; 3 times in scenes of

triumph in games; 3 times in scenes of rejoicing in a home-coming procession; once in

a text of rejoicing at the accession of a king. Only in text J is it uncertain whether
the victory has been effected as yet. In three instances (B, G, and H), the hieroglyphs

tell us that these are words repeated by participants in the triumph, while in 0 “all lands”

utter the refrain, and the implication is that they, too, enjoy satisfaction.

Grammatically the text ofiers difficulties, and I am by no means sure that I have
wrested the exact sense out of it. It may be noted in C and H that the verb is clearly

^ This is the victorious «ittitude, combinod with the victorious refrain. But it is not certain that this

man m yet victorious : see commentary on the techniiiue of the single-stick combats below.
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wd ‘‘to command’’ and that it has the prothetic 'alif (I times, as well as twice

written r). As the cases under consideration are spoken after some triumph, I take it that

we have here the imperfective active participle, serving in New Egyptian for the per-

fective. The pronoun sw is sometimes s but never sL The earlier texts write py nht

“the victory”; the Ramesses III and IV texts alter this top/ nhiv. The original use of

“the victory” indicates that the later p/ nhw is parallel in sense and must be translated

as “the protection” rather than as “the protector.” At the end, /* // nb varies with

in // nb—or it may be omitted. It seems not to be essential to the refrain. It is further

to be noted that the Wb. d. aeg. Spr, lists no occurrences of icd with the personal

object only^.

Professor Spiegelberg, who was good enough to examine the texts, suggested that in

text B one might see a distinction between u'd “decree, command” and ivnj

“fresh, fine.” This would serve for the last line (in my copy) of text B: “Amun
decreed the victory to Harmhab. 0 Amun, thou god, fine it is, the victory of the

ruler!” In the same series of scenes {Mhn. de la Miss.y viii, 388, collated), w^d is

clearly written with the serpent: “How happy is the good ruler!”;

but in the first line of text B, in the same exclamation, U'^d lacks the serpent and is

written like led. Professor Spiegelberg admitted that this tempting distinction will serve

for text B but not for the later texts with the prothetic. It may have been the

original form, misunderstood by later generations, and I may be wrong in attempting

to translate all texts alike.

Mr. K. C. Seele suggests that “the victory” is in apposition to the pronoun sw:

“Amun is the god who decreed it, (namely) the victory, to the ruler" (or ‘*of the

ruler”). If I have a lingering doubt of the construction as being unwieldy, I can ofier

nothing more plausible. Alternatively one might assume a “nominal sentence,” with the

participle serving as adjectival predicate (Sethe, Noininalsatz, §80a; Gardiner, Eg,

Gramm.

y

§371), and render: “Amun, the god; he is the one who decreed the victory

to the ruler.” In view of the fact that the setting of the text calls for a thankful

refrain of triumph, we might suppose that an unusual form was employed for emphasis

and translate: '‘Amun is the god who decreed the victory to the ruler.” As this word-

ing seems to embody the desired sense, I shall use it wdth the frank acknowledgement

that it is a makeshift. Let us pass the texts in review.

Text A. “.
. . . beloved of Atum(?)-Re. Amun is the god tvko decreed [the eictorg^ to

the ruler! Amun is in the User[het barque] . . . .

”

Text B. (The people accompanying the returning procession); ‘They rejoice before

his majesty: ‘How happy is the good ruler when he has conveyed Amun, for He decreed

him valour against the south and victory against [the north!] Amun [is the god who

decreed!] the victory to the ruler

[Also the people] “who are following his majesty: the chorus of jubilation which

they utter: ‘Harmhab is conveying Him who begat him! Decreed for him was kingship

from the beginning of the lifetime of Re<' in heaven. He is rewarded with valour and

victory over every foreign country that attacks him. Amun decreed the victory to

Harmhab. (Yes), Amioi is the god who decreed the victory to the ruler! ....’” (I can

make little of the end of the text.) Two points emerge here. The speech is labelled

a hn nhm “chorus of jubilation^.” Further, the statement in direct prose that Amun

^ That is, we cannot trandate : Auulii is the i;od who coniiniNsionctl him ; the victory beh»ngs to the

ruler.’

On hn see Sethe, Drama tische Texte^ 17(3-7.

:>8—

2
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decreed the triumph to Harmhab is followed immediately by the formula, as if in happy
expansion of the idea.

Text C. Eead again nlit ‘‘the victory.’’ Possibly the sign through the shown
by Rosellini as should be v—a, and plural strokes may have been present.

Tests D and E. See translations of texts 8-12.

Text F. After the formula there is a lacuna, then: '‘Pharaoh. L.P.H. The lands

come (?) to thee/' etc., showing that it is again a speech.

Text G. (The First Libyan war has reached a successful termination.) “Every
survivor was brought captive to Egypt—hands and phalli without number—led captive

and pinioned under the Audience Window. The chiefs of foreign countries were assembled,

beholding their misery. As for the Court of Thirty and the train of the king, their arms

were stretched out, their jubilations (rose) freely to the sky. They (said): '^Amen-Re<‘ is

the god ivho decreed the protection against every land to the ruler I There follows further

description of the jubilant scene.

Test H, “Words spoken by the officials and captains: 'Amun is the god who decreed

the protection to the ruler ivho carries off every land! 0 Usermarec, Amun has decreed

to thee thy victory (?)^ like Re^' forever and ever!”’

Texts I-X, Simply the formula, except J, which is treated in translations of

texts 8-12.

Text 0. “All lands say to him: ‘Beautiful is the Horus on the throne of Amun, the

[god^ who sent him forth, the protector {!) of the ruler, L.P.H.
,
who carries off every land!’”

Here tradition has carried on the chant, but its meaning has become obscured, and wdi

has been substituted for ivd.

Text P. In view of the last instance, it is interesting to note what may be an echo

in the time of Piankhi (Piankhi Stela, 1. 12 = Url\ iii, 8). The king gives a final charge

to his expeditionary force, directing them to say: ‘‘Form the line of battle! Thou
knowest that Amun is the god ivho sent us forth!” Is this in partial memory of what
was once a formal chant of victory?

(c ) The Technique of the Games.

This article was originally intended to be a study of the texts only, but an empirical

examination of some of the wrestling holds suggested that it might be worth securing

data on the technique of the games themselves. I appealed to Professor George M.
Harper, jun., of the Department of Classics in Yale University, and he studied the
wrestling scenes and sent me generous notes and suggestions on their nature. I am
indebted for what follows to his sympathetic interest and his knowledge of the

palaestrian art. The wording is my own. For greater distinction we have shaded the
hair of one of the two contestants in our figures—he will be referred to as “Dark,” his

unshaded adversary as “Light.” See PL xxxvii.

Figures 1 and 2. Dark has been thrown and lies upon the ground^. Light turns to

the judges' stand—or rather the king—and throws up his hands in triumph. See
remarks on the objective of the bouts below.

Figure 3. This is a common and effective hold of modern wrestling, apparently
carried out as we should wish to do it now. Light has applied a ‘‘hip-lock and chancery,”

^ UtMtliim tt'iit.itn ely u'd /Jc 'Imu ahtd.
~

lit ti'i '1, D.irk not rictually in the air. The arrangoineut of the groups was very compact (not as in
• >ur , ,inh lit* w,is drawn where he lies to give room for the pair ot fig. 3 below him.
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and Dark is as good as thrown. It would naturally follow after fig. 7 through the

following manoeuvres. Light stepped rapidly forward, placing his left leg and hip against

Dark s left thigh and hip. At the same time he slipped his left arm around Dark's neck, so

that Dark s head was caught between his elbow and arm-pit. In stepping forward, he
had almost turned his back on Dark and, to prevent the latter from seizing an advantage,

gave a sudden and strong pull on Dark’s head with his left arm, at the same time
thrusting his hip up against that of Dark. Dark was thus lifted off his feet, and his

body now lies over Light’s back and right shoulder. Light grasping Dark’s legs with his

right arm. This is the situation as shown in fig. 3. Light goes on one knee, planning

to give a sudden upward heave and throw his opponent’s body free of his own. Dark
landing in front on his back. At the stage depicted there is no possible counter for

Dark.

Figure 4. Dark probably abandoned the tentative hold of fig. 7 to make a sudden
lunge at Light and secure a '"body hold*’ about the waist. Light then drew back

sharply and took advantage of Dark’s crouching position to secure a " reverse body
hold” with both arms, thus preventing Dark from throwing him backward. Light's leg

is thrown forward in order to maintain his balance, and Dark may seize the knee and
gain a certain advantage. Neither contestant has a marked advantage, but Light can

perhaps toss Dark to one side or the other, or, by taking a backward somersault, he

may throw Dark up and over and on his back.

Figure 7. This is now known as the ‘T’eferee’s hold'’ in starting a bout, each man
grasping his opponent behind the neck. They feel out each other's strength and

manoeuvre for position.

Figure 9. This is a slightly more advanced stage of the same hold. Light’s purpose

in seizing Dark’s wrist was to pull Dark’s left arm forward and to the right, work around

behind Dark’s back and thus gain an advantage. He, perhaps, had the same desire in

fig. 7. Dark is trying to prevent this by holding Light's left wrist with his right hand.

Figure 10. Cf. figs. 1 and 2.

Figure 12. Light has taken a "chancery hold" [rf. fig. 3). It is, how^ever, about

the neck rather than the head and is really a "strangle hold." Therefore the referee is

perhaps warning him against blocking Dark's windpipe. This is an interesting indication

that these games had definite rules and restrictions. The hold is a good one, and Light

is in a strong position. Dark's efforts to control Light’s knees are futile, as he can apply

little power in his present position. Harper suggests that Light could have improved

his case even more by combining a ‘‘bar hold" with the "chancery" —running his right

arm under Dark’s left shoulder and then his right forearm across Dark's back, in order

to prize Dark's arm and shoulder backwards. At the same time his left arm would

squeeze and bear down on Dark's head, thus rolling Dark down and on his right side.

As the drawing stands, Light is attempting to gain the same end. but without the added

leverage of the “bar hold.’'

Figures 13 and 15. It is clear that Light has a marked advantage and that Dark is

on the defensive. Yet it is difficult to name the hold. Light may be attempting a

“hip-lock”: using his right hip as a fulcrum, he hopes to swing Dark under him in

front. He has thrown his right arm around Dark's shoulders to hold the latter at his

hip and controls Dark’s left arm in a “wrist-lock." Dark tries to prevent Light from

pulling him forward and then down by interlocking his left leg in Light’s right.

The “hip-lock” is the more plausible explanation, but one may also interpret the

scene as an attempted "flying mare": grasping Dark's left hand, Light plans to draw
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his opponent’s left arm over his (Light’s) right shoulder. Using the shoulder as a fulcrum,

he would draw Dark sharply forward over it and throw him down on his back in front.

Figures 14 and 16. C/. figs. 1 and 2.

Figure 17. Harper criticizes this as poor wrestling and remarks that its only justi-

fication is the apparent success of Light, who is attempting to trip Dark backwards by

throwing his left leg behind Dark’s knees. With his right arm he grips Dark s right

shoulder, apparently with the intention of pulling it down and forward, thus landing

Dark backwards on his right side. Success seems assured, but Light could have

improved his hold by locking both arms around Dark’s body, to swing his opponent

where he wished. As it is. Light's left arm is useless, and his right side is unprotected.

Since both Dark’s feet are off the ground, he cannot take advantage of his slight

opportunities.

Figure 18. Here interpretation is a little diflicult. Harper suggests the following

course of action. Dark attempted an offensive by grasping with his left arm for a body

hold, at the same time stepping through with his right leg in an attempt to trip Light

by interlocking with the latter’s left leg. With his right hand Dark reaches under Light s

left arm to the back of Light’s head for leverage, incidentally taking a grip on Light s

hair. Dark’s intention is to push with his left arm, pull with his right, and trip with his

right leg, so that Light will fall on his left side, with Dark landing upon him. However,

Light has countered effectively and prevented Dark’s step-through by seizing his

opponent's knee with his right hand. With his left arm Light apparently hopes to swing

his opponent on to the latter’s right side, using Light’s left thigh as the fulcrum. At

the present indecisive stage of the bout. Light has the stronger position of the two.

Figure 19. Light has attempted either a ‘'flying mare” (c/. fig. 13) or a hip-lock”

(c/. figs. 3, 13). With his left hand he grips Dark’s knee, planning to throw Dark

forward over his shoulder. Dark has a “chancery hold” on the head of Light, but it

seems purely defensive, and Light could easily break it in tossing Dark forward. Light

has a very distinct advantage, and, if he were making proper use of his right arm with

a firmer grip, he would have his opponent in a hopeless position. For the “flying mare”

he should grasp the right arm of Dark; for the “hip-lock” Dark’s right arm or neck.

This completes Professor Harper’s detailed study of the wrestling scenes. His

findings bear out what we knew from the Middle Kingdom wrestling groups : that a full

series of developed and effective wrestling holds was known and practised by the

ancient Egyptians. Harper writes: “Egyptian wrestling was amazingly like our own.

Some of the holds are carried out just as we should wish to do them now. I judge that

the object of this wrestling was to force the adversary to touch both hands and one

knee, or one hand and both knees, or perhaps all four to the ground, rather than to pin

his shoulders to the mat. {Cf. figs. 10, 14, 16.) In this respect it resembles the Graeco-

Roman wrestling which is still common in various places, notably in the Grasmere sports

in the English lake district. My contention is perhaps supported by the absence of any

picture of wrestling on the mat. On the other hand, some of the holds used, if carried

to their natural conclusion, would normally land the adversary on his back. With this

difference in purpose, some of the holds here pictured have a somewhat unusual

application from the point of view of the catch-as-catch-can character of intercollegiate

wrestling^.”

I would venture to differ slightly from Harper on the purpose of Egyptian wrestling

as here depicted. It may be that “three point” or “four point” falls were sought, but

^ I have made a few minor alterations in his wording.
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I do not think that they were necessarily confined to the hands and knees. In figs. 10,

14, 16, on which he bases this conclusion, Dark is certainly prone on three points. But
in each case he is facing toward the king, and it is fully possible that the Egyptian
artist drew him in the conventional respectful attitude of “kissing the ground.’' Since

he must be drawn on the ground, he should be drawn in the worshipful attitude—in

figs. 14 and 16, he is a foreigner, and if these games were symbolical of Egypt's victory

he should end by kissing the ground before Pharaoh. On the other hand, in the less

conventional art of Amarnah (figs. 1, 2), Dark lies on his back or side. As Harper admits,

some of the holds, when carried through to their logical conclusion, would land the

defeated man on his back (figs. 3, 4, 13, 19) or on his side (figs. 12, 17, 18). In text 14

one wrestler threatens to throw the other on his side. Our texts show only upright

wrestling and no wrestling on the mat. Apparently a fail of some recognizable character

ended each bout^.

There is one final consideration with regard to the wrestling matches of the ceremonial

games, the opponent may be a negro (figs. 12-15), or a Libyan (figs. 16, 17, 19), or a

Syrian (text 3). It is quite possible that the games were symbolical, suggesting the

overthrow of Egypt’s enemies {cf. text 16). Were the bouts “fixed'’ ? Was it preordained

that the foreigner, after putting up a stout resistance, should lose to the Egyptian? Or

were the bouts fair, unpopularity being the chief bar to the success of the foreigner ? In

the latter case, the consistent success of the Egyptian here depicted would be merely

due to the artistic and literary convention that Egypt is always represented as victorious.

I should not venture to give a definite answer to these questions. The Egyptian love of

watching good sport, the fact that there were also bouts between two Egyptians (fig. 18

and the earlier ceremonial games, figs. 1-10), and the probable presence of foreign

ambassadors or visitors among the spectators, give us some reason to believe that the

bouts were fair. But if the games were symbolic, as their representation in the temple

suggests, the success of the Egyptian might well have been demanded. Then tlie foreign

contestants would be pledged to ‘‘put up a good show'’ and then succumb.

The single-stick combats (figs. 5, 8, 11, 20, 21) show less of strain and abandon than

the wrestling scenes. They look more formal and poised, like the modern Egyptian

games with the nabhut. However, the contestants wield sticks with knuckle-guards and

wear a vambrace strapped to the free arm and a chin-guard This indicates that solid

blows were expected and given. One can only guess at what the purpose of the bouts

might be. Perhaps they went through stylized and abrupt flourishes of their weapons,

bringing the sticks as close to the opponent's face as possible (figs. 8, 11, 20)—again the

modern games oSer this suggestion; the one pertinent text (7) indicates skill rather than

force. Or a smart thumping of sticks against leathern chin-guards, following elaborate

and formal flourishes, might be rewarded with points. The pairs in figs. 5 and 21 show

a similarity of attitude: one man saluting the spectators, the other with arms thrown

high in the air, turned toward the king. The latter attitude agrees wdth that of the

triumphant wrestlers, and one man is accompanied by the refrain of triumph (text 11),

which should show that he is already victorious. Against this view it must be noted

^ Perhaps any three points slioulder, hip, and clbowj were suthcieiit tor a fall. In the upright

wrestling of the Greeks, three falls out of live were necessary for victory. Ihe Peni Hasan wro'^tling series

seems to include also wrestling on the mat. It may be that the Xew Kingdom ceremonial games ‘‘in the

presence of Pharaoh h,id their own rule'^. Cf, text 1 3.

2 Possibly also a padding on the brow and a strap on the free upper arm im tigs. 20, 21 i, but neither

of these is certain.
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that a prince is delivering an incitative speech to one of the two contestants (text 15),

which might be taken to show that they are just about to begin their bout. But the

Egyptian artist does not normally give us a photographic depiction of one single stage

of an action; in one picture he may show several different and successive stages of a

story. I believe that the triumphant attitude and speech surely mean a successful

outcome of the bout.

The boxing pair—if such they actually are—at 'Amarnah (fig. 6) has no parallel, to

our deep regret. To the Occidental it is decidedly interesting to find this sport in the

Near East more than a thousand years before Alexander's conquests. It seems not to

have survived into the later ceremonial games

We have thus a picture of games as a scheduled part of festive ceremonies held in

the presence of the king. The games were skilled and governed by a definite code; the

participants were perhaps trained gladiators.

1 Mr. K. C. Se€*le calls iny attention to the example illustrated in Zeitschr. /. <t<f, 87. Of

course, tbi> may show (4reek or Homan influence.



A NOTE ON THE OKKIIN OF OSIRIS
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By T. J. COLIN BALY

The legend of Osiris as we find it at the date of the Pyramid Texts is not that of

Plutarch, nor, indeed, is it a single whole. Osiris was a king, the father of Horus, who

inherited his kingdom, and he was killed either by drowning {Denkni. Mentph. TheoL) or

by being knocked down by his brother Set {Pijr.). In the first case Set is apparently

not the cause of the disaster, which has the appearance of an accident in which Isis and

Nephthys made an unsuccessful attempt at rescue. In this version Osiris is buried at

H4~iti in Lower Egypt. In the second case three localities are mentioned as the scene

of the murder, Ndi4 [Pyr, 721, 819, 125G, 2188), which includes a bank [wdh) of Xedit

(1008), Glisdi (972, 1033, 1799) and idh (2115). In all probability idb and the icdb Ndi-t

are the same place, so that there are merely two variants. The “Bank of Xedit
’’

suggests the drowning story, but there is no actual mention of it. Ghs-ti is mentioned

in connection with the death of Osiris in line 137 of the apparently early Ramesseum

Coronation Papyrus^.

The ^Z(^-pillar, which has so often been claimed as showing that Osiris was originally

a tree deity has long since been shown to have originally been a separate god, probably

totemic, at Memphis, and to have been later absorbed by Osiris (Sethe, Unters., iii, 134).

The Ramesseum Papyrus referred to above shows Osiris as an im^-tree placed upon a

dd, which is spoken of as Set. The identifications may be worthless—they belong to that

period of identification when the doors of a shrine holding a god were called the jaws of

Set, while the shrine itself was Set bearing Osiris, and so forth; but they at least show

that the drf-pillar cannot have been identified with Osiris until after the latter had

become the victim of Set, that is, until a comparatively late period in his development.

The cZcZ-pillar itself opens up very interesting lines of thought, not the least of which

touches the story of Bata, but it is of no particular importance in the study of Osirian

origins.

Another usually accepted statement about Osiris is that he was originally a king.

There is no definite evidence for this, since the mentions of that aspect appear to be

later than his identification with cnd-ti, Sethe points out in his UrgescJiichte (81) that

Osiris apparently took his insignia of royalty, with an exception to be commented on

below^ from Andjety, and Kees {Totenglaubei}, 197) remarks “Vielleicht verdankt also

Osiris ihm \fnd4l^ die starke Auspragung seiner Cliarakterziige als Konig, but no one

seems to have pointed out the possibility of his having taken his kingship entirely from

this source. Yet it is hardly likely that a king would shed his own attributes entirely

and absorb those of another.

1 Sethe, Dram. Tej'te, ii, *242, where he points out that it may be identical with sU't^ whence O^-iris

comes in Pyr. 1761.

2 Frazer, Adonis, Attis, and Osiris, and, mure convincin-ly, ^Sidney Smith, History of Assyria (H)2.S),

123 ff.

3 The Upper Egy[)tian crown iLCUored iiero as bein^ [(tdpably a Liter intrusion.

Journ. of Egypt Arch. xvii. 29
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Osiris’ name is of some interest in the study of origins. The reading inv s-t, ‘^He

who makes (his) throne,” ignores the fact that in early times it is usually written not

and Sethe’s suggestion^ of s4 ir-t, ^*The place of the Eye,” is preferable; his later

development of ’^Augenfreude,” however, is not so attractive, despite the parallel of

lb, and the sense may well be quite literal. Now the most important ‘*Eye” in early

Egyptian religion is that of Horus. If Osiris is ‘*The Place of (Homs’) Eye” there must

have been some connexion between them prior to the date at present supposed. An
early connexion would, however, explain why an Osiris, murdered by Set, is already in

alliance with Horus while the latter is still at peace with Set. It is noted above that in

the Shabako Stone Osiris is apparently drowned accidentally and Horus and Set are still

at peace. What more natural than that when Horus and Set became enemies the latter

should become the cause of Osiris’ death?

In further explaining the meaning of Osiris’ name on this assumption the nature of

the Horus-eye comes into question, and a study of this problem in the early texts has

led me to the conclusion that it may have been originally connected with that Ladanum
to which Newberry refers in Journal, xv, 86 ff. Ladanum was used in making incense

and incense is closely connected with the Eye. Horus fumigates himself over the Eye,

and in Pijr. 2075 we find: ”Ho N., I have come. I have brought the Horus-eye which

is in its t. Its perfume is on thee, 0 N. Its perfume is on thee. The perfume of the

Horus-eye is on thee, 0 N., and thou art a ha thereby, thou rulest thereby, and thou

takest thy '^^/7’'^crown thereby among the gods.” The first part of this passage assumes

that the Eye is sweet smelling and the second part may well refer to incense in view of

its divinizing qualities. Further, in Pjjr. 133 and 695 we read: “The Horus-eye weeps

upon the dniv-hnshP There is no further information in this passage but it is at least

possible that the (//^^c-bush is the Gnm-cistus and that the weeping of the Eye is the

exudation of the Ladanum. If this is so it follows that Osiris must originally have been

this Gum-c7bf^^6‘, and it is of interest in this connexion that incense was considered as

an exudation of Osiris^.

Osiris brought in as part of his insignia goat's-horns (Sethe, UrgescJi,, 81) and is early

connected with a goat or ram at Mendes. Note also that at a very early period a beard,

presumably the king's, was deified (Borchardt, Saliure, i, 97), and that it was so

important that despite the habit of clean shaving both the kings and the gods wore long

thin false beards with curled tips (Erraan-Ranke, Aeggpten, 251-2) not unlike a matted
goat's beard. Now Newberry (ibid.) has pointed out that the goats’ beards got matted
with Ladanum and that this was one way of collecting it. It is not diflacult to imagine

the importance, and even the deification, of an object so impregnated with a sacred

substance, and hence the deification of the goat itself.

If Osiris were originally the Ladanum-bearing Cistus he would naturally be of the

ordinary vegetation type, and the two stories of his death would be quite normal.

A vegetation god is frequently spoken of as drowned, and wLat is more natural for

a tree-god than that his death should be spoken of as “felling”? His identification with
Andjety, and hence his kingship, is easy to explain when one considers the latter’s con-

nection with Ladanum.

1 Jiechis vnd Links, 2.33, and Urgesch., 79.

- Blickuiaii, A,Z,, l, 00 ff.
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EXCAVATIONS AT ARMANT, 1929-^31

By 0. H. MYERS and H. W. FAIRMAN

With Plates xxxix-lxvii.

As the Buchemn and Baqaria are to be published very fully in volume form during

the course of next year it has been thought better to publish here some of the extraneous

material excavated than to give a preliminary report upon the main operations. Of the

various minor excavations undertaken during the last two seasons, the cemeteries seemed

to have least associations with the major work and have therefore been selected for

publication in the Journal.

The graves recorded were dug for various reasons. Cemeteries 100, 400 and 500

were encountered in the course of other operations and only the graves touched were

cleared. In each case there are probably many more graves in the cemetery. Cemetery

600 was a deliberate sondage to discover what sort of prehistoric material our colleagues

the sabbdkMti were obtaining in their excavations to the south. We cleared cemeteries 200,

700 and 900 partly in the hope that we might find something bearing upon the Bucheum

and partly with a view to training some workers in this type of digging.

In the season of 1929-30 Mr. F. W. Green was Director, and Mr. H. W. Fairman,

Miss N. E. Scott and M. B. Van de Walle all assisted in the work. During last season

Messrs. Myers (Director), Fairman, T. J, C. Baly, A. G. Buchanan, R. N. Lester and

W. B. K. Shaw comprised the stall. Fairman took charge of most of the work on

cemeteries 700-900 whilst Myers was ill; Miss Scott dug GOO.

I am indebted to Mr. T. Midgley for his description of the linen and to Mr. Guy

Brunton and Professor Sir Flinders Petrie for much valuable assistance.

We are indebted to Dr. Robert Mond for financing the entire work at Armant

and for building, for the use of the staff, the comfortable headquarters known as

Bucheum House.

Cemetery 100 (Pis. xxxix and xl).

The graves were all very close together and were mere cuts in the ground to take

the bodies, mostly slightly narrowed at the head. The robbers had smashed up every*

thing. Apparently all the bodies had been wrapped in a coarse linen shroud bound with

tape, a sample of which from 105 is drawn on PL liv; that in 115 had been bound with

string; that in 112 B had green and red embroidery down the front. An aged woman

buried in 112 A had a dress covered with green, red and yellow embroidery. Unfortunately

it was too broken and decayed to enable us to preserve any of it.

Mr. Midgley, of the Chadwick Museum, Bolton, has very kindly sent the following

report on specimens from this cemetery:

103 A. Coarse brown linen, plain weave. Bundles of red and green wool yarns are

drawn between the weft threads which pa.^s over these bundles irregularly.

103 B. As no A.

29—2
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404 A. Woollen cloth embroidered with an interlacing lozenge design in purple wool.

A line of fancy stitching along one edge.

404 B. Two fragments of linen, plain weave, of hard twisted yarns. Woven stripes

in red and green wool. Note the peculiar bunching of the warp yarns.

404 C. Fragments of fine linen, plain weave. Yarns particularly well spun. Remains

of coloured stucco decoration adhering.

114. Woollen cloth, plain weave. Edge stiffened and stitched over. Two narrow

stripes tapestry-woven in red wool.

112 A. Linen, plain open weave. Edge stitched over.

112 B. Coarse hard linen, plain selvedge on one side. Warp ends form a fringe.

In places two or three warp threads in one shed. Warp yarns very uneven in diameter.

112 C. As B. Warp ends peculiarly flattened, possibly from the pressure of the

cloth beam.

112 D. Coarse linen yarns, variable in diameter and amount of twist. In one place

there are two sets of three wefts in one shed.

110 A. Woollen woven cloth, check design in green wool.

110 B. Linen, canvas weave, with indistinct bands of blue, green and red wool.

HOC. Blue wool yarns, very evenly spun and hard twisted as though intended for

warp.

Cemetery 200 (Pis. xxxix and xli).

This cemetery consists for the most part of large tombs re-used at different periods

and finally robbed again and again. In several tombs the robbers had been so thorough

as to use sieves. When we saw that the last use of the tombs had been in Roman times

we decided that, considering their proximity to the Bucheum, it might be worth while

to expend more trouble over them than their condition would otherwise have warranted.

In those cases where the entire contents had been turned over and over we sieved the

whole of the filling. The rewards were hardly adequate, the only objects relating to the

Bucheum being the limestone bull’s-head from 203 (PL Ixi, fig. 2) and the two Buchis

amulets from 205 (PI. lx, fig. 2).

I have been unable to find any parallels for tombs 201 and 202, though j\Ir. Winlock

tells me that he has found them at Kurnah. Fortunately we found pots in position at

the bottom of the chambers which, together with the beads, enabled us to date their

construction to the Eleventh-Twelfth Dynasties. Tomb 216, of a very similar plan, we
could also attribute to this period. The flint picks with which these tombs were exca-

vated are shown in PL lix, fig. 3. They were left by the workmen in the bottom chambers.

A small alabaster kohl pot and a few spheroid green faience beads which were dropped

by the robbers in the shaft of 201 remained untouched during the later use and robbing.

Tombs 205, 206, 207 and possibly 208 are so similar to the Second-Dynasty tombs at

Sedment {Sedmeyit //, Ixxxi) that, although no Old Kingdom objects were found in them,

we can safely attribute their original construction to that period. We can do this the

more safely in that they had obviously been used and re-used, as witness the Sekhmet
and Taurt figures from 206. These were found underneath a pottery coffin. Presumably
they were left by the pre-Roman robbers, and the Romans, placing the coffin on top of

them, saved them from modern robbers. I should be inclined to think that 203, 204 and
200 were re-used early tombs, but there is no proof. 211- is undoubtedly contemporary
with its burials, that is to say, 4th century a.d.
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Objects of any interest other than those mentioned above were few. 204 produced
a pot-handle stamped with the name of Epikrateus. In 205, 207 and 208 there were
bronze armour scales (PL Ixiii) similar to the one found loose near the Bucheum. 205
had a terra-cotta caricature and a baubo of rather unusual type (PL Ixi). In 207

there were definite traces of a gilt and coloured plaster mask near some head bones, but
we were unable to gain any idea of what it had been like as it was altogether too frag-

mentary. The block out of which the stone sarcophagus in this tomb had been cut carried

the inscription (probably of Eamesses II)

:

© ©'

,0

The glass bottle and stone weight from 214 were undisturbed and date to the

4th century a.d. The weight weighs 801 grains. Four hundred grains would be reason-

able for a Koman uncia of that period, but the half-uncia does not appear to have been

used as a unit and the weight is marked A . Presumably it is therefore four ber^as, 200

grains being correct for a beqa. The foot of an alabaster statue (PL Ixi) from the

same tomb appears to have come from a classical statue of some delicacy; it has been

sawn, not broken off. Plans of the above tombs are given on PL xli.

Cemetery 400 (Pis. xxxix and xli).

With the exception of 404 the tombs in this cemetery were multiple burials in

bricked-up chambers with rectangular shafts. For the most part the bodies were in pottery

coffins and had been covered with cartonnage. Only one cartonnage, 403 B, was in a suffi-

ciently good state of preservation to be copied, and this is shown in PL Ivi. The
appended section by Fairman deals fully with this cartonnage and some similar specimens

from the British Museum, one of which mentions Buchis. As this cemetery has not

been completely robbed we shall continue work upon it later. The face from the fid of the

coffin of 403 B is shown in PL Iviii. Fairman deals with the dating of these graves.

Cartonnage froyn Tomb 403.

Tomb 403 was unrobbed, but, unfortunately, the roof had fallen in and smashed

the lids of the coffins. Only in 403 B was the cartonnage preserved to any extent, and

even in this case large portions were destroyed, especially at the edges and sides. After

the body had been cleaned, and the inscriptions copied, the coffin was removed to the

house. It was impossible to take a satisfactory photograph, but Miss I. ^1. Crookenden

made a full-scale painting, and in this facsimiles of the inscriptions w^ere inserted

(PL Ivi). The hand copies of the inscriptions (PL Iv) are in no sense facsimiles, but

are intended to be transcriptions in a modem, formal hand. Xaturally, the relative vsizes

of the lacunae and the forms of certain signs have been reproduced. The names of the

cynocephali were exceedingly difficult to read, and in most cases were almost completely

destroyed. I have been unable to find, among any of the lists of apes known to me,

parallels to such of the names as have been preserved.

A. Inscription down the legs. The beginning was lost, but it is quite certain that

it was originally inscribed.

(Utterance, 0 Osiris M horn of N) there comes to thee Aniibis, v:ho is in the divine

booth, Tmi-wt, Lord of Ta-djeser, that he may give thee a goodly and excellent burial in the

Necropolis. Wep~ivawet orders the roads''^, that he may open a ivay"^^ for thee in the

Necropolis.
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Notes.

(a) In the original there is a small horizontal stroke at the point where one would

expect the head of m in mtnic. It is definitely not a part of m, nor is there room for the

insertion of a sign between n and mtnw. It is possible that we are to read here

Tir n-(k)mtmv, ‘'shows thee the roads'" {cj. Brugsch, Worterhiich, n, 572). The trans-

lation given above assumes the omission of n (cf. Sethe, A.Z., lix, 87 and Mariette,

Denderah, i, 9, 13 for a similar phrase),

(b) Probably read 7ntn with nw in the place of the second t.

B. Inscription over Nut. An uncertain amount has been lost at the beginning and

the end.

... (1) the jplace in which thou art. Mayest thou go forth and return^ ivitJiout (2) thy

legs beiyig repelled. Mayest thou enter in to'-^ (3) the god, and not he turned back^ living,

(4) abiding, renewed and yoimg for ever. (5) Nut the great, (6) who bore the gods, protects

thee^ (7) in the Necropolis that thou niayest (8) live, be renewed and be young (9) and not

perish for ever. (10) 0 Osiris, justified, (11) thy another Nut spreadeth herself^ (12) over

thee in her iiaine of St(y)- (13) pt^b Thy ntother Nut shall not he distant (14) frorn thee^

(15) in her name of ^Ahe Distant One^fi she makes (16) thee to be a god without (17) any

foes in her ^lame of {IS) God^ ....

Notes.

(a) Bead ^k'k hr ntr.

(b) Read ir-s s^-k. The form of s/ was most uncertain in the original, but may well

have been some form of ape.

(c) Room for_ at the top of the line. To the right is a trace of a horizontal stroke

which suits n.

(d) There is possibly just room for the full writing ^ at the top of the line; is

certain. iStO)-pt: in the texts of the Pr dwn this is the place of origin of the five grains

of Lower Egyptian Natron {Pyr. 27e). It has been identified with the Wadi en-Natrun.

It is also one of the epithets of Nut (TP^. d. aeg. Spr., iv, 550-1). For the whole phrase
cf. Pyr. 638; B.M. 6647 (coffin of Mycerinus); Naville, Todtenhuch, PL ccii, 32; and
frequently on the coffins of the priests of Month in Cairo (Gauthier, Cercueils anthropdkles

des prDres de Montou, Nos. 41044, p. 35; 41046, p. 86; 41047, p. 116, etc.)

(e) Nothing lost.

(f) Cf. Pyr. 638. Most of the texts of the priests of Month read (or dTs)

wnn-k m ntr, nn hftiw-k m bw nb snip ini. The traces after ntr in line 18 seem to indicate

that what followed was probably hnm^s tw ni-r ht 7ib {dw) (Gauthier, op. czV., No. 41048, p. 144,

which is parallel to our text). Another possibility, though not quite so likely, is that we
are to read hnm-s tw ni rnp n hnmt wrt (Gauthier, op. cit., Nos. 41044, p. 34; 41050,

p. 186; 41051, p. 212).

Since the completion of our work a search has been made for parallels to the
cartonnage in the hope that information might be gained which would help to date the
cemetery, and also because we considered that the graves might well be those of priests

of Buchis, or others connected with the Bucheum. A personal search in the galleries of

the Cairo Museum has produced nothing. Mr. Baly has searched the relevant volumes
of the Cairo Catalogue, and also the publications of other museums, but has not found
any parallels except to the Nut inscriptions. I have been able to find only one
published cartonnage which bears any resemblance to 403 B {cf. Elliott Smith and
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Dawson, Egyptian Mummies, frontispiece, and p. Ill:; from Nubia). Finally, Mr. F. W.
Green drew my attention to some cartonnages in the British Museum which were

obviously similar to the Armant one. By the courtesy of Mr. Sidney Smith they have

been examined, and photographs of three of them—Nos. ^)9<)5, ()9bS, 0909—are published

on PI. Ivii to show the main varieties. There are eight of this type of cartonnage in the

British Museum—Nos. 6963 to 6969 inclusive, ancl 3120*2^. Of these, 0969 bears the

closest resemblance to -103 B. The mention of Buchis also renders it worthy of further

study.

Cartonnage B,M. 6969 (Pis. Iv, Ivii).

A. Inscription over Nut.

(1) Given life, (2) Nut, (3) the Great, ivho bore the god(s), (4) Khnip't'^, (5) the hbst-ntr^J,

(6) in dw/t ayid st/t.

Notes.

(a) Khuyet, a goddess of Athribis [cf. Journal, vii, 11; Piankhi 108).

(b) Hhst-yitr: ‘'the divine wife.’’ Occurs again in B.M. 0900. An epithet of Huujt of

Athribis (c/. ^Yh. d. aeg. Spr,, iii, 67 : i\[6ller, A.Z., lv, 95-0).

B. Inscription over the winged beetle.

(1) Homage to thee, (2) Horakhte, Great God, (3) Lord of Heaven, Kheperi, (4) self-ynade.

Hoiv pleasayit is (5) thy (risiyig)'^'- in the horizon. (0) tchen thou lightenest (7) the Tu'o Lands

with thy rays. (8) All the gods rejoice (9) irhen they see him (10) {as king of heaveyiy\

(11) Wnwt is 0)1 thy head^.

Notes.

(a) Read whyi-k as in 6966, 6967, 6968.

(b) Read yn nisivt n pt {cf. B.M. 6966, 6967, 6968, all of which omit sw).

(c) Tp is certain, though badly formed. B.M. 6966 reads idp irnw yymni m tpf;

B.M. 6967 substitutes tpL for tpf; B.M. 6968 is incomplete. There is hardly room for

the insertion of nbt in line 10. Moreover, the goddess is undoubtedly meant here, though

in each of the other texts wyiw is determined by d • For the phrase cf. Rec, de trai\,

XXXIV, 181, 182.

C. Inscription down the legs.

Utterance: 0 Osiris, chief of the mysteries of the Osins Bachis'^^, Ai-ih-vr
,
justified,

there COyyies to thee Aniihis, Tini-wt, To/yZ of To-djeser, that he lying give thee a goodly burial

on the ivest of Thebes.

Notes.

(a) hri-sst^ yi isir hh \ in the late period hri~ssti has special reference to embalming

(c/. Spiegelberg, A.Z., lvi, 3-4: “Nach unserem Texte ist der hrUssti oft’enbar der Leiter

der Einbalsamierung'’). A wooden tablet (unpublished) of another hri~ssti n isir hh is to

be found in Strassburg (Spiegelberg, op. cit., 1). Unfortunately, this reference was found

too late to permit any further enquiries being made as to the name of the man, or the

details of the inscription.

The Date of the Cartonnages,

The photographs and the inscriptions make it reasonably certain that the Armant

and British Museum cartonnages come from the same cemetery. It is obviously difficult

1 All these were acquired in L'^43 a-, part of the J’.olmore Cnllcctioii
;
provenance unknown.
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to talk about the development of types where so few objects of such poor workmanship

are concerned, but it is probable tha^t 403 B is the earliest of the group and that it is

followed closely by B.M. 69G9. Wahdb-Eer himself is unknown, and the only other

means of fixing the date is the spelling of the name Buchis.

In all the earlier stelae which have been found at Armant Buchis is invariably

spelt The earliest occurrence of the spelling h]i is on the stela of a bull which

died in Year 25 of Ptolemy VII, Euergetes II (145 b.c.)« ^ke stela of the previous

bull, which died in 162 b.c., Buchis is spelt hi hr hit. In all the following stelae hh only

is used. A possible exception to this rule was found during the 1930-1 excavations at

Armant. On a ^iones-vase of Nekht-hor-heb Buchis was spelt though the stela

of the bull of the same reign writes hi hr hit. Until we know more about the ideas

behind Buchis and his name and titles it is unsafe to attach too much importance to

this solitary exception. It is therefore very probable that the earliest date to which

these cartonnages can be assigned is about 145 b.c., and it may well be later. In this

connexion it is of interest to note that one of the criteria for the dating of Buchis stelae,

quite apart from the inscriptions, is the fact that on all stelae from the earliest times

up to the reign of Tiberius the reliefs of Buchis show a bull standing up and alive. The

later Eoman stelae show the bull mummified, as in B.M. 6969. This criterion, how-

ever, only applies to the reliefs. The only other instance of Buchis written with the

determinative of a mummified bull occurs on the offering table Ar. 28-29.217 which was

found in the same place as the stela of Antoninus Pius—though neither was apparently

in its original position. It is to be hoped that by the time the full report on the

Bucheum appears further evidence will be forthcoming.

Cemetery 500 (PI. xxxix).

All the tombs of the 500 group, with the exception of a few poor, shallow graves,

were brick vaults plastered white and having a trapezoid, latitudinal, vertical section.

(See PL Iviii, fig. 1.) 501 produced a group of needles (PL lx, fig. 1) and a group of

pottery. This cemetery is probably 4th century. 528 is later.

Cemetery 600 (PI. xl).

The graves were very close together and, as they lay in a disturbed, loose, sandy
earth, it was almost impossible to establish their edges. The pottery could only be

allotted to its correct grave by position and level. With the exception of 603 B, an

intrusive pottery group of S.D. 37-38, all the graves lie between S.D. 55-77. The beads

from 609 were not all of types given in the bead corpus in Badarian Civilization, so it was
thought better to draw the string in the order found (PL xlii). The cemetery has been

robbed anciently only and the finds were few because so few graves were dug. It

appears to be a promising cemetery.

Cemetery 700-900 (Pis. xxxix and xl).

It was in the course of searching for a solitary cow burial which we thought might
exist in the neighbourhood that we found this cemetery. We first uncovered the remains

of Badarian grain pits (PL xl, top) and hoped that we might find the attached settle-

ment or cemetery. Unfortunately this must have been completely eroded, leaving only
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the bottoms of the deeper storage pits. In the pits were a number of smooth brown,

black-topped sherds, including several distinct keels, but very little rippled ware. The
certainty of erosion was clinched by the discovery of the roots of a large tree, the stump

of which had evidently been several feet above the present level of the ground (PI. xl,

top left).

Working south towards the river we opened graves 706-718, which were all badly

robbed, Coptic in date, and devoid of objects and interest. We therefore left this cemetery,

which was isolated on a spur, and continued the main clearance south. After a gap of

nearly fifty metres we came into the main body of the cemetery. This consisted of graves

of the 3rd or 4th centuries a.d. with a few pot burials and other tombs of the Second

to Fourth Dynasties. These Old Kingdom tombs were singularly poor. Pot burial 761

contained half an alabaster, which, as the burial was undisturbed, must have been the

best equipment which the relatives could provide. Shaft tomb 766 contained three very

badly worked alabasters illustrated in PL lix, fig. 2. The only other object of interest was

the rectangular terra-cotta coffin, with lid, 771, of which two photographs are given

(PL Iviii, figs. 2 and 3). The red border round the top is identical with that round the top

of the tomb of Queen Meresankh at Gizah.

The Roman graves were so poor that they call for no comment other than that given

in the register and analysis. The group of pottery 909 (PL lix, fig. 1) is worthy of notice,

as is also the horseman from 799 (Pis. liv and lix, fig. 4).

The Pottery.

Although all the pottery connected with the cemeteries is published here we propose

not to deal with it fully but to leave that till the publication of the corpus mentioned

below. Much of the Roman ware is but roughly shaped by the potter, and this asymmetry

has, as far as possible or reasonable, been retained in the drawings. At the top left of

each pot is its type number, at the bottom left its provenance number and at the bottom

right its description. In the description three varieties of ware are given: S. Soft,

M. Medium, H. Hard. For colour the first letter and the last letter only of the colours

have been given: We. White, Bk. Black, Oe. Orange, etc. Dec. stands for Decora-

tion, Alt. for Alternately. Very fine or very coarse ware is further indicated by the words

‘‘coarse” and “fine.” Thus “Fine H. Rd. Bk. & We. Dec. Alt.” stands for a fine,

hard, red ware, in which the designs are alternately black and white. The first

pottery plate (PL xliii) gives the Predynastic, Old Kingdom and Middle Kingdom forms,

with the exception of the burial pots, which have had to be carried on to PL xliv. Pis. xlv

to lii comprise all the Roman ware arranged according to tomb-groups. Owing to

exigencies of space it was found impossible to keep strictly to numerical order, Group

909 being carried from PL 1 to PL li, and Groups 941 and 942 from PL li to PL lii.

Pis. lii, liii and liv give the pottery found loose in the Roman cemeteries. There are

one or two pots, notably 99 d, from tomb 401, which may be Ptolemaic.

A curious feature for which we have not been able to account is the large punctures

in the bases of certain pots, 83k, tomb 753, and 70x. 1, tomb 909. In the case of the

former, which is a hadus, we thought at first that these holes might be due to wear, but

with the aid of the proprietor of a sahia we established the fact that the pot had never

been used. The holes ranged from four to seven in number and from 1 to 2 cm. in

diameter. Other specimens not published here were found.

Group 528 is much later than the rest of the pottery and is undoubtedly Coptic.

Joiirn. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. '50
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Objects of Metal.

Most of tlie metal was in very poor condition and could not be preserved. In many

cases the earrings were little more than powder when found. An interesting type of

bangle, of which we found fragments in 823 (PI. Ixii), was made of two strands of wire,

one iron and the other copper or bronze, twisted round each other. The group of bronzes

labelled 200 on PL Ixii probably came from an occupation level of w^hich faint traces

remained. The outer pair of earrings in this group is modern and was bought for

comparison from a girl living in the same \dllage to-day. Of the bronze armour-scales

in 208 (PL Ixiii) the upper two are shown cleaned and the lower two with the linen

adhering to them. Unfortunately it was impossible to retain the rivets in cleaning. The

bronze ring in 204 showing Serapis radiant, between two uraei, is probably early

4th century (PL Ixiv).

Other Objects.

The limestone bulFs-head from 203 (PL Ixi) is extremely similar to that on an

Isis-Apis statue in the Vatican (Milne, History of Egypt under Homan Rule, Fig. 104).

The Sekhmet figure from 206 bears on the back an inscription (Fig. 1), which ^

is unfortunately broken off at the name: ‘'Utterance by Sekhmet, great of love,

heart of Ptah, goodly ssm, who gives life, and all health and jov to the ka ^
f

(of)....- ... ^ S
The three inscribed limestone seals from 208 (PL Ixiii) are accom- I 'O

panied by a small lead square weighing 110 grains, which may possibly be a | £
half-beqa,

The stone hawk-amulet in the same group would appear to be Ptolemaic.
^

The beads, with the exception of one or two much decayed strings from r\ ^

Cemetery 700-900, were such a mixed lot that it was not considered worth
^

while to draw and register them. Pis. Ixiii-lxv give an idea of the mixed n~n

nature of the strings. The Predynastic group from 609 is shown on Pis. xlii

and Ixv.

The Tomb Register (Pis. Ixvi-lxvii).
U

As will be at once apparent the register is largely modelled on those used
by Mr. Brunton in Qau and Badari II, slight modifications having been intro-

^

duced to suit the nature of the material. The plate of body positions in Qau and
Badari 1 has also been followed, but all the positions which occurred on our work have
been reproduced (PL xlii). All tombs with objects have been inserted in the register. The
information as to sex and body positions in the omitted graves is incorporated in the

analysis (PL liv). It should be noted that the figures in the analysis include registered as

well as unregistered graves. Examination showed that further analysis of the relation-

ship of sex to body position would produce no statistics of value.

In the Predynastic and Old Kingdom section of the pottery column the corpus numbers
on the left refer to Petrie’s Prehistoric Corpus or to the supplement of this in Badarian
Civilization. The serial numbers on the right of the column refer to drawings reproduced
on Pis. xliii—xlv. The stone vases have similar serial numbers and are reproduced on
PL xlii. In the Roman section the corpus numbers refer to our own corpus of Roman
pottery, which is as yet unpublished, but all the pots will be found drawn in groups
under their tomb numbers on Pis. xlv-liv. At the time of writing negotiations are in

progress for the publication of an international corpus of Graeco-Roman pottery found
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in Egypt and the Sudan, but it is uncertain whether sufficient support will be received

to achieve this ideal. Should the scheme fail, our own corpus will be published next

summer in the memoir on the Bucheum and the Baqaria, and it therefore seems advisable

to give these corpus numbers in this publication.

At the beginning of the Roman section of the register will be found four tombs, 201,

202, 216, and 755. The last named is entirely of the Middle Kingdom but the others

had been frequently re-used and contained objects of Middle Kingdom, Roman and

Ptolemaic date. To save confusion these have been grouped together as shown and the

objects not Roman in date have been indicated. The Middle Kingdom pottery has been

drawn and is indicated by serial numbers.

The following abbreviations have been used throughout the register:

N. North. Pmk. Potmark. Alab. Alabaster.

E. East. M.K. Middle Kingdom. N. Not disturbed.

S. South. Ptol. Ptolemaic. P. Partly disturbed.

w. West. Eo. Roman. Q. Quite disturbed.

D. Depth. AR. Silver. Aar Triangular.

M. Male. AES. Bronze. Rectangular.

F. Female FE. Iron.
^o,a

Trapezoid.

C. Child. TC. Terra-cotta. 4> Photograph given.

All measurements in

Attitude see PI. xlii.

centimetres. For the symbols used in the column marked

ADDITIONAL NOTE.

In the shaft of tomb 401 were found two pots of type 99 D, which were inscribed

in Greek and Demotic (Figs. 2, 3). It is not absolutely certain that these pots belong

to the grave, but the date corresponds with that already allotted to the cartonnage.

Professor Griffith submitted our tracings to Professor A. S. Hunt, who has written a

note on the Greek of which the following is the substance.

Fig. 2 reads /3aX . /3aX could stand for various things and a guess would
^ ]^>yi]aifJLd^ov

have little value. is an uncommon name, apparently new for Egypt; at

any rate it does not occur in Preisigke's Niutiei^huch, The lettering seems to be early,

possibly 2nd century b.c. In the Greek portion of Fig. 3 only the r at the beginning

is certain
;
possibly rva or or raiX,

Fig. 2

30— j{
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Professor Griffith has kindly read the Demotic of Fig. 3 for us: Hr-wd s Hr,
‘'Harwoz, son of Hor.”

We are very grateful to Professors Griffith and Hunt for this assistance.

Fi-. 3.
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PKELIMINARY KEPORT OF EXCAVATIONS AT
TELL EL-CIMARXAH 1930-1

By J. D. S. PEXDLEBURY

With Plates lxviii-lxxviii

.

Excavations at Tell el-"Araarnah in 1930-31 lasted from the beginning of November
until the middle of January. The staff consisted of Mr. H. Waddington as architect,

Mr. C. J. Bennett and, thanks to the kindness of the Committee, Miss M. Chubb, assistant

secretary, as well as my wife and myself. We were also fortunate in being granted for

a short time the services of Mr. Seton Lloyd, now with our late director Dr. Frankfort

in Iraq. Visits were paid by Mr. Sherman of the R.A.F., Baghdad, Mr. Phillips of

Princeton, U.S.A., and Dr. G. Bagnani of the Italian Mission. In a report of this kind

it must be realized that acknowledgements cannot always be made to the originator of

a suggestion. It embodies the work of the whole party combined, whom I here thank

for their co-operation.

The North Suburb.

Dr. Frankfort had by 1929 cleared all the houses east of West Road. West of that

he had cleared the corn merchants’ quarter, the line of houses bordering West Road, and

a considerable block of houses to the south along the wady. We were therefore faced

with an area some 150 metres square which was filled with a most confusing mass of

mean slums, often lying at a great depth.

A glance at the general plan (Plate Ixviii) will show how much this area between West

Road and the cultivation, bounded on the north by Straight Street, differs from any

other part of the town yet excavated. West Road is bordered by estates of a fair size,

and so is the wady to the north; within this come smaller but none the less prosperous

houses, such as those which run along the south side of Straight Street; but south of

Greek Street begins the tangle of slums. This order is incidentally that in which the

houses were built. It is clear that for some time after the construction of the larger

houses the whole area within was an open common, used mainly for rubbish pits. On

the increase in population this waste land was given up, the rubbish pits were filled in and

small tenements erected over the whole area. It was by no means rare to find a whole wall

collapsed and sunk into a pit, while the owner of T. 35. 18 actually disinfected an old

rubbish pit in his grounds, by burning, and then built a corn bin on top of it. That all

this fell well within the ^^‘Amarnah period” was clear from the pits excavated (1) by

the wady to the north; (2) in T. 35. 18; (3) in T. 36. 38. In every case the lowest

stratum of pottery was indistinguishable from that on the surface. Any theory there-

fore which depends upon a settlement, in this part of the city at any rate, earlier than

the reign of Akhenaten, falls to the ground. The north part of the city is singularly free

also from later intrusions, and it is clear too that the settlement which survived the
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general migration at the beginning of Tut^ankhamtin’s reign cannot have lasted for more

than a very few years, since objects from ‘'squatters’ ” walls are likewise indistinguishable

from those of the flourishing period of the city.

But to return to the plan. The confused lanes and alleys lying south of Greek Street

open out occasionally into squares or run into one or another of the larger east-west

streets. It is very noticeable that these east-west streets, e.g. those between 52 and 53,

and 53 and 20, have no exit eastwards and can only be explained on the assumption of

another large arterial road which ran north and south along the river bank. The River

Road was evidently as important a thoroughfare as West Road. The North Palace fronts

on to it, and it is continued in the North City by the broad road which runs between

the Great Wall and the large houses to the east (see below).

In our opinion the river ran in a channel east of its present course. The western-

most houses lie at a great depth and are very nearly on a level with it, being a good

two or three metres below the level of the cultivation. In addition it was evidently the

fishermen’s quarter, judging from the very large number of fish amulets and fish hooks

discovered here. It may be objected that this leaves little room for the cultivation, but

it seems more probable that the suburb actually overlooked the river and that its fields

were on the opposite bank.

The most interesting estate excavated was that of T. 36. 36, which included

T. 36. 37, 39, 42, 45, 56 lying between Straight Street and Greek Street (PL Ixix). Its

main entrance was through an elaborate gate off Greek Street, whence a path led direct

up to the front door, a curtain wall being built in from the east wall of the estate a little

way beyond, to shut off all view of the kitchens. To the left of the path lay the chapel,

remarkable in two respects, first in that it was entered from the east^, between small

pylons
;
secondly in that the grove of trees surrounding it was irregularly planted instead

of being arranged in the decent orderly rows which are typical of Egypt.

The house itself calls for little notice apart from the fact that the inner sitting-room

has its couch in the corner, an arrangement unique for this room and rare for the central

room. The bathroom has no fewer than eleven layers of thick white plaster. The stairs

seem to have had on one side, instead of a blank wall, a brick pier supporting the upper

flight 2 (see PI. Ixx, figs. 2 and 4).

West of the house lay what looks like a shop, with magazines and a terrace. This

was approached either from Straight Street by a path east of T. 35. 17 or direct by a

private door from the North Loggia of the house. To the south, separated from all this

by a narrow lane, is a “khan,” the awning or light roof above which was supported on
poles, resting on mud bases at irregular intervals, with here and there mangers (see

PI. Lxx, fig. 3). In the north-east corner was a descent into a very long brick-lined vault

which ran nearly the whole length of the chapel garden. The narrow lane above mentioned
leads out eventually into an open court along the south side of which runs a bakery,

with a plaster table to knead the bread, long narrow divisions for drying, and ovens for

baking. It is an arrangement still common in some villages. In the north-west corner

of the court lies a small house, presumably that of the steward or perhaps of the chief

cook. What we have here in fact is the estate of a prosperous baker and confectioner.

^ Jjiit the oricutrition of these chapels is quite without significance; T. 35. 21 also faces west. U. 25. 4

faces north.

- Mr. Lh)yd thinks it is chance
;
but while a straight joint is common for two courses it seems unique

for three, C'^pecially when carried right through to the other side.
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Plate LXXI

Tell el-*Amarnah.

1. Stone vase with central division. Scale c,

2. Stone latrine-seat. Scale c,

3. Pottery hippopotamus. Scale c, y

4. Leg of pottery tripod in the form of a human face. Scale c.

3. Wooden box-lid, with incised design. Scale i.

6. Bronze objects. Scale
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The objects found here were remarkable. Two small bronze weights, one conical

(8-3 grammes), one beautifully modelled in the shape of a dog’s head (24*10 grammes);

a fine bronze dagger, leaf-shaped with a wooden handle; a little stele with the Aten disk

and rays; a pottery hippopotamus (smiling) (PL Ixxi, fig. 3). More important than these

however were a carnelian ring-bezel engraved with the figure of the king, squatting with

his hand up to his chin; the first complete Mycenaean vase ever found on the site

(Late Mycenaean A (L.H. Ilia), a pilgrim bottle of Rhodian fabric) and an extraordinary

face in pottery, once the leg of a tripod (PL Ixxi, fig. 4). This face is in Egyptian clay but

it is obviously not of Egyptian workmanship. Both at first sight and on closer examina-

tion it bears an amazing resemblance to the most well known of the gold masks from

the Shaft Graves of Mycenae. It must be remembered that it is a good two centuries

or more later than the masks, but I am certain it was made in that tradition. Even the

prominent lips are common to both, though in this caricature they are very much

exaggerated.

What all this is leading up to is the suggestion that this house belonged to a

Mycenaean merchant, the Greek grocer of his day. To take the points in order, the

couch in his private room is in the corner (cf, the Room of the Plaster Couch at Knossos).

In the few years during which this part of the city was in existence he plastered his bath-

room no less than eleven times (this passion for replastering is common in the Aegean ;

cf, particularly the hearth at Mycenae). The upper flight of his stairs was supported by

a pier (in the Aegean it would more usually be a column^). The trees round his chapel

were scattered and irregularly planted, just like the groves we see in frescoes and on rings

from the Aegean. That extraordinary mask was made for him. Of course this is no

more than a suggestion, but it must always be remembered that such foreign merchants

must have resided in the city and that in view of the new and close connexions between

Egypt and Mainland Greece there is no inherent improbability in this attribution 2
.

With regard to the possibility that this estate belonged to an Aegean merchant, it

may be a suitable point to make a slight digression on the subject of the Mycenaean

pottery found at Tell el-Amarnah. Several attempts have been made to prove that the

Mycenaean pottery is not contemporary, on the grounds that no complete vase has yet

been discovered, and that apparently some wandering maniac went about the site later

and scattered broadcast a number of sherds which he happened to have about him. This

view cannot be too strongly condemned. It is indeed curious that until this year nothing

approaching an unbroken vase has been discovered, but it must be remembered that, as

far as I know, in not one single case has every inch of sand been shifted from a house and

its grounds; and knowing, as we do, how quite large and useless fragments of other objects

have disappeared, it seems absurd to claim that because ail the pieces of a vase are not

found therefore that vase must belong to a dilferent period. In addition every single

sherd this season was in a floor deposit, and no single sherd which I have been able to

trace has been found in anything else^. Likewise every single Mycenaean sherd is of

the same period, viz, good Late Mycenaean A (Late Helladic Ilia), usually of some

fabric allied to the Rhodian or Cypriote, but very often of obviously Argolic clay.

^ Cf.y however, the .stairs leading down to the South-Last Ilou'^e at Kuo.ssos.

2 We dare hardly suggest that the contents of the Mycenaean ‘‘pilgrim bottle,” which turn out to be

resinous, were imported to give a truly “Mainland" flavour to the local wine. ]\tore probably the rosin was

to be used in some religious purificatuui {ef Evau^, braevs <nid Lediive Tombs of MfoetofCj 3 and

references).

3 I naturally except rubbish heaps.
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The only Cretan sherd ever found on the site (in 1929) was a Late Minoan II sherd

surviving from the previous period. This fits in well with all the available evidence

which points to a practically complete break between Egypt and Crete in the middle of

the reign of Amenophis III and a corresponding wave of intercourse between Egypt
and the rest of the Aegean beginning exactly at this point.

Two sherds this season seem to extend the range of Egypt’s foreign relations. Both
were of a greenish clay decorated with purplish paint, the fabric and paint being typical of

Late Macedonian ware: one, however, though atypical Macedonian wishbone handle, is

decorated with thin vertical lines in a way which is characteristic of the handles of white

Cypriote bowls, though corresponding with these neither in fabric nor in paint. In any
case it is to be hoped that the last has been heard of the ‘‘heresy” that the Mycenaean
sherds are not contemporary with the ‘Amarnah epoch.

The other houses require very little description. They conform mainly to the

normal type of small house, viz, a central room with a number of other rooms grouped
round it.

Some of the finds, however, merit notice. Most beautiful of all was the little

princess’s head in painted limestone from T. 36. 68. It is a most fascinating piece of

sculpture and I think we are, provisionally, justified in identifying it as Ankhsenpaaten.
She alone of the princesses is sometimes shown without an elongated skull; inker portrait

on the back of Tutrankhamtin’s chair she is not only shown in just such a wig but also

displays the same rather broad face, with a full mouth and firm chin. That she is of the
royal family at any rate no one will deny (PI. Ixxii, figs. 3 and 4).

More surprising perhaps was the “crock of gold” which lay innocently in a corner
of the courtyard of T. 36. 63. It contained 23 ingots of gold, 2 ingots of silver, 38
silver rings, 2 silver ear-rings and a number of fragments of silver cups, all badly bent
and broken^. Lastly there was a small silver figure about 7 cm. high with a gold cap,
a ring from which to hang him projecting from his back. He is clearly a Hittite god^.
The condition in which this hoard was found, the silver cups being crushed and broken,
the gold ingots but recently melted down, points to its being the spoils of some thief

who had perhaps even robbed the Hall of Foreign Tribute which lies less than a mile to
the south (PL Ixxiii).

Another find, which gives us the hope that perhaps we have at last moved out of
the white-ant area, is a wooden box lid, with the figure of an antelope or goat craning
up to a Very conventional tree. The design is incised and filled with a white chalky
substance. The lid belongs to the great series of semi-Aegean wooden lids, none of which
can with certainty be dated earlier (PL Ixxi, fig. 5).

From the chapel of T. 35. 20 came fragments of what must have been a very fine
relief, showing the king with a censer making an offering.

Mr. Lloyd adds some remarks on one of the architectural points at the end of this

^ Ihe weights of the ingots are as follows: Gold: 276-51, 283-70, 273-60, 280*72, 246*80, 132-00,
265-80, 200-74, 162 22, 80-25, 103*70, 99*65, 90*40, 70*35, 82*95, 104-53, 83-96,34*60, 80-98, 54*36,

66o.». xSiher: 44 9*20, 287*95. Most ut the gold ingots had heon run into rough sand moulds. It is
th< n foie unlikel\ that they should conform to a known weight system. The nearest approach is the group
^^hich centiC'' about 2*0 gr., i.c. c. 3 dehryi^ but this is a most improbable weight. The rings do not seem
to lM.long to an^- weight system. More details, including that of the analyses made by Mr. Lucas, will be
given in CV/y of A khji,

a

ii.

- Mr. B. Gunn telK me that this is confirmed by Trofessur B()^tovtzeff and also by the analysis of the
silver, which, like all Hittite silver, contains 20'/^ gold.
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paper, but there are one or two things which may conveniently be mentioned here. The
ratio of the diameter of the column at the bottom to that of its stone base is invariably

rather less than half, the care with which this was worked out being evident from the

two engraved lines passing through the centre of the base, which always show the

diameter of the column itself even when the latter has not left its mark.

Our knowledge of the varieties of the painted decoration of wooden beams has been

enlarged. It appears that the rafters did not always carry the same block pattern at

the bottom as on the sides; in most cases this year a very simple chequer pattern in

black and white or black and yellow between equally simple borders formed the bottom

;

the sides would seem to have splayed out at about 120° and to have been decorated

with the block pattern already familiar. In one case however (T. 35. 17, North Loggia)

the decoration was extended to a small band on the ceiling itself bordering the rafters.

Another interesting point is the frequency with which a two-brick wall is constructed

of one and a hah bricks by the simple means of leaving spaces running through the

wall. This was very clear in T. 36. 36, where some of the walls gave the appearance of

being honeycombed. Whether it was done for motives of economy, or whether the

builder imagined that it was a cooler construction, it is impossible to tell.

Lastly, mention must be made of a very fine limestone latrine seat from T. 35. 22,

which gives us a yet higher appreciation of the sanitary arrangements of the period

(see PL Ixxi, fig. 2).

The Wady Houses.

These houses lie some two hundred metres to the north of the suburb and form a

conspicuous landmark. Although actually in the bed of the wady they have been very

little affected by the periodic torrents and are well preserved to a good height. Three

large houses were cleared, but this part of the city seems to have extended some little

way farther north at a higher level and it is hoped to complete the excavation next

season.

Most important was the house of Hatiay (T. 34. 1, see PI. Ixxiv), overseer of works to

the king. His tomb was already known at Thebes, and an exquisite ushabti figure which

may be his is in the Cairo Museum.

The house itself is not exceptionally large, though it offers a number of unique

features. In plan it conforms to that of others, but it is exceptional in the amount of

stonework used for the door jambs and thresholds. Every door indeed seems to have

been framed in limestone, painted red, while most striking of all was the magnificent

carved and painted lintel which was found in the North Loggia (PI. Ixxv, figs. 1 and 2), where

it had fallen from above the door leading into the central room. As can be seen from the

illustration, the carving of the inscription is careless to a degree; several of the signs

have been reversed, notably the ^ in the name, while, by an amusing error, he is said

to bring pleasure to the king’s ‘'face,’’ ^ for v*. The figures, however, are better done

and the painting of the royal titles is exquisite. It will be noticed that the name of the

king has been savagely erased while the lintel was still in position^, while those of the

queen and the Aten are untouched. The door into the master’s bedroom was found in

a condition complete enough to admit of its re-erection. It was capable of being barred

from within, while a hole outside held the pin round which a string was wound to seal

1 It was found lying face downwards, having, as it were, folded hack on itself, for the top of the cornice

was lying fiice upwards beneath it.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 31
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it (PI. Ixxv, fig 3). These doors seem to have been exceptionally high, if we may judge

from the front door of M. 50. 13, which was only 1*48 m.h

Here the door into the central room was at least 2 metres, another jamb found also

in the North Loggia 1*80 m., that into the master’s bedroom 1*82 m. The lavatory door

(1*54 m.) was the lowest.

Mr. Lloyd has suggested, from the prevalence of stonework, that Hatiay may have

been entrusted with the removal of wood and stonework from the other houses on the

general desertion of the city, and that it is for this reason that his own was spared.

Another feature of the house is the fact that there are two front doors. One lies to

the west, where a fragment of a door jamb, inscribed htjp di nisivt and the beginning of

royal names, was found. This was evidently the original entrance, approached direct

from the gate into the grounds; later, however, presumably on his advancement to

further honours, Hatiay added a more magnificent porch at the north, and marked the

roundabout path to this by building a wall from the estate entrance right up to

the west wall of the house, thus shutting ofi, except for a small door, all approach by

the old entrance. The visitor therefore was now led up straight to the house, where he

turned left and then right, round the north-west corner. He then turned completely

round to ascend the stairs of the new porch. This porch was added direct on to the north

wall of the house,
^
with no attempt at bonding. The house wall was cut through and a

threshold of stone slipped in. An additional advantage of this new approach was that

the visitor could not fail to see and be impressed by the chapel. This chapel is peculiar

in plan in that it has no ramp ascending to it. It has the usual central pier for the

support of a stele or statue, while to the east a short mud-plastered path, with a pair of

trees on either side, leads to two altars. The larger of these was plastered red all over,

with the exception of the back, which was white. The smaller was painted white and

blue, its white steps striped with blue, yellow and red (PI. Ixxv, fig. 4).

This new entrance system had sadly narrowed down the available space, and as a

result the chariot house and stable had to be built outside the entrance to the grounds.

To return to the house itself. The excavation of the stairs provided excellent

evidence of the way in which the second flight was supported on sloping poles of wood,

presumably with cross pieces laid on them, which in their turn supported the brick

treads.

Several interesting discoveries were made in the domestic quarters. First came a

column base, fallen from the upper storey and found about 30 cm. above the floor of the

inner sitting-room; with it were found three circular pads of mud, which Mr. Lloyd

suggests may have been placed between the wooden column and the stone base. From
the inner sitting-room opened a door which led south into a small structure abutting

on to the house and forming a complete dwelling in itself with a single-columned main

room and two smaller rooms to the east.

Of painted decoration nothing but some pink plastered bricks at the west entrance

and some small fragments of pink beams in the North Loggia was found.

The grounds were not very large; cornbins and ovens and a servants’ colonnade in

a court to the east; two more cornbins to the south and a few magazines, while the

north-west corner of the estate was filled with the dwellings of servants and with stores.

At the north end the estate wall was found fallen in its entirety. It proved to be
3*05 m. high, which we may take as the normal height.

1 Cit^ of Akhenaten^ i, 18 (PI, viii, lig. 3).
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As is usual with the larger houses, the finds were few. A piece of bronze covered with

gold leaf, perhaps part of a chair; a pedestailed bowl in soft brown stone with a division

down the middle (PL Ixxi, fig. 1) ;
a number of uraeus-heads in dark blue faience, presumably

from some interior decorative frieze; a wooden comb and, from below the floor of the

inner sitting-room together with fragments of bronze and silver, a fragment of gold

jewellery in the form of an inscription, and three small bronze adze heads (PL Ixxi, fig. 6,

for one of these and other bronzes). From the '' squatters ’ wall in the corner of the north

porch came a small painted stele showing the Ape of Thoth with horns and disk.

To the east of Hatiay’s house rose a massive structure projecting some two or more

metres above its tall mound. This, when cleared, proved to be a Roman block-house,

consisting of a number of square rooms grouped round a long central room with various

outbuildings to the south-east. The whole was overlying an earlier house, or rather,

earlier houses, whose thin walls run in confusion below the later building. Some assistance

was obtained in disentangling one from the other when it was realized that the Roman
walls were on the whole considerably thicker. But these late foundations had been driven

well down to virgin soil and it was by pure chance that the exquisite limestone ‘‘ brick
’’

decorated in dark blue and light blue glaze (PL Ixxii, figs. 5 and 6) and the faience knob of a

ceremonial stick (possibly Hatiay's) remained to reward us. Hence too came a fragment

of an alabaster vase, inscribed with the name of Amenophis III. The early houses

themselves seem too mean to have boasted a fine window frame in red painted limestone,

which may probably be assigned to Hatiay’s house, together with the granite supports

for the legs of a bed.

The Roman deposit was wretchedly meagre; one or two coarse clay figurines; a coin

or two; a clumsy stone ring; and the Greek alphabet painted on a piece of flint, once

forwards and once backwards. The whole area, however, was a mass of burials, mostly

of children. One could be dated to Justinian II from a coin, and one, which was quickly

covered up, had inscribed on the coffin ‘‘Tate's Sugar.” The rest had neither pottery

nor ornament to distinguish them. They lay supine in shallow pits. A little farther west,

however, under one of the walls of T. 34. 2 there came to light a row of four men lying

on their backs, with their skulls broken and the wall built over their waists.

Farther to the north-west, just under the north bank of the wady in fact, lay another

large, but very compact house, S. 33. 1. The grounds were very small and lay only

to the north. The entrance was at the south end and the front door vras framed

in brick jambs resting on stone bases. The West Loggia was exceptionally large and

opened directly into the central room by a single door, flanked by twm niches. From

the presence of a dais and a hearth in the North Loggia, however, it was clear that this

and not the central room was the chief living-room of the house. The central room itself

was remarkable for the number of party walls erected by squatters at a later period.

This gives some colour to the suggestion of Mr. Lloyd that, after a certain period, the

wooden columns were deliberately sent for, to be floated up to Thebes, wood suitable for

columns being valuable In this case the relations of the guard perhaps got permission

to replace the columns by walls and so to support the roof and keep the house in a

habitable condition. These walls were often constructed of bricks brought from the old

houses of the squatters, which accounts for the total absence of so many walls in the

smaller houses. Further evidence was obtained in the inner sitting-room, where the

^ ]\rr. Waddiiigton notes that the wooden dom’s aLo seem to liave hcen removed, >ince the socket in

several of the thresholds had been cut into to allow the hinge to be slipped out.

31 - 2
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wooden column had been replaced by a square brick pier built on the stone base. South

of the central room was a small service-room with a hatch in one wall. The domestic

quarters were, unusually, to the east, the master’s bedroom being in the south-east

corner, approached alternately through two antechambers, and having in the middle of

the dais for the bed a curious brick pier, as if the bed had given way and had to be

supported. The grounds to the north lie within a very heavy containing wall, specially

strengthened, perhaps, to terrace up the bank of the wady. There are two pairs of

cornbins here but they are built only one brick thick, so that the vaulting must have

been completed in some lighter material. The finds here too were woefully few; some

bronzes, including a very fine bronze saw, with ^ engraved near the handle; a coarse

limestone figure of a woman, purposely finished ofi below the shins.

As I have said, north of the wady this part of the city continues. To the west there

are no traces, but to the east, bordering in fact on a continuation of East Road, there

are several medium and large-sized estates. The fact that those houses excavated this

year lie in the bed of the wady and yet are comparatively unharmed seems to indicate

that the wady from that period to the present day had its channel to the south, that

is, along the north border of the north suburb, where in times of spate it still runs.

The North City.

In view of the very great size of the North Excavation House and of the surrounding

mounds it was obviously best to tackle this end of the city before returning to the

south. As could be seen when looking down from the high desert, the large estates mainly

bordered the River Road above mentioned which ran west of them, though those built

out towards the south were entered from the east. The smaller houses occupied the

spaces between the little wadys which run down here in all directions and evidently took

the place of streets.

After the excavation of some small houses to the east and of some grounds belonging

probably to the Excavation House, we attacked a big mound south-east of the latter.

This house (U. 25. 7) with its estate proved to be one of the biggest and finest in the

whole of El-^Amarnah (PI. Ixxvi).

To take the house first. As can be seen from the plan, it was well raised up and

approached by an unusually long flight of steps. The antechamber and vestibule had

each a column, while the West Loggia had no fewer than eight. Evidence of an upper

storey was obtained in the shape of several small column bases of limestone painted a

bright orange. The large central room had a secondary brick dais extending lengthways

into the room from the east wall. The North Loggia had the peculiar feature of two small

troughs, whitewashed and only half a brick high, themselves divided into two, project-

ing from the side walls and leaving free only the centre of the room and access to the

rooms on either side (PI. Ixxvii, fig. 3).

Another feature which U. 25. 7 shares with the North Excavation House, and as far

as I know with no other, is a two-columned room to the south of the central apartment

with two small rooms opening off beyond it southwards. This room seems to have been

provided with deep brick chests projecting from the north and south walls.

The domestic quarters were unique. The inner sitting-room is a very large room
with four columns. It gave the impression that the owner had intended the guest

to have a clear view right through from the West Loggia, which must have been most
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impressive (PL Ixxvii, fig. 2). The bedroom opens to the south; west of it is a small

toilet room and a room which at first sight looked like a smaller bedroom with a very tiny

niche but which must have been a dressing-room with a wardrobe.

The estate was no less magnificent than the house. The entrance was through a big

gate in the south-east corner. Immediately in front of this was the garden, surrounding

a large lake. The formal approach to the house turned due west and led along the south

side of the great chapel, but a more private entrance was obtained by walking through

the garden behind the chapel and going along the narrow passage between the chapel

and the house.

The chapel itself is the finest in the whole town (PL Ixxvii, fig. 4). It was

approached from the west along a path to the south of which evidently lay a vestry,

between two massive brick pylons into an open paved court. Here were found the places

where two large trees had stood. From this court, also, opened a private entrance into

the passage above mentioned between the chapel and the house. Then came two more

massive pylons and a second court, with mud bases for flag-staffs. Here stood the chapel;

nothing remains but the plan, for alone of the chapels in El-^Amarnah it was built of

stone. Blocks lay scattered about, while in a house to the west (U. 25. 9), which may
have formed part of the estate, were found fragments of a brightly painted cornice and

columns sculptured with the royal names. The court in front of the house itself seems

to have been made smaller by the erection of offices along the south and west sides

some time after the house was built, for they lie over part of what seems to have

been a smaller chapel in the north-west corner. An outdoor reception-pavilion lay to

the north, fronted by a row of posts to support an awning. The passage between this

and the house led to the service quarters and to the granary court. In the north-east

corner of the estate lay the stables, while built out north of this was the coach house

with a loft.

To judge from the size and magnificence of the house, the owner must have been a

very prominent man. But the entire lack of privacy in the domestic arrangements, the

inner sitting-room being merely a prolongation of the central room, and the fact that

there was only one bedroom, seem to indicate that this was an official residence. hen

we consider that in his grounds was the only stone chapel in El-^Amarnah, a chapel

which should more strictly be called a temple, and that he seems to have had the

ordering of a considerable revenue (for the house to the west, U. 25. 9, with its granary

court, seems to have belonged to him), we are, I think, justified in regarding this as the

official residence of the High Priest in the North City^.

South of this great house and sharing its estate wail lay U. 25. 8. That we regained

the plan of this must be put entirely to the credit of the workmen and particularly of

a young reis, Mahmud Umbarak. Of the house itself not one brick remained. At first it

looked as though we were tracing flower beds, but thanks to careful scraping on the

part of the “company,” not by any means entirely composed of trained men, the slight

darkening of the sand where bricks had once been revealed the walls and even the

thresholds of doors. The plan itself showed nothing new, but our delight in the care and

skill of the men repaid all the trouble.

South of this again lay a building U. 25.

1

,
which really defies description. It consists

of a series of columned rooms, some of them at any rate half open, for the stumps of

' It is ill fact an exact parallel to tlio otticitil roidenec of Paueh'^\ by the Gre<it loiiiplo. JovrnnJ^ xiii

211 - 1^13 .
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plants, neatly arranged, were found in several places. It really looks like nothing so

much as a fashionable restaurant or a club. And why should it not be? From here came

a fragment of a limestone relief, much damaged, showing the top of the head and the

back of a figure in the act of bowing low.

The Wall (Plate Ixxviii).

Instead of continuing with the houses, we spent the last fortnight in concentrating

our efiorts on the great wall which runs parallel with the river some forty metres west

of the Excavation House. We expected to find an interesting example of Eighteenth

Dynasty fortification; the results were very diSerent.

The excavation began at the south end, where it runs into the cultivation. It was

soon realized that the wall was in reality double, with a broad clear space in the middle

(PI. Ixxviii, fig. 4). On either side there soon appeared steps ascending to a tower, the

interior filled with rubble, on the top of which came to light several fine fragments of painted

plaster. North of this tower lies the depression which is regularly used as a path between

the house and the river. Before long it became obvious that it was a gate, and moreover
that it was filled with fallen wall-paintings. Time being so short, it was decided to

stop work, since this season we could not hope to finish the elaborate work of extracting

thin films of paint, often lying on their faces and in a desperately fragile condition. A
few pieces were secured by pouring wet plaster on the back, leaving only so much mud
backing as would prevent the plaster from coming through to the face. Other pieces were
padded with cotton wool and lifted without plaster. These fragments have been left sealed

in air-tight cases in the house until they can be properly treated and rendered safe for

travel.

For the most part they consisted of friezes composed of flowers and fruit. At
intervals, however, or perhaps on another level, occurred festoons and chequers. But
the two gems, promises of future discoveries, were first the head of a pigeon and secondly
the forearm and waist of a man wearing an elaborately embroidered kilt (Pis. Ixxviii, fig. 3,

Ixxii, figs. 1 and 2). The paint is marvellously fresh, contrasting with the weathered
appearance of the fragments from the tower; and if, as we shall see reason to believe,

this gate was in the nature of a state entrance, we may hope next season for some very
interesting results, perhaps historical as well as artistic.

This great gate was fl.anked on either side by large false doors of stone (PI. Ixxviii,

figs. 1 and 2). Above these were two uraeus cornices, the smaller of which supported
statues of the royal family, for above the uraei appear traces of feet, and the upper part
of a much mutilated female figure was found in front of the northern false gate. North
of the gate proper was another tower, and beyond this the wall was again divided with
traces of steps as to the south. The excavation of the interior was postponed, but the
exterior face was traced for several hundred metres northwards to a point where it seems
to have been swept away by a wady.

Towards the northern end, however, and running into the west face of the wall was
a row of fiv^e niches; north and south of these were cross walls, and by one of these
appeared several fragments of door jambs inscribed with the names of Akhenaten
(defaced) and Nefertiti, and most important of all, the end of a lintel with the inscrip-
tion My father the Aten. That, surely, is a phrase that could only be used in a royal
building. Is it possible that we have here another palace? It is near enough to the
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river to answer well to the pictures in the tomb of May i showing a palace with a river

frontj which the Great Palace at any rate can never have had. In any case next .season

will decide.

But the wall itself is a problem. Dr. Bagnani of the Italian Mission, who was
staying with us at the beginning of its excavation, noticed the likeness to the scene in

the tomb of Mahu, where Akhenaten drives round the bounds of the city. Although
this is very attractive, we must agree with Mr. de Garis Davies in seeing a rope rather

than a wall running between the towers in that representation. When taken in conjunc-

tion with the gate and the uraeus cornices which fell from the flanking doors, as well as

with the royal building which v/as built up against it, and from which easv access was
obtained, may it not be the Window of Appearances” at which the king took his stand

to shower favours on his courtiers? This is only a suggestion, but it seems worth making.

In conclusion there is one point of historical interest which cannot be passed over.

In the last report, Dr. Frankfort demonstrated the comparative lateness of the North
Suburb. This we may also extend to the North City. At both places we found this

year a surprising number of ring-bezels bearing the name of Smenkhkerer andTut^'ankhaten

(occasionally with the Amun name). Akhenaten’s name is in fact in a minority; but what
was more surprising was the prevalence of the name of Nefertiti in this north part of

El-'Amarnah. Her name occurs mainly on small double cartouches of faience, of which

no fewer than fifteen, as well as a mould, were found. In several cases they occurred

together with the names of Tut*"ankhaten and Ankhsenpaaten ; never with the name of

Smenkhkerer. This, coupled with the fact that neither on the knob of the staff from

T, 34. 3 nor on Hatiay’s lintel, nor yet on the jambs from the building west of the wall,

was her name erased, though Akhenaten’s was in every case hacked away, seems to me
to indicate the possibility of a definite championship of the Queen in the North City, in

spite of her fall in favour of Meritaten and Smenkhkere<' in the South. It also looks V(*ry

much as if on the accession of Tutt'ankhaten she again stepped into power.

Before closing this report it is nly duty to thank on behalf of us all Mrs. Hubbard and

others who have made this season’s work possible. There is nothing more comforting than to

feel that pure digging with little hope of finds (for our treasures this year were a complete

surprise) has such generous support.

Tell el-‘Amarnah was the capital of one of the greatest of empires. It alone of the

royal cities of Egypt can be completely excavated, and it would be nothing short of a

tragedy if that complete excavation should fail for lack of funds when in it alone lies the

hope of elucidating the life and history of a most fascinating period-.

NOTE BY Mr. SETON LLOYD.

House T. 36. 59 has a vaulted cellarette with an arched entrance, and as both vault

and arch are extremely rare in Egypt at this period it seems worth noticing. It consists

of the usual rectangular underground compartment for storing food or wine about three

metres by one, entered through a low doorway from a small square shaft. The latter is

^ N. de G. Davies, Rock Tonihs of El Amartw, v.

2 This report has of necessity been written away from book^^ of reference. My gratitude is due ti> all

those who have verified references, and particularly to Mr. Waddington for sending me copies of all the

plans to Knossos.
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open, while the cellarette itself is vaulted, and there is an almost perfect semi-circular

arch consisting of two rings’’ of mud-brick over the communicating doorway (Fig. 1, a

perspective sketch).

Fig. 1. Scale roughly 1/60.

The vaulting is constructed on almost exactly the same principle as is seen in some
Assyrian buildings, particularly the palace of Sargon at Khorsabad, which has a drain

beneath it covered in in this way. The vault is formed of vertical ''rings” of mud-brick,

one “ring” lying back upon the other at an angle in order to obviate the necessity for

temporary centering; only in this case the Egyptian builder has very ingeniously

reinforced the vault by building in two reeds bent to the correct shape between each

pair of vertical “rings.” The soffit of the vault and the sides of the chamber are

plastered with mud.
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Since the last list was published in this Journal (xv, 95), the actual demand for

additional signs has been small. The present series is mainly drawn from the temple of

Sethos I at Abydos (Dyn. XIX) and from the temple of Medinet Habu (Dyn. XX).
Scholars who employ the fount for their books or articles are reminded i hat, if suitable

material be supplied and reasonable notice given, I am always readv to have new
matrices cut, provided that the hieroglyphs in question cannot be adequately represented

by existing forms, and that there is likely to be some future use for the signs recjuired.

A 14* a c Det. death, enemy. Medinet Habu, Dyn. XX.

A 42* a c ^ Det. king. Abydos, Sethos Temple, Dyn. XIX.

A 61 a f c §

A 62 a ^ c A

A 63 a c §

B 8 a^ c ^

Det. cn ‘’turn back^,” and ^nsnh ''turn away (dazzled)-,”

Medinet Habu, Dyn. XX.
1 Ex. iiiscr, year 5, 1. 4. - Ex. iii^cr. ye,a’ 11, 11 17, 3o.

Ideo. wr "Syrian” or "Asiatic prince^,” Dyn. XIX.
1 Ex Hittite Treaty, piL-^sim.

Det. Jims "sit,” said of king^. Abydos, Sethos Temple, stairway

passage, Dyn. XIX.
^ Also used as det. sadm “sit," wben said of king, 'the nisiunia vary

in different plaees,

Det. women’s names. Cairo Mus. no. 298, sarcophagus of

Takhos. Ptolemaic.

C 12 a {| c

C 13 a 1} c H

Ideo. or det. Amtin. Based on Leps., Denhn., in, 180, Wadi es-

Sebuf*, Dyn. XIX.

Ditto, reversed.

C 14 a c Monogram for the name "ImnJir-Jjps-f^, consisting of ly C 12, but

with substitution of T 16* ^ for
^ S 40.

1 Ex. Leps., Denkm., iii, b. - Note that in the Theinhardt fount,

C 14, the scimitar faces the wrong way,

C 15 c ^ Ditto, reversed.

C 16 a ^ c ^ Ideo. Tm “AtumV” Medinet Habu, Dyn. XX.
1 Ex. inscr. year 5, 1. 39.

C 17 a ^ c ^ Ideo. JInfw “Month.” Medinet Habu, Dyn. XX.

^ Catalogio^ of the Egyption llieroghjphic PritithKj Type froni luatnces oicneJ cnetroUed by

D)\ Alan H. (Jardiner. Oxford. At the University Press. 1928.

Joiirn. of Egypt. Arch. xvii. 32
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C 18

C 19

C 20

D 52*

E 8*

F 1*

Ct 7*

G 7**

G 11*

M 16*

M 24*

M 28*

M 31*

N 31*

0 24*

0 25*

R 16*

R 26

T 16*

c s

c

a C

a^ c

a C ^3”

a^
c

-I.

aA C

4
4

»

S

a § §

C U

»A c n

c

Ideo. Tnn “Tanen.” Abydos, Sethos Temple, staircase passage,

N. wall, Dyn. XIX.

Ideo. or det. Pth “Ptah.” Abydos, Setbos Temple, Dyn. XIX.

Ideo. or det. Pth “Ptab.” Abydos, Setbos Temple, Dyn. XIX.

Monogram for smt(r), consisting of ^ D 52 and
P
S 29. Common

in Dyn. XIX-XX.

Det. of ibiv “kids.” From Der el-Babri, Upper
Central Court, Rainesside scene of women acrobats. Tbis form

replaces E 8 after Dyn. XVIII.

Det. rsiv “rejoice,” ssn “breathe,” fnd “nose,” in Dyn. XIX-XX.
Medinet Habu, Dyn. XX.

Ideo. ^7ity “Anti.” For tbis Dyn. XII form cf. Gardiner-Peet,

Inscriptions of Sinai, Pt. i, PI. 23, no. 85.

Ideo. rnty “Anti.” Tbis Dyn. XII form, e.g. stela of Sn, sold at

Sotheby’s sale, 1. 12. 1930; cf. also Schafer-Lange, Grab- und
Denksteine, Index, pp. 148-9.

Det. csm “divine image.” Abydos, Setbos Temple, stairway

passage, Dyn. XIX.

Ideo. Ti-mhw “Lower Egypt.” Abydos, Setbos Temple, Dyn. XIX.

Ideo. “land^” in |J t!wy “the two lands.” Abydos, Setbos

Temple, Dyn. XIX.
1 Properly, of course, the sign represents only Ti-smC “Upper Egypt.”

Ideo. Ti-smr “Upper Egypt.” Abydos, Sethos Temple, Dyn. XIX.

Det. srd “make to grow.” Abydos, Setbos Temple, ReC-Harakbti
chapel, Dyn. XIX.

Ideo. 6D(?) “copper.” Abydos, Setbos Temple, Dyn. XIX.

Det. names of sun-obelisks. Prom SteindorS, Grab des Ti, PI. 18.

Dyn. V.

Det. names of sun-obelisks. From Borcbardt, Re-Heiligtum, p. 39.

Dyn. V.

Ideo. or det. Nfrtm “Nefertum.” Abydos, Sethos Temple,
Dyn. XIX.

Ideo. smi “unite.” Abydos, Setbos Temple, king’s chapel,
Dyn. XIX.

Ideo. or det. hps “scimitar.” Abydos, Setbos Temple, Dyn. XIX^.
' In the Theinhardt fount, T 10, this sign faces in the wrong direction.
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T 36 «Q

U 23* «

8

V 23* on

V 29* “U c ^

V 39 a ^ 0 I

Aa 7**

Ff 6 a \ C X

Ff 7 c
1

Det. ilcm, “shield^.” Medinet Habu, Dyn. XX.
^ Ex. inser. year S, 1. 37.

Phon. 7nr, later form of
j
U 23. British Museum, sarcophagus of

‘A.nkhnasneferibre^', Dyn. XXVI.

Phon. 7nh. Abydos, Sethos Temple, Dyn. XIX.

Phon. sl\ monogram consisting of V 29 and V 31. Common

at Medinet Habu, Dyn. XX.

Ideo. or det. tit ^'knot-amulet’’ of Isis. Abydos, Sethos Temple,

Dyn. XIX.

Det. or phon. det. s^r
;

later equivalent of ^ AaT. Abydos,

Sethos Temple, Dyn. XIX.

Ideo. in ^ sD "drag,’' derived from hieratic form of \ 2.

Medinet Habu, Dyn. XX.

Phon. det. smn, 7nn, derived from hieratic form of U 32.

Abydos, Sethos Temple, Dyn. XIX,

32—2
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BIBLIOGRAPHY: CHRISTIA?! EGYPT (19:30-1931)

By DE LAUY O’LEABY, D.D.

The following abbreviations are used in this Bibliography :

A.B.^ Aiialeetd Bollaitdiano

^

Brussels.

A.Z, — Zeitschrift far agyptische Bprache.

B. I.F. = BuUttin de Vlast. francais cCarch. or. an

Caire.

B.J.R.L.—Ball. of the John Ryhmds Library^

^lanohester.

B. X.J. ~ Byzantin isch -Xengriech. Juhrhuch ,

B.Z. = ByzantinUche Zeitschrift.

D.L.Z.= Deutsche Literatu rzeitung.

H. T.R.~ Harmrd Theologica I Review.

J.A. ^Journal asiatique.

J.R.A.S. = Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

J.T.S.—Joimial of Theological Studies.

O.L.Z. ~ Orientalische Literaturzeitung.

R.B. = Revue hihlique.

R.E,A. = Revue de VEgypte ancienne.

R.H.E. — Revue d'histoire ecclesiastiiiuey Louvain.

R.O.C.— Revue de V Orient Chretien.

Z.D.M.G. = Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morqenl. Gesellsch.

Z.X.T. W. — Zeitschr.fur Neatestameatliche

I. Biblical.

(u) Old Testament.

^V. H. IVoRRKLL, Book of Proverbs (Sai^idic text), Chicago, Or. Inst, Series., xii (1931), xxx-f 107, is from

the same MS. as that used by G. Sobhy in his edition (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 262). Burmester,

Les Proverhes de Salomon (Bohairic text, cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 25d) is reviewed by W. E. (Jruii in

Journal, xvi (1930), 171-2, by P. D. in R.B., XL (1931), 142, anonymously and briefly in Amer. J. Sem.

Langs, and Lit., XLVn (1931), 143, and by W. vox Bissixo in Phil. Work,, L (1931), 418-19.

Burmestkr-D^a'aud, Psalterii versio Mernphitica (cf. Journal, xii (1926), 306), was reviewed by

H. Sottas in R.E.A., ii (1928,9), 275-6.

Sanders-Schmidt, Minor Prophets iit the Freer Collection {Journal, xv (1929), 262), was reviewed by

O. Eissfkldt in D.L.Z., l (1929), 1468-9.

{h) Neu' Testable nt.

L. Th. Lefout, Une etrange recension de VApocfdypse, in Muston, XLiri (1930), 1-6, gives a Sa<^idic text

of the 10/11 cent, from Paris B.X. Copte 131^ f. 10,

II. Apocryphal, Gnostic, etc.
{a) ^

i

pocrypkal.

P\ H. Hallock, An Apocalypse of SS. Andrew and Paul, translated from the Coptic, appears in

J. Soc. Or. Research, xiil 1 1929), 190-4.

The Apocalypse of S. Peter is completed in A. Mingaxa, ^yoodhrooke Studies, in B.J.R.L., xiv (1930),

423-562; though not a Coptic text the material given i.s closely related to the Coptic and will be necessarily

employed ni all futiO'e work on the Co[>tic apocalypse. An earlier portion of this material is reviewed by
W. C. Graham in Amer. J. Sein. Langs., xlvi (1929/30), 65, and by J. de Ghellinck in Gregorianuni,

Rome, XI (1930), 274-5. Other work on this subject will be found in K. Prumm, De genuino apoealypsis

Petri textu, in Biblica, X (1929), 62, and in J. R. Harris, Odes of Salomon and the Apocalypse of Peter,

in Expos. Tunes, xlh (1930), 21-23.

The Acts of Peter are treated in C. Schmidt, Zur Datierung der alien Petrusakten, in Z.N.T. W., xxix

(1930), 150-5, and in C. H. Turner, The Latin of Peter, in J.T.S., xxxii (1931), 119-33.

On the Acts of Paul we have C. Schmidt, Ein Berliner Fragment der alien nPASEI2 HAYAOY, in Sitz.

der Preu.ss. Akad.- der (1931), 37-40.

The gospel of Peter is treated in L. Vaganay, Eecangile de Pierre, Paris (1930), xxiii 4-357.
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H. C. Youtie, Gothenburg Papyrus 21 and the Coptic version of the Letter to Ahgar, is published in

H.T.R.y XXIV (1931), 61-5. The writer shows an intimate connexion between the text nf this papyrus and

the Coptic version as given by E. Driotox in xx, 307, etc.

{h) Gnostic.

L. Borchardt, Bin gnostischcs Auiulett^ appears in A.Z,^ Lxvi (1930), 49-51.

R. Dudon, Le Gno&tique de Haiat Clement lV

A

hwandrk^ opu.^enle hkilit d<‘ Fenthm, Paris iT93<»(,

xi'l-299, is reviewed by F. Cavallera in R. dasretiqae et de mystique^ xi 202-3, and by E. IIusa

in Cirilta Cattolica (1930), 39-48, 144-58.

HI. Liturgical.

A. Steinwexter, Die Ordinationshitten koptischer Kleriket\ in Aegyptv-% xi (1931 ^ 29-34, deals with

the ordination of a deacon by Bishop Abraham of Herinonthis towards the end of the sixth century.

R. M. Woolley, Coptic Offices Translated (1930), xx-hl54, is one of a series published by the Christian

Knowledge Society^ which aims at givung a general view of ancient and oriental liturgies,

C. PEL Graxde, Liturgiae^ preces^ etc. (cf. Journal^ xv (1929), 264), is reviewed hy 0. Tescari in AbV.

aioL class., VII (1929), 424-5.

D. O’Leary, Difnai\ ii (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 264), is reviewed by R. Anthes m O.L.Z., xxxiii (193oi,

436-7
;
and vol. ill (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 251) by P. P(eeters) in A.l)., XLViii (1930), :Cs7, and by

S. Gaselee in Bull, of the School of Orient. Langs., vi (1930), 237-9, who identihes several of the hymns in

the supplement from texts in the Brit. Museum.

In the kindred Ethiopic liturgy w^e find Sir Ernest Budge, Book of Saints (of. Journal, xv 1929),

264), reviewed by" E. Mittwoch in O.L.Z.

,

xxxni (1930), 101 i- 12.

On 21 May- 1931 a lecture on Coptic church music was given at Oxford by" E. Xewlandsmith. who

contended that this music contains survivals from ancient Egy"ptian temple meh)dies. A siimlar lecture

at Manchester was reported in the Mauehestcr Guardian of 21. 4, 31 and ha:^ boon reprinted ui .i brochure

published by" “ The New" Life Movement” (121-5 Charing Cross Rd., W.C.).

IV. Literature.

() Patres Apostolici and kindred V'orks.

H. Connolly, Didascalia Apostolorum, the Syriac version etc. (cf. Jourtud, vili (1922 i, LB;, is ro\ iewed

by P. P(eeters) in A.B., xlviii (1930), 375-7, by R. Savignac in Rev. BihL, xxxix (193()i, 474, and by

B. Capelle in Rech. de thM. anc. et niediev., Louvain, ii (1930), 439; F. C. Burkitt, The I)(Ji.-<r,dof,

appears in J.T.S., xxxr ^1930), 258-65.

L. Th. Lefort, Une citation copte de hi F Pseado-Clenieutine ‘CA virginitatef in B.I.F., xxx 0 930',

509-11, deals with a passage found in Paris B.X. Copte 130\ f. 21. R. The editor says : “nous av('^n^ la

conviction qii’une puissante activite littcu’aire copte s’est developpee aux iv^ ct sieelos
;
et nous esperons

meme un jour demontrer que la serie des grands eveques d’Alexandrie, d Alexandre a Ihos<*ore en passant

par Athanase et Theophile, apprirtient bien plus h la Htteraturo copte qu’a la littO-aturo greeqne” (509).

A. PuECH, Quelques observations sur les ecrits Pscndo'Cleuientnis d propos dn here recent de C<trJ Sf'hundt,

in Rev. Sci. Relig

,

x (1930), 40-6, deals with problems r.ii:>ed by C. Schmidt, Studien lu den Ps.-Cte/n. (cf.

Journal, xv"i (1930), 251). In this connexion we may lude also H. Waitz, Die Pseudo'Rkonentinen and

ihre Quellenschriftea, in Z.F.T.IY., xxviri (1929), 241-72; and O. Cuilmax, Le prublemc htteraire tt

historique du roman pseudo-Cle'mentia, Paris ^930), viii + 272, in the series Ktudes d hist, et d<' phdos. relig.

produced by" the Faculty of Protestant Theology at Strasbourg, which is reviewed bv A. in R.U., XL (1931),

310-11.

() Later Church Fathers.

P. Glaue, Bin Bruchstiick des Origenes tiber Genesis, i, 20 (Pap. Ihiiv. Giessen, 17), in Mut. aus d. Pap.

Smnml. d. Giessener Univ. Bihl., ir, Giessen (1928) (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 251, where by ernn’ the authors

name was given as “G. IX Paul”), has been reviewed by A. Puech in Bull, <1. Bade, xxii il929)

24-9, w"ho gives a French translation of the fragment, hy^ A. 0. (Alderini) in Aegyptas, X 1^1929, pub. Aug-

1930), 317, and by W. Schubart in O.L.Z., xxxin (1930), 455-6.

H. DE Vis, Jlomelies copies de la Vaticane, ii (1920), vi4*315, li<is been reviewed bv J, PuLotsky in

O.L.Z., XXXIII (1930), 871-81. This new volume gives seven homilies from Vat. Copt. 58, 59, 62, 69 : two
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of these are ascribed to Zacharias, Bishop of cfjioOT, one each to Cyril of Alexandria, Theophilus, Basil of

Caesarea and Archelaus of Xeapolis, and one is anonymous.

Th. Hopfxer, Index locupletissimus in Migne Patrol. Graeca.^ I (1-17), Paris (1928), viii+ 384, is an

exhaustive index supplementary to that alrecidy published in Migne’s series in 1912. It is reviewed by

P. Thomsen in Phil. BbcA., xlix (1930), 845-6, and by Fr. Diekamp in Gnomon^ vii (1931), 174-6.

S. Zanutto, Bihl etiopica, Rome (1929), 36, a continuation of G. FumagallPs Bihliografia of 1893, is

reviewed by P. P(eeters) in A.B.^ XLVin (1930), 388.

G. i iRAF, Die Literatur der Kopten in der arahischen Zeit, in Z.D.M.G., Lxxxiv (1930), *91* is the resume

of what was evidently a very interesting paper read at the German orientalist congress at Vienna last

year (on 13, 6. 30).

V. Church History.

(o) History and Theology of the Egyptian and Kindred Churches, etc.

H. I. Bell, Jews and Christians {Journal, xiii (1927), 254), is reviewed by C. Wessely in B.N.J., viii

(1930), 496-9.

M. Jugie, Theologia dogmatica . . .dissidentium (cf. Journal, xiii (1927), 254), vols. iii, iv (1930-1), 510,

666, have appeared. Vol. iii is reviewed by R. Draguet in xxxi (1931), 93-5.

R. Strothmann, Die koptischen Metropoliten der Ahessinischen Kirche in der Neuzeit, appears in Theol.

Blatter, ix (1930), 225-33.

J. Kraus, Die Anfange des Christentums in Xuhia, Vienna (1931), viii + 158, is a doctoral dissertation.

It seems interesting and is fully documented, but does not contain anything new.

Amongst works dealing with the daughter church of Abyssinia, H. M. Hyatt, Church of Ahyssinia (cf.

Journal, xvi (1930), 252), is reviewed by M. Spinka in Amer. J. Bern. Langs., xlvi (1930), 209-10, afid by

G. XoLLET in Hithiops, iii (1930), 15-16. Th. S. di S. Detole, Etiopia Francescana (cf. Journal, xvi

(1930), 252), is reviewed by J. Simon in A.B., xlviii (1930), 447-8.

A. Baudrillat, de Mayer, van Cauwenbergh, Diet, d^kistoire et de geographic ecclesiastique, Paris,

xxi-xxx (1929-31), 449-1402, 1-1390, is resumed after a long interval. It is reviewed by F. Halkin in

A.B., XLix (1931), 119-23, who, however, considers that some of the contributors show a lack of critical

spirit.

{h) Hagiography.

L. St.-P. Girard, Un fragment sahidique de la vie de S. Arshie le grand, precepteur des enfants de

Theodose, anaehorete a Sce'te et a Toura {vers 410), appears in B.I.F., xxx (1930), 195-9.

H. R. Hall, An Egyptian St. Christopher, will be found in Journal, xv (1929), 1, and plate.

E. Schwartz, Cyrill und der Monch Viktor (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 252), has been reviewed by

H. Koch in Theol. Lit. Z., lv (1930), 442.

A, ZiKRi, Un fragment copte in4dit sur le patriarche Pierre dAlexandria, will be found in Ann. Serv.,

XXIX (1929), 71-5, with 1 plate : the text contains 51 lines recto, 54 verso.

M. Chaine, La recension copte de la vie d^Ahha Martyrianos de Cesaree, in R.O.C., vii (1929/30), 140-80,

based on the Bohairic text of Vatican Cod. Copt. Ixii. 277-98, is reviewed by J. Simon in A.B., xlix (1931),

142-3. Of this life there are various editions in Greek, Latin, Armenian, Syriac, and Arabic. In the

Coptic text alone the name Martirianos is changed to ^Martyrianos, the name of the nun Paula become>s

Palatia, etc.
;
“ est-ce une vei’sion du grec ou une adaptation ?—M. Ch. n’a pas aborde ce probleme.”

Max Herzog zu Sachsen, Der heilige Theodor, Miinchen (1929), 96, reviewed by Kirsch in Rom.
Quartalschr. (1929), 185, deals with the monk of Studium and so lies outside our interests.

Sir E. A. W. Budge, George of Lydda (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 252), is reviewed by J. Simon in A.B.,

xlix (1931), 166-8, who points out that there are oriental versions of the passion of St. George not men-
tioned by B. and that, since 1924, we have a new edition of the Coptic passion in the C.S.C.O. The Ethiopic

passion is more fully developed than the Syriac, less so than the Coptic : the Coptic reports three deaths

of St. G,, the Ethiopic two, the Syriac one : several incidents given in the Coptic do not appear in the

Ethiopic or Syriac. The notice in the Ethiopic synaxarium is taken directly from the Coptic synax. and
so is abridged from a passion containing more than the Ethiopic passion. None of these oriental texts gives

details not also found in the Greek. A brief note on this same work appearing in Messrs, Luzac’s Oriental

List for Jan.-March 1931, p. 6, remarks : We could have been spared the numerous crude pictures from
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the Ethiopia MSS. portraying incidents of revolting cruelty in the life of St. George, in which an unabashed

Sadism is allowed to run riot.”

G. Bardy, Clemente de Alejandria^ Madrid (1930), 212, is a Spanish translation of G. B.^s work

(cf. Journal^ xiii (1927), 255) by J. Guasp Delgado.

(c) Mo7iasticism,

E. Halkin, Vkistoire Lausiaqiie et les vies grecqves de S. Pachome^ in A.B., XLViii il930), 257-301, is a

valuable continuation of the author’s FiVs grecques de S. P. {Journal, xvi (1930), 252). The earlier work

has been reviewed by P. Chantraine in R. Phil., lvi (1930), 408, this later one by Alice Godina in

Aeggptus, xi (1931), 229-30.

E. Kourillas, Acrropia rov ^AaKijTtcrpov, Salonika (1929), 248, 12 figs., has been reviewed by F. Halkin

in A,B., XLVIII (1930), 451-3, and by L Hausherr in Oncntalia Christiana, xviii 'fl930), 237-9.

J. Wagenmann, Entwieklungsteiii der dltesten Alonchtunis, Tubingen (1929), 34, is reviewed by

F. Halkin in A.B., xlviii (1930), 385.

A. L. Schmitz, Die Welt der agyptischeii Einsiedler uiid Mbnche, is published in Rom. Quartalschr.,

XLvi (1929), 189-243.

(d) Recent History.

The London Times of 15. 12. 30 reports that as the result of friction between the Coptic Patriarch

Yohannes XIX (consecr. 16. 12. 28) and the Ctiptic Council, the Patriarch called on the Egyptian Prime

Minister to inform him that he wished to abdicate and retire to a monastery in Upper Egypt. The

Patriarch was asked to leave the matter in the hands of the ministry. “ His Beatitude has agreed to do

this, and it is understood that the law governing the constitution of the Coptic Council may be amended,

as it is considered that at present the lay element in the Church is given too much power in the Council.’’

The same paper on 25. 1. 31 reported the issue of a statement in which the Egyptian Government stated

that the lay council could not outvote the ecclesiastical council on purely religious matters.

VI. Non-Literary Texts.

L. Amundsen, Magical Texts on an Oslo Ostracon, appears in Symb. Oslo., vii (1929), 36-8, and

U. WiLCKEN, Zu drei Osloer Papyri, in the same publication, 33-5.

The second volume, S. Eitrem and L. Amundsen, Papyri Osloenses, ii, Oslo (1931), xi -1-182, 9 plates,

has now appeared.

A. S. Hunt, An incantation in the Ashmolean Museum, was published in Jo^irmd, xvi (1930), 155-7, and

has been reviewed by K. Preisendanz in Phil. Woch., xlix (1930), 748-9.

P. Jernstedt, Coptica, appeared in A.Z., lxiv (1929), 122-35, and contained the following items ;

(i) SKarfv-nKOTT^i^nKOTTT’^i
;

(ii) Tepnoce, Tepnocsi, Tepnocem
;
(lii) Ein sprichwortlicher Vergleich

(ne-e efioA g^f^o 1rK^.TO^^e)
;

(iv) Zwei Bibelzitate bei Schenute (Lemm, Kopt. M\sz.^ 118,

Prov. 6. 26= Leipoldt, Schenute, 87, 14) ;
(v) Triiwp*w = Obst. The same author’s Die koptlsehea Papyri

des Asiatischen Aluseiims {Leningrad), in Publications de la Societe Egyptologique a V Universite d*' Le nin-

grad, VI (1930), 21-44 (lith.), gives fifteen fragmentary non-literary papyri, formerly belonging to Prof.

Turaiyef, with commentary and (German) translation.

Less directly connected with Christian Egypt is S. Moller, Griech. Papyri ans dem Berliimr Museum,

Goteborg (1929), viii + 95, which has been reviewed by K. Schmidt in Phil. Woch., xlix (1930), 674-7, by

W. ScHUBART in Gnomon, vi (1930), 612-14, and by B. Olsson in D.L.Z., le (1930), 830-1.

M. Morgensen, La Glyptotheque Ny Carlsherg ; La Collection egypiieane, Copenhague (1930), planches

cxxii, describes the Egyptian collection in the Xy Carlsberg Glyptothek at Copenhagen, Coptic occurs in

some of the inscriptions on pp. cxx, cxxi.

K. Preisendanz, Papyri Graecae Magicae, Leipzig (1928) (cf. Jourmd, xvi (1930), 253), haf> been

reviewed by A. Calderini in Aegyptus, xi (1931), 92-3, and by Ker^nyi Karoly in Egyetemes Phil. KazL,

Liii (1929), 124-6.

K. Wessely, Synopsis florae magicae, in B.I.F., xxx (1930), 17-26, has a certain bearing on the inter-

pretation of magical texts.

W. H. Worrell, A Coptic Wizard^s Hoard, in Amer. J. Sem. Langs, and Lit., xlvi (1930), 239-62,

reproduces the contents of Michigan Pap. 593-603 : of these 593 is the original, 594, 596, 599 and 603 are
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copies
;
there are three groups of texts. The Coptic text restored from 593 and the copies is given

(•242-54), and is followed hy a translation and notes (255-6^. The text contains several curious words.

A. VAN Lantschoot, Rec. des colophons (cf. Journal^ xv (1929), 267), is reviewed by W. E. Crum in

Journal^ xvi (1930), 155-7.

A. Kroppe, Ausgeicahlte Koptiscke Znubertexte, Brux. (1930-31, Fondation, Reine Elisabeth), in 3 vols.

I. Texts, xix4-123. ii. Trans., comments, xv + 286. iii. Introduction, viu + 253. With plates and figs.

—

15 entirely new texts from various collections. Elaborate commentary, full indices.

VIL Philology.

W. E. Crum, Coptic Dictionary^ Part ii, Oxford (1930), vii, 89-252, containing €i^e-nov<3'€, has now

appeared; reviewed by W. Hengstenberg in B.Z,^ xxxi (1931), 77-99. The first part has been reviewed

by C. Schmidt in D.L.Z., li (1930), 1298-31, by A. Erman in B.L.Z., lii (1931), 484-7, and by W. H.

Worrell in Amcr. J. Son, Langs, and Lit.,, xlvii (1930), 56-8. W. E. Crum, Ein neites Vtrhalprajix ini

Koptischen, appear& in A.Z., Lxv (1930), 124-7.

A. H. Gardiner, The origin of certain Coptic grammatical elements, in Journal, xvi (1930), 220-34

deals with (i) formative epe-, (ii) origin of .wnevTq-, and (iii) “until he hears ” ujnt€-.

H. S. Gehman, efeoA oirTe and e&oA to express comparison of inequality in Bohairic, appeared

in J. Soc. Or. Res., xii (1928), 151-2 (cf. Journal, xiii (1927), 260).

AV. Hengstenberg, Die griechischen-koptischen Ostraca, in A.Z., Lxix (1930), 51-68, criticizes

Malloiis article in R.E.A. (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 253 (vide St.-Paul Girard in V (6) above).

L. Homburger, Dialectes copies et mande's (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 253) has been appreciatively reviewed

by G. B. PiGHi in Aegyptus, x (1929), 326-7. The apparent discrepancy of date is explained by the fact

that the Aegyptus for 1929 was delayed in appearance.

G. Heuser, Die Personennamen (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 253), has been reviewed by H, 0. Lange in

D.L.Z., Li (1930), 1313-14, by J. PolotskY in O.L.Z., xxxiii (1930), 618-19, and by P. Collert in R. Phil.,

LVi (1930), 384-5.

A. Mallon, Qrammaire copti^ (cf. Journal, xiii (1927), 256), was reviewed by E. C. in R.E.A., ii

(1929), 284.

H. J. Polotsky, Sahidisches Kiotor, appears in A.Z., lxv (1930), 130.

E. ScHWYTZEH, Griechische Interjectionen nnd grieckische Buchstahennamen auj ~a, appearing in Z. f.

rergleich. Sprackforschung, Lviii (1931), 170-205, includes an excursus (IV. on 201-3) “zu den griech.-

k(
)
pt ischen Buch stabeunam en

.
' ’

The recent edition of G. Steindorff, Koptische Grammatik (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 254), is reviewed

by AV. Till in D.L.Z., li (1930), 1495-9, and by AV. E. Crum in O.L.Z., xxxiv (1931), 114-15.

AA^. Till, Koptische Chrestomathie (cf. Journal, xvi (1930), 255), is reviewed by A. C(alderini) in

Aegyptus, x (1929), 316, which did not appear until August 1930, by W. E. Crum in Wiener Z. f. d. Kunde
des Morgenlands, xxxvii (1930), 307-9, and by S. Gaselee in Bull. Sck. Or. Studies, vi (1930), 257-8. The
same author's Achmimisch-kopt. Grammatik (cf. Journal, xv (1929), 268) is reviewed by W. Spiegelberg

in O.L.Z., xxxiii (1930), 640-1.

AV. H. AA'orrell, who is making a special study of Coptic phonology, is the author of The evolution of

veltfr, palatal, and dental stops in Coptic, in Journal, xv (1929), 191-3, and of The Pronunciation of Coptic,

in J. Amer. Or. Soc., L G930), 144-9: in the latter he points out that modern tradition, confined to

Bohairic, is extremely confused and leaves many points undecided.

E. Zyhlarz, Gruadzuge der nuhischen Grammatik im Christlichen FrUkmittelalter (1928), xvi + 192, is

reviewed by AV. Czermak iu Africa, ii (1929), 422-3.

VIII. Archaeology.
(a) Travel, exploration, etc,

R. Elston, Travellers^ Handbook for Egypt and the Sudan, Bond. (1929), cxxxi+ 588, is published by
Messrs. T. Cook primarily for the use of their tourist parties. Information is included about the AVadi

en-^iatrCiii and its monasteries (26-8, 457), the monastery of S. Simeon at Aswan (433-4), the Red
Monastery (206), the un mastery at Aledinet Habu (379), the churches of Old Cairo (84-6), and the Coptic

Vluseura (85). It is reviewed by L. Borchardt in 0 L,Z,, xxxiv (1931), 219.

U. Monneret de ViLLARD, Note storiche sidle chiese di al-Fustat, iu Rend, della R. Accad. Naz. del

Lincei, v (1929), 285-334, is reviewed by P. P(eeters) in A.B., XLVi (1930), 385-7.
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JoH. Georg, Herzog zu Sacilsen, Strt‘iJ:.a(je d>u'ch die Ku'chen Klosii'r Leipzig

(1930), x + 59, 171 illustr., is also reviewed by P. PiEKters) in J.i?., xlviii (1030), 385-7.

E. M. Sawyer, The First Monasterits, in Auiiqnit^, iv (1030i, 310-26, 8 plates, contains .i description

of the monasteries of the adi en-Xatrun which is extromoly interesting as the account »>f an actual Ni'^it:

there are, however, several inaccuracies in etymologies, names, and statements.

W. F. VoLBACH, Die koqjtisfhen Klostfr itt der rntrischi'ii ap[)etlr^ in Athtntis '102!)), 5G6-0.

F. Ll. Griffith, Christiaii Docn.tiitnits fro ni F^fihia (cf. Jovrnal, sv (1020 ', 260;, is reviewed hv
A. ScHxVFF in O.L.Z., xxxiii (1930), 28-9.

{h) J rt a nd A rrh itecta re.

S. Gaselee deals with The Coptic Period (55-60 and 274-262, 35 illustr. and one colour plate; in

Sir Denison Ross, The Art of Egypt thronghoit the Ages, London (1031) (7)4-354, treating of wall i>tiint-

ings, ivories, architecture, textiles, manuscripts etc.

Ch. Diehl, EArt chretienj (cf. Journal, xv (^1920), 270), is reviewed by E. W. in B.Z., xxx
;
103O\

448-50.

A. Tulli, Le lucerne eopte del Aluseo Egizio Vaticano, appeared in Pde, Stnd. Or., xii - 1020;. 80-112.

R. Miedema, De Koptische Kunst, Am.sterdarn (1020), 11, is reported but I have not been able to see

a cox>y.

E. Pauty, Bois seidpte d^egli.^ts copies (1031), Cairo (1030), vii4-30, 45 pi. Introd, by G. AViet.

M. S. Dimand, A recent gift of Xear Eastern Art, in Bfdl. Afetrop. Musenin of Art, Xew York, xxvi

(1931), 6-12, 8 figs., describes an acquisition of Egypto*Arabic carved wooden panels and bronzes.

G. Duthuit, La Sculpture eopte, statues, bas-reliefs, masques, is announced as in preparation : it claims

to represent Coptic art by examjdes from various museums and to assign the geographical and chrono-

logical positions of the types selected. The work is to appear in October 1931.

(c) Tejctiles.

Be.sides references to textiles in 8. Gaselee's contribution to ‘‘The Art of Egypt through<»ut the Agi's’

(above) we note: M. S. Dimand, Coptic and Egypto-Arabic Textiles, in BnJl. Metrop. M'ts. of Art, Xew
York, XXVI (1931), 89-91, 4 figs., which deals with 20 pieces recently acquired by the Museum.

Journ. of Egy[)t. Arch. XMI 33
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NOTES AND NEWS

The Society’s Annual Exhibition was held this year from September 8th to October 3rd

at the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum in London. For the hospitable provision of

an excellent room, together with show-cases and the ready help of his staff, the Society

is deeply indebted to Dr. Henry S. Wellcome, and the committee has also to express its

gratitude for unfailing assistance to Mr. L. W, G. Malcolm, the conservator of the

Museum.

In addition to the results of last season’s work at Tell-el-‘Amarnah and Armant, the
Society was able to show a representative loan exhibition of Egyptian jewellery. This
display, which owed its existence to the initiative and generosity of the President, would
not have been possible without the ready co-operation of many collectors, among whom
Mr. H. S. Beck and Mrs. G. D. Nash laid the Society under particular obligation. A large

share of the work of selection fell on the shoulders of Mr. Glanville and Mr. Myers
;
and

for the attractive presentation of the loan-exhibits the Society has chiefly to thank Mr. Guy
Brunton, who generously undertook the laborious task of arrangement and description.

In connexion with the Exhibition Mr. Pendlebury lectured on September 10th at
the Society of Antiquaries on his recent excavations at Tell el-'Amarnah. This lecture
was so well attended and so enthusiastically received that it was decided to repeat it on
October 2nd at the Eoyal Society. A new feature of the lecture was the introduction of
a short cinematograph film showing the excavations in progress.

The expedition to El-‘Amarnah this winter will consist of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. S.
Pendlebury, Mr. J. H. S. Waddington, Mr. H. W. Fairman, Mr. S. R. Sherman and, by
permission of the Committee, Miss M. A. Chubb, Assistant Secretary. It is also hoped to
obtain the services of another architect. Work will be begun about October 25th and
will probably continue for three months. The main point of attack will be the ceremonial
entrance through the Great Wall, with its fallen frescoes

; the suspected palace to the
north

;
and the scattered houses which lie between the North Suburb and the North

City.

The Armant Expedition will work for two or three months this winter in the various
cemeteries on the concession. It is hoped that valuable material of Early Predynastic,
Middle Kingdom and Old Kingdom date will be found. The staff will consist of 0. H. Myers
(Director), H, W. Fairman, T. J. C. Baly, R. N. Lester and W. B. K. Shaw. Dr. Wilfrid
Jackson of the Manchester University Museum will visit the expedition to deal with the
osteological material.

In a circular letter sent out in May last to all excavators in Egypt and to others
iatcrested in Egyptology Mr. 0. H. Myers calls attention to the need for a Corpus of
Graeco-Konian pottery in Egypt, and makes suggestions as to the lines on which such a
Corpus might be undertaken. The scheme already has the approval of several excavators,
and It IS hoped that a meeting may take place in Cairo early in November at which both
this and other matters of general interest to excavation may be discussed.
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The Director of the Society’s excavations at Armant asks us to publish the
following note :

The excavations at the Bucheum at Armant and the preparations for the publication
of the final report have proved that at unknown dates prior to the excavations of the
Society a number of stelae of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods liave been removed from
the Bucheum. Two of the missing stelae are known to be in museums in Cairo and in

Europe, and it is possible that others are to be found in other !uuseunis. In order that
the Report on the Bucheum may be as complete as possible the Director begs curators
of museums and collections in which stelae or inscriptions referring to Buchis are to be
found to be good enough to notify him, and if possible to send him photographs of the
objects. The number of Roman stelae missing is indefinite, but in the Ptolemaic period
possibly only four more are needed to complete the series. The missing Ptolemaic stelae

are those of a bull which should have died about Year 13 of Ptolemy III, a bull which
should have died about Year II of Ptolemy V, and possibly two bulls between Year 4 of

Alexander the Great and Year 14 of Ptolemy I. A photograph of a Roman stela will be
found in Bee, trav., xxx, opposite p. 12 ;

a photograph of a Ptolemaic stela will be fouu<l

in Journal, xvi, PI. xlii, fig. 2.

Mr. Pendlebury sends us, at the moment of our going to press, the following note

referring to the limestone head from Tell el-'Amarnah published in this number, j). 236

and PI. Ixxii, figs. 3 and 4:

Mr. Brunton, Dr. Seligman and Mr. N. de G. Davies have all suggested that the

small head found last season at El-Amarnah is not female, or alternatively that it is not

one of the princesses. These opinions carry such weight that I feel they should be })ut

forward at once. Briefly our answers are: (1) No male throat has those lines round it,

(2) The lines running down from the corners of the mouth are common to this ligiire

and to Dr. Frankfort’s Princess, (3) The absence of an elongated skull is only apparent
,

for there is plenty of room for it inside the wig, ( f )
The set of tln^ }i(‘ad on the neck is

precisely that of the figure on the back of Tut<'arikhamun's chair. The identity of the

wigs has already been mentioned.

Members of the Society will have heard with deep regret of the death of Mr. (Veil

M. Firth, Inspector of Antiquities at Sakkarah. Firth was one of those many archae-

ologists who find their way into the subject by accident, for he was trained for th^ bar,

and actually went out to Egypt to a post in the Ministry of Justice. Being strongly

attracted, however, by Egyptology, he applied for and obtained an appointment in the

Department of Antiquities which happened to be vacant. In this deq)artment he served

for thirty years, a period broken only by military service in 1911—PM 8. lie was

associated, under Dr. Reisner, with the Archaeological Survey of Nubia, 1907— P), and

was alone responsible for a great part of the admirable publication of its results. Since

1923 he had been Inspector at Sakkarah, and in this capacity carried out the excava-

tions which revealed to us the architecture of the Third Dynasty and revolutionized the

history of Egyptian art.

We regret to learn of the death of Frau Luise Klebs, which took ])lace on May 21th

last. Frau Klebs rendered a great service to Egyptology by her Brlnfs Jes Alien Ilnehcs,

which appeared in 1914, and her Reliefs und Malereien dns MtUh rm Re/(‘hes, ])ublished

in 1921. These works represented the result of a vast and painstaking industry. Frau
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Klebs intended to continue her task down into the New Empire, and at the time of her

death a volume comprising the reliefs which deal with the life of the people was actually

ready for press, while material for another, which was to treat of the life of the king and

the nobles, had been collected and only needed working into final form.

A proposal has been made to commemorate the late Dr. H. E. Hall by a presentation

to the Department in the British Museum of which for six years he was Keeper. Two

objects have been selected, one of which Dr. Hall had himself chosen and was anxious

to ac(][uire for the Museum. This is an Egyptian figure carved in stone of an unusual

kind, of uncertain date.

The other is an Assyrian bronze of the 8th or 7th century b.c. representing a bearded

man leaning forward as if driving a chariot. This piece is extremely unusual and of very

great artistic merit. It is hoped that a sum will be subscribed sufficient for the purchase

of at least one of these. Readers of the JourHal who may care to join in this tribute to

the memory of a scholar who did much for the Society should send their contributions

to the Secretary of the Society at 13 Tavistock Square, W.C.l.

We congratulate Dr. Cowley, Bodley's Librarian at Oxford, on the honour of knight-

hood which has recently been conferred on him. In his capacity as a Semitic scholar

Dr. Cowley has more than once contributed to this Journal, in connexion with the

recently discovered Sinaitic script and its relation to early Semitic writing.

As we go to press the XVIIIth International Congress of Orientalists, to be held at

Leyden on September 7-12th, is actually in progress. The Society is being officially

represented there by Mr. E. S. M. Perowne, F.S.A., a member of its Committee.

We have received the first number of the new Quarterly of the Department of

Antiquities in Palestine. It consists of 52 pages and 31 plates, and is published by the

Oxford University Press. This journal, as the organ of a department which has a very

big future before it, will doubtless rapidly take an important place among archaeological

publications.

The first number of the Bulletin of the American Institutefor Persian Art and Archaeology

has just appeared. The Institute, whose offices are at 50 East 42nd Street, New York,

was founded in 1930. Among the actiffities which it embraces is excavation in Persia. A
joint expedition of the University Museum, Philadelphia and the Pennsylvania Museum
of Art is already working at Hecatompylos, the modern Damghan

;
the Oriental Institute

of the University of Chicago is to restore the ruins of Persepolis
;
and the William

Rockhill Nelson Trust of Kansas City has sent an expedition to Asterabad. The
importance of these events in the solution of the archaeological problems of the Near East

is incalculable.

In each copy of the present number is inserted a slip on which are printed the con-

ventions of the Journal in regard to the spelling of Arabic and Ancient Egyptian proper

names, the use of italic type, contractions and abbreviations, and various other points

of style. It is not contended that the rules here given are necessarily better than any
others, but, since in the interests of uniformity and economy it is necessary to have some
rules, the Editor hopes that contributors will accept their guidance. Spare copies of the slip

can always be obtained from the Society’s London office.
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Will contributors please note that if they wish for offprints of their articles over and
above the twenty-five supplied to them free of charge they can obtain these at co=t price !

They should in this ease, however, indicate their wish as early as possible, for, in the case
of an illustrated article, once the plates are printed off, which may hai)peu long before
the publication of the number, it is impossible to order the extra copies necessary for the
offprints.

Professor F. LI. Griffitli contributes the following note on his excavations of last

winter in the Sudan

:

Owing to the war the organization known as ‘‘The Oxford Excavations in Xubia” lay

dormant from 1913 until 1930; it was then revived in order to take advantage of a valuable

concession given by the Sudan Government at Kawa, on the west bank of the Nile, nearly

opposite Dongola, which had meanwhile been identified by Mr. Addison as the ancient

Gem-Aten with the worship of a form of Amun in a temple built by Tirhacjah. A preliminarv

excavation at the beginning of 1930 had yielded promising results, and shown that at

least two temples existed there. In the winter of 1930-31 three temples were completely

excavated, viz,, A and B, two small temples side by side and parallel to the river, and
T, the temple of Tirhakah, at right angles to A and B. It appeared probable that the

site had been occupied by the Egyptians at an early date and that Amenophis III had
re-founded the colony in the expansion of the New Empire, introduced the worship of

Amun, and built a small temple named Gem-Aten on the site later occupied by A and B.

Tut<'ankhamun built the shrine and columnar hall of A in sandstone and sculptured

them, and Tirhakah added a sculptured pylon and an outer brick court and gateway.

In the shrine and some brick chambers surrounding it we found interesting bronzes and

objects in faience, some with Ethiopian cartouches, and an exquisite figure of an

Eighteenth-Dynasty king in gold.

Temple T was built wholly by Tirhakah on an interesting plan, and adorned with

granite monuments. We found four granite rams, six great stelae, one of them of

Aneramun, some important inscriptions and graffiti from the Ethiopian and Meroitic

ages and a group of figures in granite, a sphinx, a statue of the king, and two apes,

besides another mass of bronzes and faience objects left at the destruction of the temple,

which was probably carried out by Petronius’ army in 23 n.c.

Such in brief are the results of the most important season's work that we have had

in Nubia, and the best season in my personal experience of excavation, both for material

finds and for history. The finds are to be halved with the Sudan Government, but all the

smaller objects were brought to England for exhibition and study. Our share will be divided

between the Ashmolean and British Museums: finally the Glyptothek Ny Carlsberg at

Copenhagen has made very substantial purchases from among the larger monuments.
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NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Meiiioir of Thoiiias Joseph Pettigrev:, F.R.C.S., F.R.S., (1791-1865). ByWarrex K. Dawson, F.K.S.E.,

etc., etc., Honorary Librarian of Lloyd’s. Xew York, 1931. 8vo.

Pettigrew, known to Egyi)tologists for his valuable researche>s on mummies, began life as son of an

apothecarv-surgeon in Fleet -street, who had been naval surgeon on board H.M.S. 1 ictovy twenty years

before Trafalgar. Young Pettigrew studied anatomy with zeal, and taught it with such success in lectures

and in print that he soon fell under the notice of Sir Astley Cooper and other distinguished surgeons, bis

accuictte drawings and observations showing a distinct advance on those of his predecessors in that famous

age of embryonic but progressive medical training. His thoroughness may be compared to that of his

biogiMpher, who ha ^3 produced a really fascinating memoir, with well-chosen illustrations, and references to

all kindb of interesting perj^ons. Pettigrew enjoyed the patronage of the most intellectual of the sons of

George III, first the Duke of Kent, and after his death the Duke of Sussex, whose great library was

amassed under his guidance as librarian. Pettigrew had great success as Secretary of the Medical Society,

which his methodical and careful ways raised to prosperity. Besides his extensive medical practice he

took })art in every intellectual unn^ement and had strong leanings towards archaeology. He became F.S.A. in

1824. In 1825 he began collecting notes on Egyptology and he was largely responsible for the foundation o^

the British Archaeological Association in 1843. His large work on Egyptian Mummies^ by which he is best

knovrn to Egyptologists, appeared in 1834. Dawson’s memoir, which terminates with a full, abundant and

varied bil>liography of Pettigrew’s writings, occupies the greater part of three numbers of Medical Life^

Nos. 124-126, and is paged consecutively from 1 to 136, so admitting of Siitisfactory binding as a separate

work.
F. Ll. Griffith.

The Great Tomh-Rohheries of the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty^ being a critical study, with translations and

comuiontaries, of the papyri in which these are recorded. By T. Eric Peet, Brunner Professor of

Egyptology in the University of Liverpool: formerly Laycock Student in Egyptology at Worcester

Coilege, Oxford, i, Text, 8vo
;

ii, Plates, large fo.; Oxford, 1930.

The glories of the New Empire in Egypt petered out in the Twentieth Dynasty, in which there ruled

a long .scries of king^ IlI-XI bearing the name of Ramesses but, after the first, without a spark of the

energy and enterprise of their namesakes (I and II) in the Nineteenth Dynasty. Before the end Egypt

had lost all its consequence abroad, and was impoverished by ill-government and by the demands of

superstition, so that honest labour vrent unpaid, and the population of the west bank of Thebes, hitherto

thriving on the w<->rk and ceremonies of the metropolitan cemeteries, had to turn for a living to robbing

the tombs, which their forefathers had richly provided with clothing, food, ornaments, vessels and furni-

ture. By the time of Eame.'ises IX it seems that few of the private tombs had not been plundered, and

attacks on the royal sepulchres had at last drawn the attention of the authorities to these outrageous acts.

The monuments of the later years of the dynasty are best exemplified by the melancholy reports of the

ti’uils of tomb-robbers from the reign of Ramesses IX onwards, and by the tale of Unamun’s unhappy

voyage to Syria for cedar-wood just after its close.

It is tlie.se legal reports and other documents connected therewith which, some twelve years ago,

Professor Peet undertook to collect, })ublish and decipher. It was a vast undertaking and the results have

appeared in two instalments. The most formidable part of the task was to make a facsimile of two papyri

at Liverpool, the Mayer Pripyn A and B. This was done and issued with translation in 1920. The hieratic

of these two pajiyri is of extreme difiiculty, the writing is a scrawl that has almost lost the characteristics

of indi\ idual hieratic ^ign^, being largely reduced to a series of parallel line.s or curves. To have translated

the Mayer papyri, as the late Wilhelm Spiegelberg did as long ago as 1891, is one of the most remarkable

feats of scholarslup ever }>erformed by that active and comprehensive mind. Peet’s copy of the writing,

cousidei'ing the condition of the pa[)yri, is a marvel of accuracy andi ndustry, and by patient comparison
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of parallels in varioiLS shades of orth.>ardi,hy, lie has airived at full and .icuirate intnpivtatian ,.l alni..,.t

every cmix.

The second instalment is the work now luuler review, containing the remainder of the
papyri, in London, Turin and Vienna, and one lately taken to America. The lahour of copying ami inter-

pretation was here comparatively light; although some passages are in the same difiicult script es the
Mayer papyri, others are in a more normal hieratic hand, and, moreover, e.vcept in one case, the
original writing was accessihle and, hut for one hopeless instance, undi-guiseil hy unsiutahlc trcMtment.
Facsimiles of the fomous Abbott Papyrus and of some others were pul.lished long ago, and Professor Peet
has been content to give us hieroglyphic- transcripts of all the documents in his voluine of thirtv-nine large

plates, one plate being devoted to correetimis of his readings <.)f the Mayer i>apyri and another to a plan
showing the correct relative positions of the fragments of two pa[)yrL in the Britmh Museum.

The descriptions, translations, notes and index till a substantial volume of text and are preceded bv intro-

ductory discussions on the nature and date of the papyri, on the history and kings (T tiie Twentieth D vn<isty

and their viziers, on the names and organization ot the ihebaii 2Secrop<>hs and (.ai the criminal procedure.

The examination of prisoners was carried out hy questions accompanied hy t<jrture and oaths. Their con-

demnation or discharge was decided by the court, and the [niiiishment of toinb-rohbery was doath either

immediate or by impaling. Professor Peet lias received substantial .issistance fu Profe-^sor A. }{. Gardiner

and from Dr. Cerm'gaud there seems little to criticize in Iiis masterly production. In the Abbott Tapyrus

translation however I would suggest, p. 3-'^, 1. 10, ‘Mud whose pyramid has becai cast down on itseltV' i.r.

“collapsed’'
;

1. 12, Behek; 1. 17, “Shuri'\'); p. 30, I 10, drt^fr perhaps might mean "duly mourned over’

by the two ^r^goddesses
; 1. 12, for “dragging'^ read ^-breaking up"; 1. 21, I do not <[uite like the rendering

“ prefect of No' ” (or better “ of No^ he. of ‘^Thebes," for the ancient title < -f the vizier ; it should rather he

the “j>refect of the (royal) city,*’ and so applicable to the vizier of Lower Eeypt oqu<dly with him of Upper
Egypt. These suggestions may all prove wrong in face of Professor Poet’s t>rofound knowledge of the whole

subject, but on p. 54 and elsewhere “Nefertum '’ should eertiinly be corrected to “ Nefertem.“ Scholars are

indebted to Peet for carrying through this admirable and laborious task with such thoroughness amidst a

crowd of pressing occupations.

V. Ll. GRirriTii.

The Epic of Gilgamuh. Text, TransLitiou, and Notes. By R. Campbell Thompson. IMilford: Clarendon

Press, Oxford, 1930. 50*\ net.

In this splendid work the distinguished Assyriologist, Dr. (.Vimt>bell Thompson, has given ,i new collation

of all the Assyrian tablets in the British Museum which constitute the bulk of the text of the Epi: of

Gilgamisk
;
and the only regret is that he, with his expert eye and skilful iniul, has been uiia{)le to collate

anew the American fragments of the old Babylonian version, of which the readings are in many jiassages

much disputed. Further, he has made no attempt to use the evidence atl()rded for the re^'tomtion of the

text in various places by the Sumerian and Hittite versions—perhap'-^ wisely, as this is often equivocal in

the present state of our knowledge. MTiat he has done is to make .i fresh examination of all the Assyrian

tablets and publish them in beautifully drawn plates, to which he hris added all the vanaiit readings
;
and

this is accompanied by a complete transcription not only of these texts but also of tho^e of the Old

Babylonian version which have been discovered and edited up to date. In doing this he has joined up

several fragments whose connexion has not hitherto heen discovered and withal lias made a composite

text in what seems to him the correct order of the fragments; and hero all will readily agree that he has

greatly improved on the work of his predecessors. Further, at the hegiiiiiing of the hook thore is an all

too brief introduction entering into some of the problems which the Epic raises, and at the eiul ,\ number

of important notes, which also are all too few; and in these he not t>nly dismmsos the usii.d pliilologieal

problems, to whose solution he often contributes much, even though he is compelled still to leave many

things unexplained, but also adds interesting information culled from his rich cxperimicc of d,iily life in

the Semitic East—amoiig.^t which attention may be drawn to hi-^ interesting explanation ot the method

whereby Gilgamish sank to the bottom of the sea by comparing it with the device enqdoyed hy the pearl-

fishers of Bahrain at the present time

It is only with the utmost tretudation that the present reviewer, whose rest>oct for Dr. Campbell

Thompson’s learning is very great, presumes to otter a few suggestions on his work.

P. 11, col. ii, 1. 10: Ought which is an impossible (?) pcrmaiisive form, to be ?

P. 17, col. ii, 1. 37: is not ip-Pi-ra-as a-lak-ta ^^Gilgcni}iT\ the correct restoration (cf pp. 23-24, col. v,
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11. 34-35) ? P. 31, cuL ii, L 32: if khna BAR (
= «A?) is the correct reading, the meaning is not “like <a

brother” (.Sum. ^ES^ohu “brother”) but “like a stranger” who requires to be led by the hand, i.e,

guided. P. 45, cul. iii, 1. 33 : is not U-ma a~riui-[t]i pi4-hi the true reading, as ipti does not

seem to occur at any rate in the Epic? P. 53, col. i, 1. 10: is it possible that a-ta~al(J)-lu{l) is a copyist’s

ervov ^OY a-tii-al{iyku 'A) I P. 53, col. ii, 1. 9: is also a-ki a copyist’s error for a-di'l P. 68, 1. 6; as else-

where, pa-aAu must be read for pa-a. P. 83, n. on ix, 1-6: the possibility that ZI L\DySUD*RA

{cf, Ebeling, K.AJLL, 434 7) may be read at any rate in later texts {cf, Zimmern in Z,D.M.G.,

Lxxviir, 21-) ought to be mentioned, as it explains the /• in ^icrovBpos.

Editorial and printing errors are conimendably few, but mention may be made of the following: P. 17,

ooL ii, 1. 41 : if the explanation in the note is accepted, it is necessary to read 'iig-tam-ma-ru for

uk-tam-nKt-i'o in the text. P. 53, col. i, 1. 9 : the second I in is printed upside down. P. 57, col. iii,

1. 40; the translation rightly implies a-m i-\di-ka\ for a-na P. 76, n. on vi, 18 : the transcription

rightly has ir-tti-ut where the note has ir-tu-tv. P. 77, n. on v, 12: the accent has fallen out in sanU' for

htot). P. 82, note on vn, iii, 27 : in the second line of the quotation ri-ik-li-hi ought to be ri-ik-U-hi,

Attention is drawn to these few points in order that the editor may be enabled to correct them in a

future edition. For it need hardly be said that the work is perhaps the best edition of an Assyro-

BabyIonian text in existence, and both the editor and the publishers are to ])e heartily congratulated on a

magnificent publication fully commensurate with the gz*eat importance of the Epic of Gilgarnisk.

G. K. Driver.

Aeggptiaca^ a Catalogue of Egyptian Objects in the Aegean Area. By J. D. S. Pexdlebury. Cambridge,

1930.

Mr. Pendlebury has given us a book of the type so necessary to the student—a collection of all the

material 1 tearing on a definite branch of archaeology. One of the many advantages of a complete study is

that the lacunae become apparent. These Mr. Pendlebury notices for the reader, and they are sometimes

nearly as suggestive as positive facts. ^\Tiy i^ it, fitr instance, that Egyptian things are only found in

eastern Crete and nothing in the western half of the island I And why, we may well ask, does western

Crete scarcely seem t(^ have been inhabited in Minoan-Mycenaean days? Why again is it that only a single

Egyptian object has been found in all the well-excavated sites north of Hierapetra, which is almost the best

Cretan port for the Egyptian trade? It lies on the south coast, well away in the eastern pfirt of the island,

but trade seems to have ignored it and to have made for the little Minoan port of Komo, near Phaestos and
it'^ group of ancient sites. Those are at the great angle in the south coast of Crete. ^Yas it that the early

voyagers were guided by the great mountain mass forming this promontory, which may be seen from afar

by the tiaveller from Alexandria or Port Said?

Anyhow, it was from here that the great Minoan road ran across the island to Knossos. This is the

(.Tetan site that has produced not oidy the most evidence of connexion with Predynastic and Early
Dynastic Egypt, but also the most continuous evidence right through to the end. Yet Knossos is on the
north coast, far from Egypt.

That corner of the xlegean which has produced the greate*st number of objects traded from Egypt is

Kiiudes. .So grout is the quantity of material that it is to have a special monograph devoted to it,

amounting as it does to five times as many objects as have come from all the rest of the Aegean-Mycenaean
world. This is an interesting corollary of Mr. Pendlebury’s statement that the pottery from Egypt
commonly called Late Minoan is really Late Helladic III. The sherds are pronounced to belong to a class

that is common in Rhodes, and like those from the Argolid to the west and Cyprus to the east, but not
like Cretan ware.

It is only rarely that ^Mr. Pendlebury digresses from his statement of fact into the realms of theory. It

is <in interesting suggestion of his that the Old Kingdom may have influenced the art of Aegina by means
of tliat islands connexion with 8aitic Egypt through Naucratis. But, on the other hand, it seems to be
presupposing too much to suggest, as the author does, that the Aehaeans destroyed Crete tn order to open
up the Egyptian trade for the men of the Mainland. Need we look so far afield for motives? The age was
a disturbed one. Love of fighting and the presence of rich cities to plunder seem sufiicient incentive. It is

true the destruction of Crete did open up the Egyptian trade, but this may well have been an extra and
quite fortuitous benefit accruing to tlie coirpierors.
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The Pharaohs whose names hare been found in the Aegean are Khjan, Tutbmo.>i,s IH, Arnenopliis 11,

Aiuenophis III and his queen Tiya, Menklieperret', and P.-samtek L
On p. 19 the author coins a term unknown to Egyptology—Third Intermediate Period. Ey tlu^ he

means the Twentieth-Twenty-fifth Dynasties, commonly cedicd the Late New Kingdoin, the Late Period,

or the Decadence.

The Egyptian objects that found their way across the water seem to be entirely small works of <irt. In

the early ages beautiful hard stone vases were the favourites, and from the Eighteenth to the Tw(*nty-si\tlj

Dynasties alabaster vases of a baggy shape. The beautiful blue faience which was Egypt’s speciality

naturally figures largely, as do beads of v.irious materials. Ey far the most cummon ohjoets were the

scarabs, in which one might almost think an export trade had growm up by the Tw'enty-sixth Dyn.isty.

Only very rarely do ^Ye get a statuette human or divine, and it is intere^^ting that S])arta should h,iv<^

added one more to the list of places tluit have produced mysterious tn^hahti figures. Those from Zimbabwe

and Central Africa are specimens of the welLknown forgeries that can be bought in the streets of C'airo

for half a piastre apiece. The description of the Spart^in one is ivuiiiA^cent of them. The Phone Valley

has also produced forged nshahtls.

Mr. Peudlebury adds a valuable note on the Aegean pottery found in Egypt end a list of the finds with

full references. He quite correctly .'>peaks of Lahuii in his text, hut does not mark it on his ma[). He give>

imstead Kahun, which is only one poiTiou of the great site at L.ilmn.

Theauthorand his wfifo h<>j)e to proparea eompaniou volume to the present one. It is to bo a ^UMinoica,

recording the Aegean pottery found in Egy[)t. We look forward to this as w’ell as the study of the Phodian

material.

G. A. WAiAwvRicrir.

Ancient Egyptian Masonry: The Building Craft, By the late SoMers Clarke, F.lS.A., late surveyin' to the

Dean aiwi GhajAerof >St. Paul’s Cathedi’al, and P. ExcELDACfi, Asvjc. C. A G. Inst., Keeper, Egy[»tiaii

Museum, Cairo, (Oxford, 1930.)

The gap in Egyptological literature which Messrs. Somers Clarke and Engclbacli si‘t out to fill

demanded in the authors of an adequate text-book a combination of precisely those cpualificatiiais wdiich

are implied in their descriptions cpioted above. This being so, it might be .supposed that alike for

Egvq)tologists and architects interested in the history of building all that remained wa.-^ to buy this

volume of over 200 pages and nearer 300 illustrations, and put it on their shelves as a pennanmt

work of reference. But it appears that the gap—unknown to must of us

—

wMs bigger than that; and it is

a striking tribute not only to the mudesty but also to the scientific manner of the aiithois enquiry that

they regard their book merely as Prolegomena, and are continually stressing the possibility and nt'cd oi

further research into available material, as well as the inevitable uneertamties due to ]ai-k ()f iwideine.

Indeed their caution would seem almost overdone at times were it not that the book is intended for a wide

public, including students unused to the pragmatistical philosophy of the archai^ologist. lhat the lattei

should in the ordinary commerce of his work and writings accept as facts much that he knows to be

unprov^'en theories is right so long as he i-eprescnts them to the lay man as no moie than walking

hypotheses. Engelbach’s theory of the method of erecting obelisks in ancient Egypt fits all the known facts

and is now generally accepted by Egyptologists. But he is very careful to refer t(j it in this book as a

possible solution of the problem.

It is a commonplace that imniy of the main characteristics of ancient Egyptian civilization lemain

unchanged from the earliest dynastic times down to the K.jmau period. Egyptian arclntotture wa.s m.

exception to the rule; and the authors maintain that it had achieved its essential characteristics l.y the

middle of the Old Kingdom
;
minor variations in treatment continued to arise througdiout the succeeding

dynastieis, but there was no constructional change, llic natural conservatism of the laco vvas doubtless

chiefly responsible for this fact, but ii contributory and more interesi-ing leasoii vvas the nationah/ation

of the quarries from the earliest times.

In contrast with the long period of its full development—nearly SOX) years—the available material for

a study of the origins and development of Egyptian architecture is c<..nfiued to a relatively short period,

within which the bulk of the evidence was produced in a single generation. 'J’ho authors .suio trcatnnmt

of the newly discovered buildings at Sakkarah is therefore all-important, and above idl tlioir dot.uled

exposition of the inferiority of Zoser’s ma'sonry as compared with that of c.g. Khufu. T le outstam

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. xvii.
34
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feature of the Sakkarah work is its reliance on earlier techniques—mud-brick and wood and even wattle

and daub, as witness the pillars. The great advance made in the Fourth Dynasty, logical enough, could

only come about when the masons realized that the new medium required and was capable of a new inter-

pretation, and ceased to measure their blocks in terms of bricks.

Following the introductory chapter on the earliest remains of Egyptian masonry, Clarke and Engelbach

discuss every phase of the craft in detail, beginning with two chaptei’s on quarrying—devoted to soft and

bard rocks respectively. They have collected enough evidence, chiefly from the limestone galleries of

Tura and Ma‘sara, but also from Beni B[asan and the sandstone of Silsilah, to outline the method of

extraction with consideral>le certainty, and are inclined to postidate the use of a pick, though refusing to

insist on this. Their study of the quarrying of hard rocks is based partly on the monuments, but chiefly

on Engelbach's work on the Aswan obelisk, the results of which are already familiar. They admit to

many difticulties still outstanding, e.g. the nature and material of the pointed tool which was certainly

used in working granite, schist, quartzite, etc.

The next stage was the transport of the stone from the quarry to the building site, and is treated in a
short chapter on Egyptian barges. The suggestion that the great lighters such as that of Hatshepsiit were
“solid rafts made of tree trunks’' will not be acceptable to naval architects, and in fact Mr. Charles

Jarrett-Bell has recently shown that the Der el-Bahri relief is probably a very accurate representation of

a craft based on sound if elementary mechanical knowledge. The authors, however, are not attempting .i

survey of Egyptian ships, and the most valuable result of this chapter is the fact, which they have
established beyond reasonable doubt, that the Egyptians did not know or use the pulley, a conclusion which
naturally claims instant consideration in any discussion of methods of handling and laying blocks and of

construction.

The .section on preparations before building includes a useful survey of the known examples of Egyptian
scale-plans and architectural sketches, to which may be added an ostrakon published since this book
{Journal^ XVI, 237).

The mensuration and preparation of building sites is discussed, and the religious ceremonies connected
with them. The authors seem inclined to doubt the witness of the monuments that the Pharaoh himself
took part in this symbolical act, especially in Ptolemaic times. Such, however, is what we should expect
rather than the reverse, from comparisons both with Mesopotamian practice at dates contemporary with
dynastic Egypt, and that of many other peoples down to the present day. In this country the number of
ft auidatioii stones laid by one or other of the present royal family may well suiq)ri>se some archaeologist of
the future.

The Egyptian habit of mixing bad work with good is strikingly exhibited in the i)oor quality of their
foiauLititins, which until comparatively late times were almost invariably inadequate for their task both in
theory and in practice. This was due in part to ignorance—though experience should have corrected that—airi in i)art no doubt to the glozing comfort of the interminable stucco, which (necessary as a ground
decoration in so many cases) would give for a short time a faultless exterior to the worst construction.
E\eii so it is incredible that the builders should have gone on for century after century erecting huge
columns which were to take the weight of monolithic architraves on small irregular blocks of friable stone
only a few feet deep. It is even more remarkable that so much has lasted.

Handling, dressing and laying of blocks are dealt with in two long and important chapters which more
tliau any in the book testify to the quantity of data collected by the authors, and at the same time offer
Scope foi the setting out of propositions which goes far beyond the mere observation of conditions. The
tibsence (so far as one can tell) of wheeled transport before the New Kingdom is all the more suri^rising
now that the chariot is known to have been so prominent a feature ;of early Sumerian civilization. But
rollers seem certainly to have been used by the Egyptians with their (well authenticated) sleds, though the
actual evidence for them is slight. The most notable re-adjustment of accepted views is entailed by the
suggestion—for which a sound case is made out—that the so-called “rockers” (known to us from models
in fuiiudation deposits) are in reality small sleds used in aligning blocks of stones to be dressed. The whole
quesrioii of the cutting, drcvssing, aligning and laying of the blocks and their courses is discussed with great
insight and is to(; detailed for summary.

A cautK.us but constructive account of pyramid building dispatches most current ideas but does not
cimia to be final, since so much still remains to be done towards the thorough iuvo.stigatioii even of the
U^ah pyramids. It has called forth from Petrie {Ancient Egypt, 1930, 33) a further discussion of the
(lithculties and a more positive solution than that of Clarke and Eiigolbach.
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The remainder of the book deals with the elements of architecture, pavements and column-bases,
columns and architraves, roofs (including methods of protection against rain, a wider tielJ than mi-aht bo
expected), doors and doorways, windows, stairs and arches. The last chapter on the mci.-,oi,ry discu-s..s

the final stages of dicing, .sculpturing and painting, and contains some import,int evidence for the nictlio,l.s

of cutting hard stone based on personal experiments. Such practical tests are indeed frequentlv referrcil

to throughout the book, models being used when an actual reconstruction of ancient methods was obviou.sly

out of the question. The authors rightly insist that often this is the only criterion by which to test their
theories, and apply it whenever possible.

The last two chapters, giving t>hort accounts of brickwork and Egyptian mathematics ro^[)eLtivcly, are
essential adjuncts to the main theme. It might be noted that Petrie’s view that panelled brickwork is

derived from a w'oodeu constuictioii is borne out by the evidence of a similar development in early
Mesopotamian building at Ur and Al-‘Ubaid.

An appendix gives illustrations of most of the tools discussed in the text, of which in some c.ises only

one or two examples are known.

Eiiially, one may recall the authors’ warning, already noted, that this book is only an introd action. It

is consequently not simply a book of reference—though that will naturally be its luimary use for rno.st

readers—but contains valuable suggestions for further lines of investigation.

S. R. K. riLANMLLi:.

Zenon Papyri in the University of Mid i<ja ti CoUectioa, By C. C. Edgar {Unicersity <>f Miclriy<(i,

Huinartistic Serle.'<^ xxiv). Pp. xiv + 211, and 6 plates. 8 3.o0. 1931.

Of the voluminous correspondence of Zeiion, one of the uut'^tandiug discoveries of recent yraix,

appreciable portions hcive fallen to the Universities of Michigan and Columbi<i. Tlie authorities of the

former could not have done better than to entrust the publication of their share to the cxporieiicGd editur

of the Zenon papyri at Cairo. A very satisfactory and attractive book is the result. Mr. Edgar h.is taken

the opportimitv to give in his substantial introduction (pp. 1-GO) a valuable sketch of the career of Zenon
and of the powerful minister Apollonius, whose confidential agent Zenon was. He alM> di^ensses lirndiv

the dififerent systems of dating employed in the reigns of the second and third Ptolemies and adds useful

tables of the correspondences between Macedonian and Egyptian months for the years n.c. (If

the 120 papyri wUich follow many are short or fragmentary, but there is a leaven of good pieces, and though

none is of capital importance, points of interest are frequent. Historic-dly the most signiticaiit is No. Ino,

if the Callicrates therein mentioned was the admiral of that name, whose tenure of office must coiisetpiently

be extended. In connexion with the allusion to a bear in 06 5 it may bo worth while to note tliat a ski Hid

drawing of that (in Egypt) unexpected animal has lately been found among the OKyrhviichus papyri. In

103 occurs one of the few early references to the use of camels in Egypt. The (bstrich is imt altogether a

novelty in papyri, but iu 9. 2-3 we hear for the first time of au egg deeor.ited with or mounted in sihas-,

(ULov o'TpovS€tov dll]pyvpcofievov

.

In 112.5 aTTo TTOTL^cLv is the antithesis of d77(i TTcdih', for which c/, e.//.

P. Rylands 157.21. Facsimiles, paper and typognqdiy are alike excelhait, and misprints (.omnicndahly

rare, though in several places brackets before or after complete words are not properly sp.u-ed. May tlie

future volumes of the Michigan papyri follow this admirable model I

A. S. Hunt.

Papyri in the Princeton Unicersity Collections^ edited by A. C. Johnson and H. B. van Hoesen ^Joliu^

Hopkins University Studies in Archaeology^ No. 10'. Pp. xxiiiH-llO. 1931.

Princeton is one of the American universities which have recently acquired a number of now papyri, and

a small homogeneous group from Philadelphia in the Arsiuoite iiome has now been dealt with m a '^lender

volume. This group consists of eleven papyri, throe of them inscribed on both sides, belonging to the rci-_;n

of Tiberius, and all, with the excejition of No. 13, which is of a more miscellaneous character, cont.iiunjg

official taxing-accounts, several of considerable length. Among the taxes concerned the (TWTd^ipnv

prominent, but the purpose of that impost, a peculiarity of the Arsinoite nome, remains uncertain. If, as

the editors maintain, it w<is not the poll-tax uu<ler another iiaiiie, a payment hy a mxn of 02 hardly dis-

proves the accepted view that liability to poll-tax ceased at the age of 60 (p. 20). Since no facsinnk's art*

given, the quality of the transcriptions cannot be tested, but they have evidently been made with taro,

and the editorial -work generally is competent. The principles of abbreviation do not seem to have I'oon fully

grasped, p cannot be e.xpanded (r)p(d 7refa) (9. \\\ 9) ;
and if, e.g., the tr (T yiarov or the r of 'IL/xu.rraichj s :

3 1—2
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was really omitted in 13. vii. 2, xviii. 10, N€(cr) rov, etc. should be printed. A suspicion arises thac indistinct

formation has not seldom been mistaken for abbreviation. No. 13 in particular has given trouble. €vt( ),

which occurs several times, probably means r{oh), as elsewhere, and in xviii. 32 *A^vvr(rt) can safely

bo added on the analogy of xix. 4 (of. ii. 29), This suggests that local names follow €v r(pis)also in ii. 1, 16

:

does ^ui Na)o-iS( )
conceal Atoj^i;crta5(o?) ? It is rather perverse in i. 1 to divide ii€Tp( )

into fx€ Tp{a7reCTjs) and

then to suggest that pe — fji€(TpT}fj.(iTcop) (p. 77). is ^ xviii. 5 vn{€p) 6^($i{vLov) look

obvious. In 9. iii, 19 ^rjrrj (sic) is presumably ^tjtt](t€ov). 11. ii. 6 nepl UroX^^paibos) y4{as) (so too 14. i. 9

TTfpi Boi;/^acrro(i') : at 1. 1 rrepi IIepo'eo>(v), Kotprjv is to be supplied), 13. iii. 23 St(a) aA(X<i)i') explained on

p. 100 as ^‘for other expenses,’’ xix. 1-7, n. Phanius (c/. Index, p. 140, ^dvios), p. xvi Socnopaeou Nesus

are .some other details in which the editors have not been felicitous. Attention is repeatedly called in the

notes to doubtful readings which have already been sufficiently indicated by dotted type. On the other

hand doubt is sometimes expressed where dotted letters have not been used ; and this is not the only

inconsistency observable between text and commentary.
A. S. Hunt.

Das schotie Fest von Opet: Die Festzugdarstelliing im grossen Saulengange des Tempels von Luksor.

A on A\ ALTUEU AVolf. YerOffentlichungen der Ernst von Sicglin-Expedition, Fiinfter Band
;
Leipzig,

1931,

We have waited far too long for an accurate publication of the reliefs of the colonnade in the Luxor
temple. The publication, however, now that it has come, is wholly adequate. The discussion of the age and
history of the reliefs is complete, the two plates are clear and easy to handle, despite their length, the

descri[>tions of the scenes and the copies and translations of the texts are excellent, and the photographic

reproductions of the walls, the only thing missing, are to appear as a separately obtainable supplement to

Wreszinski’s Atlas,

The author follows Engelbach and Schafer in rejecting Borchardt’s hypothesis that what Amenophis III
planned at Luxor was a hypostyle hall like that of Karnak, and that Tutrankhamun, by building the east

and west walls, reduced it to the mere colonnade which now stands there. According to the author, who
adds still more evidence to that adduced by Engelbach and Schafer, the long walls were the work of

Amenophis himself, who was also responsible for the reliefs on the north and south end-walls; Tutrankh-
arnun merely added the reliefs on the long walls. He suggests, moreover, that although Tutrankhamun’s
reliefs are complete in themselves and have no need of those on the norfch wall, yet these last are of a
general tenour which w’ould enable them suitably to round off the festival j)5'ocession ; it is therefore
pojisible, he thinks, that Amenophis, when he executed them, had in view for the long walls precisely the
scenes which Tut^ankhamun afterwards placed there—in which case we should have to regard the whole
merely as a representation of a typical Opet festival and not, as is generally assumed, of a particular one
performed by Tutf’ankhamun to mark his return to orthodoxy after the Aten heresy. The authoEs
argument here (last para, of p. 2) is not altogether convincing, and it is a pity that he has not given us a
reproduction of the reliefs on the north end-wall in order that we might form our own conclusions. The
reviewcEs ovm memory of these, based on a careful study in 1920, is that there is nothing in them to
suggest that Amenophis contemplated using scenes from the Opet festival rather than any others to
decorate the rest of the colonnade.

The description of the scenes is excellent, and calls for no comment. The inscriptions are carefully
tianslated and the authors philological standard is clearly high. Two small points raise questions.
First, in No. 26, is there any authority for translating ('dio by “banks”? Secondly, in No. 32, a.l
ir-s af dl Cnh means not “damit sie bei ihm mit Leben beschenkt sei,” where “bei ihm” is quite mean-
iiigless, but that she may make for him an ‘endowed with life’”-—a characteristic Egyptian w^ay of saying
“that she may confer on him the quality of ‘endowed with life,’” the epithet which every king writes after
his name. The moital peiforms a service—in this case the transport of the god on the Nile—in order not
that the god may be endowed with life, for the gods need no human aid to give them this, but that the god
may endow him with lite. This is quite clear grammatically in cases like the present, where the deity is
feminine and the dative nf is inserted. It is also clear in examples like No. 20a, where it is absurd to
translate “Fumigation and libation to Amen-Rer that he may be endowed with life like Rer,” for he is
Ru^'

;
it is for the king that Amen-Re<' is asked to make an “endowed with life like Re^'.” Such cases as

tho.^e determine the correct translation of less obvious example.s like No. 39b.

T. Eric Feet.
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Giza I. BeHcht iihcr die voa der Akaderale der Wissenschafteii ia Wien auf tjenieimame Kth^ten mit

Dr. Wilhelm Pelizaevs iraternonuiieneii Grrdnuifjea auf dern Friedhof des Alien Reiches hei den

Pyramided Von Gizet. Land 1 : Die Mosf'ihfts dec IV. Dynostie <htf dem Westfriedhof. In Verbiiuhiiv^

riiit K. Holey hcransge<>eben von HpinrANN Junker. (Akad. d. AViss. in AVien, PUiL-liist Kl.i^se,

Denk.schriften^ CD. Band, i. AUiandliing, Wien und Leipzig, 10:^9).

In 190:2 the pyiMiniil field of Gizah was divided up by the Service des Anti(piites into three concessions,

allotted to American, German <aud Italian excavators respectively. In 1903 the withdiMwal of the Italians

from this field of work left their area to be added to that of the Americans under Dr. Heisncr, and in 1911

the German concession was, by mutual agreement, handed over to the Akademie der Wi-s'^enschaften in

Vienna. Anxiety has often been felt with regard to the ultimate pulJication of the va'^t excavations carried

out here almost annually l)y the various concession-holders
;

for, though all h<ivc issued interim reports,

there seemed little or no sign of final })ublications commensurate with the importance of the site and the

magnitude of the work done. The present volume will do much to allay this anxiety. Dr. Junker tells us

that it is but the first of a series which will deal with the work done by him and his colleagues in 191i2-14

and from 1926 onward in the middle section of the western cemetery. The jairposo of the publication, he

tells us, is not only to secure a ct'implete and reliable reproduction of the material, but to give a thorough

treatment of all relevant questions of date, development, arti>tic value, etc.

These aims are all fully achieved in the present volume. Both in the more general sections and in the

detailed de.scriptious of the various mastabas the arrangement is ch^ar and the tre.itmcnt adcipiate. The

plans and sections of tombs are excellent, and the photogmphs reproduced in the plate by the half-tone

process are of the highest quality. Dr. Junker’s discussions of the inscriptions <Lrc such as might he

expected from a scholar of his standing, and this part of the work i.s a mine of philological inform<itioii, in

which the reviewer has already more than once found pure gold.

Dr. Junker and Professor Karl Holey, who was responsible for the architectural side of the excavation,

are to be congratulated on a work which is a model of what such reports should lie. It i> not their least

merit to have shown that an excavation report of such intricacy and impuitance can perfectly well be

brought within the limits of space and cost impo>ed by the format and style of the Denk^ehrijteit of the

Vienna Academy. In these days, when the very existence of our science is being threatened by the expense

and extravagance of its })ublications, this is a fine example to have set.

T. Kuic Peet.

Ftiides sur les origines de la religion de I'Egypie. Par S. A. B. Mercer. (Ihc Oriental Rcscarcli Sta-ies.)

London, Luzac, 1928. Pp. lUo + xi.

To say that Dr. MercePs book is unsatisfactory wmuld be to give a disproportionately critical impn^ssion

of a work in the writing of which at all there is much to admire, dhe origins of Lgypti.ui religitui <ire, as

yet at least, out of our reach, and any book wdiich deals ^Yith them is bound to be uiisatisfactnry- the same

impression is left by the conclusions on the same subject of so giv.it an authority as Professor Sothe -hut

it is better that such books should be written to make us think, disagreement Ijeiiig a half-way house to

thought, than that we should remain immor.sed in details because tlie time is not yet ripe for suithesis. It

never will be, for that is merely a way of saying that we do not know everything.

I am inclined to think that the most pi’essing need of the study of Eg\q)tiau religion at pre.scnt is a

series of statements of wdiat the Egyptians themselves said at difi'ei'cut periods; work up to the present

seems to have been concentrated on taking certain passages and explaining at groat length what they ouglit

to have said. If a series of W’orks \vere published dealing with the periods of, say, ihe 1 yramid texts, Ihc

Coffin Texts, The Middle Kingdom, The Eighteenth Dynasty, The Xew Kingdom, and The Ptolemaic

Period, then we should have a basis for study. Each w^ork should confine itself rigidly to <‘i statement of

what we find WTitten in the texts of that period, without any attempt to ex}>lain it from material of otlicr

dates. Such books would be of inestimable importance— w^e have a sketch for one in Di. Allen s itnalu.dJc

booklet on Homs in the Pyramid Texts—and wo could then deal wnth the development of an} gi\en belief

without being held up by the necessity of reading everything that the Egyptians ever wrote which might

possibly contain something about it. Difficulties might arise in deciding the eftective date of certain texts,

but these could easily be surmounted by some such compromise as dealing wuth them at the date of oui

earliest copy and mentioning their possible range. Each author might be allow'od the luxury of noting in

a separate section those texts vrhich he believed efi’ectively to come wathiii his purviewx l>y this means the

origins would be somewhat cleared and many problems which now puzzle us would not arise.
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After this had been done the historical method, which is the only useful one in the long run, could be

brought to bear on the separate gods. How much nonsense has been written concerning the Aten cult

which could have been saved by an authoritative work on the written beliefs of the early Eighteenth

Dynasty I

Some such reflections are inevitably aroused by Dr. Mercer^s book. I felt in reading it that a great

many of the things we are accustomed to take without question concerning the origins of the gods would

vanish if a fresh study of them were made from those references only which are of early date and all pre-

concet)tions from later texts carefully put away. In particular this work has led me to reconsider my
position with I’cgard to Osiris, and elsewhere in this number of the Journal I have attempted to suggest a

different origin for him from that which has held the field up to the present. Dr. ^Mercer maintains the

conventional view with a few variations which will be noted later, and I was struck in jjarticular with the

disproportionate importance which we have been accustomed to give to the rfdf-pillar in relation to Osiris.

Sethe long ago pointed out that it is equally if not more likely that the pillar was originally connected

with ^lemphis, and later became attached to Osiris when he moved up thither. Since Dr. Mercer wrote,

the publicati<m of the second Dramatische Texte has shown that when the “Theological symbolists” had
to deal with the dd as a cult object, so far from identifying it with Osiris, they identified it with Set, thus

showing clearly that it was not closely connected with Osiris until after the enmity with Set had grown
up, that is to say, comparatively late in Osiris’ history. And the ^c/-pillar question is only one point where
a reconsideration of our views in the light of unassailahly early evidence would be of x^rofit. It is not

enough fur individual Egyptologists to feel that they have already reconsidered them ; as Dr, Gardiner

pointed out in a review in this Journal, ii, 121 fl’., a great deal of harm has been done by the fact that

investigators in the field of comxxirative religion in the Egyptian area cannot get reliable information about

Egypt.

There follow some comments on points which occurred to me in the course of reading.

P. 24, 1. 16. Uor-khent~irte is Mhat-n-lrti, not “He who rules over the two eyes” but “He who is

without eyes.” (See Sothe, Uaters., x, 164.)

P. 24, 1. 12. It seems rather an extreme statement that all falcon-gods were originally war-gods.

P. 24, 1. 22. huti can mean “in," and hntl-ht would be more probably “who is in the body.”

P. 24, last lino. 4Yhy need a mummified falcon be reminiscent of Arabia? In any case, see p, 8 of

Sethe’s since jiublished UrgescIdoJite.

P. 26, 1. 12. Why “Uiie accord politique tem^ioraire ” ?

P. 29, last x^ara. The derivation of Cnd'ti is given somewhat dogmatically. The derivation from Cnd4^
the name of the nome, is more attractive, and this may have something to do with Cndw, incense, as
Xewberry pointed out in this Journal, xv, 86 ff Or does the name of the god come from the incense, the
nome-name being a false construction from it ?

P. 30, 11. 13 ff. 1 must confess complete failure to understand this passage. In any case, as pointed out
above, Sethe has already shown that the connexion between Osiris and the dd is at least shaky. As for
the suggestion that Pyr. 1751 shows it to be a tree with the branches lox>ped—it hardly seems conclusive.

P. 32, first x^ara. It should have been x^inted out here that in Pyr. 145-6, 251, 350, 1267, and 2100
Osiris is an enemy, while in 145-6 Horns is added.

P. 51, 1. 7. does not seem to be Horns; see Wb. d. aeg. Spr. and Allen, Homs in the Pyramid
Texts.

P. 63, 1. 17. Si-sJitp, not htf. Reference 7. Petrie, Gizeh and Rifeh, has eight xdates numbered xiii,
sub-lettered A-H. For Khnum, Lord of Shashetep, see xiii, G, and for Osiris, Lord of Shashetep, xiii, H
The correct reference for >SV, Lord of Shashetep, is Slut, PI. 18.

P. i 2, 11. 3 ff. Kees, Opfertanz, 135, has pointed out that the figure on the wooden plaque is the king
himself, not a god.

P. 72, 1. 6. Reference for the “God on the Stex^is”?

P. 72, 1. 16, Xo! Rer is the primary god of the celestial dead, Osiris is intruding and the process is not
complete. The editing which consists in placing “Osiris” before the king’s name is neither here nor
there.

P. 72, 1. 19. Read^ ,
and note that the early writing is^ ,

a somewhat important X)oint.

P. <3, 1. 9 from bottom. It is Ref* who rules the sky. In Pyr. Ut. 337 Osiris is intrusive.
P. 74, first para. Surely the form of the Osirian editing of the Pyramid Texts shows a victory for Osiris

not merely assimilation to Ror.
’
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P. 74, 1. 19. This seems an unjustifiable play upon the French word “premier.”

P. 76, 1. 8. “Entree d’Osiris dans la lime.” Ref. Pint. 43. Transpose refs. 21 and 22 and date 21 to

Ramesses IV.

P, 77, ref. 25. Delete iii, 91, which does not mention Menes.

P. 78, 1. 2. Mn-nfr. Taken in all probability from the pyramid of Pepi, Mii nfr P., either “Firm aud

Good is P.” or “The Good Monument of P.” Tliere is no word mu “port” in Wb, d. Spr.

P. 78, 11. 3 flf. The Jtf-pillar is referred to above.

P. 79, last para. The real point which lies behind all that the Egyptians felt about the relation of

“good living” to the after-life was their lack of a sense of sin. The morality of the Instruction <if Merikcre

and similar documents has, one feels, more in common with the static ethics of classic antiquity than with

the dynamic morality of the Hebrew traditi(»n. It was becoming a code of ethics and such is bound to end

in a magical view of the way to a happy after-life. The spells for “passing the examination” in the other

world are an essential expression of the Egyptian outlook on religion.

P. 79, n. 30. The comparison between the various Egyptian and African souls is an important one, and

it seems a pity to have confined it to a footnote.

P. 80, I. 16. No ! The king at the Sed Festival was Horus not Osiris. (See Kces, 02>fertanz aud

GardineP.s review referred to above.)

P. 81, 1. I. Read Choiakh for Chorakh.

P, 85, 1. 11. The hnha can hardly be called a pillar.

P. 85, 11. 12 ff. and p. 89, 11. 7 ft*. This reversal of the accepted view that Osiris gradually tjcnetrated the

Re<'-cult, gathering his solar attributes on the way, is hardly convincing. We should expect to find more

of Osiris as a solar deity at the beginning of the Pyramid Texts than at the end—which does not seem to

be so. Further, what evidence is there for an early celestial Osiris ? He was god of the dead m the

Underworld.

P. 100, note 40. For <=> ,
T. J. C. Paly.

Karanis: Topographical and Architectural Report of Excavations during the Reasons 1921-28. Ry

A. E. R. Boak and E. Peterson. Pp. viii-h69. With 42 plates, 19 plans, and 1 map. {Unio'rsity of

Michigan Studies^ Humanistic Series, vol. xxv.)

The University of Michigan Xear East Research Expedition has been working at Karanis for the last

seven years and steadily accumulating a store of information about the aspect and growth of a small

Graeco-Egyptian town. Such a thorough investigation of a Fayyum site has never been atteni[)ted before,

and owing to the activities of the -diggers may never ag.iin i>c possible. The Expedition has done a

very great service to archaeology in undertaking this costly task and cirrving it on year after year with

exemplary care and patience. Though the excavators had no illusions about the nature of the work and

no expectation of making any sensational finds, they have in fact come upon some very interesting papyri

and other small objects, and one hopes that they will obtain many more before they leave the site
;
a rich

reward of this kind would be well deserved.

The present volume contains a preliminary report about the house-remains in the upper strata of two areas

of the town. Noneof the buildings described is earlier than the second century a.d. or later than the fifth, wlu'ii

the site was deserted. The descriptions, plans and plates give us a clear picture <>f the main fe.itures of the

ordinary house of these times, the courtyard encumbered with ovens, hand-mills, pens for animals aiul

other constructions, the vaulted granaries, the living rooms with decorated niches in the walls aud o\er

these, well above the level of the eye, the vertically barred windows {Ovpihe^ Kavovoirai) with sloping sills.

For the present the authors have wisely restricted themselves to a careful record of details. But future

reports will no doubt tell us something about the earlier remains, and we may hope for more enlighten-

ment about the street-plan and the various types of houses. At Phil.idelphia the original street-plan, which

happens to be well preserved, is 2
^erfectly regular, and it would be interesting to learn whether Kar.iniN,

founded about the same time, was laid out on similar lines. But obviously the excavation of the latter

town with its six more or less distinguishable levels of occu^iation is a much more com 2
)licalcd 2

>roblem.

One of the more remarkable buildings described in the re2)ort is an immense dovecot containing se\eral

hundred nests, most of which were made of earthenware jars built horizontally into the Wcdls. Ihe large

rectangular storehouse C 65, with a balcony suj^jiorted on arches round the central court, is of great

interest on account of its general
2
>lan, which is said to be unique at Karanis. It has als*) yielded, \\hat
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one would not have expected to find in such a place, a painted representation of Harpocrates and a Sphinx

of the type discussed most recently by Perdrizet, Terres cuites de la Collection Fouquet, p. 79. A few other

wall-paintings, equally crude, are reproduced in the plates and briefly described
;
but all such finds will

be dealt with more fully in a later volume.

Altogether, an excellent account, published in a form which one can handle with comfort, of some of

the results of a most instructive excavation.

G. C. Edgar.

Tii'o Fragmentary Birtk-Certificates from the Michigan Collection^ Some Papyrus Fragments from the

Michigan Collection. By Henry A. Sanders. (From Me^noirs of the American Academy in Rome., ix,

1931.) With 4 plates.

In these two articles Professor Sanders does a real ser\ ice to papyrology. The texts he edits are all

imperfect, indeed seriously imperfect, but they are all in Latin, and Latin documents of the early centuries

of oui- era are still, compciratively speaking, so rare that e^'en the veriest scrap has a value. And all these

fragments ofler points of interest, which would in any case make their publication desirable. Their imper-

fection of course adds to the difiiculty of decipherment, no easy task when one is dealing with Latin cursive,

and Professor Sanders is to be congratulated on the skill with which he has performed his task.

As the title shows, the fii*st two texts, which are both on waxed tablets, are birth-certificates. Imperfect

as they are, they are a valuable addition to the existing material of this class, and Professor Sanders takes

the opportunity to discuss some of the vexed questions raised by such tablets. The first, which is perhaps

to be dated in A.D. 103, states the census of the father as US xx, i.e. 20,000 sesterces. This is valuable, for

it rules out the suggestion of the editor of B,G. U. 1694 that the insertion of the census in that document
was due to the fact “dass M. Lucretius Octavianus dem Kitterstande angehdrt.’^ The small sum
concerned in the new tablet suggests on the contrary that the statement of the census was a regular

feature of a birth-certificate
;
and Sanders’s examination of the extant examples seems to bear this out. It

elicits a further interesting fact, that in most, probably in all, cases the census figure was inserted later

than the body of the text, the inference being apparently that the figures were not in the tabulae profes-

sionurn but were obtained elsewhere.

The new tablet also contains the mysterious formula ‘‘q. p. f. e. r. e. ad k.” The first pai-t is known to

represent quae proximae fuerunt] the second part was expanded by the editors of the Berlin tablets into

the very unconvincing formula crcsccates ad Kalendas. This was rejected by Scxnders on the ground, inter

aha, that in Mich. Pap. 766 the letters ere are separated by dots. His scepticism is triiimj)bantly vindi-

cated by the new tablet, where also the dots appear (they are not really visible in the plate but Sanders
states explicitly that they are distinguishable)

;
but his own suggestion cirem Romanuni exsenpsi ad

haletnlariam is not convincing. He seeks indeed to vindicate, not perhaps the actual words (he suggests,

o.g., esse or exhibiii or edidi for e), but at least the sense against Wilckon’s strictures {Archiv, li, 101), but
I confess myself unconvinced. AYilcken required professiis est rather than any other verb, because these
declarations of birth are called professiones

; and though Sanders attempts to lessen the force of this, he
cannot get over the fact that such certificates were always Liken from the tabula professionum. He argues
against Milcken^s interpi*etation of such formulae as ^‘tah. r/, iteyn pagina iif or ‘Vui. ii et post alia
pag. II, Item anno r///,” which he had himself interpreted as indicating a double registration; but again, in
rny opinion, unsuccessfully. Xor can I at all believe in his explanation (p, 69) of the phrase amplioribas
litteris, which seems far-fetched in the extreme.

The second tablet is very imperfect and evidently hard to decipher, but by a comparison of the texts
on the wax and on the wood Sanders restores it almost completely. His restoration of one phrase as apfud
meoTum honoruni\ curatorem seems to me much less likely than Hittmann’s ap\se 7is per suorum honoruni]
curatorem, which he quotes in a footnote (p. 76) but rejects owing to the confusion of p and 6 involved.
Ihis d(jes not seem a strong objection, and it is to be noted that in one of the papyrus texts (p. 85) we
have the 02>posite confusion, scribsi for scripsi. The restoration char^to is also perhaps a little doubtful.
Some interesting family connexions are established on pjx 78-9.

In the second article three Latin fragments on paj^yrus are 2>ublished. The first, which consists of a list

of names, followed each by an indication of iflace, and consulships, Sanders explains as a list of “a small
detachment assigned to some sj>ecial duty under a subordinate officer”; and since it has on the back an
addiess \\ hich he reads uttoSos [.

.
j«[.

.
j7r(>r[ j x a anh ’ATrXtovapiou d5cX(^[ov] .

. ,
he takes Ajflonarius= Apollo-

narius as the officer, writing to a brother officer a letter now lost, to which a list of soldiem was aj)pended.
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But though it is no doubt j^o.ssible that a Latin letter might have a Greek address, the Greek is at lea^t

unexpected. Moreover *A7r\<ovdpLop is known (P. Oxj. 1676)as a woman’s name. Is there any valid reason

why we should not equally well read (perha2)S= \vife), and (whethei’ we read -(pov or take the

Greek line as the address of a Greek letter, now lost, which was written on the verso of an official Latin

document?

As to the character of the latter, it is haz*d to see why, if it is a list of a detachment sent on a particular

service, it was necessary to specify the year of enlistment (it is to this that tlio consular dates pro^urnahly

refer) or the ongo of the individual men. It seems much likelier that (as Sanders himself sugge^t^ as an

alternative, p. 83) the document is a list of soldiers, specifying the present locality. Cast I should read as

castris, signifying that the men so described were in camp, while tho.bC whose names are followed by a

place-name were on duty elsewhere. Dr. J. G. Milne
2
>'Ents out to me that in 1. 9, instead of Sanders's

mysterious Scents Soene is to be read; and in 1. 25 I should prefer Atiti\iioopoli) to Ante^ which Sanders

explains as Antaeopolis.

The second piece is an interesting fragment of a receipt written on the classis Augusta at Caesarea, no

doubt that in Mauretania, The third is a list of names, tlie purpose of which is obscure.

H. I. Bell.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. xvir.
35
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